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RECORD OF DECISION
DECLARAnON
Site Name and Location

This Record of Decision (ROD) is for the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site,
Gainesville. Alachua County, Florida. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Site Identification Number is FLD980709356.
Statement of Basis and Purpose

This decision document presents the selected remedy for the "Site" that was chosen in
accordance with the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation. Liability Act
of 1980 (CERCLA). as amended by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of
1986 (SARA). and. to the extent practicable. the National Contingency Plan (NCP). This
decision is based on the Administrative Record tor the Site. This decision represents the
final remedy selected for the Site and following completion ofthe remedial action (RA). the
Site will be ready tor reuse. The State of Florida. as represented by the Florida Department
of Environmental Protection (FDEP). has been the support agency during the remedial
investigation/feasibility study (RIIFS) process. In accordance with 40 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Sec 300.430. as the support agency. FDEP has provided input during the
process and has actively participated in the decision making process.
Assessment of Site

The response action selected in this ROD is necessary to protect the public health or welfare
or the environment from actual or threatened releases of ( I) hazardous substances to the
environment: and (2) pollutants or contaminants from this Site which may present an
imminent and substantial endangerment to public health or welfare.
Description of Selected Remedy

The overall cleanup strategy is to treat. contain, and 'control contamination associated with
this Site. Following completion of construction and establishment of institutional controls
(lCs). the remedy will be protective of both human and ecological receptors. The selected
remedy is compatible with the reasonably anticipated future use of the property.
The selected remedy has three parts that address three distinct media groups: on-Site media.
the Upper Floridan Aquifer (UFA), and off-Site media. The major components of the
selected remedy for on-Site media include:
• Establishment of an on-Site soil consolidation area that includes:
o A single. continuous vertical barrier wall (approximately 65 feet deep)
encircling all four principal contaminant source areas from land surface to the
Hawthorn Group middle clay.
o Establishment ofa low-permeability cap/cover over the consolidation area to
protect against rain infiltration and contamination migration.

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

In place (in-situ) solidification and stabilization (ISS/S) of contamination from
ground surface to the upper Hawthorn Group zone (0 to 65 feet bls) at two ofthe four
principal contaminant source areas (the fonner North Lagoon and the former Drip
Track area). The ISS/S component of this remedy component will be implemented
through injection of stabilizing chemicals into the ground surface. This ISS/S
treatment is subject to acceptable performance demonstration during pilot tests or
treatability studies. Pilot tests/treatability studies are tests conducted with
contaminated Site materials and stabilizers to determine ifcleanup goals will be met.
In-situ geochemical stabilization (lSGS) (also referred to as in-situ biogeochemical
stabilization (ISBS) of DNAPL from ground surface to the bottom of the upper
Hawthorn Group zone (0 to 65 feet bls) at two of the four principal contaminant
source areas (fonner Process area and the former South Lagoon). The ISGS
component of this remedy component will be implemented through injection of
oxidizing and stabilizing chemicals into the ground surtace. This ISGS treatment is
subject to acceptable performance demonstration during pilot tests or treatability
studies. Pilot tests/treatability studies are tests conducted with contaminated Site
materials and stabilizers to determine if cleanup goals will be met. If pilot
tests/treatability studies do not demonstrate to EPA acceptable pertormance of the
ISGS treatment for the Surficial Aquifer zone. the Surficial Aquifer zone at the
former Process area and at the fanner South Lagoon will be treated with In-situ
soliditication (lSS/S).
In-situ injection of oxidizing chemicals or ISGS treatment in the lower Hawthorn
Group in two of the four principal source areas (tanner Process Area and the fanner
South Lagoon) and along the eastern property boundary through newly installed
injection wells.
Excavation of soil posing a leachability or direct contact concern outside of the
consolidation area; placement of excavated soil in soil consolidation area.
Surface grading and clean soil covers on approximately 83 of 86 acres on the Site
property.
Installation of storm water controls and improvements (e.g., retention/ detention
pond).
Continued operation of the perimeter wells of the Surficial Aq~Iifer extraction and
treatment system (outside ofthe consolidation area) until cleanup goals are attained.
Continued operation of the horizontal collection drains of the Surficial Aquifer
extraction and treatment system as needed to contain potential migration of
groundwater contamination (hydraulic control).
Expansion of the Surficial Aquifer and Hawthorn Group monitoring network.
Institutional controls such as deed restrictions to prevent future digging that would
result in contact with contaminated media.

The major components of the selected remedy tor the UFA include:
• Hydraulic containment of contaminated groundwater through extraction and
treatment in areas where chemicals of concern (COCs) exceed cleanup goals.
• Construction ofadditional monitoring/extraction wells for the network, as necessary.
• Monitored natural attenuation (MNA) in areas where there are low-level exceedances
of cleanup goals

(,

The major components ofthe selected remedy for off':Site media include cleanup of soil
contamination at private properties surrounding the Site and addressing surface water and
sediment contamination in Hogtown and Springstead Creeks;
For soil contamination, a range of options consistent ,with State of Florida cleanup guidance
are proposed for use on individual subparcels with th~ consent ofthe private property owners
including, in order of preference:'
• Excavation and removal of impacted soil that exceeds cleanup goals based on current
use of the: land; Excavated' soil will be: transported, and placed within the
consolidation area on-Site.
• Engineered controls' that prevent contact with. impacted soil contammg
contamination. that exceeds cleanup goals based· on· current use of the land use.
• Institutional controls.to protect accessibility and use of land/properties.
For surface water and sediment in Hogtow'n and Springstead Creeks, the selected remedy
includes:
• Excavation and remoyal of impacted sediment in excess of levels shown to likely
cause an adverse effect when in direct contact (probable effects concentration).
Excavated sediment will be placed in the consolidation area on-Site.
• Monitored natural recovery of remaining impacted sediment until concentrations
reach threshold effects concentrations (contaminant concentrations above these
levels could adversely affect a plant or animal) or background levels.

(

Statutory Determinations
The selected remedy is protective of human health and the environment, complies with
federal and state requirements that are applicable or relevant and appropriate to the RA
(unless justified by a waiver), and is cost effective. This remerlyutilizes permanent solutions
to the maximum extent practicable and satisties the statutory preference for remedies that
employ treatment to reduce toxicity, mobility, or volume as a principal element. The remedy
eliminates human and ecological exposure to contaminated groundwater and soil,
permanently controls the mobility of the contaminants, and is protective of groundwater
resources. Principal threat waste dense non-aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) in the source
areas is treated by both ISS/S and ISGS thus rendering it immobile.
"

Because this remedy will result in hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants
remaining on-Site above levels that will allow for unlimited use and unrestricted exposure, a
statutory review will be conducted within five years ofconstruction ofthe remedy to ensure
that the on-Site remedy remains protective of human health and the environment, inclusive
of the applicable ICs. Five-Year Reviews will continue throughout the life of the Site until
: " . ',hazardous subst~nces, poll~tants or contaminants no longer remain on Site at levels that do
not allow for unlimited use and unrestricted exposure.

Data Certification Checklist
. The fol1owing information is included in The Decision Summary of this ROD. Additional
information may be found in the Administrative Record file for this Site.
•

Baseline risk represented by the COCs (Tables 4 and 5, pages 143 and 144)

•
•
•

•
•

•

Cleanup goals established for COCs and the basis for these levels (Tables 6, 7, and 8,
pages 145 through 147)
How source materials constituting principal threats are addressed (page Ill)
Current and reasonably anticipated future land use assumptions and current and
potential future beneficial uses of groundwater used in the Baseline Risk Assessment
and ROD (page 39)
Potential land and groundwater use that will be available at the Site as a result of the
selected remedy (page 128)
Estimated capital. annual operation and maintenance (O&M). and total present worth
costs, discount rate. and the number of years over which the remedy cost estimates
are projected (Tables 10 and I I, pages 150 and 153)
Key factor(s) that led to selecting the remedy (i.e. describe how the Selected Remedy
provides the best balancc oftradeoffs with respect to the balancingand modifying
criteria, highlighting criteria key to the decision) (page 113)
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DECISION SUMMARY
1.0

Site Name. Location, and Brief Description

This Record of Decision (ROD) is for the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site (Site)
located at the northwest corner of North Main Street and NW 23rd Avenue in the northern
part of Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida, one mile east of U.S Highway 441. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is the lead agency for this Site. The EPA Site
Identification Number is FLD980709356. Site remediation is to be conducted and tinanced
by the Potentially Responsible Parties (PRPs). The Site was placed on the National Priorities
List (NPL) in 1983.
The Site is located within the city limits of Gainesville. Florida. and encompasses
approximately 170 acres. See Figure I for the Site location map. The Site is bounded by
residential and commercial areas in a busy part of Gainesville.
This Site was originally two Sites: Cabot Carbon in the southeast pOltion of the Site. and
Koppers on the western portion ofthe Site (Figure I). The Koppers portion ofthe Site is the
only zoned industrial site in the immediate area. As recently as March 20 IO. the Site was an
operating wood-treating facility that also temporarily stored creosote-treated timber. Access
is from NW 23rd Avenue. The Koppers portion of the Site covers approximately 90 acres
and gently slopes to the north-northeast. Low swampy areas are prevalent in an undeveloped.
vegetated area to the northeast. The land immediately west and northwest is residential.
The Cabot Carbon portion ofthe Site is zoned commercial. It lies immediately to the east of
the Koppers portion ofthe Site. The area is now a shopping center with a large parking lot. a
strip mall. and a car dealership. Access is unrestricted. Entrance to the parking lot is from
NW 23rd and Main Street. South and east along NW 2yd Avenue and North Main Street
are commercial areas.
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Site History and Enforcement Activities

2.1 Operational History
2.1.1 Cabot Portion
Industrial processes at the Site began in 1911. The pine tar and charcoal generation facility
operated under various names over the years, including:
• The Williamson Chemical Company
• The Florida Industrial Corporation
• The Retort Chemical Company (built the pine processing plant in 1928)
• Cabot Carbon Company

The Cabot Carbon Company acquired the operation in 1945 and continued to operate the
pine tar and charcoal generation facility until 1966. The processing, which consisted or the
destructive distillation of pine stumps, resulted in the generation ofa large number ofliquid
products that were marketed collectively as blended solvents.
The Cabot Carbon process generated an estimated 6,000 gallons ofcrude \vood oi I and pitch
per day. The crude oils and pitch mixtures were stored for refining, with one retort charge
producing about I, 100 gallons of crude wood oil. During the Site operations, wastewater
containing residual pyroligneous (produced by the destructive distillation of wood)
contaminants, and pine tar was discharged to a concrete-lined, pyroligneous acid water (a
reddish-brown liquid obtained by destructive distillation of wood and containing chietly
acetic acid, methanol, acetone, furfural, and various tars and oils) pond, where pine tar was
allowed to settle for product recovery. During later years of operation, three unlined earthen
impoundments were constructed to the north and downstream of the concrete-lined pond to
increase settling capacity. In 1967, the Site was sold to Mr. Raymond Tassinari, a local
private investor. In October of that year the new owner breached these three lagoons and the
contents tlowed off-Site through an adjacent 50-acre wetland and into a storm water ditch
connecting with Springstead and Hogtown Creeks. The environmental damage to Hogtown
Creek following this incident was detectable for five miles downstream.
In 1977, the property was sold to Mr. Harry S. Hamilton who began construction of the
shopping center. In 1977, Florida Department of Environmental Regulation (FDER) (now
Florida Department of Environmental Protection, [FDEPD conducted a biological survey in
parts of Hogtown Creek and determined it was devoid of life from the point of drainage
discharge for 1.1 miles downstream. Cleanup operations were performed in 1979 to remove
some contaminated sediments from the ditch, but there is no documented evidence of the
extent of source remediation activities.
In 1985, the Department of Transportation (DOT) proposed to widen a portion of North
Main Street, adjacent to the site, estimating that 4800 cubic yards of contaminated muck
were unsuitable for roadbed material and needed to be removed. The Florida Department of
Environmental Regulation (FDER, now DEP) identitied feasible alternatives for disposal of
the muck in its March 1986 "Assessment of Management Alternatives for North Main Street
2
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Muck - Gainesville, Florida." Environmental concerns prompted the Gainesville Urbanized
Area Metropolitan Transportation and Planning Organization (MTPO) to tonn a task torce to
review the proposed road-widening project. The EPA advised that waivers of Iiabi Iity for
construction in a contaminated area are given only to contractors performing work for EPA.
In January 1991, DOT presented a conceptual road-widening plan to EPA and DEP. The
agencies reiterated that road widening could be implemented with proper precautions. DOT
pertormed additional soil sampling adjacent to and beneath North Main Street in 1992 to
determine the extent of contaminated muck requiring excavation during road construction.
Road construction design was completed in March 1993. DOT completed the widening of
North Main Street adjacent to the site in September 1994. Excavated soils were transported
to an out-of-state tacility tor treatment and disposal.
Since 1995, EPA has overseen the cleanup ofthe Cabot portion ofthe Site through operation
of a groundwater interceptor trench system which has pumped and treated in excess of 500
million gallons of contaminated groundwater. In addition, there has been excavation and
disposal of contaminated soils of approximately 10,000 tons there tollowed by Site
redevelopment with thriving businesses where the Cabot portion ofthe Site once was. There
have been in excess of280 million gallons of groundwater captured and treated from the
Surticial Aquiter system since 1995. Contaminated sediments have been excavated and
treated. Chemical treatment, active and passive DNAPL recovery, soil excavation, and
upgrades to existing Surticial Aquifer containment system to pump and treat contaminated
Floridan Aquiter groundwater has also been accomplished.
2.1.2

Koppers Portion

Industrial processes at the Site began in 1916 with the American Lumber and Treating
Company preserving wood utility poles and timbers. This company primarily used creosote
in the treatment process. Koppers purchased the plant operations in 1954 while leasing the
property from Seaboard Coastline Railroad (SCR). In 1984. Koppers purchased the property
from SCR. By June 30, 1988, BNS Acquisitions, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary ofBeazer
PLC, acquired more than 90 percent of the outstanding common stock of Koppers. On
October 26, 1988, EPA, the Koppers Company and Cabot Carbon Corporation signed an
Administrative Order on Consent (AOC), Docket No. 89-06-C. The AOC provides that the
two com pan ies as the potential responsible parties (PRPs) wi II be responsible tor completing
a supplemental RifFS. On November 14, 1988, BNS Acquisitions acquired the balance ofthe
Koppers common shares. On January 26, 1989, the name of Koppers was changed to Beazer
Materials and Services, Inc. (BMS) following a merger between BMS and Koppers. On
December 28, 1989, Koppers (now BMS) sold the assets of its Tar and Treated Wood Sector,
including its Gainesville, Florida facility, to a management buy-out group known as Koppers
Industries, Inc.: however, BMS retained responsibility to satisfy the obligations under the
AOC in conjunction with the Cabot Carbon Company.
Wood treating over the years was modified to include two additional processes, one using
chromated copper arsenate (CCA) salts and the other using pentachlorophenol (PCP).
Wolman salts (CCA) were mixed at the Site beginning in 1936. The latest CCA plant was
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. constructed in the late 1960s. It is reported that PCP was used at the Site beginning in 1969.
At the time of plant closure (December 20 I 0), only CCA treatment processes were in use.
In the past two lagoon areas were used to manage wastewater generated by the treating
process (Figure 2). The south lagoon was located to the west of the plant access road
immediately south of the current otlice building. The north lagoon was located
approximately 1,500 ft to the north. The north lagoon was operated from 1956 until the
1970s. The operating period on the south lagoon is unknown. Both lagoon areas have been
closed and graded. The exact year of the lagoon closures is unknown.
2.2 Regulatory and Enforcement History
The earliest regulatory action found in available documentation occurred in 1967 when CCC
was tined $100 by the City of Gainesville tor causing pollution to Hogtown Creek and
assessed another charge to cover the city's cost tor performing part of the corrective action.
Reports indicate that problems and interest in the Site remained dormant until 1977
whenAlachua County and FDER received several complaints about the look and smell of
Hogtown Creek. In October 1977. FDER conducted a biological survey of the upper 2.8
miles of Hogtown Creek. EPA and FDER conducted preliminary studies and investigations
of the Site in 1979 through 1981. Community interest increased dramatically in 1983
through 1985 and during this time the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Site was placed on the NPL
(1983). FDER and EPA entered into a Cooperative Agreement (CA) giving FDER
management lead at the Site. During the time period from 1984 through 20 I0, the following
additional investigations and regulatory actions occurred:

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

In 1984, EPA granted FDEP, tormerly FDER. a CA grant to perform a Remedial
Investigation (RI)/Feasibility Study (FS).
In 1985. Koppers Site investigation further evaluated the groundwater. The analyses
performed on the Site investigation groundwater samples included total organic
carbon (TOe), chemical oxygen demand (COD), phenols, PCP, copper, chromium,
and arsenic.
In 1986, FDER completed a study that addressed the potential environmental issues
associated with the widening of North Main Street in the vicinity of the Site.
In 1987, the initial RI was completed by IT Corp. This RI was tound deficient in
many areas.
In 1988, the PRPs (Cabot and Beazer East) entered into an AOC with EPA to
pertorm a supplemental RL a risk assessment, and a feasibility study.
In 1989, a supplemental RI tor the Koppers Site was completed by Hunter/ESE to till
in the data gaps from the initial RI.
In 1990, the Baseline Risk Assessment (BRA) was completed in February and the
FS in May.
In 1990, a ROD was issued in September. The Koppers property was known to be
contaminated by creosote-based contaminants including carcinogenic and non
carcinogenic PAHs, phenols stich as pentachlorophenol, and metals arsenic and
chromium. The 1990 ROD specitied: (I) excavation of soils in the Former North
Lagoon and Former South Lagoon to an assumed depth of4 teet; (2) bioremediation
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•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

of soils in the Former Process area and Former Drip Track Area by recirculating
groundwater with nutrient amendment; (3) installation of a groundwater extraction
system in the Surficial Aquifer; and (4) long-term institutional controls on Site use.
At the time the ROD was prepared and signed. it was assumed that. based upon then
current information: (I) the Hawthorn Group formation (HG) was a single clay unit
that provided an effective hydrologic boundary for vertical groundwater flow and
transport and (2) the potential source zones were primarily in the shallow unsaturated
zone with groundwater impacts primarily restricted to the Surficial Aquifer.
In 1991, EPA issued a Unilateral Administrative Order (UAO) to Beazer and Cabot
Carbon directing both parties to develop a Remedial Design (RD) for the remedies
selected in the ROD. and to implement the RD by performing a Remedial Action
(RA). Note: Cabot and Beazer began to pursue remediation independently and
started developing separate RDs tor the Cabot and Koppers portions of the Cabot
Carbon/Koppers Site.
In 1992. EPA approved a Consent Decree in April for Cabot to develop a RD and
implement the RA for the Cabot property.
In 1994, EPA issued a Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) permit (1 0
years) to Koppers Industries, eftective October 30. 1994.
In 1994. EPA amended the UAO issued to Beazer and Koppers and required them to
perform a supplemental FS (SFS) for the Koppers Site. The UAO amendment also
directed Beazer to suspend work on the RD for the principal contaminant source
areas until further notice.
In 1995. an Administrative Order on Consent for Removal Action (Removal Order)
was signed by EPA and Cabot in January.
In 1996, Beazer submitted the Quarterly Industrial Wastewater Discharge
Monitoring Report to Gainesville Regional Utilities (GRU) in compliance with the
GRU discharge permit.
In 1996, Beazer submitted the Quarterly Comprehensive Groundwater Monitoring
Report to EPA.
In 1997. Beazer completed an Interim Remedial Action (IRA) under the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA) by removing the former creosote treatment building and performing in
place closure of the building's foundation.
In 1998. Roy F. Weston initiated a field excavation program to locate and close three
production wells on the eastern side of the Cabot Site as required in the ROD.
In 1998. the revised Supplemental Sampling and Analysis Plan was finalized and
approved by EPA. Work was initiated on a Revised Supplemental FS (RSFS).
In 1999. Beazer subm itted the RS FS to EPA in September.
In 2001, EPA completed the first Five-Year Review.
In 2001, EPA submitted a proposed remedy plan based on the RS/FS; plan is
rescinded.
In 2001. Beazer conducted further studies to characterize the Hawthorn clay and
develop a database of local private wells in the vicinity.
In 2002. Beazer conducted additional field investigations to characterize the
Hawthorn Group and aquifer.
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In 2002. Beazer reported on tield investigations to further characterize the Hawthorn
Group. Significant groundwater contamination by creosote and petroleum
hydrocarbons was found up to 90 ft below ground surface, and below several clay
layers.
In 2003, Beazer conducted tield investigations to further characterize Hawthorn
Group and Floridan aquifer water quality and now direction. Mail survey of private
wells was completed. Floridan aquifer and Hawthorn aquifer groundwater
contamination was confirmed.
In 2003 and 2004, GRU installed and sampled sentinel wells in the UFA between the
Koppers Site and the Murphree Well Field. One well had arsenic contamination
above maximum contaminant levels (Mel). One possible explanation tor the
observed arsenic contamination, among others, is that it is the result of naturally
occurring minerals in the UF A oxidizing and dissolving when oxygenated water is
introduced to the tormation during well drilling.
In 2004, Beazer conducted water quality testing in 80 off-Site shallow private wells,
and the one deep Floridan aquifer well. Arsenic was detected in one shallow well,
and low levels were detected in the Floridan well.
In 2004, EPA directed Beazer to develop a Floridan aquiter monitoring plan and to
expedite and complete tield activities to further characterize source areas.
In 2004, Beazer worked on developing a new groundwater model tor the Koppers
Site using GRU, county and recent new data.
In 2004, a Floridan aqui fer monitoring plan was developed by Beazer.
In 2004, EPA directed Beazer to submit all data from tield investigations, and to
develop a project plan to address deep contamination in source areas, and submit a
project schedule for remediation by August 30. 2004.
In 2004, Beazer presented results confirming contamination in the Floridan aquifer
wells in source areas, and requested an extension of the August 2004 deadline to
December 2004.
In 2004, Beazer submitted a Proposed Interim Measures/Remedy Pilot Approach.
In 2004, contamination tound in onsite Floridan aquifer well FW-6 above drinking
water standard.
In 2005, EPA prepared a Revised Floridan aquifer Monitoring Plan, and Beazer
agreed to implement.
In 2005. Floridan aquifer monitoring well installation began.
In 2006, preliminary sampling and analysis results indicated contamination in
Floridan wells throughout the Floridan Aquifer extending to the deepest zones of the
drilled wells (approximate depths of90 ft below top of Floridan, about 200 ft below
ground surtace).
In 2006, second Five-Year Review signed.
In 2006, Beazer submitted an evaluation oftherrnal treatment technologies.
In 2007, Beazer submitted Supplemental Groundwater Monitoring Report.
In 2007, Beazer submitted Revised Data Summary Report: Results of the Revised
Supplemental Sampling Plan -Additional Data for Risk Assessment.
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In 2007, EPA convened first collaborative FS meeting between Beazer, EPA, and
other stakeholders.
In 2008, Beazer submitted Independent Panel Evaluation of Groundwater Issues
report.
In 2008, Beazer submitted Final Field Activity Plan for Field-Scale Testing ofln Situ
Biogeochem ical Stabi Iization.
In 2008, Beazer submitted Supplemental Hawthorn Group Investigation and
Monitoring Well Installation Report.
In ::W08, Beazer submitted Phase I ISGS - Field Pilot Study Report.
In 2008, EPA held a public meeting on the status of ongoing investigations and
the progress and schedule for developing a remedial plan.
In 2008, Beazer submitted Comprehensive Groundwater Monitoring Sampling and
Analysis Plan.
In 2008, Beazer submitted Upper Floridan Aquifer Interim Remedial Measure (lRM)
Work Plan.
In 2009, Beazer submitted an Evaluation of Potential On-Site Human Health Risks
Associated with Soils and Sediments.
In 2009. Beazer submitted an Evaluation of Potential Ecological Risks.
In 2009, FDEP issued notice letters to otT-Site property owners with confirmed soil
contamination above SCTLs.
In 2009, Beazer submitted a report titled Summary of Additional On-Site Soil
Sampling in Northern Currently Inactive Area and Proposed Additional Sample
Locations.
In 2009, Beazer submitted a Tar Removal Work Plan to address tar deposits in
Springstead and Hogtown Creeks.
In 2009, Koppers Inc. announced that it had reached an agreement for the sale and
transfer of the property and buildings at its wood preserving facility in Gainesville,
Florida to Beazer East, Inc.
In 20 I 0, Koppers Inc. decommissioned the operating facilities, completed sale ofthe
property, and transferred property ownership to Beazer East. Inc. (Beazer) in late
March.
In 20 I 0, Koppers and Beazer submitted a Proposed Closure Approach tor
Gainesville Drip Pad and Ancillary Units (Proposed Closure Approach).
In 20 I0, Beazer submitted an update ofthe on-Site Human Health Risk Assessment.
In 20 I0, the collaborative feasibility study group issued the Draft FS.

Since 1995, EPA has overseen the cleanup ofthe Cabot portion ofthe Site through operation
of a groundwater interceptor trench system wh ich has pumped and treated in excess of 500
million gallons of contaminated groundwater. In addition, there has been excavation and
disposal of contaminated soils of approximately 10,000 tons there tollowed by Site
redevelopment with thriving businesses where the Cabot portion ofthe Site once was. There
have been in excess of 280 million gallons of groundwater captured and treated from the
Surficial Aquifer system since 1995. Contaminated sediments have been excavated and
treated. Chemical treatment, active and passive DNAPL recovery, soil excavation, and
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upgrades to existing Surticial Aquifer containment system to pump and treat contaminated
Floridan Aquifer groundwater has also been accomplished.
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Community Participation

EPA satistied its community involvement obligations stated in the CERCLA legislation as
well as the NCP. These included establishment of an administrative record: community
interviews; preparation of a community involvement plan (CI P); maintenance of an
information repository; notification ofthe availability ofa technical assistance grant (TAG):
notification ofthe Proposed Plan in a major local newspaper; provision ofa comment period
of at least 30 days 011 the Proposed Plan (July 15, 20 I 0 to October 15, 20 I 0); a public
meeting regarding the Proposed Plan on August 5, 20 I0: a meeting transcript of the
Proposed Plan public meeting; and a response to significant comments and criticisms on the
Proposed Plan in a responsiveness summary. Except for the responsiveness summary and
meeting transcript that are included as Part 3 of this document, each ofthe other community
involvement requirements is discussed in the following sections.
3.1 Community Involvement Plan Update

Community interviews were conducted tor the Site during the week of August I. 20 I O.
Individual interviews, along with a focus group meeting, were held to identify concerns of
the community in developing an updated CIP. A draft copy ofthe CIP was presented to the
community tor a 30-day comment period to allow additional information, concerns, and/or
suggestions to be collected. This was done in response to community demand tor intense
participation. The 30-day comment period was from August 16,20 I 0 until September 15,
2010. The CIP was placed in the Intormation Repository in November 2010. In order to
address community outreach and involvement. the EPA has also included in the CIP an
opportunity tor the document to be revised, upon review, every six months. The current
document does address community concerns and comments, and reflects a major revision
from the previous version.
Community concerns have been identitied and addressed in Table 3.1 of the revised CIP.
Table 3.1 lists the concerns and EPA's responses to the concerns. The identitied concerns
range from community outreach activities to technical and redevelopment issues. many of
which are addressed in the Responsiveness Summary in Appendix A. Comments tor future
CIPs will be reviewed every six months and revised, if necessary. The community will be
informed of the next revision of the CIP. Please note that comments have been, and will be,
received from a multitude of individuals and interested community groups, which will take
time to process, but will be included in future versions of the CIP.
The toll free numbers tor EPA representatives have been consistently provided on
intormation that is distributed to the community. These include, but are not limited to, Fact
Sheets, Question and Answer Sheets, web-sites for EPA and Protect Gainesvi lie's Citizens,
the administrative record. the CIP, and business cards.
The mailing list tor the Koppers community is a living document and updating and
maintaining it is an on-going activity. The initial mailing list was developed by obtaining
residential and/or business addresses within a halfmile to one mile radius of the Site. The
9
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use of sign-in sheets is another method used to identify addresses of interested citizens for
the mailing list. Some residents who attend meetings request that their information not be
shared with third parties. Therefore, to respect their wishes and privacy, the residential
addresses are used for the mailing list only. Additionally, the EPA is developing a new list
of e-mail addresses tor the Koppers community to use as another method to provide
information as it becomes available to the public.
3.2 Public Meetings

As part of the EPA's emphasis on enhanced public participation, EPA provided two public
availability sessions in concert with the FDEP and Florida Department of Health. EPA staff
participated in seven special Gainesville City and/or Alachua County Special Commission
Meetings presenting information related to Koppers Site cleanups and participated in
listening sessions for members of the public on May I. 2008, March 9, 2009, August J I,
2009, January 4,20 I 0, April 29, 20 I 0, and October 6,20 I O. Five fact sheets were produced
and distributed to provide intormation related to offsite soil sampling, and onsite and offsite
proposed plan responses to comments received during EPA's August 5, 20 I 0, proposed plan
meeting (EPA. 20 lOa). On June 15,20 I 0, EPA participated in a Site tour with citizens who
had concerns about possible buried drums. PRP Beazer East developed and submitted an
October 11,20 I 0, workplan to investigate possible buried drums onsite. On September 22,
2010, EPA and Beazer East provided a Site tour to answer questions related to upcoming
demolition activities. EPA representatives met with the former Gainesville Mayor and GRU
stafTon January 6, 20 I 0, and November 23,2009, to discuss technical concerns with the FS.
3.3 Collaborative Feasibility Study

On August 31. 2009, EPA released a draft Koppers collaborative feasibility study (FS)
authored by EPA. Beazer East. and FDEP to Site stakeholders Gainesville Regional Utility
(GRU), Alachua County Environmental Protection Division (ACEPO) and the City of
Gainesville (COG) to receive their comment prior to finalizing an FS tor the Site. For the
previous 3 years (6 meetings), EPA, Beazer East, and FOEP have shared FS work products
with the Site stakeholders as part of the collaborative FS process. Both ACEPD and COG
chose to public notice the draft FS and their planned comments on the document as well as
scheduling two public meetings to discus~ their responses. Multiple public interest groups
which have not previously been involved in the Koppers Superfund Site chose to provide
comments on the draft FS. GRU, ACEPD, and COG had a face-to-face meeting with EPA to
discuss their comments on the FS on November 23,2009. A final FS was issued on May 12,
20 I 0 incorporating relevant changes to incorporate stakeholder concerns. EPA technical
representatives met with ACEPO, COG, and ACEPO statTon January 27, 20 I0, and again on
September 23,20 I 0 to discuss FS updates and concerns and additional concerns with EPA's
proposed plan, respectively.
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3.4 Reuse Planning

With funding from the Superfund Redevelopment Initiative, EPA Contractor P Inc. is
conducting reuse planning to intorm the remedial planning process tor the Koppers property
at the Cabot/Koppers Superfund Site (Site) in Gainesville, Florida. The reuse planning
activities have been organized into two phases. The first phase, conducted from March
through June. identified a set of future use goals and conducted a preliminary analysis of
reuse compatibi lity with the remedial alternatives under consideration. The second phase of
the reuse assessment will commence once the ROD is in place. It will include coordinating
with EPA. Beazer East and the City to evaluate site reuse options and considerations based
on the selected remedy.
As a first step in the reuse planning process. P Inc. conducted a series of interviews with the
site owner, city staff and community members to outline future use goals tor the site and
surrounding neighborhood. Future use goals identitied include:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Return the site to productive use consistent with the remedies selected.
Consider the site as an opportunity tor intill development to taster economic
development and benetit the community.
Transition intensity of uses across the site to ensure compatibility with adjacent uses;
for example consider a residential buffer zone on the western side of the property as
a transition to more intense mixed-use activities to the east.
Increase publicly accessible open space and maintain existing torested areas.
Increase pedestrian and vehicular access through the site.
Consider future trail addition along the rail line to connect to regional trail system.
Improve stormwater management to enhance conditions in Springstead Creek.

In March 2009. the City planning staffdeveloped a conceptual site plan to intorm a potential
zoning change to mixed-use medium density zoning. The conceptual plan outlined vertical
mixed-use development along 23rd Avenue, residential townhouse and live-work areas along
the western portions of the property. and open space located on the northern portion of the
site. In spring 20 10, future land use recommendations tor the Kopper's site were referred to
the Community Development Committee (CDC). The CDC recommended that planning staff
consider the reuse assessment tindings in the upcoming land use petition process. In
addition. the City is considering future use options tor the adjacent public works property to
the north of the site. Coordination with the City during the remedial design phase can ensure
compatibility with adjacent land uses and the City's long-term vision tor the surrounding
neighborhood. On March 26. P conducted Reuse Assessment meetings with the general
public to seek additional input.
The tindings of the reuse assessment indicate that the selected remedial components would
be compatible with the reuse goals outlined above. including mixed-use and open space.
However, the contiguration of remedial components could signiticantly intluence the amount
of area available tor structural development. In particular. the location and configuration of
on-site containment areas could influence future use options along 23rd Avenue. as well as
11
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the arrangement of contiguous space available for veh icular access, uti Iities and structural
development. Similarly, the approach and configuration of drainage conveyance and
storm water management options could restrict or enhance future use depending on the
design.
A meeting was held on June 14,20 I0 to present the reuse assessment findings. Participants
noted the following observations "related to future use considerations:
•

Flexibility to Accommodate Future Site Uses: Several meeting participants indicated
that remedy components should allow for tlexibility to accommodate a range of
potential future uses. The on-site soil consolidation area was seen as a constraint to
reuse and a component worthy of additional discussion.

•

Stormwater: Several meeting participants noted they did not prefer a surface swale
along the western boundary of the site, as highlighted in Remedial Zone Scenario 5.

•

Forested Areas: While some participants expressed an interest to retain existing
forested areas at the Site, several participants indicated that addressing soil
contamination would be a primary concern and that soil contamination should not be
left in place in order to preserve torested areas.

Once a Record of Decision is in place outlining the selected remedy, F Inc. is expected to
work with EPA, Beazer East and the City to identi ty potential site planning options and
considerations. This second phase will provide an opportunity for coordination between
Beazer East, EPA and the City during the remedial design phase to ensure the remedy is
compatible with adjacent land uses and to align the City'S rezoning process and the remedial
design activities as appropriate.
3.5 Grants

The Technical Assistance Grant (TAG) process began when a Letter of Intent (LOI) dated
November 17,2009, was received from Protect Gainesville's Citizens. The Public Notice
soliciting other groups interested in applying for a TAG was published in the Gainesville
Sun on February 5 - 7, 20 I0, to provide notice that a TAG was available and a LOI had been
received. The Public Notice also invited other groups to contact Protect Gainesville's
Citizens to coalesce and work with them, or to provide their own LOt within a particular
timeframe. No additional LOt's or applications were received and the TAG was awarded in
June 20 I0 to Cheryl Krauth of Protect Gainesville's Citizens. Other interested groups and
individuals have been encouraged to come together to work with the TAG recipient in an
effort to reach all interested stakeholders and provide one voice for the community.
EPA awarded Alachua County $108,000 through a cooperative agreement to conduct
sediment sampling in Springstead and Hogtown Creek, and a stormwater sampling study to
address community concerns related to storm water runoff and creek contamination from the
breaching of Cabot lagoons. Sediment sampling and analysis were submitted in a May 12,
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2009, report from Alachua County EPD. Results of this EPA-funded study were used to
develop remedial actions addressing contaminants found in both Creeks. Cabot Carbon is
moving forward with hot-spot sediment excavations in December 20 IO.
3.6 Administrative Record

Documents in the Administrative Record at the information repository are provided as a hard
copy and on compact disks tor public review in the Reference area. Additional compact
disks have been provided to Cheryl Krauth, who is the administrator of the Technical
Assistance Grant (TAG) tor Protect Gainesville's Citizens, at the Wild Iris Bookstore,
located at 802 W. University Avenue, Gainesville, Florida 3260 I. The compact disks are
provided by EPA and given out to the public as a courtesy and option tor an additional
location to provide the public with Site intormation. The Administrative Record provided in
the repository is a tile of intonnation that retlects the documents EPA relied on in
developing the proposed cleanup plan. For a larger index of intormation that may be
publicly provided, the public may contact the Freedom of Intormation Act (FOIA) office.
The
\vebsite
tor
requesting
information
via
FOIA
is
http://www.epa.gov/region4/toiapgs/index.htm.
Site-related documents are at the site intonnation repository at the tollowing location:
Alachua County Library
401 E. University Ave.
Gainesville, FL 3260 I
htlps://govcon nect.a lach uacou ntv .us/s ites/doc/epd/Cabot%!O Koppers%20 Docul1lents/F orms
/ A III tems.aspx
3.7 Proposed Plan

The Proposed Plan (PP) was released on July IS, 20 IO. The Agency extended the public
comment period twice at the request of the public to have more time to review the proposed
plan. The public comment period ended on October IS, 20 IO. The Agency held the PP
meeting on August S, 20 I0 at the Stephen Foster Elementary School in Gainesville. The
Agency also held an October 6,20 I0 public availability session with the Florida Department
of Health, the Alachua County Health Department, the Florida Department of Environmental
Protection, and Beazer East representatives to take questions and comments from the public
related to the PP.
3.8 Summary of Public Involvement Events

The chart included below details the 22 events in which EPA participated in an etTort to
learn and address public concerns related to Cabot Carbon/Koppers remedial eftorts.
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PU brIC Invo vemen t at C a b ot C ar b on /K oppers S'Ite

Date
8/20075/20 I 0

Event
Collaborative
FS

11/17/2007 Koppers
Citizen
Advisory
Meeting
EPA Awards
4/2008
ACEPD
Grant
5/112008 Joint
Gainesville
City/Alachua
County
Comm ission
Meeting
3/9/2009 Gainesville
City
Comm ission
Special
Meeting
6/11/2009 EPA Public
Avai labi Iity
Session
7/2009

Koppers Site
Video

Public
Release of
Draft
Collaborative
Feasibility
Study
11/23/2009 Meeting at
EPA Region
4 with LIT,
Gainesvi lie
City/Alachua
8/31/2009

Sub.iect
FDEP, Beazer East, EPA begin a series of6 face-to-face meetings
preparing Feasbility Study documents for review and comment by
Gainesville Local Implementation Team (LIT) In iterative
stakeholder process
EPA representatives participate in Koppers Site quarterly meeting
with interested community who participate in plant meetings

EPA Region 4 awards Alachua County EPD a $108,000 grant to
study creek sediments and storm water runoffat the Koppers facility
and former Cabot Carbon lagoons
Provide updates related to Site remedial investigations/interim
remedial measures, redevelopment possibilities, soil cleanup levels.
Took questions from Commissioners and general public.
See it online at the City of Gainesville website, Commission
Meetings Online
Provide intormation related to land use and soil cleanup standards
at Superfund Sites. Took questions/received feedback from
Commissioners and general public.
See it online at the City of Gainesville website, Commission
Meetings Online
EPA, FDOH, Alachua COllnty DOH, and Beazer East
representatives provide face-to-face information to members ofthe
public to discllss soil sampling data results obtained nearby the
former Koppers plant
Community Involvement Coordinator and RPM provide a guided
tour of the operating Koppers Site and discuss specific operations
and cleanup at the Site. A Bob Safay Production.
See it at:
http://www.epa.gov/region4/waste/npl/nplfln/koppers_ v ideo.htm
I
Release of Draft Feasibility Study to public, document results of6
face-to-face meetings with FDEP, Beazer East, and EPA with input
from the Local Implementation Team (LIT)

Face-to-Face Meeting to discuss LIT concerns with draft FS with
EPA and FDEP representatives
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Date

1/27/20 I 0

1/6120 I 0

3126120 I 0

P u bl'Ie rnvo vement at C a b ot Carbon IK oppers S'Ite
Event
Subject

County
Elected
Officials
Gainesv iIIe
Commission
Meeting
Administrator
Meiburg
Meets with
Mayor
Hanrahan
Reuse Public
Meetings

4/29120 I 0

Gainesville
City
Commission
Meeting

6/1120 I 0

Technical
Assistance
Grant Award
Reuse Public
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Community
Interviews
Proposed
Plan Meeting
Draft
Community
Involvement
Plan Public
Notice
Koppers Site
Tour

Meeting with
LIT in

EPA personnel address questions related to December 2009
Koppers Site shutdown
Senior Management meeting with Mayor to discuss City concerns
and path forward for proposed plan

Pursuant to public request EPA contractor E- conducts three
meetings without presence of federal, state, local, and city
personnel to engage in discussion of possible site reuses.
EPA personnel provide updates on several interim remedial
measure development and takes feedback/questions from the public
See it online at the City of Gainesville website, Commission
Meetings Online
EPA awards Protect Gainesville Citizens technical assistance grant

EPA reuse contractor E- meet with members of the public to
discuss their ideas related to possible fonner Koppers Site reuse
EPA and Beazer East representatives provide Site tour to interested
public and take feedback on possible drums buried onsite
eyewitnesses. Remedial design workplan for further submitted
based on testimonials received
Community Interviews in preparation tor Community Involvement
Plan update
EPA representatives present Koppers proposed plan and take public
commentslanswer questions for 3 hours
Updated Community Involvement Plan pub Iic-noticed It1
Gainesville Sun

EPA an Beazer East representatives provide a Site tour to discuss
Site demolition efforts to remove Site structures, implement an
interim remedial measures for stormwater management and dust
control measures
EPA, FDEP, and Beazer East representatives meet with LIT
members to discuss EPA's proposed plan and local technical
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Date

10/6/2010

Publie Involvement at Cabot Carbon/Ko ers Site~---------------,
Event
Sub'eet
Tallahassee
concerns
to Discuss
EPA
Proposed
Plan
Elements
EPA Public
EPA. FDOH, FDEP, Alachua County DOH. and Beazer East
Availability
representatives provide information related to contents of EPA
proposed plan and answer specific questions that members of the
Session
ublic have related to Ko ers
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Scope and Role of Operable Unit or Response Action

The initial Record of Decision for the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Site was published in 1990 as
Sitewide operable unit 00 which stipulated the groundwater and soil remedy for both the
former Cabot Carbon and the then-operating Koppers facilities. Operable Unit 01 was
created in 200 I to account for all remedial actions at the former Cabot Carbon Site and
Operable Unit 02 was created to account for remedial actions in onsite soils and the SurfIcial
Aquifer at the Koppers facility. A proposed plan was issued for Operable Unit 02 in 2001
and later rescinded.
Since 200 I, Operable Unit 03 was created to address remedial actions in the Hawthorn
Group. Operable Unit 04 was created to address remedial actions in the Upper Floridan
Aquifer and Operable Unit 05 was created to address remedial actions in offsite soils. This
action addresses all OUs in a comprehensive sitewide approach designed to address all
remaining contamination at the entire Cabot Carbon/Koppers Site. This action amends the
Record of Decision for Operable Unit 00 by addressing onsite soils and the Koppers
Surficial Aquifer groundwater remedy for the fonner Koppers facility. This action amends
the remedial action for Operable Unit 0 I for the former Cabot Carbon Site by requiring
sediment remediation in Hogtown/Springstead Creeks. This action adds remedial action in
the Hawthorn Group OU3, and the Upper Floridan Aquifer at OU4, and ofTsite
soils/sediments at OU5 for the former Koppers facility.
The selected remedy has three parts that address three distinct media groups: on-Site media
(soil and groundwater above the Upper Floridan Aquifer [UFA]), groundwater in the UFA.
and off-Site media (soil, sediment. and surface water). The major components of the
selected remedy for on-Site media include: Establishment of an on-Site soil consolidation
area that includes:
o A single, continuous vertical barrier wall (approximately 65 feet deep)
encircling all four principal contaminant source areas from land surtace to the
Hawthorn Group middle clay.
o Establ ishment of a low-permeabil ity cap/cover over the consol idation area to
protect against rain in ti Itration and contam ination migration.
• In place (in-situ) soliditication and stabilization (lSS/S) of contamination from
ground surface to the upper Hawthorn Group zone (0 to 65 feet bls) at two ofthe four
principal contaminant source areas (the tormer North Lagoon and the former Drip
Track area). The ISS/S component of this remedy component will be implemented
through injection of stabilizing chemicals into the ground surface. This ISS/S
treatment is subject to acceptable performance demonstration during pilot tests or
treatabi Iity studies. Pi lot tests/treatabi Iity stud ies are tests conducted with
contaminated Site materials and stabilizers to determine ifcleanup goals will be met.
• In-situ geochemical stabilization (ISGS) (also referred to as in-situ biogeochemical
stabilization (lSBS) of DNAPL from ground surtace to the bottom of the upper
Hawthorn Group zone (0 to 65 feet bls) at two of the four principal contaminant
source areas (tonner Process area and the former South Lagoon). The ISGS
component of this remedy component will be implemented through injection of
17
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oxidizing and stabilizing chemicals into the ground surface. This ISGS treatment is
subject to acceptable performance demonstration during pilot tests or treatability
studies. Pi lot tests/treatabi Iity studies are tests conducted with contam inated Site
materials and stabilizers to determine if cleanup goals will be met. If pilot
tests/treatability studies do not demonstrate to EPA acceptable performance of the
ISGS treatment for the Surticial Aquifer zone, the Surficial Aquifer zone at the
former Process area and at the former South Lagoon will be treated with In-situ
solidification (lSS/S).
In-situ injection of oxidizing chemicals or ISGS treatment in the lower Hawthorn
Group in two of the four principal source areas (former Process Area and the former
South Lagoon) and along the eastern property boundary (addressing comingled
OU I/OU2 groundwater contamination) through newly installed injection wells.
Excavation of soil posing a leachability or direct contact concern outside of the
consolidation area; placement of excavated soil in soil consolidation area.
Surface grading and clean soil covers on approximately 83 of 86 acres on the Site
property.
Installation of storm water controls and improvements (e.g., retention/ detention
pond).
Continued operation of the perimeter wells of the Surticial Aquifer extraction and
treatment system (outside of the consolidation area) until cleanup goals are attained.
Continued operation of the horizontal collection drains of the Surticial Aquifer
extraction and treatment system as needed to contain potential migration of
groundwater contamination (hydraulic control).
Expansion of the Surticial Aquifer and Hawthorn Group monitoring network.
Institutional controls such as dee'd restrictions to prevent future digging that would
result in contact with contaminated media.

The major components of the selected remedy for the UF A include:
• Hydraulic containment of contaminated groundwater through extraction and
treatment in areas where chemicals of concern (COCs) exceed cleanup goals.
• Construction ofadditional monitoring/extraction wells for the network, as necessary.
• Natural attenuation in areas where there are low-level exceedances of cleanup goals
The major components of the selected remedy for off-Site media include cleanup of soil
contamination at private properties surrounding the Site and addressing surface water and
sediment contamination in Hogtown and Springstead Creeks.
For soi I contamination, a range of options consistent with State of Florida cleanup guidance
are proposed for use on individual subparcels with the consent ofthe private property owners
including, in order of preference:
• Excavation and removal of impacted soil that exceeds cleanup goals based on current
lise of the land. Excavated soil will be transported and placed within the
consol idation area on-S ite.
• Engineered controls that prevent contact with impacted soil contall1l11g
contamination that exceeds cleanup goals based on current use of the land use.
18
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Institutional controls to protect accessibility and use of land/properties.

For surface water and sediment in Hogtown and Springstead Creeks, the selected remedy
includes:
• Excavation and removal of impacted sediment in excess of levels shown to likely
cause an adverse effect when in direct contact (probable effects concentration).
Excavated sediment will be placed in the consolidation area on-Site.
• Monitored natural recovery of remaining impacted sediment until concentrations
reach threshold effects concentrations (contaminant concentrations above these
levels could adversely affect a plant or animal) or background levels.

The actions summarized above will reduce or eliminate risks to human and ecological
receptors from contaminated soil. groundwater, surt~lce water, and sediment and will make
the Site property available tor reuse. The ROD will be implemented pursuant to the remedial
authorities of the CERCLA.
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Summary of Site Characteristics

The Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site encompasses about 170 acres in a commercial
and residential area of Gainesville, Florida. This Site was originally two sites, Cabot Carbon
in the southeast portion of the Site, and Koppers on the western portion of the Site. Cabot
Carbon is inactive, and is now redeveloped commercial property. Koppers continued to
operate as an industrial plant until March 20 IO. Contamination has impacted soil and
groundwater, and off-Site surface water and sediment.
5.1 Conceptual Site Model
This section presents a unitied description ofcurrent Site conditions and an understanding of
how Site-related contaminants move in the environment and could possibly reach potential
environmental receptors. The summary of this intormation and understanding is called the
conceptual Site model (CSM). The CSM provides a concise summary of all pertinent Site
knowledge so that key teatures and their interrelationships can be understood succinctly and
in context. A CSM is required in order to identify an effective remedial alternative.
Figure 3 is a conceptual block diagram that summarizes some important aspects of the CSM,
especially as related to contaminants in the subsurtace and their potential migration. Details
of the CSM are presented in the following subsections.
5.1.1 Climate, Topography, and Hydrography
The Site climate is humid subtropical. Average monthly high temperatures range from 66
degrees Fahrenheit (OF) in January to 91°F in July. Average monthly low temperatures range
from 42°F in January to 71 of in July. Frost and freezing temperatures typically occur several
times a year. Mean annual rainfall is approximately 50 inches, with approximately hal f of
that total attributable to intense thunderstorms during the months ofJune through September.
Cabot Carbon Portion -The Cabot Carbon portion of the Site is relatively tlat with
topographic elevations ranging from 165 to 185 teet amsl. Surface water drainage is
controlled by a storm water pond located in the northwestern portion of the Cabot portion of
the Site overlying the tanner Cabot lagoons, a storm water pond at North Main Street and
31 st A venue, and a concrete-I ined drainage ditch that runs along Main Street. A II runoff is
directed toward the storm water lagoon or the drainage ditch. The lined drainage ditch
overlies the groundwater interceptor trench system (part ofthe OU I remedy), and runs north
along the eastern boundary of the Site until it intersects an east-west ditch near N E 31 st
A venue. This ditch discharges into Springstead Creek approximately 750 teet to the north of
the northern Site boundary (Figure I). Springstead Creek flows in a westerly direction into
Hogtown Creek, which tlows in a southerly direction, and is located approximately 3,000
feet west of the Site. Hogtown Creek drains southward across a transition zone into the
western plains region, where it ultimately discharges directly to the Floridan aquifer by way
of Haile sink, approximately 10 miles downstream of the Site.
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Koppers Portion - The Koppers portion of the Site is a relatively featureless terrain that
slopes gently toward the north-northeast. Elevation ranges from about 165 to 185 feet amsl
(Figure 4). Low swampy areas are prevalent in an undeveloped. heavily vegetated area to
the northeast of the Site. A drainage ditch bisects the Site roughly from south-southwest to
north-northeast. Surface run-offfrom the Site drains to the northeast into Springstead Creek
located approximately 750 feet to the north. The Creek flows in a westerly direction and
drains into the southward tlowing Hogtown Creek located approximately 3,000 feet west of
the Koppers Site.
5.1.2 Geology
The conceptual block diagram in Figure 3 depicts the Site geology. In summary. the main
geologic un its at the Site, from top-to-bottom. are (I) sandy surficial marine-terrace deposits,
(2) interbedded sand and clay Hawthorn Group (HG) deposits. (3) the Ocala Limestone, and
(4) dolomitized limestone of the Avon Park Formation.

The uppermost geologic unit is a 20- to 30-foot thick unit of Plio-Pleistocene marine terrace
deposits consisting primarily offine- to medium-grained sand with trace amounts of silt and
clay.
These surticial marine terrace deposits are underlain by the Miocene-age HG deposits. which
are approximately 115 to 125 feet thick. The HG is comprised of interbedded and
intermixed clays. silty-clayey sand, sandy clay, and occasional carbonate beds.
Three predominant clay units separated by two clayey-sand units have been identitied in the
HG deposits under the Site. The upper portion of the HG deposits consists ofa green-gray
clay unit that is undulating and dips generally toward the northeast. This upper clay unit
ranges from 0.5 to 7 feet in thickness. Below this clay is a clayey-sand deposit (34 to 42feet
thick). which is underlain by a second clay unit (2 to 15 feet thick). Below this middle clay
unit is another clayey-sand deposit (10 to 35 feet thick), which is underlain by a lower clay
unit (20 to 38 feet thick). This lower clay unit consists of two to three discernable clay sub
layers (each I to 9 feet thick) separated by thin seams of clayey sand and sandy clay.
Below the HG are Eocene-age dolomitized limestone formations (Ocala Limestone and
Avon Park Formation) that are approximately 470 feet in total thickness. I n west-central
Florida, two distinct dolomite end-members are recognized in the Ocala Formation: (I) a
vertically restricted. poorly cemented, friable sucrosic dolomite with high porosity and
permeability and (2) a tightly cemented, indurated dolomite with low porosity and
permeability (Gaswirth, 2003; Johnson, 1984). Johnson (1984), who has examined logs
from throughout Florida, further indicates that the friable portions can be very soft. Poorly
to moderately indurated, friable packstone and grainstone units are observed in other
portions of the UFA in South Florida (Bennett and Rectenwald. 2003). including the upper
boundary of the Ocala Formation (Bennett and Rectenwald, 2002a). Although referring to
other portions of the Floridan aquifer, Bennett and Rectenwald (2002b) indicate that these
friable zones can appear as washouts on a caliper log. Friable, sandy zones within the Ocala
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Formation are found as far north as Georgia (Stewart et al., 1999), including sandy, clayey,
triable, chalky weathered limestone at the top of the Ocala Formation (Warner, 1997).
In the Albany, Georgia area, Warner ( 1997) subdivides the UF A into an upper water-bearing
zone and a much higher permeability lower water-bearing zone. The upper water-bearing
zone consists of triable, weathered limestone and the lower water-bearing zone consists of
harder, fractured limestone. This description ofthe Ocala Formation is consistent with what
is observed at the Site; that is. in the upper portion of the UF A at the Site, core samples
demonstrate a soft, poorly-cemented consistency. This material at the top of the Ocala
Formation likely behaves more like a porous medium than like a fractured medium. Deeper
portions of the Ocala Formation and the Avon Park Formation can be expected to behave as
tractured media with areas of cavernous porosity associated with karst processes.
S.l.3 Hydrogeology
The three principal hydrostratigraphic units at the Site coincide with the major geologic
units. As shown in Figure 3, the main hydrogeologic units are:
• Surticial aquifer
• HG deposits
• UFA.

The UFA is used regionally for water supply. including at the Murphree Well Field (Figure
I). The HG is an etfective low-permeability contining unit for the UFA with yields that are
generally too low (less than I gallon per minute [gpm]) to be viable for water supply. The
surticial aquifer is generally not used for water supply due to: (I) low yield (less than 4
gpm); (2) better water source options in the Floridan aquifer: and (3) potential water qual ity
impacts from anthropogenic activities (e.g. sewers, underground storage tanks, dry-cleaning
operations, agricultural land uses and industrial land uses).
The three principal hydrostratigraphic units are subdivided into ten distinct hydrogeologic
layers (see labels [I] through [10] in Figure 3). These are discussed in more detail in the
following sections.
5.1.3.1 Transmissive Zones. Layers depicted in Figure 3 as yellow and light blue regions

have the highest capacities to transmit water: surticial aquifer [I], Upper Transmissive Unit
ofthe UFA [7], and Lower Transmissive Unit of the UF A [9]. In these units the principal
direction of groundwater tlow is horizontal to the north-northeast (Figures 5 through 8).
Given the predom inant horizontal tlow. these units create the potential for otT-Site migration
of Site contaminants. At the Murphree Well Field. production of groundwater comes
primarily (approximately 85%) from the Lower Transmissive Unit of the UFA [9]
(GeoTrans,2004b). Importantly. pumping in the UFA has lowered water levels beneath the
Site to near the bottom of the lower clay of the HG [6]. This has created large vertical
gradients through the impacted media beneath the Site. Water levels in key layers are
identitied by triangles on the right side of Figure 3 (see [A] through [D]). The water table is
in the surticial aquifer and varies spatially and temporally, between approximately 5 and 15
teet below' ground surtace (bgs) on Site.
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5.1.3.2 Low-Colldllctivity Clays. In contrast to the transm issive zones, the three HG clay
units depicted in Figure 3 as dark brown regions have very low capacities to transmit water.
These are the upper clay unit [2], the middle clay unit [4], and the lower clay unit [6].
Strong empirical evidence for the limited capacities ofthese HG clay units to transmit water
is provided by differences in water levels above and below each clay unit. In each unit the
downward head loss across the layer approaches or exceeds the th icknesses of the layer (a
hydraulic gradient of I or greater). In particular, there is an approximately 90-foot head drop
across the 30-foot thick, hard plastic, lower clay unit. This HG lower clay unit is a very
effective upper confining unit for the UFA. Given limited surface recharge, the large
vertical gradients can only exist if the bulk conductivity of the clay units is very low.
5.3.3.3 Zones o(Moderate Transmissivity. Lastly, four layers depicted in Figure 3 as light
brown and medium blue regions have intermediate capacities to transmit water. These
consist ofthe Upper Hawthorn [3], the Lower Hawthorn [5], and the semi-contining zones of
the UFA [8] and [10]. Horizontal flow in these layers is constrained by moderate to low
capacities to transmit water, and by preferred horizontal tlow paths in adjacent layers with
greater transm issivity. Vertical flow in the Upper and Lower Hawthorn is constrained by the
low conductivity of the bounding clay layers. As shown in Figure 6, flow in the Upper
Hawthorn under the Site is toward the north-northeast, as it is in the surficial aquifer. In the
Lower Hawthorn, there is a lateral groundwater flow divide (Figure 7); lateral flow under the
western and southern portions of the Site is to the west-northwest while lateral flow under
the eastern portions of the Site is to the north-northeast.

5.1.4 Principal Contaminant Source Areas
The origin of contamination at the Site is linked directly to Site operations and historical
waste management practices. Releases occurred when wood-treatment chemicals dripped
onto the soil or were deposited in unlined lagoons. Site investigations have identitied four
principal contaminant source areas related to former operations and tacilities. These are
labeled [a] through [d] in Figure 3, and are illustrated in Figure 2 and Figures 4 through 12.
Principal contaminant source areas defined in these tigures are the areas in the surticial
aquifer believed to contain the greatest concentrations of contaminants associated with
creosote-based, arsenic-based and/or PCP-based wood treatment materials. It should be
noted that DNAPL impacts are documented outside these boundaries in the surticial aquifer
and in the HG at some principal contaminant source areas (EPA, 20 I Oc).

The vertical distribution of source area contamination is not known detinitively. Analytical
data tor source area soil borings indicate that DNAPL has migrated down into the Lower
Hawthorn, but the extent to which this has occurred (i.e., how homogenous the vertical
DNAPL migration patterns are) is uncertain and difficult io determine. This is a common
problem at sites with DNAPL that necessitates a conservative approach in detining the area
of DNAPL impact. Over an area of several acres, there are clear indications of residual
and/or mobile DNAPL in the surticial aquifer, the Upper Hawthorn, and the Lower
Hawthorn; however, the extent ofDNAPL in the Upper Hawthorn and Lower Hawthorn is
not completely defined. GRU cites what they believe is evidence of potentially mobile
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DNAPL in all aquifer units and clear evidence of mobile DNAPL in the Upper Hawthorn
(GRU, 2008). The selected remedy will actively address all DNAPL regardless of its
location or source origination on the Koppers Site. As part of the remedial design process,
additional characterization in these aquifers will be conducted to better characterize and
address uncertainties related to DNAPL migration and refine vertical and horizontal
boundaries for etTective remedy implementation (EPA, 20 IOc).
Additionally, isolated surface soil areas on the property have high concentrations of various
contaminants that are not directly associated with any particular process area on the property.
These isolated locations of elevated contaminant concentrations are not identified as
signiticant source areas, rather are locations \vhere contaminants have migrated from source
areas (i.e., by surface runoff: spills, or other surface transport mechanism) or from other
historic wood treating operations.
5.1.5 Nature and Extent of Contamination
5.1.5. I DNAPL Presence. Soil with visual and olfactory evidence of creosote residue (see

[e] in Figure 3) was found beneath and adjacent to the historical release areas (locations [a]
through [d] in Figure 3). Note that source area boundaries illustrated in Figure 3 are
approximate limits in the surficial aquifer. DNAPL distribution is similar, but ditferent in the
HG. Estimates of the volumes of soil beneath release areas, and ofDNAPL-impacted soils
in the surficial aquifer, are provided in Table I. These estimates are based on a detailed and
comprehensive investigation of principal contaminant source areas (GeoTrans, 2004b) that
involved: (I) electrical-resistivity surveying to scan tor anomalies indicative of DNAPL
presence: (2) direct-push borings (a total of 34) in the surticial aquifer with laser
fluorescence screening tor creosote; (3) additional direct-push soil borings (a total of 50) in
the surticial aquifer for soil sample collection, visual identitication of creosote, and tield
screening for volatile organic compounds; and (4) drilling of twelve boreholes and
installation often monitoring wells (nine in the HG and one in the UFA) to investigate
vertical extent ofDNAPL impacts in principal contaminant source areas. Based primarily on
direct observations in soil cores, it is estimated that the tour principal contaminant source
areas cover a total of 5.4 acres and that approximately 100,000 cubic yards of DNAPL
impacted soil is present in the surticial aquifer within these principal contaminant source
areas.
DNAPL in the environment may be characterized as mobile or residual; both impact
dissolved phase contaminant concentrations in groundwater. While Site data clearly show
the presence ofDNAPL in the surficial aquifer, the mobility of this DNAPL is uncertain. No
measurable DNAPL was recovered in any of the Site surficial aquifer wells that were
redeveloped and sampled in 2007 (GeoTrans, 2007c): however, it is not uncommon for
monitoring wells installed in DNAPL source zones to produce DNAPL-free water. The
active DN APL recovery pilot test at surticial aqui fer well PW -I in the tonner process area
was unsuccessful (RETEC, GeoTrans, and Key, 2005): the induced hydraulic gradient
caused by 158 days of pumping led to only minor DNAPL recovery (0.03% DNAPL in
withdrawn water; i.e., 90 gallons ofDNAPL recovered from 335,000 gallons ofgroundwater
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extracted). Regardless ofDNAPL mobility, a large portion ofthe historical DNAPL release
is present in the surticial aquifer based on the results of the comprehensive source area
evaluation (GeoTrans. 2004b).
Small volumes of DNAPL have been recovered from the Upper Hawthorn at the Former
North Lagoon, Former Drip Track. and Former Process Area. At the Former South Lagoon.
DNA PL appeared in an Upper Hawthorn well (HG-9S) immediately after development but
DNAPL has not been detected since. The presence of DNAPL in the Upper Hawthorn
indicates that the HG upper clay unit is not a complete barrier to vertical DNAPL migration.
Table I provides an estimate of the soil volume in the Upper Hawthorn within the surficial
aquifer source area footprints (an assumption which may not be accurate based on
incomplete delineation of impacts); portions of this volume have been impacted by DNAPL.
At the base of the Upper Hawthorn. sparse local areas of mobile DNAPL are present as
indicated by the presence of DNAPL in a few HG wells. This mobile DNAPL has been
associated with thin (2- to 3-inch) seams of coarse-grained material just above the middle
clay unit.
Efforts to recover mobile DNAPL from the suspected larger mass in thin coarse-grained
layers at the base of the Upper Hawthorn via active pumping and passive bailing have
largely been ineffective. This may be attributed to the limited capacity of the Upper
Hawthorn to transmit tluids, the sparse nature of DNAPL zones. limited interconnections
between DNAPL zones. and the viscosity difterence between DNAPL and groundwater.
Currently, DNAPL is being recovered passively from tive of the six Upper Hawthorn
monitoring wells in the principal contaminant source areas at a total rate of approximately
1.2 gallons per week. A pilot test of active DNAPL recovery near one of the five DNAPL
producing monitoring wells in the former North Lagoon area demonstrated that the volume
of recoverable DNAPL is low. An 18-inch recovery well was pumped tor long durations at
various rates and recovered only a trace ofDNAPL.
The Lower Hawthorn has similar characteristics to the Upper Hawthorn with the exception
that DNAPL is even less common; however, borings and wells penetrating the Lower
Hawthorn are fewer so there are less data upon which to make this conclusion. This
conclusion is based on data obtained in a few borings and wells in the Lower Hawthorn that
are paired with Upper Hawthorn wells. Pooling ofDNAPL above the HG middle clay unit
illustrates that the middle clay has been an important impediment to vertical migration of
Site contaminants. The presence of trace DNAPL in the Lower Hawthorn shows that the
middle clay unit, like the upper clay unit, is an impertect barrier. Table I provides an
estimate of the soil volume in the Lower Hawthorn within the surficial aquiter source area
tootprints (an assumption which may not be accurate based on incomplete delineation of
impacts); portions of this volume have been impacted by DNAPL.
No recoverable DNAPL has been observed in the Lower Hawthorn; any DNAPL present
there may be at residual saturation and immobile under normal (non-pumped) conditions.
The deepest observed penetration of DNAPL is associated with the Former North Lagoon,
where DNAPL was tound at residual saturation in the upper portion of the HG lower clay
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unit. Residual DNAPL also was observed in the Lower Hawthorn below the Former Drip
Track.
No DNAPL has been observed in the Floridan aquifer during investigation activities or
during quarterly sampling of the 72 UFA monitoring well screens/ports on Site. Visual
evidence of residual DNAPL has never been observed in over 4,000 feet of cumulative
geologic core collected from the Floridan aquifer. The absence of observed DNAPL in the
Floridan aquifer does not preclude its existence there. Any DNAPL that may exist at the Site
is likely immobile under existing conditions, but potentially could become mobi Iized if
conditions change. Therefore, the remedial action for the Floridan aquifer takes these
uncertainties into account.
5.1.5.:: Soil cac Concentrations. On-Site surface and subsurface soil was sampled to
supplement prior characterization ofCOC concentrations (AMEC. 2007). Figure 9 presents
the average concentrations in surface soil (0- to 6-inch) tor arsenic. carcinogenic PAHs
(expressed as benzo(a)pyrene toxic equivalents [BAP-TEQ]), and dioxins/furans (expressed
as 2,3, 7.8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin toxic equivalents [TCDD-TEQ]). These COCs drive
the evaluation of human-health risk for direct soil exposure under current Site use (AMEC.
2009c). The color coding used in Figure 9 is based on the Florida Soil Cleanup Target
Levels (SCTL) tor direct exposure at a commerc ial/industrial Site (concentrations shown in
green are below the commercial/industrial SCTL).

The highest arsenic concentrations were detected in the vicinity ofthe Fonner South Lagoon;
two sample locations had average surface soil concentrations above 1.000 milligrams per
kilogram (mg/kg) for arsenic. Elevated PAH concentrations, expressed as BAP-TEQ, were
detected in surface soils at all four source areas. Dioxins/fllrans were detected over a
significant portion of the Site at levels above the Florida commercial/industrial SCTL (30
nanograms per kilogram lng/kg]). However, there was only one of40 locations (SS058 in
the former process area) where the TCDD-TEQ concentration was above EPA's current
preliminary remediation goal range tor commercial/industrial soils (5 to 20 ~lg/kg;).
Concentrations of PCP in surtace soil were below the Florida SCTL tor
commercial/industrial direct exposure (28 mg/kg) over most of the Site. There were five
exceptions: three sample locations in the tonner process area. one location at the tonner drip
tracks, and one location at the fonner north lagoon.
A Site-boundary and off-Site soil sampling and analysis program is presently being
conducted by AMEC (2008. 2009a, 2009b. and 2010b). Initial results from this program
show that surface soil immediately adjacent to the western Site boundary had elevated
concentrations of PA Hs, arsenic, and/or dioxins/furans above Florida SCTLs for residential
direct exposure. In this area. tour offive sampled locations had dioxin/furan concentrations
below EPA's current residential preliminary remediation goal for dioxins/furans (I ~lg/kg).
Additionally, the average concentration of dioxins/furans was below EPA's current
residential preliminary remediation goal. This area has been posted and fenced to prevent
exposure. For samples taken a distance of approximately 100 feet west ofthe Site. sllrface
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soil concentrations were markedly lower (more than 10 times less than the EPA's current
residential preliminary remediation goal for dioxins/furans). though still above the Florida
residential direct exposure SCTL for dioxins/furans. Further off-Site soil characterizations
are under way to the north. south, east, and west of the Site and will continue through the
remedial design phase of the project.
5.1.5.3 SlIIficial Aqlliler Grolll/dwater. The predominant PAH compound detected in
groundwater is naphthalene, a non-carcinogenic compound with a relatively low molecular
weight. Naphthalene has a relatively high aqueous solubility (compared to other PAHs), is
relatively mobile, and degrades relatively easily in the environment. Naphthalene is used as
the primary indicator compound that retlects the presence of COCs in Site groundwater.

As part of the effectiveness monitoring for the existing groundwater extraction system,
groundwater quality is monitored at the 14 extraction wells and five monitoring wells. The
most recent sampling event occurred in December 2008 (Field and Technical Services
[FTS], 2009a). A comprehensive round of surficial aquifer sampling was conducted in
August 2007 to provide a more complete picture of water quality conditions in the surticial
aquifer (GeoTrans, 2007c). Groundwater samples were analyzed for benzene, toluene,
ethyl benzene and xylene (BTEX), PAHs, phenols, arsenic, and chromium.
Surficial aquifer naphthalene concentrations measured in August 2007 and December 2008
are shown in Figure 10. Several ofthe wells near the principal contaminant source areas and
near the eastern Site boundary have naphthalene concentrations greater than the Florida
groundwater cleanup target level (GCTL) of 14 micrograms per liter (pg/L). In all locations
where both a water-table (A-series) well and a deeper surficial aquifer (B-series) well were
sampled, the groundwater from the water-table well contained signiticantly lower
naphthalene concentrations than the deeper surticial well. Concentrations of other COCs
(e.g., PCP. arsenic, benzene, carbazole, dibenzofuran) also exceeded their GCTLs and/or
federal MCLs in select wells (GeoTrans, 2007c; FTS, 2009a; FTS 2009c).
5.1.5.4 Hawthorn Group Groul/dwater. Groundwater quality measurements were collected
from HG wells on several occasions since the tirst wells were installed in 2004. The most
recent set of wells were installed off-Site to the east and west (GeoTrans. 2008a, 2008b. and
2009c). The most recent sampling event. conducted in November 2009, included sampling
most HG wells. Figure II presents the naphthalene concentrations detected in the HG
during the November 2009 event. along with some older data for wells that were sampled in
prior years. Wells with a label ending in "D" are completed in the Lower Hawthorn; the
others (most ending in "S") are completed in the Upper Hawthorn. Note that water samples
were not collected in November 2009 from the tive Upper Hawthorn source-area wells
where DNAPL is routinely recovered (HG-I OS, HG-II S, HG-12S, HG-ISS, and HG-16S),
or from several on-Site Upper Hawthorn wells near the western property boundary where
concentrations have historically been low to non-detect.
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5.1.5.5 UFA Grolllldwater. Water quality in the UFA beneath and down gradient of the Site

is measured on a quarterly basis. The naphthalene concentrations in the UFA are presented
on Figure 12.
Monitoring wells FW-I through FW-9 and MWTP-MW I were completed within the top 30
feet of the UFA. Only one of these wells (FW-6, a source area monitoring well near the
Former North Lagoon) currently has organic contaminant concentrations above GCTLs, and
naphthalene concentrations at this well have decreased substantially since July 2004.
Monitoring wells FW-I OB through FW-24B are multi-port, telescoped wells completed
within the upper 100 feet ofthe UFA (i.e., the Upper Transmissive Zone). At two ofthe four
principal contaminant source areas (Former Process Area and Former South Lagoon),
inorganic and organic contaminants are consistently below MCLs and Florida GCTLs in the
UF A monitoring wells. Some organic contaminants are above GCTLs in the UFA wells
north of the Former North Lagoon and north-northeast of the Former Drip Track.
The four Lower Transmissive Zone wells at the northern property boundary (FW-4C, FW
22C, FW-23c' and FW-24C) have been non-detect for organic COCs since installation in
2007.
In some sampling events, arsenic concentrations above the Florida GCTL (10 pg/L) were
found in groundwater collected from a few of the UF A monitoring wells. These observed
concentrations likely result from dissolution of naturally occurring minerals in the UF A that
occurs when oxygenated water is introduced to the formation during well drilling (GeoTrans,
2007a: EPA, 2007). The absence of other potentially site-related COCs in these wells
supports this determination.
5.1.6 Environmental Transport and Fate
Site-specific mechanisms and conditions have acted on contaminants in ways that resulted in
the observed patterns of mobility, reactivity and extent. The following sections discuss
mechanisms that have acted and may continue to act on Site contaminants, and the general
characteristics and behavior ofcreosote and Site-related contaminants, including solubility,
mobility, and ability to biodegrade.
5.1.6.1 Fate {{lid Trall.\port Properties olSite COlltamillallls. The following subsections
describe the properties ofthe prevalent Site-related contaminants that may affect how these
.
contaminants move in the environment.
5.1.6.1.1 PAHs. PAHs constitute a class of many semi-volatile organic compounds often
associated with the highly viscous creosote preservatives used in wood-treating operations.
PAHs are chemical formations of benzene polyring series that range from naphthalene, with
two benzene rings, to benzo(g,h,i)perylene, with six benzene rings. Nineteen PAH
compounds are analyzed using EPA Method 8270. Eight ofthese compounds are considered
to be carcinogenic (cPAHs): benzo(a)anthracene, benzo(a)pyrene, benzo(b)tluoranthene,
benzo(k)fluoranthene, carbazole, chrysene. dibenz(a,h)anthracene, and indeno( I,2,3
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cd)pyrene. It is common to use a toxicity equivalency factor to express the total cPAH
concentration, excepting carbazole, in terms of BA P -TEQ.
Excepting carbazole. the cPAHs have aqueous solubility in the range of less than I to
20 ~lg/L (Montgomery and Welkom. 1996). The cPAHs have very low mobility as dissolved
species in the subsurface due to their hydrophobic nature (low solubility and high organic
carbon partition coefticients, [Koc]). Compared to other PAHs, the cPAHs (excepting
carbazole) are more resistant to biodegradation in soil with reported half-lives in soil varying
from 80 to 180 days (Cookson, 1995).
The non-carcinogenic PAHs (ncPAHs) and carbazole are less dense. more soluble in water,
more mobile in soil/groundwater environments. and more easily biodegraded than the
cPAHs. The ncPAHs listed in the 1990 ROD included naphthalene. acenaphthene.
acenaphthylene. anthracene. dibenzofuran. tluorene. phenanthrene. and pyrene.
All PAHs tend to degrade to nontoxic byproducts. Toxicity analyses of bioremediatcd
groundwater, wh ich in itially contained PAHs and PCP. indicate that the treated water is less
toxic than the untreated groundwater (Middaugh et aI., 1994). Therefore, the levels of
degradation products present in groundwater after biodegradation occurs are less toxic than
the parent compounds in the original impacted groundwater.
5.1.6.1.2 Arsenic. Arsenic is a naturally occurring element, generally found at higher
concentrations in sedimentary rocks than in other rock types. Shales. clays. and sedimentary
iron and manganese oxides can be rich in arsenic. The most common forms of arsenic in
groundwater are their oxy-anions. arsenite (As+ 3) and arsenate (As+5). Under moderately
reducing conditions. arsenite is the predominant species. In oxygenated water, arsenate is
the predominant species. Arsenic cannot be destroyed in the environment; it can only
change its form or become attached to or separated from particles. It may change its tonn by
reacting with oxygen or other molecules present in air. water, or soil. or by the metabolic
action of plants or animals.

In soil/groundwater systems, the mobility of arsenic is generally controlled either by co
precipitation or adsorption onto the surtaces of solid mineral forms such as ferric
oxides/hydroxides, with the arsenate species being more readily adsorbed than the arsenite
species. especially at neutral pH. In general, the arsenites tend to be more mobile than
arsenates. An increase in the pH to an alkaline condition will cause both arsenite and
arsenate to desorb offof particle surfaces and into the water phase. Accordingly. arsen ic can
be expected to be more mobile in an alkaline environment. The arsenic oxy-anion speciation
is also sensitive to oxidation/reduction conditions (Henkel and Polette. 1999).
5.1.6. 1.3 Pentachlorophenol. PCP is a member of the phenol ic group of compounds, and is
a polar organic compound used as a preservative in wood-treating operations. PCP is a solid
at room temperature and is very soluble in water under high pH (alkaline) conditions. Under
acidic conditions, the solubility is lower (approximately 14,000 ~lg/L at pH 5.0). When
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dissolved in alkal ine solutions, PCP dissociates and forms the pentachlorophenate anion,
with an increase in solubility to greater than I00,000 ~lg/L (Davis et aI., 1994).
PCP is biodegradable. Degradation products from the breakdown of PCP include less
chlorinated phenols and less-chlorinated oxidized derivatives (Davis et aI., 1994). The less
chlorinated phenol degradation products may include various isomers oftetrachlorophenol
(e.g. 2,3,4,5-TeCP; 2,3,4,6-TeCP), trichlorophenol, dich lorophenol, and monoch lorophenol.
The oxidized derivatives may include chloroanisoles, chlorocatechols, and
chlorohydroquinones (Davis et aI., 1994; Suzuki, 1977).
Data from other wood-treating sites indicate that PCP degradation products, when present,
are detected at concentrations well below the concentration of the parent compound, and do
not accumulate in soils or groundwater. This relationship indicates that the degradation
products break down taster than PCP. Laboratory studies are consistent with the observation
that PCP breakdown products are biodegraded faster than PCP and, thus, do not accumulate
in soils or groundwater (Middledorp, Briglia, and Salkinoja-Salonen, 1990).
PCP degradation products also are less toxic than the parent compound. As discussed above,
toxicity analyses of impacted groundwater after bioremediation has occurred, which initially
contained PAHs and PCP, also indicate that the post-bioremediation groundwater is less
toxic than the pre-bioremed iation groundwater (M iddaugh et aI., 1994). Therefore, the
levels ofdegradation products present in groundwater after bioremediation has occurred are
less toxic than the parent compounds present in the original groundwater.
5.1.6.1.4 DioxinslFurans. Dioxins/furans constitute a class of 210 structurally related
chemical compounds, or congeners, that are often present in complex mixtures and have a
variety of environmental sources (EPA, 1989). Dioxins/furans have been associated with
wood-treating operations due to impurities in PCP products. Dioxins/furans are considered
insoluble in water with solubilities less than I ~lg/L and are considered immobile in soil due
to extremely high Koc values that exceed 106 liters per kilogram (Ukg) (Montgomery and
Welkom, 1996).

Highly chlorinated dioxin/furan compounds are not susceptible to aerobic (oxidative)
biotransformation because they are already highly oxidized. Due to their characteristically
low aqueous solubility, dioxin/furan congeners in soil and aquiter sediment are scarcely
available for biodegradation by bacteria. This low bioavailability is a primary constraint on
their biodegradation. Laboratory studies have determined that the desorbed fraction of
dioxin/furan congeners in sediment can be biodegraded under anaerobic conditions via
reductive dechlorination (Adriaens, Fu, and Grbic-Galic, 1995). Reductive dechlorination of
dioxin/furan presumably occurs preferentially under highly reducing conditions (e.g.
methanogenesis), and requires the presence ofanother more easily degradable electron donor
(e.g., natural organic carbon, or BTEX).
5.1.6.2 Leaching. Contaminant leaching may occur as rainwater percolates through areas
with high concentrations of soluble contaminants in unsaturated soil. The contaminants may
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be in residual DNAPL in the unsaturated pore space or the contaminants may be adsorbed
onto soil particles. Leaching occurs as contaminants are dissolved from residual DNAPL
and desorbed from soil. It is important to understand ifand where such leaching is occurring
because those locations may be a significant source of ongoing groundwater impacts. In
areas where leaching is signiticant. the unsaturated soil is considered to be a "secondary
source" ofgroundwater impacts; the "primary source" is the original release ofchemicals to
the soil.
At th is Site, the primary-source releases occurred several decades ago when process
wastewater was directed or pumped to on-Site lagoons that are now closed, and when treated
wood was allowed to drip dry without containment or collection of the residual chemicals.
Because wood-treatment processes and practices improved over time, and awareness of how
operations could adversely impact the environment increased over the years, more recent
process activities by Koppers mitigated or prevented gross discharges ofchemicals to soil.
Due to the approximately 20 years since the primary releases, any significant and ongoing
leaching would be clearly manifested in the shallow groundwater concentrations observed at
the Site. Thus, leaching is only a potential issue if and where shallow groundwater
concentrations of contaminants are relatively high, and where these high concentrations
correlate with elevated soil concentrations.
Based on the latest surficial aquifer groundwater-concentration data (GeoTrans, 2007c), the
following contaminants are found in multiple shallow water-table (A-series) wells at levels
above Florida GCTLs:
• Naphthalene (see Figure 10):
• Acenaphthene;
• 2-Meth Iynaphthalene;
• Dibenzofuran:
• Carbazole:
• PCP; and
• Arsenic.
For the PA Hs Iisted above (naphthalene, acenaphthene, 2-methy Inaphthalene, d ibenzofuran,
and carbazole), there are several shallow (water-table) monitoring wells that have
concentrations exceeding GCTLs: M-16A, M-17, M-20A, M-22A, M-23AR, M-24A. and
M-25A. Carbazole alone also exceeds its GCTL at monitoring well M-32AR. Figure 10
shows the pattern of naphthalene concentrations in shallow Surticial aquiter groundwater.
However, these shallow surficial aquiter (A-series) wells have measured PAH concentrations
that are significantly lower than concentrations in groundwater from the deeper surficial
aquifer (B-series) wells. which are screened near the base ofthe surficial aquifer (GeoTrans,
2007c). This pattern indicates that ongoing leaching is not the most significant source of
PAHs in groundwater. The data are consistent with a CSM in which the primary source of
PAHs in groundwater is creosote-residual DNAPL that resides primarily below the water
table. The shallow wells with GCTL exceedances are near the Former Process Area, Former
Drip Track. or southeastern property-boundary extraction wells.
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Leachability-based SCTLs have been established by FDEP for many contaminants, including
the PAHs discussed above. Out of more than 80 soil locations sampled on Site in 2006
(AMEC 2007). only seven have concentrations of naphthalene, acenaphthene, 2
methylnaphthalene, and/or dibenzofuran greater than their leachability-based SCTLs. The
tour soil locations with the highest concentrations are tound within the Former North Lagoon
(SS094 and SS I 0 I) and Former Drip Track (SS077 and SS I00). Two locations along the
eastern property boundary (SS082 and SS086) also have at least one depth interval
exceeding the leachability-based SCTLs tor these PAHs. Finally, one depth interval for a
location in the western part ofthe Former Process Area (SS058) has a measured naphthalene
concentration above the leachabi Iity-based SCTL.
For carbazole. over two-thirds of the 2006 soil sampling locations (AMEC, 2007) have at
least one depth interval exceeding the leachability-based SCTL of 0.2 mg/kg. However. the
groundwater data do not indicate widespread exceedances of the carbazole GCTL
(GeoTrans, 2007). The seven soil sample locations with the highest carbazole
concentrations (4.4 mg/kg and higher) correspond with the seven soil sample locations
identified above that have concentrations of other PAHs that exceed their leachability
SCTLs.
There are only tive water-table (A-series) wells with a groundwater PCP concentration that
exceeds its I /lg/L GCTL; all five are located within and northeast of the Former Process
Area (GeoTrans, 2007). This is the case, despite the tact that all but one of91 soil-sample
locations (in 2006) have PCP concentrations above the leachability-based SCTL of 0.03
mg/kg (AMEC 2007). The highest PCP soil concentration was at sample location SS058 at
the western edge of the Former Process Area.
Arsenic is different from the organic COCs discussed above in that there is not a general
pattern of increased concentration with depth. At several locations with paired surficial
aquifer wells, the water-table (A-series) well has a concentration that is similar to or higher
than the deeper (B-series) well. The highest measured water-table concentration of arsenic
was found in a well on the eastern property boundary (1,140 /lg/L arsenic at M-23AR). The
two water-table wells with the next highest measured arsenic concentrations are located just
north of the Former South Lagoon (796 ~lg/L at M-32AR and 505 /lg/L at M-21 A). The
remaining water-table wells have arsenic concentrations of 50 ~lg/L or below. with a total of
ten wells above the 10 /lg/L GCTL. There is no leachability SCTL for arsenic. Five of the
six highest soil-sample concentrations measured in 2006 (see Figure 9) were within or near
the northern portion of the Former South Lagoon (SS095. SS096. SS021, SS038, and
SS040). Hence, the on-Site soil data coupled with groundwater sample data appear to
indicate that there may be a secondary source of arsenic near or within the northern portion
of the Former South Lagoon.
In summary, while there is some spatial correlation between measured soil concentrations
and measured shallow groundwater concentrations, the groundwater concentrations provide
the most direct intormation regarding the potential tor significant secondary-source soil
leaching. For the organic COCs, the water-table groundwater concentrations are generally
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low relative to the concentrations from deeper intervals in the surticial aquiter. This indicates
that the main ongoing source of dissolved organic contaminants in the surficial aquiter is
DNAPL near the base of the surticial aquifer. Conversely, there appears to be limited
ongoing leaching of arsen ic from soi I within and near the northern hal f of the Former South
Lagoon. There could also be some leaching from shallow soil in other principal contaminant
source areas.
5.1.6.3 Groundwater lvligratioll alld A ttelluatioll. The Site contaminants that are frequently

detected in dissolved phase in groundwater are those that readily leach from DNAPL and
soil. Conversely. dioxins/furans and cPAHs (excepting carbazole) are practically immobile
in groundwater.
5.1.6.3.1 Migratioll alld Attenuation Process.
Once dissolved into groundwater.
contaminants are affected by the processes of advection. dispersion. sorption, and matrix
diffusion. The organic contaminants are also aftected by natural biodegradation. Arsenic
may chemically precipitate from solution under certain geochemical conditions.

Advection is the down gradient movement of contaminants in the direction of groundwater
tlow. which is sometimes conceptually depicted with "particle" transport paths. The
advective rate of groundwater tlow in a porous medium depends on the hydraulic
conductivity of the medium, the hydraulic gradient. and the effective (interconnected)
porosity of the medium.
Dispersion is the spreading of contaminants in groundwater caused by small-scale
heterogeneities in tlow which leads to contaminants moving from areas of high
concentration to areas oflow concentration. Dispersion results in the spreading of a small.
concentrated source of contaminants into a larger, less-concentrated plume. The plume
spreading effects of dispersion increase with distance from the source.
Sorption occurs when contaminants become chemically or biochemically attached
(adsorbed) to the surface of a solid particles of a porous medium. Sorption rates vary by
constituent and sorption mayor may not be reversible. The main practical effect of sorption
is to slow (retard) the down gradient movement (advection) ofa constituent in groundwater.
In many cases. sorption allows other processes such as dispersion and biodegradation to have
greater effect. For most contaminants. sorption is more signiticant in media with relatively
high organic content. For many inorganic contaminants (e.g .. arsenic) the degree of sorption
depends on the geochemical conditions (oxidation-reduction potential [Eh] and pH) in the
subsurface.
Matrix diffusion occurs in fractured media and in porous media that have significant "non
connected" pore space (e.g., clays). While advection occurs primarily in the connected
portion of the pore space, contaminants may diffuse into the non-connected pore space.
Matrix diffusion retards the movement of solute and can cause a dispersive effect.
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The solubility of arsenic in groundwater may change if the groundwater geochemical
conditions change. II' the solubility becomes much lower (e.g., due to changing mineralogy,
pH, and/or Eh encountered by moving groundwater), then some of the arsenic may
chemically precipitate into solid form. This process also typically results in constituent
retardation, though it may cause some ofthe arsenic to become permanently mineralized and
immobile.
Natural biodegradation reters to the processes wherein native bacteria in the subsurface
breakdown the chemical bonds of contaminants as part of metabolism. Such chemical
altering results in the tormation of degradation byproducts that may, in turn, be further
degraded. All of the organic contaminants that are present in Site groundwater have a
known propensity for biodegradation and can biodegrade in both aerobic and anaerobic
conditions (GeoTrans, 2004b), and in all cases biodegradation results in less toxic and/or
more readily degraded byproducts (Middaugh et aI., 1994). TRC (1999) conducted a
laboratory study to determ ine naphthalene hal f-I ife for Site groundwater samples. Results of
this study indicate that the naphthalene half-I ite for Site groundwater ranged from 627 to
I, I 19 days. Shol1er half-I ives are reported in the literature (HO\vard et a I., 1991)
The term "natural attenuation" includes all of the chemical migration and fate processes
discussed above that result in decreasing concentrations of contaminants. Thus, the
processes of biodegradation, dispersion, sorption, and matrix diffusion all result in natural
attenuation of contaminants.
5.1.6.3.2 Model Ana~vsis of Groundwater Aligration and Attenuation. In 2004, a three
dimensional numerical groundwater model was developed to evaluate groundwater tlow and
solute transport in the surficial aquifer, HG, and UFA (GeoTrans, 2004a). The groundwater
modeling study was carried out in three major steps: (I) development of the groundwater
flow model and calibration of the model to observed data, (2) particle-tracking analysis to
estimate advective tlow paths from principal contaminant source areas to off-Site points of
interest (e.g., the Murphree Well Field), and (3) solute transport simulations to estimate
potential future concentrations of Site COCs in groundwater. The Site model was
constructed to incorporate the major hydrostratigraphic units and hydrologic stresses in the
region. The transient model was calibrated to measured groundwater levels. The Site model
provides a sophisticated and technically sound analysis tool tor estimating COC fate and
transport in groundwater.

After calibrating the groundwater flow model, the direction and velocity of groundwater
flow from principal contaminant source areas was estimated through particle-tracking
simulations. In these simulations, hypothetical particles of a conservative-tracer were
';released" within the groundwater flow tield near sources, and the predicted down gradient
movement of these particles through time was calculated by the model. These model
simulations served to establish numerical bounds for the potential advective movement of
dissolved contaminants without accounting for attenuation mechanisms that affect Site
related contaminants (e.g., sorption, chemical precipitation, dispersion and biodegradation).
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The particle tracking simulations indicate that the vertical groundwater travel time from the
surticial aquifer, through the various clay aquitard and water-bearing units, and into the UFA
can be more than 85 years. Once groundwater reaches the UFA, the model simulations
estimated that an additional 59 to 118 years would be required to reach the Upper
Transmissive Zone underthe Murphree Well Field. This travel time was predicted using an
effective porosity value based on a homogenous aquifer matrix. The model simulations also
indicate that groundwater may be delayed from migrating to the Lower Transmissive Zone
by the semi-confining unit separating the Upper and Lower Transmissive Zones. The model
is a "best estimate" based on current Site understanding and available data.
EPA acknowledges uncertainty in the true value ofeffective porosity for the area of tile Site
due to actual subsurface conditions. Site stakeholder GRU believes that using an effective
porosity based on a homogeneous aquifer matrix in the model may over-estimate travel time.
GRU believes the groundwater travel time from the UFA under the Site to the UFA under
the Murphree Well Field may be closer to 4 to 5 years. This appears to be an underestimate
because no Site-related COCs have been detected or measured in groundwater from the
Murphree Well Field in the years that have past since COCs were detected in groundwater
from the UFA.
Solute-transport simulations also were conducted to predict constituent concentrations
(GeoTrans, 2004a). These simulations take attenuation mechanisms such as dispersion,
sorption, and biodegradation into account. Contaminant transport simulations were made to
assess the potential groundwater concentrations of naphthalene and arsen ic released at the
Site.
Naphthalene was simulated because it is one of the most potentially mobile and widespread
COCs at the Site. [n the baseline simulation, the model was run assuming a constant
dissolved naphthalene concentration of 10,000 Ilg/L at each DNAPL source area in the
surficial aquifer and an additional slug source in the F[oridan aquifer near monitoring well
FW-6. Biodegradation was simulated as a tirst-order decay process using a conservative half
life estimate (3 years) from relevant Iiterature and Site studies. Due to biodegradation and
other natural attenuation processes, the lateral and vertical extent ofa naphthalene plume (at
its GCTL) was projected by the model results to not extend any farther than potentially a few
hundred feet off Site in the surficial aquifer and HG. A worst-case model simulation,
assuming a constant injection of naphthalene into the UFA beneath the footprint of the
Fonner North Lagoon, estimated that a I pg/L naphthalene concentration contour would not
extend any farther than approximately 1,500 feet down gradient of the Site. These model
predictions are consistent with current groundwater data from monitoring wells at the Site
boundary. The groundwater transport simulations predict no future PAH impacts at the
Murphree Well Field.
Groundwater transport simulations for arsenic indicate that lateral and vertical migration of
this constituent will be very limited because it is highly adsorptive. The Site model results
are consistent with current groundwater monitoring data, with only a few surticial aquifer
monitoring wells detecting elevated arsenic concentrations. A model simulation was run
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assuming a hypothetical "worst-case" constant source ofarsenic in the surtlcial aquiter under
the Fonner Process Area. After a period of 100 years, the model results indicated that the
arsenic plume would not migrate beyond 1,000 teet down gradient of the simulated source
area. Another model simulation, this time assuming a constant source ofarsenic in the UF A
at well FW-3, predicted that a I pg/L arsenic concentration contour would not extend beyond
1,500 teet down gradient from well FW-3 after 100 years.
5.1.6.4 Aqll!(er Cross COIl/amillation. Drilling in principal contaminant source areas,
especially DNAPL source areas, produces risks ofcross contamination, potentially spreading
source material to previously unimpacted depths and hydrogeologic units. Even when the
locations of DNAPL areas and the geology are relatively well known, the installation of
wells in or near DNAPL areas using the best available technology has risks (EPA, 1992).
EPA (1992) indicates that in order to circumvent these risks, it may be appropriate to avoid
drilling directly within areas of known or suspected DNAPL impacts and focus on
characterizing dissolved constituent plumes migrating from principal contaminant source
areas.

The risks of causing cross contamination when drilling into DNAPL source zones is
exacerbated at this Site due to the approximately 120-foot head drop from the surtlcial
aquifer to the UFA. Even though proper precautions are taken during drilling and well
construction, there are two possible mechanisms that can lead to cross contamination: ( 1) a
short-term loss of drilling tluids, including drilling mud, and (2) a long-term continuous
leakage of impacted groundwater via preterential pathway due to incomplete seals in the
annular cement grout. Though the wells on Site were designed and constructed to minimize
the potential for cross contamination, the potential risk cannot be totally eliminated. Due to
the large vertical hydraulic gradient across the HG clay units (Figure 3), even a very small
crack (on the order of microns) in the borehole/well seals can lead to migration of potentially
substantial concentrations of contaminants between units (Hinchee, Foster, and Larson,
2008).
There is some Site evidence that cross contamination has led to limited impacts in the UFA.
In particular, at the UFA well with highest constituent concentrations, FW-6, dri II ing mud
mixed with Site soil and groundwater was lost during drilling. Measured concentrations of
Site contaminants (e.g., naphthalene) at this well were at their highest levels immediately
after installation, and declined in subsequent measurements. EPA believes that this is one
possible explanation for some. but by no means all, of the constituent concentrations
observed in the UFA.
Also, elevated pH measurements at some UFA wells, notably FW-3 (pH over 12 in 2005),
likely resulted from high-pH cement grout used in well construction. Because the cement
grout was only used above the lower clay unit of the HG at this well, it is likely that
groundwater has moved and is moving downward along the borehole.
It is diftlcult to assess and precisely quantify the degree ofaquiter cross contamination or
tlow via natural discontinuities through the HG clays at the Site. A number of approaches
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are discussed in the literature, but none allow unambiguous differentiation between drilling
induced cross-contamination and constituent migration via natural-pathways. However,
based on the Site conditions and the conclusions of EPA (1992) and Hinchee, Foster, and
Larson (2008), care should be taken to minimize or eliminate through the low-permeability
HG clay units (particularly the lower clay and middle clay units) in ONAPL-impacted areas.
These clay units are presently providing protection to the UFA and maintaining their
integrity is very important. It is noted that there wi II be remedy performance monitoring
wells that will most likely have to be installed in or near ONAPL-impacted areas as part of
the remedial design/remedial action implementation.
5.1.0.5 RIII/otf Storm water runoff at the Site tlows generally to the northeast. Much of the
Site runoff tlows in the Site storm water ditch along with storm water from land parcels to
the south of the Site. All Site runoff eventually tlows into Springstead Creek.

Based on Site topography (Figure 4), there may be some runoff from the Site to the north
toward off-Site portions of the Site storm water ditch. There may also be runotfto the east,
but the raised ballast of the adjacent rai lroad spur prevents runoff from moving tarther east.
There is Iittle or no runotf toward the south. There may be small areas of Iimited runoff
toward the west into a drainage swale along the western property boundary. This area had
relatively high concentrations of Site COCs in surface soil, as compared to other off-Site
areas, though observations made during the sampling event did not suggest that current
topographic features and surface runoff were likely to be responsible for the elevated
concentrations (AMEC, 2009a).
Measured concentrations of Site COCs in the surface water of Springstead Creek are low
(ACEPO, 2006) and measured concentrations of most Site COCs in Springstead Creek
sediment are much lower than on-Site concentrations (ACEPO, 2009; AMEC, 2007). Ofall
the potentially Site-related COCs measured in Springstead and Hogtown Creek sediments,
PAHs have been measured at the highest concentrations: however, the presence ofPAHs at
high concentrations in these waterways could be the result of other sources not related to
activities on the the Koppers property, such as a release from the adjacent Cabot Carbon
property that occurred 40 years ago (ACEPO, 2009).
5.1.6.6 Dust. Past transport ofCOCs via dust likely caused the detections of Site COCs in
off-Site surtace soil west ofthe Site (AMEC, 2009a, 2009b, and 20 lOb). Continuing otf-Site
transport of COCs via dust is less likely due to more limited activity on the Site and to
improved dust-control practices. A ir dispersion modeling (AMEC, 2009d) suggests that dust
at the property boundary is currently well below appropriate EPA ambient air screening
levels; therefore, no unacceptable health risks are predicted to be present on the tacility, at
the fence line of the tacility, or beyond the facility boundary. All of the modeling assumes
current conditions and does not retlect reduced fugitive dust emissions or reduced
constituent concentrations in surtace soi I that would result if surface soi I in portions of the
Site were covered.
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As ofthe date this ROD was prepared, dust modeling results have not been accepted by EPA
as representative of actual Site conditions. EPA has concerns that the AMEC evaluation
described above does not accurately evaluate all variables in such a way as to accurately
state that there are no unacceptable health risks. Since the Koppers facility closure, Beazer
East has begun interim measures to reduce dust including planting ofvegetation over former
operations. As part of Site building demolition activities, Beazer East is implementing dust
controls in the form of dust suppression through continuous water application. During the
remedial design of the Site remedy, Beazer East will design and implement an ambient air
monitoring network at the fenceline.
5.1.7 Potentially Complete Exposure Pathways
Potential receptors and exposure media were examined in conjunction with the CSM
presented above. Figure 13 is a conceptual diagram showing potential routes of
human/environmental exposure to Site contaminants. The terminal point ofeach migration
pathway is a potential receptor addressed by the proposed remedies.
5.1.7.1 Potential Receptors. The Site has been an industrial facility for over 90 years: the
nearest residences are adjacent to the western and northwestern Site boundaries. The use of
the Site is anticipated to remain commercial/industrial in the future. though it is possible that
portions of the Site could be developed for other purposes (e.g., recreational or mixed-use
with a residential component) as well. The EPA acceptable risk range for human health is a
potential excess lifetime cancer risk of I x 10.4 to I x 10.6 (i.e. between one additional cancer
case in a population of ten thousand. to one additional cancer case in a population of one
million). Acceptable risks tor non-carcinogenic contaminants must result in a hazard index
of less than or equal to I. On-Site trespassers are potential receptors, but their frequent
presence on the Site is unlikely because the Site has fences and gates to limit access.
Reasonable future receptors include on-Site workers and recreational users.

On-Site residential exposure scenarios are not applicable based on the expected
commercial/industrial and/or recreational use of the property. Evaluation of potential risks
associated with nonresidential use scenarios is consistent with federal guidance (EPA, 1995),
in which EPA proposes to address potential risks consistent with current and plausible future
land-use patterns. Note that this assumption does not prevent future Site development from
including residential use. However. any future Site development that did include residential
uses would need to revisit and address the appropriate potential exposure pathways, at that
time, as part of the development design.
There is currently no use of groundwater from the surticial aquifer or HG tor drinking water:
however, the UFA is a drinking water aquifer. The Floridan aquifer serves as the source of
drinking water tor over 175,000 people in Alachua County and is the water source for the
City of Gainesville Murphree Well Field located 2.5 miles northeast of the Site. This 26
million-gallon-per-day (mgd) well tield is operated by GRU.
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Off-Site receptors to be protected consist of the residential population located west of the
Site property. Surtace soil within the residential properties contains detected concentrations
ofCOCs, at least a portion of which is assumed to be Site related.
5.1.7.] E.\poslIre Media. Based on RI data, potential exposure to Site contaminants may be

possible via contact with the following media:
• On-Site surface soil (including dust)
• On-Site subsurface soil
• On-Site sediment (within the on-Site drainage ditch)
• On-Site surtace water (storm water)
• Off-Site surface soil (residential areas west of facility)
• Off-Site sediment and surface water (north and west of the Site including
Springstead Creek)
• Groundwater
Groundwater is further divided by hydrogeologic unit into:
• Surticial aquifer groundwater
• Upper Hawthorn groundwater
• Lower Hawthorn groundwater
• UFA groundwater.
To better organize and evaluate remedies for this complex Site, it was decided to develop
and assess remedies for the three defined environmental units separately to facilitate
selection of one remedy for each environmental unit:
• On-Site media (except UFA groundwater)
• UFA groundwater, and
• OfT-Site media
Therefore the selected remedy consist of the combination of three related remedial
alternatives, one for each environmental unit.
5.1.7.2.1 Ol/-Site SlIIface Soil. Potential exposure of current and future trespassers,
construction workers and utility workers, and future on-Site workers and recreational users
to COCs in surface soil via direct contact is considered a potentially complete pathway.
Because surface soil provides a potentially complete exposure pathway and is a potential
source ofCOCs to surface water and sediment, addressing impacted surface soil is a key to
controlling other potentially impacted media.
5.1.7.2.2 Ol/-Site SlIbslIrj'ace soil. Potential exposure of future on-Site construction workers

to contaminants in subsurface soil (deeper than 6 inches) is also considered a potentially
complete pathway.
5.1.7.2.3 Ol/-Site Sedimel/t. Potential exposure of current and future trespassers and future

on-Site workers to COCs in sediments via direct contact is considered a potentially complete
pathway.
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5.1.7.2.4 Oil-Site Sill/ace Wafer and Storm Water. The drainage ditch at the Site only tlows
after heavy storm events; surface runoffis carried northeast off the Site toward Springstead
Creek. Also, groundwater in the surficial aquifer may discharge to the Site ditch or down
gradient wetlands adjacent to Springstead Creek. There is a potential for surface water to
become impacted either by runoff or by shallow groundwater discharge.
~Vater lIlId Sediment. During and after storm events, surface runoff
is carried northeast off the Site toward Springstead Creek. There is also a potential that on
Site soil and sediment could be transported downstream during storm events. The potential
for ecological risk due to Site-related contaminants in off-Site sediment is currently being
evaluated. Potential exposure to Site-related contaminants in off-Site sediments is considered
to be a potentially complete exposure pathway.

5.1.7.2.5 0.lT-Sitc Surface

5.1.7.2.6 0ft:Site SlII/ace Soil. Another potentially complete exposure pathway consists of
off-Site residents (living in areas immediately west of the facility) exposed to COCs in off
Site surface soil in yards and public easements. Exposure can occur through direct contact,
ingestion or inhalation. Off-Site surface soil contains concentrations ofCOCs that exceed
SCTLs. Further off-Site soil characterizations to the north, south, east, west of the Site are
ongoing and will continue through the remedial design phase of the project.
5.1. 7.2. 7 Grv IIl1dwa fer. Concentrations of certain dissolved contaminants exceed GCTLs
(FTS, 2009a, 2009c, and 2009c; GeoTrans, 2007c and 2009b) in groundwater in the
following hydrogeologic units (Figures 10, II and 12):
".,·_\;~._ .. Surticial aquifer
-I~ Upper Hawthorn
• Lower Hawthorn
• UFA
.

Of these units, only the UFA is used as a drinking water source in the vicinity of the Site.
This aquifer is the primary source of drinking water in Gainesville via the Murphree Well
Field. The UF A is the least impacted ofthe four hydrogeologic units; however, exposure via
groundwater ingestion is considered to be a potentially complete exposure pathway because
there is a possibility that groundwater could be withdrawn down gradient of the Site and
used as a private drinking water supply.
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Current and Future Land Use

The land use tor the Koppers property is industrial and surrounding properties are
commercial and residential. This area lies in the northern part of Gainesville, within the city
limits, in a very busy and heavily trafficked area. As of October 2009, the surrounding
population was as follows: within 0.5 mile, 4,274 people; within 2.5 miles, 55,595 people;
and within 4 miles, 97,670 people.
EPA makes use of several sources of information when evaluating future land use during
CERCLA remedy selection, including the EPA directive "Land Use in the CERCLA
Remedy Selection Process" (EPA OSWER Directive No. 9355.7-04). EPA is required to
look at reasonably anticipated future land uses in determining what cleanup criteria to apply
at a Superfund Site. The initial reasonably anticipated future land use for the Koppers
property is industrial/commercial. This is based on current zoning, the stated intention ofthe
property owner, and the determination by the City of Gainesville that rezoning the property
to residential will not be feasible. Thus, EPA has determined that unrestricted residential use
is not a likely or practical future land use tor the Site. However. a remedy that in effect meets
Florida residential detault cleanup standards has been selected. The remedy calls for clean
soil to be placed over almost the entire Site. EPA has made its reasonably anticipated land
use determination based on several tactors including property owner Beazer East's planned
retention of Site ownership and its indicated willingness to include tlexibility for future use
ofthe Site as commercial. recreational or mixed use with a residential component. Therefore,
the EPA has determined that the reasonably anticipated future land use of the Koppers
portion of the Site is likely to be commercial, recreational or mixed-use with a residential
component.
This view is consistent with the findings of the City ofGainesville's City Commission which
considered and rejected a contingent future rezoning of the former Koppers Site to an
exclusively residential use. This option was considered over a two-year time period during
which the City planning commission introduced the City'S initial vision of the Site as being
reused as a mixed use commercial with a residential component similar to Atlantic Station
(previously Atlantic Steel Mill) in Atlanta. Georgia. As EPA has communicated to the City
in several City Commission meetings and through other tormats, there are few, if any,
former hazardous waste sites where there is unlimited or unrestricted future use. However.
there are many tormer hazardous waste sites that have "residential" land uses taking place.
The surticial aquifer is contaminated with numerous compounds from previous processing
operations at both Sites. Underlying the surficial aquifer is the HG. Underlying the HG is the
Floridan aquifer. At the Site. the depth to the top of the Floridan aquifer is 200 to 250 ft
below ground surface.
Recent investigations have revealed contamination in the HG and the underlying Floridan
aquifer. The Floridan aquifer is the primary source of area drinking water. The city's
Murphree Well Field extracts water from the Floridan and supplies the water for the city of
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Gainesville. This well field is about 2.5 miles down gradient of the Site. Protection of this
sole source aquifer is a key objective of the future land use of the Site.
The potential tor environmental damage by otf-Site migration of shallow contaminated
groundwater into the off-Site down gradient ditch and Springstead Creek is a concern.
Springstead Creek tlows into Hogtown Creek, which discharges into Haile sink, which
discharges into the Floridan aquifer.
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7.0

Summary of Site Risks

The risk assessment estimates what risks exist at the Site ifno action were taken. It provides
the basis for taking action and identifies the contaminants and exposure pathways that need
to be addressed by the remedial action.
Two risk assessments have been conducted for this Site. The first was a comprehensive
effort that was part of the 1989/1990 RIIFS. It examined exposure to soil. groundwater,
surface water, sediment and ambient air. Details of this assessment are contained in the 1990
ROD (EPA, 1990) available in the Administrative Record and Information Repository. The
applicable portions of the human health risk assessment pertaining to groundwater are
summarized in the following subsections.
The second risk assessment was completed in 20 I 0 (ARCADIS, 20 I0). Its scope was limited
to exposure to soil and sediment. For purposes of summarizing the Site risks for this ROD,
the findings pertaining to exposure to groundwater reported in 1990 are presented along with
the findings pertaining to exposure to soil reported in 20 I O. Both assessments tollowed EPA
guidance and used a deterministic (i.e., point-estimate) approach to identify those
contaminants present in environmental media that could potentially pose adverse health
effects to current or future receptors.
7.1

Summary of Human Health Risk Assessment

7.1.1 Identification of Chemicals of Potential Concern
Chem icals of Potential Concern (COPCs) are chemicals whose data are of sufticient qual ity
tor use in the quantitative risk assessment, are potentially Site-related, and represent the most
signiticant contaminants in terms of potential toxicity to humans. In 1990, the analogous
term was "indicator chemicals." The selection process followed the one outlined in the
Superfund Public Health Evaluation Manual (SPHEM) (EPA, 1986), the predecessor of the
Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund (EPA, 1989). It can be divided into the following
four steps:
I. Determination of chemical concentrations and frequency of detection;
2. Identitication of toxicity characteristics of detected chemicals;
3. Calculation of chemical toxicity (ct) and indicator score (is) values: and
4. Selection offinal indicator chemical.

Selection of COPCs in the 20 I 0 risk assessment was done according to current EPA
guidance. The risk assessment evaluated data collected from 1995 to 20 I O. Maximum
concentrations tor all contaminants detected at least once in surface soil were compared to
the lower of the Florida SCTLs for direct exposure to commercial/industrial worker (FDEP,
2005) and the EPA Industrial Soil Regional Screening Levels (RSLs) tor Chemical
Contaminants at Superfund Sites (EPA, 2008a). Prior to conducting the screening, the lower
of the two screening values (i.e., the lower of the SCTL or RSL) was divided by 10, as
requested by FDEP. Table 2 presents the COPC screening results for the 0 to 6 inch soil data.
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7.1.2 Exposure Assessment
An exposure assessment identifies pathways whereby receptors may be exposed to Site
contaminants and estimates the frequency, duration, and magnitude of such exposures.
Exposure assessment involves (I) characterization of the env iron mental setting, (2)
identitication of exposure pathways, and (3) quantification of exposure (exposure point
concentrations and human intakes). The environmental setting is discussed in Section 5. The
two remaining elements of an exposure assessment are discussed below.
7.1.2.1 Identification (?l £.YposlIre Patlnl'ays. Exposure pathways were determined in a
conceptual site models that incorporate information on the potential chemical sources,
release mechanisms, affected media, potential exposure pathways, and known receptors to
identify complete exposure pathways. A pathway is considered complete if (I) there is a
source or chemical release from a source: (2) there is an exposure point where contact can
occur: and (3) there is a route of exposure (oral, dermal, or inhalation) through which the
chemical may be taken into the body.

In 1990, multiple media/receptor combinations were examined, but the discussion
summarized herein is lim ited to residential exposure to groundwater because cleanup goals
are based on this land use. The groundwater exposure assumptions were for the daily
consumption of two liters of water by a 70 kilogram (kg) person.
In 20 I0, the risk assessment examined mUltiple receptors exposed to various combinations of
soil and sediment. For the purposes of this risk assessment summary, the presentation is tor
the future outdoor worker exposure to surface soil. This medium and the exposure routes
associated with it result in the greatest potential risk and justify implementation of the
selected remedy. Potentially complete exposure routes included incidental ingestion, dermal
contact, and inhalation of soil-derived dust. EPA's default industrial exposure assumptions
were used onsite. The risks and hazards associated with the other current and future
receptors/media combinations may be found in the risk assessment report (ARCADIS,
2010).
7.1.2.2 E.\po.wre Point Concentrations. The concentration term used in the intake equations
is a conservative upper bound estimate of the arithmetic average concentration tor a COPC
based on a set of Site sampling results. Ideally, the exposure point concentration (EPC)
should be the true average concentration within an exposure unit.

For the 1990 risk assessment, two hypothetical groundwater wells were selected. Because
the indicator chemicals on the northern boundary of the Site are different from the indicator
chemicals on the eastern boundary of the Site, a hypothetical well was located at both these
points. The general procedure tor estimating the potential current and future groundwater
exposure concentrations was as follows:
• determination of plume characteristics:
• determination of equilibrium conditions between groundwater and soil at source
areas:
• calculation of expected time of travel from source to receptor; and
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calculation of anticipated future exposure concentrations.

In the 20 I 0 risk assessment. EPCs in surface soil were estimated using spatially-weighted
averages to account for the varying densities of sampling locations on different parts ofthe
Site. A bootstrapping procedure was used to develop a 95% upper confidence limit (UCL)
point estimate of the spatially weighted average. The EPCs for surface soil may be found in
Table 3.
7.1.2.3 HI/man Intakes. Human intakes were calculated for each chemical and receptor using

the EPCs. Estimates of human intake, expressed in terms of mass of chemical per unit body
weight per time (mg/kg-day). were calculated differently depending on whether the COPC is
a non-carcinogen or a carcinogen. For non-carcinogens. intake was averaged over the
duration of exposure and is referred to as the average daily dose (ADD). For carcinogens.
intake was averaged over the average lifespan ofa person (70 years) and is reterred to as the
lifetime average daily dose (LADD). ADDs and LADDs were calculated using standard
assumptions and professional judgment.
7.1.3 Toxicity Assessment
Toxicity assessment is a two-step process whereby the potential hazards associated with
route-specific exposure to a given chemical are: (I) identified by reviewing relevant human
and animal studies, and (2) quantified through analysis of dose-response relationships.

Quantitative estimates of toxic response developed by EPA were used to evaluate potential
cancer and non-cancer toxicity of contaminants. EPA toxicity values that were used in these
assessments include:
•

reference dose values (RfDs) for non-carcinogenic effects, and

•

cancer slope factors (CSFs) for carcinogenic effects.

The RfDs and CSFs used in these assessments were primarily obtained from EPA's
Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) database. Values that appear in IRIS have been
extensively reviewed by EPA work groups and thus represent Agency consensus. For the
20 I 0 risk assessment, toxicity values were obtained from the following sources, in order of
priority:
• EPA's IRIS database (EPA. 2008a);
•

EPA Region 6 Human Health Medium-Specific Screening Levels, 2008 (EPA, 2008b):
and

•

Health Effects Assessment Summary Tables (HEAST) values as cited in the EPA
Region 6 Human Health Medium-Specific Screening Levels, 2008 (EPA, 2008b).

7.1.4 Risk Characterization

The final step is the risk characterization. Human intakes for each exposure pathway are
integrated with EPA reference toxicity values to characterize risk. Carcinogenic, non
carcinogenic, and lead effects are estimated separately.
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To characterize the overall potential for non-carcinogenic etTects associated with exposure to
multiple chemicals, the EPA uses a Hazard Index (HI) approach. This approach assumes that
simultaneous sub-threshold chronic exposures to mUltiple chemicals that affect the same
target organ are additive and could result in an adverse health etTect. The HI is calculated as
follows:
HI

=

ADDI IRtDl + ADD2 IRtD2 +... ADDi IRtDi

where:
Average Daily Dose for the ith toxicant
Reference Dose for the ith toxicant

ADDi
RtDi

The term ADDi/RtDi is referred to as the HQ.
Calculation of an HI in excess of unity indicates the potential for adverse health effects.
Indices greater than one will be generated anytime intake for any of the COPCs exceeds its
RtD. However, given a sufficient number of chemicals under consideration, it is also
possible to generate an HI greater than one even ifnone of the individual chemical intakes
exceeds its respective RtD.
Carcinogenic risk is expressed as a probability of developing cancer as a result of lifetime
exposure. For a given chemical and route of exposure, excess lifetime cancer risk is
calculated as follows:
Risk = LADD

x

CSF

These risks are probabilities that are generally expressed in scientitic notation (e.g .. I x 10-6
or I E-6). An incremental lifetime cancer risk of I x 10-6 indicates that as a plausible upper
bound, an individual has a one-in-one-million chance of developing cancer as a result of
Site-related exposure to a carcinogen over a 70-year lifetime under the specific exposure
conditions at the Site. For exposures to multiple carcinogens, the EPA assumes that the risk
associated with multiple exposures is equivalent to the sum of their individual risks.
7.1.4.1 1990 Grollndwaler Findings for Adlllt Residents. The cumulative risk for the
northern hypothetical well resulting from the representative exposure point concentrations
was 9.9 x 10-3 tor the current scenario and 1.8 x 10- 2 for the future scenario. The main
contributors to the cancer risk levels were arsenic, carcinogenic PAHs and PCP. In addition,
the cumulative HI exceeded unity for the representative concentrations, for the northern
hypothetical well for both current and future scenarios. The H Is tor the current and future
scenarios were 1.1 and 1.5 respectively. Chromium and non-carcinogenic PAHs were the
main contributors to the HI.

The cancer risk levels tor the eastern hypothetical well exceeded the 10-4 risk level tor
arsenic and PCP tor both the current and future scenarios. The highest risk levels were
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associated with the future scenario, with a risk level of 4 x 10-4 for arsenic and 2 x 10-3 for
PCP. The main contributors to the HI were chromium, non-carcinogenic PAHs and phenols.
Groundwater risk exceeds the threshold for action of I X 10-4.
7.1.4.2 2010 Surface Soil Findingsfor Outdoor Workers. The total excess cancer risk for the

hypothetical future on-Site outdoor worker was estimated to be 5 x 10-4 (Table 4) based upon
the conservative deterministic risk assessment. This total exceeds both the EPA allowable
risk range and FDEP's risk benchmark.
The total HI was less than I (Table 5). Therefore. potential non-cancer health effects are not
expected to occur as a result of potential exposure to COPCs in on-Site soils.
Lead exposure was evaluated using the Adult Lead Model (EPA, 1999.200 I). The predicted
95th percentile theoretical blood lead level in hypothetical future on-Site outdoor workers
was less than the threshold of 10 micrograms per deciliter (~lg/dL).

7.1.5 Cleanup Goals
Cleanup goals tor groundwater COCs are listed in Table 6. The selected goals are based on
the MCLs for Drinking Water in Florida contained in Chapter 62-550, Florida
Administrative Code (F.A.C.) and GCTLs contained in Chapter 62-777, F.A.C.
Cleanup goals for on-Site soil (0 to 2 feet bls)/sediment COCs are listed in Table 7. The
cleanup goals are based on the Florida detault SCTLs tor leachability based on groundwater
criteria unless Site-specitic criteria are developed in the RD.
Cleanup goals tor off-Site soil!sediment COCs are listed in Table 8. These cleanup goals are
based on Florida detault SCTLs contained in Chapter 62-777. F.A.C .. u$ing the current land
use (residential or commercial! industrial) of the impacted parcel. Florida detault leachability
SCTLs for protection of ecological organisms in surtace water are used tor sediment in
Springstead and Hogtown Creeks. Note that there are there are no anticipated exceedances of
leachability standards based on current contaminant concentrations and types of
contaminants encountered in off-Site soils and sediments. Table 7 and Table 8 include both
the numeric direct contact and detault leachability SCTL criteria. The more stringent of the
two criteria apply to vadose zone soils. In cases where background sampling studies show
background concentrations of particular contaminants exceed the SCTLs tor those particular
contaminants. there may be justification tor using the background concentrations as clean-up
goal concentrations in lieu of the published SCTLs, consistent with FDEP guidance for
attainment of SCTLs.

7.1.6 Uncertainties
The uncertainty analysis provides decision makers with a summary of those factors that
signiticantly intluence risk results and discusses the underlying assumptions that most
signiticantly intluence risk estimates. This section discusses the assumptions that may
contribute to over- or underestimates of risk.
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7.1.6.1 Uncertainties Related to Environmental Sampling and Analysis. Uncertainty is
always involved in the estimation of chemical concentrations. Uncertainty with respect to
data evaluation can arise from many sources, such as the quality and quantity of the data
used to characterize the Site. the process used to select data to use in the risk assessment and
the statistical treatment of data. Errors in the analytical data may stem from errors inherent
in sampling and/or laboratory procedures. One ofthe most etTective methods of minimizing
procedural or systematic error is to subject the data to a strict quality control review. This
quality control review procedure helps to eliminate many laboratory errors. However, even
with all data vigorously validated, it must be realized that error is inherent in all laboratory
procedures.

7. 1.6. 2 Uncertainties Related to Exposure Assessment. The exposure scenarios contribute a
considerable degree of uncertainty to the risk assessment because they assume conditions
that are unlikely to occur. The exposure assumptions directly intluence the calculated doses
(dai Iy intakes), and ultimately the risk calculations. For the most part, Site-speci fie data
were not available; therefore, conservative default exposure assumptions were used in
calculating exposure doses such as the selection of exposure routes and exposure factors
(e.g., contact rate). [n most cases, this uncertainty may overestimate the most probable
realistic exposures and, therefore, may overestimate risk. This is appropriate when
perform ing risk assessments ofth is type so that the risk managers can be reasonably assured
that the public risks will not be underestimated, and so that risk assessments for different
locations and scenarios can be compared.
7.1.6.3 Uncertainties Related to Toxicity 1r1{ormatiol1. RtDs and CSFs for the COPCs were
derived from EPA sources. RtDs are determined with varying degrees of uncertainty
depending on such factors as the basis for the RID [no-observed-adverse-etTect-level
(NOAEL)], versus [Iowest-observed-adverse-effect-Ievel (LOAEL)], species (anima[ or
human), and protessionaljudgment. The calculated RtD is theretore likely overly protective,
and its use may result in an overestimation of non-cancer risk. Similarly, the CSFs
developed by EPA are generally conservative and represent the upper-bound limit of the
carcinogenic potency of each chemical.

7.1.6.4 Uncertainties Related to Humall Health Risk Characterization. [deally, areas of

exposure should be detined based on actual exposures or known behaviors ofreceptors at the
Site. Often, however, as in the case of these risk assessments, this intormation is unavailable.
Each complete exposure pathway concerns more than one contaminant. Uncertainties are
associated with summing risks or hazard quotients for multiple substances of concern in the
risk characterization step. The assumption ignores the possibi Iity of synergistic or
antagonistic activities in the metabolism of the contaminants. This could result in over-or
under-estimation of risk.
7.1.6.5 Uncertainties SUlllmary. The large number of assumptions made in the risk
characterization introduces uncertainty in the results. While this approach could potentially
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underestimate potential risk, the use of numerous, conservative (i.e., protective of human
health) assumptions, in the risk characterization, typically overestimates potential risk. Any
one person's potential exposure and subsequent risk are intluenced by all the parameters
utilized in the assessments and will vary on a case-by-case basis. Despite inevitable
uncertainties associated with the steps used to derive potential risks, the use of numerous
health-protective assumptions will most likely lead to a very large overestimate of potential
risks from the Site even for the most sensitive receptor. Moreover, when evaluating risk
assessment results, it is important to put the risks into perspective. For example, the
background rate of cancer in the U.S. is approximately 2,500 for a population of 10,000
people (Landis, et aI., 1998). The results of the risk assessment must be carefully interpreted
considering the uncertainty and conservatism associated with the analysis, especially where
site management decisions are made.
7,2 Summary of Ecological Risk Assessment

The ecological risk assessment conducted as part ofthe 1989/1990 RIIFS was summarized in
the 1990 ROD (EPA, 1990). That summary is reproduced below.
The environmental exposure pathway of the most potential signiticance is the exposure of
aquatic life in the Springstead Creek and the north Main Street ditch to contaminants in the
surface water and sediments. The ecological assessment concluded that in general, although
acute responses are unlikely based on ecotoxicity benchmark concentrations and the upper
bound exposures point concentrations, the potential exists for adverse chronic effects to
individuals inhabiting these locations.
An estimate of the environmental risk to aquatic organisms was obtained by comparing the
estimated environmental concentrations with the toxicity of the chemicals using selected
ecotoxicity benchmarks. The resulting toxicity quotients can be used to evaluate the potential
tor an adverse effect. The toxicity quotients indicate that aquatic organisms may be
adversely impacted due to arsenic in Springstead Creek, chromium in the north Main Street
ditch and PCP and PAHs in both the ditch and the creek.
The environmental assessment predicts that, while temporal changes may occur in the
aquatic system, future impacts that may occur at the Site will not be observable for the
tOllowing reasons:
• The aquatic areas consist of man-made ditches that do not always contain sufficient
amounts of water to support aquatic organisms during all developmental stages.
• These areas are small relative to the contiguous aquatic habitat in areas farther from
the Site, which suggests that tor popUlations inhabiting these areas, only a small
number of individuals within the population would be potentially exposed to any of
the Site contaminants.
Therefore, although the risk of potential adverse effects to individuals inhabiting these
locations exists, it is unlikely to subsequently produce a potential measurable effect on the
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population as a whole. This is especially true because the potentially affected areas are not
habitat for reproduction.
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8.0

Remedial Action Objectives

Remedial Action Objectives (RAOs) provide overall goals to guide the selection and
implementation of remedial approaches. They were developed after a thorough review ofthe
extensive amount of data that have been collected to date.
The cleanup goals for groundwater presented herein are based on restoration of the aquiter
and attainment ofdrinking water standards outside of waste containment areas. The cleanup
goals tor on-Site soil/sediment are based on eliminating leachable contaminants to protect
groundwater. The cleanup goals for off-Site soil/sediment are land lise-dependent (residential
or commercial/industrial) to meet the stringent State standard for cancer risk ofless than I X
10-6 and a HI less than \. The cleanup goals for soil tor the protection of groundwater
presented herein are based on potential residential use. The RAOs include the tollowing:
• Eliminate potential risks to receptors exposed to Site-related contaminants in:
o Surface soils
o Groundwater in the Surficial Aquifer, Upper HG, Lower HG, and UFA
o Subsurface soils
o Sediment
o Surface water
• Control and eliminate further migration of impacted groundwater
• Restore quality of groundwater outside of principal contaminant source areas to
beneticialuse having COC concentrations no greater than Federal MCLs or Florida
GCTLs
• Reduce the mobility, volume, and toxicity of DNAPL to the maximum extent
practicable.
Based on the Site-specific fate and transport evaluation and an analysis of applicable or
relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs), EPA adopted the Site-specitic cleanup
goals presented in Tables 6, 7, and 8 to meet these objectives.
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Description of Alternatives

Remedial alternatives were defined and evaluated separately for three distinct media groups
associated with the Site: on-Site media (soil and groundwater above the UF A). groundwater
in the UFA. and off-Site media (soil, sediment, and surtace water). The selected remedial
alternative consists of a remedy for each of the three media groups. Each is discussed
separately below.
9.1 Detailed Remedial Alternatives Evaluation: On-Site Alternatives

The on-Site media remedies (OnR) include the No Action remedy (remedy OnR-I) required
by the NCP to provide a comparison baseline and a remedy representing continuation of
ongoing remedial actions (remedy OnR-2) with addition of surtace-soil grading/covers.
Also considered are two on-Site alternatives including removal of principal contaminant
source areas (OnR-3A and OnR-3B), two alternatives for in situ treatment of principal
contaminant source areas (OnR-4A and OnR-4B), and eight alternatives that involve a
combination of containment and different levels of source-area treatment (OnR-5A through
OnR-SH).
9.1.1 Alternative OnR-I: No Action
Capital cost: $0
Annual O&M costs: $0
Total Present Worth: $0

The Superfund program requires the consideration of a No Action alternative to serve as a
baseline comparison. Under this alternative. all active and passive Site activities, including
groundwater extraction, DNAPL collection and groundwater monitoring. would cease.
Furthermore. there would be no deed restrictions or Site security controls to prevent use of
Site groundwater, limit exposures to Site soil, or restrict certain kinds offuture development.
Overall Protectioll n(HlIlIIan Health and the Environlllent

The No Action remedy would tail to meet the RAOs. Overall protection of human health
and the environment would not be met for the Surticial Aquifer as the groundwater
extraction system would be shut down resulting in no controls to the otT-Site migration of
impacted groundwater at concentrations above applicable groundwater protection standards
(e.g. GCTLs). Discontinuation of the groundwater monitoring system would prevent
detection of potential otl:'Site migration of impacted groundwater with concentrations above
the standards. Without Site use controls, depending up the nature ofthat future use, surtace
and shallow soils could potentially present an unacceptable risk to potential future receptors.
Therefore, the No Action remedy does not satisfy this threshold criterion.
Comvliance with ARARs

The No Action remedy could, depending on future land use, tail to meet allowable risk
limits. Groundwater impacts above groundwater protection standards in the Surticial
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Aquifer, HG, and Floridan Aquifer would not be addressed. Under such circumstances, the
No Action remedy would not be in compliance with the state and federal ARARs: theretore,
this remedy would not satisfy this threshold criterion.
Long- Term E{fectiveness and Permanence

The No Action remedy has no long-term effectiveness toward addressing the RAOs. There
would be no reduction in potential risk associated with potential future exposures to Site soil
and sediment in the absence of Site use and/or engineering controls. Groundwater with
concentrations exceeding GCTLs would remain at the Site, without any controls to address
the potential for groundwater to migrate off-Site. No institutional controls would be
implemented to prevent potential future exposures. Therefore, the No Action remedy would
be ineffective in the long term, and does not meet this primary criterion.
Redllction or Toxicity, Mobilio', or Volllme hv Treatmellt

The No Action remedy does not include any treatment technologies or remedy components.
It would not reduce the T/MIV ofcontaminants in soils or groundwater.
Short- Term Effectiveness

The No Action remedy does not include any implementation activities: therefore, there are
no additional short-term risks to the community or environment. This remedy is theretore .
considered to be effective in the short-term.
Imp! e men tabi! itv

There are no constructability, administrative, or availability impediments associated with
implementing this remedy.
Cost

The costs for implementing this remedy would be minimal. Note that any cost associated
with the No Action remedy for on-Site media would be added to the costs of the selected
UF A and off-Site surface soil remedies.
9.1.2 Alternative OnR-2: Continue Current Actions with Surface Regrading/Covers
Capital cost: $6.2 mill ion
Annual O&M costs: $300,000
Total Present Worth: $11.1 million

This remedial alternative represents a minimal action potentially sufficient to meet RAOs. It
includes continuing the current interim remedial measures: Surficial Aquifer groundwater
extraction/treatment, groundwater monitoring, and passive DNAPL recovery. Additionally,
most of the Site would be regraded and surface covers placed to prevent direct exposure to
soil with elevated levels ofcontaminants. Groundwater monitoring and institutional controls
are also part of this remedy.
Overall Protection o(HlIman Health and the Environment

The engineering and institutional controls of remedy OnR-2 would protect against potential
exposures to surface soils.
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Groundwater impacts would continue to be addressed by continuing extraction of
groundwater from the Surficial Aquifer. Beyond the property boundary, the primary remedy
would be through natural attenuation where there are low-level exceedances ofcleanup goals
with an ISCO application in the HG as necessary. Monitoring would be used to demonstrate
that groundwater concentrations beyond the property boundary are decreasing to below
applicable groundwater protection standards (e.g. GCTLs). Institutional controls would
prevent potential exposure to impacted groundwater on Site.
These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential on-Site receptors and mitigating potential migration of impacted groundwater.
Remedy OnR-2 would likely satisfy this threshold criterion.
Comvliallce with A RA Rs

The current remedial actions result in meeting groundwater protection standards at
temporary points ofcompliance (TPOC) and would eventually result in meeting standards at
the property boundary in the Surficial Aquifer and HG (though the time frame may be
extended for the HG). This alternative would not restore groundwater to beneticial use
throughout the plume within a reasonable time frame. The potential for future surface water
impacts is low.
Current groundwater impacts in the Surticial Aquifer and the HG exist at locations that
require remedial action, and this remedy does nothing to aggressively address source
material (and theretore potential future migration ofcontaminants in the Surficial Aquifer or
the HG). Future compliance with chemical-specific ARARs is not certain for this remedy.
Treated groundwater is discharged under the conditions ofa GRU sanitary-sewer discharge
permit. Groundwater treatment residuals are managed, transported, and disposed of in
compliance with appropriate regulations. For ISCO application, UIC requirements would be
requ ired.
This remedy would not comply with all chemical-specific ARARs within a reasonable
timeframe, and therefore would potentially not satisfy this threshold criterion.
LOlIg- Term Effectivelless alld Permallellce

The remedial actions of OnR-2 reduce the long-term likelihood of potential exposure to
impacted soil, sediment, or groundwater. The engineering and institutional controls of
remedy OnR-2 would protect against potential exposures to surface soils. Groundwater
impacts are contained near the Site and will eventually be contained on Site. Institutional
controls would be effective at limiting potential contact with impacted groundwater.
Potential future impacts to surface water are not expected. All of the technologies used in
this remedy are proven and well tested in the tield. Their long-term performance has been
demonstrated. This primary criterion would be met tor remedy OnR-2.
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Redllction o(Toxicity. Mobility. or Volllllle bv Treatment

Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofCOCs
via transfer of mass to treatment residuals. Passive removal of DNAPL (and off-Site
incineration) would also reduce the volume ofCOCs.
Ifapplied as a contingency, ISCO injections into the HG would reduce the volume, mobility,
and/or toxicity of COCs in groundwater. Natural attenuation also reduces the toxicity,
mobility, and/or volume of Site contaminants. This primary criterion would be met by
remedy OnR-2.
Short- Term EOectivelless

Implementing OnR-2 would likely result in minimal additional short-term risks. On-Site
operations, including the extraction/treatment system, collection ofDNAPL from monitoring
wells, and groundwater monitoring, would have the potential to create worker safety,
accidental releases, and on- and off-Site emission risks. However, overall health and safety
risks are low. During on-Site operations ambient air monitoring will be conducted at the
fenceline.
Relatively little time would be required to implement this remedy. It may take a few months
to complete installation of new monitoring wells, execute institutional controls, and prepare
a report. Other components of the remedy are already operational.
Groundwater impacts will be largely contained by the existing Surficial Aquifer hydraulic
containment system. Natural attenuation where there are low-level exceedances of cleanup
goals, with ISCO if necessary, would be used to attain groundwater protection standards at
and down grad ient of the property boundary. The length of time req uired for groundwater to
meet the groundwater protection standards at the Property boundary would likely be many
years. This primary criterion is met by remedy OnR-2.
fill pIelllen fa bility

This alternative includes continuing current remedial activities (interim measures), along
with (a) grading and covering most of the Site, (b) installing new monitoring wells, (c)
developing, implementing, and analyzing an MNA program and additional hydraulic
containment as needed, (d) implementing actions in the HG as necessary (see Section
11.2.1.11 for description of trigger criteria for action), and (e) attaching deed restrictions to
the Site property. These activities can be readily implemented, thus this primary criterion is
met by remedy OnR-2.
Cost

The estimated capital cost for remedy OnR-2 is $6.2 million. It assumes that the
groundwater treatment system will be operated for 30 years in this remedy. The OM&M
costs will be approximately $300,000 annually. The net present value (NPV) cost estimate
for this remedy is $11.1 million and is based on a 5 percent discount rate.
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9.1.3 Alternative OnR-3A: Removal- Surficial Aquifer Excavation
Capital cost: $64.1 million
Annual O&M costs: $165,000
Total Present Worth: $67.8 million

This alternative includes excavating soil in the four principal contaminant source areas to the
base of the Surficial Aquifer, approximately 25 feet below surface. treating the excavated
soil by ex situ SIS and returning most of this material to the excavations. Some of the
soliditied material will be incorporated into covers over the excavated areas and much of the
Site. Vertical retaininglbarrier walls will be installed to the top ofthe middle clay unit of the
HG to provide: (I) shoring for the excavations and (2) physical barriers to horizontal
groundwater migration in the Upper Hawthorn. Concurrent dewatering ofthe excavation pit,
and treatment of extracted water, will be required to maintain dewatered conditions during
excavation activities. This alternative must be used in conjunction with other alternatives to
produce a site wide remedy addressing all media. This alternative must be used in
conjunction with other alternatives to produce a site wide remedy addressing all media.
Overall Protection o(HlIlIllin Health alld the Ellvironment

The combination of soil cover and institutional controls of alternative OnR-3A would be
protective against potential exposures to Site-related contaminants in surtace soils and would
protect surface water from potential impacted runoff.
Ex situ SIS of source area soil from the Surticial Aquiter would reduce, but would not

el im inate. mass tlux of COCs to groundwater in the long term.
Groundwater impacts would be addressed through (I) continuation of extraction in the
Surticial Aquiter (eventually to be phased out), (2) natural attenuation where there are low
level exceedances ofcJeanup goals, and (3) ISCO application in the HG as necessary (see
Section 11.2.1.11 for description oftrigger criteria for action). Monitoring would be used to
demonstrate that groundwater concentrations beyond the property boundary are decreasing
to below applicable groundwater protection standards (e.g. GCTLs). Institutional controls
would prevent potential exposure to impacted groundwater on Site.
These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential receptors and mitigating potential migration of impacted groundwater. Alternative
OnR-3A would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Compliance It'itlz ARARs

The remedial actions would result in meeting groundwater protection standards at TPOCs
and eventually at the property boundary in the Surticial Aquifer and HG. After the soil
cover is constructed, potential excess lifetime cancer risks from potential direct exposure to
Site-related contaminants in on-Site soil are expected to be well below the Florida limit of
I x I 0. 6 and the non-cancer HI would be well below I. The potential tor future surface water
impacts would be very low.
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All excavated soil would be managed and treated within the Site Area of Contamination
(AOC), which would avoid certain conditions and restrictions on transportation and disposal
of potentially hazardous waste. The National Contingency Plan (NCP) policy (55 FR 8758
8760) allows EPA to designate an AOC as an existing area of continuous contamination of
varying amounts and types. Land disposal restrictions (LDR) will not apply if material is
moved within an AOe. treated in place, or consolidated within an AOe. Establishment ofan
AOC facilitates remediation ofcontaminated sites. Restoration ofgroundwaterto beneticial
use within the source containment area would not be a requirement. Treated groundwater
would continue to be discharged under the conditions of a GRU sanitary-sewer discharge
permit. Groundwater treatment residuals would continue to be managed. transported. and
disposed of in compliance with appropriate regulations. Storm water controls would result
in compliance with ARARs during and after remedy construction. IfiSCO applications were
implemented. UIC requirements would be met. This remedy would comply with all ARARs.
and therefore would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Long- Term Eljectil'clless alld Permanellce

The remedial actions of alternative OnR-3A would substantially reduce the long-term
likelihood of exposure to impacted soil. sediment. or groundwater. The most contaminated
surface soil \"ould be beneath an engineered cover. Groundwater impacts would be
contained near the Site and eventually on Site. Institutional controls would be effective at
limiting potential contact with impacted soil or impacted groundwater. Potential future
impacts to surface water would not be expected.
The principal contaminant source areas would be treated to limit (but not eliminate) ongoing
impacts to groundwater and to reduce the need for pump and treatment in the Surticial
Aquiter. The vertical barrier wall and caps would provide long-term containment.
All of the technologies used in this remedy are proven and well tested in the tield. Their
long-term performance has been demonstrated. This primary criterion would be met tor
remedy OnR-3A.
Reductioll or Toxicifl', Afohilitl', or r"olllme bv Treatment

Removal (excavation) is not considered a treatment action: although. excavated soil can be
treated ex situ. There is some risk that excavation activities could lead to mobilization of
DNAPL that is presently immobile at residual saturation. Such mobilized DNAPL should be
captured by the dewatering operation.
Treatment ofthe excavated soil by SIS would signiticantly decrease the mobility ofCOCs by
binding the contaminants and DNAPL to the soil and reducing hydraulic conductivity ofthe
mass. The source area treatment would also reduce the dissolved-phase plume volume over
the long term. Targeted ISCO/ISGS treatme~t at source area HG wells would also reduce
the volume/mobility of deeper COCs.
Graded surface covers. though not a treatment action. would decrease the mobility of
contaminants by reducing water intiltration through impacted soils. Likewise. vertical
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barriers in the Upper Hawthorn would limit groundwater flow through principal contaminant
source areas thereby reducing COC mobility.
Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofCOCs
via transfer of mass to treatment residuals. Targeted ISCO in the HG in principal
contaminant source areas would also reduce the volume ofCOCs.
Ifapplied as a contingency, ISCO injections into the HG would reduce the volume, mobility,
and/or toxicity of COCs in groundwater. Natural attenuation also reduces the toxicity,
mobility. and/or volume of Site contaminants. This primary criterion would be met by
remedy OnR-3A.
5110/'/- Term Effectiveness

Implementing OnR-3A would create short-term risks requiring mitigation. Implementation
of excavation. ex situ sol idi tication, and surface covers wi II involve substantial use of heavy
equipment. large open excavations. and temporary above-ground stockpiling of impacted
soil. There will be emissions from machinery. risks of injury to remediation workers, risks
of exposure to on-Site personnel. and risks of surface water runoff impacts during
construction. The short term risks can be managed through engineering controls, responsible
construction management, and safe work practices.
It will take a substantial amount of time to implement this remedy. The most time
consuming component of the remedy is excavation. treatment. and backtilling, which would
take approximately 1.5 years to complete. The total time for construction is estimated to be
2 years.
Afier construction, potential groundwater impacts wou Id be largely contained by the source
treatment and hydraulic containment system. Natural attenuation where there are low-level
exceedances ofcleanup goals. with ISCO ifnecessary, would be used to attain groundwater
protection standards outside the containment system. The length of time required tor
groundwater to meet the groundwater protection standards at the Property boundary may be
several years. This primary criterion is met by remedy OnR-3A.
fJllplemen labi titv

Excavation of source area soils containing DNAPL was evaluated in comparison with other
options during the FS process. Remedy OnR-3A presents serious implementation
challenges. While the practicality of implementing this remedy is questionable, as described
below, it is assullled here that implementation challenges can be overcome.
For this remedy, large excavations would be required and large quantities of soil would need
to be processed above ground. The amount of space, equipment, and time needed would be
correspondingly large. The two source area excavation alternatives considered during the
remedy selection process (removal of soil within the Surficial Aquiter or removal ofsbil to
the Hawthorn Group middle clay unit) would present significant challenges due to the
excavation depths and the large amounts of soil that would be removed. . The Surticial
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Aquifer soil removal would require digging to an approximate depth of25 feet below ground
and removing approximately 280,000 cubic yards (420,000 tons) of soil. Excavating soil to
these depths would require shoring to keep the excavation walls from collasping, and
dewatering ofvery large quantities ofcontaminated groundwater to remove groundwater that
would tlow into the excavation area during excavation. Groundwater collected from the
excavation area would require treatment and disposal. Construction ofa staging/temporary
storage area may be required. Excavated soil would require management as a hazardous
waste. All of these challenges, in turn, result in short-term health and safety risks to remedial
workers and the nearby community and significant additional costs for the remedial effort.
Large quantities of cement and other additives would need to be procured and managed.
There would be logistical challenges to stockpiling and treating soil on-Site. Precautions
would be taken to assure that all storm water was contained. Alternatively, finding one or
more disposal tacilities that will accept the large quantities of contaminated soil would
present a challenge. Land Disposal Restriction (LOR) and Best Demonstrated Available
Technology ( BOAT) ru les establ ishing treatment standards for land disposal may requ ire
that contaminated soi Is from the Site be sent to one of the few hazardous waste incinerators
that accept wood treatment listed waste.
It may also be necessary to treat soils on-site prior to off-Site disposal. Transporting the
contaminated soils to an off-Site facility would require either about 15,000 truck loads
(Surticial Aquifer excavation). More than 100 dump truck loads per day ofcontaminated soil
could be driven through the areas surrounding the Site resulting in significant transport
related safety and environmental risks, as well as a significant nuisance to the surrounding
areas tor over 2.5 years. Rail transport presents challenges due to demurrage and relatively
low daily volumes. If the material is treated on-site (by any method) and returned to the
excavation, the risk reduction and volume treated is very similar to the in-situ treatment
options, but with substantially greater short-term risk. engineering challenges, effort. time,
and cost.
Ifthe excavated soil is placed in an on-site constructed containment instead of being returned
to the excavation or transported off-Site, the resulting mound would be much larger than the
mound considered tor the gently sloped consolidation area. This would have serious
technical and permitting challenges, would limit redevelopment opportunities, and would not
be a welcome sight for the community. Actuallong-tenn human health and environmental
risk reduction resulting from source area excavation would not be significantly different than
in-situ treatment. Short-term risks would be significantly higher for soil excavation. Soil
removal will not significantly reduce groundwater concentrations at potential receptors.
including the Murphree Well Field. A long-term groundwater remedy would still be
required. There is also a risk that residual DNAPL will be mobilized through the
groundwater during excavation activities.
Cost
The estimated capital cost for remedy OnR-3A is $64.1 million. with most ofthe cost being
tor excavation and treatment. It assumes that the groundwater treatment system will be
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operated for 10 years in this remedy. After that, OM&M costs will be approximately
$165,000 annually. The NPV cost estimate for this remedy is $67.8 million, and is based on
a 5 percent discount rate.
Contingent actions are not included in the cost estimate. Note that the cost of this remedy
for on-Site media would be added to the costs of the selected UFA and off-Site surface soil
remedies.
9.1.4 Alternative OnR-3B: Removal- Excavation to Middle Clay
Capital cost: $190 million
Annual O&M costs: $165,000
Total Present Worth: $193.7 million

This remedy includes excavating soil in the tour principal contaminant source areas to the
middle clay of the HG. approximately 65 feet below surtace, treating the excavated soil by
ex situ SIS, and returning most of this material to the excavations. Some of the soliditied
material will be incorporated into covers tor the excavated areas and tor much of the Site.
Vertical retaining/barrier walls will be installed to the top of the middle clay unit of the HG
to provide: ( I ) shoring tor the excavations and (2) physical barriers to horizontal migration
in the Upper Hawthorn. Concurrent dewatering of the excavation pit, and treatment of
extracted water, will be required to maintain dewatered conditions during excavation
activities. This alternative must be used in conjunction with other alternatives to produce a
site wide remedy addressing all media.
Overall Pro/eelion O(HlIIIIllll Heallh and lhe Environment
The combination of soi I cover and institutional controls of remedy OnR-3 B would be highly
protective against potential exposures to Site-related contaminants in surface soils and would
protect surface water from potential impacted runoff:
Ex sitll SIS of source area soil from the Surficial Aquiter and HG would limit potential mass

nux of COCs to groundwater in the long term.
Groundwater impacts would be addressed by (1) continuing extraction of Surficial Aquifer
groundwater (eventually to be phased out), (2) natural attenuation where there are low-level
exceedances of cleanup goals, and (3) ISCO application in the HG ifnecessary (see Section
11.2.1.11 tor description of trigger criteria for action). Monitoring would be used to
demonstrate that groundwater concentrations beyond the property boundary are decreasing
to below applicable groundwater protection standards (e.g. GCTLs). Institutional controls
would prevent potential exposure to impacted groundwater on Site.
These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential receptors and mitigating potential migration of impacted groundwater. Remedy
OnR-3B would satisfy this threshold criterion.
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Compliance with ARARs

The remedial actions would result in meeting groundwater protection standards at TPOCs
and eventually throughout the Sudicial Aquifer and HG outside the solidified/stabilized area.
After the soil cover is constructed, potential excess lifetime cancer risks from direct
exposure to Site-related contaminants in on-Site soil are expected to be well below I x I 0. 6
and the non-cancer HI wou Id be well below I. The potential for future surface water impacts
would be very low.
All excavated soil would be managed and treated within the Site AOe, which would avoid·
cel1ain conditions and restrictions on transportation and disposal of potentially hazardous
waste. Treated groundwater would continue to be discharged under the conditions ofa GRU
sanitary-sewer discharge permit. Groundwater treatment residuals would continue to be
managed. transported. and disposed of in compliance with appropriate regulations. Storm
water controls would result in compliance with ARARs during and after remedy
construction. For ISCO application. ule requirements would be met. This remedy would
comply with all ARARs, and theretore would satisty this threshold criterion.
Long- Term E([ectivencss ({nd Permanence

The remedial actions ofremedy OnR-38 would substantially reduce the long-term likelihood
of potential exposure to impacted soil, sediment. or groundwater. The highest-concentration
areas of surface soil would be beneath an engineered cover. Groundwater impacts would be
contained near the Site and eventually within the solidified/stabilized area. Institutional
controls would be etfective at limiting potential contact with impacted soil or impacted
groundwater. Potential future impacts to surface water would not be expected.
The principal contaminant source areas would also be treated to limit (but not eliminate)
ongoing impacts to groundwater and to reduce or eventually eliminate the need for pump and
treatment.
All of the technologies used in this remedy are proven and well tested in the tield. Their
long-term performance has been demonstrated. This primary criterion would be met tor
remedy OnR-38.
Reduction o(Toxicity. lVlobility. or VO/llme bv Treatment

Removal (excavation) is not considered a treatment action; however, excavated soil will be
treated ex situ. There is some risk that excavation activities could lead to mobilization of
DNAPL that is presently immobile at residual saturation. Such mobilized DNAPL should be
captured by the dewatering operation.
Treatment ofthe excavated soil by SIS would signiticantly decrease the mobility ofCOCs by
binding the contaminants and DNAPL to the soil and reducing hydraulic conductivity ofthe
mass. The source area treatment would also reduce the dissolved-phase plume volume over
the long term. Targeted ISCO/ISGS treatment at deeper source area HG wells would also
reduce the volume/mobility ofCOCs.
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Graded surface covers, would also decrease the potential mobility of contaminants by
reduci ng water in ti Itration through impacted soi Is.
Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofeOCs
via transfer of mass to treatment residuals. Ifapplied as a contingency, Iseo injections into
the HG would reduce the volume, mobility, andlor toxicity of COCs in groundwater (see
Section 11.2.1.11 for description of trigger criteria for action). Natural attenuation also
reduces the toxicity, mobility, andlor volume of Site contaminants. This primary criterion
would be met by remedy OnR-3B.
Short- Term E([ectivelless

Implementing OnR-3B would create signiticant short-term risks that would require
mitigation. Implementation of excavation, ex situ soliditication, and sudace covers will
involve substantial use of heavy equipment, large open excavations, and temporary above
ground stockpiling of impacted soil. There will be emissions from machinery, risks of injury
to remediation workers, risks of exposure to on-Site personnel. and risks of storm water
runotf impacts during construction. The short-term risks can be managed through
engineering controls, responsible construction management, and safe work practices.
It will take a substantial amount of time to implement this remedy. The most time
consuming component of the remedy is excavation, treatment. and backfilling, which would
take approximately 3 years to complete. The total time for construction is estimated to be
3.5 years.
Afier construction, groundwater impacts would be largely contained by the source treatment
and hydraulic containment system. Natural attenuation where there are low-level
exceedances of cleanup goals, with ISCO if necessary, would be used to attain groundwater
protection standards at and downgrad ient ofthe sol idi tied/stabi lized area. The length oftime
required for groundwater to meet the groundwater protection standards at the property
boundary will be several years. This primary criterion is met by remedy OnR-3B.
/Illplemelltabi Iitv

Excavation of source area soils containing DNAPL was evaluated in comparison with other
options during the FS process. Remedy OnR-3 B presents very serious implementation
challenges. While the practicality of implementing this remedy is highly questionable, as
described below, it is assumed here that implementation challenges can be overcome.
For this remedy, large excavations would be required and large quantities ofsoil would need
to be processed above ground. The amount of space, equipment, and time needed would be
corresponding large. The source area excavation within the Surticial Aquiterand removal of
soil to the Hawthorn Group middle clay unit would present signiticant challenges due to the
excavation depths and the large amounts of soil that would be removed. . The Surticial
Aquifer soil removal would require digging to an approximate depth of25 feet below ground
and removing approximately 280,000 cubic yards (420,000 tons) of soil. The Hawthorn
Group middle clay soil is deeper and removal would require digging to an approximate depth
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of65 feet below ground and removing approximately 1,800,000 cubic yards (2,700,000 tons)
of soil. Excavating soil to these depths would require shoring to keep the excavation walls
from collapsing, and large-scale dewatering to remove groundwater that would tlow into the
excavation area during excavation. Groundwater collected from the excavation area would
require treatment and disposal. Construction of a staging/temporary storage area may be
required. Excavated soil would require management as a hazardous waste. All of these
challenges, in turn, result in signiticant short-term health and satety risks to remedial
workers and the nearby community and signiticant additional costs to the remedial effort.
Large quantities of cement and other additives would need to be procured and managed.
There would be logistical challenges to stockpiling and treating soil on-Site. Precautions
would be taken to assure that all storm water was contained. Finding one or more disposal
facilities that will accept the large quantities ofcontaminated soil would present a challenge.
Land Disposal Restriction (LOR) and Best Demonstrated Available Technology (BOAT)
rules establishing treatment standards for land disposal may require that contaminated soils
from the Site be sent to one of the few hazardous waste incinerators that accept wood
treatment listed waste.
It may also be necessary to treat soils on-site prior to off-Site disposal. Transporting the
contaminated soils to an off-Site facility would require either about 95.000 (Hawthorn Group
middle clay excavation) truck loads. More than 100 dump truck loads per day of
contaminated soil could be driven through the areas surrounding the Site resulting in
significant transport-related satety and environmental risks, as well as a significant nuisance
to the surrounding areas for over 2.5 years. Rail transport presents challenges due to
demurrage and relatively low daily volumes. If the material is treated on-site (by any
method) and returned to the excavation, the risk reduction and volume treated is very similar
to the in-situ treatment options, but with substantially greater short-term risk, engineering
challenges, effort, time, and cost.
If the excavated soil is placed in an on-site constructed landtill instead of being returned to
the excavation or transported off-Site, the resulting mound would be much larger than the
mound considered tor the gently sloped consolidation area. This would have serious
technical and permitting challenges, would limit redevelopment opportunities, and would not
be a welcome sight for the community. Actual long-term human health and environmental
risk reduction resulting from source area excavation would not be signiticantly different than
in-situ treatment. Short-term risks would be significantly higher tor soil excavation. Soil
removal will not significantly reduce groundwater concentrations at potential receptors,
including the Murphree Well Field. A long-term groundwater remedy would still be
required. There is also a risk that residual DNAPL will be mobilized during excavation
activ ities.
Cost
The estimated capital cost for remedy OnR-3B is $190 million, with most of the cost being
for soil excavation and treatment. It is assumed that the groundwater treatment system will
be required tor 10 years in this remedy. After that, OM&M costs will be approximately
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$165,000 annually. The NPY cost estimate for this remedy is $193 million, and is based on
a 5 percent discount rate.
Contingent actions are not included in the cost estimate. Note that the cost of this remedy
for on-Site media would be added to the costs of the selected UF A and off-Site surface soil
remed ies.
9.1.5 Alternative OnR-4A: III situ Treatment - Solidification/Stabilization to Middle
Clay
Capital cost:
$75.2 million
Annual O&M costs: $165,000
Total Present Worth: $78.9 million

This alternative includes ISS/S of impacted soil from the ground surface to the top of the
middle clay unit of the HG (approximately 65 feet bgs) in the four principal contaminant
source areas. Excess soil will be treated by ex situ SIS and used as a base layer for surface
covers.
Overall Protection o(HIIIII(ln Health and the Environment

The combination of soil cover and institutional controls of OnR-4A would be highly
protective against potential exposures to Site-related contaminants in surface soils and would
protect surtace water from potential impacted runoff.
ISS/S treatment of principal contaminant source areas in the Surficial Aquifer and Upper
Hawthorn would significantly reduce potential mass tlux ofCOCs to groundwater.
Groundwater impacts would be addressed by (I) continuing extraction ofSurticial Aquifer
groundwater (eventually to be phased out), (2) natural attenuation where there are low-level
exceedances of cleanup goals, and (3) ISCO application in the HG if necessary (see Section
11.2.1.11 for description of trigger criteria for action). Monitoring would be used to
demonstrate that groundwater concentrations beyond the property boundary are decreasing
to below appl icable groundwater protection standards (e.g. GCTLs). Institutional controls
would prevent potential exposure to impacted groundwater on Site.
These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential receptors and mitigating potential migration of impacted groundwater. Remedy
OnR-4A would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Compliance with ARARs

The remedial actions would result in meeting groundwater protection standards at TPOCs
and eventually throughout the Surticial Aquifer and HG outside the source containment area.
After the soil cover is constructed, potential excess lifetime cancer risks from direct exposure
to Site-related contaminants in on-Site soil are expected to be well below I x 10-6 and the
non-cancer HI would be well below I. The potential for future surface water impacts would
be very low.
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All excess soil would be managed and treated within the Site AOe, which would avoid
certain conditions and restrictions on transportation and disposal of potentially hazardous
waste. Treated groundwater would continue to be discharged under the conditions ofa GRU
sanitary-sewer discharge permit. Groundwater treatment residuals would continue to be
managed, transported, and disposed of in compliance with appropriate regulations. Storm
water controls would result in compliance with ARARs during and after remedy
construction. For ISCO application, UIC requirements would be met. This remedy would
comply with all ARARs, and therefore would satisry this threshold criterion.
Long- Term Effectiveness alld Permanence

The remedial actions of OnR-4A would substantially reduce the long-term likelihood of
potential exposure to impacted soil, sediment or groundwater. The highest-concentration
areas of surface soil would be beneath an engineered cover. Potential groundwater impacts
would be treated and contained, and dissolved phase groundwater contamination will be
reduced below cleanup goals. Institutional controls would be effective at limiting potential
contact with impacted soil or impacted groundwater. Potential future impacts to surface
water would not be expected.
The principal contaminant source areas would also be treated to limit (but not eliminate)
potential ongoing impacts to groundwater and to reduce or eventually eliminate the need tor
hydraulic containment.
All of the technologies used in this remedy are proven and well tested in the field. Their
long-term pertormance has been demonstrated. This primary criterion would be met for
remedy OnR-4A.
Reduction or Toxicin'. fvfobilirv. or Volume bv Treatment

[SS/S of source area soils \"ould signiticantly decrease the potential mobility of COCs by
binding the contaminants and DNAPL to the soil and reducing hydraulic conductivity ofthe
mass. The source area treatment would also reduce the dissolved-phase plume volume.
Targeted [SCO/[SGS treatment at source area HG wells would also reduce the
volume/mobility ofCOCs.
Graded surface covers would also decrease the potential mobility of contaminants by
reducing water in fi Itration through impacted soi Is.
Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofCOCs
via transfer of mass to treatment residuals.
[fapplied as a contingency, [SCO injections into the HG would reduce the volume, mobility,
and/or toxicity of COCs in groundwater. Natural attenuation also reduces the toxicity,
mobility, and/or volume of Site contaminants. This primary criterion would be met by
remedy OnR-4A.
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5110rt- Term Effectiveness

Implementing OnR-4A would create short-term risks that would require 11lItlgation.
Implementation ofISS/S and surface covers will involve substantial use of heavy equipment
and temporary above-ground stockpiling of impacted soil. There will be emissions from
machinery. risks of injury to remediation workers. risks of exposure to on-Site personnel.
and risks of storm water runoff impacts during construction. The short term risks can be
managed through engineering controls, responsible construction management. and sate work
practices.
It will take a substantial amount of time to implement this remedy. The most time
consuming component of the remedy is ISS/S, which would take approximately 2.5 years to
complete. The total time for construction is estimated to be 3 years.
After construction. groundwater impacts would be largely contained by the source treatment
and hydraulic containment system. Natural attenuation where there are low-level
exceedances of cleanup goals. with ISCO if necessary. would be used to attain groundwater
protection standards at and downgradient of the property boundary. The length of time
required tor groundwater to meet the groundwater protection standards at the Property
boundary may be several years. This primary criterion is met by remedy OnR-4A.
iJllplementabi lity

Although OnR-4A presents implementation challenges, the remedy is constructible and this
primary criterion is met.
This remedy requires mobilizing and operating large diameter ISS/S rigs. Approximately
5.5 acres of the Site would be subject to ISS/S. Very large quantities of cement and other
additives would need to be procured and managed. The design depth of ISS/S treatment is
near the practical limit of the technology.
Soil generated from ISS/S implementation would need to be managed and treated tor use in
the cover system. There may be logistical challenges to stockpiling and treating excess soil
on-Site. Precautions would be taken to assure that all storm water was contained.
Cost
The estimated capital cost tor OnR-4A is $75.2 million, with most ofthe cost being tor ISS/S
treatment. It assumes that the groundwater treatment system will be operated tor 10 years.
After that. OM&M costs will be approximately $165,000 annually. The NPV cost estimate
tor this remedy is $78.9 million, and is based on a 5 percent discount rate.

Contingent actions are not included in the cost estimate. Note that the cost of this remedy
for on-Site media would be added to the costs of the selected UFA and otf-Site surface soil
remed ies.
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9.1.6 Alternative OnR-4B: III situ Treatment - Solidification/Stabilization and
Biogeochemical Stabilization
Capital cost:
$38.1 million
Annual O&M costs: $165,000
Total Present Worth: $41.8 million
This alternative includes ISS/S of source area impacted soil from the ground surface to the
top of the upper clay unit of the HG (approximately 25 feet below ground surface), with
ISGS in the Upper Hawthorn below the ISS/S areas. Excess soil will be treated by ex situ
solidification/stabilization and used as a base layer for surface covers. This remedy is
similar to remedy OnR-4A except that ISGS replaces ISS/S in the Upper Hawthorn.
Overall Protection o(HlIlllan Health and the Environment

The combination of soil cover and institutional controls of remedy OnR-4B would be highly
protective against potential exposures to Site-related contaminants in surface soils and would
protect surface water from potential impacted runoff.
ISS/S treatment of principal contaminant source areas in the Surticial Aquifer would limit
the potential mass flux of COCs to groundwater. Similarly, ISGS treatment in the Upper
Hawthorn would limit the potential mass tlux ofCOCs to groundwater. ISGS would also
remove some COC mass through oxidation.
Potential groundwater impacts would be addressed by (I) continuing extraction ofSurtlcial
Aquifer groundwater (eventually to be phased out), (2) natural attenuation where there are
low-level exceedances of cleanup goals, and (3) ISCO application in the HG if necessary
(see Section 11.2.1.1 I for description of trigger criteria for action). Monitoring would be
used to demonstrate that groundwater concentrations outside the soliditied/stabilized area are
decreasing to below applicable groundwater protection standards (e.g. GCTLs). Institutional
controls would prevent exposure to impacted groundwater on Site.
These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential receptors and mitigating potential migration of impacted groundwater. Remedy
OnR-4B would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Compliance H'i/h ARARs
The remedial actions would result in meeting groundwater protection standards at TPOCs
and eventually throughout the Surticial Aquifer and HG outside the containment area. After
the soil cover is constructed, potential excess lifetime cancer risks from direct exposure to
Site-related contaminants in on-Site soil are expected to be well below the Florida allowable
risk limit of I x I0-6 and the non-cancer HI would be well below I. The potential for future
surface water impacts would be very low.

All excess soil would be managed and treated within the Site AOe. which would avoid
certain conditions and restrictions on transportation and disposal of potentially hazardous
waste. Treated groundwater would continue to be discharged under the conditions ofa GRU
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sanitary-sewer discharge permit. Groundwater treatment residuals would continue to be
managed, transported. and disposed of in compliance with appropriate regulations. Storm
water controls would result in compliance with ARARs during and after remedy
construction. UIC requirements would be met tor application of ISGS and ISCO. This
remedy would comply with all ARARs. and there tore would satisfy this threshold criterion.
LOlIg- Term E([ectil'eI1Css and Permallence

The remedial actions of OnR-4B would reduce the long-term likelihood of potential
exposure to impacted soil. sediment. or groundwater. The highest-concentration areas of
surface soil would be isolated beneath an engineered cover. Potential groundwater impacts
would be treated and contained. Institutional controls would be effective at limiting
potential contact with impacted soil or impacted groundwater. Potential future impacts to
surface water would not be expected.
The principal contaminant source areas would also be treated to limit (but not eliminate)
ongoing potential impacts to groundwater and to reduce or eventually eliminate the need tor
hydraulic containment.
ISGS is an innovative technology that has been tested at this Site and has shown some
success at other sites. The ISGS Site study suggested that encrustation of DNAPL likely
would be persistent and not be subject to reversibility under likely future geochemical
conditions (Adventus. 2009a). However. further Site-specitic testing will be mandatory to
determine specific parameters and likely eftectiveness (such as the radius of intluence for
effective implementation). In addition. implementing ISGS at this Site will include a
requirement tor ongoing demonstration of effectiveness over time. Specific criteria tor
indicating when reinjection or retreatment is needed would be established during remedial
design tor this Site.
Other technologies used in this remedy are proven and well tested in the tield. Their long
term pertormance has been demonstrated. This primary criterion would be met tor remedy
OnR-4B.
Redllctioll or Toxicitv, Mobilitv, or Voillme bv Treatmellt

ISS/S ofSurticial Aquifer soils would signiticantly decrease the potential mobility ofCOCs
by binding the contaminants and DNAPL to the soil and reducing hydraulic conductivity of
the mass. ISGS of Upper Hawthorn soils would decrease the potential mobility ofCOCs by
encapsulating DNAPL in soil. ISGS is expected to reduce hydraulic conductivity and
destroy some of the COC mass through oxidation. The source area treatment would also
reduce the dissolved-phase plume volume. Targeted ISCO/ISGS treatment at source area
HG wells would also reduce the volume/mobility of COCs. As stated previously. EPA
would require further Site-specific testing to determine specitic parameters and likely
effectiveness. Implementing ISGS at this Site would include a requirement tor ongoing
demonstration ofeffectiveness over time. Specitic criteria for indicating when reinjection or
retreatment is needed would be established during remedial design for this Site.
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Graded surface covers would also decrease the potential mobility of contaminants by
reducing water intiltration through impacted soils.
Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofCOCs
via transfer of mass to treatment residuals.
Ifapplied as a contingency, ISCO injections into the HG would reduce the volume, mobility,
and/or toxicity of COCs in groundwater. Natural attenuation also reduces the toxicity,
mobility, and/or volume of Site contaminants. This primary criterion would be met by
remedy OnR-48.
S/iort- Term Effectiveness
Implementing OnR-48 would create short-term risks that would require mitigation.
Implementation of ISS/S, ISGS, and surface covers will involve substantial use of heavy
equipment, handling of potentially harmful chemicals, and temporary above-ground
stockpiling of impacted soil. There will be emissions from machinery, risks of injury to
remediation workers, risks ofexposure to on-Site personnel, and risks of storm water runoff
impacts during construction. The short term risks can be managed through engineering
controls, responsible construction management and sate work practices.

It will take a substantial amount of time to implement this remedy. The most time
consuming component of the remedy is ISS/S, which would take approximately 2 years to
complete. The total time for construction is estimated to be 2.5 years.
A fier construction, potential impacts would be largely contained by the source treatment and
hydraulic containment system. Natural attenuation where there are low-level exceedances of
cleanup goals, with ISCO if necessary, would be used to attain groundwater protection
standards outside the containment area. The length of time required for groundwater to meet
the groundwater protection standards may be several years. This primary criterion is met by
remedy OnR-48.
ill1[Jlementabi litv
Although OnR-48 presents implementation challenges, the remedy is constructible and this
primary criterion is met.

This remedy requires mobilizing and operating large diameter ISS/S rigs. Approximately
5.5 acres of the Site would be subject to ISS/S. Large quantities of cement and other
additives would need to be procured and managed. The remedy also requires procurement
and handling of large volumes of ISGS (catalyzed sodium permanganate) solution.
Soil generated from ISS/S implementation would need to be managed and treated for use in
the cover system. There may be logistical challenges to stockpiling and treating excess soil
on-Site. Precautions would be taken to assure that all storm water was contained.
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Cost
The estimated capital cost tor remedy OnR-4B is $38.1 million. ISS/S and ISGS costs are
the main contributors. It assumes that the groundwater treatment system wi II be operated tor
10 years. After that, OM&M costs will be approximately $165,000 annually. The NPY cost
estimate tor this remedy is $48.1 million, and is based on a 5 percent discount rate.

Contingent actions are not included in the cost estimate. Note that the cost of this remedy
tor on-S ite media would be added to the costs of the selected UFA and off-S ite surtace soi I
remedies.
9.1. 7 Alternative OnR-SA: Containment/Treatment - Barrier Wall
Capital cost:
$12.8 million
Annual O&M costs: $181,000
Total Present Worth: $16.0 million

This alternative is primarily a containment action that includes installing a vertical barrier
wall around the DNAPL source areas to the top of the middle clay unit of the HG. The
barrier wall will limit groundwater intlow to (and outtlow from) DNAPL-impacted areas. A
capped soil-consolidation area will be established inside the barrier-wall tor soil excavated
during on- or off-Site remedy construction andlor regrading. The cap covering the vertical
wall containment zone will also serve to minimize storm water intiltration into the
containment zone, thereby minimizing the water recharge into the containment zone.
Outside the barrier wall, surtace regrading and covers will eliminate potential exposure to
soil with constituent concentrations that result in estimated potential risks that exceed
applicable risk limits. Passive DNAPL recovery \vill continue at tive source area wells in
the Upper Hawthorn and operation of a moditied version of the Surticial Aquifer
groundwater extraction system will continue until it is no longer needed.
Overall Protection o(HlIlllon Health alld the Environlllent
The combination of soi I cover and institutional controls of remedy OnR-5A wou Id be high Iy
protective against potential exposures to Site-related contaminants in surtace soils and would
protect surtace water from potentially impacted runotf.

The barrier-wall system would limit groundwater tlow through the principal contaminant
source areas. Potential groundwater impacts would largely be contained within the barrier
wall. Potential groundwater impacts outside ofthe barrier wall would be addressed through
(I) continuation of extraction in the Surticial Aquifer (eventually to be phased out), (2)
natural attenuation where there are low-level exceedances of cleanup goals, and (3) ISCO
application in the HG if necessary (see Section I 1.2.1.1 I tor description of trigger criteria
tor action). Monitoring would be used to demonstrate that groundwater concentrations
outside the containment area are decreasing to below applicable groundwater protection
standards (e.g. GCTLs). Institutional controls would prevent exposure to impacted
groundwater on Site.
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These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential receptors and controlling migration of impacted groundwater. Remedy OnR-5A
would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Com[Jliallce with .4RARs

The remedial actions would result in meeting groundwater protection standards at TPOCs
and eventually throughout the Surficial Aquifer and HG outside the containment area. After
the soil cover is constructed, potential excess lifetime cancer risks from direct exposure to
Site-related contaminants in on-Site soil are expected to be well below the Florida allowable
risk limit of I x 10-6 and the non-cancer HI would be well below I. The potential for future
surface water impacts would be very low.
All excess soil would be managed within the Site AOC, which would avoid certain
conditions and restrictions on transportation and disposal of potentially hazardous waste.
Treated groundwater would continue to be discharged under the conditions of a GRU
sanitary-sewer discharge permit. Groundwater treatment residuals would continue to be
managed, transported, and disposed of in compliance with appropriate regulations. Storm
water controls would result in compliance with ARARs during and atter remedy
construction. For ISCO application, UIC requirements would be met. This remedy would
comply with all ARARs, and therefore would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Long- Term Ea;xtivcness and Permanence

The remedial actions of remedy OnR-5A would substantially reduce the long-term likelihood
of potential exposure to impacted soil, sediment or groundwater. The highest-concentration
areas of surface soil with elevated concentrations would be isolated beneath an engineered
cover. Significant groundwater impacts would be contained, and dissolved phase impacts
will be addressed through treatment and natural attenuation. Vertical migration ofDNAPL
would be mitigated, but I!ot completely controlled or eliminated. Institutional controls
would be eftective at limiting potential contact with impacted soil or impacted groundwater.
Potential future impacts to surtace water would not be expected.
AII of the technologies used in this remedy are proven and well tested in the field. Their
long-term pertormance has been demonstrated. This primary criterion would be met for
remedy OnR-5A.
Reduction o(Toxicity, MobilihJ, or Volume bv Treatment

Surrounding the principal contaminant source areas with barrier walls, though technically
not a treatment action, would reduce the potential mobility of contaminants in groundwater
in both the Surficial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn. Graded surtace covers, also not a
treatment action, would decrease the potential mobility of contaminants by reducing water
infiltration through impacted soils. Targeted ISCO/ISGS treatment at source area HG wells
would also reduce the volume/mobility ofCOCs. As stated previously, EPA would require
further Site-specific testing to determine specitic parameters and likely effectiveness.
Implementing ISGS at this Site would include a requirement tor ongoing demonstration of
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effectiveness over time. Specific criteria for indicating \vhen reinjection or retreatment is
needed would be established during remedial design for this Site.
Ifapplied as a contingency, ISCO injections into the HG would reduce the volume, mobility,
and/or toxicity of COCs in groundwater. Natural attenuation also reduces the toxicity,
mobility, and/or volume of Site contaminants.
Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofCOCs
via transter of mass to treatment residuals. Passive removal of DNAPL (and off-Site
incineration) would also reduce the volume ofCOCs. This primary criterion would be met
by remedy OnR-5A.
Short- Term Effectiveness

Implementing OnR-5A would create short-term risks that would require mitigation.
Implementation of barrier walls and surface covers will involve substantial use of heavy
equipment open excavations, and temporary above-ground stockpiling of impacted soil.
There will be emissions from machinery. risks of injury to remediation workers. risks of
exposure to on-Site personnel, and risks of storm water runoff impacts during construction.
The short term risks can be managed through engineering controls. responsible construction
management, and sate work practices.
It will take a substantial amount of time to implement this remedy. The total time for
construction is estimated to be 12 months.
Atter construction, the Surficial Aquifer plume and Upper Hawthorn impacts would be
largely contained by the slurry walls. Natural attenuation where there are low-level
exceedances of cleanup goals, with ISCO ifnecessary. would be used to attain groundwater
protection standards outside the containment area. The length of time required for
groundwater to meet the groundwater protection standards at the POCs may be several years.
This primary criterion is met by remedy OnR-5A.
III/piemel/tabi Ii QJ

Although OnR-5A presents implementation challenges, the remedy is constructible and this
primary criterion is met.
Constructing the barrier wall would require mobilizing large equipment and materials at and
around the Site, which may be logistically challenging. The design depth of the vertical
barrier is near the practical limit of the technology.
Soil generated from slurry-wall construction would need to be managed. There may be
logistical challenges to stockpiling excess soil on-Site. Precautions would be taken to assure
that all storm water was contained.
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Cost

The estimated capital cost for remedy OnR-5A is $12.8 million, with surt~lce covers and
barrier walls being main cost contributors. It assumes that the groundwater treatment system
will be operated for 3 years. After that, OM&M costs will be approximately $181,000
annually. The NPY cost estimate for this remedy is $16.0 million, and is based on a 5
percent discount rate.
Contingent actions are not included in the cost estimate. Note that the cost of this remedy
tor on-Site media would be added to the costs of the selected UF A and off-Site surface soil
remed ies.
9.1.8 Alternative OnR-5B: Containment/Treatment - Barrier Wall plus III Situ
Biogeochemical Stabilization in the Upper Hawthorn

Capital cost:
$18.0 million
Annual O&M costs: $165,000
Total Present Worth: $20.9 million
This alternative is a combination of containment and treatment remedies that adds ISGS in
the Upper Hawthorn to the prior remedy, OnR-5A. This remedy includes installing a
vertical barrier wall around the DNAPL source areas to the top of the middle clay unit ofthe
HG. The barrier wall will limit groundwater inflow to (and outtlow from) DNAPL-impacted
areas. A capped soil-consolidation area will be established inside the barrier-wall extents tor
excavated soil. A capped soil-consolidation area will be established inside the barrier-wall
tor soil excavated during on- or off-Site remedy construction and/or regrading. The cap
covering the veltical wall containment zone will also serve to minimize storm water
infiltration into the containment zone, thereby minimizing the water recharge into and
through the containment zone. Outside the barrier wall, surface regrading and covers will
eliminate potential exposure to soil with constituent concentrations that result in estimated
potential risks that exceed applicable risk limits. ISGS injections will take place in the
Upper Hawthorn to treat DNAPL and reduce coe mobility. Operation of a modified
version of the Surficial Aquifer groundwater extraction system will continue until it is no
longer needed.
Overall Protection o[HlIlI1an Health £lnd the Environment

The combination of soil cover and institutional controls of remedy OnR-5B would be highly
protective against potential exposures to Site-related contaminants in surface soils and would
protect surface water from potential impacted runoff.
The barrier-wall system would limit groundwater tlow through the principal contaminant
source areas and ISGS application in the Upper Hawthorn would limit migration in and
through that unit. ISGS would also immobilize and remove (through oxidation) some eoe
mass. As stated previously, EPA will require further Site-specitic testing to determine
specitic parameters and site-specitic effectiveness ofthe technology. Implementing ISGS at
this Site will include a requirement for ongoing demonstration of effectiveness over time.
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Specific criteria tor indicating when reinjection or retreatment
established during remedial design for this Site.

IS

needed would be

Potential groundwater impacts would largely be contained within the barrier wall. Potential
groundwater impacts outside of the barrier wall would be addressed by (I) continuing
extraction of Surticial Aqu ifer groundwater (eventually to be phased out), (2) natural
attenuation where there are low-level exceedances of cleanup goals, and (3) ISCO
application in the HG if necessary (see Section 11.2.1.11 tor description of trigger criteria
tor action). Monitoring would be used to demonstrate that groundwater concentrations are
decreasing to below applicable groundwater protection standards (e.g. GCTLs). Institutional
controls would prevent exposure to impacted groundwater on Site.
These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential receptors and controlling potential migration of impacted groundwater. Remedy
OnR-5B would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Compliallce with ARARs

The remedial actions would result in meeting groundwater protection standards at TPOCs
and eventually throughout the Surficial Aquifer and HG outside the containment system.
A tter the soil cover is constructed, potential excess Ii tetime cancer risks from direct exposure
to Site-related contaminants in on-Site soil are expected to be well below the Florida
allowable risk lim it of I x 10.6 and the non-cancer HI would be well below I. The potential
tor future surface water impacts would be very low.
All excess soil would be managed within the Site AOe. which would avoid certain
conditions and restrictions on transportation and disposal of potentially hazardous waste.
Treated groundwater would continue to be discharged under the conditions of a GRU
sanitary-sewer discharge permit. Groundwater treatment residuals would continue to be
managed. transported. and disposed of in compliance with appropriate regulations. Storm
water controls would result in compliance with ARARs during and after remedy
construction. UIC requirements would be met for application of ISGS and ISCO. This
remedy would comply with all ARARs, and therefore would satisfy this threshold criterion.
LOll g- Term Effect ivelless alld Permllnence

The remedial actions of OnR-5B would substantially reduce the long-term likelihood of
potential exposure to impacted soil, sediment, or groundwater. The highest-concentration
areas of surface soil would be beneath an engineered cover. Potential DNAPL groundwater
impacts would be contained and dissolved phase groundwater contamination will be
remediated to cleanup goals through ISCO and/or natural attenuation. Institutional controls
would be effective at limiting potential contact with impacted soil or impacted groundwater.
Potential future impacts to surface water would not be expected.
Principal contaminant source areas in the Upper Hawthorn would also be treated by ISGS to
limit (but not eliminate) ongoing impacts to groundwater. ISGS is an innovative technology
that has been tested at this Site and has shown some success at other sites. The ISGS Site
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study suggested that encrustation of DNAPL likely would be persistent and not be subject to
reversibility under likely future geochemical conditions (Adventus, 2009a). However,
further Site-specific testing will be mandatory to determine specitic parameters and likely
effectiveness (such as the radius of influence for effective implementation). In addition,
implementing ISGS at this Site will include a requirement for ongoing demonstration of
effectiveness over time. Specific criteria tor indicating when reinjection or retreatment is
needed would be established during remedial design for this Site.
Other technologies used in this remedy are proven and well tested in the field. Their long
term performance has been demonstrated. This primary criterion would be met tor remedy
OnR-4B.
Reduction o(Toxicitv. klobilitv. or Volume bv Treatment

ISGS of Upper Hawthorn soils would decrease the mobility of COCs by encapsulating
DNAPL in soil. ISGS would also reduce the soil hydraulic conductivity and destroy some of
the COC mass through oxidation. The source area treatment would also reduce the
dissolved-phase plume volume. Targeted ISCO/ISGS treatment at source area HG wells
would also reduce the volume/mobility ofCOCs. As stated previously, EPA will require
further Site-specific testing to determine specific parameters and likely effectiveness.
Implementing ISGS at this Site will include a requirement for ongoing demonstration of
effectiveness over time. Specitic criteria for indicating when reinjection or retreatment is
needed would be established during remedial design tor this Site.
Surrounding the principal contaminant source areas with slurry walls would reduce the
pot~ntialmobility of contaminants in groundwater in both the Surficial Aquifer and Upper
Hawthorn. Graded surface covers would decrease the potential mobility ofcontaminants by
reducing water intiltration through impacted soils.
Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofCOCs
via transfer of mass to treatment residuals.
Ifapplied as a contingency, ISCO injections into the HG would reduce the volume, mobility,
and/or toxicity of COCs in groundwater. Natural attenuation also reduces the toxicity,
mobility. and/or volume of Site contaminants. This primary criterion would be met by
remedy OnR-5B.
Short- Term Effectiveness

Implementing OnR-5B would create short-term risks that would require mItIgation.
Implementation of ISGS, barrier walls, and surface covers will involve substantial use of
heavy equipment, open excavations, handling of potentially harmful chemicals, and
temporary above-ground stockpiling of impacted soil. There will be emissions from
machinery, risks of injury to remediation workers. risks of exposure to on-Site personnel,
and risks of storm water ru~off impacts during construction. The short term risks can be
managed through engineering controls, responsible construction management and safe work
practices.
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It will take a substantial amount of time to implement this remedy. The most time
consuming component of the remedy is ISGS, which would take approximately 9 months to
complete. The total time for construction is estimated to be 16 months.
After construction, the Surticial Aquifer plume and Upper Hawthorn impacts would be
largely contained by the slurry walls. Natural attenuation where there are low-level
exceedances ofcleanup goals, with ISCO if necessary, would be used to attain groundwater
protection standards throughout the groundwater plume outside the containment area. The
length of time required for groundwater to meet the groundwater protection standards may
be several years. This primary criterion is met by remedy OnR-5B.
IlIlplelllelltabi litv
Although OnR-5 B presents implementation challenges, the remedy is constructible and this
primary criterion is met. Constructing the barrier wall would require mobilizing large
equipment and materials at and around the Site, which may be logistically challenging. The
design depth of the vertical barrier is near the practical limit of the technology. The remedy
also requires procurement and handling of large volumes of ISGS (catalyzed sodium
pennanganate) solution.

Soil generated from slurry-wall construction would need to be managed. There may be
logistical challenges to stockpiling excess soil on-Site. Precautions would be taken to assure
that all storm water was contained.
Cost
The estimated capital cost for OnR-5 B is $18.0 mi II ion, with over hal f ofth is cost for ISGS
treatment. It assumes that the groundwater treatment system will be operated for 3 years.
After that, OM&M costs will be approximately $165,000 annually. The NPY cost estimate
tor this remedy is $20.9 million, and is based on a 5 percent discount rate.
Contingent actions are not included in the cost estimate. Note that the cost of this remedy
tor on-Site media would be added to the costs of the selected UF A and off-Site surface soil
remedies.
9.1.9 Alternative OnR-5C: Containment/Treatment - Barrier Wall plus III Situ
Biogeochemical Stabilization in the Surficial Aquifer
Capital cost:
$18. 1m iII ion
Annual O&M costs: $181.000
Total Present Worth: $21.3 million

Thisalternative is a combination of containment and treatment remedies that is similar to
OnR-5B, but it has ISGS in the Surticial Aquifer rather than the Upper Hawthorn. This
remedy includes installing a vertical barrier wall around the DNAPL source areas to the top
of the middle clay unit of the HG. The barrier wall will limit groundwater intlow to (and
outtlow from) DNAPL-impacted areas. A capped soil-consolidation area will be established
inside the barrier-wall for excavated soil. The cap covering the vertical wall containment
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zone will also serve to minimize storm water infiltration into the containment zone. thereby
minimizing the water recharge into the containment zone. Outside the barrier wall, surface
regrading and covers will eliminate potential exposure to soil with constituent concentrations
that result in estimated potential risks that exceed applicable risk limits. ISGS injections will
take place in the Surticial Aquifer to treat DNAPL and reduce eoe mobility. Operation ofa
moditied version ofthe Surticial Aquifer groundwater extraction system will continue until
it is no longer needed.
Overall Protection o(Hllmall Health and the Environment

The combination of soil cover and institutional controls of remedy OnR-5e would be highly
protective against potential exposures to Site-related contaminants in surtace soi Is and would
protect surtace water from potential impacted runoff.
The principal contaminant source areas ofthe Surficial Aquifer would be treated by ISGS to
significantly reduce potential future impacts to groundwater. ISGS would also remove some
coe mass through oxidation. Additionally. the barrier-wall system would limit
groundwater now through principal contaminant source areas.
Potential groundwater impacts would largely be contained within the barrier wall. Potential
groundwater impacts outside of the barrier wall would be addressed by (I) continuing
extraction of Surticial Aquifer groundwater (eventually to be phased out), (2) natural
attenuation where there are low-level exceedances of cleanup goals, and (3) Iseo
application in the HG if necessary (see Section 11.2.1.11 for description of trigger criteria
tor action). Monitoring would be used to demonstrate that groundwater concentrations
beyond the POCs are decreasing to below appl icable groundwater protection standards (e.g.
GCTLs). Institutional controls would prevent potential exposure to impacted groundwater
on Site.
These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential receptors and mitigating potential migration of impacted groundwater. Remedy
OnR-5C would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Compliance lvith ARARs

The remedial actions would result in meeting groundwater protection standards at TPOCs
and eventually throughout the Surticial Aquiter and HG outside the containment area. After
the soil cover is constructed, potential excess lifetime cancer risks from direct exposure to
Site-related contaminants in on-Site soil are expected to be well below the Florida allowable
risk Iim it of I x 10-6 and the non-cancer HI would be well below I. The potential for future
surtace water impacts would be very low.
All excess soil would be managed within the Site AOC, which would avoid certain
conditions and restrictions on transportation and disposal of potentially hazardous waste.
Treated groundwater would continue to be discharged under the conditions of a GRU
sanitary-sewer discharge permit. Groundwater treatment residuals would continue to be
managed, transported, and disposed of in compliance with appropriate regulations. Storm
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water controls would result in compliance with ARARs during and after remedy
construction. UIC requirements would be met for application of ISGS and ISCO. This
remedy would comply with all ARARs, and therefore would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Long- Term E((ectivcness and Pcrmanence

The remedial actions of OnR-5C would substantially reduce the long-term likelihood of
potential exposure to impacted soil, sediment, or groundwater. The highest-concentration
areas of surface soil would be beneath an engineered cover. Potential DNAPL groundwater
impacts would be contained, and dissolved phase groundwater contamination will be
remediated to cleanup goals through ISCO and/or natural attenuation .. Institutional controls
would be effective at limiting potential contact with impacted soil or impacted groundwater.
Potential future impacts to surface water would not be expected.
The principal contaminant source areas would be treated by ISGS to limit (but not eliminate)
ongoing impacts to groundwater and to reduce or eliminate the need for hydraulic
containment. ISGS is an innovative technology that has been tested at this Site and has
shown some success at other sites. The ISGS Site study suggested that encrustation of
DNAPL likely would be persistent and not be subject to reversibility under likely future
geochemical conditions (Adventus, 2009a). However. further Site-specific testing will be
mandatory to determine specific parameters and site-specific effectiveness (such as the
radius of influence for eftective implementation). In addition, implementing ISGS at this
Site will include a requirement for ongoing demonstration of effectiveness over time.
Speci fie criteria tor indicating when reinjection or retreatment is needed would be
established during remedial design tor this Site.
Other technologies used in this remedy are proven and well tested in the tield. Their long
term pertormance has been demonstrated. This primary criterion would be met for
alternative OnR-4B.
Redllction o(Toxicitv. Mobilitv. or Volllmc bv Treatment
ISGS ofSurticial Aquifer soils would significantly decrease the potential mobility ofCOCs
by encapsulating DNAPL in soil. ISGS would also reduce soil hydraulic conductivity and
destroy some of the COC mass through oxidation. The source treatment would also reduce
the dissolved-phase plume volume. Targeted ISCO/ISGS treatment at source area HG wells
would also reduce the volume/mobility ofCOCs. As stated previously, EPA will require
further Site-specific testing to determine specific parameters and likely effectiveness.
Implementing ISGS at this Site will include a requirement for ongoing demonstration of
effectiveness over time. Speci tic criteria for indicating when reinjection or retreatment is
needed would be established during remedial design for this Site. Passive removal of
DNAPL (and off-Site incineration) would also reduce the volume ofCOCs.

Surrounding the principal contaminant source areas with slurry walls would reduce the
potential mobility of contaminants in groundwater in both the Surficial Aquifer and Upper
Hawthorn. Graded surtace covers would decrease the potential mobility ofcontaminants by
reducing water in fi Itration through impacted soi Is.
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Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofCOCs
via transfer of mass to treatment residuals.
lfapplied as a contingency. ISCO injections into the HG would reduce the volume, mobility,
and/or toxicity of COCs in groundwater. Natural attenuation also reduces the toxicity,
mobility. and/or volume of Site contaminants. This primary criterion would be met by
remedy OnR-SC.
Short- Term £fiectivellcss

Implementing remedy OnR-SC would create short-term risks that would require mitigation.
Implementation of ISGS. barrier walls. and surface covers will involve substantial use of
heavy equipment, open excavations. handling of potentially harmful chemicals, and
temporary above-ground stockpiling of impacted soil. There will be emissions from
machinery, risks of injury to remediation workers. risks of exposure to on-Site personnel.
and risks of storm water runoff impacts during construction. The short term risks can be
managed through engineering controls. responsible construction management, and sate work
practices.
It will take a substantial amount of time to implement this remedy. The most time
consuming component of the remedy is ISGS. which would take approximately 9 months to
complete. The total time for construction is estimated to be 16 months.

After construction. the Surticial Aquifer plume and Upper Hawthorn impacts would be
largely contained by the slurry walls. Natural attenuation where there are low-level
exceedances ofcleanup goals. with ISCO ifnecessary, would be used to attain groundwater
protection standards throughout the plume outside the containment area. The length oftime
required for groundwater to meet the groundwater protection standards may be several years.
This primary criterion is met by remedy OnR-5C.
/lIIplemelltabi lity

Although OnR-SC presents implementation challenges, the remedy is constructible and this
primary criterion is met. Constructing the barrier wall would require mobilizing large
equipment and materials at and around the Site, which may be logistically challenging. The
design depth of the vertical barrier is near the practical limit of the technology. The remedy
also requires procurement and handling of large volumes of ISGS (catalyzed sodium
permanganate) solution.
Soil generated from slurry-wall construction would need to be managed. There may be
logistical challenges to stockpiling excess soil on-Site. Precautions would be taken to assure
that all storm water is contained.
Cost

The estimated capital cost for alternative OnR-SC is $18.1 million, with ISGS treatment and
surface cover construction being the main contributors. It assumes that the groundwater
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treatment system will be operated tor 3 years. At1:er that, OM&M costs will be
approximately $181,000 annually. The NPY cost estimate for this remedy is $21.3 million,
and is based on a 5 percent discount rate.
Contingent actions are not included in the cost estimate. Note that the cost of this remedy
for on-Site media would be added to the costs of the selected UF A and otf-Site surface soil
remed ies.
9.1.10 Alternative OnR-5D: Containment/Treatment - Barrier Wall plus In Situ
Solidification/Stabilization in the Surficial Aquifer

Capital cost:
$35.7 million
Annual O&M costs: $165,000
Total Present Worth: $38.7 million
This alternative is a combination of containment and treatment remedies that is similar to
OnR-5C, but it has ISS/S in the Surticial Aquifer rather than ISGS. This remedy includes
installing a vertical barrier wall around the DNAPL source areas to the top of the middle clay
unit of the HG. The barrier wall will limit groundwater inflow to (and outflow from)
DNAPL-impacted areas. A capped soil-consolidation area will be established inside the
barrier-wall tor excavated soil and excess soil from ISS/S implementation. The cap covering
the vertical wall containment zone will also serve to minimize storm water intiltration into
the containment zone, thereby minimizing the water recharge into the containment zone.
Outside the barrier wall, surface regrading and covers will eliminate potential exposure to
soil with constituent concentrations that result in estimated potential risks that exceed
applicable risk limits. ISS/S mixing will take place in the Surficial Aquifer to treat DNAPL
and reduce coe mobility. Operation of a modified version of the Surficial Aquifer
groundwater extraction system will continue until it is no longer needed.
Overall Protection o[HlIman Health and the Environment

The combination of soil cover and institutional controls of remedy OnR-5D would be highly
protective against potential exposures to Site-related contaminants in surtace soils and would
protect surtace water from potential impacted runoff.
The principal contaminant source areas of the Surficial Aquifer would be soliditied in place
to signiticantly reduce potential future impacts to groundwater. Additionally, the barrier
wall system would limit groundwater flow through the principal contaminant source areas.
Potential groundwater impacts would largely be contained within the barrier wall. Potential
groundwater impacts outside of the barrier wall would be addressed by (I) continuing the
extraction of Surticial Aquifer groundwater (eventually to be phased out), (2) natural
attenuation where there are low-level exceedances of cleanup goals, and (3) ISeO
application in the HG if necessary (see Section 11.2.1.11 for description of trigger criteria
tor action). Monitoring would be lIsed to demonstrate that groundwater concentrations
outside the containment area are decreasing to below applicable groundwater protection
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Institutional controls would prevent exposure to impacted

These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential receptors and mitigating potential migration of impacted groundwater. Remedy
OnR-5D would satisty this threshold criterion.
Complial/ce with ARARs

The remedial actions would result in meeting groundwater protection standards at TPOCs
and eventually throughout the Surticial Aquiter and HG outside the containment area. After
the soil cover is constructed, potential excess lifetime cancer risks from direct exposure to
Site-related contaminants in on-Site soil are expected to be well below the Florida allowable
risk limit of I x 10-6 and the non-cancer HI would be well below I. The potential for future
surface water impacts would be very low.
All excess soil would be managed within the Site AOC, which would avoid certain
conditions and restrictions on transportation and disposal of potentially hazardous waste.
Treated groundwater would continue to be discharged under the conditions of a GRU
sanitary-sewer discharge permit. Groundwater treatment residuals would continue to be
managed. transported. and disposed of in compliance with appropriate regulations. Storm
water controls would result in compliance with ARARs during and after remedy
construction. For ISCO application. UIC requirements would be met. This remedy would
comply with all ARARs, and therefore would satisty this threshold criterion.
LOl/g- Term E[(ectivel/ess and Permanence

The remedial actions of OnR-5D would substantially reduce the long-term likelihood of
potential exposure to impacted soil, sediment, or groundwater. The highest-concentration
areas of surface soil would be beneath an engineered cover. Potential DNAPL groundwater
impacts would be contained, and dissolved phase groundwater contamination will be
remediated to cleanup goals through ISCO and/or natural attenuation. Institutional controls
would be effective at limiting potential contact with impacted soil or impacted groundwater.
Potential future impacts to surface water would not be expected.
The principal contaminant source areas would also be treated to limit (but not eliminate)
ongoing potential impacts to groundwater and to reduce or eliminate the need for hydraulic
containment. All of the technologies used in this remedy are proven and well tested in the
field. Their long-term performance has been demonstrated. This primary criterion wouldbe
met for remedy OnR-5D.
Reduction o(ToxiciD), MohiliO), or Volume by Treatment

ISS/S of Surficial Aquifer soils would signiticantly decrease the potential mobility ofCOCs
by binding the contaminants and DNAPL to the soil and reducing hydraulic conductivity of
the mass. This stabilization would result in reducing or eliminating groundwater circulation
through the impacted areas, thus reducing the ongoing dissolved-phase plume impacts.
Targeted ISCO/lSGS treatment at source area HG wells would also reduce the
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volume/mobility of COCs. As stated previously. EPA will require further Site-specific
testing to determine specific parameters and likely effectiveness of this technology.
Implementing ISGS at this Site will include a requirement for ongoing demonstration of
effectiveness over time. Specific criteria for indicating when reinjection or retreatment is
needed would be established during remedial design for this Site.
Surrounding the principal contaminant source areas with slurry walls would reduce the
mobility ofcontaminants in groundwater in both the Surficial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn.
Graded surface covers would decrease the potential mobility of contaminants by reducing
water infiltration through impacted soils.
Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofCOCs
via transfer of mass to treatment residuals.
Ifapplied as a contingency, ISCO injections into the HG would reduce the volume. mobility,
and/or toxicity of COCs in groundwater. Natural attenuation also reduces the toxicity.
mobility, and/or volume of Site contaminants. This primary criterion would be met by
remedy OnR-SD.
Short-Term E((eclivelless

Implementing OnR-SD would create short-term risks that would require mitigation.
Implementation of ISS/S. barrier walls. and surface covers will involve substantial use of
heavy equipment. open excavations. and temporary above-ground stockpiling of impacted
soil. There will be emissions from machinery, risks of injury to remediation workers. risks
of exposure to on-Site personnel. and risks of storm water runoff impacts during
construction. The short term risks can be managed through engineering controls, responsible
construction management. and safe work practices.
It will take a substantial amount of time to implement this remedy. The most time
consuming component of the remedy is ISS/S, which would take approximately 2 years to
complete. The total time for construction is estimated to be 2.S years.
After construction. the Surficial Aquifer plume and Upper Hawthorn impacts would be
largely contained by the slurry walls and ISS/S. Natural attenuation where there are low
level exceedances of cleanup goals. with ISCO if necessary, would be used to attain
groundwater protection standards throughout the plume outside ofthe containment area. The
length of time required for groundwater to meet the groundwater protection standards may
be several years. This primary criterion is met by remedy OnR-SD.
Implemen tobi Iitv

While OnR-SD presents implementability challenges, the remedy is constructible, and this
primary criterion is met. Constructing the barrier wall would require mobilizing large
equipment and materials at and around the Site, which may be logistically challenging. The
design depth of the vertical barrier is near the practical limit of the technology.
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This remedy also requires mobilizing and operating large diameter ISS/S rigs.
Approximately 5.S acres of the Site would be subject to ISS/S. Demolition of structures
would be required, especially in the tanner process area. Large quantities of cement and
other additives would need to be procured and managed.
Excess soil that is generated during ISS/S would need to be managed. There may be
logistical challenges to stockpiling excess soil on-Site. Precautions would be taken to assure
that all storm water is contained.
Cost

The estimated capital cost for remedy OnR-5D is $3S.7 million, over halfofwhich is tor
ISS/S. It assumes that the groundwater treatment system will be operated tor 3 years. After
that, OM&M costs will be approximately $165,000 annually. The NPY cost estimate for this
remedy is $38.7 million, and is based on a 5 percent discount rate.
Contingent actions are not included in the cost estimate. Note that the cost of this alternative
for on-Site media would be added to the costs of the selected UF A and otT-Site surtace soil
remed ies.
9.1.11 Alternative OnR-5E: Containment/Treatment - Barrier Wall plus III Situ
Biogeochemical Stabilization in the Surficial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn

Capital cost:
$26.1 million
Annual O&M costs: $165,000
Total Present Worth: $29.1 million
This alternative is a combination of containment and treatment technologies that includes
ISGS treatment of principal contaminant source areas from the surface to the HG middle
clay, in effect combining alternatives OnR-58 and OnR-5C. This remedy includes installing
a vertical barrier wall around the DNAPL source areas to the top of the middle clay unit of
the HG. The barrier wall will limit groundwater inflow to (and outtlow from) DNAPL
impacted areas. A capped soil-consolidation area will be established inside the barrier-wall
tor excavated soil. The cap covering the vertical wall containment zone will also serve to
minimize storm water infiltration into the containment zone, thereby minimizing the water
recharge into the containment zone. Outside the barrier wall, surface regrading and covers
will eliminate potential exposure to soil with constituent concentrations that result in
estimated potential risks that exceed applicable risk limits. ISGS injections will take place in
the Surticial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn to treat DNAPL and reduce COC mobility.
Operation ofa moditied version ofthe Surticial Aquifer groundwater extraction system will
continue until it is no longer needed. Note that the only difference between OnR-SE and
remedies OnR-S8 and OnR-SC is the depth of the ISGS treatment.
Overall Protectioll o(Hllmall Health and the Ellvirollment

The combination of soil cover and institutional controls of remedy OnR-5E would be highly
protective against potential exposures to Site-related contaminants in surtace soils and would
protect surface water from potential impacted runotf.
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The principal contaminant source areas ofthe Surticial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn would
be treated by ISGS to signiticantly reduce potential future impacts to groundwater. ISGS
would also remove some COC mass through oxidation. Additionally, the barrier-wall
system would limit groundwater flow through the principal contaminant source areas.
Potential groundwater impacts would largely be contained within the barrier wall. Potential
groundwater impacts outside of the barrier wall would be addressed by (I) continuing
extraction of Surficial Aquifer groundwater (eventually to be phased out), (2) natural
attenuation where there are low-level exceedances of cleanup goals. and (3) Iseo
application in the HG ifnecessary (see Section 11.2.1.11 for description of trigger criteria
for action). Monitoring would be used to demonstrate that groundwater concentrations
outside of the containment area are decreasing to below appl icable groundwater protection
standards (e.g. GCTLs). Institutional controls would prevent potential exposure to impacted
groundwater on Site.
These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential receptors and mitigating potential migration of impacted groundwater. Remedy
OnR-5E would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Compliance Willi ARARs

The remedial actions would result in meeting groundwater protection standards at TPOCs
and eventually throughout the Surficial Aquifer and HG outside of the containment area.
A fier the soil cover is constructed. potential excess Iifetime cancer risks from dirt!ct exposure
to Site-related contaminants in on-Site soil are expected to be well below I x 10-6 and the
non-cancer HI would be well below I. The potential tor future surface water impacts would
be very low.
All excess soil would be managed within the Site AOe, which would avoid certain
conditions and restrictions on transportation and disposal of potentially hazardous waste.
Treated groundwater would continue to be discharged under the conditions of a GRU
sanitary-sewer discharge permit. Groundwater treatment residuals would continue to be
managed. transported. and disposed of in compliance with appropriate regulations. Storm
water controls would result in compliance with ARARs during and after remedy
construction. UIC requirements would be met tor application of ISGS and ISCO. This
remedy would comply with all ARARs. and therefore would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Long-Term Effectiveness and Permanence

The remedial actions of OnR-5E would substantially reduce the long-term likelihood of
potential exposure to impacted soil, sediment, or groundwater. The highest-concentration
areas of surface soi I wou Id be beneath an engineered cover. Potential DNAPL groundwater
impacts would be contained, and dissolved phase groundwater contamination will be
remediated to cleanup goals through ISCO and/or natural attenuation. Institutional controls
would be effective at limiting potential contact with impacted soil or impacted groundwater.
Potential future impacts to surface water would not be expected.
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The principal contaminant source areas would also be treated by ISGS to limit (but not
eliminate) ongoing impacts to groundwater and to reduce or eliminate the need for hydraulic
containment. ISGS is an innovative technology that has been tested at this Site and has
shown some success at other sites. The ISGS Site study suggested that encrustation of
DNAPL likely would be persistent and not be subject to reversibility under likely future
geochemical conditions (Adventus, 2009a). However, further Site-specitic testing will be
mandatory to determine specitic parameters and site-specific effectiveness (such as the
radius of intluence tor effective implementation). In addition, implementing ISGS at this
Site will include a requirement for ongoing demonstration of effectiveness over time.
Specific criteria for indicating when reinjection or retreatment is needed would be
established during remedial design for this Site.
Other technologies used in this remedy are proven and well tested in the tield. Their long
term pertormance has been demonstrated. This primary criterion would be met tor remedy
OnR-4B.
Redllctioll o(Toxicity. Mobilitv. or Voll/me bv Treatment

ISGS of Surticial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn soils would signiticantly decrease the
potential mobility ofCOCs by encapsulating DNAPL in soil. ISGS would also reduce soil
hydraulic conductivity and destroy some of the COC mass through oxidation. The source
treatment would also reduce the dissolved-phase plume volume. Targeted ISCO/ISGS
treatment at source area HG wells would also reduce the volume/mobility of COCs. As
stated previously, EPA will require further Site-specitic testing to determine specitic
parameters and likely effectiveness. Implementing ISGS at this Site will include a
requirement for ongoing demonstration of effectiveness over time. Specific criteria tor
indicating when reinjection or retreatment is needed would be established during remedial
design for this Site. Passive removal of DNAPL (and off-Site incineration) would also
reduce the volume ofCOCs.
Surrounding the principal contaminant source areas with slurry walls would reduce the
potential mobility of contaminants in groundwater in both the Surticial Aquifer and Upper
Hawthorn. Graded surface covers would decrease the potential mobility ofcontaminants by
reducing water intiltration through impacted soils.
Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofCOCs
via transfer of mass to treatment residuals.
Ifapplied as a contingency, ISCO injections into the HG would reduce the volume, mobility,
and/or toxicity of COCs in groundwater. Natural attenuation also reduces the toxicity,
mobility, and/or volume of Site contaminants. This primary criterion would be met by
remedy OnR-5E.
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Short- Term Effectiveness

Implementing remedy OnR-5E would create short-term risks that would require mitigation.
Implementation of ISGS. barrier walls. and surface covers will involve substantial use of
heavy equipment open excavations. handling of potentially harmful chemicals. and
temporary above-ground stockpiling of impacted soil. There will be emissions from
machinery. risks of injury to remediation workers. risks of exposure to on-Site personnel,
and risks of storm water runoff impacts during construction. The short term risks can be
managed through engineering controls. responsible construction management and sate work
practices.
It will take a substantial amount of time to implement this remedy. The most time
consuming component ofthe remedy is ISGS, which would take approximately 18 months to
complete. The total time for construction is estimated to be 24 months.
After construction. the Surticial Aquifer plunie and Upper Hawthorn impacts would be
contained by the slurry walls. Natural attenuation where there are low-level exceedances of
cleanup goals. with ISCO if necessary. would be used to attain groundwater protection
standards at and downgradient of the containment system. The length of time required for
groundwater to meet the groundwater protection standards at the POCs may be several years.
This primary criterion is met by remedy OnR-5E.
1ll1plemcntabilitv

Although OnR-5 E presents implementation challenges, the remedy is constructible and this
primary criterion is met. Constructing the barrier wall would require mobilizing large
equipment and materials at and around the Site, which may be logistically challenging. The
design depth of the vertical barrier is near the practical limit of the technology.
The remedy also requires procurement and handling of large volumes of ISGS (catalyzed
sodium permanganate) solution.
Soil generated from slurry-wall construction would need to be managed. There may be
logistical challenges to stockpiling excess soil on-Site. Precautions would be taken to assure
that all storm water was contained.
Cost

The estimated capital cost for remedy OnR-5E is $26.1 million, with ISGS treatment and
surface cover construction being the main contributors. It assumes that the groundwater
treatment system will be operated for 3 years. After that. OM&M costs will be
approximately $165,000 annually. The NPY cost estimate for this remedy is $29.1 million.
and is based on a 5 percent discount rate.
Contingent actions are not included in the cost estimate. Note that the cost ofthis alternative
would be added to the costs of the selected UFA and off-Site surface soil remedies.
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9.1.12 Alternative OnR-SF: Containment/Treatment - Barrier Wall plus III Situ
Solidification/Stabilization in the Surficial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn
Capital cost:
$71.8 million
Annual O&M costs: $165.000
Total Present Worth: $74.8 million

This alternative is a combination of containment and treatment remedies that is similar to
OnR-5E. but it has ISS/S in the Surticial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn rather than ISGS.
This remedy includes installing a vertical barrier wall around the DNAPL source areas to the
top of the middle clay unit of the HG. The barrier wall will limit groundwater intlow to (and
outflow from) DNAPL-impacted areas. A capped soil-consolidation area will be established
inside the barrier-wall for excavated soil and excess soil from ISS/S implementation. The
cap covering the vertical wall containment zone will also serve to minimize storm water
infiltration into the containment zone, thereby minimizing the water recharge into the
containment zone. Outside the barrier wall, surface regrading and covers will eliminate
potential exposure to soi I with constituent concentrations that result in estimated potential
risks that exceed applicable risk limits. ISS/S mixing will take place in the Surticial Aquifer
and Upper Hawthorn to treat DNAPL and reduce coe mobility. Operation of a modi tied
version of the Surticial Aquiter groundwater extraction system will continue until it is no
longer needed.
O"('I'all Protection O(HIII1IOII Healfh ({nd the Environment

The combination of soil cover and institutional controls of remedy OnR-5F would be highly
protective against potential exposures to Site-related contaminants in surtace soils and would
protect surface water from potential impacted runoff.
The principal contaminant source areas ofthe Surticial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn would
be soliditied in place to significantly reduce future impacts to groundwater. Additionally.
the barrier-wall system would limit groundwater tlow through the principal contaminant
source areas.
Potential DNAPL groundwater impacts would largely be contained within the barrier wall.
Potential groundwater impacts outside of the barrier wall would be addressed by (I)
continuing the extraction ofSurticial Aquiter groundwater (eventually to be phased out), (2)
natural attenuation where there are low-level exceedances of cleanup goals. and (3) ISCO
application in the HG if necessary (see Section 11.2.1.11 for description of trigger criteria
tor action). Monitoring would be used to demonstrate that groundwater concentrations
outside the containment area are decreasing to below applicable groundwater protection
standards (e.g. GCTLs). Institutional controls would prevent potential exposure to impacted
groundwater on Site.
These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential receptors and mitigating potential migration of impacted groundwater. Remedy
OnR-5F would satisfy this threshold criterion.
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CompliWlce Ivitlz ARARs

The remedial actions would result in meeting groundwater protection standards at TPOCs
and eventually throughout the Surticial Aquifer and HG outside of the containment area.
After the soil cover is constructed, potential excess lifetime cancer risks from direct exposure
to Site-related contaminants in on-Site soil are expected to be well below I x 10-6 and the
non-cancer HI would be well below I. The potential tor future surtace water impacts would
be very low.
All excess soil would be managed within the Site AOe, which would avoid certain
conditions and restrictions on transportation and disposal of potentially hazardous waste.
Treated groundwater would continue to be discharged under the conditions of a GRU
sanitary-sewer discharge permit. Groundwater treatment residuals would continue to be
managed, transported, and disposed of in compliance with appropriate regulations. Storm
water controls would result in compliance with ARARs during and after remedy
construction. For ISCO application, UIC requirements would be met. This remedy would
comply with all ARARs, and theretore would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Long- Term Effectiveness and Permanence

The remedial actions of OnR-5F would substantially reduce the long-term likelihood of
potential exposure to impacted soil. sediment, or groundwater. The highest-concentration
areas of surface soi I would be beneath an engineered cover. Potential DNA PL groundwater
impacts would be contained, and dissolved phase groundwater contamination will be
remediated to cleanup goals through ISCO and/or natural attenuation. Institutional controls
would be effective at limiting potential contact with impacted soil or impacted groundwater.
Potential future impacts to surface water would not be expected.
The principal contaminant source areas would also be treated to limit (but not eliminate)
ongoing potential impacts to groundwater and to reduce or eliminate the need tor hydraulic
containment.
All of the technologies used in this remedy are proven and well tested in the tield. Their
long-term pertormance has been demonstrated. This primary criterion would be met tor
remedy OnR-5F.
Reduction of Toxicity. Mobilitv. or Volume bv Treatment

ISS/S of Surficial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn soils would significantly decrease the
potential mobility of COCs by binding the contaminants and DNAPL to the soil and
reducing hydraulic conductivity of the treated area. This stabilization would result in
reducing or eliminating groundwater circulation through the impacted areas, thus reducing
the dissolved-phase plume. Targeted ISCO/ISGS treatment at source area HG wells would
also reduce the volume/mobility ofCOCs. As stated previously, EPA will require further
Site-specific testing to determine specific parameters and site-specitic effectiveness.
Implementing ISGS at this Site will include a requirement tor ongoing demonstration of
effectiveness over time. Specific criteria tor indicating when reinjection or retreatment is
needed would be established during remedial design for this Site.
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Surrounding the principal contaminant source areas with slurry walls would reduce the
potential mobility of contaminants in groundwater in both the Surticial Aquifer and Upper
Hawthorn. Graded surface covers would decrease the potential mobility ofcontaminants by
reducing water intiltration through impacted soils.
Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofCOCs
via transter of mass to treatment residuals.
Ifapplied as a contingency, ISCO injections into the HG would reduce the volume, mobility,
and/or toxicity of COCs in groundwater. Natural attenuation also reduces the toxicity,
mobility, and/or volume of Site contaminants. This primary criterion would be met by
remedy OnR-SF.
Shor{- Tam EtfCct ivelless

Implementing OnR-SF would create short-term risks that would require mItIgation.
Implementation of ISS/S, barrier walls, and surface covers will involve substantial use of
heavy equipment, open excavations, and temporary above-ground stockpiling of impacted
soil. There will be emissions from machinery, risks of injury to remediation workers, risks
of exposure to on-Site personnel. and risks of storm water runoff impacts during
construction. The short term risks can be managed through engineering controls, responsible
construction management, and safe work practices.
It will take a substantial amount of time to implement this remedy. The most time
consuming component ofthe remedy is ISS/S, which would take approximately 2.S years to
complete. The total time for construction is estimated to be 3 years.
After construction, the Surticial Aquifer plume and Upper Hawthorn impacts would be
largely contained by the solidi tied/stabilized treatment area and by the slurry walls. Natural
attenuation where there are low-level exceedances ofcleanup goals, with ISCO ifnecessary,
would be used to attain groundwater protection standards throughout the plume and outside
of the containment area. The length of time required for groundwater to meet the
groundwater protection standards at the POCs may be several years. This primary criterion is
met by remedy OnR-SF.
Imp Iell/ell fa biti tv

While OnR-SF presents implementability challenges, the remedy is constructible, and this
primary criterion is met. Constructing the barrier wall would require mobilizing large
equipment and materials at and around the Site, which may be logistically challenging. The
design depth of the vertical barrier is near the practical limit of the technology.
This remedy also requires mobilizing and operating large diameter ISS/S rigs.
Approximately S.S acres of the Site would be subject to ISS/S. Very large quantities of
cement and other additives would need to be procured and managed. The design depth of
ISS/S treatment is near the practical limit ofthe technology.
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Excess soil that is generated during ISS/S would need to be managed. There may be
logistical challenges to stockpiling excess soil on-Site. Precautions would be taken to assure
that all storm water was contained.
Cost

The estimated capital cost for remedy OnR-5F is $71.8 million, over half of which is for
ISS/S. It assumes that the groundwater treatment system will be operated for 3 years. After
that, OM&M costs will be approximately $165,000 annually. The NPY cost estimate for this
remedy is $74.8 million, and is based on a 5 percent discount rate.
Contingent actions are not included in the cost estimate. Note that the cost ofthis alternative
for on-Site media would be added to the costs of the selected UF A and otT-Site surface soil
remed ies.
9.1.13 Alternative OnR-5G: Containment/Treatment - Barrier Wall plus III Situ
Solidification/Stabilization in the Surficial Aquifer and III Situ Biogeochemical
Stabilization in the Upper Hawthorn
Capital cost:
$40.6 million
Annual O&M costs: $165,000
Total Present Worth: $43.6 million

This alternative is a combination of containment and treatment remedies that is similar to
OnR-5E and OnR-5F, but it has a combination oflSS/S and ISGS treatment for the principal
contaminant source areas. This remedy includes installing a vertical barrier wall around the
DNAPL source areas to the top of the middle clay unit of the HG. The barrier wall will limit
groundwater intlow to (and outflow from) DNAPL-impacted areas. A capped soil
consolidation area will be established inside the barrier-wall for excavated soil and excess
soil from ISS/S implementation. The cap covering the vertical wall containment zone will
also serve to minimize storm water infiltration into the containment zone. thereby
minimizing the water recharge into the containment zone. Outside the barrier wall, surface
regrading and covers will eliminate potential exposure to soil with constituent concentrations
that result in potential risks that exceed applicable risk limits. ISS/S mixing will take place
in the Surticial Aquifer to treat DNAPL and reduce COC mobility. ISGS will be applied to
the Upper Hawthorn in principal contaminant source areas to treat mass in that unit and
create a barrier to vertical flow. The combination oflSS/S and ISGS is similar to alternative
OnR-4B. Operation ofa modified version of the Surticial Aquifer groundwater extraction
system will continue until it is no longer needed.
Overall Protection O(HlIlII([1I Health ([lid the Environment

The combination of soi I cover and institutional controls of remedy OnR-5G would be highly
protective against potential exposures to Site-related contaminants in surtace soils and would
protect surface water from potentially impacted runoff.
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The principal contaminant source areas of the Surticial Aquifer would be soliditied in place
to significantly reduce potential future impacts to groundwater. ISGS application in the
Upper Hawthorn would limit potential migration in and through that unit. ISGS would also
immobilize and remove (through oxidation) some COC mass. Additionally, the barrier-wall
system would limit groundwater tlow through principal contaminant source areas.
Potential groundwater impacts would largely be contained within the barrier wall. Potential
groundwater impacts outside of the barrier wall would be addressed by (I) continuing the
extraction of Surticial Aqui fer groundwater (eventually to be phased out), (2) natural
attenuation where there are low-level exceedances of cleanup goals. and (3) ISCO
application in the HG as necessary. Monitoring would be used to demonstrate that
groundwater concentrations outside the containment area are decreasing to below applicable
groundwater protection standards (e.g. GCTLs). Institutional controls would prevent
potential exposure to impacted groundwater on Site.
These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential receptors and mitigating potential migration of impacted groundwater. Remedy
OnR-5G would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Compliance ,vitI! A RA Rs

The remedial actions would result in meeting groundwater protection standards at TPOCs
and eventually throughout the Surficial Aquifer and HG outside of the containment area.
After the soil cover is constructed. potential excess litetime cancer risks trom direct exposure
to Site-related contaminants in on-Site soil are expected to be well below I x 10-6 and the
non-cancer HI would be well below I. The potential tor future surface water impacts would
be very low.
All excess soil would be managed within the Site AOe. which would avoid certain
conditions and restrictions on transportation and disposal of potentially hazardous waste.
Treated groundwater would continue to be discharged under the conditions of a GRU
sanitary-sewer discharge permit. Groundwater treatment residuals would continue to be
managed. transported. and disposed of in compliance with appropriate regulations. Storm
water controls would result in compliance with ARARs during and after remedy
construction. For ISCO application. UIC requirements would be met. This remedy would
comply with all ARARs, and therefore would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Long- Term Effectiveness and Permanence

The remedial actions of OnR-5G would substantially reduce the long-term likelihood of
potential exposure to impacted soil, sediment. or groundwater. The highest-concentration
areas of surface soil would be beneath an engineered cover. Potential DNAPL groundwater
impacts would be contained, and dissolved phase groundwater contamination will be
remediated to cleanup goals through ISCO and/or natural attenuation. Institutional controls
would be etfective at limiting potential contact with impacted soil or impacted groundwater.
Potential future impacts to surface water would not be expected.
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The principal contaminant source areas would also be treated to limit (but not eliminate)
ongoing potential impacts to groundwater and to reduce or eliminate the need for hydraulic
containment. ISGS is an innovative technology that has been tested at this Site and has
shown some success at other sites. The ISGS Site study suggested that encrustation of
DNAPL likely would be persistent and not be subject to reversibility under likely future
geochemical conditions (Adventus, 2009a). However, further Site-specific testing will be
mandatory to determ ine spec ific parameters and site-speci fic effectiveness (such as the
radius of intluence for effective implementation). In addition, implementing ISGS at this
Site will include a requirement for ongoing demonstration of effectiveness over time.
Specitic criteria for indicating when reinjection or retreatment is needed would be
established during remedial design for this Site.
Other technologies used in this alternative are proven and well tested in the tield. Their
long-term performance has been demonstrated. This primary criterion would be met for
remedy OnR-4B.
Redllction ot'Toxicitv, Mobilitv. or Voillme /}v Treatment

ISS/S ofSurticial Aquifer and ISGS of Upper Hawthorn soils would significantly decrease
the potential mobility of COCs by binding the contaminants and DNAPL to the soil and
reducing hydraulic conductivity of the treated area. This stabilization would result in
reducing or eliminating potential groundwater circulation through the impacted areas, thus
reducing the dissolved-phase plume volume. ISGS treatment would also eliminate some
COC mass through oxidation. Targeted ISCO/ISGS treatment at source area HG wells
would also reduce the volume/mobility ofCOCs. As stated previously, EPA will require
further Site-specitic testing to determine specitic parameters and site-specitic effectiveness.
Implementing ISGS at this Site will include a requirement for ongoing demonstration of
effectiveness over time. Specific criteria tor indicating when reinjection or retreatment is
needed would be established during remedial design tor this Site.
Surrounding the principal contaminant source areas with slurry walls and
solidification/stabilization of the DNAPL zone would reduce the potential mobility of
contaminants in groundwater in both the Surticial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn. Graded
surface covers would decrease the potential mobility of contaminants by reducing water
intiltration through impacted soils.
Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofCOCs
via transfer of mass to treatment residuals.
Ifapplied as a contingency, ISCO injections into the HG would reduce the volume, mobility,
and/or toxicity of COCs in groundwater. Natural attenuation also reduces the toxicity,
mobility, and/or volume of Site contaminants. This primary criterion would be met by
alternative OnR-SG.
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Short- Term E{fectivcllcss

1m plementi ng On R-5G would create short-term risks that would req uire mitigation.
Implementation oflSS/S, [SGS, barrier walls, and surface covers will involve substantial use
of heavy equipment, open excavations, handling of potentially harmful chemicals, and
temporary above-ground stockpiling of impacted soil. There will be emissions from
machinery, risks of injury to remediation workers, risks of exposure to on-Site personnel.
and risks of storm water runotf impacts during construction. The short term risks can be
managed through engineering controls, responsible construction management, and sate work
practices.
It will take a substantial amount of time to implement this remedy. The most time
consuming component of the remedy is ISS/S, which would take approximately 2 years to
complete. The total time for construction is estimated to be 3 years.
After construction, the Surficial Aquifer plume and Upper Hawthorn impacts would be
largely contained by the slurry walls and solified/stabilized material. Natural attenuation
where there are low-level exceedances of cleanup goals, with [SCO ifnecessary, would be
used to attain groundwater protection standards outside of the containment area. The length
of time required for groundwater to meet the groundwater protection standards at the rocs
may be several years. This primary criterion is met by remedy OnR-5G.
IlIIpIcmell tabi Iitv
While OnR-5G presents implementability challenges, the remedy is constructible, and this
primary criterion is met. Constructing the barrier wall would require mobilizing large
equipment and materials at and around the Site, which may be logistically challenging. The
design depth of the vertical barrier is near the practical limit of the technology.

This alternative also requires mobilizing and operating large diameter ISS/S rigs.
Approximately 5.5 acres of the Site would be subject to ISS/S. Large quantities of cement
and other additives would need to be procured and managed. The remedy also requires
procurement and handling of large volumes of [SGS (catalyzed sodium permanganate)
solution.
Excess soil that is generated during [SS/S would need to be managed. There may be
logistical challenges to stockpiling excess soil on-Site. Precautions would be taken to assure
that all storm water is contained.
Cost

The estimated capital cost for remedy OnR-5G is $40.7 million, over halfofwhich is for
ISS/S. [t assumes that the groundwater treatment system will be operated for 3 years. After
that OM&M costs will be approximately $165,000 annually. The NPY cost estimate forthis
remedy is $43.6 million, and is based on a 5 percent discount rate.
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Contingent actions are not included in the cost estimate. Note that the cost of this remedy
for on-Site media would be added to the costs of the selected UFA and off-Site surface soil
remedies.
9.1.14 Alternative OnR-5H: Containment/Treatment - Barrier Wall plus III Situ
Biogeochemical Stabilization in the Surficial Aquifer, plus III Situ Soiidification/
Stabilization in the Upper Hawthorn
Capital cost:
$62.4 million
Annual O&M costs: $165,000
Total Present Worth: $65.4 million

This alternative is a combination of the containment and treatment remedies in OnR-5C and
the ISS/S treatment in the Upper Hawthorn as described in OnR-5F. This remedy includes
installing a vertical barrier wall around the DNAPL source areas to the top of the middle clay
unit of the HG. The barrier wall will limit groundwater intlow to (and outtlow from)
DNAPL-impacted areas. A capped soil-consolidation area for excavated soil will be
established inside the barrier-wall area. The cap covering the vertical wall containment zone
will also serve to minimize storm water intiltration into the containment zone, thereby
minimizing the water recharge into the containment zone. Outside the barrier wall, surface
regrading and covers will eliminate potential exposure to impacted soil (soil with constituent
concentrations that result in estimated potential risks that exceed applicable risk limits).
ISGS injections will take place in the Surticial Aquifer to treat DNAPL and reduce COC
mobility. ISS/S mixing will take place in the Upper Hawthorn to treat DNAPL and reduce
eoc mobility. Operation of a modi tied version of the Surficial Aquifer groundwater
extraction system will continue until it is no longer needed.
Overall Protection v(HlIlllun Health and the Environment
The combination of soil cover and institutional controls of remedy OnR-5H would be highly
protective against potential exposures to Site-related contaminants in surface soils and would
protect surtace water from potential impacted runoff.

The principal contaminant source areas ofthe Surticial Aquifer would be treated by ISGS to
signiticantly reduce potential future impacts to groundwater. ISGS would also remove some
COC mass through oxidation. The principal contaminant source areas of the Upper
Hawthorn would be soliditied in place to significantly reduce future impacts to groundwater.
Additionally, the barrier-wall system would limit groundwater tlow through principal
contam inant source areas.
Potential groundwater impacts would largely be contained within the barrier wall. Potential
groundwater impacts outside of the barrier wall would be addressed by (I) continuing
extraction of Surticial Aqui fer groundwater (eventually to be phased out). (2) natural
attenuation where there are low-level exceedances of cleanup goals, and (3) Iseo
application in the HG if necessary. Monitoring would be used to demonstrate that
groundwater concentrations outside the containment area are decreasing to below appl icable
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groundwater protection standards (e.g. GCTLs). Institutional controls would prevent
potential exposure to impacted groundwater on Site.
These measures would achieve the RAOs of mitigating potentially unacceptable risks to
potential receptors and mitigating potential migration of contaminated groundwater.
Remedy OnR-5H would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Compliance with ARARs

The remedial actions would result in meeting groundwater protection standards at TPOCs
and eventually throughout the Surticial Aquifer and HG outside of the containment area.
Afier the soil cover is constructed, potential excess lifetime cancer risks from direct exposure
to Site-related contaminants in on-Site soil are expected to be well below I x 10-6 and the
non-cancer HI would be well below I. The potential tor future surface water impacts would
be very low.
All excess soil would be managed within the Site AOe. which would avoid certain
conditions and restrictions on transportation and disposal of potentially hazardous waste.
Treated groundwater would continue to be discharged under the conditions of a GRU
sanitary-sewer discharge permit. Groundwater treatment residuals would continue to be
managed, transported, and disposed of in compliance with appropriate regulations. Storm
water controls would result in compliance with ARARs during and after remedy
construction. UIC requirements would be met for application of ISGS and ISCO. This
remedy would comply with all ARARs, and therefore would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Lvng- Term Effectivel/ess al/d Permanence

The remedial actions of OnR-5H would substantially reduce the long-term likelihood of
potential exposure to impacted soil, sediment, or groundwater. The highest-concentration
areas of surface soil would be beneath an engineered cover. Potential DNAPL groundwater
impacts would be contained, and dissolved phase groundwater contamination will be
remediated to cleanup goals through ISCO and/or natural attenuation. Institutional controls
would be effective at limiting potential contact with impacted soil or impacted groundwater.
Potential future impacts to surtace water would not be expected.
The principal contaminant source areas would also be treated by ISS/S and ISGS to limit
(but not eliminate) ongoing impacts to groundwater and to reduce or eliminate the need tor
hydraulic containment. ISGS is an innovative technology that has been tested at this Site
and has shown some success at other sites. The ISGS Site study suggested that encrustation
ofDNAPL likely would be persistent and not be subject to reversibility under likely future
geochemical conditions (Adventus, 2009a). However, further Site-specitic testing will be
mandatory to determine specific parameters and site-specitic effectiveness (such as the
radius of intluence tor effective implementation). In addition, implementing ISGS at this
Site will include a requirement for ongoing demonstration of effectiveness over time.
Specific criteria for indicating when reinjection or retreatment is needed would be
established during remedial design for this Site.
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Other technologies used in this remedy are proven and well tested in the field. Their long
term performance has been demonstrated. This primary criterion would be met for remedy
OnR-4B.
Redllction otToxicity. !vfobilitv. or Va/lillie bv Treatment

ISS/S of Upper Hawthorn soils would signiticantly decrease the potential mobility ofCOCs
by binding the contaminants and DNAPL to the soil and reducing hydraulic conductivity of
the treated area. This stabilization would result in reducing or eliminating groundwater
circulation through the impacted areas, thus reducing the dissolved-phase plume volume.
ISGS of Surficial Aquifer soils would significantly decrease the potential mobility ofCOCs
by encapsulating DNAPL in soil. ISGS would also reduce soil hydraulic conductivity and
destroy some of the COC mass through oxidation. The source treatment would also reduce
the dissolved-phase plume volume. Targeted ISCO/ISGS treatment at source area HG wells
would also reduce the volume/mobility ofCOCs. Passive removal ofDNAPL (and off-Site
incineration) would also reduce the volume ofCOCs. As stated previously, EPA will require
further Site-specitic testing to determine specitic parameters and likely effectiveness.
Implementing ISGS at this Site will include a requirement for ongoing demonstration of
etfectiveness over time. Specitic criteria for indicating when reinjection or retreatment is
needed would be established during remedial design for this Site.
Surrounding the principal contaminant source areas with slurry walls and
soliditication/stabilization would reduce the potential mobility of contaminants in
groundwater in both the Surficial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn. Graded surface covers
would decrease the potential mobility ofcontaminants by reducing water infiltration through
impacted soils.
Groundwater extraction and treatment would result in removal and immobilization ofCOCs
via transter of mass to treatment residuals.
Ifapplied as a contingency, ISCO injections into the HG would reduce the volume, mobility,
and/or toxicity of COCs in groundwater. Natural attenuation also reduces the toxicity,
mobility, and/or volume of Site contaminants. This primary criterion would be met by
remedy OnR-5H.
Short- Tcrm Effectiveness

Implementing remedy OnR-SH would create short-term risks that would require mitigation.
Implementation oflSGS, ISS/S, barrier walls, and surtace covers will involve substantial use
of heavy equipment, open excavations, handling of potentially harmful chemicals, and
temporary above-ground stockpiling of impacted soil. There will be emissions from
machinery, risks of injury to remediation workers, risks of exposure to on-Site personnel,
and risks of storm water runoff impacts during construction. The short term risks can be
managed through engineering controls, responsible construction management, and sate work
practices.
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It will take a substantial amount of time to implement this remedy. The most time
consuming component of the remedy is ISS/S, which would take approximately 2.S years to
complete. The total time for construction is estimated to be 3 years.

After construction. the Surficial Aquifer plume and Upper Hawthorn impacts would be
largely contained by the slurry walls and solidification/stabilization. Natural attenuation
where there are low-level exceedances of cleanup goals. with ISCO if necessary, would be
used to attain groundwater protection throughout the groundwater plume outside the
containment area. The length of time required for groundwater to meet the groundwater
protection standards at the POCs may be several years. This primary criterion is met by
remedy OnR-SH.
/lIlulelllcntabi Ii tv

Although OnR-S H presents implementation challenges, the remedy is constructible and th is
primary criterion is met. Constructing the barrier wall would require mobilizing large
equipment and materials at and around the Site, which may be logistically challenging. The
design depth of the vertical barrier is near the practical limit of the technology.
The remedy also requires procurement and handling of large volumes of ISGS (catalyzed
sodium permanganate) solution.
Soil generated from slurry-wall construction would need to be managed. There may be
logistical challenges to stockpiling excess soil on-Site. Precautions would be taken to assure
that all storm water was contained.
Cost

The estimated capital cost for remedy OnR-SH is $62.4 million, with ISS/S, ISGS treatment.
slurry wall and surface cover construction being the main contributors. It assumes that the
groundwater treatment system will be operated for 3 years. After that, OM&M costs will be
approximately $16S,000 annually. The NPY cost estimate for this remedy is $6S.4 million.
and is based on a S percent discount rate.
Contingent actions are not included in the cost estimate. Note that the cost ofthis alternative
for on-Site media would be added to the costs of the selected UFA and off-Site surface soil
remed ies.
9.2 Detailed Remedial Alternatives Evaluation: Upper Floridan Aquifer Alternatives

Remedies for UFA groundwater are evaluated separately from those assembled to address
impacted on-Site media and off-Site surface soil. Two remedies considered for the UFA
include No Action (UF A-I) and natural attenuation where there are low-levels exceedances
of clean-up goals with hydraulic containment (UFA-2).
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9.2.1 Alternative UFA-l: No Action

$0 million
Capital cost:
Annual O&M costs: $0
Total Present Worth: $0
The No Action alternative provides a baseline for comparison, and is required by the NCP.
Under the No Action remedy, the existing groundwater monitoring in the UFA would cease.
There would be no restrictions on groundwater use, and no monitoring would be performed
to evaluate whether Site concentrations above the GCTLs were migrating or concentrations
were declining or increasing.
Overall Protection o(HulIllln Health

([lid

the Environment

The No Action alternative for the UF A could fail to meet the RAOs and may, therefore, not
protect human health or the environment. Groundwater extraction at FW-6 and FW-21 B
would be shut down resulting in no controls on the possible migration of potentially
impacted UFA groundwater. Potential off-Site migration of impacted groundwater could not
be detected if the groundwater monitoring system is decommissioned. Therefore, the UFA
No Action alternative does not satis(y this threshold criterion.
COIII{lliclllCe lvitll ARARs

UFA-I would fail to meet chemical-specific ARARs. such as the GCTLs. Contaminant
concentrations above the GCTLs in UFA groundwater would remain unaddressed under this
alternative. The UFA No Action alternative would not be in compliance with local, state and
federal ARARs and it would not satisfy this threshold criterion.
LUlIg- Term Effectivelless

([lid

Permanence

The No Action alternative does not directly address constituent mass in the environment, and
would have only indirect impact on constituent mass through incidental natural attenuation.
However, without monitoring, the degree of such reductions would be unknown. Impacted
UFA groundwater could potentially continue to migrate. No institutional controls would be
implemented to prevent future exposures. Therefore, the No Action alternative may not be
effective in the long term.
Reduction ufTuxicitv. Mohilitv, or f·'olume bv Treatment

The No Action alternative does not include any treatment technology components. It would
have only indirect impact on T/MIV of UFA contaminants through natural attenuation.
However, without monitoring, the degree of such reductions would be unknown.
Short- Term Effectiveness

The UFA No Action alternative includes no implementation activities, and therefore, there
are no additional short-term risks to the community or environment. Implementing this
alternative creates no additional risk in the short-term.
ImplementabiliD'
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There are no impediments to construction, administration, or availability of equipment or
services associated with this alternative.
Cost

The costs for implementing this alternative would be minimal. Note that any cost associated
with the No Action alternative would be added to the base costs of the selected on-Site and
off-Site surface soil remedies.
9,2,2 Alternative UFA-2: Monitored Natural Attenuation with Hydraulic Containment
Capital cost:
$1.34 million
Annual O&M costs: $479,000
Total Present Worth: $8.9 million

This alternative consists ofa combination of two technologies: (I) natural attenuation (for
relatively low and isolated concentrations exceeding GCTLs); and (2) targeted groundwater
extraction for groundwater containing higher and more persistent constituent concentrations.
Overall Protection o(Hl/I1/un Health ({nd the Ellvirollment

The UFA MNA and hydraulic containment alternative would meet the RAOs. Overall
human health and the environment would be protected because groundwater extraction
would (I) remove contaminant mass from the UFA, and (2) prevent groundwater
contaminants trom migrating off-Site. Monitoring would be used to document the
concentration of the UF A plume. MNA has been demonstrated as a viable ongoing process
in the UFA. and, in conjunction with the source control remedy will eliminate dissolved
phase contamination in the UFA. The UFA MNA and hydraulic containment remedy
satisfies th is threshold criterion.
Compliallce with ARARs

Remedy UFA-2 would meet ARARs identitied tor the UFA. Potential groundwater impacts
in the UFA would be hydraulically contained through implementation of targeted
withdrawals, and monitoring would verify plume stability and attenuation. This remedy
would comply with ARARs and it would satisfy this threshold criterion.
Long- Term Effectiveness and Permanence

Remedy UFA-2 would meet the RAOs through continued extraction of impacted
groundwater at selected, locations and through the aquifer's ability to naturally attenuate a
decreasing constituent mass. MNA monitoring would document the effectiveness ofUF A-2.
Therefore, this remedy would meet this primary criterion.
Reduction

or Toxicitv. Mobilitl'. or Volume bv Treatment

The mass of Site-related COCs in the UFA is small. Natural attenuation mechanisms are
expected to reduce COC T/MIY. Groundwater withdrawals will further reduce COC mass in
the aquiter. This primary criterion is met by remedy UFA-2.
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517or/- Terlll Etfi:ctiveness

There would be minimal health and safety risks associated with installing wells, pumps, and
conveyance pipes from UFA wells to the groundwater treatment plant. This primary
criterion is met by remedy UFA-2.
III/plemel/tabi Ii ty

The anticipated activities associated with this remedy (groundwater extraction from wells
combined with a MNA program) can be readily implemented. This primary criterion is met
by the remedy.
Cost

Installation of five extraction wells in the UFA with telescoped casings would cost
approximately $223,000 each. Assuming that groundwater treatment ofthe Surticial Aquifer
continues. the additional OM&M costs for this remedy would likely be approximately
$479.000 annually. Assuming a 5 percent discount rate and 30 years of withdrawal and
monitoring. the NPV of this annual OM&M cost is $8.9 million. Note that this cost would
be added to the base costs of the selected on-Site and off-Site surface soil remedies.
9.3 Detailed Remedial Alternatives Evaluation: Off-Site Surface Soil Remedies

Remedies tor surface soil otf-Site are evaluated separately from impacted on-Site media and
UFA groundwater. Collection ofoff-Site surtace-soil data is still ongoing. Concentrations of
Site-related contaminants in off-Site soil are being compared to the Florida SCTLs. SCTLs
are conservative and protective of human health for intended uses of the land (i.e., there are
different cleanup levels tor residential and commercial land uses). The Florida Department
of Health (FDOH) is conducting health studies in the vicinity ofthe fonner Koppers Site and
continues to issue health advisories as soil sampling results are obtained.
Based on the data obtained to date. it is expected that remedial action will be implemented in
some areas off-Site to the west of the Site. Surtace soil conditions to the north. east. and
south of the Site will be determined during ongoing sample collection. The precise area of
remedial action, if any. is yet to be determined; however. there is enough intonnation to
identity and evaluate potential remedial alternatives.
Four off-Site surface soil remedies (OtR) are considered: No Action (OfR-I). removal (OtR
2). institutional and/or engineering controls (OtR-3), and a hybrid remedy consisting of
removal. institutional controls and/or engineered controls (OtR-4).
9.3.1 Alternative om-I: No Action
Capital cost:
$0 million
Annual O&M costs: $0
Total Present Worth: $0
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The No Action alternative provides a baseline for comparison, and is required by the NCP.
There would be no restrictions on land use in the residential area west of the facility, and no
actions would be implemented to address contaminant concentrations in the soil.
Overall Protection o(Hulllan Health and the Environment

The No Action alternative would fail to reduce any potentially unacceptable risks posed by
contaminants in surface soils at properties that do not meet selected cleanup goals based on
guidance for Florida's SCTLs. Human health and the environment would not be protected at
such properties. Therefore, the No Action alternative may not satisfy this threshold criterion
at some properties.
Compliance with ARARs

The No Action alternative for off.. Site surface soil would fail to meet ARARs at properties
for which potential risks exceed selected cleanup goals based on guidance tor Florida's
SCTLs. Any potentially unacceptable risk associated with dermal contact, inhalation, or
ingestion of soil would remain unaddressed with tile No Action alternative.
Long.. Term Ef{ectivcness and Permancnce

At properties that do not meet selected cleanup goals based on guidance tor Florida's
SCTLs, surtace soil posing potentially unacceptable risks would remain in place. No
institutional controls would be implemented to prevent potential future exposures.
Theretore. the No Action alternative would be ineffective in the long term.
Reduction otToxicity. Mobilitv. or Volume bv Treatment

The No Action alternative does not include any treatment technology component. There
would be no decrease in toxicity, mobility, or volume ofCOCs.
Short.. Term Effectiveness

The No Action alternative does not include any implementation activities, and theretore.
there are no additional short-term risks to the community or environment. By default, this
alternative would not create additional risks during implementation because there would be
no actions to implement.
Jlllplemenfabi Ii tv

There are no constructability, administrative, or availability impediments associated with
implementing this alternative.
Cost

The costs for implementing this alternative would be minimal. Note that any cost associated
with the No Action alternative would be added to the base costs of the selected on-Site and
UFA remedies.
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9.3.2 Alternative OfR-2: Remove Impacted Soil
Capital cost:
$5.66 Million
Annual O&M costs: $15,000
Total Present Worth: $6.1 Million
This approach. although disruptive of residential lives and privacy during implementation. is
a one-time action that permanently eliminates the potential risk associated with potential off
Site exposure to the impacted soil and does not require continual long-term maintenance.
Soil that is removed would be transported to the former Koppers Inc. property tor further
action consistent with the onsite alternative selected.
Overall Protection o(Hum{[n Health and the Envirollment

The removal of impacted soil provides protection of human health within the areas
surrounding the Site exceeding selected cleanup goals based on guidance for Florida's
SCTLs. After completion of the removal and property restoration. none of the surface soil
would present potentially unacceptable risks.
Compliance lvith ARARs

The soil removal action would comply with chemical-specific ARARs. After completion of
the removal action, none of the remaining surtace soil would present potentially
unacceptable risks. ARARs associated with excavation and soil transport would apply to
this alternative. Location-specitic ARARs also would be met by OtR-2.
LOlIg- Term Effectiveness {mel Permallence

The soil removal action would be permanent and effective in the long-term.
Reduction o(Toxicitv, klobiliol, or Volume by Treatment

The soil removal is not a treatment action; however, it would reduce T/MIY ofcontaminants
associated with surface soil in off-Site areas to allowable levels. The soil would be
transported to another location where contaminants would be unavailable for exposure to
residents. The soil would be managed with soil derived from on-Site remedial activities.
Shor{- Term Egecfiveness

The process of excavating otT-Site soil and transporting it onto the Site property (ifselected
as the disposal option) likely will create substantial amounts of dust and other risks
associated with operation of large trucks and heavy equipment. The exposure to
contaminants in soil may increase while the remedy is implemented. This potential increase
in exposure will require short term safety controls, such as temporary relocation, dust control
and air monitoring, tor the residential population.
[mplemelltabiIiOl

The removal action consists of well established excavation technologies. Contractors and
vendors for this remedy exist and are readily available tor this type of project. Access
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between the residential areas and the western portion of the Site can be created. Access to
and availability of sufficient volumes of clean till material is likely.
Cost

Actual capital costs for this excavataion remedy are based almost entirely on the actual soil
volume that will be addressed. The sampling and assessment program tor off-Site surface
soil has not been completed at this time. Although, the exact number of parcels requiring
specific action is unknown at this time, upper bound assumptions were made to develop an
estimate of cost. A total of 35 acres (approximately 100 parcels of residential- or
commercial-use lots) were assumed to require excavation down to 2 teet bls, and clean till
equivalent to 2.5 teet was assumed to be needed to restore excavation areas. Based on these
assumptions, the total volume of soil is estimated to be 113,000 cubic yards. Under these
assumptions, the capital costs for this remedy option is $5.66 million with a minimal annual
maintenance cost of $15,000 per year tor 30 years. This results in an estimate of $6.1
million tor OtR-2. Note that the cost tor this remedy will be added to the base costs of the
selected on-Site and UFA remedies.
9.3.3 Alternative Om-3: Institutional and Engineering Controls
Capital cost:
$9.48 Million
Annual O&M costs: $150,000
Total Present WOIth: $11.9 Million

This alternative includes administrative and/or engineering actions intended to control the
potentially complete exposure pathways between contaminants in soils and otT-Site receptors
rather than removing the contaminated soil. Preventing a receptor from contacting
contam inants in environmental media is eftectively the same as el im inating the potential
exposure tor that receptor. Both institutional and engineering controls would be applied in a
way that reduces or eliminates exposure to surface soil in the affected area. Engineering
controls encompass a variety ofengineered remedies to contain or reduce contamination, or
physical barriers intended to limit access to property. Engineering controls, as they relate to
the otT-Site properties, include tences, signs, caps or barriers. It can also include purchase of
property to eliminate direct exposure of residents to contaminated soil.
Overall Pmtection O(HlIlIUll/ Health

{[lid

the Environll/ent

Overall protection ofthe off-Site human receptors can be accomplished through institutional
and/or engineering controls. These actions control exposure to contaminants in off·Site
soils; they do not eliminate or move contaminated soil. Overall protection of human health
and the environment can be accomplished through appropriate controls that are maintained
tor the long term.
Compliance with ARARs

ARARs are met when ofT-Site residential or commercial receptors are prevented from
contacting surface soil that poses a potentially unacceptable risk.
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LOlIg- Term E(fectiveJ/ess alld Permanence

Soils containing contaminants will remain in place. Therefore, the controls must be made
effective and long lasting. Institutional controls require long-term compliance with land use
restrictions to be etfective. Engineering controls require long-term maintenance.
Reduction o(Toxici0'. /vlobilitv. or Volume bv TrealmeJ/t

This alternative does not include any treatment technology component. A soil cover would
prevent contact with COCs in soil posing a potentially unacceptable risk, but engineering
controls would not reduce the inherent toxicity or volume of the contaminants in soils.
SlIorl- Term Eaccliveness

This remedy is less disruptive than excavation. though some disruption would be required
tor soil covers. Implementing the administrative actions would not create additional risk to
people on the surrounding properties.
fll1plemelllabi lity

This alternative poses signiticant implementability challenges tor installation ofsoil covers,
but the challenges are less than soil removal. Implementing the engineering and institutional
controls will require the consent of the affected property owners.
Cost

The sampling and assessment program tor off-Site surtace soil has not been completed at this
time. Although, the exact number of parcels requiring specific action is unknown at this
time, upper-bound assumptions were made to develop an estimate of cost. A total of 100
parcels of residential- or commercial-use properties were assumed to require some action.
Ofthose, it was assumed that the owners of 50 properties would agree to sell their properties,
with the remaining parcels to be protected through a combination of institutional and
engineering controls. Under these assumptions, the capital cost tor this remedy option is
estimated to be $9.48 million with a minimal annual maintenance ofengineering controls of
$150,000 per year tor 30 years. This results in an estimate of$II.9 million tor OtR-3. Note
that the cost tor this alternative will be added to the base costs of the selected on-Site and
UFA remedies.
9.3.4 Alternative OfR-4: Removal, Institutional Controls, and/or Engineering Controls
(Hybrid)
Capital cost:
$7.18 Million
Annual O&M costs: $65,000
Total Present Worth: $8.3 Million

This alternative consists of a combination of removal and institutional and engineering
controls. The distinction between soil to be excavated and soil to be addressed by
institutional and engineering controls will be based on contaminant concentration(s). parcel
land use (present and future), and, most importantly, property-owner preterences. Soil that is
removed would be transported to the on-site property tor further action consistent with the
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onsite remedy selected. Engineering controls encompass a variety ofengineered remedies to
contain or reduce con tam ination. or physical barriers intended to Iim it access to property.
Engineering controls, as they relate to the off-Site properties, include fences, signs, caps or
barriers. In this case, engineering controls also include purchase of properties to eliminate
exposure pathways.
Overall Protection o(HlIfllon Health and the Environment

Overall protection ofthe off-Site human receptors is accomplished through a combination of
soil removal and controls to prevent potential exposure.
Compliance with ARARs

ARARs are met through a combination of soil removal and controls to prevent potential
exposure. This combination of approaches is provided in guidance for Florida SCTLs.
Long- Tcrm Eft'cctivencss (lnd Perm(lnence

This remedy would be eftective in the long term through a combination of soil removal and
permanent controls to prevent potential exposure.
Reduction o(ToxiciQ'. NfobiliQ'. or Volume bv Trcatment

Same as previous alternatives.
Short- Tcrlll Effectiveness

There would be disruptions and short-term risks in the otT-Site areas that would need to be
mitigated as part of this alternative.
lmplementabi Ii 0'

This alternative provides maximum tlexibility in implementability by allowing different
approaches. as warranted, tor different areas.
Cost

The sampling and assessment program for off-Site surface soil has not been completed at this
time. Although. the exact number of parcels requiring specific action is unknown at this
time, upper bound assumptions were made to develop an estimate of cost. A total of 31.5
acres (retlecting approximately 90 parcels of residiential- and commercial-use property)
were assumed to require excavation down to 2 feet bls. and clean fill equivalent to 2.5 teet
tor restoring the excavated areas. Based on these assumptions, the total volume of soil
assumed to need excavation is 102.000 cubic yards. Furthermore, it was assumed that the
owners of 10 percent of parcels (Le.. 10 properties) would agree to sell their property. Those
properties would be addressed through a combination of institutional and engineering
controls. Under these assumptions, the capital costs tor this remedy option is $7.18 million
with a minimal annual maintenance for cover and engineering controls of$65,000 per year
tor 30 years. This results in an estimate of$8.3 million forOtR-4. Note that the cost forthis
alternative will be added to the base costs of the selected on-Site and UFA remedies.
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9.4 Offsite Sediment Alternative
The Agency evaluated the PRP's 20 I 0 ecological screening level risk assessment and its
accompanying revisions and does not believe that it provides an adequate basis to select
remedial goals for offsite sediment. EPA drew this conclusion because this assessment was
based on assumptions used in the screening level risk assessment that have not yet obtained
acceptance by EPA and Florida DEP. The Agency gave PRP the opportunity to provide an
adequate ecological assessment; however, the product delivered was not adequate for
determining risks to ecological receptors. Therefore, EPA is utilizing conservative default
ecological endpoints described below in identification and selection of cleanup goals for
remedial goal selection with provision for utilizing background concentrations in
determining appropriate cleanup goals should background concentrations be found to exceed
the threshold effect concentration (TEC) levels.

The selected remedy address citizen concerns with the creeks in two distinct ways. First, to
address previous contamination of the sediments in each creek, sediments that have
contaminant concentrations associated with either former Cabot Carbon or Koppers that
exceed the threshold effects concentrations (i.e. contaminant concentrations in excess of
levels that would adversely drect animal life) are required to be excavated and replaced with
clean till material. Assessment of creek sediments is ongoing. To address possible future
impacts on sediments, the tonner Koppers facility is required to construct and operate a
detention/retention pond(s) to capture storm water from the tonner Koppers Site prior to
allowing it to be discharged to the tributary to Springstead Creek. The detention/retention
pond(s) will be designed. including placement, during the remedial design of the on-site
remedy.
Although future migration ofcontaminated soils due to storm water tlow is highly unlikely
due to the implementation of Site surface covers and consolidation ofcontaminated materials
beneath a low-permeability cover/cap, storm water capture will allow potentially
contaminated sediment to settle so that it will not be released to the creeks.
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Comparative Analysis of Alternatives

All of the remedial alternatives were examined with respect to the requirements in the NCP,
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) (40 CFR Part 300.430[e] [9] iii), CERCLA. and factors
described in Guidance for Conducting Remedial Investigations and Feasibility Stlldies
Under CERCLA (EPA. 1988). The nine evaluation criteria include the following:
Threshold Criteria
•
•

Overall protection of human health and the environment; and.
Compliance with ARARs.

Balancing Criteria
•
•
•
•
•

Short-term effectiveness;
Long-term effectiveness and permanence;
Reduction of mobility, toxicity, or volume through treatment;
Implementability; and,
Cost.

Modifying Criteria
•
•

State acceptance: and
Community acceptance.

A comparative analysis of the alternatives based on the threshold and balancing evaluation
criteria is presented below. The objective of this section is to compare and contrast the
alternatives to support selection of the remedy for the Site.
10.1 Overall Protection of Human Health and the Environment

With the exception of the no action alternatives and OnR-2. each alternative satisfies the
threshold criterion of overall protection of human health and the environment and
cOinpliance with ARARs.
10.2 Compliance with ARARs

Section 121 (d) ofCERCLA and NCP §300.430(t)( I )(ii)(B) require that RAs at Superfund
sites at least attain legally applicable or relevant and appropriate Federal and State
requirements, standards, criteria. and limitations. which are collectively referred to as
"ARARs," unless such ARARs are waived under CERCLA Section 121 (d)(4).
Applicable requirements are those cleanup goals, standards ofcontrol, and other substantive
requirements, criteria, or limitations promulgated under Federal or State environmental laws
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or facility siting laws that specifically address a hazardous substance. pollutant. contaminant.
RA. location. or other circumstance found at a Superfund site. Only those State standards
that are identified by a state in a timely manner and that are more stringent than Federal
requirements may be applicable. Relevant and appropriate requirements are those cleanup
goals. standards of control. and other substantive requirements. criteria. or limitations
promulgated under Federal or State environmental laws or facility siting laws that. while not
"applicable" to a hazardous substance. pollutant. contaminant. RA. location. or other
circumstance at a Superfund site. address problems or situations suniciently similar to those
encountered at the Superfund site that their use is well-suited to the particular site. Only
those State standards that are identified in a timely manner. and are more stringent than
Federal requirements. may be relevant and appropriate. Compliance with ARARs addresses
whether a remedy will meet all of the ARARs of other Federal and State environmental
statutes or provides a basis for invoking waiver.
Each remedial alternative is evaluated for its compliance with ARARs as defined in
CERCLA Section 121 (t). The following items must be considered during the evaluation:
o

•

•

Compliance with contaminant-specific ARARs (i.e .. MCLs). This consideration
includes whether contaminant-specific ARARs can be met and whether a waiver may
be appropriate if they cannot be met.
Compliance with location-specific ARARs (i.e.. protection of historic sites,
regulations regarding activities near wetlands!tloodplains). This consideration
includes whether location-specific ARARs can be met or waived.
Compliance with action-specifiC ARARs (i.e.. RCRA treatment technology
standards). This consideration includes whether action-specific ARARs can be met
or waived.

With the exception of the no action alternatives. each alternative satisfies the threshold
criterion of compliance with ARARs. OnR-2 was ranked lower than the other on-Site
alternatives because it might not comply with all chemical-specific ARARs. and therefore
would potentially not satisfy this threshold criterion.
10.3 Long-Term Effectiveness and Permanence

Long-term effectiveness and permanence reters to expected residual risk and the ability ofa
remedy to maintain reliable protection of human health and the environment over time. until
all clean-up levels have been met. This criterion includes the consideration of residual risk
that will remain following remediation and the adequacy and reliability of controls. Each
alternative. except the No Action Alternative I, provides some degree of long-term
protection. Evaluation of the long-term effectiveness and permanence of a remedial
alternative addresses the outcome of a remedial alternative in terms of the risk remaining at
the site after RAOs are achieved. Long-term effectiveness is evaluated based on the
tollowing three factors:
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•

•

•

Magnitude of the remaining risk. This consideration addresses the residual risk
remaining ti'om untreated waste or treatment residuals at the end of the remedial
acti v ities;
Adequacy of controls. This consideration addresses the adequacy and suitability of
the controls, if necessary, that are used to manage the treatment residuals or
untreated wastes that remain at the Site; and
Reliability of the controls. This consideration addresses the long-term reliability of
management controls, ifused, for providing continued protection from the treatment
residuals or untreated wastes.

10.3.1 On-Site Alternatives
The No Action alternative has no long-term etTectiveness toward addressing the RAOs, thus
it received the lowest score. OnR-2 is less effective and permanent in the long-term because
so little active remediation is implemented by that alternative. The two excavation
alternatives. OnR-3A and OnR-3B. are ranked higher than other alternatives based on their
permanent removal action (excavation and on-Site disposal) ofcontaminated media. Each of
the other alternatives has a high likelihood of long-term effectiveness and permanence. ICs
will be necessary for all alternatives to ensure compatible land use is maintained. Similarly.
all alternatives would necessitate Five-Year Reviews of remedy protectiveness since
unrestricted use/unlimited exposure criteria would not be met. Adequate and reliable
controls can be readily established for all of the alternatives.
10.3.2 Upper Floridan Aquifer Alternatives
The No Action alternative does not directly address constituent mass in the environment, and
would have only indirect impact on constituent mass through incidental natural attenuation.
UFA-2 would meet the RAOs through continued extraction of impacted groundwater at
selected, adaptable locations and the through aquifer's ability to naturally attenuate a
decreasing constituent mass.
10.3.3 Off-Site Alternatives
The No Action alternative would be ineffective in the long term at properties that do not
meet selected cleanup goals based on guidance for Florida SCTLs. Contaminated soil
removal actions outlined in OtR-2 and OfR-4 would be permanent and effective in the long
term. OfR-3 requires the ICs that require long-term compliance with land use restrictions and
engineering controls that require long-term maintenance so it was rated lower than OfR-2.
The hybrid, OfR-4, requires ICs and engineering controls as well, but it does include
excavation, so it was ranked higher than OfR-3 but lower than OtR-2.
10.4 Reduction of Mobility, Toxicity, or Volume through Treatment

Reduction of Mobility, Toxicity, or Volume (M/TN) through treatment reters to the
anticipated performance of the treatment technologies that may be included as part of a
remedy. This criterion addresses the statutory preference for selecting a RA that employs
treatment technologies that are able to permanently and significantly reduce the M/TN of
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the COCs as their principal element. The ability of a remedial alternative to reduce the
M/TIV of the COCs is evaluated based on the following five factors:
•
•

•
•
•

The treatment processes. the remed ies employed and the materials they treat;
The amount (mass or volume) of hazardous materials that will be destroyed or
treated by the remedial alternative. including how the principal threat(s) will be
addressed;
The degree of expected reduction in M/TIV of COCs, measured as a percentage of
reduction or order of magn itude;
The degree to which the treatment is irreversible: and
The type and quantity of treatment residuals that would remain following the
treatment actions.

10.4.1 On-Site Alternatives
The No Action alternative does not include any treatment technologies or remedy
components. It would not reduce the T/M/V ofcontaminants in soils or groundwater. OnR
38 was judged the most etfective alternative in this regard. It involves excavation to the
middle clay and treatment ofthe excavated soil by SIS. This would signiticantly decrease the
mobility of COCs by binding the contaminants and DNAPL to the soil and reducing
hydraulic conductivity ofthe treated volume. Although the mobility ofthe contaminants will
be reduced by the barrier wall system in both the Surficial Aquiter and Upper Hawthorn and
graded surtace covers would decrease the potential mobility of contaminants by reducing
water intiltration through impacted soils, OnR-5A wasjudged the least effective alternative
with regard to reducing M/TIV. The toxicity and volume of the contaminants would remain
unchanged in the containment cell. It is noteworthy that this is a relative scale; in other
words, the other alternatives are superior to OnR-5A in this regard, but may not retlect actual
eftectiveness tor site conditions. The barrier wall system is etfective but less so in reducing
M/TIV than the other alternatives.
10.4.2 Upper Floridan Aquifer Alternatives
The No Action alternative does not include any treatment technology components. It would
have only indirect impact on T/MIV ofUFA contaminants through natural attenuation. The
groundwater withdrawals and natural attenuation mechanisms outlined in UFA-2 reduce and
eventually eliminate COC mass in the aquifer.
10.4.3 Off-Site Alternatives
The No Action alternative (OfR-1 ) and Institutional and Engineering Controls alternative
(OtR-3) do not include any treatment technology component. There would be no decrease in
toxicity, mobility. or volume ofCOCs. For this reason. both received the lowest possible
score. The soil removal outlined in OfR-2 and OfR-4 would reduce T/MIV of contaminants
associated with surtace soil in off-Site areas to allowable levels. However. this is a removal
not a treatment action so each alternative was awarded a moderate score.
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10.5 Short-Term Effectiveness

Short-term effectiveness evaluates the period of time needed to implement the remedy and
any adverse impacts that may be posed to workers, the community and the environment
during RA until cleanup objectives are achieved. The short-term effectiveness ofa remedial
alternative is evaluated with respect to its effect on human health and the environment during
its implementation. Short-term eftectiveness is evaluated based on the tollowing four
factors:
•

•

•

•

Protection of the community during the RA. This consideration addresses any risk
that results from the implementation of the RA (i.e., dust from an excavation) that
may affect human health
Protection of workers during the RA. This consideration addresses threats that may
aftect workers and the effectiveness and reliability of protective measures that may
be taken
Environmental impacts. This consideration addresses the potential adverse
environmental impact that may result from the implementation of the remedial
alternative and evaluates how effective available mitigation measures would be to
prevent or reduce the impact
The amount of time required until the RAOs are achieved. This consideration
includes an estimate of the time required to achieve protection for the entire Site or
for individual elements associated with specitic Site areas of threats.

10.5.1 On-Site Alternatives
The No Action alternative does not include any implementation activities; therefore, there
are no additional short-term risks to the community or environment. This alternative is
theretore considered to be effective in the short-term and thus received the maximum score.
Similarly. OnR-2 is simply the continuation of the current interim remedial measures with
the addition of surface regrading and cover to prevent direct exposure. Short-term risks are
low. The excavation options, OnR-3A and OnR-3 B, were deemed to have short-term risks
that will require mitigation. Excavation. ex sitll soliditication. and surtace covers will
involve substantial use of heavy equipment, large open excavations, and temporary above
ground stockpiling of impacted soil. There will be emissions from machinery, risks of injury
to remediation workers, risks of exposure to on-Site personnel, and risks of surface water
runoff impacts during construction. The short term risks can be managed through
engineering controls, responsible construction management and sate work practices.
10.5.2 Upper Floridan Aquifer Alternatives
The No Action alternative includes no implementation activities, and therefore, there are no
additional short-term risks to the community or environment. There would be minimal health
and safety risks associated with installing wells, pumps, and conveyance pipes from UFA
wells to the groundwater treatment plant as outlined in UFA-2.
10.5.3 Off-Site Alternatives
The No Action alternative does not include any implementation activities, and theretore.
there are no additional short-term risks to the community or environment. Excavations
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outlined in Offi-2 and Offi-4 will create substantial amounts of dust and other risks
associated with operation of large trucks and heavy equipment. The exposure to
contaminants in soil may increase while the remedy is implemented. This potential increase
in exposure will require short term safety controls, such as temporary relocation, dust control
and air monitoring, for the residential and business population.
10.6 Implementability

Implementability addresses the technical and administrative feasibility of a remedy from
design through construction and operation. Factors such as avai labi Iity of services and
materials, administrative feasibility. and coordination with other governmental entities are
also considered.
10.6.1 On-Site Alternatives
The No Action alternative is implementable because no action is performed. The barrier
wall alternatives ("OnR-5" series) present implementation challenges, but these challenges
can be overcome. Treatability studies will be required to select the slurry mix design and to
determine the long-term compatibility of the backfill. Constructing the barrier wall will
require mobilizing large equipment and materials at and around the Site, which may be
logistically challenging. The design depth of the vertical barrier is near the practical limit of
the technology. Excavation alternatives OnR-3A and OnR-3B present very serious
implementation challenges. Extremely large excavations would be required, extremely large
quantities of soi I would need to be processed, and extremely large volumes of groundwater
will require treatment and disposal. The amount of space, equipment. and time needed
would be much larger than any other remedy considered and may be infeasible. Institutional
controls imposed under all alternatives are considered to be readily implementable.
10.6.2 Upper Floridan Aquifer Alternatives
The No Action alternative includes no implementation activities. The anticipated activities
associated with UF A-2 (groundwater extraction from wells combined with a MNA program)
can be readily implemented.
10.6.3 Off-Site Alternatives
There are no constructability, administrative, or availability impediments associated with the
No Action alternative. OfR-3 poses some implementability challenges for installation of soil
covers, but the challenges are less than soil removal (OtR-2 and OfR-4). Implementing the
engineering and institutional controls outlined in OtR-3 and OfR-4 will require the consent
of the property owners affected. The soil removal described in OtR-2 and OtR-4 consist of
well-developed excavation equipment and technologies. Access between the residential areas
and the western portion of the Site can be created. Access to and availability of sufficient
volumes of clean till material is likely.
10.7 Cost

For each remedial alternative, a minus 30 to plus 50 percent cost estimate has been
developed. Cost estimates for each remedial alternative are based on conceptual engineering
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and design and are expressed in 20 I 0 dollars. The cost estimate for each remed ial
alternative consists of the following four general categories:
•

•

•

•

Capital Costs. These costs include the expenditures that are required tor construction
of the remedial alternative (direct costs) and non-construction/overhead costs
(indirect costs). Capital costs are exclusive of the costs required to operate and
maintain the remedial alternative throughout its use. Direct costs include the labor.
equipment and supply costs. including contractor markups for overhead and profit,
associated with activities such as mobilization. monitoring, site work. installation of
treatment systems, and disposal costs. Indirect costs include items required to
support the construction activities. but are not directly associated with a speci fic
item.
Total Construction Costs. These costs include the capital costs with the addition of
the contractor fee (at 10 percent of capital costs). engineering and administrative
costs (at 15 percent of capital costs). and a contingency allowance set at 25 percent
of the capital costs with contractor fees and engineering and administrative costs.
Present Worth O&M Costs. These costs include the post-construction cost items
required to ensure or verify the continued effectiveness of the remedial alternative.
O&M costs typically include long-term power and material costs (i.e .. operational
cost ofa water treatment facil ity). equipment replacement/repair costs. and long-term
monitoring costs (i.e .. labor and laboratory costs). including contractor markups for
overhead and protit. Present worth analysis is based on a five percent discount rate
over a period of 30 years.
Total Present Worth Costs. This is the sum of the total construction costs and
present worth O&M costs and torms the basis for comparison ofthe various remedial
alternatives.

10.7.1 On-Site Alternatives

Based on a conceptual-level cost estimate and preliminary assumptions, the estimated costs
tor the on-site remaining alternatives are summarized in Table 9.
10.7.2 Upper Floridan Aquifer Alternatives

Based on a conceptual-level cost estimate and preliminary assumptions, the estimated costs
tor the on-site remaining alternatives are summarized in Table 9.
10.7.3 Off-Site Alternatives
Since soil volume and the specitic approach chosen by property owners are unknown at this
time. the cost and remediation timeframe tor the off-Site alternative are only estimated based
on preliminary conceptual-level assumptions. These costs are summarized on Table 9. Each
atTected private property owner will be contacted by the PRP to discllss the best approaches
to address the soi I impacts on their private property.
10.8 Modifying Criteria

State and community acceptance are modifying criteria that shall be considered in selecting
the RA.
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10.8.1 State/Support Agency Acceptance
The State of Florida, as represented by FDEP, has assisted in the Superfund process through
the review of the RifFS documents and has actively participated in the decision making
process. Based on this interaction, it is expected that FDEP will support the selected
remedy.
10.8.2 Community Acceptance
Approximately 1000 copies of the Proposed Plan were mailed to citizens in neighborhoods
adjacent to the Site. The notice of availability of documents pertinent to the proposed
remedy was published in the Gainesville 511n newspaper on July 15,2010. EPA Region 4
presented the Proposed Plan to the community on August 5, 2010 and held a public comment
period from July 15 through August 15,2010. Subsequently, the EPA determined that it
should provide more details and clarification of the preferred remedy in response to
questions and concerns voiced by the community during the public meeting. Two separate
fact sheets. one tor the preferred remedy and one tor off-Site soil cleanup activities, were
prepared. A public availability session was held on October 6,2010 to provide an additional
opportunity tor the community to address any remaining questions that they may have about
Site cleanup. EPA's responses to questions and comments received are included in the
Responsiveness Summary which is Appendix A to this ROD.
10.9 Principal Threat Wastes

The NCP establishes an expectation that EPA will address the principal threats posed by a
site through treatment wherever practicable (NCP §300.430(a)( I )(iii)(A)). Identitying
principal threat waste combines concepts ofboth hazard and risk. In general, principal threat
wastes are those source materials considered to be highly toxic or highly mobile, which
generally cannot be contained in a reliable manner or would present a signiticant risk to
human health or the environment should exposure occur.
Principal threat wastes (DNAPL and DNAPL-impacted soil) will be dealt with by a
combination of containment and two torms oftreatment: ISGS and ISS/S. The containment
mechanism will be a vertical retaining/barrier wall installed to encircle each source area and
to extend vertically to the top of the HG middle clay, approximately 65 feet deep. The total
length of the barrier walls will be approximately 4,800 feet and the total vertical square
footage will be 314,000 square feet.
The ISGS technology uses a butTered solution of sodium permanganate and catalysts
injected into the target zone to reduce the tlux of COCs from residual DNAPL into the
aqueous phase and to enhance the bioremediation of the aqueous-phase COCs. The ISGS
technology involves the beneticialmechanisms described below:
I. Chemical and biological oxidation of DNAPL contaminants, especially relatively
low molecular weight contaminants such as naphthalene;
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2. Chemical hardening of remaltlll1g DNAPL which would be composed of
proportionally higher t1'actions of high molecular weight, relatively insoluble organic
contam inants;
3. Precipitation of manganese dioxide complexes at the DNAPL interface to encrust the
DNAPL thereby inhibiting dissolution of contaminants into groundwater.
4. Precipitation of manganese dioxide complexes within the interstitial spaces of the
aquifer, etlectively reducing the porosity ofthe aquifer matrix and thereby restricting
the water movement through DNAPL-impacted material.
The ISS/S process involves applying additives, such as cement, lime, fly ash, or polymers, to
bind with the soil particles to reduce the mobility of the contaminants using large diameter
auger drilling/mixing equipment. The desired result is a solidified soil matrix of very low
permeability and high strength. The reduced permeability significantly reduces mass tlux of
all COCs during precipitation intiltration. Chemical tixation of certain COCs to the SIS
matrix may also occur.ISS/S ofDNAPL-impacted soil will significantly reduce the mobility
of DNAPL and Site COCs. The combined use of the ISGS and ISS/S technologies means
that the statutory pre terence tor treatment will be satisfied by the selected remedy.
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11.0

Selected Remedy

11.1 Rationale for the Selected Remedy

Based upon consideration of the requirements of CERCLA, the NCP, OSWER Directive
9285.6-08 (Principles for Managing Contaminated Risks at Hazardous Waste Sites), FDEP
regulations (as ARAR), the detailed analysis of the alternatives, and public and state
comments, EPA has selected the tollowing three-part remedy:
•

•

•

OnR-5H: An on-Site remedy that focuses primarily on addressing impacted
groundwater and sources of contaminants in the surface soil, Surficial Aquifer and
Upper and Lower Hawthorn zones, through a combination of treatment and
conta inment.
UFA-2: A UF A remedy that consists of: (I) targeted groundwater extraction tor
groundwater contain ing higher and more persistent con tam inant concentrations: and
(2) institutional controls and MNA where there are low-level exceedances ofcleanup
goals.
Ot"R-4: An off-Site remedy that includes soil removal and/or institutional and
engineering controls.

Together, the selected remedy components meet the threshold criteria of protection to human
health and the environment and compliance with ARARs. Further, the selected remedy
satisfies the RAOs discussed in Section 8.0. The selected remedy will satisfy the statutory
requirements ofCERCLA Section 121(b) by being protective of human health and the
environment: complying with ARARs: being cost-effective; utilizing permanent solutions
and alternative treatment technologies to the maximum extent practicable: and meeting the
preference for remedies that employ treatment that permanently and significantly reduces the
M/TIV of hazardous wastes as a principal element. This action represents the tinal remedy
selected tor the Site. and, as such, is compatible with the intended future use of the Site. A
fourth component of the remedy wi II address oftsite
11.2 Description of the Selected Remedy

The selected remedy has three parts that address three distinct media groups: on-Site media
(soil and groundwater above the Upper Floridan Aquifer [UFAD, groundwater in the UF A,
and off-Site media (soil, sediment, and surface water). Each is discussed separately below.
11.2.1 On-Site Remedy (OnR-SH)
Implementation details of the relevant components are described
subsections.

III

the tollowing

11.2.1.1 Suil consolidation area. Th is remedy component consists ofestabl ish ing an on-Site
soil consolidation area conceptually shown on Figures 14 and 15. Source area materials
treated in place as well as soil removed from other on-Site and off-Site areas will be
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contained within the consolidation area. The soil consolidation area will be designed to
contain the soil contamination, and to prevent human contact and migration to groundwater
off-Site. The most contaminated soil (principal threat waste [PTWD will be treated within
the consolidation area. An engineered cap will be constructed over the soil-consolidation
area and over the vertical barrier wall (see Section 11.2.1.2). The cap covering the vertical
wall containment zone will serve to minimize storm water infiltration into the containment
zone, thereby minimizing the water recharge into the containment zone. There will be a
gentle slope on the containment area to prevent surface water from accumulating. Other
storm water management controls such as rerouting and detention basins will be used to
reduce the Iikelihood of surface water contact with potentially con tam inated soi I.
11.2.1. 2 ~'erlical barrier wall. This remedial component consists of surrounding the entire
consolidation area with a continuous vertical subsurface barrier wall. Subsurface barrier
walls otten are used in environmental remediation where contaminants that move through
groundwater may pose a potential threat to a source ofdrinking water. They have been used
for decades as long-term solutions for controlling seepage. Barrier walls are typically
constructed of a soi I, bentonite (clay), and water mixture. However, a cement/bentonite or
other mixture may be used for greater structural strength and to reduce degradation due to
chemical interactions. The barrier wall will be joined to the top of the low permeability
Hawthorn Group middle clay unit (approximately 65 feet below ground). Because the
Hawthorn Group middle clay layer does not readily transmit water due to its low
permeability and the surface cover/cap minimizes water from entering from above, the
vertical barrier wall creates a subsurface containment area designed to completely surround
the contaminated soil and groundwater in the surticial aquifer and Upper Hawthorn aquifer.
The cap covering the vertical wall containment zone will minimize storm water intiltration
into the containment zone, thereby minimizing the water recharge through the contaminated
soil.
11.2.1.3 Sill/ace grading and covers. This remedial component mostly applies to on-Site
areas outside of the soil consolidation area. The green area on Figure 14 shows the soil
outside of the consolidation area. First, soil hot spots in this area which exceed soil
leachability target levels will be excavated and placed within the on-Site consolidation area.
Then clean surface soil will be applied such that a minimum of two feet ofclean surface soil
will be in place beneath the final surface. Prior to installation of the surface cover, the Site
will be regraded to redirect storm water runoff away from the consolidation area and
producing non-erosive drainage across the site. The Site grading activity will involve
removal of some surface soils, with placement within the soil consolidation area on-Site.
The installation of an additional surface cover atop of the clean soil of materials consistent
with future land use will minimize penetration of surface water and protect against direct
contact with contaminated soils above residential cleanup levels. Final surface covers may
consist of a hard wearing surface such as concrete or asphalt with appropriate supporting
base material, or, as appropriate, vegetation.

In summary, the potential components of the tinal grading and covering plan may include
(but will not be limited to) one or more of the following:
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Excavation with a two-foot soil cover:
Placement of a two- foot soi I cover without excavation;
Placement of a two-foot soi I cover and covering with a road and or paved parking
area; and
Placement of a Iined pond over exposed soi I.

This remedy component likely will result in the removal of trees on Site. It will be desirable
to keep existing trees as a butler along the western and northern property boundaries near
existing residences. [t will also be desirable to keep many ofthe existing on-Site monitoring
wells (especially in the HG and UFA) intact during this activity; this may require
mod itication of the wells and care during remedy construction.
Dust controls in the form of dust suppression will be implemented through continuous water
application. During the remedial design of the Site remedy, an ambient air monitoring
network to protect surrounding properties will be designed and implemented.
11.2.1.4 Storm water rerouting and detcntion. Th is remedy component consists of storm
water management controls which: (a) mitigate nash runoffevents from the Site, (b) prevent
surface water from contacting media with elevated constituent concentrations. and (c) reduce
potential soil/sediment transport from the Site. This remedy component will be implemented
in concert with the designed surface covers and grading. Storm water controls will consist
of: (a) grading and contouring the Site to direct runoff toward collection points. (b)
installation of one or more detention/retention basins. and (c) possible replacement of the
existing Site storm water ditch with another ditch or with an engineered conveyance such as
an underground concrete pipe (culvert). The locations and design of storm water controls
will be consistent with the expected future use of the Site property.

High-volume storm water tlows will be addressed with one or more constructed detention
ponds. These ponds will be constructed by excavating shallow soil in the pond area(s). The
ponds detain water in low-lying areas and collect water during peak storm events to slow and
reduce the rate of surface water discharge from the Site. The ponds collect sediment and
would require some ongoing maintenance to inspect the ponds and clean out the sediment as
appropriate. A detention pond with a permeable bottom allows collected water to intiltrate
into the subsurface: such a pond would be appropriate where subsurface soil (after
excavation of the pond) does not have elevated. leachable concentrations of Site
contaminants. A pond that is constructed with a bottom liner to prevent intiltration would be
appropriate where elevated. leachable concentratians remain in the subsurtace.
11.2.1.5 Surficial Aquifer hydraulic containment and groundwater monitoring. This remedy
component consists of operating the existing hydraulic containment system including the
perimeter wells and the horizontal groundwater collection drains at the base of the Surticial
Aqui fer near the four principal contam inant source areas. Periodic adj ustments to operations
will be made as necessary to optimize containment and treatment reliability. This remedy
component also includes Surticial Aquifer groundwater monitoring to demonstrate: (a)
containment, (b) compliance at selected monitoring points, and (c) natural attenuation.
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The southernmost extraction wells (E W-13 through EW-17) wi II be abandoned and
containment in this area will be achieved by the slurry wall. Also, extraction at the perimeter
wells will eventually become unnecessary due to source area treatment and containment.
Triggers tor shutting down perimeter extraction wells will be attainment of groundwater
cleanup goals. After shutdown, frequent monitoring will be conducted at the well to
determine whether concentrations rebound back to a determined action level. requiring re
initiation of the extraction. Existing and new monitoring wells between principal
contam inant source areas and the perimeter extraction wells may also be used to define
action levels for perimeter-well withdrawals.
The Surficial Aquiter TPOC wells will be in the immediate vicinity of the eastern and
northern Site property boundaries. Initially, 10 Surticial Aquifer wells will be used to
monitor groundwater quality in the vicinity ofthese two propertyboundaries. The majority of
the Surficial Aquifer monitoring wells will be nested wells completed in the upper ("A"
series monitoring wells) and lower ("B" series monitoring wells) portions of the Surticial
Aquifer. In general, monitoring wells completed in the lower portion ofthe Surticial Aquifer
contain higher constituent concentrations. Therefore, Surticial Aquifer monitoring will
primarily be pertormed in monitoring wells completed in the lower portion of the aquifer
("B" series monitoring wells). Locations of additional monitoring points will be identitied
during remedy design and new wells will be installed during remedy implementation.
There are design options tor the groundwater treatment and discharge systems that will be
considered during tinal design, including:
•

•

Moditication of the groundwater treatment train tor the most reliable and cost
effective COC removal (e.g., ion exchange may be more cost-eftective than
coagulation/precipitation/ti Itering tor arsen ic removal); and
Discharge of treated groundwater to surtace water teeding Springstead Creek. The
discharge flow would be approximately 0.1 cubic teet per second (cfs). Surtace
water discharge concentration criteria would need to be achieved by the groundwater
treatment system.

11.2.1.6 /11 situ solid(jicatiollAfabilizafion (/SS/S) o.lprillcipa/ confaminan! source areas.

This remedy component consists of using an additive mixture to solidify and stabilize source
area soils and aquiter materials in place in both the former North Lagoon and former Drip
Track source areas through the Surticial and Upper Hawthorn aquifers. Both ofthose source
areas have shown evidence of impacting the UFA. Application will extend to approximately
65 teet bls. Based on a pilot test of SIS using Site soils, it is anticipated that an additive such
as bentonite will be necessary (in addition to cement) to achieve a low hydraulic
conductivity matrix. A large diameter auger (6 teet to 12 feet in diameter) will be used to
mix source area soil with the soliditication agent. The precise mixing tormula and rate of
addition will be determined by a treatability study. A range of engineering options and
approaches may be used. The ISS/S will extend to the HG middle clay, approximately 65
teet deep. Excess material will be removed and transported to the soil consolidation area.
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Full treatment of principal contaminant source areas by ISS/S will require
demol ition/dismantl ing of foundations, subsurface uti Iities, and any remain ing structures at
the Former Drip Tracks. The unknown location, condition, and contents of underground
pipes, structures, and toundations signiticantly complicates application ofiSS/S. This action
will also necessitate abandonment of existing monitoring wells within the treatment zones.
The final design ISS/S treatment area will be defined through additional field sampling of
material within and near delineated principal contaminant source areas. DNAPL source
areas would be identified using a combination of indicators potentially including (but not
limited to): visual observation of DNAPL in soil cores, photoionization detector readings,
odors. and comparison of groundwater concentrations with effective solubility. EPA
guidance indicates that groundwater contaminant concentrations approaching 10% solubility
(of naphthalene tor example) could also be used to infer the likely presence of nearby
DNAPL or principal threat waste. Protessional judgment will be required in many cases
when identifying DNAPL source areas and EPA will evaluate and approve the tinallSS/S
design.
The stabilized soils must have a minimum unconfined compressive strength greater than or
equal to 50 pounds per square inch (psi) as measured in accordance with Compressive
Strength of Soil-Cement Mixtures American Society tor Testing Materials (ASTM)
D 1633.2. The stabilized contaminated soils will be tested in accordance with the Synthetic
Precipitation Leaching Procedure (SPLP) EPA Method 1312 such that the leachate is below
maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) or other remedial goals (RGs) tor each constituent.
The stabilized soils will have a permeability of not more than I x 10-6 centimeters per second
(cm/sec).
The eftectiveness ofiSS/S will be monitored by (I) comparing soil samples with and without
treatment, and (2) comparing groundwater concentrations taken betore and after treatment at
wells located near/downgradient of treatment areas.
11.2.1.7 In situ biogeochemical stabilization (ISGS) o(principal contaminant source areas.
This remedy component consists of injecting a catalyzed sodium pennanganate solution
within the South Lagoon and Former Process Area source areas using a series of borings.
Neither of these source areas has shown evidence of impacting the UFA. ISGS is an
innovative technology that has been tested at this Site and has shown some success at other
sites. The ISGS Site study suggested that encrustation ofDNAPL likely would be persistent
and not be subject to reversibility under likely future geochemical conditions (Adventus,
2009a). However. further Site-specific testing will be mandatory to determine specitic
parameters and likely eftectiveness (such as the radius of influence for eftective
implementation). In addition, implementing ISGS at this Site will include a requirement for
ongoing demonstration of eftectiveness over time. Specific criteria for indicating when
reinjection or retreatment is needed would be established during remedial design tor this
Site.
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The ISGS will be applied from ground surface to the bottom of the Surficial Aquifer zone (0
to 65 feet bls) at two of the four principal contaminant source areas (former Process area and
the former South Lagoon). The ISGS component of this remedy component will be
implemented through injection of oxidizing and stabilizing chemicals into the ground
surface. This ISGS treatment is subject to acceptable performance demonstration during
pilot tests or treatability studies. Pilot tests/treatability studies are tests conducted with
contaminated Site materials and stabilizers to determine ifcleanup goals will be met. Ifpilot
tests, treatabi Iity studies and or performance monitoring do not demonstrate to EPA
acceptable performance of the ISGS treatment for the Surticial Aquifer zone, the Surficial
Aquiter zone at the former Process area and at the former South Lagoon will be treated with
ISS/S.
The tinal design of the ISGS treatment area would be determined through additional tield
sampling of material within and near delineated principal contaminant source areas. DNAPL
source areas would be identitied using a combination of indicators potentially including (but
not lim ited to): v isual observation of DN APL in soil cores, photo ion ization detector
readings, odors, and comparison of groundwater concentrations with effective solubility.
Protessionaljudgment will be required in many cases when identifying DNAPL source areas
and EPA will evaluate and approve the finallSGS design.
Important components of implementation of[ SGS at the principal contaminant source areas
are variables that will be monitored pre-and-post injection to determine if the ISGS
technology is effective in reducing the contaminant mass, reducing permeability, and
encapsulating DNAPL ifDNAPL is encountered. ISGS performance goals will include the
following items:
I. Consistent and controlled del ivery and distribution of ISGS injectate throughout the
designated treatment area with corresponding reduction in permeability and
encapsulation of DNAPL.
2. Pronounced reduction in groundwater contaminant concentrations/DNAPL and
reduction in mass tlux both laterally and vertically.
3. Demonstrated longevity and stability ofstabilized matrix, with no rebound.
ISGS performance evaluation will include the following items:
I. Monitoring network of appropriately located wells in the Surticial and Hawthorn to
evaluate compliance with UIC and effective control of distribution oflSGS injectate.
2. Soil cores collected pre- and post-injection within treatment area to demonstrate
thorough and consistent sweep and reduced permeability /Ieachability (based on pre
and post-injection lab analysis including modified ANSI 16.1).
3. Pre- and post-treatment slug tests and monitoring ofwater levels/hydraulic gradients
in monitoring wells/piezometers and downgradient recovery wells to document
attainment of anticipated changes in hydraulic conductivity /permeability in
treatment areas and downgradient.
4. Use of passive tlux meters (PFMs) and low pump-induced tlow within treatment area
to contirm reduction in mass tlux. The approach would be to apply the PFM
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technology directly within the source area. It would involve initial installation of
three monitoring wells in the source area prior to ISGS application and installation of
an additional three monitoring wells in the source area subsequent to ISGS
application. Slug tests would be conducted on all wells shortly after installation to
acquire average pre- and post-treatment hydraulic conductivity values in the source
area. Following slug testing, modified versions of the PFMs would be deployed in
the monitoring wells and then subjected to low pump-induced tlow. In this manner,
pre- and post- relative hydraulic conductivity and pre- and post-treatment induced
contaminant tlux can be compared to determine the relative impact of the ISGS
treatment. The PFM monitoring wells can be left in place indefinitely to allow for
induced tlux measurements over a period of several years. During installation of
monitoring wells, cores will also be collected and tested in the lab for leaching
potential before and after treatment. In addition, installation of piezometers around
the perimeter ofthe principal contaminant source areas will allow tor hydraulic head
measurements that can be used to evaluate any predicted changes in the groundwater
tlow field tollowing treatment. This would provide additional information regarding
any changes in permeability that occur within the principal contaminant source areas
as a result of ISGS treatment.
5. Pre- and post-injection well sampling to contirm reductions in DNAPL recovery and
consistent reductions in groundwater concentrations with no rebound. Further details
of the ISGS pilot test and specitic short-term and long-term goals will be included in
a separate workplan prior to implementation of the pilot during remedial design.
11.2.1.8 Passive DNAPL recovery. This remedy component involves continuation of the
current program ofbi-weekly DNAPL bailing from Upper Hawthorn monitoring wells HG
I IS, HG-ISS, HG-12S, HG-IOS, and HG-16S. This activity will continue as long as
DNAPL is recoverable in these wells, or the source area remedy is constructed, which ever
occurs tirst. Removed DNAPL will be temporarily stored on Site for eventual shipment to
an appropriate off-Site disposal/recycling tacility (e.g., currently off-Site incineration).
11.2.1.9 /SCOI/SGS Using Existing Hawthorn Group Wells. This remedy component
involves use of existing HG monitoring wells as treatment-injection points. Where
groundwater concentrations are elevated but local DNAPL presence is not indicated, the
injectate would be an Iseo solution (e.g., peroxide, pennanganate, or ozone). IfDNAPL is
indicated (e.g., where DNAPL has been recovered), the injectate may be either the ISGS
(catalyzed sodium pennanganate) solution or an ISeO solution. The injected volume will be
determined during implementation based on the capacity of the well to receive injectate and
based on monitoring ofthe injection well and nearby wells (it/as feasible) for presence of the
injectate and Site contaminants. The three Lower Hawthorn wells in the principal
contaminant source areas (HG-I OD, HG-16D, and HG-12D) will be used tor Iseo or ISGS
delivery.
11.2.1.1() Hmvthol'/l GrollP grollndwater monitoring. This remedy component includes

monitoring of Upper Hawthorn and Lower Hawthorn groundwater using existing monitor
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wells and installation of new wells as needed. The monitoring will be used to demonstrate
MNA, and if necessary, contaminant behavior to define additional treatment wells,
The HG monitoring will primarily tocus on ensuring that groundwater impacts remain on
Site and that off-Site impacts to groundwater are stable and/or attenuating. As such, the HG
monitoring will concentrate on wells located along the eastern and western propel1y
boundaries and downgradient of these boundaries. Initially, a total of 22 HG monitoring
wells will be included in the monitoring program.
A total of 16 HG monitoring wells will be sampled along the eastern property boundary and
six wells will be sampled along the western property boundary. Monitoring along the eastern
property boundary will be performed in both Upper and Lower Hawthorn wells and
monitoring along the western property boundary will be pertormed in Lower Hawthorn
monitor wells. One exception along the western property boundary is monitoring well HG
24S, which was completed in the Upper Hawthorn and will continue to be monitored under
this program.
The Upper Hawthorn wells will be approximately 65 feet deep and may be double cased to
limit the potential tor downward tlow from the Surticial Aquifer. The Lower Hawthorn wells
will be approximately 100 feet deep and will be double or triple cased to limit the potential
for downward flow from the Surticial Aquifer or Upper Hawthorn.
11.2.1.11 COlltingellt Treatment Actions ill the Hml'thom Group. This remedy component
includes remedial actions tor groundwater in the HG. Because monitoring results indicate
that constituent concentrations in Hawthorn Group groundwater are either above GCTLs and
increasing or are beginning to be detected above GCTLs (i.e., at previously clean wells
where elevated concentrations of contaminants have not been found up to that time), an
active remedy will be implemented in the HG where feasible and necessary to meet remedial
objectives, as determined through monitoring during the remedial action. Increasing
concentrations of contaminants in UF A groundwater could also be considered a trigger for
action in the HG.

The expected action for organic contaminants is ISCO using a permanganate solution. The
permanganate solution would be delivered to the target treatment zone via low-volume well
injection. Existing monitoring wells and/or new delivery wells would be used tor this
purpose. In order to avoid potential cross contamination, new Lower Hawthorn wells will
110t be installed where concentrations in the Upper Hawthorn or Surficial Aquifer exceed (or
are expected to exceed) certain thresholds (e.g., Florida Natural Attenuation Default
Concentrations [NADCs]).
ISCO is the most appropriate action for targeted treatment ofconcentration hot spots; it may
not be suitable for widespread application, particularly in the relatively low-permeability
units of the HG.
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Should groundwater monitoring data obtained from an upcoming Hawthorn well installation
and sampling event east of the former Koppers Site boundary demonstrate former Cabot
attributable groundwater concentrations exceeding Florida GCTLs, Cabot will utilize in-situ
injection of oxidizing chemicals (or other appropriate in-situ treatment approaches) to
remediate contaminated groundwater.
This remedy component includes using
monitoring results to evaluate/demonstrate natural attenuation of contaminants in
groundwater. Results from monitoring for MNA in the Surficial Aquifer, Upper Hawthorn,
and Lower Hawthorn will be used to demonstrate plume stability and decreasing constituent
concentrations in groundwater. MNA implementation will include ongoing monitoring of
contaminants and other appropriate geochemical parameters, analysis of geochemical and
biological conditions to determine the attenuation mechanisms, and analysis ofconcentration
data trends.
11.2.1.12 Afol1iforcd Natural Attcnuation.

11.2.1.1311lstitlltional controls. This on-Site remedy component consists ofdeed restrictions
and other policy/programmatic actions to limit potential exposure to media with elevated
constituent concentrations and to ensure the effectiveness of engineering controls.

A Site property deed restriction will specify or limit the types of permissible future Site
development and will place health, satety, and materials-management requirements on any
future construction activities. Commercial/industrial land use will be permitted on the
property and it is possible that portions of the Site could be developed for other purposes
(e.g., recreational or mixed-use with a residential component) as well. The deed restriction
language will specify certain activities and property uses that are not permitted (e.g.,
occupied subsurface structures). Certain construction activities or material land-use changes
may trigger installation of additional engineering controls to eliminate or reduce potential
exposures to levels that are consistent with land use.
Groundwater use will be restricted permanently by a Site-wide property deed restriction
(such a restriction does not currently exist). The only permitted withdrawals will be for
remediation and sampling. Use of Surficial Aquifer or HG groundwater from the Site for
potable use will be explicitly forbidden.
During any period of time when GCTLs are exceeded in off-Site areas, it is also assumed
that regulatory groundwater lise restrictions and development requirements will remain in
place for the Site vicinity via (a) the FDEP/St. Johns River Water Management District
(SJRWMD) regulation of the "Delineated Area" of contamination, (b) the local Murphree
Well Field Wellhead Protection Area regulations, and (c) the Gainesville regulations that
apply to the "Special Area of Environmental Concern."
11.2.1.14 Fivc- Year Revielt'S. This remedy component consists of remedy-performance
reviews to be conducted every five years in compliance with CERCLA and EPA policy.
Each review report documents the evaluation of remedy implementation and performance in
order to determine if the remedy is or will be protective of human health and the
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environment. Evaluation of the remedy and the determination of protectiveness will be
based on. and supported by. data and observations. The tive-year reviews will include an
assessment of whether MNA is effective.
11.2.1.15 Post-Rcmedy Site Rcsturation. Th is remedy component consists of actions taken
after a remedy has been implemented. after active remedial operations have ceased. after
remedial goals have been met. and when the only remaining activity associated with the
remedy is monitoring to ensure long-term etfectiveness. This action may include a tinal
round of comprehensive groundwater sampling. analysis and reporting followed by
abandonment of certain groundwater wells and removal of any surface facilities no longer
required for OM&M. Final Site grading and surface tinishing of areas previously used for
remediation/monitoring components would also be Palt of post-remedy Site restoration. Site
restoration activities may be implemented in a step-wise manner wherein certain
wells/facilities are abandoned or removed once they are no longer needed for remedy
implementation or effectiveness demonstration.
11.2.2 Upper Floridan Aquifer Remedy (UFA-2)
This remedy consists of a combination of two technologies: (I) natural attenuation (for
relatively low and isolated concentrations exceeding GCTLs); and (2) targeted groundwater
extraction tor groundwater containing higher and more persistent contaminant
concentrations. Its components include:
o

•

o

•

Continuation ofperiodic collection of groundwater samples from monitoring wells.
and analysis of samples tor potentially Site-related organic contaminants;
Continuation/expansion ofthe UFA groundwater extraction/ex situ treatment system.
initially using existing wells FW-6 and FW-21 B. along with the recently-installed
extraction well FW-31 BE (near FW-22B);
As needed. installation ofadditional high capacity groundwater extraction wells for
inclusion in the UFA groundwater extraction/ex situ treatment system; and
Institutional controls to prevent UF A groundwater extraction for potable use at the
Site or otfsite where GCTLs are exceeded.

The groundwater will be pumped at a rate that will eliminate migration of dissolved
contaminants off-Site (e.g .. to the north toward the Murphree Well Field) at concentrations
above GCTLs. Collection and (if necessary) ex situ groundwater treatment will be designed
to accept and handle this tlow rate. at a minimum.
11.2.2.11mplcmelltatioll Details. Frequent monitoring ofon-Site UFA wells will continue in
order to demonstrate that: ( I) groundwater GCTL exceedances remain lim ited to a few ofthe
on-Site monitoring ports; and (2) there is an overall reduction in mass and concentration of
Site-related contaminants in the UFA. The monitoring will also be used to determine if
action levels are reached, triggering additional remedy actions. described below. Monitoring
will be conducted at boundary wells and at interior UF A wells. Additional details include:

•

Monitoring will initially be quarterly at boundary wells.
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Ifconcentrations effectively remain below GCTLs for 2 years, sampling frequency
may be reduced to semi-annual.
Ifconcentrations effectively remain below GCTLs tor 4 years, sampling frequency
may be reduced to annual.
If concentrations exceed GCTLs for any sampling event at a well, monthly
confirmatory sampling will be pertormed tor 2 months on that well.
If monthly sampling demonstrates that concentrations are above GCTLs for two
consecutive months, corrective action will be initiated (see below) and monitoring
frequency will be quarterly until concentrations remain below GCTLs for four
consecutive quarters.
If corrective action is initiated, sampling ti'equency will be adjusted to monitor
performance of corrective action to contain the plume.

Routine monitoring will also continue at off-Site sentinel wells FW-2SB/c' FW-26B/c' and
FW-29B/C. In addition to providing early warning tor any potential groundwater plume
moving downgradient. these wells will remain sentinels until all on-Site boundary wells
exhibit concentrations below GCTLs.
11.2.2.1.1 Trigger Criterion ./01' Grollndwater Extraction. Compliance with defined
groundwater quality goals will be determined through groundwater monitoring results.
Monitoring results also will be used to detine when groundwater quality has fallen out of
compliance. and subsequently when groundwater has eturned into compliance. Ideally, an
objective trigger criterion for dictating appropriate UF A groundwater remedial action should
consist of a pre-detined sequence of actions and events. As an example of potential trigger
criteria. if monitor well analytical data indicates that contaminants have reached a well at
GCTLs (or near GCTLs and increasing), a potential response would be tp initiate targeted
groundwater extraction near the well at that time. and to continue the groundwater extraction
until analytical data shows constituent concentrations have returned to an acceptable level.
Actual trigger criteria tor groundwater extraction in the Upper Floridan Aquiter will be
developed and established during remedial design tor this Site.

As/where needed. new large-diameter wells will be installed tor targeted extraction. and
appropriate capacity pumps will be installed. The layout of the extraction system will
depend on where action levels are exceeded, but it is expected that all or most of the
extraction would be onsite. The goal of such a system will be to contain groundwater
exceeding GCTLs within the Site boundary.
11.2.2.1.2 Grollndwater Extraction. Existing monitoring wells FW-6 and FW-21 Bare
currently being used as low-flow groundwater extraction points, as part of an IRM
(GeoTrans. 2008c). A new extraction well, FW-31 BE, has recently been installed for
higher-tlow extraction near FW-22B; extraction from this well is expected to commence
soon as part of an interim remedial measure. The withdrawals at FW-6 and FW-21 Bare
designed to capture downward migration along those boreholes or other localized pathways
and to remove contaminated groundwater in these two areas. Extraction rates are I to 2 gpm
at each well, as suggested by an independent panel of experts (Hinchee, Foster, and Larson,
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2008) who reviewed Site data and recommended this action. Concentrations ofCOCs are
being measured in the extracted groundwater from each well. The withdrawal at FW-31 BE
will be designed to hydraulically capture groundwater above GCTLs near and upgradient of
FW-22B. If monitoring data show that the extraction rates at FW-6 and FW-21 Bare
inadequate to contain significant source area leakage of contaminants into the Floridan
aquifer. additional action will be taken to increase the capture efficiency of the Floridan
groundwater ~xtraction system. Such action could consist ot: or include, (I) installation of
one or more new recovery/extraction wells. (2) initation of groundwater pumping from the
new extraction wells. and/or (3) increasing the pump rate at the existing FW-6 and/or FW
21 B extraction wells. The pump rates and locations of new extraction wells will be
determined based on monitoring data being collected at the present time. and will be selected
with the goal of containing leakage and/or eliminating downgradient movement of
contaminants in the Floridan Aquifer.
Calculations and modeling analyses have been conducted to estimate the amount of UFA
extraction that may necessary to contain groundwater exceeding GCTLs on Site. These
preliminary calculations and model simulations indicate that a total withdrawal rate of
approximately 80 to 225 gpm will be sufficient to provide adequate capture. depending on
the width of the target capture zone (GeoTrans. 2009a). Actual pump rates will be
determined based on monitoring data, and will be selected with the goal of containing
leakage and/or eliminating downgradient movement ofcontaminants in the Floridan Aquifer.
Concentrations of COCs will be measured in the groundwater from each UFA extraction
well. Initially, and after any significant change in the average extraction rate. measurements
will be made monthly; the frequency will then decrease in conformance with the Site-wide
comprehensive groundwater monitoring plan. Semiannual OM&M reports will be made to
EPA and FDEP.
11.2.2.1.3 Disposition ojExtracfed Groll/uilvater. Extracted groundwater will be collected
in holding tanks located near the extraction well and pump system. From there. groundwater
can be sent to an on-Site water treatment facility (if necessary) and processed through a
treatment train designed to remove contaminants and polish the effluent prior to discharge.
Groundwater (treated or untreated) can be discharged to the local wastewater utility under
perm it. Acceptance criteria for the wastewater uti Iity generally are based on protection of
the treatment plant processes and operations and on protection of surface water quality
(through criteria such as NPDES permit limits) from impacts by effluent discharge. Water
samples will be analyzed to ensure if the pertinent discharge criteria are met.

It is assumed that groundwater extracted from any UFA well would be discharged to the
GRU POTW sewer system after any necessary treatment. The current on-Site treatment
system, which includes GAC tiltering for organic contaminants, is effective at removing Site
COCs from groundwater. Expansion and/or optimization of this system to handle higher
flows may be required depending on the amount ofUF A pumping that is ultimately required
tor containment.
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11.2.2.2 Institutional controls. Groundwater use will be restricted permanently by a Site
wide property deed restriction. The only permitted withdrawals will be for remediation and
sampling. Use of UFA groundwater from the Site for potable use will be explicitly
forbidden.

During remediation, regulatory groundwater use restrictions will remain in place for the
vicinity via (a) the FDEP/SJRWMD regulation of the "Delineated Area" ofco'ntamination,
(b) the local Murphree Well Field Wellhead Protection Area regulations, and (c) the
Gainesville regulations that apply to the "Special Area of Environmental Concern."
II. 2. 2. 3 Substuntive permitting requirements. The SJ RWM D consumptive use perm it
(CUP) requirements may become applicable if: (I) the total extracted tlow exceeds 100,000
gallons per day (70 gpm), or (2) if wells with a diameter of6 inches or greater are used. In
either of these cases, the withdrawal plan would need to show that existing groundwater
users and natural resources (e.g., wetlands) would not be adversely impacted by the proposed
withdrawals. Also, if additional water is to be discharged to the POTW, then a discharge
permit moditication may be required.
11.2.2.4 E.ff'ectiveness Assumptions. Implementing a groundwater extraction remedy in the
UFA zone can present some challenges, particularly in relation to etfectiveness
documentation. Finding high constituent concentrations within the UFA is difficult because
of the extreme depth of UFA wells and the seriolls concern over breaching the protective
Lower Clay Unit above the UFA. An eftective higher-flow pumping remedy will require use
of new UFA extraction wells and (potentially) substantial upgrades to the water treatment
facility currently used to treat groundwater extracted from the Surficial Aquiter.

Natural attenuation alone is not expected to sufficiently reduce concentrations along the
groundwater tlow path within the Site boundaries. Natural attenuation processes affecting
the COCs in the UFA can include biodegradation, sorption, dispersion, and matrix diffusion.
Current measured concentrations in the UFA, almost 100 years after wood-treating
operations began, could be interpreted as evidence that attenuation is be occurring. This
remedy includes MNA in the UFA, but hydraulic containment will be the primary remedy
action (especially in the short-term) and will be expanded it/as necessary, in order to prevent
groundwater with elevated concentrations from migrating beyond the current extent. The
UFA is a confined, high-transmissivity, lateral-tlow aquifer. Hydraulic containment is a
proven technology that would be effective in the UFA.
11.2.3 Off-Site Remedies
Remedies for surtace soil and sediment in Springstead and Hogtown Creeks off-Site are
evaluated separately from impacted on-Site media and UFA groundwater. Collection of off
Site surface-soil data is still ongoing. Based on the data obtained to date, it is expected that
remedial action will be implemented in some areas off-Site to the west of the Site. Surface
soil conditions to the north. east, and south of the Site are to be determined during ongoing
sample collection. The extent of contamination in the creeks is based on visual evidence of
coal tar residues.
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11.2.3.1 Remcdial Strategy /or Soil. At many sampl ing locations investigated to date,
constituent soil concentrations are below cleanup goals. At other sampling locations, one or
more contaminants exceed cleanup goals and further delineation is being undertaken.

Once the areas with concentrations exceeding cleanup goals are delineated, each affected
private property owner will be contacted to discuss possible approaches to address the soil
impacts on the private property. The private property owner may decline to allow
remediation of soils. In general. two options exist: removal or institutional and engineering
controls.
11.2.3.2 Remedial Strate!::,ry for Sediment. The approach will be to remove the tar and
contaminated sediments to a "visibly clean" endpoint, then backfill the excavated areas with
clean sand/sediment material. Sampling will be performed to delineate areas with
contamination exceeding cleanup goals indicating the presence of residual tar in sediment.
This sediment will be excavated and moved on-site. It is believed that if this work is
performed successfully. that this should address the potential contamination issues in the
creek regarding the wood tar and associated PAHs. The remedial goal for post-excavation
monitoring is the Consensus-Based Probable Eftect Concentration (PEC) for PAHs of22.8
mg/kg sediment as total PAHs (MacDonald et al. 2000). These conclusions are consistent
with the II principles for managing contaminated sediment risks at hazardous waste sites as
enunciated in OSWER Directive 9285.6-08 (EPA. 2002). Contaminated sediments will be
transported to the Site and placed among the other excavated material in the consolidation
area. Post-excavation, the sediment will be monitored until the cleanup standard in Table 8
has been achieved.
11.2.3.3 Rcmoval Details for Soil. If the property owner is willing, then the surface soil
requiring remediation would be permanently removed. Removal is disruptive ofresidential
lives and privacy during implementation, but it is a one-time action that permanently
eliminates the potential risk associated with potential off-Site exposure to the removed soil
and does not require continual long-term maintenance. Such an excavation from residential
areas will require a high level of attention to detail and care to minimize spread of impacted
soil and to mitigate risks associated with the presence oflarge trucks and heavy equipment in
a residential neighborhood. In add ition. stringent dust control wi II be implemented. The
exact soil area and depth to be excavated will depend on the results of the ongoing
delineation activities

Excavated soil will be transported to the on-Site consolidation area or may be disposed of
off-Site. Access between the facility property and the residential areas immediately west
should be easy given the proximity.
Residential yards (and any other properties) will be restored after soil is removed.
Excavated areas in residential yards will be backfilled with clean borrow soil. graded for
proper surface drainage patterns, and topped with clean top soil. Lawns and small plants \vill
be replaced, and effort will be made to preserve large trees. Transporting clean fill soil back
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to the residential areas and restoring the excavation zones is likely to cause additional
disruption and dust generation and will result in increased risks due to the presence oflarge
trucks and heavy equipment in a residential setting. To the extent practicable, the restoration
process will progress with minimal dust generation or disruption to local residents, and will
end with reseeding and tinal grading, as necessary.
11.2.3.4 Illstitutional and Engineering Controls. The components of this remedy are (I)
institutional controls designed to prevent people from using or disturbing soil posing
potentially unacceptable risk and (2) engineering controls to prevent receptors from
potentially contacting affected soil. Institutional controls would be implemented
administratively through deed restrictions and other legal processes. Engineering controls
envisioned for the atTected residential soil would consist of simple technologies (e.g., soil
cover, fencing, and/or other simple barriers to exposure).

Engineering controls such as soil covers and fences would require ongoing maintenance.
Institutional controls and engineering controls require agreement from the property owner.
11.3 Summary of Estimated Remedy Costs
11.3.1 On-Site Remedy (OnR-SH)
Based on a conceptual-level cost estimate and preliminary assumptions, the total present
value for the selected remedy, Alternative OnR-5H. is $57.2 million for a 30-year project life
and assumed equivalent uniform annual interest rate oftive percent. The estimated capital
cost for this alternative is $54.3 million, and the annual O&M cost is $165,000 tor 30 years.
Capital costs are summarized in Table 10, and O&M costs are summarized in Table I I.
Additional changes in the cost estimate are likely to occur as new information and data are
collected during the engineering design of the remedial alternatives. Major changes, if they
occur, may be documented in the form ofa memorandum in the Administrative Record tile,
an ESO, or a ROD Amendment. This is an order of magnitude cost estimate that is expected
to be within plus 50 percent to minus 30 percent of the actual project costs.
11.3.2 Upper Floridan Aquifer Remedy (UF A-2)
Based on a conceptual-level cost estimate and preliminary assumptions, the total present
value for the selected remedy, Alternative UFA-2, is $11.7million for a 30-year project life
and assumed equivalent uniform annual interest rate offive percent. The estimated capital
cost for this alternative is $4.12 million, and the annual O&M cost is $479.000.
11.3.3 Off-Site Remedies
Since soil volume and the specific approach chosen by property owners are unknown at this
time, cost and remediation timeframe for the otT-Site alternative are only estimated based on
preliminary conceptual-level assumptions. Selected off-Site alternative OtR-4 is estimated
to be $8.3 million for a 30-year project life and assumed equivalent uniform annual interest
rate of tive percent. The estimated capital cost for this alternative is $7.18 mi Ilion and the
annual O&M cost is $65,000. Each affected private property owner will be contacted by the
PRP to discuss the best approaches to address the soil impacts on their private property.
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11.3.4 Total Remedy Cost
The total remedy cost is a combination ofalternative OnR-SH (On-site remedy), alternative
UFA-2 (Upper Floridan Aquifer Remedy), and the off-site remedies (including soil and
sediment cleanup). The combined estimated total remedy cost is approximately
$63,164,000.
11.4 Available Land Use

Groundwater outside the containment area will be suitable for use as a drinking water
resource once cleanup goals noted in Table 6 are met. During remedy implementation,
engineering and administrative controls will be used to protect the public from
environmental exposure or safety hazards associated with the cleanup activities. When this
construction is complete, the on-Site property likely will be suitable for a mixed land-use
consisting of commercial/industrial and restricted residential development. Off-Site
properties will be suitable for either commercial/industrial development or residential land
use depending on current use. It is anticipated that reuse of the property can occur prior to
meeting the groundwater cleanup goals noted in Table 6. Institutional controls will limit the
on- and otT-Site land uses and will restrict the use of groundwater in impacted areas.
11.5 Final Cleanup Goals

The tinal cleanup goals and the basis for the cleanup goals are discussed in Section 7.I.S and
included in Tables 6, 7 and 8. In cases where background sampling studies show
background concentrations of particular contaminants exceed the cleanup goals tor those
particular contaminants, there may be justi tication tor using the background concentrations
as clean-up goal concentrations in lieu of the cleanup goals established in the ROD. Any
such change would be documented and publically available. These cleanup goals are
protective of human health and the environment.
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Statutory Determinations

Based on information currently available, EPA as the lead agency believes the Preferred
Alternatives meet the threshold criteria and provides the best balance oftradeoffs among the
other alternatives with respect to the balancing and modi fying criteria. The EPA expects the
Preferred Alternatives to satisfy the tollowing statutory requirements ofCERCLA 121 (b):
(1) be protective of human health and the environment; (2) comply with ARARs (orjustiry a
waiver); (3) be cost-effective; (4) utilize permanent solutions and alternative treatment
technologies or resource recovery technologies, and satisfy the preterence for treatment as a
principal element, to the extent practicable.
12.1 Protection of Human Health and the Environment

The Selected Remedy is comprised of three parts:
•

•

•

An on-Site component that tocuses primarily on addressing impacted groundwater
and sources of contaminants in the surface soil. Surficial Aquifer and Upper
Hawthorn zones through treatment and containment.
A UFA component that consists of: (I) targeted groundwater extraction for
groundwater containing higher and more persistent contam inant concentrations; and
(2) institutional controls and MNA.
An off-Site component that includes both removal, monitoring, and institutional and
engineering controls.

Together, the Selected Remedy components satisty the statutory requirement for protection
of human health and the environment through:
•
•
•
•

Treatment and isolation ofcontaminated groundwater and soil from human receptors
Treatment of principal threat waste (DNAPL)
Treatment and MNA of groundwater until exposure levels are reduced to at or below
cleanup levels
Institutional and administrative controls.

The selected remedy uses a multilayered approach to address contaminated media through
treatment, containment, and monitoring. The engineering principles and technology tor the
Selected Remedy are well established and are expected to be reliable over the long-term.
Site conditions are conducive to construction of the remedies, and the remedy outcome is
compatible with the expected future use of the Site.
12.2 Compliance with ARARs

Implementation of the Selected Remedy will comply with all federal and state chemical
specific, action-specitic, and location-specitic ARARs. Chemical-specitic requirements
include those laws and regulations governing the release of materials possessing certain
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chemical or physical characteristics, or contaInIng specitied chemical compounds.
Chemical-specitic requirements set health- or risk-based concentration limits or ranges in
various environmental media for specitic hazardous substances, contaminants, and
pollutants. Table 12 presents the chemical-specific ARARs, criteria and guidance for the
Selected Remedy.
Action-specific requirements are technology-based, establishing pertormance, design, or
other similar action-specitic controls or regulations for the activities related to the
management of hazardous substances or pollutants. Action-speci fic requirements are
triggered by the particular RA selected to accomplish the cleanup. Action specific
requirements that will be complied with by the selected remedy primarily include federal and
state hazardous waste regulations and discharge requirements. A summary of the
requirements to be met through the implementation of the Selected Remedy is provided in
Table 13.
Location-specitic requirements are design requirements or activity restrictions based on the
geographic or physical position of the Site and its surrounding area. Location-specitic
requirements set restrictions on the types of remedial activities that can be performed based
on Site-specific characteristics or location. Location-specific requirements were evaluated
and potentially consist of location standards for wetland protection, protection ofendangered
species, tish and wildlife coordination, and meeting the substantive requirements of a
NPDES permit for storm water drainage from the containment cell, construction sites, and
industrial activities as shown in Table 14.
12.3 Cost Effectiveness

EPA has determined that the Selected Remedy is cost-effective and that the overall
protectiveness of the remedy is proportional to the overall cost of the remedy. The cost
effectiveness of the remedy was assessed by comparing the overall effectiveness of the
remedy (i.e., long-term etfectiveness and permanence; reduction in M/TIV; short-term
etfectiveness) with the other alternatives considered. More than one remedial alternative
may be considered cost-etlective, but CERCLA does not mandate that the most cost
etlective or least expensive remedy be selected.
12.4 Permanent and Alternative Treatment solutions

The Selected Remedy uses permanent solutions and alternative treatment solutions to the
maximum extent practicable. The Selected Remedy will provide an acceptable degree of
long-term eftectiveness and permanence. The Selected Remedy will require Institutional
and Administrative Controls over the long-term to remain effective, but these remedy
components are neither unusual nor exceptional in degree or cost. The remedy can be
reliably considered permanent.
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12.5 Preference for Treatment as a Principal Element

In addition to the four statutory mandates previously discussed. the NCP includes a
preference for treatment tor the selected remedies in addressing the principal threat at the
Site. and that the selected remedy utilize permanent solutions and alternative treatment
technologies to the maximum extent practicable. Both the ISS/S and ISGS stabilization
technologies satisfy this criterion.
12.6 Five-Year Review Requirement

CERCLA Section 121 and 40 CFR Part 300 require a review ofRAs at least every tive years
if the RA results in hazardous substances. pollutants. or contaminants remaining in place
above levels that allow tor unlimited use and unrestricted exposure. Because this remedy as
well as the previous OU I remedy result in hazardous substances, pollutants or contaminants
remaining on-Site above levels that allow for unlimited use and unrestricted exposure.
statutory reviews will be continued to ensure that the remedy is. or will be. protective of
human health and the environment.
12.7 Documentation of Significant Changes

Pursuant to CERCLA 117(b) and NCP 300.430(f)(3)(ii). the ROD must document any
significant changes made to the Preferred Alternative discussed in the Proposed Plan. Two
significant changes were made:
Several cleanup goals listed in the Proposed Plan have beed updated. The cleanup goals in
Tables 6, 7, and 8 are accurate.
The cost estimate provided for the Preferred Alternative in the Proposed Plan has been
updated. The actual costs of the preferred remedy are:
For On-Site Remedy OnR-5H:
• Capital Cost and Contingency: $ 54.3 million
• Annual O&M: $ 165.000
• Total Present Worth: $ 57.2 million
For Upper Floridan Aquifer Remedy UF A-2:
• Capital Cost and Contingency: $ 4.12 million
• Annual O&M: $ 479.000
• Total Present W0I1h: $ 11.7 million
For Off-Site Remedy OfR-4:
• Capital Cost and Contingency: $ 7.18 million
• Annual O&M: $ 65.000
• Total Present Worth: $ 8.3 million
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Table I
Estimated Volume orSoil Potentially Impacted by DNAPL

Area (acrcs)
Thickness

of

Surlicial

Aquikr

(vGdose + sGturatcd)
Total soil volume
AquilCr (cubic yards)

111

Surlicial

Percenwge or soil

111

Surlicial

i\ljuifcr that is DNAPL impacted
DNAPL impacted soil volume

111

Surlicial Aquikr (cubic yards)
Thickness

or

Upper

Hawthorn

(including upper clay unit)
Tutal soil volumc In
Hawthorn (l,ubic yards)

soil

volume

Hawthorn (cubic yards)

in

Former

Former

Former

South

North

Process

Drip

Lagoon

Lagoon

Area

TrGck

1.4

1.4

2.1

0.5

21

n

'J'
_J

'_J
l'

4X,200

49,900

78,900

19,900

45%

65%

45%

50%

21,700

32,500

35,500

10.000

43

37

47

35

9X,700

85,500

162,000

JO.400

53

55

47

57

121,600

127,100

162,000

49,600

Total

5.4

190.900

')9,700

(Ii)

Upper

Thickness or Ll)WCr Hawthorn
(including middle clay unit) (Ii)
Total

Furmer

Lower

Source lor quantities above Hawthorn Group: GcoTrans, 2004b.
Sourcc ror Hawthorn Group thicknesses: l3eazcr 2006.
Note: Arcas and volumes listed above arc unccrtain cstimates.
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Table 2
Occurrence. Distribution, and Selection of
Chemicals of Concern in Surface Soil (0 to 6 inches bls)
(2010 Human Health Risk Assessment)
Chemical

of Coneern

Min

Max

Mean

Conc.

Cone.

Conc.

(ppm)

(ppm)

(ppm)

Antimony

0.37

Arsenic
Chromiulll
Ll:ad

Screening

95%

Background

UCL (ppm)

Conc. (ppm)

7.36E+OO

NR

37

Toxicity
Value (ppm)

200

NR

0.45

3,600

NR

1.3!lE+02

NR

0.16

1.7

3,700

NR

1.91E+02

NR

47

1.85

2,200

NR

6.87E+01

NR

!l0

0.016

26.1

NR

1.39C+OO

NR

1.7

0.000995

138.1

NR

1.08[+01

NR

n.021

2-Ml:thy Inaphthalene

0.0014

650

NR

1.87E+01

NR

210

Naphthalene

i).n027

250

NR

5.55E+OO

NR

2

0.003

630

NR

1.24E+01

NR

0.9

0.0000024

0.17

NR

9.20E-03

NR

1.80E-06

iVlereury
l3aP-TEQ

I'entach lorophl:nol
Dioxins (TCDD-TEQ)
Notcs:
bls = below land

surl~lce

Min = Minimulll dctcl:tcd conccntration
["vlax

=

rVlaximum ddl:ctl:d l:onccntration

Conc. = Concl:ntration
ppm = parts pl:r million
95')-0 UCL = 95% upper contidence limit on the wl:ighted average
NR = Not rcportcd
HaP-TEQ = I3cnzo(a)pyn::ne toxic equivaknts
TCDD-TEO = 2.3,7.8-Tetradllorodibenzo-p-dioxin toxic equivalents
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Table

3

Summary of Surface Soil Chemicals of Concern and
Medium-Specific Exposure Point Concentrations

(2010 Human

Health Risk Assessment)

Scenario Timeframe: Future
Medium: Soil
Exposure Medium: Surface Soil
Exposure

Chemical

Point

of Concern

On-Site

Min

Antimnny

Max

0.37

200

Units

Freq of

Exposure

Detect

Point Cone.

rng/k

Units

Statistical
Measure

59~j,

7.36E+OO

I1lg/kg

95~~

UCL

9X~'O

1.3I;E+02

I1lg/kg

95~o

UCL

10O~O

1.91E+02

mg/kg

95% UCL

100'%

(,,87E+01

mg/kg

95%, UCL

1nn~·o

1.39E+OO

mg/kg

95%, UCL

1000,,,,

1.08E+01

mg/kg

95~o

76%

I.X7E+OI

mg/kg

950.'0 lICL

8H('

5,55E+00

mg/kg

95~o

<)00,'0

1.24E+01

mg/kg

950.0 lICL

10O~O

9,20E-03

mg/kg

95% UCL

(1

'"

Arsenic

0.45

3.l'iOO

1.7

3,700

I.X5

2.200

0,016

26,1

Chromium
Lead
rVkrcury

I1lg/k
g

mg/k
g
mg/k
g
mg/k
<)

e

8ar-TEO

O.O()0995

I3!U

mg/k

lICL

(1

'"

2-l'vkthylnaphthalene
Naphthalene
Pen tach lorophenol
Dioxins (TCDD-TEO)

0.0014

650

0.0027

250

0,003

630

g
mg/k

0,0000024

0,17

mg/k

con~'entration

Maximum detected concentration

Freq of Detect
Cone.

=

mg/kg

=

95~o

mg/k

'""

I'vlin = Minimum detected
=

g

=

Frequency of detection

Concentration
milligrams per kilogram

UCL

8aP-TEO

= 95~'o
=

lICL

'""

Notes:
Max

mgik

upper contidcnce limit on the weighted average

8enzo(a)pyrene toxic equivalents

TCDD-TEO = 2.3. 7,X-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin toxic equivalents
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Table 4
Risk Characterization Summary -Carcinogens
(2010 Human Health Risk Assessment)

Scenario Timeframe: Future
Receptor Population: On-Site Outdoor Worker
Receptor Age: Adult
Carcinogenic Risks
Exposure

Exposure

Medium

Point

Surface Soil

On-Site

Medium

Chemical of Concern

Exposure
Ingestion

Dermal

Inhalation

NA

NA

NA

NA

2.00E-OS

3.00E-06

S.OOE-06

3.00E-OS

NA

NA

NA

NA

Routes
Total

Soil

Antimony
Arsl!nic
Chromium
Lead

NA

NA

NA

NA

Mercury

NA

NA

NA

NA

RaP-TEQ

l.oOE-OS

4.00E-06

lU)OE-08

2.()()E-OS

NA

NA

NA

NA

2-Mdhylnuphthalene
Naphthalene

NA

NA

NA

NA

5.00E-07

1.I.)()E-()7

-1.00E-09

6.00E-07

Dioxins (TCDD-TEQl

2.00E-04

2.0()E-04

2.00E-06

4.00E-04

Total

3.00E-04

2.00E-04

7.00E-06

5.00E-04

I'entachlorllphenol

Notl!s:
13aP-TEQ

=

TCDD-TEQ
NA

=

Benzo(a)pyrene toxic equivalents
=

2.3,7.8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin toxic cqui\alents

Not applicable
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Table 5
Risk Characterization Summary - Non-Carcinogens
(2010 Human Health Risk Assessment)
Scenario Timeframe: Future
Receptor Population: On-Site Outdoor Worker
Receptor Age: Adult
Non-Carcinogenic Hazards
Exposure

Exposure

Medium

Point

Surface Soil

On-Site

Medium

Chemical of Concern

Exposure
Ingestion

Dermal

Inhalation

Routes

Antimony

2.00E-02

6.00E-04

NA

2.00E-02

Arsenic

I.OUE-OI

2.()()E-02

NA

I.OOE-O I

Chromium

I.OOE-04

5.00E-05

NA

2.00E-04

Lc:ad

NA

NA

NA

NA

Mcrcury

NA

NA

1.00E-04

I.DOE-()4

Total
Soil

BaP-TEO

3.00E-04

3.00[-04

2J)OE-06

6.00E-04

2-tv1cthy Inaphthalc:nc

3.00E-03

4.00[-03

N;\

7.00E-03

Naphthalene

2.00[-04

2.00[-04

4.00E-05

5.00E-04

Pc:ntac:hl{)rophenol

4.00E-04

l) JHlE-05

NA

4.00[-04

Dio\ins (TCDD-TEO)
Total

NA

NA

NA

NA

I.OOE-OI

3.00E-02

2.()OE-04

2.00E-O I

Notes:
BaP-TEO

=

-rCDD-TEO
NA

=

Benzo(a)pyrene to\ic equivalents
=

2.3, 7,X-T C:lrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin toxic c:quivalcnls

Not applicable
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Table 6
Cleanup Goals for
Groundwater (~lg/L)
I, I Biphenyl

0.5

2A-Dimethylphenol

140

2-Methylnaphthalene

28

2-Methylphenol

35

3-/4-Methylphenol

3.5

Acenaphthalene

210

Acenaphthene

20

Arsenic

10 b

Benzene

Ib

Benzo(a)anthracene

0.05

Benzo(a)pyrene

0.2 b

Benzo{ b)tluoranthene

0.05

Benzo(k) tluoranthene

0.5

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate

6 b

Carbazole

1.8

Chrysene

4.8

Dibenzofuran

28

Fluoranthene

280

Fluorene

280

Naphthalene

14

N-N itrosodiphenylam ine

7.1

Pentachlorophenol

I b

Phenanthrene

210

Phenol

10

Notes:
a.
Except as noted. all cleanup goals are groundwater cleanup target levels contall1ed in Chapwr 62-777, Florida Admillistrative
CodC(Fi\ C).
b.

Maximum Conwminal1l Levels (MCLsj lor Drinking Water in Florida contained in Chapter 62-550, FAC
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Table 7
Cleanup Goals for
On-Site Soil/Sediment (mglkg)

1.1 Biphenyl

0.2

2,4,5-Trich lorophenol

0.07

.2A-Dimethylphenol

1.7

2-Methylnaphthalene

8.5

3-Methylphenol
4-Methylphenol

0.3
0,03

Acenaphthene

2.1

Antimony

5.4

Arsenic

c

BaP-TEQ d

8

Benzene

0.007

Carbazole

0.2

Chromium (Total)

38

Copper

c

Dibenzofuran

15

Dioxins (TCDD-TEQ) e

0.003

Fluoranthene

1,200

Fluorene

160

Lead

c

Naphthalene

1.2

Pentachlorophenol

0.03

Phenanthrene

250

Notes:
All cleanup goals arc based on Florida default SCTls fl)r leachability based on groundwater criteria unless Site-specific
a.
criteria arc developed in the RD
bls is bdow land surface
b
leachability may be derived using the SPlP test to calculate Site-specilic SCTlS or may be determined using TCU' in the
c.
l·\'~nt oily wastes are present
Concentrations far carcinogL'nic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (cPAl-ls) are convened to Benzo(a)pyrene cquivaknts
d.
(BaP-TEQ) hefl)re comparison with the corresponding SCTl lor Benzo(a)pyrene (see the February 2005 "Final Technical Repon
Dewlopment ofCkanup Target levels (eTLs) f<)r Chapter 62-777 LA.C."
TCDD-TF(l is 2.3.7,S-Tetracltlorodibenzo-p-dioxin toxic equivalent
e.
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Table 8
Cleanup Goals for
Off-Site Soil/Sediment (mg/kg)
Cleanup Goals for Residential Areas
Arseni<.:
l3aP-TEQ

a

2.1
O. 1

b

Dioxins (rCDD-TEQ)

O.DOOO07

C

Pentachlorophenol

7.2

Cleanup Goals for Commercial/Industrial Areas
/\rscnic
l3ap-TEQ

d

12
0.7

b

Dillxins (TCDD-TEQ)

U.ODD(l3

C

2X

I'cntach IllJ'()phenol
Cleanup Goal for Protection of Ecological Organisms e
I'cntach Inro[1henol

D.:!

Notes·
a.

b.

c.
d.

,'.

1;lorida det:ll1lt SCTLs r~siJell\ial land-use
Concentrations I(lr carcinogenic polycvclic aromatic hydrocarbons (cI'AI-ls) arc convert,'d to
Iknzota)l'vrene equivalents (i3aP-TEt)) bei"ore comparISon with the corresponding direct exposure
Soil Cleanup T;lrget Levcl (SCTL) Illr l3enzo(a)pyrenc (see the rcbrumy 21)05 ''rlllal "J"c'chnical
Report Dcvclopmcnt orCleanup Targct Levels (CTLs) lor Chapter b2-777 c.kC."
TCOD-TEO is 2.3.7_8-Tctrachlowdibcnzo-p-dioxin toxic eqlllva!ellls
Florida Jd:lult SCTLs illr commercial/ industrial land use (depends on srecllk land-usc oi"on:Site
I"eation)
Florida ddaultleaehability SCTLs Illr protection oi"ecological organisms in surlace watcr
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Table 9
Cost Comparison of Remedial Alternatives
Alternative

Capital

Description

Cost

OnR-I: No Ad ion

Short
Term
Annual
Costs

Duration
(years)

Long
Term
Annual
Costs

Total
Duration

Present

(years)

Worth
Cost

$0

NA

NA

$0

30

$0

$6.2 million

$126.000

10

$300,000

30

$11.1 million

$64.lmillion

$126,000

10

$165,000

30

$67.8 million

$1 ~o million

$126,000

10

$165,000

30

$193.7 million

$75.2 million

$126,000

10

$165,000

30

$78.9 million

$38.1 million

$126,000

I()

$165,000

3()

$41.8 million

$12.8 million

$77.000

.1

$181.000

30

$16.0 million

$18.0 million

$77.()00

3

$165,000

30

$20.9 million

$18.1 million

$77.00U

3

$181.000

3D

$21.3 million

$35.7 million

$77,000

3

$165,000

30

$38.7 million

$26.1 million

$77,000

-'

$165,000

3D

$29.1 million

$71.8 million

$77.000

3

$165,000

30

$74.8 million

$40.6 million

$77,000

3

$165,000

30

$43.6 million

OnR-2: Continue Currcnt
Actions, Soil
Regrading/Cover
OnR-3A: RemovalSurlicial Aqui fer
Excavation
OnR-313: Rem\lvalExcavation to Middle Clay
OnR-4A: TreatmentISS/S to I'vlidd\c Clay
OnR-413: TreatmentISS/S in Surlicial Aquifer,
ISGS in Upper Hawthorn
OnR-5A: Containment!
Treatment - l3arrier Wall

~

OnR-513: Containment!
Treatment - 13arrier Wall,
ISGS in Upper Hawthorn
OnR-5C: Containment!
Treatment - 13arrier Wall,
ISGS in Surlieial Aquifer
OnR-5D: Containment!
Treatment - 13arrier Wall,
ISS/S in Surlieial Aquifer
OnR-5E: Containmcnt!
Treatment - Barrier Wall,

~

ISGS to tvliddle Clay
OnR-5r:: Containment/
Treatment - l3arrier Wall.
ISS/S to Middle Clay
OnR-5G: Containment!
Treatment- 13arrier Wall,
Surlicial Aquifer ISS/S.
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Table 9
Cost Comparison of Remedial Alternatives
Alternative

Capital

Description

Cost

Short
Term
Annual
Costs

Duration
(years)

Long
Term
Annual
Costs

Total
Duration

Present

(years)

Worth
Cost

Upper I-bwthorn ISGS
OnR-51-1: Containment!
Treatment - Barrier Wall,
ISGS in Surli,ial Aquifer,

$54.3 million

$77,000

3

$165,000

30

$57.2 million

$0

NA

NA

$0

30

$0

$4.12 million

NA

NA

$479,000

30

$11.7 million

$()

NA

NA

$0

30

$0

$5.66 million

$208,000

3

$15,000

30

$6.1 million

$9.48 million

$ I 58,000

3

$ I 50.00n

30

$1 I.l) million

$7.18 million

NA

NA

$65,000

30

$8.3 million

ISS/S to Middle Clay
urA-I: No Action
UFA-2: IVlonilOred Natural
Attenuation with Hydraulic
Contai nillent
OIR- I: No A,tion
OtR-2: ReJllove Impacted
Soil
OIR-3: Institutional and
Engineering Controls
OIR-4: ReJllovaL
Institutionul Controls.
and/or Engineering Controls
(Hybrid)
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Table 10
-- ---Description

Item

Estimated Remedy Construction Costs
...... _... _ _.. _

- ---- ---

..

Qty

..

Units

Unit Rate

I

Extended

Total

Cost
Capital Costs

I

1:0

_
. Engineering design anu Permit! Approval

r

:_1 Indirect capital costs

1.1

...-

1.2

--

_....

__

...... -

.. _ . _ - - - 

100,'0

~

Slurry-Wail (extenucd to 65' bl\s)
Slurry
Trench
Overburden

........................

$5,263,700'

$52,637,000!

$5.263,700

_...

--

..... -

-

.. -

-

----_

. Clay Tllp on slurry Wall

2.22

QC Testing / Slurry
Submittals

.... __ ..

325,000;

_._--_ ....

vsf

Wall

-

Excav~lti(ln

~

,

.. _...... ...

,L,O

.'-

-_.......... _.. _.- .. -;

..

_.- -.-----_.

$2,320,000
_------
$1,950,000,

.................. _............... _..

$6.00;

........ _ .... _........ _........ _.. _....

5,000
LF
-----.---_... _........ _-_....

.... _..

LS

Report

__._-_ _-_ __ ...- - - : - - - - 
....

$6U •

770440:

-------/

$3no.OOO .
-------/

$70,000

$70,000

_-,---_1

................................................ ' - 1

$723,O(J0

..................... _ - - - - - - /

....

Excavate Soil (Assume 24 Acres; 0-2' ;

$690,000

r···· ·································-··.Ir---- - I

-- _.-

... _--

2.21

$690,000 '$690,000

< - I_ - - - - ' _

Excavate/Backlill

$52,637,000

............-..... -----:-~,.-,-:--c-I

LS

. • •. • • •. J•. Soil
. . ...._.__. ._. . (Onsite)
_. . . ______ . ___ . . _________ ._. . _. ____ ._. '---_---'_
."

_------/

"L

1- -_- --- .- - ---- ---- - ----: ---: -_--- --..

2.20

$10,527,000

1 ----1
..........·

$52,637.00()·

Direct capital costs___

MLlbilization/dcmobilization

2.1

.....-.. -

LS
LS

100,'0 ;

Contingency

-2::?]_._]

J

$63,164,000

CY

$4.50 :

$348A80 •

below ground surface)
2.31

Conlirmation Sampl ing

50
_-_ .... _ - - - 
Tr,lI1sport Soil to the consolidation area &
116,160
..... _.. __ .. --.. - ... _........... - ..

EA

$1.100

$55,000

Ton

$2.75

$3190440

'--------

compact
..

-.

-

_...- _.. __ .._. _.. _ .._.-

_

-

.... .. -

--_ ...' - - - - - -

................ _.. _........ _.........

---:---,------,-----,----,.--,

Soil Excav<ltion (OITsite)

$2,686,500

. ....... ·Ti:4ii-·-·c;~;~;·t;~5;;iI(A~~~~~-90--p-a-rceT;_(<<i().3 5''---1-0-2,-O-OC-)""-'--'c;;~"--'l

! acre/parcel: 0-2' below
ground surface)
.
._...... __ .. _ _. __
.....

-

2.41
2.42

........... m

••

45

. Soil handling to the onsite consolidation;
area & baek (2 trips)
-

; 2.43

.

Conlirrnation Sampling

.

,

.......-

_. _...

......

.. .....

_ .. -

'-,

...

_ _...

..

EA

$1.1 00

$49,500

CY

$11.00

$1,122,000 •

__ .. _...----:-----..,-_._-_ .. _._ ........

; Install and remove silt fencing

.

102,000,
7,200'

.

LF

_

I~~ll:i~l~i-~.~\;~~,I~~~i ;e~~'·,=: _~.= _ ~=~-.=~:~ ~-.~-.-~:·.'--I_____'[·=._.~:_..~ •. J
2.50

Within Slurry Wall !\rea: Sile Prep/Install,

32

ACRE,

$5.00 .

1.. . $4,000,000,
_.. . . _.:1
$125,000

: Import Soil Cover (27-Acre: 1.5' avg:
; thickness)

108,900:
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CY

$4,996,UOO

'-------/

I

GeL/Soil Con:r
2.51

........ _ - - - - - - /

$36,000 ;

$8.00 :
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Table 10
Estimated Remedy Construction Costs
Description

Item

Qty

_ __

....- ......................................... ..

............................................ _

Units

----

"

V'
0.'

Seed grass for excavation areas and cover .

2.52

Unit Rate

Extended

Total

Cost

_.

$1,500

ACRE

$124,500 •

areas

....1. · ..1

. . . . . ._.. _...........___.._.. . . __..._. '------'L.. . _._::.]

Surlace Covers (OITsite .. Engineering Controls)

_

..................... ............ _.........................................- ................- ....................-.- .......- .. - ...

: 2.53

i Illlport

~----.,-

Soil Cover UI.5 acres: 2.5' avg.

: thickness)

127,050

CY
..................... _....

.. ~

....

Grass seed li)r excavation & cuver areas

2.54

$1,064,000

..........................,

$1.500

Acre

31.5

$47,250 .

_

. ........ ................................... _.- ..... _.- ......................... _ - - - - ' ..

.................

....·........·..·· ........·..·..·..· _ - - - - - - 1

In-Situ Geochemical Stabilization (ISGS) at the Forlller South Lagoon +

$6,898,000

Former Process A rca (-65 Ii, 3.75 acres)

. Ii

..· ...... ··......· ............·.... _ - - - - - - 1

ISBS Materials 3.75 acres, 65 Ii (quote:

2.60

$17,000 per aere-Illot treated volume)

. ·1

.61" ri~,:~;ghtc~~~l~......·....

2.62

Tax

- . -.
_ ...... -_. __ .... _ - - --- ..  . - .. -  -
Injection Costs (421 ISCiS auger points + ,

........................ _ ...

2.63

$0.80

6,581.250

LBS

6,581.250

r" Ls . . J

6.25%

$5,265,UOO

$0.10 1.$658,1251 _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
$5,923,125
$370,195
···_....·....··· ........·· .. _ - - - - - - 1

121

Day

$5JJOO

$605,000 :

Exploratory Borings)
-

............__.

_._ ........ -_..

.......

..

In-Situ Soliuilication/Swbilizutinn (ISSS) at the Former Ntlrth Lagoon +

$25,889,000

Former Drip Track Area (-65 It: 2.25 acres)
.... ··· .

12.64r~~~~a~:~) ~:':~;~e~:~:~~u~~~:~,t~l;te~ia·ls:1
2.65

Ccment (8%) and Freight Charge

236,000

I~~~CY"

28,400

Ton

10,700

Tun

$79.08[$18,662.
$120

88

°1'---_____

$3A08,000

------

......................

2.60

: IJentonite

(3~o'o)

$228.88;

1

$2,449,016'
..........................

Tax

2.67

..............................................

Excess

$1,166A30..

LS

................... .

~

2.68

material

lI'om

ISSS

move to '

59,000

$1,166,430'

·· . ·.......... ·· . ·..............·..·............· - - - - - - 1

CY

$162,250

$2.75

consoliuation area
$40,000 1 · .. ·$~·?,G661

.]~.~9: .• US.~~~~~~h Sc~~e/~ilot ~e~_ .._ ....._........ LI_____,

' - - - - - - -..1

': 'Ex traeti~ ~w. ~iTT~~~t;il;ti:~·~;~J·I)~~p;·,:;tTC;~·(. b;~edi
, on IRO gal Inns per minute [gpm!)

~

............. __ ... _... _.... _... ..... _.
Drilling anu bore-hole preparation

2.70

.

.. _.

1,250

2.71

............. -

; 2.72

Well casing installation

-_

--

__

__

1,250

_ _-----,
Install Pumps (meuian capacity 40 gpm)
5
...................... __._......... _...... _.. - - - - - .........

. ....

..

'

..

.........

Extraeteu Water Treatment and Disposal

..............................

·.. . .·1.. i:·74

LF

$15.00

LF

$35

$18,750

-----

..................

2.73

$113,000

..............................................................................

$43,750 ;

,------1

.......... ....

-

. rll~~t,~ITp~~~~~.;~~~~·~~~~:~~l"~ipI~~~~~'~t.~~·

LS

I

·.. ··\_ _ _8_,I_O_I--,["::::~·~~:.~]

155

$50,000 ,

$417,000

0'

' - - - - - - - ' ........

Install temporary water treatment system

$10,000 ,

EA

$200,000

I

·········$2Cl(),GllCiI

$26.75 r"$21?,7~)=

.------..1
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Table lO
Estimated Remedy Construction Costs
Item

Qty

Description
................. ~ ....

-----..

~.-

--_ .... ---_.

..- - - . - -

~

Units

.. - - - - - - ..

----~

2.81

···· . ·..i·i. 82

&

: Pond
Excavation
: Consolidation Area

Transport

to!

~

(i

.

Total
$850,000

...... - -..- ..

$435.600 !

$7.50

C'r'

58,OSO

- - - - _ .... ---- .. --..--.......--.

Inkt and Outlet Structures
m

Extended
Cost

Detention Pond
• 2.80

Unit Rate

EA

$3,000

..

·····il:ir;;;:-t'S~·D~t;::-~ti~;~ I)o·~d·--~-- ---·--5-2-~-,7-2-0~!---'sQFf'

,

~

$18,000

I

,··..· ....·..·....·......·····....·..·..·..··....·...... ~-----I
$~(i

$0.50 i

1,360 1
-----~-

2.S3

Side Grading
_....

. 2.84

---

-_..

: Landscaping/Bank Vegetation

LS

$60,000

$60,000

LS

$75,000 .

$75,000 :

-. - - - - - - - 1
~------I

- - - - - - - . _.....

Storm Water Convevance (Non-Site Waler)

,

.. - ................. ........ _-

· 2.S5

--....

__

...

$750,000

- - - - - - - , .. -- .......................

.

4S" RCP Culvert

4000

Lf'

$150 :

$600.000 :
...............................

2.86

Installation

1-- .. _..· .....

I

.- .. -- .. --

. . . 1: ISCO
. in. . .E.\iSling
. . . . . . .__. . . . . . . . __. . . . . . . . . . . . .__..__......_.. . . _.. . . . . ._..........I
L1IG Wells
. 2.87

LS

.,---------....-... .-.........

$150,000

$150,000

..,-I_--::-::-::-~I

L.__........__.. . . . 1

$30,000

'Injection and all associated costs

3

[A

10'

EA

$1 (WOO

$30,000 :
------

$415,000

Monitor Wells
. 2.90

Install 10 monitoring wells (2-inch) in .

Surtieial Aquikr (25' deep)
.... ..
.
.. .
.. ............... _.. .............
---------' ...........................
X
[A
Install 8 monitoring wells (2 .. inch) in UI-IG

2.91

$4,~00

$9,500

$76.000

$18,000

r ..... $72.0()~

(65' deep), double casings

. . . . . ·l~·()i~ "'1'; ~~~~,,.~::;~:~;~~~~::~~~:·i2~j"I;~hii~Li~I·G·c=J·
2.93 "il;~ialll () n~·~~nil()r\~;~11s(2-j·I~~h)Tn r:I~)('id~n
l\quifcr (225' deep)
......

-

....... -

..................................... _

Institutional Controls

:U 00

.......

.

--....

...............

10'

...................................

EA

$22.500

;

.1, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1

$225,000 .

----

$100.000

- - - - _ .................... .

: Administrative Orders,. Deed Restrictions - iI
Permit Applieation Process

EA

$4~.000

;

LS

$100.000

$100.000 :

--......................
.. ......

-----~

$1.510.000

Engineering Controls
· 2.10 I

Feneing, Gates and Physical Barriers

· 2.102

Install Silt Feneing

.........

...

_...... _,.

_.--_......._,.,.......

10

EA

500'

r:T

$5

EA

$140,760

----::-:-c,---' ...................- .. ..

$10,000 .

$100,000 '

-------1

$2,500

~----

2.103

Property Purchase (assume 10 parcels to he

10

$1,407,600 .

purchased)

_ __.._- .._-_ ..

.............. .. -........_--_ ... ..__ ...
-~

,._ .. _.'-._-_ ..

_--- -, -_...... __....... _. _..

...................

_--_ ............

Construction Oversight, Survey. and Reporting (Onsite and OfTsite)

·r:2'. iic)I ~\I~.~~i~~!_'~..::b.~T
; 2.1 I I . Survey

.... ____...___:~.: ... '1

5.0%
3

156

I.. =::~:~:=]
LS

$3,028,000

1 ·"$~:!~'8·.~??1 ______
m

$54,960,000
$40,000 ,

$120,000 :

-------

---

Rt!~onJ of Dt!~ision
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superllilld Site

Summary of Remedial Altt!mati\'c Selection
Ft!bruary 2U I I

Table 10
Estimated Remedy Construction Costs
Qty

Description

Item
....... _........ _... _...............

2,112

Units

,----------_.. _.. _._-- _._ .. _-_._-_ .. _ - - - - ..... -- ... --.- .....
Report
LS
_Construction
_._ ... _.._.. _--_._-_Complction
.. _... _.- .. - .... -_. -.-- -_._-_._._ ...... , . - - - - - - - :

.... ..

~----

Unit Rate

Extended

Total

Cost
$160,000 '

$160,000 '

.. -

Construction Ovcrsi!!ht. Survcv. :lI1d Reporting (Upper Floridan)

.L~:II~.J O\'e;:~i~~.~.I~~~~~:~_-~:~~~.~_:~__ ~ __._
2.114
•••••••••••••••••••••• _ •• _ . .

Survey

•••

_ •••

_~_

••• _ _ _ h

__ . _••

~

•• _ _ _ _ _ •

: 2.115 . Construction Completion Report
LS

=

2.0%
J

$159,000

I'..~~~~~~=J

955,000

LS

$20.000

I .•. ~.I:~,-'.r!~L I

'--------1

_ _. _ •• _ _ • _ _ •• _

'-------_._._.

lump sum

vsf= vertical square reet

LF = line:.!r rect
C'r' = cubic yard

CA = each
Ibs = pounds
SQFT = square iCet

157

LS

$80,000 :

$60,000

···_···_·········__· · · · · _ - - - - - - 1

$80,000 ;

R.:cord of Dedsion
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Table 11
Estimated Operation, Monitoring and Maintenance (OM&M)Costs
Item

Description

Qty

Units

Unit Rate

I

Extended

Total

Cost
Annual OM&M Costs -

1.0

..

30 Yr

$1,588,000

..JS~~t~l~~~?~'~r(On~it~ ~;n~?rt~it~)......
1.1

.

-.-~----

1__

Soil Cover Maintenance

Engincering Controls (Orfsite)
1.1

I..
LS

......................... _ - - - -

Engineering Cl)[ltrols - Maintenance

.. . . . . . . . . . . . .

r · · · · · • ·....-!....-I_ _ _

$300.nOO

_------

...................................- ....................................................

LS

I

$300.000

$150.000; $150.000;
-----------------1

r"-.Ionitoring
1.30
1.3 I

j

Annual Mo~ii~rit~g (Surticial Aquifer)"
Annual 1vlonitoring (Upper Floridan)

.......... ""j' '1:31 .·[.. ·.·...·t~.~. ~L.~.·.'.·.r.·.i.~~~:~~~. . ::.~. . :.~.I.l.I).·.I.:..i d.A.a..·. ~.· t.· ~.· I.· ~. "'.· ~.l t.i it~~)

I

:$\so.O()O,

LS

$150,nOO

LS

$250.000,

.......... _

$250.000

-----------------1

.-. ..,......................................""-:--------------1
$45.0()~
. . $ 4 5 , 0 0 0 L_ _ _ _ _

(w it h ..[ _. ___1_._
,- LS.[ . . . . .

,

Extraction Pump Opcration (Upper Floridan Hnlr:lulic Containment
1040 ' Operate Pump Extraction System (based on'

93.311,

$\.50; $ \39.968 '

h:.gal

180 gallons per minute [gpm])

ITre~t~int PI;lllt Op~ratil)n~~d·l·t:i~t~d Water Dis~~~=~---·~-_

..

1.50

Labor

1.51

POTW Discharge Fees

200,
<)3.312

1.51 . Chemicals

I

L1.53IE~~~g)

Pumping system maintenance

1.56 • E ftl uent mon i tori ng & reporti ng

1 ................................ ' - - - - 1_ _ _

$60;

h:.gal

-----------------1

$5.00

$466.560'
--------1
$9.000 ;
$9.000 •

LS

I

-----_.

I
.. . ···-------1-·

1-

EA
LS

EA

-~~-q EA

$17.100

$17, I 00 .

$11,300 '

$21,300 '

---------1

.. _. . . . . ..

-

$1,700 :

-----------------1

$1.700 •

.·. . .··......~6.0l)() . L

,---------------

1.57

Lab costs

1.58

Carbon replacement

0.5

EA

$4.700 ;

$1.350 ;

Waste management

20

CY

$400

$8.000 .

$6.000 L
1 -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

............ _.....

1.59

I

$11,000.

. [_68.3~~I-K·~~=h~I···········$o: 121·..~~·~~ir-1- - - - - 

1.54 .' Tremme~t ~)~t~l~r~pairs & maintenan~e
1.55

1

hI'

2.01 .

-----------------1

.....1.....................................•••.

$~2~52~,O~00_1

L-I_ _ _

Surficial Aquifer Hydraulic Containment
2.10 Labor
200;
hI'
[i.jl 'l'p6Twbi~~j~~r~ifc~~ .......................•.•...••••..••...•...•••.. 'r-I-l-n-.3-I-l-r h:.gal T

$100,
.

. 1.11 ; Chemicals

.....

-.......................................,._.. ,., ..
, 1.13

Energy

I
31.670
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LS
h:.w-hr

$20.000

...-::; ..... ,'............ " ...... ::;, .. '-:-------------1

LOO

$4,750 ;
$0

$186,6~4

.. ......................................·7----------------1

$4.750
............................·............ · - - - - - - - - - - - 1
$3.800

Re.:ord uf Decision
CJDot CarDon/Koppers Supertimd Site

Summary of RemediJI Aitemative Selection
FebnlJry 20 II

Table 11
Estimated Operation, Monitoring and Maintenance (OM&M)Costs
Item

Description

Qty

Units

Unit Rate

'Extended:

Total

Cost

2.1 ~ : Treatment system repairs & maintenance

.................. .

_

Pumping system maintenance

2. 5

EA

; - - - - - - - ;... _.. _. __ ... __ ....

.......................• - - - 

2.16 ; Eftluent monitoring & reponing
........................ "

.... ,

__...

$10.300:

LS

$10.300:
$1.700

EA
CY

$~. 700

------------1

$1.700 :

",,,.',

$6.000

$6.000
---------

2. t 8 . Carbon rcplacemcnt

0.5
20;

Waste IllJnagement

2.19

$8.000 '

EA

Lab costs

2.17

$8.000 .

'

·····---$400/···

$2.350 :
$8,000 ..,-;- - - - - - - 1

FUTURE COSTS

• .• .• •·r
Cl'ntirmation Sampling (Onsite I Offsite I Upper Floridan)

I

-_.

Contirmation Sampling (include labor,
materials. & lab costs)

3.10

$1,275,000

1

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

LS

$400.000' $400.000'

Site Closing (Onsite! OtTsitc ! Upper Floridan)
........................... 

Abandon Monitor Wclls

3.20

I h.250

- - - _ ..................

Well Abandonment and Site Restoration
.........................-

4.3U ; Abandon Existing Recovery Wells

1250 .

__._--_._._:

..

FT

$85,42; $106,775

LS

$5,000 '

- - -.......... _ ....... _..

Environmental Report

4.32

LS

' Close Out of Temporary Facilities - 3 yr

............., . . [

_.

t~_______

Well Abandonment and Site Restoration
4.10 . Abandon Existing Recovery Well~·~:~~~~ __1 FT
I
LS
4.11 Equipment Remoyal and Site Restoration
1

$437.288'

$300.000
$300.000:
$22:500 ;$ii.50()~:- - - - - - - - - - 1

....................... _...

..:

Equipment Removal and Site Rt'storation

'4.31

4.0

$26.91

FT

Equipment Rcmoval and Site Restoration
LS
Final Close Out Report
.. '--------, '-'L:S--' . .

3.21
. 3.22

.-

$5.000

------------1

..

$3.000

$3,000
$262,000

..r- · · · · · · · · · · •·• . . . .

" - - 1_

_

_

I

$85,42
$192.195
$50.000 ' ·····$50.000:

-LS- -1..>~~·OOOT$i6:6?6rl--------1

4.12 IEn~ironmentalReportr - --~I
_._---_ ..-

,

PRESENT VALUE ANALYSIS

Itt'm
; Tlltal Annual OM&M Cost (tor 30 years)

.-----_.

Annual OM&M Cost (Surtieial Aquifer systcm; ILlr 3 yrs)

Rate

Cost;

__ .... __ ..
5%

$ 1,588,179 '

5%

$262, 195
$1.274,5li3 i

.............................

future Costs (at cnd 01'3 ycars; Surticial Aquifer system)
futurc Costs (at end of 30 years; full close-out) "'j

159

. . 5~/~"T

$251,524 '

Years

Net Present Value
~--------I

30 :

$24,414,000

3 •
$685,000
3 -------$2-2-6-,0-0'0-

........ 36

1

$295,000

SllnlJn~ry
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I-cbmary 20 I I

Table 11
Estimated Operation, Monitoring and Maintenance (OM&M)Costs
Item

Qty

Description

Units

Unit Rate

Extended

Total

Cost
1····..·_···· __·..·····:·····

..............................-.............................-........~--~----- .........-.-....- ..-......-.-.-.-..--,.-.-..

GRAND TOTAL (OM&M Net Present Value)
LS

=

; : ....... _._--_._._-_ .....__..............................
~
---_._--_._-_._

lump sum

hr = hour
Kgal = 1000 gallons
Kw-hr = kilowatt hour
Ii = feet

C'r' = cubi<.: yard
EA

=

each

160

$25,620,000

Summary of Remedial Alternative Se"!(tion
f'ebruary 20 II

Record of Decision
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Table 12
Chemical-Specific ARARs, Criteria, anc,t Guidance
Requirement

Citation

ARAR
Type

Description

Comment

Soil and Groundwater Cleanup Levels/Criteria
Federal
Safe
Drinking
Water Act
N:.Itional
Primary
Drinking
Water
Standards.
Maximum
Contaminant
Level
(MCLs)

40 CFR Pal1
141.61
(organics) and
141.62
(inorganics)

Relevant
and
Appropriate

Legally enforceable federal drinking watcr standards
that establish maximum contaminant levels (MCLs)
for sJlceilic contaminants that havc bccn determined
to adversely affect human he:.llth.

Thcse
stand:.lrds are
relevant and
appropriate
to the
rcstoration
of
gmundwater,
a potential
drinking
water source.

State
Florida
Suri"acl!
W:.Iter
Criteria Rule

Chapter 62
302.530
Florida
Administr:.ltivc
Codc (FAC)

Relevant
and
Appropriate

Provides surface water classi lications and water
quality criteria (numeric and narrative) lor protection
of State surface water bodies. Numeric ambient w:.Iter
quality criteria (A WQC) an;: relevant during remedial
action of the Site soils that are impacting surlace
water.

Remedial
Action
Objectives
(RAOs)
require
protection of
surface
water by
monitoring
surlace
water li)r
some
contaminants
of concern
(COCs)
against
AWQC.

Florida
Groundwater
Classl!s,
Standards,
and

Chapter 62520.41 () and
62-520.420.
FAC

Appl ieablc

Designates the groundwater of the State into live
classes and establishes minimum criteri:.l. This rule
also speeilics that Class I and Class II groundwater
must meet primary drinking water standards listed in

This rule
was used to
d:.lssilY
groundwater
and cstablish

161
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Sit~

Table 12
Chemical-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Requirement

Citation

ARAR
Type

Description

Chapter 62-550.3 10, FAC.

Exemptions

Comment

cleunup
goals lor
groundwater.
Groundwater
at this Site is
considered a
potential
soun.:e of
urinking
water (Class
G-II).

r:lurida
Drinking
Water
Standards,
l'vlonitoring
and
Repol1ing

Chapter 62550.310, FAC

Relevant
anu
Appropriate

Provides primary urinking water quality stanuurus
and maximum t.:Ontaminant levels (f"vICLs) lilr public
water supply systems that are appl ieable at the tap
and are relevant anu uppropriate to the rcstOfution of
a Class G-II aqui fer. Remeuial obieetiws require
restoration of the surlicial aquifer to drinking water
quality standards.

Cleanup
goals lor
some 0 I' the
COCs in
groundwater
are baseu
upon I'vICLs
listed in this
rule. RAOs
require
restoration
of surficial
aquifer to
drinking
water quality
standards.

Florida
Contaminant
Cleanup
Target Levels
Rule

Chapter 62777.170, rAC
Tables I & II

Relevant
anu
Appropriate

This rule provides default cleanup criteria. namely
cleanup target levels (CTLs) in Tables I anu II and an
explanation for deriving CTLs lor soil, grounuwater
and surface water that can be used lor site
rehabilitation (i.e., cleanup).

CTLs lor
groundwater
in Table I of
this rule
were used to
establish
cleanup
goals lor
some of the
COCs in

162
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Record of Decision
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Table 12
Chemical-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Requirement

Citation

ARAR
Type

Description

Comment
groundwater
at this Site.
Soil CTLs in
Table II of
this rule
were used to
establish
cleanup
goals lor
some of the
soil COCs.

Florida
Contaminant

Chapter 62
7S0.650( I )(d),

Site Cleanup
Critl:ria Rule
- Risk
Assessment

rAe

Rele\'ant
and
Aprropriatl:

This section of the rule generally provides cll:ments
to bl: addrl:ssed when performing a risk asseSS\l1l:nt.
Requires that a Ii ktime excess ealll:l:r risk Il:vel of
I.OE-6 and a hazard index of I or less shall be used in
establishing alternative CTLs lix groundwater or soil.

The I.OE-6
and a hazard
index of I or
less
requirement
considered
in
developing
Site-specilic
or alternative
CTLs fix
I:ertain
COCs.
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Table 13
Action-Specific ARARs, Criteria. and Guidance
Requirement

Citation

Description

ARAR
Type

Comment

Waste Characteriztltion, Storage, Treatme1l1 al/d Disposal- Primary al/d Secol/dary Wastes

Federal
Resource
Conservation &
Recovery Act
mCRA)
Regulations 
Identilicmion.
Ch:lfacterization
:.tnd Listing of
Solid and
Hazardous
Wastes

40 Code of Fcder:ll
Regulations (CrR)
Part 262.1 i(a)-(d)
(Solid 11'lIste) and
264.13(a)( I)

RCRA  L:lnd
Disposal
Restrictions
(LOR)
Treatment
Standards for
Contaminated
Soil

40 erR rart
268.7(a)

Applicable

Requires characterization of
solid waste and additional
ehar:.tcterization of w:.tste
determined to be hazardous.
rart 261.11 (a)-(d) requires
determin:.ttion of whl:ther
solid waste is hazardous.
I)art 263.1 3(a)( I) requires :.t
detailed chemical and
physical analysis of a
representative sample of the
waste to determ ine
treatment. storage. and
disposal n:quirements.

Response action
is expected to
generate non
hazardous solid
waste
(eontam inated
soil ddermined
not to be
hazardous) and
RCRA h:lzardous
w:.tste.

Applil:able

40 erR Part 268.7 requires
de term ination 0 f whether
waste is restricted from land
disposal under 40 eFR
268.40. 268.45, or 268.49
by testing in accordance
with prescribed methods or
by usc 0 f generator
knowledge of the waste. 40
CrR 268.49 prohibits land
disposal of untreated
hazardous wastes and
provides treatment
standards for contaminated
soil considered hazardous
waste.

Excavated soi I
determined to be
hazardous waste
will be sent on~
Site lor treatment
and disposal :It an
appropriate
l'aeility.

(Hazardous wastc)

This determination
can be made concurrently
with the hazardous waste
determination required by
40 erR 262.11.

Note:
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Table 13
Action-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Requirement

RCRA Temporary on
Site sttlrage 0 f
hazardous waste
ill cOllwillers

Citation

40 CFR 262.34(a):

ARAR
Type

Description

Comment

Applicable

A generator may accumulate
hazardLlUS waste at the lacility
provided that:

Applies to
accumulation of
RCRA hazardous
waste on-Site as
delined in 40
CFR260.IO

40 CFR
262.34( a)( I)( i):

waste is placed in containers
that cLlmply with 4() CrR
265.171-173: and

40 CFR 262.34(a)(2):

Use and
rVlanagement of
Hazardous
Waste in

the date upon which
accumulation begins is clearly
marked and visible for
inspection (In each container:

40

cm 264.34(a)(3)

coillaincr is marked with the
worJs "hazardous waste": or

40

cm 262.34(c)( I)

c,'ntainer Illay bl! marked with
other words that iJenti Iy the
cLlntents.

Applil!s to
accumulation Llf 55
gal. L)r less of
RCRA hazardous
waste Q[ Llne quart
of acutely
hazardLlus waste
listed in 261.33(c)
at or near any point
of generation

Establish requirements for
use and management of
hazardous waste in
containers on-Site.

Containers that
may be used lor
temporary
storage of
hazardous waste
(i.e., precipitate.
GAC
contaminated
soil) on-Site prior
to ofr·Site
treatment and
disposal will
comply with
these
requirements.

40 eFR Part 265.171
to 173

Applicable

CUllwiners
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Table 13
Action-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Requirement

Storage of
hazardous waste in
conwiner area

Citation

40 CFR 264.175(a)

ARAR
Type

Description

Comment

Applicable

Area must have a containment
system designed and operated
in accordance with 40 CFR
264.175(b)

Applies to storage
of RCRA
hazardous w;lste in
I:ontainers ",i,,,
free liqllids

40 eFR 264.175(c)

Cll)~ure

40 CFR 204.111

Applicable

Applicable

pcrlcmnanc.::
stalllJ;lrd lor
RCRA containt:r
storage unit

Arca must he sloped or
otherwise designed and
opcrated to drain liquid from
precipitation, or

Applies to st()rage
ol'RCRA
hazardous waste in
containers that do

Containers must he elevated or
()therwise protected Irom
contact \Vith accumulated
liquid.

nul cunltJinji'ce

ivlust closc the facility (e.g.,
containcr storage unit) in a
mann.::r that:

•

Minimizes the need li)r
further maintenance:

•

Controls minimizes or
eliminates to the extent
necessary to protect
human health and the
environment. post-dosure
escape of hazardous
wastc. hazardous
contaminants. leachate.
contaminated run-on: or
hazardous waste
decomposition products
to the ground 01' sur lace
waters or the atmosphere:
and

lil/I/ids (other than

1'020. F021, F021.
F023.F026 and
FOn)
Applies to storage
of RCRA
hazardous waste in
containers

Complies with the closure
requirements of subpart. but
not limitcd to. the
requiremcnts of 40 CFR
264.178 li)r containers.
Closure of RCRA
container storage
unit

40 CFR 264.178

i\pplieabl.::
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At closure. all hazardous waste
and hazardous waste residues
must be removed Irom the
containment system .
.Remaining I:ontainers. liners.
hases. and soils containing or
contaminated with hazardous

Applies to storage
lIfRCRA
hazardous waste in
nlntainers in a unit
with a containment
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Table 13
Action-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Requirement

Citation

ARAR
Type

Description

waste and hazardous waste
residues must be
dccontaminated or removed.

Comment

system

1C()mmclll: At closure, as
throughout the operating
period. unless the owner or
operator can demonstrate in
acwrdance with40 CFR
261.3(d) of this chapter that
the solid waste removed Irom
the containmcnt system is not
a hazardous waste, the owner
or uperator bccomes a
gcnerator of

hazardous waste and must
manage it in accordalll:e with
all applkablc requirements of
parts 262 through 266 of this
dwpterJ.
RCRA
Regulations Temporary
Storage and
Closure of
rcmediation
Hazardous
Waste in Stagillg
Piles

40 CFR Part
264.554(a)( I )liHiii).
264.554(d)( I)(i)
(iii).
264.554(d )(2)( i )-(vi),
264.554(e)( 1)-(2),
164.554( 1)( 1)-(3)
264.554( h).
264.554(i)( I )(i)-(ii).
264.554(i)( 1)-(2).
164.554(k)

Applicable

Disposal of

40 CrR 268.40(a)

Applicable

Provides requirements lix
temporary stNage and
<':!osure of /101I-j7oll:illg
hazardolls rcmcililllioll
\l'i/slc in a staging pile to
prevent or minimize
releases of hazardous
substances or contaminants
into the environment.

Storage Clrea I(lr
contaminated
soi IIremediation
waste temporarily
staged on-Site
will consider
these
reljuircments.

May be land disposed if it

Applies to land

RCRA

Illeets the requirements in

disposal (40 CFR

Hazanjous waste

the table ·'Treatment

268.2) of

in a land-basl:d

Standards 1l1J" Hazardous

rl:strided RCRA

Waste" at 40 eFR 268.40

waste

unit

beti.1fe land disposal.
40 CFR 268.40(a)

Applicable

167

All underlying hazardous

Applies to land

contaillinants [as deli ned in

disposal of

40 CFR 268.2(i)] must meet

restricted RCRA

the Universal Treatment

characteristic

Standards, found in 40 CFR

wastes (DOtH

Reel)ru of Decision
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Table 13
Action-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Requirement

Citation

ARAR
Type

Description

261l.41l Table UTS prior to
land disposal

Comment

D043) that are
not managed in a
wastewater
treatment system
that is regulated
under the CW A,
that is CWA
equivalent, or
that is injeeled
into a Class I
non-hazardous
injection well.

Relevant

Unit must be located,

haLardous waste

:.!nd

designed, constructed,

Applies to
treatment of

in l\'Jisccllaneous

/\ ppn'priate

l'peruted. maintained and

RCRA h:.!zardnus

Treatment of

40 CFR 264.60 I

Treal1nent Unit

dosed in :.! manner th:.!t wi II

\\'aste in

with air

ensure protection of human

miscellaneous

emissions

hcalth and the environment,

units, except as
provided in 40
CFR 264.1.

40 cm 264.601(c)

Relevant

Protection of human health
:.!nd the cnvironment

and
Appropriate

indudes, but is not limitcd
to prevention of any release
that may have adverse
el'J'ects on human health or
the environment due to
migration of waste
contaminants in the air,
l'onsideri ng the factors
listed in 40 CFR
264.60 I(c)( I ) thru (7).

40 CFR
264.1 01l0(a){5)

Relevant

The requirements of RCRA

Applies to air

and

Subpart CC - Air Emission

pollutant

Appropriate
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Standards for Tanks.

emissions with

Surface Impoundments, and

volatile organics

Containers do not apply to a

from a hazardous
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Table 13
Action-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Requirement

Citation

ARAR
Type

Description

Comment

waste management unit that

waste tank,

is solely used 1'01' on-Site
treatment or storage 0 f

surface
impoundment or

hazardous waste that is
placed in the unit as a result

container.

of impkmenting remedial
activities required under
RCRA 3()04(u) and (v),
RCRA 3008(h), or
CERCLI\ authorities.
RCRA
Regulations 

40 CFR
2hS.I(ej(4)(ii)

Applicable

Disposal of
RCRA
characteristic
wastewaters in a
POTW

RCRA
Rcgulations 
Treatmcnt
standards tor

40 CFR 268.45(a),
(c), (d)( I), and 40
CFR 268.49( c)( I )

Applicable

Permits the disposal of such
wastcwaters iI' treated
pursuant to the pretreatment
requirements of Section 307
ufthe CWA. unless the

wastewaters that
are hazardous

wastes are subject to a
speei ticd method of

unly because they
exhibit a

treatment other than
DEACT in 40 CrR 268.40.

characteristic and
are not otherwi se

or arc 0003 reactive
eyanidc.

prohibited undcr
40 CrR 268

Hazardous debris remaining
un'-Site must comply with
40 CFR 268.45 prior to off..
Sitc disposal as a solid
waste. All

(2)

hazardous debris

on~Site

disposal must also
comply with LOR

eCl1i lieation requirements
(40 CrR 268.49), which
apply to these wastes.
II' the debris does not lully
comply with 40 CFR
168.45, it must be disposed
()n~Site at a regulated
subtitle C facility.
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Applies to the
land disposal of
RCRA hazardous

Applies to debris,
including
treatment
residuals, used or
generated during
remedial
activities.
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Table 13
Action-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Requirement

Citation

ARAR
Type

Description

Comment

Waste Transportation - Primary ana Seconaary Wastes
RCRA
Regulations 
Transportation
or Hazardous
Waste utl~Si[e

40 CFR Part
262.10(h)

Applicable

An owner or operator who
initiates a shipment or
hazardous waste Ii'om a
treatment, stnrage, or
disposal lacility must
comply with the generator
standards established in this
parI, including the
requirements or 40 crR
262.2D-23 lix manitesting:
Section 262.30 I()r
packaging; Section 262.3 I
ror labeling; Section 262.32
l'or marking: Section 262.33
lor placarding; St.:ction
262.4 I( a) lor record
keeping; and Seeti'on
262.12 to obtain EPA ID
number.

II azardous waste
requiring off-Site
disposal wi II
meet these
transportation
requirements.

Fedt.:ral
Hazarduus
l'vlaterials
'I'ransportatioll
Act (4<) U.S.c.

49 CFR Part
171.1(e)

Applicable

This regulation applies to a
person, including a person
under contract with a
department or agency of the
tederal government, that
transports, or causes to be
transported or shipped "in
commerce", a hazardous
material.

Hazardous
material requiring
on~Site disposal
will meet this
transportation
requirement.

40 CFR 263.10
through 263.31

Applicable

These regulations establish
standards which apply to
persons transporting
hazardous waste within the
United States if the
transportation requires a
manifest under 40 CFR Part
262

Hazardous
material requiring
on-Site disposal
will meet this
transportation
requirement.

** 51DI et seq.)
Regulations

RCRA
Regulations,
Transportation
of Hazardous
Wastes Oil-Sire

Capping Waste in Place - Landfill Closure tina Post Closure
State

170
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Table 13
Action-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Citation

ARAR
Type

Description

Florida Solid
Waste
Management
Facilities
Regulations

Chapter 62-701.300.
Florida
Administrative Code
(FAC)

Relevant
and
Appropriate

Prohibits storage,
processing, or disposal
except at a permitted solid
waste management faei Iity.

Waste generated
on-Site and
deemed
nonhazardous
solid waste will
be stored,
transported, or
disposed of
properly.

Florida Solid
Waste
ivlanagement
Facilities 
I.andlill Final
Closure Rule

Chapter 627() 1.6()()( 5)( cl.( fU g),
and (h), FAC

Relcvant
and
Appropriate

Providcs requirements lor
linal eover design and
eonstrudion for a solid
waste landlill, including
control of storm water
occurring on the landlill
property in order to mcet
the general perlormance
standard in Chapter 62
70 1.340( I), FAC.

Capping and
closure of the on
Site landfill will
meet the relevant
provisions of this
rule.

Defines the design

Construction of a
RCRA hazardous
waste land Ii II
cover, with the
construction of an
impermeable cap
designed to
prevent the
migration of
hazardous
contaminants,
using a hydraulic
conductivity of
no more than I x

Requirement

Comment

Federal
RCRA Subtitle
C Landlill Cover
Standards

*

40 C.F.R.
264.310(a){ 1)-(5)

Relevant
and
Appropriate

requirl::ments lor a Subtitle
C Landlill Cap. l'vlust cover
the landlill or cell with a
linal cover designed and
constructed to:
-provide long-term
minimization of migration
of liquids through the
closed landlill:
-function with minimum
maintcnance;
-promote drainage and
minimize erosion or
abrasion of the cover;
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10-7 cm/sec.
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Table 13
Action-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Requirement

Citation

ARAR
Type

Description

Comment

-accommodate settling and
subsidence so that the
eO\'l:r's integrity is
maintained; and
-have a permeability less
than or equal to the
permeability of any bottom
liner system or natural
subsurface soils present

*

RCRA run
on/run-off
control systcms
lor landtill cover

40 CFR
264.301(g)-(h)

Relevant
and
/\ ppropriate

Run-on control system must
be capable of preventing
11011' onto the acti\'e portion
ufthe landlill during peak
discharge li·om a 25-year
storm event. Run-olT
management system must
be able to enllect and
control the water volume
from a runotY resulting from
a 24-hour. 25 year storm
evcnt.

Construction of a
({CRA landlill
cover

RCRA Closure
Perlormance

40 CFR *~ 264.1 I I.
264.III(a)-(c)

Rclcvunt
and
Appropriatc

Must close the unit in a
manner that:

Closure of a
RCRA hazardous
waste
managemcnt
facility

l'vlinimizes the need lor
furthcr maintenance;
controls or eliminates
releases of hazardous
materials to the
environment and protects
human health; and complies
with the closure
requirements of40 C.F.R. ~
264.310.
({CRA - General
Post Closure
CarelNotices for
Closed Landlills

40 CFR
264.31 O(b)( I), (5),
and(6)

Relevant
and
;\ ppropriate

40 CFR 264.117(c)
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Must maintain the
effectiveness and integrity
of the linal cover, make
necessary repai rs and
prevent erosion. Post

Closure of a
RCRA landlili
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Table 13
Action-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Requirement

Citation

ARAR
Type

Description

Comment

l'losure propet1y uses must
not be allowed to impact
the integrity of the eo\er,
the liner or the
containment/monitoring
system. Must provide
proper notices to the local
zoning authority and record
deed notiees/ICs regarding
the contamination that will
run with the I:md.

40 CFR 264.119(a)
40 CFR 2M.119
(bl( I )(iHiii)

Gelleral COllstruction Stalldards - Land Disturballce Activities - Water Wells -- Monitorillg

Construction of
Groundwater
I\lon itori ng
Wells

40 CFR 264.97(e)

Relevant
and
Appropriate

All monitoring wells must
he cased in a manner that
maintains the integrity of
the monitoring well bore
hole, this cJsing must be
screened or perforated and
packed with gmvel or sand.
where necessJI")', to enJble
collection of groundwater
samples, the JnnulJr space
above the sampling depth
must be seJled to prevent
contJmination of
groundwater Jnd samples.

Construction of a
RCRA
groundwater
monitoring well

FloridJ GcnerJI
Pollutant
Emission
Limitation
Standards

ChJpter 62296.320(4)(c). FAC

Applicable

Requires reasonable
precautions. such as
appl ication of water or
other dust suppressJnts, to
control emission of
particulate matter trom any
activity including but not
limited to, vehicular
movement and
construction..

Precautions wi II
be undertaken to
prevent i"ugitive
dust emissions
Ii'om Jny land
disturbing
activities.

Florida

Chapter 62-

EstJblishcs requirements

Erosion and

Relevant
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-

Requirement

Citation

ARAR
Type

Description

Comment

Regulation of
Storm water
Discharge 
Facility
Performance
Standards

25.025(7), FAC

and
Appropriate

lor discharges of untreated
storm water from the
lacility to ensure protection
of the surface waters of the
state.

storm water
control best
management
practices will be
implemented
during
construction to
rctain sediment
on Site.

Florida Generic
Permit For
Storm water
Disdl:1rge rrom
Constru.:tion
Activities

Chapter 62621.300( 4 Ha), FAC

Appl icable

Requires development and
impil:mentation or best
management practices
(I3MPs) and erosion and
sedimentation controls lor
storm water discharges to
ensure protectillll ofthe
surlace waters or the state.

Erosion and
stnrm water
control 13M I's
wi II be
implemented
during
construction
activity such as
well installation
and slurry wall
construction to
retain sediment
on Site.

r10rida
Hazardous
Waste
Requirements
for Remedial
Action

Chapter 62730.225(3) FAC

Applicable

Requires warning signs at
sites suspected or
conlirmed to be
contaminated with
hazardous wastes.

This requirement
will be met.

Florida Water
Well
Construction
Standards Rule

Chapter 62-532.500,
FAC

Applicable

Establishes minimum
standards for the location,
construction, repair and
abandonment of water
wells.

The requirements
for the
construction,
repair and
abandonment of
monitoring,
extraction and
injection wells
will be met.

Florida

Chapter 62-528.600

Applicable

Establishes standards and

Requirements
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Action-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Requirement

Citation

ARAR
Type

Undcrground
Injection Control
Regulations

through 528.645,
FAC

Florida
Groundwatcr
Permitting and
Monitoring
Requirements

Chapter 62-522.300
and 522.300(2)(e),
rAC

Applicable

MNA of
Inorganic
Contaminants in
Groundwater
(Volumcs I and
2) issued in
October 2007

EPA/600/R-071139

TI3C

175

Description

Comment

critcria for construction.
operation, monitoring,
plugging. and abandonment
lor Class V wells Group 4
injection wells associated
with aquifer remediation
projects.

pertaining to
Class V Group 4
injection wells
will be ti)llowed.

Establishes permitting and
monitoring requirements tix
installations discharging to
groundwater to prevent
el)ntuminants from causing
a violation of water quality
standards and criteria of the
receiving groundwater

i\ zone of
discharge is
aII owcd for
primary standards
Illr groundwater
fix closed-loop
n:injeetion
systems and tl)J"
the prime
contaminants of
the reagents used
to remediate the
contaminants.

Provides a fi·amework lor
evaluation of monitored
n:Jtural attenuation as an
cffective remedy for
inorganics in groundwater.

Groundwater
perli)("manee
monitoring
criteria will be
considered in the
development of
the MNA
Pcrlormance
Work Plan

SUllllllary of Reilledial Altcmative Selection
February 20 II
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Location-Specific ARARs, Criteria, and Guidance
Requirement

Citation

ARAR
Type

Description

Comment

No discharge of dredged or Ii II
material into an aquatic
ecosystem is permitted if there
is a practicable alternative that
would have less adverse
impact.

Remedial work
invol\'es location
encompassing
aljuatic ecosystem as
detined in 40 CFR
230.3(c).

No discharge of dredged ()I' Ii II
material shall be permitted
unless appropriate and
practicable steps in accordance
with 40 CfR 230.70 et seq.
have been wken that will
minimize potential ad\'erse
impacts of the discharge on the
aquatic ecos) stem.

Remedial work
involves location
encompassing
aquatic ecosystem as
dctined in 40 CFR
230.3(c)

Must comply with the
substantive requirements of the
NWP 38 Gcneral Conditions.
as appropriate. and any regional
or ease-speei lic conditions
recommended by the USACE
District Engineer, aner
consultation.

Remedial work
involves location
encompassing
aquatic ecosystem as
delined in 40 CFR
230.3(e)

Requires that the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the related
state agency be consulted prior
to structuralmodilication of
any body of water, including
wetlands with a view to the
conservation of wildliJ'e
resources by preventing loss of
and damage to such resources.
Requires federal agencies to
evaluate action to minimize the
destruction, loss or degradation
of wetlands and to preserve and

The local agencies
would be consulted
to determine
protective measures
to prc\ent loss of
wi Idl iJ'e resources.

Federal

Ckan Water Act
Regulations 
Section 404\ b)
Guidelines

4() Code of
fcdcral
Regulations
(CfR) Pal1
230.IO(a)

Clean Water IIct
Regulations Section 404( b)
Guidelines

40 CFR Part
230.IO(d)

Clean Water /let
- Nation Wide
Permit (38)
CleanuQ of
Hazardous an(~
Toxic Waste

33

cm Pal1

323.3(b)

Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act
- Impounding.
diverting or
controlling of
waters

16 United
States Code
*662(a)

E.'(eeuti\'e Order
11990Protection of
Wetlands

Exec. Order
I 1990 Section
i.( a)

Applicable

/\ ppl icable

Applicable

Relevant
and
Appropriate

TBC
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Sediment excavation
in the Peace River
Floodplain Area and
Oak Creek Area
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Table 14
Location-Specific ARARs. Criteria. and Guidance
Requirement

Executive Order
119S8 
floodplain
rvlanagement

Citation

Exec. Order
119gS Section
2(a)(2)

ARAR
Type

TBC

Description

Comment

enhance beneticial values of
wetlands.

invohes probable
disturbance of
jurisdictional
wetlands.

Requires Federal agcncies to
cvaluate the potential effects of
:1ctions they may take in a
tloodpl:1in to :1void. to the
maximum extent possible. the
ad\erse impacts associated with
direct :1nd indirect development
of a tloodplain.

Oak Creek Area
tloodplain may need
to be restricted from
residential
development at
cnmpletion of the
excavation and
restoration portion of
the remedy.
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Site Location Map
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville, Florida
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Figure 2
Site Map and Aerial Photograph
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville, Florida
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Conceptual Block Diagram
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville, Florida
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Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville, Florida
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Figure 6
Upper Hawthorn Potentiometric Surface
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville, Florida
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Lower Hawthorn Potentiometric Surface
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville, Florida
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Figure 8
Upper Floridan Aquifer Potentiometric Surface
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville, Florida
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Surface Soil Concentrations
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville, Florida
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Figure 12
Upper Floridan Aquifer Naphthalene Concentrations
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville, Florida
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Figure 13
Conceptual Diagram of Potential Migration and Exposure Pathways
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site
Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida
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Figure 14
On-Site Preferred Remedy Plan View
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville, Florida
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Appendix A: RESPONSIVENESS SUMMARY
A.t

Overview and Summary

This Responsiveness Summary documents public comments and EPA responses to
comments on the proposed plan for remediation of the Koppers portion of the
Cabot/Koppers Superfund Site in Gainesville, Alachua County. Florida. EPA Region 4
presented the Proposed Plan to the community on August 5, 2010 and held a public
comment period from July 15 through August 15.2010. EPA held an availability session
on October 6, 20 I0 to provide information and answer questions about upcoming
activities at the Site. EPA published the Public Notice for the Proposed Plan and Public
Meeting in the Gainesville Sun newspaper on July 15, 20 I O. EPA mailed a meeting
notice and a Proposed Plan fact sheet to individuals and groups on the Site mailing list at
this same time.
Attachment 1 includes written comments submitted by community groups and other
interested parties, including: Alachua County Environmental Protection Advisory
Committee, BANCCA.ORG. Beazer East. Inc.. City of Gainesville and Alachua County
Environmental Protection Advisory Committee. Florida Department of Environmental
Protection. Florida Department of Health. Koppers, Inc., Protect Gainesville's Citizens,
Stephen Foster Neighborhood Protection Group. Strategic Environmental Analysis Inc ..
and the University of Florida. These comments are duplicated in Section 3.2 in their
entirety with EPA's responses appropriately interspersed. A verbatim transcript of the
August 5. 20 I 0 public meeting is provided in Attachment 2. Responses to questions and
comments made at the August 5. 20 I 0 public meeting and from email transmittals are
provided in Section A.3. Note that while a response is not provided to each comment or
question that was received. the gist of the commenter's question or comment was
responded to at least once in this Responsiveness Summary.
A.2

Comments from Organizations and Interested Parties

A.2.t Alachua County Environmental Protection Advisory Committee

October 15. 20 I 0
Mr. Scott Miller. Project Manager
US EPA REGION 4
61 Forsyth Street, S. W.
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
El11ai I: m ilIer.scott@epamail.epa.gov
RE: Cabot-Koppers Superfund Remedial Plan, dated July 15.20 I0
Dear Mr. Miller:
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In their response to EPA's remedial plan for the Koppers site, both the Gainesville City
Commission and the Alachua County Commission have recommended that:
" ... USEPA identify and facilitate the mobilization of resources to address
adverse health effects of individuals via a door-to-door health study in the
neighborhood atTected by the Koppers Superfund site contaminants, including but
not limited to dioxins. To the extent that adverse health impacts are found to
result from the Koppers offsite contamination, the USEPA is requested to enforce
financial responsibility requirements on Beazer East."
The Alachua County Environmental Protection Advisory Committee (EPAC) is
comprised of II citizens appointed by the County Commission to provide advice on
protection of natural resources and public health in our community. EPAC strongly
supports the joint Commissions' recommendation tor a comprehensive health survey
(CHS) and is pleased to inform you that a group of Gainesville health professionals has
come together to implement such a survey.
Producing a rigorous and defensible CHS is not a simple matter, and in fact some past
surveys have been neither scientifically valid nor useful from a public health perspective.
But with careful planning and execution, such surveys can be extremely valuable, both in
providing concerned residents with critical health information and local health
professionals with additional diagnostic and clinical tools. Keys to a successful CHS
include a well-designed questionnaire, trained interviewers, careful selection of subjects,
and statistically valid analysis.
The Gainesville health professionals interested in conducting the CHS - faculty and·
graduate students in the University of Florida's College of Public Health and staff from
the Suwannee River Area Health Education Center - recognize the pitfalls that have
betallen other surveys and are committed to doing the Gainesville survey right. Once
Institutional Review Board approval tor the CHS has been obtained, I anticipate that
representatives from the Florida Department of Health would also actively participate in
this study. Discussions are already underway among these partners (along with City and
County officials), and preparation of a comprehensive survey questionnaire is nearly
complete.
I know that you and your colleagues at EPA have been present at local Commission
meetings and other events where residents have expressed their concerns and fears about
the incidence of cancers and other health problems in the neighborhoods surrounding the
Koppers site. Whatever the results of a CHS of the area might show, providing these
citizens with answers is clearly the right thing to do. The cost of a CMH would be very
small compared to the cost of the cleanup itself. and EPAC would strongly urge EPA to
include a Beazer-funded CHS, to be conducted by the Gainesville professional health
team described above, as part of its Record of Decision on the Koppers site.
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Should you have any questions regarding the Community Health Survey, please teel free
to contact me (352-371-4093 - rpa711(u)yahoo.com) or Ky Gress of the University of
Florida (352-374-0848 - kvgress({Vutl.edu).
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Sincerely,
Bob Palmer, Chairman
Alachua County Environmental Protection Advisory Committee
EPA Response:
EPA appreciates the EPAC's offer to conduct a comprehensive health survey
(CHS) nearby the former Koppers facility. EPA routinely relies upon the public
health expertise of the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
(A TSDR) along with its State partner the State of Florida Department of Health
for assessing Superfund Site health impacts in areas near former hazardous
waste sites in Florida. In a letter from Dr. Thomas Friedman, the director of the
CDC, Dr. Friedman provided the following excerpted information to Ms. Cynthia
Moore Chestnut, Chair Alachua County Board of County Commissioners:
"The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (A TSDR) has
been actively supporting the Florida Department of Health (FDoH) in
evaluating potential community exposures to contaminants at this site.
This partnership is part of A TSDR's long-standing cooperative agreement
program with the FDOH.
At this time, a "door-to-door" health study based on possible dioxin
exposures is not recommended. The potentially exposed population near
this site is relatively small. Adverse outcomes associated with dioxin
exposures have not been reported in populations exposed to dioxin at the
levels seen to date in the community surrounding Cabot-Kopper's
property. The health problems of the people living in this community are
likely to reflect common health problems seen in any similar group of
individuals who do not live adjacent to the Cabot-Koppers site. Given
these facts, it would not be possible to differentiate the health problems
within this group that are the result of their exposures to dioxin.
We fully agree with FDOH's plan to evaluate and make recommendations
to mitigate any current exposures to protect public health and to also take
a broad look at cancer statistics within this community. We will continue to
work with our FDOH partners in identifying and reducing Alachua
community exposures to environmental contaminants on and near the
Cabot-Koppers site and are open to reassessing the need for additional
work should further information indicate that it is warranted. "
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At this time, EPA is not planning to conduct or require that a door-to-door CHS
be conducted near the former Koppers Site based on the information provided to
us from A TSDR. However, should additional data collected in the area indicate a
need to conduct a CHS, EPA will contact the EPAC for assistance and
coordination in such an effort.
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A.2.2 BANCCA.ORG
October 12,2010
Mr. Scott Miller, Project Manager
US EPA REGION 4 61 Forsyth Street, S.W.
Alanta, GA 30303-8960
Email: mi Iler.scottralepamai I.epa.gov
RE: Open Letter to EPA Region 4 on the Cabot-Koppers Superfund Remedial Plan
(dated July 15, 2010) & EPA Koppers Fact Sheets (dated September 10, 2010)

Dear Mr. Miller:
I am writing to you on behalf of BANCCA.ORG, and many of the citizens of
Gainesville, Florida and Alachua County, regarding concerns about the recently
released EPA Remedial Plan for the Koppers Superfund site. We intend to publish
this same letter online in an open letter format for our worldwide audience, in order
to raise awareness of the issues at the Koppers Superfund site in Gainesville.
While we appreciate your efforts with regard to this complex and challenging site, it
is our strong belief that the problems that this former wood h·eatment site presents to
our community are not being adequately addressed by the EPA's proposed
Remedial Plan, particularly with regard to the protection of human health.
We believe there are serious deficiencies in both the plan itself and the approach
taken by the EPA. Also, we are concerned about a number of other problems we
have uncovered through our own research during the last few months.
This letter will attempt to detail and explain where the EPA's actions, (or lack
thereof), and its proposed Remedial Plan (RP) and Feasibility Study (FS), have failed
to meet state and federal requirements, CERCLA requirements, the EPA's own
Guidance Documents, as well as the needs of our community with regard to the
cleanup of this site, the protection of the health of our local residents, the protection
of
our
environment,
and
our
local
water
supply.
We hope that this letter will explain our concerns in a clear and concise manner, in
order to assist the EPA in tailoring a revised and improved plan that better suits our
community's needs, meets our ARARs, and is more protective of human health and
the environment.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS
ISSUES with the EPA's REMEDIAL PLAN for the KOPPERS SUPERFUND
SITE
[Note: You can click on any link below to navigate to a particular section of the
document.]
1. The EPA Issued a Remedial Plan Before the Remedial Investigation was
Complete
2. The Remedial Plan for Onsite Contamination Recommends Unproven
Remedies (ISBS) and Failed Scenarios
3. EPA is Not being Transparent and is doing a Poor lob of Public
Communication
4. Risks to Human Health from Dioxins, Arsenic and other COCs are Being
Downplayed
5. The EPA's Plan Does Not Require Epidemiological Studies or Biological
Testing of Residents, Homes or Schools
6. The EPA's Plan Fails to Address Air Quality Monitoring
7. EPA Has No Plan to Relocate Residents Out of Harm's Way
8. The EPA's Plan Fails to Compensate Residents for Losses in Property
Values or Pay for Medical Testing
9. The EPA was Negligent for Allowing the Koppers to Remain Open as a
Treated Wood Facility for 26 years After the Site was Placed on the
National Priorities List (NPL).

1. The EPA Issued a Remedial Plan BEFORE the Remedial Investigation was Complete
EPA and CERCLA guidelines dictate that the Remedial Investigation (RI) is the first step in the
remediation process for a Superfund site, but with regard to the Koppers site, these rules appear to
have been turned upside down. Instead, the Rl remains incomplete even today, especialIy with regard
of
offsite
soils
and
offsite
groundwater
contamination.
to
the
testing
At this time, the extent and boundaries of offsite soil and groundwater contamination remain unclear,
which creates a wide array of problems for residents, local government officials, city road crews, utility
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staff, realtors, and most importantly, for the children, who are the most vulnerable population where
toxic dioxin exposure is concerned.
The RI was so poorly done that some onsite source areas were not even identified, tested or included in the
Remedial Plan. In fact, it was our website: BANCCA.ORG, that revealed to the general public on May 31,
2010 in a Special Report entitled, "What Lies Belleath - Are Tltere Barrels Bllried at tile Koppers SlIperflllld
Site? PIlls Wltat Historical Aerials May Revea/..." (This report is available online at our website here:
http://www.bancca.org/CCAEditorials/KoppersSuperfundSiteSpeciaIReport.htm ),
that there were possible overlooked source areas visible in historical aerials from the 60's and 70's, and
reports of probable buried drums of toxic waste onsite, which we had learned by interviewing local
residents who had lived next to the site for decades. Our review of the historical aerials also revealed 3
possible disturbed areas that had not been investigated by the EPA or Beazer before.
One area in particular consists of what appear to be six (6) long deep parallel trenches, which we now refer
to as "The Trenches Area". Fortunately, the EPA has finally recognized this area of the site on its latest
plan graphic, where it is referred to euphemistically as a "Historically Distllrbed Area". Yet to date, there
has been no explanation of these "trenches" by either Beazer or the EPA, nor testing of this area for
contaminants, nor has the EPA committed to doing any cleanup of these potential source area(s) found in
the aerials.
Reviewing historical aerials as part of an RI for a Superfund site is nothing new or novel. In fact, the
importance of reviewing historical aerial photos for potential source areas during the RI phase is clearly
explained in technical reference manuals, such as the textbook, "Practical Handbook of Environmental
Site Characterization and Ground-Water Monitoring,. Second Edition", edited by David M. Nielsen, pgs.
100-135 (Portions of this book are available online here: http://tinyurl.com/2dp6soz).
This textbook discusses the importance of site reconnaissance, local interviews, reviewing historical records
and aerials, owner records and documents, topographical maps, local and state environmental regulatory
agency files, and how this vital information directly relates to the proper characterization of the
contaminated environmental site. showed 3 disturbed areas,
In addition, the other disturbed areas in the so-called "Northern Inactive Area" have not been addressed at
all in the current EPA Remedial Plan, even though the highest levels of dioxins on the site were found in
one of these areas, (wI/ere dioxill Icuds tire 24,377 tillles I/isher thtlll Florida rcsitit'lltilli SCTLs). We personally
reported during the June 16,2010 Koppers site walk-thru, that based on our own recOlU1aissance, there is a
treated wood disposal area at this spot, where piles of decades-old creosote utility poles lie covered up \vith
vines. Yet, the EPA's proposed plan makes no mention of the remediation of this source area, or its very
large pile of debris.
Recently, we learned that the EPA has also known about offsite groundwater contamination west of the
Koppers site for at least 4 or more years, as evidenced by the contamination of the Geiersbach well,
located adjacent to the western easement at 410 NW 26 th Avenue in the residential neighborhood. But, the
EPA has failed to inform the general public about this offsite groundwater contamination. This 228-foot
deep private water well which tapped into the Floridan aquifer, was purchased by Beazer East from Mr.
Geiersbach in 2004, and subsequently plugged, becallse it was foulld to be cOlltamillated by bellzelle,
lIapllthalelle alld other methyl-phenols
However, until we bn;lUght this issue to the forefront last month, this information had been buried in an
EPAjUSACE Five Year Review Report about the Cabot site, and was never mentioned in any recent EPA
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documents about offsite contamination from Koppers. It 7/1175 tiS ~f tliis colltnmillatioll lil/d 1l£'lJer IlIlppl'lll'd ...
Yet, it is clear that there is now offsite groundwater contamination in the residential neighborhood on the
western side of the Koppers property that has not been considered in the EPA's RI or proposed plan.
We believe that these facts provide significant proof that Region 4 EPA staff failed to fulfill their obligations
to do a proper Remedial Investigation as required by CERCLA for this site.

EPA Response:
As stated in EPA's Guidance for Conducting Remedial Investigations and
Feasibility Studies Under CERCLA (EPAl540IG-89/004 OSWER Directive
9355.3-01 October 1988), the objective of the RI/FS process is not the
unobtainable goal of removing all uncertainty, but rather to gather information
sufficient to support an informed risk management decision regarding which
remedy appears to be most appropriate for a given site. The appropriate level of
analysis to meet this objective can only be reached through constant strategic
thinking and careful planning concerning the essential data needed to reach a
remedy selection decision. As hypotheses are tested and either rejected or
confirmed, adjustments or choices as to the appropriate course for further
investigations and analyses are required. These choices, like the remedy
selection itself, involve the balancing of a wide variety of factors and the exercise
of best professional judgment. As summarized below, the EPA has met the
threshold established in its guidance manual with regard to site characterization:
•

The remedial investigation (RI) was completed in 1987, and a
Supplemental RI was completed in 1989. A Baseline Risk Assessment
and FS were completed in 1990. A remediation plan was selected and a
ROD for the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Site was signed in 1990.

•

Since the 1990 ROD, investigations have improved the conceptual
understanding of the Site. Pilot remedial actions and focused studies have
been conducted to assist with the selection and evaluation of a final
comprehensive remedial strategy. These activities have included:

Pilot testing active DNAPL recovery in the Surficial Aquifer at PW
1 in 1994 and 2004
Studying vertical groundwater circulation at the Former North
Lagoon in 1995
Recovering dense non-aqueous phase liquids (DNAPL) manually
by periodic bailing in HG monitor wells since 2004
Evaluating soil excavation feasibility
Evaluating in-situ thermal treatment feasibility
Evaluating surfactant flushing feasibility
Pilot testing active DNAPL recovery in the HG beneath the
Former North Lagoon
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Bench testing and pilot field testing in-situ geochemical
stabilization (ISGS) of DNAPL using modified permanganate
solutions.
•

More recent investigations (2003, 2004, and 2006) have indicated that
DNAPL from former wood-treating substances such as creosote is present
in the HG and that Site contaminants are present in groundwater in the
Upper Floridan aquifer. Ongoing and planned monitoring is being used to
better characterize potential impacts in the Surficial Aquifer, HG, and UFA.

•

Environmental Investigation Summary
.,.. Over 350 soil borings and 1,000 soil samples have been collected and
analyzed across the Site since 1984. Groundwater monitoring has
been routinely performed since 1984. Over 150 wells have been
installed and sampled in the three main hydrogeologic units (Surficial
aquifer, HG, and UFA). Periodic groundwater monitoring reports are
prepared for the EPA.
.,.. Potential impacts to off-Site areas have been investigated and
continue to be investigated west of the Site. An additional off-Site soil
investigation is currently being conducted to completely delineate the
extent of impact in other areas surrounding the Site. Some information
and analytical data have been generated from sediment and surface
water in Hogtown and Springstead Creeks to evaluate impacts to
aquatic habitats and species.

With regard to other potential source areas, a work plan has been developed to
identify if there are buried drums or other primary source areas on the Site. This work
plan will be implemented during the remedial design phase of the project. All data
obtained as a result of In addition, soil, groundwater, and sediment sampling and
analyses will continue as the footprint for installation of all the remedial technologies is
refined. After additional sampling and analyses occur and the remedial action is
implemented, the proposed on-site actions will ensure exposure at the surface has
been mitigated.
2. The EPA's Remedial Plan for Onsite Contamination Recommends Unproven Remedies
(REMOX - ISBS) and Failed Scenarios
a. REM OX is an unproven product that should not be used at this site
The Remedial Plan calls for the use of ISBS for treating DNAPL in the 4 major source areas onsite, and the
product that the PRP wishes to use is REMOX EC supplied by AdvenhlS Americus, and manufactured by
Carus Corporation. The plan is to pump thousands of gallons of REMOX into the Koppers site. However,
REMOX is a mostly unproven product, which has been promoted heavily by Adventus and Beazer, in spite
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of numerous questions that remain after the pilot test onsite in 2008. Data from the pilot test indicates that
the REMOX was not successful, and one email from Kelsey Helton of FDEP, dated Feb. 25, 2008 expresses
concerns about purple colored groundwater detected in a Hawthorne Group well at the Koppers site after
the initial pilot test. In that email to Mitch Brourman (see PDF file: "ATTACHMENT AU), Kelsey spells out
how this problem violates state and Federal law:
"Migration of injectants with constituents exceeding groundwater standards across
aquifers is not authorized by the site specific UIC variance issued for this pilot nor is
it allowed by state or federal UIC rules. As such, FDEP requests that Beazer provide a
more detailed account of what was observed during the initial ISBS injection
activities, any supporting groundwater analysis and a proposed monitoring scope to
be initiated in the March 2008 sampling event- if not sooner- to ascertain the extent
and magnitude of migration of the permanganate constituents into the Hawthorn."

We noticed similar concerns about "perplexing" purplish-colored groundwater in an email from EPA's
William O'Steen to you, fvlr. Miller, on the ARI CD, which we mentioned at the August 5 th public
meeting, which describes how a purple colored groundwater suddenly appeared in Hawthorne Group
monitoring well (HG-29D) at the adjacent Cabot site, after the REMOX pilot test, which seems to
indicate that using REMOX at this site is problematic, if not technological infeasible, and could pose a
threat of contamination to offsite groundwater.
We also uncovered two documents that refer to either "cavernous features" or "karsts" possibly being
present deep beneath the Koppers site, which would preclude the use of ISBS at this site, since using
REMOX could not only have the potential to cause the groundwater contamination to worsen, but
could cause it to accelerate and move offsite more rapidly than expected.
Moreover, REMOX EC has been promoted heavily by Beazer, Adventus and their affiliated remediation
contractors, while very little peer-reviewed data exists to support its actual efficacy. FDEP and EPD
staff have expressed doubts about this product. In addition, our citizens are opposed to having this site
become a "beta test site" for an unproven ISBS product, which appears better suited to generating a
profit for the firm that supplies the product that it does in immobilizing DNAPL.
If REMOX fails at this site (and some say this already appears to have happened during the 2008 pilot
test), our water supply could be impacted in the future, as BTEX contaminants, manganese and other
heavy metals move offsite.
Finally, we learned last week that Neale Misquitta, Manager and Principal at both Key Environmental,
Inc and Field and Technical Services, LLC (FTS), who authored several reports related to the pilot test
of REMOX at this site, was indicted by the US Department of Justice on fraud charges. (See this for
yourself
here:
http://www.justice.gov/usao/paw/pr/2010september/201009 7 301.html).
This certainly casts great doubt about the credibility of any reports that Neale or his firm(s) may have
authored in support of REMOX and ISBS, and any other reports that he provided in related to the
Koppers Superfund site.

EPA Response:
It should be noted that ISGS is only one component of the remedial strategy at the
Cabot Koppers Site.
Out of an abundance of caution, redundant approaches
(containment using slurry walls and caps to isolate the four primary source areas, and
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soil stabilization/treatment to immobilize contaminants) are proposed.
EPA
acknowledges that ISGS is a developing technology. For this reason, EPA will require
stringent performance testing and monitoring during application with an ISS/S
contingency in place if performance standards are not achieved. Implementing the
remedy in a staged or staggered schedule will provide EPA with more options for
meeting cleanup goals. For example, EPA proposes implementing ISGS within a
physically contained zone (surrounded by the slurry wall) as a response to subsurface
contamination, and to evaluate its effectiveness concurrently in the remedial design
phase. EPA will require the PRP to provide engineering design plans for both full
scale implementation of ISGS and a contingent ISS/S remedy along with the other
remedial components including but not limited to the vertical barrier wall, the
engineered cap, and LHG injection points. If necessary, EPA will be able to quickly
respond to ISGS ineffectiveness by requiring the ISGS zone to be revisited and
addressed by ISS/S, or additional ISGS injections, without further time-consuming
Site-specific rulemakings.
b. A Larger Mount Dioxin Doomed to Fail?
The remedy selected by the EPA for the onsite contamination involves consolidating thousands of tons
of soil and laced with DNAPL and contaminated with dioxins, arsenic, PAHs, BAPs and other COCs
into a huge consolidation area that will measure "approximately 32 acres", according to the May 2010
Final FS.
This approach is the same approach lIsed at other Superfund sites, including the Escambia Treatment
Company (ETC) site in Pensacola, FL, where a similar consolidation area was created and nicknamed
"Mount Dioxin". However, the "Mount Dioxin" slated for the Koppers Gainesville site has an area
that is 3 times larger than the Pensacola "Mount Dioxin", making it one of the largest onsite hazardous
waste consolidation areas at any Superfund site in the nation!
Worse, few people are aware of tlze problellls tlzat were ellcol/Iltered ill relllediatillg tlze ETC wood
treatlllent site in Pensacola, where residents were exposed to hazardous toxins over a 3 year period
while the excavation was taking place, which lead to the relocation of some 420 households, or how the
containment and capping of Mount Dioxin \vas actually a complete failure!
The new book, "Sacrifice ZOl/es" by Steve Lerner, details how the cap on Mount Dioxin lasted only 8 or
9 years before it was considered failed by the US Army Corps of Engineers. Children were even
trespassing on the site and lIsing the cover of the hazardous waste pile as a giant slide for their
amusement, he noted, and the entire waste pile had to be uncovered and reburied (at great taxpayer
expense) by creating a lined hazardous waste landfill onsite.
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[Aerial View of Mount Dioxin, Pensacola, FL - Imagine a mound at the Koppers site 3 times larger than this one.]

Lerner's book describes the issues with Mount Dioxin like this:
"The EPA's preferred remedy [for dealing with the failure of Mount DioxinJ is to rebury the wastes on
site along with contaminated soils from the surrounding communities in an expanded pit. ... The depth
at which engineers plan to rebury the waste is particularly problematic on this site because it is only
five feet above the high groundwater elevation, [Wilma] Subra explains. In other words, this large
volume of untreated, highly toxic wastes will be separated from the high groundwater mark in the
shallow sand and gravel aquifer by only a leak"}' piece of plastic and five feet of soil.. .
... Reburying the wastes without treating them is not only ill advised from a public health standpoint
it is also against Florida law, [WilmaJ Subra contends. "The state of Florida has a prohibition on
landfills for such waste," she notes. Nevertheless, a deal has been made to go ahead with the re
internment of Mount Dioxin."

According to the Institute for Southern Studies website: "011 July S, 2009, tile last shovel of soil from
tlle ETC stockpile [Moullt Dioxill] was excavated t1l1dpermt1l1elltly illterred alollg witlt approximately
500,000 cubic yards of cOlltamil/ated soil ill tm IS-acre oil-site cOl/tail/mellt cell."
These accounts detail how the EPA is planning to implement a remedial strategy that has already failed
at another Superfund site here in Florida, only on a scale that is 3 times larger! But unlike the ETC
site, the large area needed for containment at the Koppers site means that there will not be enough area
left over to rebury the hazardous waste if this first containment effort fails in the future. This is
especially true if the site is redeveloped as conm1ercial property.
This is why it is so vital that as much toxic soil and debris as possible be removed, (or treated and
removed), from this site. We cannot afford another failed Superfund site cleanup, as has happened in
the past. Our water supply will be in jeopardy in the future by any failure of this cap-and-cover
strategy.
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EPA Response:
It should be noted that the Koppers Site has not yet entered into the design phase
when the exact dimensions and design of the cap will be determined; however,
estimates as illustrated on Figure 2 of the Onsite Preferred Remedy Fact Sheet are
probably closer to 40 acres for the Consolidation area. The area covering most of the
site illustrates regradelcover areas which are not part of the impoundment cell.
Many of the points raised by the commenter related to the Escambia Site are factually
inaccurate. The HOPE temporary cover alluded to in the comment performed as
expected and was replaced by an engineered cap. The Escambia site is currently
slated to be developed into a commercial area. The onsite soil consolidation area for
the Koppers Site will be covered with an engineered cap and in addition will be
covered with 2 feet of clean fill material. This coverlcap will be gently sloped to
promote storm water runoff and prevent pooling. The cap will prevent surface
exposure to contaminated soil and will limit rainfall from entering the subsurface within
the consolidation area. This type of caplcover has an indefinite life expectancy with
minimal maintenance.
3. EPA is Not being Transparent and is doing a Poor Job of Public Communication
The EPA's "Community Involvement Program (CIP), which is a required under Section 117 of
CERCLA law, has bordered on being farcical. Considering that this site has been on the NPL for 26
years, it is only in the past few months that we have had any meetings with the public on this site, and
by our count, there have only been 4 meetings with the general public in the last year. Yet, note what
the EPA Document "Gllidllllce for COlllitldillg Rellledilli illVesligllliolis Illld Fellsibility Stlldit's Ullder
CERCLA" states about timing of conmmnity relations activities on page 1-9:
"Community relations is a useful and important aspect of the RifFS process. Community relations activities
serve to keep communities informed of the activities at the site and help the Agency anticipate and respond
to community concerns. A community relations plan is developed for a site as the work plan for the
RIfFS is prepared. The community relations plan is based on interviews with interested people in the
community and will provide the guidelines for future community relations activities at the site. At a
minimum, the plan must provide for a site mailing list, a conveniently located place for access to all
public information about the site, an opportunity for a public meeting when the RIfFS report and
proposed plan are issued, and a summary of pub Iic comments on the RifFS report and proposed plan and
the Agency's response to those comments.
The specific community relations requirements for each phase of the RifFS are integrated throughout this
guidance document since they are parallel to and support the technical activities. Each chapter of this
guidance has a section discussing community relations requirements appropriate to that specitic phase of
the RifFS. Additional program requirements are described in the draft of Community Relations in
Superfund: A Handbook (U.S. EPA. Interim. June 1988)."
For reasons we do not understand, the normal guidelines for ClPs were not followed with regard to the
Koppers site, to the detriment of our local conullunity. The EPA meeting which occurred last week,
was a shining example of poor public communication. Like most citizens, we received no notification
whatsoever from the EPA about this meeting. There seemed to be a total breakdown of communication
about this important public meeting. The lack of notification was blamed on an absence of email
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addresses and on the EPA database; but this excuse fails short given the amount of email
conUllunication received by EPA from the conmlUnity in the past few weeks.
The lack of transparency on the EPA's part is not limited just to the C1P either, as EPA staff have
typically displayed an "ivory tower lIlelltality" that creates barriers to interpersonal communication
and fosters distrust throughout the community. We can cite numerous examples of this, including: 1.)
how you yourself suggested in a letter to the City of Gainesville that the EPA did not want to allow a
copy of their draft Feasibility Study to be available at our local public library - a violation of the Florida
Sunshine Law and Florida Public Records Act statutes, to 2.) a more recent exchange where you told
Dr. Pat Cline, the designated Technical Advisor for Protect Gainesville's Citizens (PGC), and PGC staff,
that they would have to use the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) law to obtain copies of important
technical reference documents about the Koppers' site for their research. This lack of transparency has
been a huge disservice to our community.

EPA Response:
The Community Involvement Plan for the Site has been finalized and operational since
1989. More recently, community interviews were conducted for the Site during the
week of August 1, 2010. Individual interviews, along with a focus group meeting, were
held to identify concerns of the community for the CIP. A draft copy of the CIP was
presented to the community for a 30-day comment period to allow additional
information, concerns, and/or suggestions to be collected. This was done in response
to community outcry for intense participation. The 30-day comment period was from
August 16, 2010 until September 15, 2010. The CIP was placed in the Information
In order to address community outreach and
Repository in November 2010.
involvement, the EPA has also included in the CIP an opportunity for the document to
be revised, upon review, every six months. The current document does address
community concerns and comments, and reflects a major revision from the previous
version.
Community concerns have been identified and addressed in Table 3.1 of the revised
CIP. Table 3.1 lists the concerns and EPA's responses to the concerns. The
identified concerns range from community outreach activities to technical and
redevelopment issues. Comments for future CIPs will be reviewed every six months
and revised, if necessary. The community will be informed of the next revision of the
CIP. Please note that comments have been, and will be, received from a multitude of
individuals and interested community groups, which will take time to process, but will
be included in future versions of the CIP.
The toll free numbers for EPA representatives have been consistently provided on
information that is distributed to the community. These include, but are not limited to,
Fact Sheets, Question and Answer Sheets, web sites for EPA and Protect
Gainesville's Citizens, the administrative record, the CIP, and business cards. The
current toll free numbers are 1-877-718-3752 or 1-800-432-3752.
The mailing list for the Koppers community is a living document and updating and
maintaining it is an ongoing activity. The initial mailing list was developed by obtaining
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residential and/or business addresses within a half mile to one mile radius of the Site.
The use of sign-in sheets is another method used to identify addresses of interested
citizens for the mailing list. Some residents who attend meetings request that their
information not be shared with third parties. Therefore, to respect their wishes and
privacy, the residential addresses are used for the mailing list only. Additionally, the
EPA is developing a new list of e-mail addresses for the Koppers community to use as
another method to provide information as it becomes available to the public.
Public Meetings
As part of the EPA Administrator's emphasis on enhanced public participation
opportunities, EPA staff were involved with two public availability sessions in concert
with the FDEP and Florida Department of Health. EPA staff participated in seven
special Gainesville City and/or Alachua County Special Commission meetings
presenting information related to Koppers Site cleanups and participated in listening
sessions for members of the public on May 1, 2008, March 9, 2009, August 17, 2009,
August 31, 2009, January 4, 2010, April 29, 2010, and October 6, 2010. Five fact
sheets were produced and distributed to provide information related to offsite soil
sampling, onsite and offsite proposed plan responses to comments received during
EPA's August 5, 2010, proposed plan meeting. On June 15, 2010, EPA participated in
a Site walk with citizens who had concerns about possible buried drums. PRP Beazer
East developed and submitted an October 11, 2010, workplan to investigate possible
buried drums onsite. On September 22, 2010, EPA and Beazer East provided a Site
EPA
tour to answer questions related to upcoming demolition activities.
representatives met with the former Gainesville Mayor and GRU staff on January 6,
2010, and November 23, 2009, to discuss FS concerns.
4. Risks to Human Health from Dioxins, Arsenic and other COCs are Being
Downplayed
We spent a great deal of time reviewing both the Draft (Working Copy) and Final versions of the
Feasibility Study (FS) and the Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) documents.
We are aware of several concerns regarding the HHRA itself, which was prepared by AMEC on behalf
of Beazer East. One important example is a letter written today (Oct. 12, 2010) by Dr. Stephen M.
Roberts, former EPA FIFRA SAP Chair, to Bob Palmer, Chair of the Alachua County Environmental
Protection Advisory Committee about the results from the HHRA. (See answer to question #3 in
excerpt from Dr. Robert's letter below.)
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Did AMEC calculate the risks reasonably? Do you agree with AMEC's assessment of risks
on-site?
We have
developed
the FDEP
FDEP that
far.

raised numerous technical issues with the human health risk assessments
by AMEC. These have been outlined in detail in technical reviews provided to
for each risk assessment. The bottom line is that we have recommended to
Ihey should not accept any of the human health risk assessments submitted thus

We studied in detail the Feasibility Study, and even ran a line-by-line comparative analysis of the Draft
(Working Copy) version of the Feasibility Study vs. the Final version of the FS. We noticed that
whoever edited this final FS modified almost every reference to the toxicological and health risk aspects
in the FS document. We found numerous changes made that downplay the health risks from exposure
to toxins. The effect is that the final version of the FS is weaker, less protective of human health, omits
new data, and utilizes vague, euphemistic and misleading terms to replace more specific and concrete
phrases from the prior draft FS.
It's as if the new FS sought to relllediah: tilL' toxic colltalllination/olllld I7t tlIis sitc via prosc, mtlIer tlmn
scit:llcL'. The results are embarrassing, and seem designed to benefit the PRP, not human health or the
environment. How the EPA could allow this to happen unchecked is astonishing, especially given that
the PRP is supposed to "conduct tllC FS ullder tlIL' rcvieu) and ovcrsigllt l:f tile EPA" and" correct all.1l

deficicllcics discovercd dllrillg tlIe cOlldllCt ":ftIIC AgreclIlcllt".
We can state this with great accuracy - we utilized a software program called Araxis Merge to evaluate
the two FS versions side-by-side and line-by-line to see the exact changes that had been made between
the versions. As a result, we noticed that many specific key phrases were altered in the final FS version
to dilute the content in this version of the report. We found phrase substitutions such as: "impacted
media" to replace "contaminated media", "chemicals in the environment" to replace "chemical
contamination", "constituents at the site" in Lieu of "site contamination", and so on.
In the table below is one example of the kind of "remediation by prose'" that took place when EPA's FS
for the Koppers Superfund site was "sanitized" by a Beazer's environmental subcontractor. This
excerpt serves as a clear example of why our residents have filed a formal complaint with the Florida
Board of Professional Engineers demanding review of these documents, which were not signed and
sealed by a professional engineer, as required by Florida law (which is an ARAR you were previously
not aware of.)
This particular example, where the text was adulterated in the Final version of the Feasibility Study by
some unknown author, has a potentially severe and negative impact on the offsite soils remedy for
every single resident whose yard is contaminated in the adjacent neighborhood. Notice how the
wording about "1 x 10-6 cancer risks" and ARARS were removed from the final FS - this kind of
tampering appears to violate the intent of the Adminstrative Order, under which PRPs like Beazer are
allowed to write their own FS!
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Draft FS Wording

Final FS Wording

Line 345: Off-Site remedy OfR-4 allows for a
flexible approach that may include institutional
and/or engineering controls on properties that
(1) are suitable for such controls and (2) have
owners that are amenable to such controls.

Line 345: Off-Site remedy OfR-4 allows for a
flexible approach that may include institutional
and/or engineering controls on properties that (1)
are suitable for such controls and (2) have owners
that
are
amenable
to
such
controls.

Where institutional/engineering controls
are not possible or beneficial, surface-soil
removal
would
be
applied.
The
recommended remedy for areas of off-Site
soil determined to pose unacceptable
risks is OfR-4.

Where institutional/engineering controls
are not possible or beneficial, surface-soil
removal may be applied, subject to owner
approval.

The area that will require remediation will
be determined through the ongoing
delineation and risk assessment process.
In defining this area of remediation,
Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate
Requirements (ARARs) will be considered;
this
includes
the
Florida
statutory
provision that excess lifetime cancer risks
be no greater than one in one million (10
6).

«

TEXT ADDED IN FINAL VERSION:»

If areas exceeding Florida's allowable risk
limit or default SCTLs are identified by soil
sampling, Beazer East, Inc., will contact each
affected private property owner to discuss
possible approaches to address the soil
impacts on the private property. The private
property owner may decline to allow Beazer
to remediate soils.
Neither the lead
environmental agency (in this instance the
EPA) nor Beazer is able to require a private
property owner to allow access or require
remediation to take place if the property
owner decides not to do so.

Still, having Beazer-funded subcontractors drastically modify and reword the EPA Feasibility Study to
their liking does not remove the requirements upon the EPA to meet ARARs - which in Florida include
SCTLs of7 ppt for dioxins in residential soils and 30 ppt for industrial.
Even so, statements made by EPA staff at last week's EPA public meeting seem to indicate that Beazer
East might try to use risk assessment methodologies to reduce or even eliminate the offsite remediation
they would be required to do, even'though soil samples show that dioxins are as high as 69 ppt in the
adjacent neighborhood west of the site. This would clearly violate CERCLA guidelines as well as
Florida statutes and Administrative Code, and would quickly lead to a Federal lawsuit. The EPA
should use every means necessary to prevent this from happening, because allowing lesser cleanup
targets than the Florida SCTLs for offsite soils sets a precedent with wide-ranging deleterious impacts
on fuhlre site cleanups throughout our state.
In fact, regarding such precedents, the book "Sacrifice Zones" in chapter 2 about the Escambia
Treatment Company site in Pensacola, in a section entitled "How Much Dioxin is Too Much", author
Steve Lerner makes it clear that the EPA is required to meet the 7 ppt standard, and that EPA's
standards were actually much lower than they are now back in the early 1990s! This passage reads:
"How Much Dioxin Is Too Much?
There is also the question of what constitutes an adequate cleanup for soils contaminated with
dioxin. When Williams and CATE first began demanding a relocation and cleanup in 1991. the U.S.
EPA standards for dioxin in soil were 2 ppt in residential areas. 20 ppt in commercial areas. and 200
ppt in industrial zones. In 1998, however, the EPA issued a policy directive lowering the protection
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standard to 1 ppb [1000 ppt]. This was meant to be an interim standard that would be reset once
the EPA's dioxin health risk assessment was concluded. Almost ten years later that report has yet to
be
issued.
To further complicate the question of how much dioxin should be permitted in the soil in residential
areas, there is another set of federal Superfund rules which require that federal agents clean up the
soils to state standards. which in Florida is 7 ppt in residential areas and 30 ppt in
commercial/industrial areas. State and federal lawyers argued over which standard should apply for
years finally concluding that the state standard should prevail. As a result, the area on which a
commercial/industrial park will be built will be cleaned up to 30 ppt of dioxin."

Source: "Pensacola, Florida: Livillg Next Door to Mount Dio:>..1n And a Chemical Fertilizer
S1Iperfund Site". by Steve Lerner, from the website for The Collaborative on Health and
the Environment: http://www.healthandenvironment.org/articles/homepage/2628

EPA Response:
Concentrations of site-related contaminants in off-site soil are being compared to the
Florida SCTLs. SCTLs are conservative and protective of human health for intended
uses of the land (i.e., there are different cleanup levels for residential and commercial
land uses). The Florida Department of Health (FDOH) is conducting a health survey
in the vicinity of the former Koppers Site and continues to issue health advisories as
soil sampling results are obtained.
The EPA's Plan Does Not Require Epidemiological Studies or Biological Testing of
Residents, Homes or Schools.
The EPA's plan fails to address the issue of epidemiological studies and biological testing for residents
who live in the neighborhood next to Koppers and have long been exposed to toxins in the dust that
blows offsite, as well as the contaminated stormwater that leaves the site and Hows into Springstead
Creek.
These residents, who are referred to as "receptors" throughou t the FS and other Koppers reports, have
been exposed to these toxic, carcinogenic, mutagenic and teratogenic compounds for decades, and
report many accounts of multiple cancers within the same household, cancer "clusters" within the
neighborhood, mysterious pet cancers and premature deaths, and other health issues, such as MS,
Parkinsons, skin and thyroid problems. As EPA scientists well know, many of these health problems
can be caused by exposure to toxic compounds, such as dioxins, arsenic, pentachlorophenoL
benzo(a)pyrenes, hexavalent chromium and mercury, all of which are found on the Koppers site, and
many of which can be found in the offsite soils and storm water.
This is why we recommend that the EPA push the CDC and the FDOH to begin epidemiological
studies of the neighborhood and biological testing of the residents and their homes.
Yet, in spite of numerous requests by many citizens and our city and county commissioners to test for
dioxins in the soil and indoor dust at nearby schools and daycare centers, the EPA has yet to require
Beazer to do this, or to do it themselves. Such testing has been done at other Superfund sites, which
has even led to the closure of some public schools, due to high dioxin levels.
The EPA, the ATSDR and the FDOH are well aware that exposure to dioxins pose a special risk to small
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children due to their increased metabolism and sensitivity to environmental contaminants, and that
children are at a greater risk of cancer and non-cancer health hazards from dioxin exposures. Their
failure to protect our children's health is nothing short of reprehensible negligence.
There is a day care center located directly across the street from the Koppers main entrance, where to
date no soil testing has ever been done. The Stephen Foster Elementary School is located 0.6 miles
northwest of the site, and the Sidney Lanier Elementary School is south of the site at about the same
distance. Therefore, we recommend that these schools be tested immediately for dioxins, and if the
levels are found to be elevated, additional testing should be done at other nearby schools. There are at
least a dozen schools and day care centers within a one mile radius of this toxic site.
Worst of all, the ATSDR has delegated its legal duties to perform accurate health assessments to the
Florida Department of Health, as it has similarly done in 38 other states, yet when we contacted
Jennifer Freed of the ATSDR, whose signature appears on the June 2010 Koppers Health Assessment,
she was unable to provide any backup data or calculations for us regarding this particular health
assessment, which we believe indicates that the ATSDR is" rubber-stamping" health assessment reports
produced by state health departments, without reviewing the data in the reports.
When we finally did receive the actual data and calculations from FDOH for this report, and had other
risk assessors review it, they were not in agreement with the conclusions of FDOH, and believed that
the report did not take into consideration non-cancer risks for children.
In other words, other risk experts believe that the report by FDOH minimized the real risk posed by the
dioxin levels in the soil in the residential neighborhood next to the Koppers site. Such actions by
ATSDR and FDOH do not meet the intent or requirements of CERCLA to provide accurate health risk
assessments for residents near Superfund sites. These requirements are legal ones, which are spelled
out clearly in the aforementioned EPA Guidance document in Section 1.3.4 on page 1-4:

1.3.2 Health Assessments
Under CERCLA §104(i) (Health-Related Authorities),the Agency for Toxic Substances and
Disease
Registry (ATSDR) must conduct a health assessment for every site proposed for inclusion on the
NPL. The purpose of these health assessments is to assist in determining whether current or
potential risk to
human health exists at a site and whether additional information on human exposure and
associated health risks is needed. The health assessment is required to be completed "to the
maximum extent practicable" before completion of the RIIFS.

The EPA even publishes a detailed guidance document entitled ""CERCLA Baseline Risk
Assessment Human Health Evaluation EH-231-012j0692 Uune 1992)", that spells out the EPA's and
the RPM's responsibilities to ensure that the Health Assessments are conducted properly (see it
here: http://homer.ornl.gov/nucIearsafety/env!guidance!cercla! cer-risk.pdf)
Thus, it is our opinion, that the practice of the ATSDR delegating its responsibilities to perform
Superfund site health assessments to lesser-qualified and severely-underfunded state health
deparhllents is a practice that on its face appears completely illegal under CERCLA Section 104 and
40 CFR 300.430, and should be discontinued. Most importantly, nothing in these statutes eleviate
the responsibility of the EPA, and in particular, the EPA RPM, to ensure that the health assessments
are accurate and done properly. Thus, it appears that EPA Senior Management needs to get
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involved in reviewing this vital issue with ATSDR Senior Management to determine whether this
practice of delegation health assessments should be allowed to continue.

EPA Response:
EPA has and will continue to follow the Risk Assessment process as outlined in
the National Contingency Plan. Although EPA is not tasked to direct nor does it
have the authority to direct the State of Florida or A TSDR in conducting such
studies the director of the CDC, Dr. Thomas Friedman, provided the following in
a November 17, 2010 letter to Ms. Cynthia Moore Chestnut, Chair Alachua
County Board of County Commissioners:
'The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) has
been actively supporting the Florida Department of Health (FDoH) in
evaluating potential community exposures to contaminants at this site.
This partnership is part of A TSDR's long-standing cooperative agreement
program with the FDOH.
In a July 2009 report, the FDOH informed the community, the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection, and the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency of a possible health conc((rn due to dioxin
contamination found in the City of Gainesville easement outside of the
Cabot-Koppers' property boundaries. Based on this finding, FDOH
recommended restricting public access to this area and collecting more
soil samples in the community. The Florida Department of Environmental
Protection is in the process of collecting these samples and the FDOH
anticipates receiving the results to review in the coming months. FDOH is
currently reviewing test results of off-site contaminated creek sediment.
FDOH is reviewing cancer statistics for this community. Results of this
analysis will determine whether the community surrounding the property
has more cancers than expected. While this is not an analytic
epidemiologic study meant to evaluate any potential association with
dioxin exposure in the community, this assessment is typically the first
step in gathering information on the overall cancer burden for a community
and can be useful in determining future needs.
At this time, a "door-to-door" health study based on possible dioxin
exposures is not recommended. The potentially exposed population near
this site is relatively small. Adverse outcomes associated with dioxin
exposures have not been reported in populations exposed to dioxin at the
levels seen to date in the community surrounding Cabot-Kopper's
property. The health problems of the people living in this community are
likely to reflect common health problems seen in any similar group of
individuals who do not live adjacent to the Cabot-Koppers site. Given
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these facts, it would not be possible to differentiate the health problems
within this group that are the result of their exposures to dioxin.
We fully agree with FDOH's plan to evaluate and make recommendations
to mitigate any current exposures to protect public health and to also take
a broad look at cancer statistics within this community. We will continue to
work with our FDOH partners in identifying and reducing Alachua
community exposures to environmental contaminants on and near the
Cabot-Koppers site and are open to reassessing the need for additional
work should further information indicate that it is warranted. "
5. The EPA's Plan Fails to Address Air Quality Monitoring.
Air quality monitoring is not addressed in the RP, the FS or the HHRA, but should have been an
important part of aU 3 documents. In fact, the air quality monitoring should have taken place BEFORE
the site was closed, and before either the FS or HHRA were written, so that the data could have been
incorporated into these reports.
A letter dated July 2, 2009 from Randy Merchant of the Florida DEP to Scott Miller of EPA
recommended air monitoring and added the following:

IItllllall exposllre pat/Ill'l1!! tllat IIos /lot bC('/I .fitl/yassessed is illilalatioll of COlltlllllilltltcd dllsl frolll Ille site.
Nearby residellls, especially tllos(' Il'est LV' tile site, report 1l'illd-hiOlPlI dllst. Filldillgs ofdccrCllsillg COllct'lIlmliolls
l~f arse/lic. ht'1I20(o)pyrellt', alld dioxills ill residelliiol sll~tilce soil liS YOIl 1II01't' 07Poy frolll IIII' site slIpport litis
asscrlioll. "
"Dill'

More to the point - neither AMEC Beazer, EPA, FDEP, or even ACEPD have done any air quality
monitoring to date, and there is no plan to do air quality monitoring in the future that we are aware of.
Yet, we know from what took place at the ETC site in Pensaco loa that the nearby residents will likely be
exposed to contaminants when the onsite and offsite soils are remediated by excavation or grading.
Author Steve Lerner detailed exactly how bad the air quality became near the ETC site in Pensacola
during their two year remediation, in his book "Sacrifice Zones":

"Back in 1992, while the excavation was in process, residents in Rosewood Terrace, Oak Park.
and Goulding, the communities adjacent to the plant. and in Clarinda Triangle. the community
across the highway. began to experience a sharp increase in acute respiratory distress,
nosebleeds, headaches. nausea. skin rashes. and a host of other ailments. The air had become so
filled with dust from the constant bulldozing that residents decided they had to do something.
Contractors doing the excavating were supposed to keep the dust down by spraying it with water
during the excavation, but as one commentator on engineering ethics pOinted out. the expense of
spraying the water was bound to cut into the contractor's profits...... But for the residents who lived
next door to the source of the problem. the cleanup itself was exacerbating already deplorable
environmental conditions. The remedial excavation was creating clouds of contaminated dust in a
heavily populated, urban area ...
.. .Joel Hirschhorn. a former government employee who worked on superfund issues for years ...
went through voluminous EPA documents and uncovered data. which demonstrated "that the
original removal action had left very high levels of site contamination all over the site including in
open pits and the areas not covered by the pile of excavated materials." The remedial work
neither removed the threat to shallow groundwater, "given originally by the EPA as the main basis
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for the action;" nor did it protect residents, he writes. This information provided Williams with a
basis to contend that the removal action "had itself caused preventable health threats," he notes."
But no one listened to them, and the digging continued. spreading contaminated dust throughout
the neighborhood. The poor air quality caused a number of problems. One woman said her
daughters would not play outside because "the air would make them itch and burn, and give them
headaches." Another woman who works in her garden says she gets so dizzy dOing it that she falls
against walls. Residents of all ages were affected. "It's not old people [who are dying of cancerl. It
is some of the young people in their 40s and 30s, because there is a young man who died right
there,
he
was
in
his
30s,"
a
resident
told
a
CNN
reporter...
Some residents even tried to stop the excavation by standing in the way of the bulldozers ... "

Based on this information, we think it is crucial that air quality monitoring devices be installed in
several locations west and north of the Koppers site during the remediation. These devices should
be monitored frequently by local EPD or EPA staff during remediation, to ensure that the kind of
health hazard nightmares that took place in Pensacola don't happen here. This is the real "lesson
learned" from the ETC cleanup.

EPA Response:
EPA disputes the Commenter's contention that there were health issues related to
remediation at the Escambia Site. ~s part of that remedial action, EPA designed
and implemented a fenceline ambient air monitoring system that provided real-time
data to monitor air quality during remedial activities. Environmental exposure from
the former Escambia Treating plant has never been linked to dioxin levels in blood.
EPA is requiring Beazer East to design and implement an ambient air monitoring
network during the remedial design process to be implemented during remedial
action at the Site. The air quality monitoring program for the Koppers remedial
action will be designed to be equally protective of the public health.
7. EPA Has No Plan to Relocate Residents Out of Harm's Way
The RP fails to consider the need to relocate the residents either temporarily or permanently, and
states in the September 2010 fact sheet that, "Based on concentrations of contaminants in surface
soil at surrounding residences and the practical remedial alternatives that exist for preventing
exposure to these soils, relocation is not warranted." Yet, recent tests of indoor household dust in
the local neighborhood using EPA method 4435, as detailed in the Federal class action suit against
Beazer
and
Koppers
'(see
Appendix
of
this
PDF
document:
http:// www.bancca.org/Docs/ Koppers %20Superfund %20Federal %20Lawsui t%20Filing.pdf
),
found iI/door dioxin iCl>eis ral/gingfrom 34 ppt to 1150 ppt!
How can the EPA ignore this data, when dioxin exposure poses such a clear threat to human health
and these results clearly exceed even the EPA's own standards for dioxin level in soils! It is clear to
us that Koppers created this widespread contamination now found in these homes and yards, and
it is equally clear that Beazer and Koppers should be held responsible by the EPA to clean up this
contamination. To do less, is to set a damaging precedent for all future cleanups at other sites
throughout the nation.
In our opinion, the precedent for relocation of exposed residents has already been set with the
Escambia Treatment Company site in Pensacola, where over 400 households were relocated in the
mid 1990s, under nearly identical circumstances. Thus, we believe that several of the households in
the area west and north of the Koppers site should qualify for relocation, and that the EPA is
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dragging its feet and not enforcing its own relocation policies at this site, all the while knowing that
the remediation process will last "2.5 years", a length of time sufficient to qualify impacted
residents for permanent relocation under the EPA's own "Illterim Policy 01/ tile Use of Permallellt
Reloca tions as Part of SlIperJillld Remedial Actiolls."
In fact, our own review of this EPA guidance document leads us to the conclusion that 3 of the 4
criteria needed to initiate permanent relocation apply in the case of the residents living adjacent to
the Koppers site.
We refer specifically to these 3 specific criteria:
•

Permanent relocation may be considered in situations where EPA has determined that
structures cannot be decontaminated to levels that are protective of human health for their
intended use, thus the decontamination alternative may not be implementable.

•

Permanent relocation may be considered when EPA determines that potential treatment or
other response options would require the imposition of unreasonable use restrictions to
maintain protectiveness (e.g .. typical activities. such as children playing in their yards. would
have to be prohibited or severely limited). Such options may not be effective in the long-term, nor
is it likely that those options would be acceptable to the community.

•

Permanent relocation may be considered when an alternative under evaluation includes a
temporary relocation expected to last longer than one year. A lengthy temporary relocation may
not be acceptable to the community. Further, when viewed in light of the balancing of tradeoffs
between alternatives. the temporary relocation remedy may not be practicable. nor meet the
statutory requirement to be cost-effective.

EPA Response:
It is not mandatory for EPA to consider relocation as a remedial option in the
feasibility study. EPA is guided in its possible consideration of relocation as a
remedy by an EPA guidance document entitled, "Interim Policy on the Use of
Permanent Relocations as Part of Superfund Remedial Actions" published on
June 30, 1999. A summary of that guidance related to the decision to consider
permanent relocation in the feasibility study process is included below:
"EPA's preference is to address the risks posed by the contamination by
using well-designed methods of cleanup which allow people to remain
safely in their homes and businesses. Having proven EPA's ability to
successfully restore contaminated property at many Superfund sites,
generally, EPA's preference is to address the risks posed by the
contamination by using well-designed methods of cleanup which allow
people to remain safely in their homes and businesses. This is consistent
with the mandates of CERCLA identified above, and the implementing
requirements of the NCP which emphasize selecting remedies that protect
human health and the environment, maintain protection over time, and
minimize untreated waste. Because of CERCLA's preference for cleanup,
it will generally not be necessary to routinely consider permanent
relocation as a potential remedy component. "
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There are four situations in which EPA may consider permanent
relocations as part of the feasibility study development process. The
current situation nearby the former Koppers Site meets none of the criteria
listed. The four criteria are as follows:
1) Situations where EPA has determined that structures must be
destroyed because they physically block or otherwise interfere with a
cleanup and methods for lifting or moving the structures safely, or
conducting cleanup around the structures are not implementable from
an engineering perspective.
2) Situations where EPA has determined that structures cannot be
decontaminated to levels that are protective of human health for their
intended use, thus the decontamination alternative may not be
implementable
3) Permanent relocation may be considered when EPA determines that
potential treatment or other response options would require the
imposition of unreasonable use restrictions to maintain protectiveness
(e.g., typical activities, such as children playing in their yards, would
have to be prohibited or severely limited).
4) Permanent relocation may be considered when an alternative under
evaluation includes a temporary relocation expected to last longer than
one year.
EPA and PRPs have routinely conducted cleanups in the State of Florida and
throughout the U. S. that are contemplated in the preferred remedial alternative.
The remedy is simple from an engineering perspective in that it involves
removing up to two feet of top soil from an affected property and replacing it with
clean fill, reseeding the yard, and reinstalling any landscaping that had to be
removed from the yard to remove the soil. It is unlikely that structures nearby the
former Koppers Site are contaminated. After the soil cleanup, there will be no
use restrictions required for the yard as there will be clean fill in the yard which
would pose no threat or require a use restriction. It is expected that the yard
cleanups would take significantly less than one year based on the number of
parcels believed to be affected and the simple implementation approach needed
to complete the soil remediation.
Residents surrounding the Site are not located on a direct source area or a highly
contaminated groundwater plume. Based on concentrations of contaminants in
surface soil at surrounding residences and the practical remedial alternatives that
exist for preventing exposure to these soils, relocation is not warranted.
8. The EPA's Plan Fails to Compensate Residents for Losses in Property Values or
Pay for Medical Testing
In addition, the EPA has failed to require that Koppers/Beazer East compensate the residents for
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the losses in the value of their properties and belongings. Their home values have plummeted
dramatically in recent months, especially after the recent announcement of contaminated offsite
soils by the Florida DOH and the ATSDR.
Neither is there any plan to provide for medical testing, or compensation for pain and suffering for
the affected residents. Thus, many residents have had no choice but to sign on to a Federal $500
million class action suit to get relief for their losses.
The residents have strongly voiced that they want biological testing, including blood tests, to test
I'or the presence of dioxins or other contaminants they have been exposed to over the years. They
also want the dust in their homes and nearby schools tested for these same contaminants.Their
request for biological testing is not without precedent either, as the same testing was done in
Pensacola and showed elevated levels of dioxins in the local resident's blood, as the book "Sacrifice
Zones" explains:
"Blood sampling of former ETC workers and residents who lived near the plant were found to have
"elevated levels of dioxin in their blood in excess of the general population" 25 years after the plant
closed, [Wilma] Subra observes."

Still, the EPA, ATSDR and FDOH have turned a deaf ear to the requests of local residents to have
these vital tests performed. Some suggest this is part of a larger cover-up; that state and Federal
government officials don't want these tests performed because the results might prove too
shocking. Others suggest it indicates a failure of the federal and state government bureaucracies to
protect the health of those who live in "sacrifice zones".

EPA Response:
EPA's mission is to protect human health and the environment. Compensation to
residents for property losses or medical monitoring is beyond EPA's statutory
authority.
g, The EPA was Negligent in Allowing the Koppers Site to Remain Open as a
Treated Wood Facility for 26 years After the Site was Placed on the National
Priorities List (NPL),
The Koppers Superfund site was placed on the NPL in 1984, yet over 20 years passed
before any definitive action was taken by the EPA with regard to this site, in spite of
reports showing that the groundwater contamination was spreading and leaving the site,
and untreated storm water leaving the site violated Florida standards for both arsenic and
chromium levels, by 8 and 18 times respectively.
The decades-long inaction by the EPA led to additional exposures of the nearby residents
to contaminated dust and other toxic airborne contaminants, including toxic fumes
released when treated wood or other waste was burned onsite by Koppers employees
(something which the EPA has failed to acknowledge to date, although we have learned of
numerous reports from local residents of such activities occurring.) Additionally, had the
EPA acted more quickly, it could have prevented much of the toxic storm water pollution
that entered Springstead and Hogtown Creeks, which feed directly into our local aquifer.
The EPA has failed in several of its enforcements duties as well, by not issuing any fines
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or penalties to Koppers or other contractors for environmental violations related to this
Superfund site.
Had the EPA acted more quickly to close this toxic site, rather than allowing Koppers to
continue to operate for an additional 25 years, this would have resulted in significant
reductions of the exposure of local residents to the contaminants from the site- thereby
reducing their incidences of cancer. neurological disorders, birth defects, reproductive
disorders and premature pet deaths, all of which have been reported at a alarmingly high
frequency in the surrounding neighborhood.
Ironically, it was a Letter to the Editor written by this author and published by the
Gainesville Sun, which exposed long-term contract between Gainesville Regional Utilities
and Koppers for treated wood utility poles, and the subsequent nullification of this
contract by the Gainesville City Commissioners. that triggered the final shutdown of the
Koppers plant - not any enforcement action by the EPA.
But it is clear that the EPA bears a large share of the responsibility for the additional
environmental harm caused to the local residents by this additional, yet preventable,
exposure to dioxins and other toxins.
For this reason alone, the EPA is obliged to provide the best remedy possible to deal with
the offsite contamination in the neighborhood adjacent to the Koppers site, including
relocation of affected residents whose property is now contaminated by dioxins, additional
soil and indoor testing, testing of the nearby schools, epidemiological screening and
biological testing of the residents.
This is the very least that the EPA can do to compensate for the problems your negligence
and inaction have caused over the last 3 decades.

EPA Response:
The Koppers facility operated lawfully under environmental and business permits
issued by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, the City of
Gainesville, and EPA. EPA is not invested with the authority to close down a
facility that is operating in compliance with all of its environmental permits.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we reject the EPA's poorly crafted Remedial Plan, the companion Fact Sheets, and
the May 2010 Final Feasibility Study. These reports don't just simply fall short - they are
completely insufficient.
The conmlUnity of Gainesville, voted "No. 1 Place to Live ill the US", deserves a better
Remedial Plan for the Koppers Superfund site- one that protects human health, our environment,
and our precious water supply.
We demand a plan that requires that Koppers and Beazer East pay to remediate the toxic legacy
they have left behind, and compensate our residents who were unwitting victims of their toxic
trespasses.
We deserve a remedial plan that does exactly that, and nothing less.
Sincerely,
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Joseph S. Prager, President
BANCCA.ORG, LLC

Email: inbox@bancca.org
cc: Usa P. Jackson, EPA Director
Stanley Meiburg, Director, EPA Region 4
Franklin Hill, EPA Region 4 Superfund Division Director
LaTonya Spencer, EPA Community Involvement Coordinator
Craig Lowe, Mayor, City of Gainesville
Fred Murry, Assistant City Manager, City of Gainesville
Sen. Bill Nelson (U.S. Senate)
Rep. Corrine Brown (Florida House of Rep., District 3)
Rep. Charles Chestnut IV (Florida House of Rep., District 23)
Rep. Cliff Stearns (U.S. House of Rep.)
Dr. John Mousa, Alachua Co. Environmental Protection Dept.
Rick Hutton, Gainesville Regional Utilities
Dr. Pat Cline, Technical Advisor, Protect Gainesville's Citizens
Bob Palmer, Chair, Alachua Co. Environmental Protection Advisory Committee
Robert Pearce, Technical Advisory Comm. Chair, Protect Gainesville's Citizens
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A.2.3 Beazer East, Inc

Beazer
cia

BEAZER EAST, INC.
THREE RIVERS MANAGEMENT. INC.
ONE OXFORD CENTRE, SUITE 3000. PITTSBURGH. PA 15219-640 I

October 15, 20 I 0
Mr. Scott Miller
Remedial Project Manager
Superfund Di vision
Superfund Remedial Branch
Section C
u.S. EPA Region 4
61 Forsyth Street SW
Atlanta, GA 30303
Re: Transm ittal of Comments
July 15,20 I0 USEPA Proposed Plan
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville Florida
Dear Mr. Miller:
Beazer East Inc. ("Beazer") appreciates the opportunity to provide its comments on the above
referenced document. Beazer requests that its comments be carefully reviewed and
considered, and that the comments be placed in the administrative record for the Site.
As you are aware, Beazer has extensive experience in the environmental remediation of
former wood treatment sites. For this site, Beazer has retained au extremely well qualitied
group of technical consultants and experts to work on the various aspects of this site. For
reference, I have attached the resumes of the consultants and experts who have been involved
in the most recent feasibility studies, risk assessments, and remedy selection discussions.
Collectively, this group has hundreds of years of environmental experience, much of which
has been related specitically to the remediation of wood treatment sites.
Also, Beazer has developed, in cooperation with and approval by USEPA and FDEP, an
extensive amount of site specific data and information upon which the current selection of a
remedial action at the site can be based. As an illustrative example of the site specitic data
developed, I have attached a recent site tigure which shows the current array of groundwater
monitoring points available at the site. Since 2003, Beazer has invested over $20 million
dollars developing this data and information. The development of this site specific data and
information allows for an informed and educated decision to be made at the site relative to
the prospecti ve remedy.
FLII1hermore, Beazer believes that this information enables it to understand and appreciate the
complex nature of this site. The remedy components selected for the site must tit together
synergistically to ensure that true risk reduction is actually effectuated and that future risks
are mitigated. As provided in the attached comments, Beazer has some significant
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reservations about individual aspects of the Proposed Plan, and where appropriate has
recommended suitable alternatives. That being said, Beazer remains committed to the
implementation of a protective remedy, one which relies upon containment, isolation,
treatment and long term monitoring, and is appropriate for the conditions existing at the site.
Finally, Beazer understands the local stakeholders' frustration with the time this process has
taken. and their desire to have the site remediation simply be tinished. Beazer also wants to
get to the end of the project as expeditiously as is reasonably possible. However, there is no
simple solution to the puzzle presented by conditions at the site. The data collected from the
site documents its complex nature and the need for a sophisticated, long term approach.
Beazer. through its efforts, has demonstrated that it is fully committed to resolving
environmental matters at this site and that it remains fully committed to a remedial approach
that will support its and the community's efforts to restore the site to a position where it may
once again, become a positive attribute orthe surrounding community.
Again. thank you for your full consideration to our comments, and if I can be of further
assistance or answer additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Robert Markwell
President, Beazer East. Inc.
Cc: Lisa Jackson, USEPA Administrator
Gwendolyn Keyes Fleming, USEP A Region I V Administrator
Stanley Meiburg, USEPA Region IV Deputy Adlllinistrator
Kelsey Helton, FDEP
Senator Bill Nelson
Congressman CI i1'1' Steams
Congresswomen Corrine Brown
Congressman Alan Grayson
Gainesville City Commission
Craig Lowe, Mayor City of Gainesville
Alachua County Board of Commissioners
Cynthia Moore Chestnut, Chair Alachua County COlllmissioners
Randal Reid, Alachua County Manager
Russ Blackburn Gainesville City Manger
Fred Murray Gainesville Assistant City Manger
Marion Radson Gainesville City Attorney
Dave Wagner Alachua County Attorney
Chris Bird Alachua County Environmental Protection Director
Bob Hunzinger, General Manger GRU
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Beazer Comments on EPA Proposed Plan October 15, 20 I0
Beazer East, Inc. (Beazer) hereby submits its comments to the Superfund Proposed Plan
(Proposed Plan) for the former Koppers portion (Site) of the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund
Site (Superfund Site)1 issued on July 15, 20 I0 by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). The deadline for comments to the Proposed Plan was extended to October 15,
2010.
1 "Site" as used herein refers to the Koppers portion of the Superfund Site. "Superfund Site" is used to refer
to the entire Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site.

As set forth below. Beazer has both legal and technical concerns with the Proposed Plan. On the
technical side, Beazer's primary concerns with the Proposed Plan are in the following areas:
•
•
•

The implementation of source treatment components (ISS/S and ISGS)
The proposed remedies for off-Site creek sediments and soils
EPA's selection of cleanup goals and related criteria

Beazer's legal concerns are primarily with the various off-Site components of the Proposed Plan,
and, to a lesser degree, with EPA's communications to the public that may have had the
unintended effect of creating the impression that the foreseeable future use of the Site may
include an "unrestricted residential" component. In sum. the EPA's selection of remedial
alternatives for off-Site sediments is arbitrary and capricious because EPA has not developed the
information it is required to evaluate under the Remedial Investigation/Feasibi Iity Study (RI/FS)
process set out in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP).
40 CFR Part 300, nor has EPA appropriately evaluated such information. EPA should also
reconsider its selection of Florida's default residential Soils Cleanup Target Levels (SCTLs) as
off-Site cleanup standards in consideration of Beazer's recently-submitted "Derivation Of Off
Site Site-Specitic Residential SCTLs" document. Finally, while Beazer continues to cooperate
with EPA and the local governments regarding potential future uses of the Site, Beazer has not
agreed to conduct a cleanup to "unrestricted residential" standards, and EPA should claritY its
recent communications by more explicitly stating that the foreseeable future use of the Site future
does not include an unrestricted residential component. Beazer"s legal comments are included
below in the sections discussing the technical components of the Proposed Plan to which the legal
comments pertain.
The details of Beazer's concerns with the Proposed Plan, along with alternative proposals where
appropriate. are presented in the following sections.

1. Implementation of Source Treatment: ISS/S and ISGS
The prescribed treatment of source areas in the Proposed Plan is Ilawed. The Proposed Plan calls
for in-situ soliditication/stabilization (ISS/S) in the Upper Hawthorn (approximately 25 feet to 65
feet belowground surface (bgs)) and in-situ biogeochemical stabilization OSGS) in the Surficial
Aquifer (approximately 0 to 25 feet bgs). This configuration for source treatment is impractical
and has important and unnecessary implementation risks. Also, this configuration is not
contemplated in any of the FS Alternatives, was not properly evaluated as an alternative source
treatment remedy, and should not have been listed as the preferred source-treatment design.
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EPA Response:
As the Commenter is aware, it is EPA's prerogative to consider any combination
of individual remedy components that are considered within a feasibility study,
such as the May 2010 collaborative FS, in making a preferred remedy selection.
While the specific remedy component mix related to the use of in-situ soil
solidification/stabilization (ISS/S) in the Upper Hawthorn Group and in-situ
biogeochemical stabilization (ISGS) also known and hereafter referred to as in
situ geochemical stabilization (ISGS) in the Surficial aquifer for the four primary
source areas were not paired in the FS for consideration, ISS/S and ISGS were
considered respectively for use in the Surficial Aquifer and in the Upper
Hawthorn Group. There is no technical nor legal justification for rejecting each
technology's application in each aquifer as EPA has included in the preferred
remedial alternative.
The Commenter appears concerned with EPA's conclusion that this approach is
an optimal remedy approach for the Surficial and Upper Hawthorn Aquifers at the
four primary source areas that will be located within a vertical barrier wall keyed
into the middle Hawthorn Clay Layer, and paired with enhanced hydraulic
containment in the Surficial Aquifer. EPA acknowledges that remedy
implementation will require a carefully planned and phased implementation to
achieve optimal results. All technologies considered for use at the Site have
been successfully applied at other sites.
EPA has adjusted its preferred remedial alternative to require ISS/S be
implemented in the Surficial Aquifer and the Upper Hawthorn Aquifer at the
former North Lagoon and former Drip Track Area. EPA's rationale for this
change to its preferred remedial alternative is based on its preference to use the
more proven technology in areas below which there have been observed impacts
in the Upper Floridan Aquifer. EPA acknowledges the Commenter's concerns
related to implementation but notes that there have been other deep soil mixing
uses of ISS/S of up to 110 feet below ground surface without negative
unintended effects. EPA will provide real-time oversight and pre-construction
planning from the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers personnel who have extensive
experience in use of this technology for use in hazardous waste treatment and
solidification in other contexts such as strengthening dam configurations, etc.
As detailed below. the Proposed Plan's application of ISGS above ISS/S is impractical and it
appears that EPA did not fully understand the implications or likely cost of such an application.
Implementation risks associated with ISS/S in the Upper Hawthorn, and the availability ofa more
practical treatment technology, should lead EPA to reconsider the source treatment approach.
Beazer proposes an alternative source treatment approach that is consistent with the overall
remedial strategy and includes effectiveness demonstration for ISGS with an ISS/S
implementation component as a contingency.
In considering the appropriate source treatment approach. it is important to recognize that in this
instance (I) source treatment is applied primarily for the purpose of reducing potential dense non
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aqueous phase liquid (ONAPL) mobility and (2) source treatment is applied within a robust
containment system. The robust groundwater containment system described in the Proposed Plan
effectuates protection of human health and the environment by eliminating migration pathways
from the sources. The engineered containment system includes (I) a subsurface vertical barrier
wall around the primary source areas to a depth of approximately 65 ft, (2) a low-permeability
surface cover to Iimit water inti Itration into the containment area, and (3) additional hydraulic
containment specitied for the UFA and for the Surticial Aquifer outside the containment area that
provides an added measure of protection. In addition, the existing clay layers of the Hawthorn
Group are significant hydraulic barriers, as evidenced by the 125-foot hydraulic head difference
between the Upper Hawthorn and Upper Floridan Aquifer (UF A).
a. Application of ISS/S in the Upper Hawthorn Has Serious Implementation Risks

In order to implement ISS/S in the Upper Hawthorn in primary source areas, a large-diameter
auger (LOA) would be used to make thousands of 6- to IO-ft diameter mixing holes
approximately 65 ft deep. Each LOA borehole would be required to pass through the upper clay
layer of the Hawthorn Group. This application has the potential to drag down any mobile ONAPL
that is presently trapped in the Surficial Aquifer or within and on top of the upper clay layer of
the Hawthorn Group. In addition, each LOA borehole could also cause vertical pathways or
conduits for the downward migration of any mobile DNA PL, especially along the outer perimeter
of the borehole.
While the upper clay of the Hawthorn Group is not a perfect impermeable barrier, it does provide
some natural protection against ONAPL mobility in two important ways. First, this layer provides
hydraul ic resistance, as evidenced by the approx imately 1- to 2-foot groundwater head difference
measured between the Surticial Aquifer and the Upper Hawthorn in the primary source areas.
Second, ONAPL collects on top of low-permeability materials and can become trapped within the
pore spaces of tine-grained materials such as clays. The protective qualities of the upper clay
would be significantly compromised, and likely eliminated, by application of LOA mixing into
the Upper Hawthorn.

EPA Response:
EPA disagrees that contaminant carry-down poses a significant limitation to
effective implementation of ISS/S. A more likely scenario during implementation
of the ISS/S component of the proposed remedy is that DNAPL-rich aquifer
material would be homogenized with DNAPL-Iean or DNAPL-free aquifer
material within each auger-advancement zone. A new, temporary equilibrium
could be established with (1) overall lower DNAPL concentrations (i.e.,
dispersion of the existing potentially-mobile DNAPL mass throughout a larger
volume of subsurface material) and (2) temporarily changing potentially mobile
"free-phase" DNAPL into a more residual DNAPL state (as potentially free-phase
DNAPL is diluted with DNAPL-free material, away from the critical DNAPL
concentration required to induce DNAPL mobility). This scenario envisioned by
EPA is consistent with the Commenter's long-standing assumption that DNAPL
exists in the subsurface under the source area footprints as primarily residual
DNAPL and not free-flowing DNAPL. EPA believes that effective implementation
of the proposed source area remedy would involve a phased approach beginning
with injection of solidification agents at the deepest depths (approximately 65 feet
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below ground surface) prior to its use at shallower depths. EPA expects that the
time-frame in which the new, temporary residual-DNAPL equilibrium to devolve
into a condition where DNAPL mass might again coalesce into potentially mobile
free-phase DNAPL is sufficiently long to allow implementation of the ISS/S under
the Surficial Aquifer before there is any substantial danger of vertical DNAPL
mobility. EPA will provide U. S. Army Corps of Engineers real-time oversight of
this installation and pre-planning to address Commenter concerns and direct the
implementation so that it is effective.
b. ISGS Has Technical Advantages over ISS/S

On-Site pilot testing has demonstrated that ISGS is an effective technology for treatment of Site
related constituents. ISGS treatment results in (I) immobilization of DNAPL. (2) prevention of
dissolution into groundwater. and (3) some removal of contaminant mass via chemical oxidation.
This innovative technology has been successfully deployed at other sites and has resulted in
demonstrable reduction in the mobility of DNA PL and DNA PL constituents. In the FS, all
alternatives that involve the application of ISGS as a treatment technology include a redundant
barrier-wall containment system and hydraulic containment in the UFA. ISGS provides source
area treatment. but is not critical to the elimination of groundwater-migration pathways. Rather.
ISGS is a good tit in an overall containment/treatment remedial strategy and compliments the
other selected technologies.
Other advantages of ISGS. as compared
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

to

ISS/S include:

ISGS is more easily implemented and achieves greater volumetric coverage with fewer
and smaller borings (2- to 4-inch diameter).
With ISGS, there is a much lower risk of moving significant quantities of DNAPL
downward during implementation.
ISGS can be reapplied if necessary. or ISS/S can be applied later if ISGS is not effective.
The ISGS reagent will follow preferential pathways. in effect "chasing" DNAPL to
provide targeted treatment where the DNAPL resides.
Unlike ISS/S. ISGS results in some removal of constituent mass through chemical
oxidation.
ISGS generates relatively little waste soil that ll1ust be treated and/or disposed of.
ISGS can be applied in a targeted fashion (areas and depths where impacts are observed)
resulting in less wasted effort in horizons that are not impacted (e.g. impacted horizons
within the Upper Hawthorn).
ISGS is more easily applied through former building foundations and subsurface
obstructions (e.g. in Former Process Area) than is ISS/S. and will achieve better coverage
in such areas.
ISGS is ll1uch more cost effective than ISS/S (cost per cubic yard treated).
ISGS is much less resource intensive than ISS/S in terms of energy use. carbon footprint,
and water use (consistent with EPA's Superfund Green Remediation Strategy).

Both ISGS and ISS/S are active (aggressive) technologies rather than passive technologies.
Challenges with effectiveness demonstration (e.g., measurement of mass !lux) are not
substantially different between ISS/S and ISGS.
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Sufticient testing has been perfonned with ISGS to show that it will likely be effective at the Site.
Beazer proposes to further demonstrate ISGS effectiveness at the Site through a full-scale
demonstration.

EPA Response:
EPA does recognize that ISGS (also identified as in situ geochemical
stabilization or ISGS) has some advantages over ISS/S; however, EPA also is
concerned about some of the disadvantages it has over ISS/S.

The innovative ISGS technology is much less disruptive to the site at ground
level, making it easier to implement in terms of equipment mobilization and use,
and smaller equipment footprint during implementation. Compared to the high
torque requirements of ISS/S, the ISGS technology is no more energy-intensive
than well drilling, making it somewhat more of a "green remediation" technology
than ISS/S. All of these factors have the added benefit of making ISGS less
expensive to implement than ISS/S. One of the components in the ISGS fluid
material is the strong oxidant permanganate. In addition to the geochemical
encapsulation process, implementing ISGS also attacks some creosote DNAPL
components by partial chemical degradation (destructive oxidation). This added
"mass reduction" benefit does not occur to any substantial degree with the purely
containment ISS/S technology.

For a given individual entry point, ISGS covers a smaller subswiace volume or
zone than does ISS/S. The radius of influence of a single ISS/S entry point is on
the order of 3-5 feet (equivalent to 28-80 square feet), whereas the radius of
influence of the ISGS technology is rather variable and dependent on subsurface
geology. In three dimensions, the ISS/S is a more coarse technology that
addresses a larger volume of subsurface material as the auger advances
vertically. This has the advantage of "treating" a larger volume of subsurface
material per entry point, or per pass, but it has the disadvantage of being a less
precise technology. The ISGS technology can (in theory) be used to target
specific subsurface zones that are impacted, if those zones are well
characterized and identified. Identifying the location of DNAPL in the subsurface
still is one of the most elusive aspects of DNAPL remediation, and thus the
"targeted precision" advantage of ISGS is only theoretical at this time.
Further, the innovative nature of ISGS means that there is less field application
history for this technology, and therefore less information with which to evaluate
its effectiveness. ISGS effectiveness is open to debate in regards to the
following factors:
1. Applicability within a broad range of geologic conditions and locations
2. Repeatability and consistency of effectiveness within a given set of
geologic conditions and geographic locations
3. Accuracy and efficiency of locating DNAPL within the impacted
subsurface
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4. Efficiency of the ISGS reagent distribution within the impacted
subsurface
5. Availability and accuracy of monitoring methodes) for confirming
adequate reagent distribution
6. Relative degree of mass reduction (via permanganate oxidation)
versus mass immobilization (via manganese dioxide precipitation/
encrustation/coating)
7. Degree of aquifer porosity/permeability reduction through general soil
pore clogging with precipitated manganese oxide
8. Efficiency of encrustation/coverage of DNAPL residual fluid/droplets
9. Efficiency of ISGS reagent to "find" DNAPL and DNAPL-components in
the subsurface, after injection. One claim by the vendor is ISGS
reagent's ability to follow the same porous pathways taken by the
DNAPL material. This claim is debatable, based on differences in
viscosity and fluid density between hydrophobic organic DNAPL
material and aqueous-based ISGS reagent, and the highly variable
surface characteristics likely created throughout the impacted
subsurface zone from hydrophobic DNAPL-coated soil solids
interacting with hydrophilic ISGS reagent which likely will
thermodynamically follow the path of least resistance (i.e., hydrophilic
pore spaces and pathways) when injected into the subsurface under
positive pressure.
10. Longevity and mechanical strength of surface encrustation on DNAPL
residual fluid/droplets
11. Longevity of unreacted ISGS reagent within subsurface aquifer zones
12. Secondary environmental impact from injected ISGS reagent (e.g.,
groundwater or subsurface soil quality)
13. Availability and accuracy of monitoring methodes) for determining
parameters 6 through 12 over time in the subsurface, with a high
degree of confidence.

EPA recognizes that the ISGS treatment will be implemented within the confines
of the source area containment zone (isolated within slurry walls, and a low
permeability cap). However, the uncertainty associated with the 13 factors
identified above (and perhaps others not identified here) is not lost on
stakeholders and citizens in the community.
c. The EPA's Selected Source-Treatment Remedy in the Proposed Plan Is Not
Practical
When creating the 65-feet deep LOA boreholes specified in the Proposed Plan, and effectuating
the column mixing (homogenization with a reagent), it is not feasible to mix only the lower
portion of the columns. It is also not practical or advantageous to lise two different stabilizing
reagents (which also act as auger lubricants) for every column. Beazer has discussed this with two
experienced LOA contractors and is convinced that such a deployment is infeasible or at least
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highly impractical. Based on the discussions at a technical meeting in Tallahassee on September
23. 20 I0, EPA's consulting contractor agrees.
Simply stated. it is not practical to apply ISGS (which is designed for injection. not LOA mixing)
above ISS/S.

EPA Response:
See comment response to comment 1.
d. The EPA Has Severely Underestimated the Costs of Its Proposed ISS/S-Bascd
Remedy

The driving cost in ISS/S source treatment is the LOA mixing cost which is roughly propoltional
to the volume of soil mixed. The volume of soil that would be mixed by LOA into the Upper
Hawthorn (per the Proposed Plan) can be calculated as the total area of the primary source areas
(approximately 5 acres) times the mixing depth (approximately 65 11): the result is over half a
million cubic yards.
Though details are not provided. it is obviolls that the Proposed Plan dramatically underestimates
the volume of soil that would be mixed and, therefore, dramatically underestimates the overall
net-present value (NPV) cost of the full remedy. Apparently, the cost estimate in the Proposed
Plan did not consider the soil in the Surticial Aquifer (from 0 to 25 ft) as soil to be mixed but,
rather, used only the thickness of the Upper Hawthorn (or a part of that thickness) in deriving the
volume to be mixed. However. as described above, and as acknowledged by EPA's own
consulting contractor, it is impossible to mix a deep interval of soil using LOA without also
mixing the soil above it.
The July 15.2010, Proposed Plan estimates that the on-Site remedy will cost $43.7 million
(NPV). Less than one month later, at a public meeting on August 5. 20 10, EPA inexplicably
presented a revised NPV cost estimate for the on-Site remedy that was nearly 50~'o greater: $65
million for the same remedy. In neither case were details of these cost estimates provided. The FS
presents an NPV cost estimate of $75 million for Alternative OnR-5F. which - although not the
same - is most similar to the Proposed Plan on- Site remedy. One of the appendices to the FS
details this cost estimate. Based on subsequent conversations with potential contractors, Beazer
contends that the Proposed Plan's on-Site remedy is likely to cost at least $75 million (NPV).
It is also important to note that over 78% of the construction costs for the Proposed Plan on-Site
remedy are for application of the ISS/S with LOA soil mixing (based on the estimate worksheet
in the FS). In Beazer's view it is not sensible to spend over three-quarters of the direct capital cost
on an imperfect source-treatment component that is deployed within a robust containment system.
It is the containment system (barrier wall. low-permeability cover, natural Hawthorn Group clay
layers, and hydraulic containment) that reduces potential risks to human and ecological receptors.
While source treatment is impoltant for any CERCLA cleanup, putting the vast majority of the
remediation dollars toward ISS/S at this Site does not make sense, particularly when there would
be no measurable reduction in risk as a result of the signiticant increased expenditure on ISS/S
application relative to the simpler ISGS technology which also achieves ONAPL stabilization.
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EPA Response:
EPA acknowledges that some costs were underestimated in the proposed plan.
The updated remedial action included in this Record of Decision has an
estimated cost for onsite remedial actions of $57 million dollars.
EPA disagrees with the Commenter's view related to the characterization of the
natural Hawthorn Group clay layers as part of a "robust containment system."
Clearly, the natural Lower Hawthorn Group has been and continues to provide
protection at the Site from the transport of Site contaminants. However, data
obtained at other portions in the Hawthorn clay layer indicate a much less
effective barrier to contaminant migration exists in other portions of the Hawthorn
clays. That data suggests that additional protection inside of the containment
system is in order to account for uncertain Site-specific geologic conditions.
EPA also disagrees with the statement that there would be "no measurable
reduction in risk as a result of the significant increased expenditure on ISS/S
application relative to the simpler ISGS technology which achieves DNAPL
stabilization." EPA views this statement as professional opinion in lieu of data
that would substantiate this claim. EPA believes that while ISGS has promise to
reduce principal threat waste mass, unlike in-situ solidification/stabilization, and
also to reduce aquifer permeability/transmissivity, there are significant
uncertainties related to field implementation that would prevent this conclusion
from being made at this time.
e. Beazer Proposes an Effective ISGS Approach with ISS/S as a Contingency

For the reasons identitied above, the selected remedy in the ROD should specify ISGS source
treatment after additional effectiveness demonstration. Beazer proposes to conduct a full-scale
demonstration of ISGS in one of the source areas early in the remedial design period. If ISGS
proves to be ineffective, ISS!S would be implemented at all source areas.
Logistically, it would make sense to apply ISGS in the Surficial Aquiter and Upper Hawthorn
(like FS Alternative OnR-5E) at the Former Process Area as a full-scale demonstration of the
technology. This could be done during the remedial design time period while other components
of the remedy are designed. Because the Former Process Area has many underground
obstructions (former foundations, pipes, etc.), ISS/S - with its large diameter boreholes - would
be very difficult to apply in this area. Also, DNAPL has been collected (in small amounts) from
both the Surticial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn in the Former Process Area, meaning that
DNAPL mobility reduction could be observed and documented in a full-scale demonstration.
Impacts are not observed in the UFA near the Former Process Area. ISGS treatment in the
Former Process Area will likely result in decreased flow of DNAPL to DNAPL collection wells
and the formation of stable-mineral crusts on DNAPL globules. The results of an ISGS
demonstration in the Fonner Process Area could be monitored over a period of many months to
determine likelihood of long-term effectiveness and suitability of use in the other source areas.
For the Former North Lagoon and Former Drip Track, the source treatment should also be ISGS
in the Surticial Aquifer and in the Upper Hawthorn (like FS Alternative OnR-SE). ISGS should
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be applied in the Surtlcial Aquifer only at the Former South Lagoon (like FS Alternative OnR
5C) because this area has less observed DNAPL impacts than the other three source areas and
there are no nearby impacts in the UFA.
In sum, ISGS should be the primary source-treatment component and ISS/S should be a
contingent action to be applied if ISGS proves to be ineffective.

EPA Response:
EPA agrees that ISGS shows promise in treating DNAPL and reducing aquifer
permeability/transmissivity. EPA also agrees that the former Process Area would
be an optimal location for a full-scale pilot implementation of this technology
during the remedial design process in both the Surficial and Upper Hawthorn
aquifers. EPA also believes that this technology could be used to address the
Surficial and Upper Hawthorn aquifers in the former South Lagoon. EPA
believes that a full-scale implementation during the remedial design phase will
provide the information and data necessary to determine preliminary technology
effectiveness.
Therefore, EPA is updating the preferred remedial alternative to provide for full
scale implementation of ISGS in the former Process Area and former South
Lagoon in both the Surficial and Upper Hawthorn aquifers during the remedial
design. Should ISGS prove to be ineffective, it will be necessary to use ISS/S in
lieu of ISGS.

2. EPA's Selection of Off-Site Remedies Was Not Consistent with the
NCP
The selected remedies for off-Site sediments in Springstead Creek and Hogtown Creek (the
"Creeks') should not have been part of the Proposed Plan and should not be part of the
forthcoming ROD amendment. The proposed remedies for the Creeks in the Proposed Plan are
not based on any evaluation of alternatives, as required by CERCLA and the NCP. Moreover,
most of the impacts in the Creeks are not solely or even primarily attributable to Beazer or to
activities at or on the Koppers portion of the Superfund Site. In addition. the cleanup criteria that
are identitled in the Proposed Plan are inappropriate. Further discussion regarding each of these
shortcomings is provided below.

a. Selection of the Off-Site Sediment Remedy Was Not Vetted Through the NCP's
RIIFS Process and Was Arbitrary and Capricious
In its proposed selection of off-Site sediment remedies for the Creeks, EPA failed to comply with
the requirements of the NCP that require EPA to first identify and evaluate alternatives before
proposing one of those alternatives as the preferred remedy. Indeed, with respect to EPA's
proposed off-Site sediment remedies in the Creeks. EPA neglected identify or evaluate the
selected remedies prior to issuance of the Proposed Plan.
For the tlrst time in the Proposed Plan, EPA proposed remedies for off-site sediment remediation
that were never evaluated in the FS ("Excavation and removal of impacted sediment in excess of
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the probable eftects concentrations") as well as remedies for which costs were never considered
("Accurate cost estimation of the removal component of OtR-2 and OfR-4 depends on . . .
signi ticant unknowns."). These !laws are not overcome by the issuance of "c1ari fication and
additional information about off-Site soil activities" in the Follow-up OtT-Site Soil Remedy Fact
Sheet. That document still neglects to provide cost estimates for the proposed off-Site sediment
remedy and still fails to provide detailed analyses of off- Site sediment alternatives. both of which
are necessary for remedy selection, as required by the NCP.
Neither the Feasibility Study nor the Proposed Plan can form a legitimate basis for a ROD
amendment for the proposed off-Site sediment remedy. Until these deticiencies are remedied
through the RIIFS process, the forthcoming ROD Amendment should not include any off-Site
sedi ment remedy.
CERCLA requires EPA to select remedial actions in accordance with the NCP and
a cost effective remedy. See 42 U.S.c. §§ 9604(a)( I), 9604(a)(4). 9621 (a),
CERCLA § 113(j)(2) provides that courts shall uphold [EPA's] decision unless
party can cJemonstrate, on the administrative record, that the decision was
capricious." 42 U .S.c. §9613(j)(2).

to provide for
and 9622(a).
the objecting
arbitrary and

Where EPA action is not consistent with the NCP, courts have held that such action is arbitrary
and capricious. United States v. Burlington Northern Railroad Co., 200 F.3d 679, 694 (10th Cir.
1999) (holding that EPA acted arbitrarily and capriciously when it fundamentally altered a
remedy with respect to scope and cost without following the NCP's required procedures for
proposed amendments regarding cost, and noting that the ··failure resulted in excluding the public
and Potentially Responsible Pal1ies ... from the decision-making process, in violation of the
[NCP]."); IVashingtoll State Departlllellt or Transportation v. IVashington Natural GliS Co .. 59
F.3d 793, 802 (9th Cir. 1995) (noting that the NCP guides tederal and state response activities
and that such parties must follow the ··detailed process set forth in the NCP" to recover their
costs. )
Here, the Proposed Plan improperly selected a remedy for off-site remediation of sediments that
was entirely missing from the Feasibility Study: excavation and removal of impacted sediment in
excess of the probable etfects concentrations. This remedy selection is inconsistent with the NCP
because EPA did not "evaluate alternatives to the extent necessary to select a remedy," which is
the very purpose of the RIIFS process. 40 C.F.R. §300.430(a)(2). According to the NCP, such an
evaluation includes project scoping, data collection, risk assessment, treatability studies, and
analysis of alternatives. !d. EPA's selection of sediment excavation and replacement in Hogtown
and Springstead Creeks failed to consider, implement or incorporate any of these NCP
requirements. And EPA's selection process was equally deficient in its failure to adhere to the
NCP's required levels of public involvement in the decision making process. 40 C.F.R.
§300.430( c).
EPA's own guidance undermines the approach followed here. In 2005, EPA issued guidance
documents that explained the investigation issues unique to sediment environments and the
importance of developing clearly detined remediation goals based on site-specific data.
Contaminated Sediment Relllediation Guidance for Ha::ardolls IVaste Sites (2005) (Sediment
Remediation Guidance). In particular. an excavation alternative '-should include an evaluation of
all phases of the project, including removal, staging, dewatering, water treatment, sediment
transport, and sediment treatment, reuse, or disposal." Sediment Remediation Guidance (p. iv).
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None of these project phases were detailed, analyzed or evaluated by EPA in connection with the
Proposed Plan.
Chapter 7 of EPA's Sediment Remediation Guidance discusses the risk management decision
making process and the NCP's remedy selection framework. The Guidance states that "it may be
appropriate to postpone a final decision if there is significant doubt about the proposed action's
ability to reduce site risks substantially in light of the potcllfial magnitude (lj'cosfs associated with
addressing certain sediment sites." Sediment Guidance 7-1 (emphasis added). Here, neither EPA,
the public, nor Beazer properly can evaluate sediment remediation alternatives because no
alternative has been presented for review and no costs have been estimated. A review of the
administrative record indicates that EPA has not recognized the potential need for specialized
equipment, the increased truck traftic for transport of dredged material, the impact of dredging
and replacement to workers and the community. or the disruption to local residents and
businesses that would occur during excavation and replacement of sediments in the otT-site
Creeks.
EPA's Proposed Plan is deticient because the off-site remedy selections do not retlect that the
NCP's nine criteria formed the basis for the remedy selection decisions. In the complete absence
of any evaluation of sediment remediation in the FS or Proposed Plan, EPA's off-site remedy
selection is not consistent with the NCP. is arbitrary and capricious, and cannot form the basis for
a Record of Decision.

EPA Response:
Data from the Creeks have been part of the RI/FS process from the late 19aOs to
today. The 2009 Alachua County EPD data are simply the latest creek sediment
data obtained to date. Neither ACEPD nor EPA have represented that the data
obtained in 2009 were exhaustive in nature but were related to determining
baseline conditions in creek sediments and investigating tar deposits that were
visible in both creeks.
The 1990 Record of Decision contained extensive
information related to sediment contaminant concentrations in the creeks.
EPA's preferred remedial alternative decision addressing offsite sediment
contamination was not arbitrary and capricious. In a letter dated September 24,
2009 from Scott Miller, USEPA Region 4 to Mr. Paul Anderson, Beazer East
Consultant (AMEC), EPA provided comments on the Beazer East "Evaluation of
Potential Ecological Risks Cabot Carbon Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville,
Florida (Report)" which included a request to provide a letter from Region 3 EPA
approving the approach Beazer East used in the assessment. The submittal did
not address dioxin TEO and sediment sampling done by Alachua County EPD
through an EPA grant that demonstrated dioxin TEO concentrations in excess of
upstream dioxin TEO levels in sediment. In addition, the proposed plan allows
remediation to background as well as the probable effect concentration (PEC)/
threshold effect concentration (TEC) paradigm. The TEC is the concentration
below which adverse effects are not expected to occur. The PEC is the
concentration above which adverse effects are likely to occur more often than
not.
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The Agency has evaluated the 2010 ecological screening level risk assessment
and its accompanying revisions and does not believe that it provides an
adequate basis to select remedial goals for offsite sediment. EPA drew this
conclusion because this assessment was based on assumptions used in the
screening level risk assessment that have not yet obtained acceptance by EPA
and Florida DEP. The Agency gave Beazer East the opportunity to provide an
adequate ecological assessment; however, the product delivered was not
Therefore, EPA is
adequate for determining risks to ecological receptors.
utilizing conservative default ecological endpoints in identification and selection
of cleanup goals for remedial goal selection with provision for utilizing
background concentrations in determining appropriate cleanup goals should
background concentrations be found to exceed the TEG levels.
b. Impacts in the Creeks Are Not Attributable Solely to Beazer or the Koppers
Portion of the Superfund Site

As evidenced by the work in the Creeks being performed by Cabot Corporation (Cabot) pursuant
to, inter lilia, Cabot's EPA-approved "TAR REMOVAL WORK PLAN" dated October 19,2009,
and "POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN FOR TAR REMOVAL, SPRINGSTEAD &
HOGTOWN CREEKS, GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA" dated July 2010, neither Beazer nor
operations at the former Koppers portion of the Superfund Site are primarily responsible for the
Creek conditions that may require remediation under the approach presented in the Proposed
Plan. According to these two Cabot Plans, the Springstead and Hogtown Creek conditions are
believed to have been created by historical discharges from the former Cabot Carbon property,
including a massive release resulting from a historic breach of Cabot's former pine tar products
lagoon.
In contrast to the above-referenced Cabot Plans, the Proposed Plan recommends off-Site sediment
remedies in the Creeks but states that the Proposed Plan is only proffering these off-Site remedial
options for impacts allegedly caused by the Koppers portion of the Superfund Site. There is no
reasonable or rational basis for EPA to simultaneously approve Cabot Plans that acknowledge the
Cabot portion of the Superfund Site is the source of Creek contamination, and then issue a
Proposed Plan that suggests - without any suppOiting documentation - that an otT-Site sediment
remedy in the Creeks is connected 01' related to the Koppers portion of the Superfund Site.
Because most or all of any remediation-driving impacts identified in Springstead Creek and
Hogtown Creek sediment resulted from releases at and from the tonner Cabot Carbon property, it
seems inappropriate and arbitrary tor EPA to direct Beazer to implement a remedy for off-Site
sediments in the Creeks. And, it is even more confusing for EPA to use a ROD Amendment that
purportedly pertains solely to the Koppers portion of the Superfund Site to implement this
directive. Moreover, there is no indication in the Proposed Plan or any supporting documentation
that EPA will use the forthcoming ROD Amendment to impose obligations upon Cabot requiring
it - as a party primarily responsible for Creek contamination - to comply with, participate in, or
even cooperate with Beazer, with respect to implementing the proposed off-Site Creek remedy.
While Beazer is not at this time refusing to paI1icipate on a limited basis in the investigation and
potential remediation of the Creeks, it is arbitrary and capricious, as well as without any
reasonable or rational basis, for EPA to use a ROD Amendment purportedly limited to the
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Koppers portion of the Superfund Site to mandate a remedy associated with releases and
contamination that even EPA has acknowledged are sourced from the Cabot Carbon portion of
the Superfund Site.

EPA Response:
The Commenter has made a determination that EPA has concluded that it is
solely responsible for contaminant concentrations in Springstead and Hogtown
Creeks. EPA has made no such conclusion and the proposed plan explicitly
states that both Cabot Carbon and Beazer East both contributed to
contamination in these creeks. On page 10 of EPA's July 15, 2010, proposed
plan the following language appears:
"Since inputs to both Springstead and Hogtown Creeks are attributable to
releases from both the Koppers facility and the Cabot Carbon facility,
cleanup will be performed jointly. "
EPA expects Cabot and Beazer East to work together to determine which entity
is responsible for remediation of contaminated sediments in the creeks.
c. The Cleanup Criteria for the Creeks Are Inappropriate
i. Available Data

As noted above, the Creeks have not been part of the RifFS process. The nature and extent of
contamination in the Creeks has not yet been fully investigated. In January and February 2009.
Alachua County Environmental Protection Department (ACErO) collected samples from the
Creeks at locations where there was evidence of tar and/or visually impacted areas, which were
selected after regular probing found relatively isolated visibly affected areas. This method of
sample selection led to a highly biased data set in that constituent concentration data are only
available from visibly impacted areas and not from all areas of the Creeks. It is likely that if
sediments without visible impacts had been sampled, substantially lower constituent
concentrations than reported by ACEPO would have been found in the majority of Creek
sediments. Thus, representative concentrations of all Creek sediments would be much lower than
reported by the ACEro and concentrations have not been established tor the length of the
Creeks. nor has there been an established pattern of tar or other constituents. In sum. EPA has not
reviewed an unbiased and objective data set tor the Creeks. such as would have been developed
had the Creeks been part ofa CERCLA and NCP compliant RifFS process.

EPA Response:
Data from the Creeks have been part of the RIfFS process from the late 19aOs to
today. The 2009 Alachua County EPD data are simply the latest creek sediment
data obtained to date. Neither ACEPD nor EPA have represented that the data
obtained in 2009 were exhaustive in nature but were related to determining
baseline conditions in creek sediments and investigating tar deposits that were
The 1990 Record of Decision contained extensive
visible in both creeks.
information related to sediment contaminant concentrations in the creeks.
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The Agency has evaluated the Beazer East 2010 ecological screening level risk
assessment and its accompanying revisions. EPA is not satisfied that it provides
an adequate basis to select remedial goals for offsite sediment because this
assessment was based on assumptions used in the screening level risk
assessment that have not yet obtained acceptance by EPA and Florida DEP.
The Agency gave Beazer East the opportunity to provide an adequate ecological
assessment; however, the product delivered was not adequate for the site needs.
Therefore, the Agency will utilize conservative default ecological endpoints in
identification and selection of cleanup goals for remedial goal selection and
include provisions to determine background concentrations in creek sediments to
be used in place of the TEC, where appropriate. The Commenter will be
obtaining additional sediment data to further characterize the creek sediments.
ii. Sources of Contamination

The samples that have been collected demonstrate higher total PAH concentrations upstream of
the Koppers Site, indicating sources other than the Koppers property are contributing the PAH
concentrations measured in Creek sediments. Fingerprinting of the tar-like material identitied by
ACEPO is needed to determine the historic sources of this material and the potentially
responsible parties (PRPs) associated with these sources. Once the PRPs have been established,
both human health and ecological risk assessments may need to be completed to determine
whether the environmental conditions warrant remediation, and to what extent.

EPA Response:
The Agency provided comments on the 2009 document and the resulting
document was deemed inadequate; therefore, the Agency will utilize
conservative default ecological endpoints in identification and selection of
cleanup goals for remedial goal selection in an effort to move the cleanup
forward.
iii. Exposure Assumptions

The comparison of sediment concentrations to FOEP residential SCTLs. as suggested by Table 1,
to detennine areas to be remediated is not appropriate and represents an incorrect and unrealistic
application of those SCTLs. The surface soil CTLs make numerous highly conservative
assumptions about potential exposures to constituents in soils. Many, if not all, of those
assumptions do not apply to sediments. For example. the frequency of exposure to soil in
residential yards is not the same as the frequency of exposure to the sediment in the creeks
surrounded by dense growth, which makes access difticult. More appropriate exposure
assumptions are warranted to tirst determine if potential risk above regulatory levels of concern
exists to people possibly recreating in the creeks. II' potential risk above regulatory criteria does
exist, these same appropriate exposure assumptions could be used to develop reasonable cleanup
levels to detennine the extent of remediation.
Moreover, the Proposed Plan should not include any SCTLs for off-Site sediments as no
evaluation of potential human health risks associated with off-Site sediment has been conducted.
Until a risk assessment is completed that evaluates potential risk associated with hypothetical
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exposures to Site-related constituents in sediments. no basis exists to determine whether such
hypothetical exposures may result in potential risks that exceed Florida's administrative target
risk limits. Indeed. if a human health risk assessment were to be conducted. given the generally
low concentrations of Site-related constituents reported by ACEPD in their notably biased
sampling, it is very likely that any potential risks that may be associated with such constituents in
sediments will not exceed Florida's target risk limits and, therefore, that no remediation of creek
sediments will be required for protection of human health.
Although no formal human health risk assessment has been done, the Department of Health at the
University of Florida indicated that risks are not expected given the remoteness of the creeks.
Remediation may be needed to remove visible tar, but not because of the residual concentrations
of wood treating related constituents.

EPA Response:
The Commenter draws conclusions for which it has little, if any, data to support
and as such constitutes professional opinion. EPA agrees that additional
sampling data will be necessary to conclusively address contaminated sediments
in the creeks.
iv. Ecological Risk

The Proposed Plan (Page I I, column 2. paragraph 4 and Page 12, column I, first paragraph)
indicates that EPA will defer to conservative default ecological endpoints because the screening
level risk assessment previously submitted by Beazer has not yet obtained acceptance by EPA
and FDEP. Not having completed a review of the screening level risk assessment represents an
inadequate basis to use "conservative default endpoints" as a basis to establish cleanup goals.
EPA similarly needs to review the screening assessment and provide technical justitication why
the conclusions of the screening risk assessment are not valid. That screening risk assessment
concludes that concentrations of wood treating-derived PAHs in Springstead and Hogtown Creek
sediments do not pose an unacceptable risk and that no remediation is necessary.
As described in Beazer's screening assessment, whole sediment toxicity tests conducted at eight
wood treating sites demonstrate that the concentration of total PAH in sediments needs to exceed
at least 250 mg/kg before substantial (i.e., statistically signiticant) mortality of either Hyalella or
Chironollllls. two commonly used sensitive laboratory test species. is observed. The maximum
total PAH concentration detected in sediment samples collected by ACEPD was 146 mg/kg,
which was collected from a location upstream of the former Koppers t:'lcility. The highest total
PAH concentration reported by ACEPD downstream of the former Koppers facility was 82
mg/kg. At no other wood treating site where such concentrations have been tested has Beazer
found signiticant toxicity. Therefore, significant ecological risk to the benthic community
attributable to releases from the former Koppers property is not expected in either Springstead or
Hogtown Creeks.
If after its review of the screening level risk assessment, EPA were to disagree with the
conclusion of an absence of an ecological risk, the Proposed Plan's indication that remediation of
creek sediments is needed based upon "conservative default endpoints" is inconsistent with
typical EPA practice, particularly in light of the information available at this Site. In most cases
after a screening ecological evaluation is completed, those results lead either to the conclusion
that potential ecological risk is not present and that further study and evaluation is not warranted
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.or that a potential risk may exist and that more study and evaluation is needed to determine
whether any potential risks are acceptable or not. Almost never does the agency reach the
conclusion that remediation is necessary based only on the results of a screening evaluation.
Exceedance of screening benchmarks. the only "ecological evaluation" presented in the Proposed
Plan. does not connote that a risk exceeding regulatory action levels is present in Springstead and
Hogtown Creek sediments. Thus. if after completing its review of the ecological screening
evaluation provided by Beazer. EPA still believes that wood treating-related constituents in
Springstead and Hogtown Creeks may pose an unacceptable ecological risk. the next step in the
ecological risk assessment process would be to conduct a more refined evaluation of potential
ecological risk. Such an evaluation may. but does not have to. entail the collection and toxicity
testing of sediment from the creeks in which locations potentially affected by the Site will be
compared to upstream reference locations. Given that the highest total PAH concentration was
found upstream of the fOnller Koppers faci Iit1', if the highest upstream locations also demonstrate
the highest toxicity to test species. results of such site-specific toxicity testing would demonstrate
the absence of a signi ticant impact from the fOrtller Koppers facil itl' and. thus. remediation would
not be warranted. Regardless. until more relined, ecological evaluations are completed, no
determination about the need to remeciiate creek sediments can be made. Consequently, any
reference to remeciiation of Springstead and Hogtown Creek sediment needs to be removed from
the Proposed Plan.
Additionally. cleanup goals discussed in the screening assessment have. in fact. unciergone
extensive review by EPA Region III. Region III accepted those data as the basis for a 100 ppm
total PAH sediment cleanup goal that is protective of aquatic receptors. Therefore. the Proposed
Plan is in error when it implies that the evaluation presented in the screening evaluation has not
obtained acceptance by EPA. Those assumptions and clean up goals have been accepted by
another EPA Region.
In summary. since submitting updated sediment toxicity information to Region IV. Beazer has
received no information indicating why those tindings are not applicable to PAHs that may have
originated from the former Koppers property. All sediment samples downstream of the
contluence with the drainage ditch from the Koppers facility which were collected by ACEPO
during the past two years showed total PAH concentrations less than 100 ppm. Notably. those
samples represent a biased data set, as the samples were collected from the most impacted areas
ACEPO identitied in the Creeks following extensive probing and observation programs.
Therefore. no reason currently exists to believe wood treating-related PAH concentrations in the
creeks exceed the 100 ppm cleanup goal already deemed acceptable by EPA in another Region.
In sum. there was no need to include cleanup of Springstead or Hogstown Creek Sediments in the
Proposed Plan downstream of the Koppers portion of the Superfund Site. And. if a cleanup of
sediments is ever required in the Creeks, any such cleanup is not related to wood-treating
constituents and therefore should not be included in the forthcoming ROD Amendment.

EPA Response:
EPA engaged Beazer East in trying to provide ecological endpoints.
In a
September 24, 2009 letter from Scott Miller (EPA Region 4) to Dr. Paul Anderson
(AMEC), EPA extended the opportunity to work with Beazer in trying to establish
acceptable resolution of ecological risk concerns. Subsequent responses have
not been adequate for the Agency to provide approval; therefore, EPA will use
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conservative default ecological endpoints in identification and selection of
cleanup goals for remedial goal selection or background concentrations.

3. The EPA's Selected Cleanup Goals and Related Criteria Are Unclear
and/or Inappropriate
a. Groundwater Cleanup Goals Apply at the Limit of Institutional Control
The Proposed Plan is unclear on the location where groundwater cleanup goals would be applied
and enforced. Per Florida regulations, the appropriate location for application of the groundwater
goals should be at the limit of institutional control (e.g .• the Beazer property boundary) or the
edge of the present plume if the plume is within the property boundary. Remedial Action
Objective (RAO) bullet #3 in the Proposed Plan (p. 12) states that cleanup goals apply "outside
source areas." This RAO was not included in the FS and contlicts with Florida's policy regarding
points of compliance.

EPA Response:
Florida GCTLs are applied and enforced at either the Site boundary or at the limit
of institutional controls pursuant to Florida Administrative Code (FAC) regulation
62-780. The Commenter incorrectly assumes that the remedial action objective
(RAO) #3 on page 12 of the proposed plan is a cleanup standard. Any Federal
drinking water standards are also ARARs and are appropriately applied as per
Federal regulations and guidance, which would be outside the area where waste
is managed in place. The area where federal MCLs should be met includes part
of the area where there are institutional controls to prevent exposure to
groundwater.
b. The Basis for Listing Constituents of Concern Is Unclear
It is unclear how the list of constituents of concern (COCs) presented in Table I of the Proposed
Plan was determined. Several of the groundwater COCs listed (I, I-biphenyl, 2-phenol, bis(2
ethylhexyl) phthalate, and n-nitrosodiphenylamine) are not commonly analyzed for and are not
part of the present list of analytes for groundwater monitoring. Also, while benzo(a)anthracene.
benzo(alpyrene, benzo(b)tluoranthene, benzo(k)tluoranthene, and chrysene are soil COCs, they
are not generally considered to be a groundwater threat because of their low water solubility and
are not part of the current Site groundwater monitoring plan.

EPA Response:
These COCs were included as a result of comments by FDEP on the Revised FS
dated May, 2010 in a letter to EPA June 9, 2010. In this letter FDEP requested
all contaminants exceeding Florida groundwater GCTL criteria be included in the
proposed plan, even if those compounds have not shown exceedances at the
Koppers property boundary.
c. The Tables Listing Default GCTLs and SCTLs Are Inaccurate
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Several of the GCTLs listed in Table I are incorrect. Of particular note. the GCTL for
acenaphthene is 20 pg/L, not 21 0 ~lg/L. Also GCTLs should be corrected and listed separately for
3-methylphenol (35 pg!L) and 4-methylphenol (3.5 pg/L). The default Commercial/industrial
(C/I) SCTL for antimony is 370 mg/kg. The C/I SCTL for arsenic is 12 mg/kg. The C/I SCTL for
acenaphthene is 20,000 mg/kg. The C/I SCTL for benzene is 1.7 mg/kg. The C/I SCTL for 3
methylphenol is 33,000 and the C/I SCTL for 4-methylphenol is 3,400 mg/kg. Additionally,
tluorene is misspelled in the table.

EPA Response:
EPA acknowledges these issues are present in the Proposed Plan and will be
corrected in the Record of Decision.
d. Development of Leachability-Based Cleanup Criteria

The Proposed Plan should have included language stating that any vadose-zone soil with the
potential to create groundwater impacts above cleanup targets should be managed by either:
•
•

Removal of the soil and placement within the capped consolidation area, or
Placement ofa low-permeability cap over the soil.

However, ifsuch actions are required for any area where any constituent concentration exceeds a
Florida deliwlt leachability-based cleanup target, then nearly the entire Site would require
vadose-zone soil removal or capping. This action would not be necessary or reasonable because
we know from groundwater concentration data that groundwater impacts are limited in areal
extent. For example. the measured concentrations of pentachlorophenol in vadose-zone soil
exceed the default leachability target of 0.03 mg/kg at locations throughout the entire Site; but
pentachlorophenol is not detected in groundwater samples north and west of the area that will be
within the vertical barrier wall.
As stated in the FS (and implied by language in Table I of the Proposed Plan), the detinition of
what soil concentrations pose a potential leachability concern, therefore requiring removal or
capping, should be finalized during the remedial design phase. The pertinent cleanup target for
the Proposed Plan is the groundwater-concentration cleanup target.
Beazer does not take issue with the application of "Florida leachability criteria" as presented in
the Proposed Plan. However, Beazer requests that EPA clarify that the application of Florida
leachability criteria does not mean that defalllt leachability-based SCTLs apply.

EPA Response:
EPA supports the use of groundwater quality data from the surficial aquifer as an
indication of where there may be vadose soil contamination that is contributing to
unacceptable groundwater impacts. Note that while EPA supports 8eazer's
performing detailed site-specific soil contaminant leaching tests, there will need
to be a sufficient number of such tests run on a range of soil types, soil depths,
and concentrations in order to have a sufficient understanding of the relationship
between soil concentrations and leachate concentrations. Site-specific testing will
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likely be needed for arsenic, because there is no default leachability-based SCTL
for this metal.
e. The EPA Has Inappropriately Rejected the On-Site Risk Assessment in Favor of
Strict Application of Florida's Default Direct-Contact SCTLs as Cleanup Levels

The on-Site human health risk assessment was developed with the goal of being used as an
adaptive management tool to determine whether proposed on-Site remedial alternatives meet
Florida's statutory risk limit of I x I0") (one in one million) for cancer effects and a Hazard Index
of 1.0 for non-cancer effects. The May 26, 20 I0 Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) takes
into account changes in land use and incorporates comments received on an earlier version. EPA
has not provided Beazer additional technical comments beyond those already addressed by the
cLlrrent HHRA. To the best of Beazer's knowledge, both the probabilistic and deterministic
evaluations of potential risk presented in the HHRA are consistent with EPA risk assessment
guidance and, thus, represent evaluations of potential risk that, contrary to the assel1ion in the
Proposed Plan (Page II, column 2, paragraph 3), do provide an adequate basis to detine the
required cleanup goals. In fact, the probabilistic evaluation presented in the HHRA should be
preferred for establishing cleanup goals because the probabilistic evaluation provides a more
realistic estimate of potential risk. Use of more realistic, but still conservative and health
protective clean up goals derived from the probabilistic evaluation, will assure that limited
resources are spent wisely and that the community is not exposed to undue risk by unnecessary
remediation.
Beazer continues to believe that the most comprehensive and practical evaluation of the
protectiveness of various on-Site remedial alternatives is through the direct LIse of the
probabilistic on-Site risk assessment. Nevel1heless, Beazer also recognizes that USEPA often
uses the deterministic, site-specitlc risk assessment to "back-calculate" clean-up goals (referred to
as SCTLs in Florida) based upon the site-specific assumptions presented in such a risk
assessment. On-Site Site-specitlc SCTLs have been developed for all receptors that exceeded
FDEP risk limit of one in one million estimated lifetime cancer risk in the HHRA. Two sets of
on-Site soil SCTLs were developed: one based on the deterministic risk assessment presented in
the on-Site risk assessment; and, the other set based on the probabilistic risk assessment presented
in the on-Site risk assessment.
Deterministic SCTLs were developed for the trespasser. outdoor worker, indoor worker, utility
worker, construction worker, and the recreational user potentially exposed to constituents in on
Site soils using the same exposure assumptions presented in the May 26, 2010 HHRA. A
deterministic SCTL was also developed for the trespasser potentially contacting ditch sediments.
Deterministic SCTLs, calculated using standard, simple equations, are shown in Table I.
Probabilistic SCTLs were developed for the outdoor worker and indoor worker using the same
methodology presented for the development of off-Site SCTLs (submitted October 14, 20 I0), but
with the exposure assumptions used in the May 26, 20 I0 HHRA for the outdoor and indoor
worker. The probabilistic SCTLs are based on Florida's statutory allowable cancer risk limit of
one in one million (I x 10'c'). Only the hypothetical future outdoor worker SCTLs are presented in
Table 2 because these were more stringent than those for hypothetical future indoor worker. Two
sets of Site-specitic SCTLs were developed for hypothetical future on-Site workers. One set of
SCTLs is protective of hypothetical future on-Site workers who have typical (median) potential
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exposures to COPCs in soil. The other set of SCTLs is protective of hypothetical future on-Site
workers who have high-end (950."0 upper percentile) potential exposures to COPCs in soil.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ON-SITE SITE-SPECIFIC SOIL AND SEDIMENT CLEANUP TARGET
LEVELS - DETERMINISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT
FORMER KOPPERS, INC WOOD-TREATING FACILITY
GAINESVILLE FLORIDA
SCTLs (mg/kg)
Receptorl Area
Arsenic BaPTE Pentachlorophenol TCDDTEQ
Hypothetical Current and Future OnSite Trespasser
Hypothetical Current and Future OnSite Trespasser in Drainage Ditch
Hypothetical Future On-Site
Outdoor Worker
Hypothetical Future On-Site Indoor
Worker
Hypothetical Future On-Site Utility
Worker
Hypothetical Future On-Site
Construction Worker
Hypothetical
Future
On-Site
Recreational User

170

25

880

0.0013

200

25

880

0.0013

5.3

0.75

27

0.000038

8.1

1.5

53

0.000075

100

"

410

0.00059

230

31

" 00

0.0018

44

5,4

200

0.00028

TABLE :2
SUMMARY OF MEE ON-SITE SITE-SPECIFIC SOIL/SEDIMENT
CLEANUP TARGET LEVELS
FORMER KOPPERS, INC WOOD-TREATING FACILITY
GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA
MEE SCTLs (mg/kg)
Hypothetical Future On-Site Outdoor Worker
COPC
Typical (Median) Upper Bound
(95%ile)
_J
Arsenic
120
BaP-TE
18
2.0
TCDD-TEQ
0.00015
0.00069
')~

Note that even though the probabilistic SCTLs are referred to as being protective of median and
upper percentile potential exposures, respectively, at Florida's statutory target cancer risk of one
in one million, they are actually more protective than required by Florida statute. Both the
residential SCTLs and the on- Site worker SCTLs are derived using an upper bound estimate of
the cancer slope factor for dioxin as well as other conservative exposure assumptions more fully
described in the off-Site SCTL document (October 14, 20 I 0). Use of a single upper bound slope
factor as well as the other conservative exposure assumptions, to develop Site-specitic
probabilistic SCTLs, instead of a distribution of cancer slope factors, means that potential risks
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are overestimated and the resulting SCTLs are lower (more protective) than necessary to meet
Florida's statutory target risk limit.

EPA Response:
EPA reviewed the onsite probabilistic risk assessment for sediments and soils
and has concluded that exposure assumptions, cancer slope factors and the
probabilistic approach in utilizing distributions of these separate variables does
not comport with EPA and FDEP's currently accepted approach to risk
assessment calculations. EPA views the State of Florida's Cleanup target levels
provided in Chapter 62-777. 170, FAC and Tables I & /I as relevant and
appropriate. This rule provides default cleanup criteria, namely cleanup target
levels (CTLs) and an explanation for deriving CTLs for soil, groundwater and
surface water that can be used for site rehabilitation (i.e., cleanup). CTLs for
groundwater in Table I of this rule were used to establish cleanup goals for some
of the COCs in groundwater at this Site. Soil CTLs in Table /I of this rule were
used to establish cleanup goals for some of the soil COCs.
f. Use of Overly Conservative Clean Up Goals Such As SCTLs May Create Greater
Risk Than They Are Intended to Prevent

As discussed above, Florida's default SCTLs are inappropriate to use as cleanup goals at this site.
They do not account for Site-specitic factors that mitigate potential risks presented in the HHRA
and the derivation of off-Site Site-specitic residential SCTLs. Additionally, the deterministic risk
assessment process used to derive the default SCTLs is exceptionally conservative. The end result
is unrealistic estimates of potential risk that greatly overstate any actual risk that may be present.
By using such default SCTLs as clean up goals without taking into consideration the
ramifications of their conservative nature, far more extensive remediation may be undertaken
than is necessary to protect public health to the level required by Florida statue. While
implementing more extensive remediation than required by law seems like it should provide
additional benetit to public health, doing so may actually cause more risk than it eliminates
because the process of remediation creates risk. As the risks being remediated get smaller and
smaller (because more and more conservative cleanup goals are being used), the extent of
remediation increases and the risks associated with that more extensive remediation can begin to
outweigh the risks that are being reduced. Basing remediation on realistic but protective cleanup
goals derived from using probabilistic risk assessments that use reasonable combinations of
assumptions leads to protective remedies that minimize the potential for risks associated with
remediation to be greater than the risks that the remedy is being implemented to mitigate.

EPA Response:
EPA disagrees with this view. See above response to comment for 3e.
g. The EPA Has Selected an Off-Site Cleanup Goal Without Any Consideration Of
Site-Specific Off-Site SCTLs

An off-Site Site-specitic SCTL for TCDD-TEQ has been developed using probabilistic risk
assessment methods for properties that are assumed to have potential exposures associated with
residential use. As with the on-Site SCTLs, the residential SCTLs are based on Florida's statutory
allowable cancer risk limitof one in one million (Ix I0'°). Two Site-specitic residential SCTLs
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were developed. One SCTL is protective of hypothetical residents who have typical (median)
potential exposures to TCDD-TEQ in soil. That SCTL is 95 ng/kg. The other SCTL is protective
of hypothetical residents who have high-end (90% upper percentile) potential exposures to
TCDD-TEQ in soil. Beazer submitted the derivation otT-Site SCTLs to EPA on October 14,2010.
The Proposed Plan, issued on July 15, 20 I0, conclusively states that the off-Site residential soil
cleanup level for dioxins will be Florida's default residential SCTL of 7 palis per trillion (ppt) as
2,3,7,8- tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin toxic equivalents (TCDD-TEQ). Florida law permits the
calculation of site-specific SCTLs, and Beazer has calculated and proposed site-specific SCTLs
in the otf-Site SCTL report. EPA was fully aware of the schedule for off-Site soil sampling, and
the results of that sampling were integral to determining whether Site-specific off-Site SCTLs
would need to be derived. Beazer requests that the EPA reconsider its decision of the selected off
Site cleanup level following its review of the off- Site SCTL report. In addition,
contemporaneously with these comments, Beazer has submitted a formal request for waiver of
application of the Florida SCTLs as ARARs.
The SCTL for dioxins and furans is not consistent with current and proposed Federal guidance
that governs cleanup of soils containing dioxins and furans nationwide. The EPA's current
Federal guidance lists 1,000 ppt as the Preliminary Remediation Goal (PRG) for dioxins and
furans. This PRG was issued in 1998 in Approach for Addrt'ssing Dioxin in Soil lit CERCLA and
RCR.4. Siles, OS WER Directive 9200.4-26 (EPA 1998). The PRG was issued as "a starting point
for setting cleanup levels" at sites with soils affected by dioxins and furans. On January 7, 20 I0,
in accordance with its Dioxin Science Plan, EPA issued Draft Recommended Interim PreiimillaJY
Remctiimioll Goals/or Dioxin ill Soil at CERCLA and RCR.4 Sites (EPA 2009). The Draft Interim
PRG document proposed a new interim PRG of 72 ppt TCDD-TEQ tor residential soils. This
proposed PRG, which has been through review at the Oftice of Management and Budget and is
expected to be issued as tinal Federal guidance this year, is ten times higher than the SCTL
proposed by EPA tor use at the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site. EPA is, thus, being
inconsistent in its management of dioxin and furan soil sites.
In addition to the SCTL being inconsistent with pending Federal guidance, the cancer slope factor
used in FDEP's calculation of the generic statewide SCTL for dioxins and furans is based on an
outdated and scientifically discredited TCDD cancer slope factor (CSF) derived from toxicity
study in rats (Kociba et aI., 1978). The cancer slope factor was cited from a 1997 Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) document entitled Health EJTt'cts Assessment Sllmfl/wy Tables. This
1997 document presented a cancer slope factor published earlier in 1985 by EPA in a document
entitled Health Assessment Document .fiJi' Po~vchlorinaled Diben::o-p-Dioxins (Office of Health
and Environmental Assessment, Environmental Criteria and Assessment Office. Cincinnati, Ohio.
EPA 600/8-84-014F.) The 1985 cancer slope factor used by FDEP is outdated and scientifically
discredited as noted in detail in Arcadis' April 20 I 0 document entitled Comments. on: Draft
Recommended Interim Preliminary Remediation Goals for Dioxin ill Soil al CERCLA and RCRA
Sites (OSWER 9200.3-56), December 30, :!O()9 (submitted on behalf of Beazer and others;

previously provided),
The cancer slope factor was already outdated in 2005 when FDEP derived its SCTL for dioxins
and furans, but it is even more outdated in 20 10 when EPA proposed the use of the generic
statewide SCTL as a residential cleanup level for the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site.
Specitically. FDEP's 2005 document lists the following sources of toxicity values in order of
preference: (I) EPA's Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS); (2) EPA's Provisional Peer
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Reviewed Toxicity Values (PPRTVs); and (3) EPA's Health Effects Assessment Summary
Tables (HEAST). Finding no values in sources I or 1, FDEP relied on the cancer slope factor
listed in EPA's 1997 H EAST document to derive the generic statewide SCTL.
This protocol for selection of toxicity values is n9t consistent with EPA's 2003 document entitled
Humall Health Toxicity Vallles in Super/illul Risk Assessments (Office of Solid Waste and
Emergency Response, Washington, DC. OSWER Directive 9185.7-53. December 5, 2003.) The
EPA's current Superfund protocol for choosing toxicity values lists IRIS and PPTRV sources as
Tier I and Tier 2 sources, respectively, but it lists Tier 3 sources as "additional EPA and non
EPA sources of toxicity information. Priority should be given to those sources of information that
are the most current, the basis for which is transparent and publicly available, and which have
been peer reviewed." While HEAST is one Tier 3 source, other "EPA and non-EPA" sources are
also Tier 3 sources of toxicity values. The CSF used by FDEP is not a scientifically sound cancer
based toxicity benchmark for TCDD for numerous reasons:
I.

It was selected without following EPA's (1003) OSWER Directive for selecting
toxicity values and did not consider its scientific basis or other CSFs published in the
peer-reviewed scientific literature.
2. It is based on an outdated classitication of rat liver lesions from the Kociba et al.
( 1978) cancer bioassay.
3. It does not take into account changes in EPA's methods for cross-species scaling.
4. Its derivation using a linear dose-response model is inconsistent with TCDD's mode
of action.
The Off-Site HHRA and the comments on EPA's proposed interim PRG for dioxins and furans
both provide detailed scientitic reasons why the CSF used by FDEP is not a scientitically sound.
By selecting the default CSF from 1985, derived from incorrect tumor response data using a non
threshold linear model and an outdated species scaling methodology the FDEP and EPA have
ignored the current state of the science regarding the carcinogenic dose-response ofTCDD. These
very same views were provided to the EPA by the National Academy of Sciences in 2006 and
have been expounded for over two decades by the scientific community, yet FDEP and EPA
continue to ignore the scientitic evidence.

EPA Response:
EPA views the State of Florida's Cleanup target levels provided in Chapter 62
777.170, FAC and Tables I & /I as relevant and appropriate. This rule provides
default cleanup criteria, namely cleanup target levels (CTLs) and an explanation
for deriving CTLs for soil, groundwater and surface water that can be used for
site rehabilitation (i.e., cleanup). CTLs for groundwater in Table I of this rule were
used to establish cleanup goals for some of the COCs in groundwater at this
Site. Soil CTLs in Table /I of this rule were used to establish cleanup goals for
some of the soil COCs.
Considerable uncertainty surrounds the derivation of clean-up goals for dioxins
and furans, including the development of site-specific risk-based goals, and
Florida's default residential SCTL of 0.007 jJg/kg. At present there is significant
ongoing debate between and among researchers, different regulatory agencies,
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and the regulated community regarding the toxicity of dioxinslfurans and whether
meaningful human-health risks are posed by low concentrations of these
contaminants, particularly with respect to concentrations in soils. Evidence of
this ongoing debate can be observed in the numerous comments submitted to
EPA in response to publication of the agency's Dioxin Science Plan, the
proposed interim preliminary remediation goals (PRG) for dioxins, and the draft
response to the National Academy of Science's review of the Dioxin
Reassessment. Cleanup goals for dioxinslfurans used by various state regulatory
agencies and EPA vary over several orders of magnitude, with Florida's default
SCTL being at the low end of the range. Florida's SCTLs will be used as the
cleanup goal for dioxin-contaminated soil at the Site.
h. The Proposed Plan Does Not Include Provision for Use of Background
Concentrations in Lieu of SCTLs.
Beyond the changes discussed above regarding the derivation of Site-specific clean up goals, the
Proposed Plan should also be modified to allow for the use of background concentrations as
cleanup goals. Florida's rules specitically allow for use of background concentrations. Depending
upon the results of the continued off-Site sampl ing, it is possible that off-Site soils in the vicinity
of the Site may be identitied that are below background levels but exceed Site-specitic (or generic
default) SCTLs. Such soils would not need remediation. The discussion of clean up levels in the
Proposed Plan should be modified to acknowledge that potential.

EPA Response:
Soil sampling up through September 2010 and a specific background study
conducted by the Commenter indicate that there are no background soil samples
that exceed the SCTLs and, therefore, it is unnecessary to make provision for
potential soil background levels in excess of SCTLs as such do not exist nearby
the former Koppers facility. However, the Commenter is correct and there is a
chance in the near future that soil sampling data may be obtained which
constitutes background and exceeds the default SCTLs. Therefore, the ROD will
include language to address this possibility.

4. EPA Must Clarify That The Foreseeable Future Use of the Site Does
Not Include an "Unrestricted" Residential Component
During the Rl/FS process, the EPA appropriately evaluated the Site as commerciallindustrial
property, including projections of potential future use for recreational purposes. The May 2010
FS states that:
On-Site residential exposure scenarios are not applicable based on the expected
commercial/industrial and/or recreational use of the property. Evaluation of potential
risks associated with nonresidential future uses of the property is consistent with federal
guidance (EPA, 1995), in which EPA proposes to address potential risks consistent with
current and plausible future land-use patterns.
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FS at p. 1-37 (emphasis added). However, the Proposed Plan noted that, because the wood
treating operations at the Site had terminated, both Beazer and EPA were evaluating alternative
future uses of the property:

Site Risk Assessment
Risk assessments were conducted to determine the current and future effects of
contaminants on human health and the environment. ... A human-health risk assessment
(HHRA) for on-Site soils and sediment was submitted in 2009 and updated in May 20 10
to take into account a change in land use and to incorporate comments received on the
earlier version. The estimates of potential risk presented in the August 2009 HHRA
assume that the lise of the Site is for wood treatment in the foreseeable future because
wood-treatment operations have ceased, this assumption is no longer valid. The HHRA
was updated to take into account a change in land use not previously contemplated under
the 2009 submittal.
Proposed Plan at p. I I, (emphasis added).
Recently, EPA has issued clarifying "Fact Sheets" distributed at the publ ic meeting conducted on
October 6, 20 I O. in which EPA stated:
EPA has made its reasonably anticipated land use determination based on several factors
including property owner Beazer East's planned retention of Site ownership and its
indicated future use of the Site as commercial, recreational or mixed use with a
residential component.
September 20 I 0 Proposed Remedy Fact Sheet at p. 9 (emphasis added). The language of the
Proposed Plan in conjunction with the "residential component" language in the Fact Sheets has,
apparently, caused confusion in the community with respect to the nature of the foreseeable
future use of the Site. despite the fact that EPA also stated in the Fact Sheet that "EPA has
determined that unrestricted residential use is not a likely or practical future land use for the Site."
!d, underlined emphasis added. Beazer is also aware that members of the local community have
communicated to EPA their strong desire for the site to be remediated to unrestricted residential
standards.
Beazer is voluntarily and in good faith cooperating with the EPA and the Local Inter
Governmental Team ("LIT"), among others, with respect to planning for potential redevelopment
of the Site. and will continue such cooperation. However, it should be stated clearly and
definitively in the ROD Amendment that Beazer has not comm itted to bearing any financial or
other consequences of including "unrestricted residential" components in such re-use. Beazer has
agreed to conduct an industrial/commercial site-specitic cleanup that, with appropriate
institutional and/or engineering controls, may result in a restricted residential use sometime in the
future, such as condominiums or apartments on the upper tloors of an otherwise commercial
facility. Remediation of all or portions of the Site to "unrestricted residential" cleanup standards
would obviously have a signiticant impact on the work required, as well as the corresponding
costs, none of which have been evaluated through the RIIFS process and none of which Beazer
believes is appropriate.
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In addition, the local governments cannot unilaterally require Beazer to actually use the Site for
residential purposes, or to prepare the Site for future residential use. The Site has been
exclusively and lawfully used for industrial purposes since 1916. According to the City"s
Comprehensive Plan, the Comprehensive Plan category for the Property is "IND" (Industrial).
This category is the most intensive land use category in Gainesville's Comprehensive Plan. The
[ndustrial land use category is assigned to areas appropriate for manufacturing, fabricating,
distribution, extraction, wholesaling, warehousing, recycling and other ancillary uses. The
Industrial category permits uses such as the wood treating facility previously operated on the Site.
[n addition, the City"s Zoning Map lists the zoning district for the Property as '"[-2" (General
[ndustrial). The permitted uses, by right, in the [-2 category include "[umber and wood product,"
which allows uses such as the wood treating facility that previously operated on the Site. At
present, there have been no effective [egal measures taken by the City or any other individual or
entity to change, alter or amend these zoning classifications.
Under these circumstances, attempts by any party to use the ROD Amendment process to
reclassify the legal zoning for the Site property in the attempt to force Beazer into a future
residential use could conceivably amount to a "taking" without just compensation in violation of
the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States. Moreover, even if such
reclassitication was permitted to move forward, Beazer cannot be forced to use the property for
any newly permitted purposes. As the owner of real property, Beazer has a fundamental and
legally-protected right to make whatever use of the property it deems appropriate within the
contines of lawful zoning and [and use restrictions. including no use at all. [n the event that
Beazer does not reach agreement with the local government and others on a mutual[y acceptable
future use plan, Beazer can lawfully elect to simply leave the Site idle with appropriate controls
to prevent Site access (fencing, guards, etc.). Accordingly, the idle scenario is also a foreseeable
future use of the Site.
For all the reasons set forth above, the forthcoming ROD Amendment should specifically state
that Beazer is conducting a commercial/industrial cleanup on the Site, and that "unrestricted
residential" cleanup standards are inappropriate for the Site.

EPA Response:
EPA agrees with the Commenter's point and will update the ROD to include the
requested language. It is not EPA's intent to dictate the specific future land use
at the Site. The "residential component" referred to in the Proposed Plan Fact
Sheet is not intended to include unrestricted use, but rather to allow for restricted
residential uses constructed such that soil exposures would be eliminated or
controlled as has been done at a multitude of former hazardous waste sites
where soils were remediated to commercial/industrial soil standards and
exposure barriers were used to provide for restricted residential uses. A partial
list of these sites includes the Atlantic Station redevelopment in Atlanta, Georgia;
the Newberry Site in Fayette, Pennsylvania Site; the and the Magnolia Site in
Charleston, South Carolina.

5. Off-Site Remedy for a Property will be Selected by Property Owner
from a Short List of Potential Alternatives
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The Proposed Plan incorrectly describes the remedy selection process for off-Site properties. EPA
will contact property owners needing to be included in remedial activities for their properties and
describe the remedial alternatives available for that property. Property owners will, in
consultation with EPA, select a remedial solution from those originally offered by EPA and
Beazer. That short list of alternatives will comprise a subset of all possible alternatives that could
be used to remediate residential surface soils.

EPA Response:
EPA concurs with this comment and will update the description of this approach
in the Record of Decision.
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A.2.4 City of Gainesville and Alachua County Environmental Protection Advisory
Committee

Mr. Scott Miller, Remedial Project Manager
United States Environmental Protection Agency
Region IV, Superfund North Florida Section
61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta, GA 30303
RE:
City of Gainesville and Alachua County Comments and Recommendations on
USEPA SlIpel:/ill1d Proposed Plall Cabot Carbon/Koppers SlIpel.iillu/ Site
Gainesville. Alacl7lla COllllty. Florida

Dear Mr. Miller:
The attached report includes comments from the City of Gainesville and Alachua County,
on the USEPA SlIpel:/illld Proposed Plall Cabot Carbon/Koppers SlIpel.iill1d Sile,
Gaillesville. Alachlla COllllly. Florida (Proposed Plan). These comments were developed
by our local intergovernmental team consisting of staff from the City of Gainesville,
Gainesville Regional Utilities, Alae/lLla County Environmental Protection Department,
and the Alachua County Health Department and their technical consultants. These
recommendations reflect the input and concerns of the technical team, our local citizens,
the Gainesville City Commission and the Alachua County Board of County
Comm issioners.
The Cabot Carbon/Koppers site has been a Superfund site since 1983, and has been a
signiticant concern to our community since well before that time. The site is located in
the heart of our community directly adjacent to residential areas and only two miles from
the City's well tield. Proper cleanup of the site is a critical priority for our community,
and is necessary in order to ensure the safety of our drinking water supply, protect the
health of our citizens and the environment and protect the economic vitality of our
community. In addition to countless hours of staff time, the City has invested over $2
million in hiring its own team of internationally recognized consultants to assist us in
ensuring that appropriate actions are taken at the site.
We appreciate EPA's recent efforts in moving forward with development of plans tor
cleaning up the site, and recognize that cleanup of the site will be challenging. However,
the current Proposed Plan is not adequately protective of human or environmental health
and is not acceptable to the City of Gainesville and our local community. We request that
EPA implement the attached recommendations in the Record of Decision for the Koppers
Site.
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Thank you for your on-going effort in addressing the Cabot/Koppers Superfund Site. If.
you have questions about our technical comments you may contact Mr. Fred Murry,
Assistant City Manager at City of Gainesville «(352) 334-5000 ext 5674), Mr. Rick
Hutton, P.E. at Gainesville Regional Utilities ((352) 393-1218) and/or Dr. John Mousa at
the Alachua County Environmental Protection Department ((352) 264-6805).
Sincerely,
Craig Lowe
Mayor
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City of Gainesville and Alachua County
Comments and Recommendations
On
USEPA Superfund Proposed Plan
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site,
Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida (July 2010)
Final
October 2010

I

Local Intergovernmental Team
Fred Murry, Asst. City Manager, City of Gainesville
Rick Hutton, ME, P.L GRU
John Mousa, PhD, Alachua County EPD
Stewart Pearson, P.E., City of Gainesville
Ralph Hilliard, Planning Manager, City of Gainesville
Anthony Dennis, Env. Health Director, Alachua County Health Department
Robin Hallbourg, P.G., Alachua County EPD
Stanley Feenstra, PhD, P.Geo. Applied Groundwater Research Ltd. I
Richard Jackson, PhD, P.E. IrHera Engineering, Ltd I
Neil Thomson, PhD, P.E., Univ. of Waterloo I
John Herbert, MS, P.G.I
Dean Williamson, P.E., CH2M-Hill
IGRU "DNAPL Team" members.
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1.0 GROUNDWATER & SUBSURFACE REMEDY
INTRODUCTION

The nature and extent of contamination and the geology of the Koppers site will make
successful remediation of the site challenging. Creosote Dense Non- Aqueous Phase
Liquid (DNAPL) has been recovered from wells in the Surficial Aquiter (SA) and Upper
Hawthorn Group (UHG) and, based on multiple lines of evidence, has penetrated the
Lower Hawthorn Group (LHG) and the Upper Floridan Aquifer (UFA). Given the high
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) concentrations in groundwater offsite to the
east in the UHG it appears that DNAPL has migrated laterally to the east of the Koppers
property. Much of this DNAPL likely continues to be mobile. and unless removed or
immobil ized, wi II continue slowly III igrating vertically and horizontally, ultimately
causing increased groundwater contamination in the UFA. Of particular concern is that
further contamination of the UFA will pose a material threat to the Murphree wellfield.
EPA General Response No.1:
Addressing the threat to the Murphree well field from contaminants related to
wood-treating operations has been, and continues to be, a major goal of the
EPA. However, the data available to EPA at this time indicate that any potential
threat is not imminent. The proposed remedy addresses the potential threat to
the Murphree well field at a level of response that is appropriate relative to the
level of threat indicated by current data. Furthermore. EPA will require the PRP
to continue monitoring operations and effectiveness of the proposed remedy. In
the event that the remedy is shown, with definitive data, to not be achieving the
specified objectives, contingency plans will be enacted well before the potential
threat to the Murphree well field becomes imminent.

Dissolved-phase plumes of PAHs exist in the Surticial, UHG and LHG strata and in the
UF A, and likely extend off-site in all formations. Beazer has constructed a relatively
extensive UFA monitoring network at the site, although the extent of the UFA plumes
has not yet been fully delineated. Most of the UFA monitoring wells indicate PAH
concentrations below cleanup standards. However, there are regions in the interior of the
site (i.e" identified by FW-6, FW20B, FW-12B, FW- 21 B and recently FW-27B, see
Figure I) where PAH concentrations are well above cleanup standards. These plumes
will likely continue to expand without appropriate treatment. Of particular concern are
the plume(s) in the interior of the site where contamination extends to an as-yet undetined
depth (as indicated by wells FW-12B and FW-27B), and two locations (FW-22B and
FW-16B) at the periphery of the site. The tact that PAH contamination in the UFA has
reached these boundary wells is a clear indication that off-site migration of contaminants
is occurring in the UF A - and in the case of FW-16B - has been occurring for some time.
Hydraulic containment has been initiated as an interim action in the area of FW-22B
(pumping approximately 28 gpm). However, actions have not yet been undertaken at the
eastern site boundary (i.e. FW-16B), or in the interior of the site, other than the low rate
pumping test (i.e. 2 gplll or less) at FW-6 and FW-21 B. The southern part of the site
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remains without any LHG or UFA monitoring at all despite the large amounts of mobile
DNAPL recovered from PW-I.

EPA General Response No.2:
It is critical for all stakeholders to understand two assumptions being made by
EPA. First, the extent of subsurface contamination at this Site can never be
perfectly and completely known because of the technical impracticality of
reaching every parcel or unit of subsurface soil and ground water associated with
this Site. However, the EPA is satisfied that the amount of data and information
available at this time is sufficient to complete remedy selection. Acceptance of
this remedy, or minor variations of it, does not mean that EPA believes the Site is
perfectly understood or that it believes the remedy will achieve all objectives
perfectly.

Second, the EPA does not intend to release the PRP from further involvement at
the Site once the proposed remedy, or minor variations of it, are implemented.
The complexity of the Site and the level of impact is not amenable to a quick or
simple remedy. Thus, remedial action at this Site is anticipated to be a phased
effort over time with data collection and engineering application occurring in
phased cycles. EPA will require the PRP to continue monitoring operations and
effectiveness of the proposed remedy. In the event that the remedy is shown,
with definitive data, to not be achieving the specified objectives, contingency
plans will be enacted well before the potential threat to the Murphree well field
becomes imminent.
To this end, it is imperative that the ROD language be sufficiently inclusive to
allow variations and contingencies to be implemented under the domain of the
ROD, as new information is obtained in the future. Such an approach may
appear vague, but it is not. Limiting the ROD language to a single set of narrow,
prescriptive recipe steps is inappropriate for such a complex and challenging
Site, and would be counter-productive in the long-run. Such an approach merely
gives EPA more tools for requiring the PRP to take additional actions without the
need for a time-consuming Site-specific rulemaking. Doing so will result in
cleanup goals being attained more rapidly.
The EPA is satisfied that the amount of data collected to date allows reasonable
inference of the likely extent of contamination within subsurface soil and ground
water. More importantly, the EPA is satisfied that the amount of data collected to
date (while not perfect or complete) allows a reasonable course of action to be
implemented at this Site in the form of the proposed remedy. The proposed
remedy, or minor variations of it, will achieve the following goals: (1) prevent
further migration of contamination which would make the overall situation more
serious, (2) begin to destroy, remove, or isolate contaminant mass within the
various impacted surface and subsurface media, and (3) collect additional data
on potential threats at the Site. These three objectives are important to EPA
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because it believes that postponing action at the "periphery" of the Site (both at
the surface and in the subsurface) while waiting for additional data on interior
extent of contamination is not a prudent course of action. Additional data on
interior extent of contamination will not change the limited number of remedial
options available to EPA because those remedy options are constrained primarily
by the limits of what technology can achieve, not by availability of information or
data.

Treatment or removal of contaminants to reduce downward migration of DNAPL and
mass loading of dissolved contamination are important in reducing the amount of
contamination reaching the UFA. However, it will not be possible to treat all of the
DNAPL. par1icularly within the LHG. Therefore, hydraulic containment in the UFA is
essential in order to protect the Floridan Aquiter and community's water supply.
EPA General Response No.3:
The EPA is in agreement that treatment or removal is preferable in instances
where such action can be technically implemented and taken without incurring
adverse impacts on health or environment (i.e., making the situation worse). In
fact, such is required to be EPA's preference, by law.
At this Site, all possible technologies for treatment or removal of contaminant
mass have been identified and evaluated over the course of several years with
the input of numerous technical experts, both associated with EPA and
independent of EPA. Consideration of all relevant data, information and possible
consequences of implementation has led the EPA to develop the remedy it has
proposed. For the rationale behind EPA's support of the proposed remedy, see
General Response No.2.

Although Remedial Action Objectives are described generally in the USEPA Proposed
Plan (p. 12), we strongly believe that specific priority goals (related to groundwater) can,
and should, be stated in the remedial plan in the upcoming ROD (Record of Decision)
and should include the tollowing:
A. Contain the contamination in the UFA on-site using hydraulic containment

(I) Reduce interior contaminant plumes by groundwater extraction within the UFA at
rates sufticient to contain them (our preliminary estimates based on simulations using the
GeoTrans model of the site indicate extraction rates of at least 100 gpm will be required
to do this); and
(2) Prevent off-site migration of contaminants at all locations including FW-22B and
FW-16B.
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B. Remove or immobilize creosote to the fullest extent possible in the UHG, LHG
and Surficial Aquifer in order to:

(I) reduce vertical and horizontal migration of creosote DNAPL, and
(2) reduce dissolution and mass loading of contaminants into LHG and UFA
ground waters.
C. Contain SA and UHG contamination by using hydraulic containment and slurry
walls to minimize migration of contaminants; and

D. Provide long-term monitoring (in the SA, UHG, LHG and UFA) to allow
assessment of the performance of the remedy, verify compliance with cleanup
criteria and assure no off-site migration of contaminants in the Floridan Aquifer.
EPA Response:
EPA shares these goals. Hydraulic containment of the Upper Floridan Aquifer
(UFA) ground water (and concurrent monitoring of effectiveness) currently is
being implemented by the PRP in UFA zones shown to be impacted. The points
of discussion (specific pump rate and well pump locations) are design
specifications that can be updated at any time in the future as data indicate its
necessity. Hydraulic containment of the UFA is being implemented currently,
independently of the ROD and proposed remedy. It is also included in the
proposed remedy. In addition, the ROD will include conditions under which
additional UFA recovery wells will be installed and EPA's general approach to
require their installation. EPA does not concur with the flow rate calculations as
listed above as being definitive to achieve the remedial goals which are specified
by the State of Florida law regarding compliance with GCTLs at Site boundaries
or the limit of institutional controls and compliance with federal MCLs outside of
waste management areas.
Aspects of the proposed remedy that address containment and monitoring
include: (1) a slurry wall and cap to isolate the suspected source areas (and any
other source material excavated and brought back into that source area zone to
be contained); (2) both physical stabilization (ISS/S) and chemical immobilization
(in situ geochemical stabilization [lSGS] formerly termed in situ biogeochemical
stabilization, or ISBS) of source contamination, and (3) expanding the monitoring
network during and after construction of the physical containment elements of the
remedy. Implementing the remedy in a staged or staggered schedule will
provide EPA with more options for meeting clean-up goals. For example, EPA
proposes implementing ISGS within a physically contained zone as a response
to subsurface contamination, and to evaluate its effectiveness concurrently with
the remedial design. EPA will require the PRP to provide engineering design
plans for both full-scale implementation of ISGS and a contingent ISSS remedy
along with the other remedial components including but not limited to the vertical
barrier wall, the engineered cap, and LHG injection points. Should the ISGS
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prove to be ineffective or technically unimplementable, EPA will be able to
quickly respond by requiring the ISGS zone to be revisited and addressed,
without further time-consuming Site-specific rule makings.
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Proposed Plan does include. generally, elements intended to address each of the
priority goals summarized above. We request that the upcoming ROD explicitly include
these elements in relation to the Koppers site. We have the following comments and
recolllmendations regarding the groundwater related elements of the Proposed Plan:
I. Hydraulic containment in the Floridan Aquifer must be more robust and extensive than
is currently underway. The ROD must include hydraulic containment with the goal of
capturing the plume in the interior of the site. Additionally. the ROD should contain
specific criteria or principles (triggers) to determine when and where additional remedial
actions will be required in the Floridan Aquifer.
EPA Response:
Hydraulic containment of the Upper Floridan Aquifer (UFA) ground water (and
concurrent monitoring of effectiveness) is being implemented by the PRP in UFA
zones shown to be impacted. The points of discussion (specific pump rate and
well pump locations) are design specifications that can be updated at any time in
the future as data indicate its necessity. Hydraulic containment of the UFA is
being implemented currently, independently of the ROD and proposed remedy.
It is included in the proposed remedy. To this end, it is imperative that the ROD
language be sufficiently generic to allow variations and contingencies to be
implemented under the domain of the ROD, as new information is obtained in the
future. Limiting the ROD language to a narrow, prescriptive recipe of steps will
be counter-productive in the long-run. Such an approach may appear vague or
disregarding of public opinion, but it is not. Such an approach merely gives EPA
more tools to attain long-term goals for this Site.

The plan appropriately requires hydraulic containment in areas where contaminants
exceed federal MCLs and Florida GCTLs outside of source areas. It also requires
construction of additional extraction wells as necessary. The plan includes on-going
monitoring in areas where constituents do not exceed cleanup goals. We support these
provisions.
As we understand it. based on these provisions. hydraulic containment should be initiated
to address UFA contamination in the interior of the site (as indicated by FW-12B and
now FW-27B), as well as at the eastern site boundary (as indicated by FW-16B). The
goal of the interior pumping should be to capture and contain the interior plume(s). EPA
should not wait for the plume(s) to reach the property boundary before these actions are
taken. The low rate pumping described in the Proposed Plan and currently implemented
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at FW-6 and FW-21 B is not adequate to achieve this goal. Additional pumping at much
higher rates in the interior of the site will be required to achieve this goal.
In addition to these provisions, we request that the ROD require a contingency plan that
will be implemented if there is a detinable increasing trend in constituents of concern
(COCs) at a well indicating that contamination is spreading, even if cleanup goals have
not yet been exceeded.
EPA General Response No.4:
It is important for all stakeholders to understand that the Proposed Plan is not a
Feasibility Study or a design document. All possible variants and scenarios
requiring contingency actions can not be included in a Proposed Plan document.
Similarly, the language in the ROD will be sufficiently inclusive to allow
reasonable variations and contingency adjustments to be made quickly during
remediation within the context of the ROD. Failure to do so, by making the ROD
language too prescriptive and narrow-in-scope, creates a potential situation for
additional administrative and legal delay in implementing simple remedial
adjustments at the Site. We have included a flow-chart that includes decision
points upon which EPA will require additional monitoring and/or hydraulic
containment in the UFA when contaminant concentrations exceed historic
concentrations by a statistically-significant amount.
The installation of extraction well FW-31 BE is an essential element in containing the
Floridan contamination because migration off site in this area has been (and may still be)
occurring. This extraction well is intended to address contamination leaving the site in the
northwest region of the site near well FW-22B. However. additional monitoring wells are
needed off-site to characterize the extent of offsite contamination at that location. and to
ensure FW-31 BE is adequately containing it.
Additional hydraulic containment will also be necessary to address Floridan Aquifer
contamination at other locations on the site. This conclusion is based on:
A. The results of the low rate pumping Interim Remedial Measure (IRM) at FW-6 and
FW-21 B (received August 3. 20 I0) indicate no signiticant improvement from the low
rate pumping since it began in October 2009, and no evidence has been generated to
support Beazer's claim that annular casing seepage is actually the cause of UFA
contamination at these locations;
B. Very high concentrations of naphthalene persist at several interior wells. Of particular
concern is FW-12B and FW-27B which show high concentrations at an as-yet
undetined depth in the UF A; and
C. Concentrations persist above GCTLs at boundary well FW-16B.
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The future analytical results from the most recently installed on-site Floridan monitoring
wells (FW-278. FW-28B and FW-30B) should provide further information on the extent
of contamination in the UFA.

EPA Response:
The following flow-charts are offered as a means to logically direct monitoring or
expansion of the monitoring well network.
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2. The Groundwater Contamination section of the Proposed Plan misstates the
degree of contamination in the Floridan Aquifer. The ROD should accurately
describe known site conditions.

EPA Response:
See General Response No.2

The most important objective of the groundwater/subsurface remedy is to contain and
clean up contamination in the UF A. However, the Groundwater Contamination section of
the Proposed Plan makes several incorrect statements, and vastly understates the
magnitude and extent of contamination in the UFA. For example, it makes no mention of
the off-site contamination identitied by monitoring locations FW-22B and FW-16B at the
site boundary. The Conceptual Site Model (Figure 3, p. 9) shows no contamination in the
UF A or contaminant migration pathways through the LHG.
The Proposed Plan (p. II) refers to a single monitoring well near the former north lagoon
which exceeded GCTLs but in which naphthalene concentrations "have decreased
substantially since July 2004". This is incorrect: the statement can only refer to FW-6
because only that well existed near the fonner north lagoon in the UFA on the July 2004
date mentioned. Naphthalene concentrations in the well (FW-6) did decline between July
2004 and January 2008. However, since that time concentrations have tluctuated
dramatically. August 2009 data were the highest yet measured (i.e.. 2600 ppb
naphthalene). More recent data, collected after initiation of the pumping at FW-6, have
reported naphthalene concentrations between 580 and 1.100 ppb. At a minimum. the
Conceptual Site Model and Groundwater Contamination descriptions in the ROD should
acknowledge:
A. Likely off-site migration ofCOCs to the east in the SA;
EPA Response:
Minimal migration of GOGs to the east was believed to be present during
operation of the boundary-line recovery wells. This is being addressed through
the addition of several groundwater collection trenches and the redevelopment of
boundary-line extraction wells.

B. Apparent off-site migration of DNAPL to the east in the UHG:
EPA Response:
Limited off-property DNAPL migration has apparently occurred.
A 2009
investigation to evaluate potential off-property migration of DNAPL found no
evidence of extensive DNAPL migration to the east of the property.

C. Naphthalene concentrations in the LHG. which exceed 1.000 ppb across the width of
the site, that result in continuing contamination of the UFA:
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EPA Response:
It is incorrect to state LHG naphthalene concentrations exceed 1, 000 ppb across
the width of the Site. Such concentrations exceed 1, 000 ug/L beneath and
immediately downgradient of the principal contaminant source areas where lower
Hawthorn Group wells are located.

D. PAH concentrations at FW-6 have tluctuated, but not shown a decreasing trend in
FW-6 since its installation in 2004;
EPA Response:
PAH concentrations at FW-6 have generally decreased since the well was
installed in 2004 but as a generalization, after some initial concentration
decreases over the first few monitoring events in 2004, most PAH concentrations
have remained relatively steady or shown fluctuations that do not demonstrate a
decreasing trend.
E. PAH Concentrations in other interior wells (i.e. FW-2IB & FW-12B) in excess of

GCTLs, with FW-12B showing increasing PAH levels with depth;
EPA Response:
FW-12B shows increasing levels of contaminants from zone 2 to zone 3. Zone 3
PAH concentrations are sometimes higher than zone 4 PAH concentrations and
sometimes lower. For example, the zone 3 naphthalene, 2-methylnaphthalene,
and dibenzofuran concentrations exceed the zone 4 concentrations (based on
mean and median of 2004-2010 data), whereas the zone 4 carbazole
concentrations exceed the zone 3 concentrations.

F. PAH concentrations exceeding GCTLs at boundary wells FW-22B and FW-16B; and
EPA Response:
EPA acknowledges this fact.

G. COCs have been detected at levels below COCs at several other boundary wells
(FW-2. FW-3, FW-II Band FW-24B).
EPA Response:
EPA acknowledges this fact.

EPA's statement in the Proposed Plan gives the impression that contamination in the
UFA at the former north lagoon is of minimal concern, and that minimal or no action is
needed to contain it. We request that EPA review this section of the Proposed Plan
closely and ensure that the description of the Groundwater Contamination contained in
the ROD better retlect actual known site conditions. Also. we are submitting comments
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to Beazer's draft report on the Floridan IRM that EPA should consider when evaluating
contamination in the UFA.
EPA Response:
EPA does not believe that contamination at the former North Lagoon is of
minimal concern. Furthermore, EPA has required the PRP to evaluate this
contamination and may in the near future require a dedicated Floridan recovery
well beyond the one found at FW-31B to recover contaminated groundwater
should the Floridan IRM in operation there currently prove to be ineffective. We
will update the ROO to include language to that effect.
Also see General Responses No. 1 and No. 2
3. Financial assurance should be provided for the final remedy selected, including
on-going operation of Floridan Aquifer containment.

The site will likely require containment of the Floridan Aquifer plumes via pump and
treat for an extended period of time (i.e. decades). Beazer should be required to provide a
tonn of financial assurance (such as a bond) to ensure that sufticient funds will be
dedicated to completion of the tinal remedy, including the continued operation of the
Floridan Aquifer Containment system and monitoring of the UFA.
EPA Response:
Comment noted. EPA agrees with this comment and that is why in all consent
decrees that are signed between EPA and a potentially-responsible party (PRP)
such as Beazer East, there is a requirement for a PRP to provide financial
assurance on a yearly basis to EPA to demonstrate its ongoing ability to meet its
financial obligations at a Site. The consent decree between EPA and Beazer·
East will include this requirement.
4. The ROD should stipulate expansion of the Floridan Aquifer monitoring network
to fully delineate the horizontal and vertical extent of off-site and on-site plumes.

EPA Response:
See General Response No. 4

Beazer has installed a relatively extensive UFA monitoring well network at the Koppers
site. However, additional wells are needed at the following locations:
A. otT-site adjacent to FW-22B (and FW-31 BE) to ensure that FW-31 BE is indeed
capturing the plume that had been leaving the site in the northwest (at FW-22B):
EPA Response:
Results of aquifer test data and monitoring of newly installed well FW-2BB
indicate that the contamination detected at FW-22B is not migrating toward
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FW-2BB. Contamination may be migrating past FW-22B in a northwestward
direction. It is reasonable to add another Floridan aquifer well to the
northwest of FW-22B, at a location approximately on a line (east-west
direction) with the northern Koppers property line. This well would be
approximately 250 feet northwest of FW-22B and approximately 20B feet west
(and very slightly north) of FW-2BB.

B. off-site adjacent to FW-16B to delineate the off-site extent of this plume and to verify
that future hydraulic containment etTorts are successful in stopping this off-site
migration:
EPA Response:
EPA agreed to defer adding a well off-property to the east of FW-16B pending
the outcome of the groundwater recovery at FW-21B. FW-16B naphthalene
and benzene concentrations are highest in monitoring zone 1 and have
shown no obvious increases over time and are slightly in excess of their
groundwater cleanup target level (GCTL) or Florida MCL (benzene). FW-21 B
and FW-16B results during the FW-21 B pumping period are insufficient to
evaluate whether or not pumping at FW-21 B has had the effect of sufficiently
cutting off the possible source of contamination for FW-16B. Both wells will
continue to be monitored and as appropriate, given specified triggering
criteria, an additional Floridan aquifer well will be drilled northeast of FW-16B.

C. interior of the site to fully delineate the horizontal and vertical extent of the on-site
plume or plumes being detected by FW-6, FW-128. FW- 21 Band FW-27B:
EPA Response:
Groundwater monitoring begun at FW-27B has demonstrated that significant
contamination by multiple contaminants of potential concern extends into the
semi-confining unit in the upper Floridan aquifer. Clearly, there is a need for
further monitoring deeper into this zone and into the underlying lower
transmissive zone of the upper Floridan aquifer (L TZ), to define the vertical
extent of significant groundwater contamination in the Floridan. Note that low
level contamination has been detected in the lower transmissive zone at
downgradient monitoring wells FW-22C (zone 1, August 2009) and FW-24C
(zone 2, May 2009), so there is already some indication of contaminant
migration into the L TZ. The distance between FW-27B and FW-22BIFW-22C
is approximately 475 feet, and an appropriate location for a new Floridan
aquifer well pair (UTZ and L TZ, with monitoring through the semi-confining
layer) is approximately 200 feet northwest of FW-27B and on a line between
that well and FW-22B.

D. on the western property boundary at 26th Ave (the need for this is based on historical
elevated COC levels in an otTsite private UFA well (Geiersbach well) in this area, and
on detections ofCOCs in FW-3); and
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EPA Response:
The rationale for including a new Floridan well on the western property
boundary at 26th A venue in the monitoring program is the detection of
elevated contaminant concentrations in a former private well in the area and
detections of contaminants in upper Floridan aquifer monitoring well FW-3.
Contamination in the private well was possibly due to leakage into the upper
Floridan aquifer from contamination in the lower Hawthorn group that entered
the underlying aquifer at the well, due to deteriorated well construction
materials or an incomplete seal between the lower Hawthorn and the upper
Floridan. A similar process has been surmised as the cause of the low-level
groundwater contamination that has been observed in FW-3. Water-level data
and contaminant distribution patterns across the Koppers property do not
indicate that contamination at FW-3 or the private well originated through
advective contaminant transport in the Floridan aquifer from upgradient
identified contaminant entry points. There is insufficient rationale at this time
to add another Floridan well at the suggested location.
E. Beneath (or immediately adjacent to) the former process area and south lagoon (both

of these areas lack LHG wells so the depth of contamination is not known; the
process area is of particular concern due to the mobile DNAPL being collected in the
UHG. and the fact that the existing UFA well (FW-18B) is roughly 200 ft north of the
process area).
EPA Response:
These source areas are already being adequately monitored by multilevel
monitoring wells and drilling additional wells through highly contaminated
zones in the immediate vicinity of the source areas is inadvisable.
The interior plume(s) are of great concern because of their high concentration and depth.
which is as-yet undefined. Analytical results from FW-27B indicate that creosote
contamination extends to at least the deepest sample-port in that well. 289 ft below
ground surface. It is critical that Beazer install additional wells to fullv delineate the
horizontal and vertical extent of this plume, and to assure that it is not expanding and
does not migrate otT-site undetected.
EPA Response:
See General Response No. 2
5. The City and County request excavation and off-site disposal of the SA
source areas. This remedy would provide the highest degree of confidence from the
community, and provide the highest level of permanence for the site remediation.

EPA Response:
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Excavation of source area soils containing DNAPL was evaluated in comparison
with other options during the FS process. The preferred onsite remedy was
determined to be the optimal alternative based on the nine CERCLA criteria used
in developing and evaluating remedial options, including risk reduction and
protectiveness. Specific challenges to soil excavation and off-site disposal at the
Site are:

Excavation depths and large soil volume
The two source area excavation alternatives considered during the remedy
selection process (removal of soil within the Surficial Aquifer or removal of soil to
the Hawthorn Group middle clay unit) would present significant challenges due to
the excavation depths and the large amounts of soil that would be removed. The
Surficial Aquifer soil removal would require digging to an approximate depth of 25
feet below ground and removing approximately 280,000 cubic yards (420,000
tons) of soil. The Hawthorn Group middle clay soil is deeper and removal would
require digging to an approximate depth of 65 feet below ground and removing
approximately 1,800, 000 cubic yards (2,700, 000 tons) of soil. Excavating soil to
these depths would require shoring to keep the excavation walls from falling in on
workers, and dewatering to remove groundwater that would flow into the
excavation area during excavation. Groundwater collected from the excavation
area would require treatment and disposal. Construction of a staging/temporary
storage area may be required. Excavated soil would require management as
listed hazardous waste. All of these challenges, in turn, result in short-term health
and safety risks to remedial workers and the nearby community and significant
additional costs to the remedial effort.
Off-Site disposal challenges
Finding one or more disposal facilities that will accept the large quantities of
contaminated soil would present a challenge. Land Disposal Restriction (LOR)
and Best Demonstrated Available Technology (BOA T) rules establishing
treatment standards for land disposal may require that contaminated soils from
the Site be sent to one of the few hazardous waste incinerators that accept wood
treatment listed waste. It may also be necessary to treat soils on-site prior to off
Site disposal. Transporting the contaminated soils to an off-Site facility would
require either about 15,000 (Surficial Aquifer excavation) or 95,000 (Hawthorn
Group middle clay excavation) truck loads. More than 100 dump truck loads per
day of contaminated soil could be driven through the areas surrounding the Site
resulting in significant transport-related safety and environmental risks, as well as
a significant nuisance to the surrounding areas for over 2.5 years. The same
logistical difficulties are associated with rail transport.
On-site treatment challenges
If the material is treated on-site (by any method) and returned to the excavation,
the risk reduction and volume treated is very similar to the in-situ treatment
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options, but with substantially greater short-term risk, engineering challenges,
effort, time, and cost.

On-site construction of above ground landfill challenges
If the excavated soil is placed in an on-site constructed landfill instead of being
returned to the excavation or transported off-Site, the resulting mound would be
much larger than the mound considered for the gently sloped consolidation area.
This would have serious technical and permitting challenges, would limit
redevelopment opportunities, and would not be a welcome sight for the
community.
Risk reduction not significantly different with excavation
Actual long-term human health and environmental risk reduction resulting from
source area excavation would not be significantly different than in-situ treatment.
Short-term risks would be significantly higher for soil excavation. Soil removal will
not significantly reduce groundwater concentrations at potential receptors,
including the Murphree Well Field. A long-term groundwater remedy would still
be required. There is also a risk that residual DNAPL will move through the
groundwater during excavation activities.
6. We do not support In Situ Bio Geo Chemical Stabilization (ISBS) in the SA or
UHG source areas. To the extent excavation cannot be applied in the SA, In-Situ
Solidification/Stabilization (ISS/S) should be used. We do support the use of ISS/S
for UHG source areas.

EPA Response:
It should be noted that ISGS is only one component of the containment strategy
at the Cabot Koppers Site. EPA has a regulatory imperative to utilize treatment
over containment whenever practical.
Out of an abundance of caution,
redundant approaches (slurry walls, and a cap to isolate the four primary source
areas, and soil stabilization/treatment) are proposed with additional
contingencies to insure project success. Specific performance requirements will
be engineered during the design phase of the project. EPA acknowledges that
ISGS is a developing technology; however, EPA will require stringent
performance testing and monitoring during application with an ISSS contingency
in place if performance standards are not achieved. Implementing the remedy in
a staged or staggered schedule will provide EPA with more options for meeting
clean-up goals. For example, EPA proposes implementing ISGS within a
physically contained zone (surrounded by the slurry wall) as a response to
subsurface contamination, and to evaluate its effectiveness concurrently with the
remedial design. EPA will require the PRP to provide engineering design plans
for both full-scale implementation of ISGS and a contingent ISSS remedy along
with the other remedial components including but not limited to the vertical barrier
wall, the engineered cap, and LHG injection points. EPA will be able to quickly
respond to ISGS ineffectiveness by requiring the ISGS zone to be revisited and
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addressed by ISS/S, or additional ISGS injections,
consuming Site-specific rule makings.

without further time

The need to remove or immobilize DNAPL to the fullest extent possible in the UHG and
LHG (in addition to the surticial aquifer) is a primary concern to the City and County,
and was emphasized in our responses to the August 2009 Draft Feasibility Study. The
goal of this treatment is to reduce vertical and horizontal mass loading of DNAPL and
dissolved phase constituents, with vertical mass loading being the most critical
component. The proposed plan includes treatment of source areas using ISS/S in the
UHG, and ISBS (alternatively reterred to as In Situ Geo Chemical Stabilization (ISGS))
in the SA.
As we understand it Beazer has proposed an approach utilizing ISBS in the UHG in
combination with ISS/S or ISBS in the SA. We believe that EPA's proposal to use ISS/S
for the UHG is appropriate. ISS/S is a comparatively well-proven technology, although
the depths and the clay layers present in the UHG at the site are likely to make
implementation of any technology challenging. ISS/S provides the best technical
approach for etfectively treating the UHG source areas.
For the SA source areas, our tirst preference would be to remove and dispose off-site all
of the DNAPL impacted sediments from the SA, with ISS/S in the UHG. If EPA does not
select excavation as the remedy for DNAPL impacted sediments from the SA, it is the
opinion of our technical team that the use of ISS/S in the SA, concurrently with ISS/S in
the UHG, would provide the most appropriate remedy to achieve an acceptable level of
groundwater protection.
We do not support the use of ISBS to treat SA or UHG source areas. In our previous
correspondence (GRU & A CEPD Proposed Performance Metrics for ISCS, Alay 10,
2010) we expressed concern about the eftectiveness of ISBS. Upon further review we
teel that ISBS is not appropriate for application in the SA or UHG source areas at the
Koppers Gainesville site for the following reasons:
A. ISBS is not a proven technology (in contrast to ISS/S which is well-proven).
There is very little information in the peer-reviewed literature to indicate that ISBS
has been successfully applied at any site, and certainly not on the scale proposed at
the Koppers Site. The application of ISBS technology reported for the Denver
Koppers site used soil boring data to make conclusive statements about the
treatability of a heterogeneous NAPL impacted zone. Results from these data were
mixed and no attempt was made to quantify changes in mass loading. Comments
from Dr. Neil Thomson on the Denver ISBS Treatment report are attached in
Attachment A.

The pilot test of ISBS at the Koppers Gainesville site was similarly inconclusive in
that the sweep of injected tluid in the SA was very uneven, leading to untreated zones
close to the injection wells. The high injection pressures resulted in surface
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discharges ("day lighting") of the permanganate solution, apparently through
inadequately sealed borings that are likely to also exist elsewhere on site with similar
consequences. Comments from Dr. Neil Thomson on the ISBS pilot study at Koppers
Gainesville are in Attachment B. Furthermore, using a similar technology, Thomson
et aI., (2008) reported a material decrease in mass discharge and/or total plume mass
during monitoring performed I and 2 years post-treatment: however, 4 years after
treatment. mass discharge and total plume mass tor all monitored compounds
rebounded to pre-treatment values (Thomson et aI., 2008, Rebollnd (?f" a coal tar
creosote plllllle followillg partial source :::olle treatment H'ith perlllungallate. Journal
of Contaminant Hydrology, v. 102, p. 154-171). This a11icle is in Attachment C.
EPA Response:
The proposed remedy includes phased implementation which provides EPA
with more opportunity for evaluation and adaptation of remedy
implementation details. Source area contamination in the surficial aquifer
FIRST wi" be contained vertically by ISS/S in the underlying UHG. Lateral
movement of DNAPL in the surficial aquifer beyond the footprint of the
principal contaminant source areas has been minimal, as indicated in the
"Data Report for Additional Investigation of Hawthorn Group DNAPL Source
Evaluation for the Koppers Industries Property" (GeoTrans, Inc., 2004).
Because of some issues raised in Recommendation 6, ISGS needs to be
further field tested before full-scale implementation. If ISGS is not reasonably
believed to effectively contain and/or treat the potentially mobile nonaqueous
phase contamination, then the remedy construction would default to ISS/S to
treat principal threat wastes in the surficial aquifer. Note that ISS/S could be
implemented around the perimeter of any NAPL-contaminated areas treated
by ISGS if the ISGS treatment was found to be inefficient or incomplete. This
two-zone, phased treatment approach would assure that contaminant mass
flux outside of the core area would be virtually eliminated.
Dr. Thompson acknowledged in a recent conference call that the study cited
above by the Commenter was based on a potassium permanganate solution
without the aid of a catalyst. ISGS is a sodium permanganate solution which
includes a catalyst and so the study results mayor may not accurately reflect
performance of the ISGS treatment.

B. Delivery of the ISBS reagent to contaminants under the conditions at the
Koppers Gainesville site will be very uncertain. Delivery of the ISBS reagent to the
surface of the creosote mass is critical. Beazer's hypothesis is that the ISBS will
follow the same high conductivity features as the creosote DNAPL did. However, this
phenomenon is likely to be limited by factors including: (I) DNAPL itself" is likeZv
blocking at least some or the pathways throllgh which the DNAPL migrated (ISBS
solution \\'ill 1I0t displace creosote DNAPL): (2) ISBS will preferelltialZv .flO1\' to
highest cOllductivity patll1l'{Zvs that are 1101 blocked by DiVAPL. (llId 1I'ill have limited
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contact with creosote that has migrated into more moderate condllctivity pathways or
pathways which are blocked or partial(v blocked by DNAPL. Creosote DNAPL likely
has migrated into moderate conductivity as well as high conductivity features because
it has had 50 or more years under varying hydrologic conditions to do so. The ISBS
pilot test showed clearly that the dense ISBS solution sank to the bottom of the SA
causing poor sweep of the aquifer: and (3) Milch ol the DNAPL mass is like(v
interconnected. which provides the mechanism by which DNAPL can continlle to
migrate. Even if the ISBS reagent is successful in contacting the outside surface of
the DNAPL mass, this may not prevent DNAPL from continuing to migrate within
the interior of the interconnected DNAPL mass. As you are aware, we disagree \vith
Bealer's conclusion that DNAPL within the UHG and LHG exists primarily as
disconnected ganglia. Adequate distribution of the ISBS reagent was not obtained in
the tield pilot study at the Koppers,Gainesville site.

EPA Response:
EPA acknowledges this is a developing technology with significant challenges;
however, engineered performance monitoring and alternative action will be
designed into the remedy.
C. At this time there is no reliable way to determine if treatment goals are being
achieved with ISBS. The treatment goals are to reduce the vertical and horizontal
mass loading of DNAPL and dissolved phase constituents. Determination of the
effectiveness of ISBS treatment in meeting these goals will require comparison of
pre- and post-treatment contaminant mass loading measurements. It will also require
measurement of the reduction in DNAPL vertical mobility. Methods which have been
discussed for doing this include:
(I) Use (?t' Core Data. The ability of core data to assess performance of ISBS is

limited because cores represent a limited snapshot of subsurface conditions, which are
likely to vary substantially over very short distances due to heterogeneities in the
geology, DNAPL architecture and ISBS solution distribution.
(!) llvfeaSllrement of Dissolved-Phase A/ass Loading U~'ing Flllx Monitoring Devices.
Technologies exist to measure horizontal dissolved phase mass flux. However, to date
no method has been proposed to measure vertical mass flux, which is the most critical
parameter for this site, as protection of the UF A is the ultimate objective of the
treatment system. Horizontal mass tlux is not an adequate indicator of vertical mass
flux since the transport pathways are ditferent.

(3) U"e (?( UFA Extraction System Data to Measure Dissolved-Phase Mass Loading.

In order to use UFA extraction system data to estimate mass load, it will be necessary
to expand the UFA extraction system so that it captures the entire UFA plume(s).
This will require installing pumping wells in the vicinity of the source areas and
expanding the treatment plant capacity to process the additional extracted
groundwater, i.e., > I 00 gpm. (FW-31 BE is capturing a portion of one plume as it is
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leaving the site. It is not capturing the entirety of the interior plume(s) such that a
mass loading of contamination into the UFA could be assessed). Before the mass load
reduction resulting from ISBS treatment could be assessed, data from this capture
system would have to be collected and evaluated for a minimum of 1-2 years prior to
IS BS treatment and several years (I ikely 5-10 years or more) post-treatment. The
likely long lag time between treatment and UFA response makes this method
impractical tor determining the success of ISBS treatment in a timely manner. It
would be unlikely that EPA could assess the ISBS success in the tirst 5-year review
cycle.
(4)
i'v/eaSlIrClllellt
of Reduction ill DNAPL Vertical Mobilitv.
One method which has
.
'
.

been proposed to assess the impacts of ISBS on DNAPL mobility is to observe
changes in the volume of DNAPL collected in UHG monitoring wells. Five out of 6
of the monitoring wells installed in the UHG consistently yield DNAPL, but there are
only I or 2 such wells within the tootprint of each SA source area. Cessation of
DNAPL collection in one of these wells immediately after treatment by ISBS may
indicate that lateral DNAPL mobility was reduced in the vicinity of that well.
However, this conclusion could not be applied across the entire source area. More
UHG wells could be installed prior to ISBS treatment in an attempt to provide a better
assessment across the source area. However, an apparent reduction in DNAPL
recovery in a well that was recently installed prior to ISBS treatment does not
conclusively indicate that the ISBS treatment was successful. An apparent reduction
of DNAPL recovery in a recently installed monitoring well could be due to natural
variation in DNAPL recovery rates (as observed in existing UHG monitor wells), or
alternatively it could be because there was not enough DNAPL volume at that
location to maintain a consistent collection rate. Several years of monitoring would be
required to demonstrate consistent DNAPL recovery rates at the new wells, in order
to conclude with any certainty that reductions in recovery after ISBS were, in fact,
due to ISBS treatment. Additionally, even if a reduction in lateral mobility could be
demonstrated, this may, or may not, retlect a reduction in vertical mobility.
We do not believe that any of the above proposed metrics will be effective at
measuring ISBS pertormance at the site. There are inherent difficulties with each
suggested method, which are described in detail above.
In contrast to ISBS, ISS/S is not plagued with such issues. ISS/S is a well proven
technology which has been used at multiple sites. Since it involves mechanical
mixing of soils, distribution of the soliditication agents is much less of an issue. To
contirm treatment, soil cores of the soliditied material can be collected to contirm the
spatial extent of treatment. Changes to hydraulic conductivity, compression strength,
and leachability in these cores can be easily measured using standardized methods to
establish the degree of success of the treatment. Implementation of ISS/S in the SA
and UHG will not require the otherwise difficult measurements of mass loadings
described above tor ISBS in order to assess the effectiveness of the selected remedy.
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As we understand it EPA's basis for proposing ISBS in the SA in conjunction with
ISS/S in the UHG is that the ISS/S in the UHG will provide a ;'floor", so that even if
the ISBS in the SA is only partially successful, downward mass loading through the
UHG will be limited. To be effective, the ISS/S tloor will have to be implemented
over an area extending well beyond the lateral boundaries of the UHG source zones to
ensure that DNAPL from the SA does not migrate downward. In addition, the
disturbance of the SA soils due to the augering during ISS/S will change the
characteristics of the SA soils. Theretore, a pilot study would have to be carried out
demonstrating the proposed ISS/S and ISBS treatment combination. Given the need
tor a minimum of 4 years (perhaps longer) to evaluate the pertonnance of the ISBS
portion of the pilot study, the tinal remedy tor the site would be further delayed. Any
further delay in the implementation of a remedy tor this site is unacceptable to the
City/County and local community.
Since ISS/S in the UHG will require auguring through the SA source area to reach the
UHG, we believe it makes the most sense to apply ISS/S in the SA at the same time
that it is applied in the UHG (per Alternative OnR-5F). Although EPA's cost estimate
tor the proposed plan ($65 million) indicates a cost savings as compared to
Alternative OnR-5F, in reality we feel there would be little if any cost advantage of
the proposed remedy compared to use of ISS/S in both the SA & UHG (Alternative
OnR-5F), particularly in light of the considerable risk that ISBS will not be
successful, the likelihood of untoreseen complications with this remedy, and the
delays that a combined ISS/S/ISBS pilot study would create. Given the length of time
the community has waited tor a tinal remedy for the site, it is important that the tinal
remedy be as robust as possible, provide for the greatest opportunity tor achieving the
remedial objectives, and be implemented as quickly as possible.
EPA Response:
In the interest of addressing concerns regarding the implementation of ISGS,
the remedy has been modified somewhat since the issuance of the Proposed
Plan. The remedy consists of the following:
• In place (in-situ) solidification and stabilization (ISS/S) of contamination
from ground surface to the upper Hawthorn Group zone (0 to 65 feet
bls) at two of the four principal contaminant source areas (the former
North Lagoon and the former Drip Track area). The ISS/S component
of this remedy component will be implemented through injection of
stabilizing chemicals into the ground surface. This ISS/S treatment is
subject to acceptable performance demonstration during pilot tests or
treatability studies. Pilot tests/treatability studies are tests conducted
with contaminated Site materials and stabilizers to determine if cleanup
goals will be met.
• n-situ geochemical stabilization (ISGS) (also referred to as in-situ
biogeochemical stabilization (lSBS) of DNAPL from ground surface to
the bottom of the upper Hawthorn Group zone (0 to 65 feet bls) at two
of the four principal contaminant source areas (former Process area
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and the former South Lagoon). The ISGS component of this remedy
component will be implemented through injection of oxidizing and
stabilizing chemicals into the ground surface. This ISGS treatment is
subject to acceptable performance demonstration during pilot tests or
treatability studies. Pilot tests/treatability studies are tests conducted
with contaminated Site materials and stabilizers to determine if cleanup
goals will be met. If pilot tests/treatability studies do not demonstrate
to EPA acceptable performance of the ISGS treatment for the Surficial
Aquifer zone, the Surficial Aquifer zone at the former Process area and
at the former South Lagoon will be treated with In-situ solidification
(ISS/S).
The described challenges to implementing ISGS technology are partially the
basis for the proposed staged or phased remedy implementation strategy at
the Site. At each time stage during remedy implementation. new assessment
of success or effectiveness can be made.
Based on results of such
assessments, EPA is prepared to require the PRP to implement additional
remedial technologies. These redundancies in protectiveness are possible in
part because of the phased implementation strategy. Furthermore, the
required Five- Year Review cycle provides additional periods of remedy
evaluation over the long-term and additional feedback information for EPA to
determine if PRP needs to implement additional remedial actions.
Proposed ISBS Pilot Study
It is our understanding that EPA is considering a plan in which Beazer would implement
a full-scale ISBS pilot study in the former process area. The study would be initiated
immediately and would be conducted concurrently with remedial design and
implementation of the other remedy components (i.e. the slurry wall and other
components excluding DNAPL source zone treatment). The stated intention is that the
study would not delay the overall remedy implementation, since it would be started
immediately. would be conducted during remedial design, and be completed by the time
DNAPL source area treatment would be initiated.

Our concerns with this pilot study approach are that: (I) the results of the study and
success of the ISBS treatment will be uncertain and subject to much debate (tor the
reasons described above). and (2) the pilot test will result in a significant delay in remedy
implementation. As described above. in research pertormed by Thomson et al (2008) at
the Borden site. which was under much more controlled conditions with much more
homogeneous and transmissive geology (in a sandy aquifer) than the Koppers Gainesville
site. it took 4 years for the system to reestablish equilibrium atter treatment. Given lower
transmissivity and the more complex geology at Koppers Gainesville. it is likely to take
even more time tor the groundwater system to re-equilibrate post-treatment at this site.
For these reasons we object to moving torward with the pilot study, and recommend
selection and implementation of ISS/S and/or excavation as the remedy tor treating SA
and UHG source areas.
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However, if EPA chooses to move torward with the ISBS pilot study, the study would
need to be rigorously designed, implemented, and evaluated and the burden of proving
the success of the technology should be on Beazer. The study would need to include the
following at a minimum to provide defensible results:
A. Development of metrics and criteria that can adequately measure ISBS performance
within the required timeframe (i.e. the limitations of available performance metrics
described above would have to be overcome):
B. Characterization of DNAPL extent & architecture (the present characterization is not
adequate tor remedial or pilot study design or pertormance assessment):
C. Concurrent pilot testing of ISS/S to provide side-by-side comparison of the
technologies, and assist in providing pertormance criteria for comparison with ISBS:
D. Pre-treatment monitoring (to establish baseline conditions): and
E. Post-treatment monitoring, data analysis, and reporting.
Concurrent pilot testing of ISS/S at another source area would provide a side-by- side
comparison of the two technologies, and would help to provide an indication of the
relative success of the ISBS. For example, assuming a methodology can be developed to
measure downward mass loading, data from the ISS/S pilot would provide a relative
reference point for comparison.
EPA Response:
In the interest of addressing concerns regarding the implementation of ISGS, the
remedy has been modified somewhat since the issuance of the Proposed Plan.
The remedy consists of the following:
• In place (in-situ) solidification and stabilization (lSS/S) of contamination
from ground surface to the upper Hawthorn Group zone (0 to 65 feet
bls) at two of the four principal contaminant source areas (the former
North Lagoon and the former Drip Track area). The ISS/S component
of this remedy component will be implemented through injection of
stabilizing chemicals into the ground surface. This ISS/S treatment is
subject to acceptable performance demonstration during pilot tests or
treatability studies. Pilot tests/treatability studies are tests conducted
with contaminated Site materials and stabilizers to determine if cleanup
goals will be met.
• n-situ geochemical stabilization (lSGS) (also referred to as in-situ
biogeochemical stabilization (lSBS) of DNAPL from ground surface to
the bottom of the upper Hawthorn Group zone (0 to 65 feet bls) at two
of the four principal contaminant source areas (former Process area
and the former South Lagoon). The ISGS component of this -remedy
component will be implemented through injection of oxidizing and
stabilizing chemicals into the ground surface. This ISGS treatment is
subject to acceptable performance demonstration during pilot tests or
treatability studies. Pilot tests/treatability studies are tests conducted
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with contaminated Site materials and stabilizers to determine if cleanup
goals will be met. If pilot tests/treatability studies do not demonstrate
to EPA acceptable performance of the ISGS treatment for the Surficial
Aquifer zone, the Surficial Aquifer zone at the former Process area and
at the former South Lagoon will be treated with In-situ solidification
(ISS/S).
The described challenges to implementing ISGS technology are partially the
basis for the proposed staged or phased remedy implementation strategy at the
Site. At each time stage during remedy implementation, new assessment of
success or effectiveness can be made. Based on results of such assessments,
EPA is prepared to require the PRP to implement more stringent or costly
remedy technologies. These redundancies in protectiveness are possible in part
because of the phased implementation strategy. Furthermore, the required Five
Year Review cycle provides additional periods of remedy evaluation over the
long-term and additional feedback information for EPA to determine if PRP needs
to implement additional remedial actions.
7. We support the Slurry Wall and cap components of the Proposed Remedy. We
also support EPA's designation of all DNAPL as a principal threat waste. However,
the ROD should also address UHG source areas east of the property boundary that
are outside the slurry wall shown in the Feasibility Study.

Slurry walls are a well demonstrated technology for the purposes they are designed tor.
We believe the slurry wall will minimize lateral movement of contaminants within the
SA and UHG. It will not (and is not intended to) affect vertical movement of
contaminants in any aquifer unit. or lateral movement of contaminants in the LHG or
UFA. Even with the most etTective treatment of the DNAPL in the SA and UHG. there
will continue to be a dissolved phase plume (or plumes) outside the source zones that will
need to be contained. Theretore, the slurry wall will be an important component of any
remedy.
We support EPA's designation of all DNAPL as a principle threat waste, and that
"remedial actions proposed as a part of this Plan are intended to address DNAPL (i.e.
principle threat waste) impacts. regardless of its location or source origination on the
Koppers site."
There is evidence of DNAPL within the UHG to the east of the Koppers site which is
outside of the footprint of the slurry wall as depicted in the Feasibility Study. Based on
borings along the eastern boundary of the site and dissolved phase contamination in UHG
wells. it is evident that DNAPL has migrated off-site within the UHG to the vicinity of
the HG-26 well cluster on the Cabot Carbon Site. It is not clear from the Proposed Plan if
or how these off-site source areas will be addressed. Treatment of DNAPL in these areas
should be included in any tinal remedy since it is a principle threat waste and is an
ongoing source of groundwater contamination. The fact that the area to the east of the
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Koppers site is not owned by Beazer does not preclude them from employing appropriate
remedies in this area.
The CSX rail line on the eastern property boundary is unused to the south and terminates
at 23rd Avenue. It is our understanding that to the north the closest user is Harwood
Brick Distributors, Inc. (northeast of the Koppers site) at 3302 NE 2nd Street. It is
important to consider the potential of this unused segment of railroad bed to be
incorporated into the Koppers site and used to expand the area of the slurry wall to the
east. Although this is a small area, it would provide additional area tor containment of
contamination in the surficial and UHG.
EPA Response:
EPA will consider treatment of UHG soil/groundwater east of Koppers where
available data indicate Principal Threat Waste (NAPL) is or is likely present in
close proximity.
Treatment needs to be capable of reducing contaminant
masslconcentration of all contaminants of concern. The inclusion of the railroad
area into the slurry wall, as will many pertinent issues, will be evaluated and
addressed as part of the Remedial Design document. During remedial design
the precise alignment of the vertical barrier wall will be data driven as determined
by additional sampling and lithologic logging, it mayor may not follow the
alignment shown in figures presented in the proposed plan and FS.
8. We support use of Chemox or ISBS in the LHG. However, existing LHG
monitoring wells should either be retained or replaced.

Treatment of creosote DNAPL to reduce mobility and migration of contaminants into
groundwater in the Hawthorn Group to the maximum extent possible is a high priority.
We support the concept of injecting Chemox or ISBS into the LHG
to immobilize DNAPL to the extent practicable. Although we have concerns about the
pertonnance of ISBS, the ability to deliver the reagent to adequately contact all the
DNAPL, and the ability to measure the pertormance of ISBS (described above), we
recognize that it is not possible to deploy ISS/S, excavation or other more robust
remedies at the depth of the LHG with current technology. The depth, limited
permeability and heterogeneity of the geological strata also make injection of Chemox.
ISBS or other chemicals difficult. Limitations or the ability to treat the [HG DNAPL
make it all the more critical to emploJ' effective monitoring and hvdralllic containment ill
the UFA.

The existing LHG monitoring wells are important tor monitoring the status of the site and
effectiveness of the site remedies. They will be particularly lIseful in long term
monitoring of any remedies employed in the LHG. It would be preferable to retain the
existing LHG wells. however, if they cannot be retained when ISS/S is implemented, they
should be replaced after ISS/S is implemented. It is important to note that at the present
time there are no LHG monitoring wells in the Process Area or South Lagoon - and we
believe wells in the LHG are required at both of those source areas.
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We do not object to injecting ISBS into a LHG well that must be removed before ISS/S
treatment and replaced anyway, although their small diameter is likely to make them
poorly suitable as injection wells. However, where possible, existing LHG wells should
be retained and used, in conjunction with additional new LHG monitoring wells for long
term monitoring (lSBS or Chemox cannot be injected into wells that will be retained).
ISBS or Chemox injection should be performed using new dedicated injection wells.
We propose that the ROD include a provision that Chemox or ISBS will be employed in
the LHG using dedicated injection wells with existing, and new monitoring wells (as
appropriate) being lIsed to monitor the sllccess of this action. We recommend that
implementation of LHG remedies be staged to occur after implementation of the other
site remedies to allow time for observing etTects of remediation in the UHG and to permit
installation of additional monitoring wells after the SA and UHG are stabilized. The
exception to this would be that Chemox or ISBS will be deployed to the existing DNAPL
impacted LHG monitoring wells that must be removed as part of the SA and UHG
remedies.
EPA Response:
New lower Hawthorn Group (LHG) wells will be needed, for both injection of
chemicals to treat highly contaminated groundwater and as replacements for
existing monitoring wells that would be destroyed as a result of source area
remedial actions. The advantage of replacing LHG wells in source areas (e.g.
HG-10D) is that before and after data can be obtained to evaluate the effects of
remedial actions on groundwater quality.
On the other hand, if replacement wells are constructed exactly where older LHG
wells have been removed after being used as points of injection of an oxidant,
the groundwater results may be mostly indicative of how the point injections have
influenced groundwater quality, rather than being indicative of how the overall
source area remedy has affected groundwater quality. Additionally, LHG wells
within the area of source treatment!containment would not function as effective
compliance monitoring wells.

A preferred option would be to construct new LHG monitoring wells outside of the
treatment! containment area to act as both indicators of the overall effectiveness
of the source area remedial actions and as compliance point monitoring wells (for
at least the 5 jJg/L Federal MeL for benzene). These wells probably need to be
installed and monitored more than once prior to source area remedial action in
order to provide a baseline water quality profile. EPA agrees with the proposal
here and in Recommendation 9 that LHG wells need to be added to specifically
monitor the Former Process Area and South Lagoon. There may be some
advantage to completing new LHG wells for chemical injection within the source
containment zone (probably not within the actual footprint of the principal source
areas or identified DNAPL zones).
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The last paragraph of Recommendation 8 recommends that the LHG remedies
be staged to occur after implementation of other remedies to allow time for
observing effects of remediation in the upper Hawthorn Group (UHG) and to
permit installation of additional monitoring wells after the surficial aquifer and
UHG have stabilized. It may require years to be able to evaluate the effects of
remediation in the UHG on a broad scale, therefore, delaying the LHG remedial
action until this time occurs does not make sense. The idea that remedial
actions in the LHG may have to occur after source area remedial actions in
shallower zones occurs does make sense, if new LHG wells are drilled into areas
where shallower source area remedial actions are implemented.
9. Additional characterization is needed to delineate DNAPL source areas and
dissolved phase plumes.

The Proposed Plan appropriately includes: "Expansion of surticial aquiter and HG
monitoring network for: (I) establishment of sentinel locations: (2) demonstration of
active natural attenuation processes; and (3) establishment of trigger locations tor
contingency actions." We request a fourth objective be added to "further delineate
DNAPL source areas to detine the lateral limits of source zone treatment in the Surticial
Aquiter and Hawthorn Group". Source areas should be detined on the basis of visual
evidence of NAPL or staining in continuous soil cores or naphthalene concentrations in
groundwater in excess of I,000 ~lg/L (ppb). Note that the "source area" boundaries
presented on plan view tigures in the FS and other documents are based on estimated
footprints of the lagoons and other areas that existed at the site at one time and the results
of investigations of Surticial Aquiter contamination conducted in 2004; they likely
underestimate the area over which DNAPL has spread in the SA and in the underlying
UHG or LHG. The areas contaminated by residual and mobile DNAPL need to be fully
characterized in all aquiters units as part of the remedial design so that remedies will be
implemented as eftectively as possible.
Additional HG well(s) are needed at the northern boundary to evaluate potential off-site
migration in that area. Low levels of Koppers-related organics were detected in a private
irrigation well in proximity to the northern boundary of the Koppers site.
The expansion of the surticial aquiter and Hawthorn Group monitoring network should
include additional LHG wells near the source areas. At the present time there are no LHG
monitoring wells in the Process Area or South Lagoon - we request that the ROD require
specitically that such wells be installed.
Finally, the ROD should require characterization to locate potential, but as-yet
,unidentitied, source areas. This includes investigations to determine ifburied drums exist
at the site, and to determine if there is contamination from other process or waste
treatment areas that might have existed outside of the identi tied source areas.
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EPA Response:
Some additional characterization of the potential extent of source areas is
needed, especially in the area to the northeast of the north lagoon, where there is
the potential for DNAPL to be migrating (or to have migrated) to the northeast on
top of both the middle Hawthorn clay and the lower Hawthorn clay (see
illustrations
below).
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Recommendation 9 states that additional Hawthorn wells are needed at the
northern property boundary to evaluate potential off-site migration in this area.
While on-property Hawthorn monitoring wells are needed north of the North
Lagoon and Drip Track areas, there does not appear to be a current need for
more wells beyond the northern property boundary, based on data from existing
wells HG27S/ HG27D. Wells as far north as the northern property boundary may
or may not be needed.
10. The soil consolidation (if implemented) and cap, and any future development of
the site should be configured so as not to significantly obstruct the ability to further
treat source zones in the future.

Due to the uncertainties associated with the DNAPL treatments, particularly in the LHG,
there may be a future need to further treat source areas and/or to add additional
monitoring wells. In addition, there may be advances in technology which will allow
more effective treatment. Therefore, the cap and soil consolidation. and any future
development should be contigured so as to not significantly obstruct the ability to access
and treat source areas.
EPA Response:
EPA agrees with this comment. Five-year reviews are required by law to provide
feedback information on remedy effectiveness and on the ability for future
remedial activities to be implemented. With EPA and FDEP involved in future
land-use agreements, access points would be included in any future land-use
development to allow for additional remedial action to be implemented (e.g.,
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additional Chemox injections, additional monitor well installation, etc.), if
necessary.

2.0 ON-SITE / OFF-SITE SURFACE SOILS REMEDY
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
11. The USEPA Proposed Plan remedy for the surface soils and the future land use
assumptions made by USEPA have not been sufficiently coordinated with the City
of Gainesville and local stakeholders. Additional coordination with the City of
Gainesville and local stakeholders is needed regarding the future land use vision.
The final remedy for the Koppers site must meet the following minimum criteria:
A. It should be based on an explicit redevelopment vision;
B. It should be compatible with a redevelopment scenario that includes a step
down in land use types from east to west on the site;
C. Clean-up of soils to the west and north of proposed containment area to
allow redevelopment with all residential land use categories;
D. Industrial re-use should not be considered appropriate land use for the site;
and
E. Remedy should be compatible with eventual reuse of City of Gainesville
Public Works property north of site.

The USEPA's efforts to solicit input from the City of Gainesville and the local
community on the tinal site remedy and especially surface soil remediation and future
land use issues has not been timely nor adequate and has not allowed sufficient time to
solicit appropriate community input on impacts of the EPA proposed soil remedy. The
reuse vision tor the site discussed by USEPA's Reuse contractor, E2, in presentations to
the community has assumed a preselected remedy tor soils that is not compatible with the
City of Gainesville future redevelopment vision for the site. Insufficient time has been
allowed to provide adequate and appropriate involvement from the City and local
stakeholders in the remedy selection process.
EPA Response:
EPA makes use of several sources of information when evaluating future land
use during CERCLA remedy selection, including the EPA directive "Land Use in
the CERCLA Remedy Selection Process" (EPA OSWER Directive No. 9355.7
04). It is important to note a distinction between the use of the term "residential"
in the world of zoning and use and the term "residential" as that term is used in
describing soil cleanup standards at hazardous waste sites. In the second case,
the use of the word "residential" cleanup standards at a hazardous waste sites
means a soil cleanup that would allow for unrestricted and unlimited use at a site.
EPA contractor E2 presented a conceptual document that did not accurately
depict such details as the footprint of the onsite soil containment areas.
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The concept of converting a long-standing industrial property, one used for
highly-invasive industrial operations for nearly a century, into a pristine
unrestricted-use property must be considered within the context of reason and
technical feasibility. EPA is required to look at reasonably anticipated future land
uses in determining what cleanup criteria to apply at a Superfund Site. EPA has
determined that unrestricted residential use is not a likely or practical future land
use for the Site. However, a remedy that in effect meets Florida residential
default cleanup standards has been selected. The remedy calls for clean soil to
be placed over almost the entire Site. EPA has made its reasonably anticipated
land use determination based on several factors including property owner Beazer
East's planned retention of Site ownership and its indicated future use of the Site
as commercial, recreational or mixed use with a residential component.
Therefore, the EPA has determined that the reasonably anticipated future land
use of the Koppers portion of the Site is likely to be commercial, recreational or
mixed-use with a residential component.
Even if unrestricted land-use were a reasonable goal for this particular Site, the
time element required to achieve it would extend for several decades and involve
numerous iterations of remedial action at the Site. One ROD (with one set of
remedial technologies) may not cover all the elements required to achieve such a
goa/. The only way to achieve the comment's stated goal is to remove tens to
hundreds of millions of cubic yards of contaminated surface and subsurface
material (soil and water down to depths of several hundred feet below ground
level) over time. Even if this were technically feasible and financially viable, the
disturbance to the surrounding community during its implementation would
generate substantial risk and disruption to the community over a longer period of
time.
As stated previously, EPA is in agreement that treatment or removal is preferable
in instances where such action can be technically implemented and taken without
incurring adverse impacts on health or environment (i.e., making the situation
worse). In fact, such is required to be EPA's preference, by law. At this Site, all
possible technologies for treatment or removal of contaminant mass have been
identified and evaluated over the course of several years with the input of
numerous technical experts, both associated with EPA and independent of EPA.
Consideration of all relevant information, data and potential consequences of
implementation of alternate remedy options has led the EPA to develop the
remedy it has proposed.
The City of Gainesville City Commission considered and rejected a contingent
future rezoning of the former Koppers Site to an exclusively residential use. This
option was considered over a two-year time period during which the City planning
commission introduced the City's initial vision of the Site as being reused as a
mixed use commercial with a residential component similar to Atlantic Station
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(previously Atlantic Steel Mill) in Atlanta, Georgia. As EPA has communicated to
the City in several City Commission meetings and through other formats. there
are few, if any, former hazardous waste sites where there is unlimited or
unrestricted future use. However, there are many former hazardous waste sites
where there are "residential" land uses taking place.

The Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) Chapter 40, Section 300.430 prescribes clear
requirements tor EPA's obligations tor community involvement prior to and during the
RIIFS process and through ROD development. EPA has met few of these obligations. For
example, the required Community Involvement Plan was ignored for over 20 years and
was only recently updated. The 1989 Community Involvement Plan (CIP) was required
to be updated every 3 years (7 times during the past 21 years) to solicit comment from the
community throughout the multiple RI, FS and RAO development process. Instead, the
first CIP draft since 1989 was produced (dier EPA released its Proposed Plan.
Additionally, the required local information repository at the Alachua County public
library was not kept lip to date tor many years. These inactions on EPA's part denied
local Gainesville residents the right to review key documents in the administrative record
and provide crucial input to EPA throughout the RI. FS and remedy selection process.
These inactions denied the community its rightful role in the selection of appropriate
remedies for the site and in determining the types of future uses the site will
accommodate following the remedial actions.
EPA Response:
This comment/response process is involving the community and stakeholders in
the process. Additionally, representative stakeholders were involved in the FS
development and evaluation process. EPA has provided all reasonable means of
involving the interested public.

The City of Gainesville has previollsly provided input to EPA regarding its vision for
future redevelopment of the site. It is not clear and it has not been communicated to the
local community how the USEPA's proposed remediation scenario for the site will
impact or limit future redevelopment of the site and how it may comply with the City'S
redevelopment vision. In particular, USEPA's proposal to meet FDEP commercial soil
clean-up target levels (SCTLs) and not residential SCTLs for surtace soils in the areas
outside of the containment area as well as the construction of a large soil consolidation
area will significantly impact future land use and adversely impact the financial health
and vitality of surrounding properties and neighborhoods. Additional coordination with
the City of Gainesville and local stakeholders is needed regarding the future land use
vision. It is critically important to the local acceptance of any tinal remedy tor the
Koppers site that it meet the tollowing minimum criteria described above.
EPA Response:
It is important to note a distinction between the use of the term "residential" in the
world of zoning and use and the term "residential" as that term is used in
describing soil cleanup standards at hazardous waste sites. In the second case,
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the use of the word "residential" cleanup standards at a hazardous waste sites
means a soil cleanup that would allow for unrestricted and unlimited use at a site.
The City of Gainesville City Commission considered and rejected a contingent
future rezoning of the former Koppers Site to an exclusively residential use. This
option was considered over a two-year time period during which the City planning
commission introduced the City's initial vision of the Site as being reused as a
mixed use commercial with a residential component similar to Atlantic Station
(previously Atlantic Steel Mill) in Atlanta, Georgia.
EPA makes use of several sources of information when evaluating future land
use during CERCLA remedy selection, including the EPA directive "Land Use in
the CERCLA Remedy Selection Process" (EPA OSWER Directive No. 9355.7
04). In this instance, the PRP is the property owner and does have input into the
future use. As EPA has communicated to the City in several City Commission
meetings and through other formats, there are few, if any, former hazardous
waste sites where there is unlimited or unrestricted future use. However, there
are many former hazardous waste sites where there are "residential" land uses
taking place.

The City Commission on June 23, 2008 adopted Resolution No. 071173 that authorized
the City Manager to study the present and future land use of the Site including, but not
limited to, those areas within the site with the highest levels of contamination. and to
recommend any appropriate changes to the future land use and zoning maps that may
include residential or mi,xed residential and commercial uses. The City Plan Board met on
September 23, 20 I0, atter receiving public comments and developed a land use policy
recommendation tor the Koppers site that recommends residential type development
outside of the slurry wall area. Such a policy would also amend the City'S
Comprehensive Plan by adding a policy that will guide the future development of the Site
for reuse that does not consider industrial use as an appropriate use for the Site. City staff
presented the Plan Board general recommendation to the City Commission on September
27, 20 I0 and it was well received by the Community and the City Commission. The
Comprehensive Plan amendment will be formally presented to the City Commission in
the next few months and the amendments to the City's Comprehensive Plan are
anticipated to be adopted by the end of summer 20 I I.
The City of Gainesville is currently developing reuse plans for the 10 acre City Public
Works parcel north of the former Koppers Site. It is critical that the reuse plan tor the
Koppers site be coordinated with and be compatible with the reuse plans developed for
the City'S property.
11. Landfilling of contaminated on-site and off-site soils and sediments in a large on
site consolidation area is unacceptable to the community. USEPA did not evaluate
off-site disposal of excavated surface soils and sediments despite statements in the
FS that evaluation of offsite soil disposal would be completed.
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The massive soil consolidation area should be eliminated as part of the final remedy
and offsite disposal of excavated contaminated soils should be evaluated in an
amended FS and considered as part of the final remedy.
USEPA should implement offsite disposal of excavated soils that originate from the
area outside of the containment area as well as soils and sediments removed from
adjacent residential and commercial properties, rights of way and creeks.
EPA Response:
It is not accurate to state that "USEPA did not evaluate off-site disposal of
excavated surface soils." The feasibility study process for this Site did assess
several variations of the excavation remedy option. Excavation with onsite soil
management was evaluated in the FS as onsite alternatives OnR-3A and OnR
3B. Excavation with offsite soil management was considered and discussed
during the several meetings of the Joint FS Workgroup. Details of the offsite soil
management options were considered through a TRC report (2005) entitled
Source Removal Assessment Report. In that report, offsite soil management
was evaluated as Alternative 1 (excavation and offsite incineration) and
Alternative 4 (excavation and offsite landfill) assuming that excavation was
limited to the Surficial Aquifer soil (0 to -23 feet below ground) and that only
DNAPL-impacted soils were removed (i.e., attaining soil remediation goals was
not a basis for that particular report). The analysis presented in the TRC (2005)
report was determined by EPA to be sufficiently satisfactory to conclude that an
offsite soil management option was not feasible for the Site. Under more
stringent assumptions (e.g., deeper subsurface soil excavation, broader soil
excavation criteria such as meeting soil cleanup standards (not just DNAPL
removal), etc.), the offsite soil management option of the excavation alternative
would be even less viable for this site. Based on this decision to screen out the
offsite soil management option, it was not carried into the remedy FS document
except by reference (e.g., Section 2.3.1.1 in the May 2010 Cabot
Carbon/Koppers Feasibility Study).
With a sufficiently inclusive ROD, it is
possible that sub-volumes of soil with specific characteristics (i.e., non-hazardous
or not containing listed wastes) can be addressed through remedy options other
than containment.

The City and County and the local community strongly object to the creation of a large,
thirty-two acre soil consolidation area on top of the source area containment cap which
could contain from 190,000 to 240,000 cu yds of soils contaminated with dioxins,
arsenic, polynuclear aromatic compounds (PAHs) and other toxic soil contaminants.
According to the presentation given to the local community on June 14, 20 I 0 by E~, the
land reuse consultant hired by USEPA, the height of this soil consolidation area may be
as high as 8 to 10 feet above current land surface with a 3: I slope on the sides. The
community tinds the magnitude of this soil consolidation area tilled with toxic soils to be
highly objectionable. The City and County request that this massive soil consolidation
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area be eliminated as part of the tinal remedy and that offsite disposal of excavated
contaminated soils be evaluated in an amended FS and considered as part of the final
remedy. Should soil cover be required as part of the low permeability cap over the source
areas it should be constructed with the minimum height necessary for proper cover and
drainage and the soils used should be uncontaminated clean soils.
EPA Response:
The analysis presented in EPA's land-use contractor's document regarding
possible land reuse options for the former Koppers Industries site was
conceptual in nature, and was not an EPA policy or an engineering basis of
design. Engineering design will require further investigation to provide sufficient
precision for construction and monitoring of remedy technologies, within the
context of other site-specific requirements and agreements.

The City and County believe that the creation of a signiticant soil consolidation area will
signiticantly limit the types and amount of redevelopment possible tor the property in the
future. It will create a permanent mound of contaminated soils in the middle of the City
of Gainesville that is incompatible with the adjacent urban residential and commercial
areas.
In the Feasibi Iity Study report, Section 2.6 presents "the technologies that wi II be carried
torward in the evaluations based on the screening evaluations presented in Sections 2.4
and 2.5." (See page 2-44 of the FS report). Specifically included in Section 2.6.6 in the
list of technologies to be evaluated in detail in the FS for untreated soils is "offsite
landfill disposal". (See page 2-46 of the Koppers site FS report).
In spite of making a commitment in Section 2.6.6 to evaluate offsite soil disposal in
detail, not a single remedial alternative in the FS report included an evaluation of offsite
soil disposal, even tor minimally contaminated soils. In tact the complete set of
alternatives evaluated is consistent in that none of them considered the removal of any
contamination from the site.
It appears that USEPA made a pre-determined decision during the FS to not evaluate any
off-site disposal alternatives and to, in effect, turn the Koppers site into a permanent
waste disposal tacility for all on-site and off-site contamination. This decision was made
without any etfort to assess the benetits that removal of contaminated soil would have on
the redevelopment potential of the site or other factors and with disregard to its
statements in the FS report that offsite disposal would, in tact, be evaluated.
The City and County request that USEPA complete the evaluation of remedial
alternatives that include offsite soil disposal as stated in the FS. The City and County
request that USEPA implement offsite disposal of excavated soils that originate from the
area outside of the containment area as well as soils and sediments removed from
adjacent residential and commercial properties, rights of way and creeks.
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The City's Welltield Protection Code (section 30-200 through 30-204) would require a
Wellfield Protection Special Use Permit for the landtilling of offsite hazardous waste
materials on the Koppers site. Section 30-70 treats processes involving inorganic and
organic chemicals as a specially regulated industry and is only allowed by special use
permit. City staff is not likely to recommend the relocation of off-site soils and sediments
because this area is within the welltield protection zone. The City's own practice is to
remove onsite contaminated soils and sediments, as performed on the Depot Park Site on
South Main Street and to transport such soils and sediments to a proper treatment
tacility.
EPA Response:
Excavation and off-site disposal as technology options were evaluated in the FS
and screened out early in the process. The FS did assess several variations of
the excavation remedy option. Excavation with on site soil management was
evaluated in the FS as onsite alternatives OnR-3A and OnR-3B. Excavation with
offsite soil management was considered and discussed during the several
meetings of the Joint FS Workgroup. Details of the offsite soil management
options were considered through a TRC report (2005) entitled Source Removal
Assessment Report. In that report, offsite soil management was evaluated as
Alternative 1 (excavation and offsite incineration) and Alternative 4 (excavation
and offsite landfill) assuming that excavation was limited to the Surficial Aquifer
soil (0 to -23 feet below ground) and that only ONAPL-impacted soils were
removed (i.e., attaining soil remediation goals was not a basis for that particular
report). The analysis presented in the TRC (2005) report was determined by
EPA to be sufficiently satisfactory to conclude that an offsite soil management
option was not feasible for the Site. Under more stringent assumptions (e.g.,
deeper subsurface soil excavation, broader soil excavation criteria such as
meeting soil cleanup standards [not just DNAPL removal], etc.), the offsite soil
management option of the excavation alternative would be even less viable for
this site. Based on this decision to screen out the offsite soil management
option, it was not carried into the remedy FS document except by reference (e.g.,
Section 2.3.1.1 in the May 2010 Cabot Carbon/Koppers Feasibility Study). Also,
it should be noted that in accordance to the EPA RI/FS Guidance document
(OSWER Directive 9355.3-01, October 1988) "Offsite transport and disposal
without treatment is the least favored alternative where practicable treatment
technologies are available. "
12. The USEPA Proposed Plan remedy for surface soils for the area outside of the
containment area is excessively vague about the specific actions that will be taken to
meet FDEP SCTLs in this area. It is not clear if FDEP SCTLs will be met by
covering contaminated soils or by removal of contamination followed by
appropriate clean fill cover. There is also no detailed discussion of how FDEP
Leaching Criteria will be met.
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USEPA should provide more detail in an amended FS and commitment regarding
specific actions to be taken to remediate soils in the western and northern areas
outside of the proposed containment area.
SpeCific actions to be taken to remediate or address the elevated "hot spots" needs to
be speCified in the plan or ROD.

EPA Response:
For offsite soil contamination, three options are being considered for maximum
implementability. The options include:
• Excavation and removal of soil containing concentrations of contaminants
that exceed specified cleanup goals associated with present use of the
land.
• Engineered controls that prevent contact with impacted soil that exceeds
cleanup goals based on present land use.
• Institutional controls that protect access and use of land/properties.
Concentrations of site-related contaminants in off-site soil are being compared to
the Florida SCTLs. SCTLs are conservative and protective of human health for
intended uses of the land (i.e., there are different cleanup levels for residential
and commercial land uses). The Florida Department of Health (FDOH) is
conducting a health survey in the vicinity of the former Koppers Site and
continues to issue health advisories as soil sampling results are obtained.
The proposed remedy tor on-site non-source area surface soils is extremely vague
regarding specitic remedial actions to be implemented at specitic areas of surface soil at
the site. According to the proposed plan. some surface soil could be excavated and
consolidated under caps in the source zones (the Consolidation Area), some surface soil
could be graded. and some surtace soil could be graded and placed beneath a cap of
unspecified composition outside of the source zones. The Feasibility Study (FS) report
includes an even longer list of potential actions that might be implemented at any
particular location for onsite surface soil. including:

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Excavation only
Excavation with a 2 ft cover
Placement of a two-toot soil cover without excavation
Placement of a two-foot thick impermeable cover/cap
Covering with a road and or paved parking area
Covering with structures (e.g .. buildings) that prevent soil exposure
Placement of a Iined treatment pond over exposed soi I

The Proposed Plan does not specity at what locations any of these potential remedial
actions will be applied. There are costs presented in the FS tor excavation of 24 acres of
surface soils, however it is not clear the source of this estimated amount of excavated
soils and the locations from which it is to be excavated. This vagueness makes it
impossible to understand what the site will look like ati:er remediation, and most
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importantly, to understand the impacts of the remedial action on the potential for future
site redevelopment.
The City and County object to this vagueness and believe that USEPA should be much
more specitic about remedial actions proposed for each area of surface soil at the site.
The City and County are concerned that the potential surface soil remedies listed above
will be applied in a hodgepodge manner that will seriously reduce the ease of and could
in fact hinder redevelopment of the site. The City and County are also concerned that the
remedial approach will be to simply cover contaminated soil with clean till in an attempt
to minimize the need to remove contaminated soils.
USEPA should especially provide more detail and commitment regarding specific actions
to be taken to remediate soils in the western and northern areas outside of the proposed
containment area. In particular, speci tic actions to be taken to remediate or address the
elevated "hot spots" where contamination at levels signiticantly above FDEP SCTLs
exists in the surt~lce soils such as in the central western boundary of the site and in the
northern wooded area (See Figures 3. 4 and 5) should be described in detail (that is,
whether this area will be excavated, if so, to what depth, or whether two feet of clean soil
will simply be dumped on it). Greater speciticity will enable all parties to understand the
degree to which the selected remedial approach will facilitate or hinder future site
development and provide details on how much contamination will remain on site.

EPA Response:
The FS and Proposed Plan were done in accordance with applicable guidance.
As stated in the EPA RifFS Guidance document ( OSWER Directive 9355.3-01,
October 1988) "The objective of the RifFS process is not the unobtainable goal of
removing all uncertainty, but rather to gather information sufficient to support an
informed risk management decision regarding which remedy appears to be most
appropriate for a given site. The appropriate level of analysis to meet this
objective can only be reached through constant strategic thinking and careful
planning concerning the essential data needed to reach a remedy selection
decision. As hypotheses are tested and either rejected or confirmed, adjustments
or choices as to the appropriate course for further investigations and analyses
are required. These choices, like the remedy selection itself, involve the
balancing of a wide variety of factors and the exercise of best professional
judgment."
Nine criteria are used to evaluate each remedy, in accordance with CERCLA
RifFS Guidance (EPA, 1988). The nine CERCLA criteria used to evaluate
remedies in the FS process are:
1. Overall protection of human health and the environment
2. Compliance with ARARs
3. Long-term effectiveness and permanence
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Reduction in mobility/toxicity/volume through treatment
Short-term effectiveness
Implementability
Cost
State Acceptance
Community Acceptance

The first two criteria (the threshold criteria) evaluate how candidate remedies
satisfy regulatory and administrative aspects of remediation.
Criteria three through seven (the balancing criteria) evaluate the candidate
remedies' (1) effectiveness within the constraints presented by engineering and
administrative limitations, (2) efficiency at meeting clean-up goals, and (3)
economic impact based on cost to implement.
The last two criteria (the modifying criteria) are reserved for stakeholders,
affected public and regulatory/administrative agencies to give input to the remedy
evaluation process.
The CERCLA criteria encompass statutory requirements and technical, cost, and
institutional considerations, and are grouped into three categories (threshold,
primary, and modifying criteria) based on their function in the remedy evaluation
process. Furthermore, these primary CERCLA criteria are expanded into sub
criteria that clarify the intent of the primary criterion and that provide additional
discriminatory power to the remedy evaluation process.
13. Covering of contaminated soils outside of the containment area leaves
permanent soil contamination and limits options for future redevelopment. Removal
of contaminated soils in areas outside of the containment area should be prioritized
before any soil covers are applied.
Achieving FDEP Residential soil clean-up criteria for the entire area outside of the
containment area but especially the areas near the western and northern boundary
of' the site should be targeted by the plan as the preferred alternative. This is a
strong preference of the local community.

EPA Response:
Future onsite land-use envisioned for the Site under the proposed remedy is a
mixed-use comprised of combinations of possible commercial and residential
land-use. As stated previously, EPA is in agreement that treatment or removal is
preferable in instances where such action can be technically implemented and
taken without incurring adverse impacts on health or environment (i.e., making
the situation worse). In fact, such is required to be EPA's preference, by law. At
this Site, all possible technologies for treatment or removal of contaminant mass
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have been identified and evaluated over the course of several years with the
input of numerous technical experts, both associated with EPA and independent
of EPA. Consideration of all relevant information, data and potential
consequences of implementation has led the EPA to develop the remedy it has
proposed.

USEPA should amend the FS and provide separate cost calculations for the
alternatives of removal of all contaminated surface soils outside of the containment
area that are above FDEP residential or commercial SCTLs and leaching criteria.
EPA Response:
See Response to comment 13 regarding the FS requirements.

The Koppers site is located in the heart of the City of Gainesville amidst an area of long
establ ished residential commun ities.
The City of Gainesville has promoted "intill development," as opposed to urban sprawl,
for many years. Maximizing the potential for redevelopment of the site is a crucial
concern for the City and community. For these reasons, the selected remedy should:
A. Maximize removal and not covering of soils in areas outside the containment area
and.
B. Require removal of all contaminated surface soils outside of the containment area that
exceed FDEP Residential SCTLs or FDEP Leachability SCTLs down to the water
table.
USEPA should amend the FS and provide separate cost calculations for the alternatives
of removal of contaminated surtace soils outside of the containment area that are above
FDEP residential and commercial SCTLs and Leaching criteria. By doing so, a decision
can be made as to the teasibility of cleaning up these surtace soils to meet commercial or
the more stringent residential SCTLs by excavation. For example, review of the surface
soil data from the site appears to indicate that removal of up to 2 teet of soils in several
areas of the approximately 300 toot wide area near the western and northern boundary
and in several additional locations in the areas outside of the consolidation area may
allow reaching of FDEP residential SCTLs tor dioxin and benzo-a-pyrene toxicity
equivalents (TEQ) and potentially for arsenic impacts as well (See Figures 3, 4 and 5).
Such a removal of surface soils along with a commitment to remove soils from "hot
spots" in this boundary area and in the northern area will provide more tlexibility for
future redevelopment of this property and minimize concerns about contamination from
adjacent residential areas. This approach is a strong preterence of the community. The
City and County would like to see serious commitment to approaches that maxim ize
removal of contam ination in the area outside of the containment area.
EPA Response:
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Comment noted; however, the FS has been completed and will not be amended.
Cost estimations for remedy components will be included in the ROD. The FS is
designed for remedy evaluation and feasibility, not for investigation of every
conceivable technology and implementation.
L4. Other unknown, potential source areas outside of the containment area may
exist and may be covered or not identified in the soil remedy. These potential
additional source areas need to identified and remediated in the final remedy.

. Inspection of historic aerial photographs tor the site indicates the potential presence of
disposal trenches in the northern portion of the site. In addition. former site workers and
local residents have indicated that some portions of the site may have been used tor
buried drum disposal or other waste disposal activities. Considering that the site was used
as a heavy industrial facility for nearly 100 years, there is a signiticant possibility that
areas of the site in addition to those currently being considered for remediation to have
been used tor waste disposal practices. USEPA should implement a site-wide screening
and investigation to evaluate the presence of additional disposal or source areas at the site
and conduct appropriate removal or treatment any additional source areas identified.
EPA Response:
EPA shares the goal of identification of any additional sources and intends to
include additional investigations of other contaminated areas before and during
remedial design and implementation. Soils outside the containment area with
concentrations high enough to pose a concern due to leaching to groundwater
will be removed and placed within the containment/consolidation area. During the
remedial design additional leachability studies will be done to assess areas for
soil removal
A work plan has been developed for the remedial design phase of the project to
identify if there are possible buried drums or other primary source areas on the
Site. This work plan describes the approach to the investigation of former
disturbed areas and the "eyewitness" account of buried-drum disposal at the
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site (the Site) in Gainesville, Florida. It
includes a description of the proposed remote sensing electromagnetic (EM) and
ground-penetrating radar (GPR) surveys and confirmation trenching. In addition,
soil, groundwater, and sediment sampling and analyses will continue as the
footprint for installation of all the remedial technologies is refined. After additional
sampling and analyses occur and the remedial action is implemented, the
proposed on-site actions will ensure exposure at the surface has been mitigated.
15. The off-site delineation of soil contamination is incomplete and must be
expedited, in particular in the adjacent residential neighborhood in which residents
continue to be exposed to Koppers contamination.

EPA Response:
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Off-site soil sampling and analyses have been conducted in the Gainesville area.
Results to date indicate that the top six inches of soil obtained from right-ofway
samples up to 300 feet west of the Site contain dioxin, and to a much lesser
degree arsenic and PAHs at concentrations above the Florida cleanup target
levels for unrestricted residential use. The highest contaminant concentrations
were observed just outside the western Site fenceline. Soil samples collected to
the north of the Site were below Florida cleanup target levels for unrestricted
residential use. Further off-site soil sampling is currently being completed in
residential yards in the Stephen Foster neighborhood and in City right-of-ways to
the south, northeast, and east of the former Koppers facility. Results of these
samples were provided to property owners.
The City and County strongly support the proposed USEPA plan to complete the
delineation of dioxin and other offsite contaminants to the State of Florida
residential SCTLs for residential properties and FDEP commercial SCTLs for
commercial properties. The City and County are against any effort to develop
alternate clean-up standards for these offsite properties that will provide a lesser
degree of protection of our citizens. State of Florida Residential SCTLs should also
be met on all properties currently associated with residential uses. Additional offsite
soil sampling needs to be performed sufficiently beyond the point where the FDEP
SCTLs are initially achieved to confirm that soil c.oncentrations remain at or below
the FDEP SCTL levels.

EPA Response:
Cleanup of off-site soil will address contaminant levels that pose unacceptable
risk at residences, as well as commercial properties surrounding the Site. For soil
contamination, a range of options are proposed for use on individual subparcels
after obtaining the consent of private property owners. The options include: (1)
Excavation and removal of soil containing concentrations of contaminants that
exceed specified cleanup goals associated with present use of the land; (2)
Engineered controls that prevent contact with impacted soil that exceeds cleanup
goals based on present land use; and (3) Institutional controls that protect access
and use of land/properties.
Additional offsite sampling should also be performed on and west of NW 6th Street
west of the Koppers site to assure that commercial and residential areas on and west
of NW 6th Street have not been impacted.

EPA Response:
EPA will require sampling where previous sample data dictates additional
sampling is warranted. Currently there is no data indicating additional sampling
is warranted in this area. EPA will require additional sampling where Florida
SCTLs are not achieved.
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Additional offsite soil sampling should be performed on nearby school properties to
confirm that these soils do not pose a risk to children's health.
Irrigation wells on nearby contamination impacted properties that are proposed for
remediation in the offsite soil remedy should be identified by USEPA, sampled and
tested for Koppers chemicals of concern and properly abandoned if determined to
be contaminated or pose a threat to water quality.
EPA Response:
See General Response NO.2. In addition, delineation of offsite contamination
within residential areas is ongoing, and data associated with those samples are
being collected for use in the implementation of the off-site portion of the remedy.
Soil requiring remedial action will be identified and mapped, and one or more
remedial actions that are protective of human health and the environment.
Based on September 2010 data, additional soil sampling is proposed for late
December into January.

The investigation into the extent of contamination at this site has been ongoing for
several decades and is still incomplete. Based on recently obtained offsite soils data, it
appears that residents adjacent to the site have been exposed to con tam ination from the
Koppers site that has migrated onto their property.
The City and County are concerned about the length of time it has taken USEPA to
complete the offsite del ineation of contaminated properties and reduce the exposure
potential to offsite residents. The City and County urgently request that USEPA expedite
the delineation and remediation of otT-site contaminated areas. The City and County are
concerned that planned USEPA delineation of contamination on residential and
commercial property in the neighborhood west of the Koppers site may cease when
FDEP Residential SCTLs are reached on residential properties or FDEP commercial
SCTLs are reached on commercial properties near the east side of NW 6th Street. Since
commercial standards are higher than residential standards and the potential that
windborne contaminants may have historically impacted a wider area. the achievement of
commercial standards on the properties east of N W 6th Street may not provide assurance
that either commercial or residential SCTLs are achieved on commercial and residential
properties west of NW 6th Street. There are residential properties immediately west of
NW 6th Street that should be investigated to assure residents that there are no impacts
from Koppers contamination. The City and County are requesting that delineating the
extent of soil contamination must include soil sampling on and west ofNW 6th Street.
EPA Response:
EPA will initiate additional sample collection and analysis when results for
previous soil sampling rounds indicate additional data are needed.
Once
concentrations of contaminants in soil samples are shown to be consistently
below State of Florida STCLs, data collection will be assumed to be complete.
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Currently there are no data indicating additional sampling is warranted in this
area.

In addition. offsite sampling needs to be performed sutliciently beyond the point where
the FDEP SCTLs are initially achieved to contirm that soil concentrations remain at or
below the FDEP SCTL levels. In particular, the City and County and the local citizens
are requesting that USEPA collect and analyze additional soil samples in the residential
areas to the north of NW 33rd Ave north of the Koppers site. Although several soil
samples along the southern right of way along N W 33rd Avenue were found not to contain
contamination above the FDEP residential SCTL, considering the statistical variability
and imprecision associated with sampling and testing for very low levels of dioxins in
soils. the long term nature of historical discharges from the Koppers site. the shifting
wind patterns, variable tree cover and storm ',vater flows which may have created
pathways for the spread of contamination. it is important to confirm that areas north of
the 33rd Ave and other such assumed limits of contamination are in tact free from
impacts.
EPA Response:
Delineation of offsite contamination within residential areas is ongoing, and data
associated with those samples are being collected for use in the implementation
of the off-site portion of the remedy. Soil requiring remedial action will be
identified and mapped, and one or more remedial actions that are protective of
human health and the environment. EPA will initiate additional sample collection
and analysis when results for previous soil sampling rounds indicate additional
data are needed. Once concentrations of contaminants in soil samples are
shown to be consistently below State of Florida STCLs, data collection will be
assumed to be complete. Currently there are no data indicating additional
sampling is warranted in this area.

This is especially important due to the increased citizen concern and apprehension about
impacts to their health and property values from being perceived to be close to a
contaminated zone.
Due to the presence of offsite soil contamination in nearby neighborhood rights of-way,
concern has been raised by the community about the impact of Koppers related
contaminants on the soils at nearby public and private schools. USEPA is requested to
sample and test the surface soils of school properties within a 2 mile radius of the
Koppers site to determine whether the soil concentration of contaminants poses any risks
to human health.
Irrigation wells are known to exist on offsite residential properties adjacent to the
Koppers site. These wells may have been impacted by Koppers contamination. USEPA is
requested to locate, sample and test these wells during any remediation of ott-site
properties and to require the proper abandonment of those wells that are contaminated or
pose a threat to aquifer water quality.
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EPA Response:
Comment noted. A well survey did not identify any operating irrigation wells in the
area. The need for additional data collection or surveys is driven by results of
previous data collection or surveys.
16. The City and County and nearby residents are concerned about long term safety
of USEPA proposed remedial plan for offsite contaminated soils which will allow
property owners to select either excavation or engineering controls or institutional
controls as the remedy for offsite properties. USEPA should restrict the use of
engineering or institutional controls for offsite properties. especially those that will
remain in separate individual resident ownership where it will be difficult to enforce
institutional controls. USEPA should require that offsite residential properties are
cleaned using removal and restoration as a preferred remedy rather than
engineering or institutional controls.

Allowing engineering or institutional controls to be an option tor offsite properties at the
discretion of the property owner instead of requiring excavation of contamination and
restoration raises signiticant concerns if the current property owner or future property
owner does not abide by the engineering or institutional restrictions. This could cause the
contamination in the soils to be exposed and cause a health risk to the new property
owner and adjacent neighbors. This would be of particular concern with residential
properties, although it is also a concern tor cOlllmercial properties. The City and County
want to avoid the possibility of creating a "hodgepodge" scattered pattern of cleaned and
not cleaned properties in the neighborhood which will cause environmental concerns tor
future human exposure to toxic contaminants to remain in the neighborhood as well as
impact property values. The City and County request that USEPA restrict the use of
engineering or institutional controls on offsite properties that will remain in separate
individual property ownership where engmeerIng or institutional controls cannot be
practically en torced or mon itored.
EPA Response:
EPA expects that residents/homeowners within the impacted areas will have the
most accurate information about their own properties with which to make
decisions regarding which remedial option to request for their particular property.
Furthermore, property transfer transactions to new ownership will require full
disclosure regarding the current status of the property as it relates to institutional
or engineering controls, and the required actions necessary to maintain
protectiveness.
EPA expects that any prospective purchaser of impacted
properties will take this into consideration when making the decision to purchase
or not purchase the property(-ies). The use of engineering and institutional
controls to prevent exposure to soils with contaminant concentrations in excess
of SCTLs is an approach created by the State of Florida risk-based corrective
action regulations found in Florida Administrative Code 62-780. Its use would
likely be only where an assemblage of parcels is considered as part of a
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redevelopment of the former Koppers Site and in combination with
redevelopment of the City of Gainesville public works Site. Pursuant to earlier
comments by the City, its inclusion would help to facilitate Site redevelopment to
more preferable uses such as mixed-use.

3.0 OTHER OFFSITE IMPACTS
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
17. Neighboring residents to the Koppers site have expressed concern about the
potential for indoor contamination of their· homes. The Florida Department of
Health has requested that USEPA require Beazer East investigate and clean-up
nearby structures that have dust with site related contaminants that pose an
unacceptable risk to human health. The City and County request that USEPA
conduct appropriate investigations including sampling and take necessary remedial
actions to address this issue.

EPA Response:
EPA has formed a work group with ti1e Florida Department of Health, the Center
for Disease Control, and FDEP to assess the need for indoor air quality studies.
It has been EPA's experience that there have been no indoor air contamination
issues at other wood treating sites.

Residents living west of the Koppers site have communicated to local government
ofticials their concerns about potential indoor contamination of their residences based on
independent testing using a USEPA screening analytical method for dioxin-like
chemicals. The reliability of these test data have not been evaluated by the City, County
or the local Health Department. However, because much of the migration of
contamination from the Koppers site to offsite residential property likely occurred via air
borne transport of small particulates (i.e., contaminated dirt and dust) it is reasonable to
expect that offsite properties with soil contamination may also have experienced
deposition of these same particulates inside the homes.
EPA Response:
Comment noted; however, it is important for all stakeholders to understand that,
within the context of a highly urbanized community, as samples are collected for
analysis from locations farther away from the potential source(s), the ability to
definitively correlate the analytical results from those samples to the potential
source(s) diminishes significantly. Also, it is imperative for all stakeholders to
consider that highly-disruptive remediation activities such as excavation and
transport of contaminated soil have the potential to be highly invasive and to
generate additional movement of contaminated dust.

The Florida Department of Health (FDOH) in a September 24, 20 I0 letter to Mr. Scott
Miller of USEPA stated that "EPA should require the responsible party to investigate site
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related contaminants in the dust of nearby homes, schools, and businesses." The FDOH
letter stated that "the 2009 AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. report is inadequate to
assess this issue since it only addresses on site dust deposition under current conditions
and does not address past off-site dust deposition. The report further states that the "EPA
should require the responsible party to remediate nearby buildings found to have dust
with site related contaminants at levels that pose an unacceptable health risk". Because of
the reasonable assumption that nearby homes and structures, structures may be
contaminated, the recommendation of FDOH and the increasing anxiety of local residents
concerning this issue, the City and County request that USEPA expeditiously take
whatever actions are necessary to investigate and address this issue including sampling
within nearby homes, businesses and schools (with the property owners consent) in the
area to determine the degree to which the interiors of these structures may have been
impacted by contamination from the Koppers site and take appropriate remedial actions.
EPA Response:
EPA has convened a workgroup consisting of EPA, Centers for Disease Control
(CDC), FDOH, and FDEP members to determine what, if any, indoor air quality
sampling will be conducted nearby the former Koppers facility.
Once this
workgroup has determined definitively that indoor dust sampling will occur and
under what circumstances, EPA will either conduct or require the responsible
party to conduct indoor dust sampling. EPA is not aware of other instances at
former wood-treatment sites where indoor dust has posed an unacceptable
health risk to residents.
FDEP has confirmed that its risk-based corrective action soil cleanup target level
(SCTL) standards found at 62-780 do not apply to indoor dust. Therefore,
EPA will utilize its risk criteria in determining if an unacceptable risk to health is
present. It is important to note that dioxin TEO has multiple potential sources in
the context of household dust. Prior to requiring the responsible party to
remediate indoor living environments, it would be necessary to determine with
reasonable certainty that the contamination is associated with the former
Koppers Site.
18. The City and County recommend that USEPA identify and facilitate the
mobilization of resources to address adverse health effects of individuals via a door
to-door health study in the neighborhood affected by the Koppers Superfund site
contaminants, including but not limited to dioxins. To the extent that adverse health
impacts are found to result from the Koppers offsite contamination, the USEPA is
requested to enforce financial responsibility requirements on Beazer East.

Neighboring residents to the Koppers Superfund site have expressed to the local City and
County officials and the Alachua County Health Department/Florida Department of
Health their concern about what they bel ieve to be adverse health impacts to residents in
the neighborhood west of the Koppers site that they believe may be linked to Koppers
site contaminants. The City and County believe it is important to investigate these
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concerns and request that USEPA identify and facilitate the mobilization of resources to
address adverse health effects of individuals via a door-to-door health survey in the
neighborhood aftected by Koppers site contaminants, including but not limited to
dioxins. To the extent that adverse health impacts are found to result from the Koppers
oftsite contamination, the USEPA is requested to enforce financial responsibility
requirements on Beazer East.
EPA Response:
A TSDR and the State of Florida Department of Health have been coordinating
efforts to address the offsite contamination concerns. In a letter from Dr. Thomas
Friedman, the Director of the CDC, Dr. Friedman provided the following
excerpted information in a letter to Ms. Cynthia Moore Chestnut, Chair Alachua
County Board of County Commissioners:
'The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) has
been actively supporting the Florida Department of Health (FDoH) in
evaluating potential community exposures to contaminants at this site.
This partnership is part of A TSDR's long-standing cooperative agreement
program with the FDOH.
At this time, a "door-to-door" health study based on possible dioxin
exposures is not recommended. The potentially exposed population near
this site is relatively small. Adverse outcomes associated with dioxin
exposures have not been reported in populations exposed to dioxin at the
levels seen to date in the community surrounding Cabot-Kopper's
property. The health problems of the people living in this community are
likely to reflect common health problems seen in any similar group of
individuals who do not live adjacent to the Cabot-Koppers site. Given
these facts, it would not be possible to differentiate the health problems
within this group that are the result of their exposures to dioxin.
We fully agree with FDOH's plan to evaluate and make recommendations
to mitigate any current exposures to protect public health and to also take
a broad look at cancer statistics within this community. We will continue to
work with our FDOH partners in identifying and reducing Alachua
community exposures to environmental contaminants on and near the
Cabot-Koppers site and are open to reassessing the need for additional
work should further information indicate that it is warranted. "
19. USEPA should provide for permanent relocation assistance for
residents near the Koppers site. Temporary relocation assistance
should also be provided for residents if desired by the residents during
offsite and on-site remediation activities.
The USEPA should also calculate the lost property value of homes
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impacted by contamination from the Koppers site and address the
issue of providing compensation for property owners.

Relocation assistance for temporary and permanent relocation of residents adjacent to
Superfund sites has been provided or required by USEPA at other Superfund site with
similar contamination as the Koppers site and with similar proximity to residential
property and receptors. Such relocation assistance is appropriate during remediation
activities involving a large degree of soil disturbance such as is contemplated in the
proposed plan. Such actions have a signiticant potential for creating further offsite
impacts.
For these reasons. USEPA should provide tor temporary relocation assistance to residents
adjacent to or near the site during soil remediation activities. This relocation assistance is
especially important tor residents that are most vulnerable to potential health impacts.
such as the elderly. very young or pregnant residents. or those with existing respiratory or
related health problems. USEPA should also offer the option for permanent relocation of
residents living on properties that are within the delineated area impacted by
contaminants from the site as a means to reduce their ongoing exposure.
Neighboring residents to the west of the Koppers site have reported to local government
that their property values have been significantly negatively impacted by the recent
discovery of contamination above FDEP SCTLs in the rights of ways in their
neighborhood. Planned residential property sampling in the neighborhood may confirm
that the contamination is widespread in the neighborhood. While USEPA's proposed plan
calls for the clean-up of contaminated offsite soils, there is a contamination stigma now
attached to these properties. The City and County request that USEPA address this
situation by calculating the lost property value of the homes impacted by the
contamination inthe neighborhood and providing compensation to impacted property
owners.
EPA Response:
EPA has limited authorization under the NCP. EPA is neither structured nor
authorized to reimburse property owners for perceived loss of property value.
CERCLA was enacted to provide a program for identifying and responding to
releases of hazardous substances into the environment. SARA was enacted to
strengthen CERCLA by requiring that site cleanups be, to the fullest practicable
and technically feasible extent, permanent and that they use treatments that
significantly reduce the volume, toxicity, or mobility of hazardous pollutants.
CERCLA authorizes the EPA to protect the public health and welfare and the
environment from the release or potential release of hazardous substances,
pollutants, or contaminants.

4.0 STORMWATER REMEDY
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDA nONS
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20. The Proposed Plan is overly brief in storm water strategy and controls that are
integral elements of the remedial action plan for the Site. The Plan does not include
strategy, design criteria, essential site data and final cover landscaping descriptions.
Additionally, the storm water remedy should include the use of an underground
pipe to replace the open storm water ditch on the site.
The City and County requests that USEPA acknowledge these critical issues in the
ROD and that USEPA commit to addressing them in the Remedial Design
document.

EPA Response:
As is the case for offsite contamination delineation and UFA hydraulic
containment actions, storm water controls are being implemented and managed
at the Site currently, independent of the ROD and Proposed Plan. Additional
storm water management activities are included in the proposed remedy, to the
extent that they are directly related to the former Koppers property.
The Proposed Plan does not include strategy, design criteria, essential site data and final
cover landscaping descriptions. This information is essential to the City of Gainesville
and the public to assess the quality of the plan in addressing pertinent storm water issues
and assessing the consistency of the associated redevelopment benefits/barriers of the
Plan with the City's 'Vision' for this piece of Gainesville. Critical stonnwater design and
control issues that should be acknowledged and addressed in the ROD and Remedial
Design documents include options for: I) management of westerly neighborhood
storm water tlows; 2) major ditch tlows in confl ict with the containment area; and 3) east
side site storm water flows where the containment area is very close to the property line.
Conceptual level descriptions of these will aid in the review and understanding more
fully the consequences of the choices posed in the proposed plan. Control issues should
include development of: I) design criteria tar storm water; 2) soils data for the remaining
tanner work area of the Site, and: 3) landscaping descriptions. The storm water design
criteria should include local industry standards as well as City of Gainesville
requirements for the Hogtown Creek basin. These criteria should also include an analysis
that determines the likely soil particle size to provide transport to site pollutants during
storm flows. This analysis can then be used to determine the appropriate detention time
tar the basin(s) needed to capture the majority of those particles. Soil data is needed on
the remainder of the tanner work area to determine thickness and extent of the
compacted soil. This data will lead to an action plan to return the parent soil infiltration
rate. Finally, outline work descriptions and specitications are needed tar landscaping.
This intannation is essential to evaluating elements of the storm water design criteria and
making judgments on how 'finished' the Site will be tar future use.
The City and County request that Remedial Design and Proposed Plan include a
commitment to implement a piped conveyance instead of an open storm water ditch tar
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the storm water leaving NW 23rd Avenue and crossing the site. This will minimize
potential transport of contaminated sediments from the site.
EPA Response:
The issues raised in the comment are specific design issues that will be
addressed during remedial design. The storm water ditch traversing the Site
property currently acts as a storm water control feature for the site, allowing
some portion of storm water to be diverted away from identified source areas.
This reduces the amount of precipitation volume percolating through the source
material and thereby generating less potential for further contaminant leaching
into the shallow ground water. Once storm water management features onsite
are reconfigured, it may be possible to convert the open storm water drainage
ditch into a subsurface pipe conveyance. All of these storm water activities
require coordination.

5.0 CREEK SEDIMENT REMEDY
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
21. Cleanup of the sediments in Hogtown and Springstead Creeks is proposed only
for those areas where contaminants exceed benthic Probable Effects Concentrations
(PECs). However, FDEP has determined that exposed creek sediments potentially
pose human health risks.
Contaminated sediments in both Hogtown and Springstead Creeks and the on-site
and offsite stormwater ditches that lead to Springstead Creek must be excavated to
the more stringent of the FDEP residential SCTL or the PEC for each chemical of
concern. Excavated sediments should not be consolidated on-site.

EPA Response:
EPA is requiring the PRP for the former Koppers site to work with the PRP for the
adjacent Cabot Carbon portion of the Site to develop a joint plan for addressing
contamination in the surface water ways (Springstead and Hogtown Creeks).

In the Proposed Plan. USEPA has indicated that it plans to remediate creek sediments
only where contamination exceeds the benthic Probable Effects Concentrations (PEe).
This is inadequate.
FDEP has concluded that the exposed contaminated soils in the streambed and in other
exposed sediments in these creeks pose a potential human health risk. Additionally.
cleanup of the on-site and off-site storm water ditches that lead to Springstead Creek is
not addressed in the Proposed Plan.
For these reasons, contaminated sediments in both Hogtown and Springstead Creeks and
the onsite and offsite ditches must be excavated to the more stringent of the FDEP
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residential SCTL or the PEC for each chemical of concern. Appropriate sedimerit
contirmation sampling must be done atter remediation to contirm that the excavation of
these sediments is adequate.
EPA Response:
The selected remedy addresses citizen concerns with the creeks in two distinct
ways. First, to address previous contamination of the sediments in each creek,
sediments that have contaminant concentrations associated with either former
Cabot Carbon or Koppers that exceed the threshold effects concentrations (i.e.
contaminant concentrations in excess of levels that would adversely affect animal
life) are required to be excavated and replaced with clean fill material.
Assessment of creek sediments for impacts to benthic invertebrate organisms is
ongoing. To address possible future impacts on sediments, the former Koppers
facility is required to construct and operate a detentionlretention pond(s) to
capture storm water from the former Koppers Site prior to allowing it to be
discharged to the tributary to Springstead Creek. The detentionlretention pond(s)
will be designed during the remedial design of the on-site remedy.

The USEPA proposed plan states that contaminated sediments above FDEP criteria will
be excavated from the creeks. Since the creek contamination may be linked to historical
discharges from the former Cabot site as well as from the Koppers site. it is not clear
which responsible party will be responsible for the remediation. The City and County
understand that the Cabot Corporation has proposed a plan to remove tarry contamination
from several locations in Springstead and Hogtown Creek. Review of this plan indicates
that contaminated sediments will be disposed of off-site at an approved landtill.
Therefore the USEPA proposal to move sediments on site is confusing and contradictory.
USEPA should require that excavated. contaminated creek and ditch sediments be
disposed of properly in an approve landtill and not stockpiled on site.
EPA Response:
EPA is requiring the PRP for the former Koppers site to work with the PRP for the
adjacent Cabot Carbon portion of the Site to develop a joint plan for addressing
contamination in the surface water ways (Springstead and Hogtown Creeks).
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6.0 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
22. The VSEPA should make available in the local repository a complete Site file
containing all project documents, correspondence and data related to the remedial
investigation, risk assessment, feasibility study and remedial technology evaluation
for the Koppers Superfund site.
Additionally, the City and County request that additional relevant documents be
added to the Administrative Record File. The documents requested to be added to
the Administrative Record file are contained in the attached electronic files (CD
attached).

The City and County support and acknowledge that certain requests have been made to
USEPA from the local community, including the group Protect Gainesville's Citizen's,
Inc. (PGCI). seeking local access to the complete Site File documents and requesting that
additional relevant documents be added to the Administrative Record. On June I, 20 IO.
the Mayor of Gainesville sent a letter to USEPA requesting that the information
requested by PCG) be provide as soon as possible. A complete Site File has not been
made readily available by USEPA to the community in the local repository. USEPA has
provided a CD containing the Administrative Record to the local repository. However,
there are many documents that we and/or local citizens believe are relevant to the site
which are not part of the AR and are not in the local repository. Therefore. the City and
County request the following:
I) The USEPA make available in the local repository a complete Site tile containing
all project documents. correspondence and data related to the remedial
investigation, risk assessment. feasibility study and remedial technology
evaluation for the Koppers Superfund site. and
2) Additional relevant documents identified by our citizens and City and County
staff should be added to the Administrative Record File. The documents requested
to be added to the Administrative Record tile are provided as electronic tiles in
the CD attached to this document and should be considered part of this document.
EPA Response:
EPA has evaluated and discussed the request to include certain documents in
the Administrative Record (AR), but ultimately has decided not to include the
requested documents in the AR. The AR is the specific body of documents that
"forms the basis" for the selection of a particular response at a Site.
Consequently, only documents which were considered or relied upon in EPA's
decision-making belong in the AR.
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A.2.S Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Bob Martinez Center
2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400
October 14, 20 I0
Mr. Scon Miller
Remedial Project Manager
United States Environmental Protection Agency
Region IV, Superfund North Florida Section
61 Forsyth Street. SW
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
RE: DEP review of the July 20 I 0 Superfund Proposed Plan for the Cabot
Carbon/Koppers Superfund site, Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida
Dear Scott:
This correspondence provides DEP comments on the tinal July 20 I 0 proposed plan for
the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund site. This serves to supplement DEP's June 9, 20 I0
comments on the revised May 2010 Koppers site Feasibility Study (FS) and EPA's likely
proposed amended remedy for the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund site, Gainesville.
We appreciate EPA's responsiveness and efforts to address DEP's previous comments.
We take this opportunity to reiterate previous DEP recommendations which we believe
are critical to the etTectiveness of the remedy and will ensure compliance with State
ARARs. We also provide recommendations that we hope will clarity what we understand
are the remedial components and remedial goals of the proposed site remedy.
We are pleased to see that the revised FS has I) incorporated additional remedial
alternatives with combined technologies recommended by DEP and local stakeholders tor
improved source mitigation alternatives; 2) provided further discussion and clarification
regarding storm water management prior to and as a component of the Superfund
remedy; 3) more appropriately recognized the potential and likelihood of continued
vertical DNAPL migration in its revised conceptual model; 4) acknowledged the need tor
further delineation of the offsite Hawthorn Group groundwater contamination; and 5)
continues to acknowledge the application of Chapters 62-780 and 62-777 in the
development of site remedial cleanup criteria. the establishment of temporary and
permanent points of compliance for groundwater remedies in the Surticial aquifer,
Hawthorn Group and Floridan aquifer, and the use of a risk management option (RMO)
III approach including engineering controls and defined institutional control boundaries
at the Koppers site.
EPA Response:
Comment noted.
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We are also pleased that the FS emphasized ongoing dust suppression following closure
of the Koppers facility and indicated that design of an air monitoring network at the fence
line \vould be implemented during the Superfund remedial design phase. The revised FS
also includes alternatives tor remediation of offsite soil contamination.
EPA Response:
Comment noted

As noted previously. all documents containing geologic or engineering information must
be signed and sealed by a registered PE or PG licensed in the State of Florida, pursuant to
Rule 62-780.400. F.A.C. and Chapters 471 and 492. Florida Statues.
EPA Response:
The NCP regulations found at 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 300, contain
the EPA regulations for implementing CERCLA, as well as governance on
documents to be submitted to the Agency. Per EPA FS guidance, the FS is a
conceptual document that supports the design of selected remedies. The NCP
requires certification of engineering design documents; therefore, design
documents for the Koppers Site generated during the remedial design phase of
the project, will be signed and sealed by a professional engineer registered in the
State of Florida. The remedial design of the selected remedy will occur after the
ROD is issued.

Based on the revised tinal FS and tinal proposed plan. we understand that EPA is
proposing a combination containment and source treatment remedy to address onsite
contaminated soils. DNAPL and groundwater. including Surticial, Hawthorn and
Floridan aquifer groundwater. Containment would be accomplished by a slurry wall to
the middle clay that surrounds all 4 source areas and includes other leachable materials.
Source areas are to be treated insitu. Groundwater extraction and treatment would
continue in the Surticial aquifer: focused hydraulic containment through groundwater
recovery and treatment would also be conducted in the Floridan and expanded as
necessary in response to monitoring results and "triggers" established to address plume
migration and promote plume stability; insitu groundwater treatment would be
implemented in the Hawthorn. Monitored natural attenuation (MNA) is included as a
remedial component tor all groundwater. Groundwater remediation in all aquifers and the
Hawthorn would be considered complete when groundwater contaminant plumes are
stable and/or shrinking. and when contaminants do not exceed tederal MCLs beyond the
edge of the source control boundary and do not exceed State groundwater cleanup target
levels (GCTLs) beyond the points of compliance at or within the institutional control (IC)
boundary (equivalent in this case to Koppers property boundary). Monitoring will be
ongoing to document the progress and effectiveness of the site remedy, trigger initiation
or expansion of active remedies in the Hawthorn and/ or Floridan, support evaluation of
MNA in the lesser contaminated portions of the plumes. and confirm that groundwater
contaminant plumes are stable or shrinking.
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EPA Response:
Comment noted. EPA recognizes and appreciates FDEP's understanding of the
ongoing nature of delineating contamination at the Koppers Site.

Overall, this approach is consistent with Chapter 62-780, Risk Management Option III
which allows for alternative cleanup goals with appropriate institutional/ engineering
controls, such that soils and groundwater beyond the institutional control boundary meet
cleanup criteria tor unrestricted use. Where otTsite land use is commercial, soil may be
remediated to commercial SCTLs with appropriate institutional controls. Offsite sediment
(off the Koppers facility property) exceeding applicable criteria are proposed to be
remediated by a combination of excavation and contaminant monitored natural recovery.
EPA Response:
Comment noted.
DEP offers the following proposed plan comments.
Description of site contamination
Although delineation of the extent of contamination is still ongoing (particularly tor the
offsite soils as well as tor groundwater contamination with the establishment of
temporary points of compliance (TPOC) tor the Surticial and Hawthorn Group
groundwater plumes and Floridan Aquiter contamination east of the property boundary),
it is important to provide a clear description of what is currellt(v kllown about the
magn itude and extent of contam ination both on and otT the Koppers facility property. In
particular, we found that the proposed plan was not clear in the following areas and
request improved speciticity in the Amended Record of Decision (AROD):
• Alagllitude alld extent of Floridall Aqllifer groulldwater cOlltamillatioll. Groundwater
contamination above GCTLs has been observed in Floridan wells other than just FW-6,
primarily in the northern and eastern portions of the site. It should be noted that
increasing groundwater contaminant levels in FW- 22B (a POC well) resulted in the
installation of FW -31 BE and ongoing pump and treat to prevent further plume migration
and pull any offsite contamination back within the IC/property boundary. In addition, it
appears that offsite plume migration has occurred east of Koppers based on FW-16B.
Groundwater recovery is ongoing at FW-6 and FW-21 B to evaluate possible vertical
migration due to well construction at FW-6 and to evaluate the effectiveness of
groundwater recovery using an existing well, FW-21 B, to address migration and GCTL
exceedances observed in FW-16B. Pumping of FW-6 and 21 B was initiated in October
2009. Based on more recent discussions, DEP anticipates that decisions regarding the
eftectiveness of FW-21 B and the need tor downgradient TPOC wells east of Koppers
along with a determination of the integrity of FW-6 will be forthcoming within the next
tew months. If cross-contamination is occurring at FW-6, the monitoring well should be
abandoned and replaced with an appropriately constructed multiport well.
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• Magnitllde and extent of Hawthorn Grollp grollndwater contaminatioll. In
particular, it should be clearly acknowledged in the AROD that groundwater
contamination has been observed in the Upper and Lower Hawthorn east and northeast of
the Koppers tacility above GCTLs at a distance of up to 800 feet east of the Koppers
property boundary, not just immediately east of the property. The AROD should also
speak more directly to groundwater contaminants east of Koppers that may be
attributable to tonner Cabot facility operations and indicate that these contaminants will
be delineated and also addressed by a combination of insitu treatment and MNA. if that is
the intent. It should also be acknowledged that the magnitude of contamination in the
Lower Hawthorn is not known in the Process and South Lagoon source areas on the
Koppers site because no Lower Hawthorn monitoring wells have been installed in those
source areas.
• DEP does not agree with the proposed plan interpretation that observed arsenic in
Floridan Aquifer monitoring wells is sole~v due to oxygenated water introduced during
well drillings. We do agree that vertical migration of arsenic from the Surticial or
Hawthorn into the Floridan is not supported by site data and not likely occurring. As
previously noted. however. the persistent presence of arsenic above GCTL in Floridan
wells located primarily outside of the organic contaminant plume area indicates to us that
naturally occurring arsenic in the Floridan aquifer is-going into solution in response to a
redox front. downgradient of the Floridan plume. As such, monitoring of arsenic levels in
these wells should continue as part of the comprehensive groundwater monitoring
program tor site cleanup. We request that this alternative interpretation be noted in the
AROD.
EPA Response:
EPA agrees that monitoring of arsenic concentrations in Surficial and Hawthorn
wells should and will continue as part of the comprehensive groundwater
monitoring program for Site cleanup. As the preface to these comments notes,
delineation of the extent of contamination is ongoing. The discussion regarding
the extent of contamination in the Proposed Plan was derived from the FS that all
interested parties reviewed and provided commentary on. It is EPA's position that
this discussion is adequate for the purposes of the Proposed Plan and ROO and
proposes no changes.

RAOs and Cleanup goals
• We recommend that the AROD renect that a critical remedial action objective is to
create a stable and shrillAing plllme sllch that cleanllP target levels for
grollndwater are lIltimately met at Points of Compliance at the sOllrce control or
instillltional control bOll1ldaJ)I consistent with federal and state reglilations and
requirements. respeclive~y (not simply to prevent further plume migration. particularly
where the groundwater contaminant plume has migrated otf the Koppers facility
property)
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EPA Response:
Although EPA may share this goal, the RAOs were established in the FS that
was produced as a collaborative effort among many stakeholders, including the
FDEP. EPA has no intention of revisiting the FS. For this reason, no change in
the RA Os is proposed.

• We are pleased to see that the proposed plan retlects use of Chapter 62-777 default
SCTLs both on the Koppers facility where commercial default SCTLs are proposed and
offsite where either residential or commercial default SCTLs may be appl ied based on
corresponding land use and the willingness of the property owner to implement an
institutional control (restrictive covenant).
EPA Response:
Comment noted.

• We also support the proposed plan's use of default SCTL leachability criteria to address
leachable vadose zone soils located outside of the proposed containment area. As
previous stated by DEP, site specific leachability criteria may be developed during design
if desired and consistent with Chapter 62-780.
EPA Response:
Comment noted.

• DEP recommends that the AROD identify both the numeric direct contact and detault
leachability SCTL criteria and state that the more stringent of the two criteria apply to
vadose zone soils. It will be easier to ascertain the basis for the cleanup goals and will
allow more obvious adjustments to those goals if site specitic leachability criteria are
developed.
EPA Response:
EPA agrees with this approach and will include it in the ROD.

• EPA recently issued caveat approval for the May 26, 20 I 0 Human Health Risk
Assessment (HHRA) for onsite soils and sediments noting that the probabilistic
components of the risk assessment and specific tables or tigures were not approved. It
appears that the proposed plan may allow the use of a risk assessment on offsite
properties based on more property-specific land uses. As discussed in 28, 20 I 0
correspondence, it is unlikely that an appropriately constructed probabilistic risk
assessment to evaluate the o.flsite soil contaminant levels would result in offsite soil
cleanup goals significantly different from Chapter 62-777 default SCTLs for unrestricted,
residential use. DEP does not support the use of assumptions or variables inconsistent
with State or federal regulations or guidelines outside of accepted industry practices. Use
of such assumptions/variables in a probabilistic risk assessment for the development of
cleanup goals and/ or the re-assessment of risk under a future proposed land use/
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redevelopment plan would also not be supported by DEP. as discussed in DEP's previous
HHRA review comments.
EPA Response:
As noted above, cleanup goals for off-Site soil/sediment COCs are Florida
default SCTLs contained in Chapter 62-777, F.A. C.; however, the goals are
based on the current land use (residential or commercial/ industrial) of the
impacted parcel. Risk assessment is not relevant to this process .

• Our review of the proposed plan indicates that Table I has incorporated the list of
groundwater and onsite/ offsite soil contaminants previously identified by DEP as
contaminants of concern (COCs). As noted in previous comments. groundwater COCs
should include all constituents where GCTL exceedances have been observed. even if
those compounds have not shown a violation at the Koppers property boundary.
Acknowledging the ditference between the federal MCL and State GCTL for benzene,
the Amended ROD should be clear how each of these will be applied. We understand that
EPA wi II apply the federal MC Ls illlmed iately outside the source containment area
whereas the State GCTLs will apply at points of compliance at the institutional control
boundary consistent with Chapter 62-780, risk management option III. We will be happy
to review the tinal list ofCOCs in the AROD prior to EPA signature to contirm that the
COCs are comprehensive and corresponding numeric criteria are consistent with Chapter
62-777.
EPA Response:
EPA appreciates FDEP's review of this list of COCs and has added the additional
COCs (those exceeding GCTLs) to the Proposed Plan based on previous FDEP
comment. Cleanup goals for groundwater are the Florida MCLs unless no
Florida MCL has been established. In those cases, the GCTL will be used. The
selected goals are the MCLs for Drinking Water in Florida contained in Chapter
62-550, Florida Administrative Code (F.A. C.) and GCTLs contained in Chapter
62-777, F.A. C. The ROD will clearly state the specific standards and their point
of compliance .

• Table I cleanup goals for offsite soils and sediments is confusing, however. particularly
tor sediments and appears to have omitted contaminants that were observed in creek
sediments as reported in the ACEPD Sediment Quality Study Report on Springstead and
Hogtown Creeks (August 2009). Sediment COCs and corresponding cleanup criteria
should include both Chapter 62-777 default SCTLs tor direct contact and Sediment
Quality Assessment Guidelines (SQAGs) tor cPAHs (BaP-TEQ). PAHs and dioxin. tor
protection of both public health and the environment. Leaching of sediment
contamination to surface water may also be an issue based on the comparison of PAH
concentrations in sediments to Chapter 62- 777 default SCTL leachability criteria tor the
protection of surface water. Default leaching criteria should also be reflected in the table.
Site specitic sediment leachability criteria may also be developed during design. As
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commented previously, we recommend use of the EPA Region 4 HaZlnat Ecological
Screening Value of2.5 ng/kg for dioxin.
EPA Response:
The cleanup goals for off-Site soil/sediment will be the Florida default SCTLs
residential or commercial/ industrial land use (depending on the specific land use
of the off-Site location. The cleanup goal for sediment in the creeks will be the
Florida default leachability SCTL for pentachlorophenol for protection of
ecological organisms in surface water.

• EPA has proposed a sediment removal based on the Probable Etfect Concentration
(PEC) criteria followed by monitored natural recovery to address remaining impacted
sediments above threshold effects concentrations (TEC) criteria. Dioxin exceeding the
recommended EPA screening value above should be addressed by the removal action.
Superfund Five Year Reviews should include evaluation of the progress and eftectiveness
of monitored natural recovery in reducing PAH concentrations to the TEC and SCTL
remedial goals.
EPA Response:
EPA's preferred remedy proposed a sediment removal based on the PEC criteria
followed by monitored natural recovery for sediments above TEC or background
contaminant concentrations. Cleanup of sediments in the creeks to the PEC
criteria is highly protective. EPA agrees with FDEP that Superfund Five- Year
Reviews should include evaluation of the effectiveness of monitored natural
recovery in reducing PAH concentrations cleanup goals.

• Please see enclosed comments from University of Florida including summary tables of
Chapter 62-777 numeric cleanup goals for site related contaminants for groundwater,
soils and sediments.
EPA Response:
Comment noted.

• Containment and treatment of DNAPL (including residual DNAPL) and other leachable
source areas is a critical component of this site remedy and the goal to mitigate continued
contamination of the underlying Floridan Aquifer as well as address offsite contaminant
migration in the Hawthorn and future compliance with property boundary POCs in all
aquiters. Based on previous discussions amongst EPA, DEP and stakeholders regarding
criteria that could be used to delineate the lateral extent of the these DNAPL source areas,
we understand that delineation will be based on a combination of visual DNAPL
confirmation, olfactory evidence and groundwater concentration data obtained from
borings into the Surficial and upper Hawthorn formations. EPA guidance indicates that
groundwater contaminant concentrations approaching 10% solubility (of naphthalene for
example) could also be used to infer the likely presence of nearby DNAPL or principal
threat waste requiring remediation. We recommend that the AROD identify the
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criteria by which DNAPL and DNAPL sources will be identified for treatment and/
or containment, so that this does not continue to be a point of debate during design
and construction.

EPA Response:
EPA acknowledges that this may be a point of debate during the remedial design
and will include this point in the ROO. EPA will utilize a multiple lines of evidence
approach in assessing the likely presence of oNAPL including but not limited to
visual observation, Plo readings, and effective solubility.
EPA's Preferred remedy
• The proposed plan refers to a "low permeability cover" over the containment area. DEP
supports the proposed slurry (barrier) wall around all 4 source areas extending to the
Hawthorn middle clay (approx 65' bls), with an impermeable cover (vertical hydraulic
conductivity of IOE-06 cm/ sec) over the entire slurry wall enclosure including DNAPL
source areas and other consolidated leachable materials, along with treatment of the
DNAPL source areas. This impermeable cover will require less rigorous water level
control due to less percolation and further discourage vertical migration of contaminants
in response to hydraulic head differences.

EPA Response:
The comment touches on an issue of semantics and
Comment noted.
terminology, rather than a critical remedial design issue. The use of the term
"low-permeability cover" is used purposefully to convey the technically correct
message that no engineered cover is entirely "impermeable." EPA will require
that the engineered cover constructed over the containment zone have a design
required hydraulic conductivity of 10E-06 cm/sec, or less.

DEP is pleased to see that EPA has proposed the use of /nsitll
Solid(jication/Stabilizatiol1 (/SSS) treatment to address Upper Hawthorn DNAPL
source areas, along with the slurry wall (to the middle clay) to contain the more highly
contaminated onsite groundwater and source material. ISSS has a proven track record at
similar sites with this magnitude and type of contamination; and would not be hampered
by the potential issues of chemical deliverability, consistent distribution, long term
performance and rei iabi Iity (rebound) that have been experienced by the insitu
biogeochemical stabilization technology being considered for the site. (see discussion
below). ISSS has been shown to etlectively reduce permeability of the contaminated
zone, immobilize contaminants and mitigate leachability of the source material. While
acknowledging the higher cost associated with this technology, we believe the contidence
that it affords makes it appropriate tor this large and hydro-geologically challenging site.
We recommend that the AROD include ISSS performance criteria including
permeability (10e-Oh unconfined compressive strength (50 psi), and short term and
long term leachability (SPLP and modified ANS 16.1) and require performance
testing during design to ensure the ISSS formulation will meet these criteria.
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EPA Response:
Comment noted. EPA will clarify this issue/topic in the amended ROO .

• EPA's preferred remedy also includes Insitll Biogeochemical Stabilization (ISBS) to
address DNAPL source areas in the Surficial aquiter, with a contingent ISSS remedy if
ISBS performance criteria cannot be met during design phase pilot testing. DEP remains
concerned about the use of the ISBS technology at this site and recommends that ISSS be
utilized in the Surficial aquiter to address DNAPL source areas, not ISBS. It is essential
that the selected remedy include etfective treatment technology(s) to address the 4
DNAPL source areas in the Surticial and Upper Hawthorn, to mitigate ongoing sources
of groundwater contamination and to minimize vertical mass nux and migration of
DNAPL through the Surticial and Hawthorn that is contributing to the observed Floridan
Aquiter contamination.
EPA Response:
It should be noted that ISGS is only one component of the remedial strategy at
the Cabot Koppers Site. Out of an abundance of caution, redundant approaches
(containment using slurry walls and caps to isolate the four primary source areas,
and soil stabilization/treatment to immobilize the contamination) are proposed.
Specific performance requirements, with contingencies to insure project success,
will be engineered during the design phase of the project.
That said, EPA acknowledges that ISGS is a developing technology. As such,
EPA will require stringent performance testing and monitoring during its
application with an ISS/S contingency in place if performance standards are not
achieved. Implementing the remedy in a staged or staggered schedule will
provide EPA with more options for meeting cleanup goals. For example, EPA
proposes implementing ISGS within a physically contained zone (surrounded by
the vertical barrier wall and a Surficial hydraulic containment system) as a
response to subsurface contamination, and to evaluate its effectiveness
concurrently with the remedial design.
Pursuant to concerns raised by FDEP and other site stakeholders, EPA is
updating the preferred remedial alternative to require ISS/S in both the former
North Lagoon and former Drip Track source areas in both the Surficial and Upper
Hawthorn aquifers. EPA's rationale for updating its preferred remedial alternative
is that below these two former source areas, there have been demonstrated
Floridan groundwater impacts exceeding groundwater cleanup goals.
In addition, EPA is updating its preferred remedial alternative to allow ISBS
treatments in both the Surficial and Upper Hawthorn aquifers at both the former
Process Area and the former South Lagoon during the period of the remedial
design. Should these injections prove ineffective, EPA will require ISS/S to be
implemented in these areas as well.
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EPA will require the PRP to provide engineering design plans for both full-scale
implementation of ISGS and a contingent ISS/S remedy along with the other
remedial components including but not limited to the vertical barrier wall, the
engineered cap, and LHG injection points. If necessary, EPA will be able to
quickly respond to ISGS ineffectiveness by requiring the ISGS zone to be
revisited and addressed by ISS/S, or additional ISGS injections, without further
time-consuming Site-specific rule makings.
DEP concerns regarding results of the previous Koppers pilot and use of ISBS were
discussed in the June 20 I 0 FS comments. More recent discllssions with EPA, ACEPD,
GRU and their DNAPL team along with consultation with EPA- Ada, Oklahoma have
illustrated the difficulty in designing a pilot study including corresponding short term and
long term performance criteria that would provide representative and detinitive results to
support conclusions regarding its use and long term effectiveness at this particular site.
Even with improved delivery and distribution within the source zone, the observed
rebound of groundwater contaminant concentrations at the Borden site after 4 years
underscores the issue of long term effectiveness and the likely need for re-treatment.
Confirmation of eftective mitigation of vertical tlux! contaminant migration into the
Hawthorn could not likely be demonstrated in the short term. In fact. recent discussions
have indicated that to obtain reliable and conclusive data regarding long term
performance, the Koppers ISBS pilot study should be conducted over a period of at least
4 years. Implementation of a reliable site remedy should be accomplished as timely as
possible. Use of ISSS in both the Surticial and Upper Hawthorn would allow a more
timely and reliable remedy to be implemented. As previously communicated by DEP,
however, if EPA elects to continue with the ISBS pilot/ remedy as proposed, additional
more rigorous pilot testing and evaluation based on specific performance criteria should
be required to demonstrate that this technology could successfully be applied with
reliable short and long term results.
EPA Response:
Aspects of the proposed remedy that address the SA and UHG include physical
(ISS/S) and chemical (ISGS) immobilization of source contamination, and
expanding the monitoring network. Implementing the remedy in a staged or
staggered schedule will provide EPA with more options for meeting cleanup
goals. For example, EPA proposes implementing ISGS within a physically
contained zone (surrounded by the slurry wall) as a response to subsurface
contamination, and to evaluate its effectiveness concurrently with the remedial
design. EPA will require the PRP to provide engineering design plans for both
full-scale implementation of ISGS and a contingent ISSS remedy along with the
other remedial components including but not limited to the vertical barrier wall,
the engineered cap, and LHG injection points. If necessary, EPA will be able to
respond quickly to ISGS ineffectiveness by requiring the ISGS zone to be
revisited and addressed by ISS/S, or additional ISGS injections, without further
The described challenges to
time-consuming Site-specific rulemakings.
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implementing ISGS technology are partially the basis for the proposed staged or
phased remedy implementation strategy at the Site. At each stage during
remedy implementation, a new assessment of success or effectiveness can be
made. Based on results of such assessments, EPA is prepared to require the
PRP to implement ISS/S. These redundancies in protectiveness are possible in
part because of the phased implementation strategy. Furthermore, the required
Five- Year Review cycle provides additional periods of remedy evaluation over
the long-term and additional feedback for EPA to determine if the PRP needs to
implement additional remedial measures.

These short and long term performance criteria tor the design pilot along with associated
testing should be specitied in the AROD. We recommend that they generally reflect the
tollowing:
ISBS Performance goalsI) Consistent and controlled delivery and distribution of ISBS throughout the
designated treatment area in the Surticial aquiter source zone with corresponding
reduction in permeabi Iity and encapsu lation of DNA PL.
2) Pronounced reduction in groundwater contaminant concentrations/DNAPL and
reduction in mass nux both laterally and vertically.
3) Demonstrated longevity and stability ofstabilized matrix, with no rebound.
4) Compliance with UIC requirements in Chapter 62-524 and applicable variance.
Basis for ISBS performance evaluationI) Monitoring network of appropriately located wells in the Surticial and Hawthorn to
evaluate compliance with UIC and effective control of distribution oflSBS injectate.
2) Soil cores collected pre and post injection within treatment area to demonstrate
thorough and consistent sweep and reduced permeability /Ieachability (based on pre
and post injection lab analysis including modified ANSI 16.1).
Pre and post treatment slug tests and monitoring of water levels/hydraulic gradients
in monitoring wells/piezometers and downgradient recovery wells to document
attainment of anticipated changes in hydraulic conductivity /permeability in treatment
areas and downgradient.
3)

4) Use of PFMs (flux meters) and low pump-induced flow within treatment area to
contirm reduction in mass tlux, as recommended by EPA-Ada, OK.
5) Appropriately located monitoring wells in Surticial, UHG and LHG, and Floridan.
Pre and post-injection well sampling to contirm reductions in DNAPL recovery and
consistent reductions in groundwater concentrations with no rebound. Further details
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of the ISBS pilot test and specitic short term and long term goals should be fleshed
out prior to implementation of the pilot during remedial design. We agree that if EPA
elects to move ahead with the pilot, a larger test area in one or more source areas
should be utilized to better represent the performance of ISBS. We are reluctant to
support a large or full scale pilot in the process area. There is only limited assessment
and understanding of contaminant distribution in that area, it is close to the property
boundary, and there are inadequate deeper monitoring wells in the Hawthorn to
support performance evaluation. We recommend that pilot studies be conducted in the
North Lagoon and/or South Lagoon. Also, please note that as EPA has proposed
delivery of ISBS through the large diameter augers during full scale implementation
of ISSS, the ISBS pilot should simulate similar delivery conditions.

EPA Response:
Suggested ISBS performance criteria and evaluation criteria are noted and
many of these elements will be included as performance criteria in the ROD.
EPA will continue to consult with FDEP on these effectiveness measures.

• Hmvthorn grollndwater contamination. We understand that the proposed remedy
will include I) continued bailing of onsite Upper Hawthorn wells within the containment
area that do not require P&A (due to their proximity to the insitu ISSS DNAPL source
remedy), 2) insitu chemox (ISCO) or ISBS treatment using existing onsite Lower
Hawthorn wells in all 4 source areas and along the eastern property boundary, and 3)
contingent insitu treatment of contaminated groundwater in existing Hawthorn wells if
monitoring indicates that concentrations are above GCTLs and increasing or begin to be
detected above GCTLs in previously clean sentinel wells. We believe that the #3
contingent insitu treatment. above, refers to the area immediately east of the Koppers
property site and outside the slurry wall I containment area. Offsite Hawthorn wells
located east and northeast of the Koppers property and outside of the proposed slurry wall
have shown concentrations significantly above GCTLs and at levels that infer DNAPL
(principal threat wastes) in the area, particularly in the Upper Hawthorn.
MNA is the primary proposed otlsite groundwater remedy for remediation of
groundwater outside of the IC boundary to GCTLs. It is unlikely that MNA will be
successful without treatment in the more highly contaminated offsite areas. DEP
recommends that the AROD require insitu treatment in the Upper or Lower
Hawthorn offsite where concentrations indicate principal threat wastes or are above
Chapter 62- 777 Natural Attenuation Default Criteria (NADCs) rather than waiting
for increases in current concentrations to trigger treatment as proposed. Chapter 62
780 allows the evaluation and development of triggers with higher concentrations than
NADCs if an MNA evaluation indicates that those higher action levels are also effective
in supporting MNA. We understand that active remedial technologies are limited for this
low permeability formation and that use of ISCO or ISBS is the most feasible approach to
address the less accessible DNAPL or elevated groundwater concentrations. DEP
recommends the use of ISCO to reduce groundwater contaminant concentrations in
these areas. It may be appropriate to consider other oxidants besides permanganate if
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clogging of the aquifer and injection well is a concern. Please note that UIC requires
dedicated wells tor insitu injection and (separate wells) tor performance monitoring and
compliance. \Ve are concerned that Lower Hawthorn impacts in the area of the
North Lagoon may be more extensive than are now known and that the above
approach may not be adequate to mitigate vertical migration into the Floridan in
this area. We have no suggestions at this time but urge EPA to require adequate
assessment and evaluation of DNAPL contamination in this area during design.
EPA Response:
EPA will consider treatment of UHG soil/groundwater east of Koppers where
available data indicate Principal Threat Waste (NAPL) is or is likely present in
close proximity.
Treatment needs to be capable of reducing contaminant
masslconcentration of all contaminants of concern. During remedial design the
precise alignment of the vertical barrier wall will be data driven as determined by
additional sampling and lithologic logging, it mayor may not follow the alignment
shown in figures presented in the proposed plan and FS .

• We remain concerned that there are inadequately assessed areas northwest of the North
Lagoon source area and in the northern area of the site which may require expansion of
the slurry wall area. more extensive DNA PL source treatment or more extensive vadose
zone source removal not contemplated in the current FS. Assessment and delineation of
these potential source areas must be conducted during remedial design to ensure the
comprehensiveness. effectiveness and protectiveness of the containment/ source
treatment remedy in these areas.
EPA Response:
As noted above, the alignment of vertical barrier wall will be data-driven. Data
obtained during remedial design will inform the precise footprint of the vertical
barrier wall installation

• Floridan PllIme containment- As discussed in the revised FS. Floridan aquifer
groundwater recovery has been initiated FW-6 and FW-21 B as an interim measure to
address groundwater exceedances near and upgradient of POC well FW-16B and to
mitigate any leakage along the well bore(s). FW-31 B was also recently installed as a
recovery well to capture groundwater contamination exceeding GCTLs observed in point
of compliance (POC) well FW-22B. Monitoring and triggers tor initiation of groundwater
recovery to address observed or pending POC exceedances in the Floridan have been
outlined in the FS. We understand they will be retlected in the Amended ROD and
remedial design. DEP anticipates that once the AROD is signed. these tormal triggers
will go into effect, including evaluation of the eftectiveness of FW-21 B in pulling back
contaminated groundwater in order for POC FW-16B to meet groundwater cleanup target
levels.
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EPA Response:
Comment noted. EPA continues to recognize and appreciate FDEP's
understanding of the ongoing nature of delineating contamination at the Koppers
Site. EPA anticipates that the response to exceedances of the GCTLs at
property boundary wells located in the UFA will be as was specified in the May
2010 Final Feasibility Study. Specifically, in the case of property boundary wells
this means that any exceedance of the GCTL will be followed up with up to two
calendar quarters of sampling and confirmed exceedances will be addressed by
hydraulic containment will be implemented.
Off site soil remedy
Delineation of contaminated soils is ongoing west of Koppers. Soil sampling has also
been initiated south and east of Koppers to determine if site related contamination exists
in those areas. Regardless of the current land use otlsite, lateral and vertical delineation
should be to unrestricted use SCTLs. We strongly request that EPA and Beazer proceed
as expeditiously as possible in delineation and remediation of oftSite soils.

EPA Response:
EPA shares this goa/. EPA continues to collect information and data related to
areas offsite to the west of the property, and this information can be made
available to the public at the appropriate time.
Sediment remedy
We understand that Cabot will be conducting a removal to address visually tarry
sediments as an interim action. The proposal does not include all areas where dioxin
contamination has been observed above recommended criteria. Confirmatory sampling
will be necessary subsequent to this removal to determine what additional action is
necessary to address remaining sediments exceeding final cleanup goals.

EPA Response:
FDEP correctly notes that Cabot will be conducting an interim remedial action to
remove visually tarry sediments. FDEP also correctly notes that there will need
to be confirmatory sampling to determine to what extent the interim action has
addressed all Cabot Site-related contamination and reduced concentrations of
remaining sediments below cleanup goals. Based on data obtained, Cabot may
be required to conduct additional remedial actions.
Additional Design ActivitiesDEP recommends that the AROD clearly identity additional assessment or treatability
testing that will be required during remedial design to support design and implementation
of a protective and effective remedy. We support the proposed monitoring well locations
recommended by the City and County in their recent Proposed Plan review comments.
We recommend that remedial design activities include the following:
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I) Delineation of otTsite Hawthorn groundwater contamination and installation of
temporary point of compl iance wells at the leading edge of the plume where GCTLs
are met.
2) Installation of offsite TPOC wells to delineate and monitor effectiveness of
Surficial aquifer groundwater remedy.
3) Installation of onsite Lower Hawthorn well(s) at or immediately downgradient of
the South Lagoon and Process area source areas.
4) If selected, pilot testing to determine the ability of ISBS to meet performance
criteria and its long term etfectiveness in mitigating Surficial aquifer DNAPL sources
and vertical contaminant migration.
5) Treatability testing tor development of the ISSS formulation tor insitu treatment of
DNAPL source areas.
6) Compatibility testing and tormulation of the slurry wall composition for
compatibility with onsite contaminated groundwater.
7) Development and implementation of a dust monitoring program to ensure that dust
leaving the Koppers property does not contain contaminants at concentrations that
would pose a health risk.
8) Evaluation of etTectiveness of Floridan IRM groundwater recovery at FW 21-B
and the need tor a dedicated recovery well to ensure GCTL compliance at FW 16B.
9) Installation of additional Floridan monitoring wells to monitor onsite plume
behavior, compliance at the IC boundary and/ or provide offsite delineation. This
includes a) an onsite upper Floridan "transect" well b) an offsite well downgradient of
FW-16B; c) Floridan well east of the process area.
10) Additional assessment and source delineation in the areas northwest of the North
Lagoon source area and in the northern area of the site which may require expansion
of the slurry wall area, more extensive DNAPL source treatment or more extensive
vadose zone source removal not contemplated in the current FS. This is evidenced by
the increasing groundwater contaminant concentrations with depth in North Lagoon
area; Floridan aquifer groundwater contamination in FW-22B near the NW property
boundary; signiticant soil contaminant levels more recently identified in the Northern
Inactive Area along with aerial photo intormation suggesting drums, dumping or
waste disposal in that area; and detections of site related phenolics and PCP daughter
products in Hawthorn monitoring wells located offsite to the northeast.
II) Delineation of DNAPL source areas and identitication of bounds for insitu
treatment and slurry wall.
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EPA Response:
EPA acknowledges the necessity of addressing the above items in the remedial
design phase of the project. However, EPA does not believe that these items
belong in the ROD but that each of these points will be addressed in individual
workplans required to be submitted during the remedial design process to carry
out specific data collection activities.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed plan. We are available to
discllss these comments or other areas of proposed remedy prior to tinalization of the
Amended ROD at your convenience.

Sincerely.
Kelsey A. Helton, Bureau of Waste Cleanup, Hazardous Waste Cleanup Section
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A.2.6 Florida Department of Health

Scott Miller
Remedial Project Manager
Superfund Division
Superfund Remedial Branch, Section C
U.S. EPA Region 4
61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta, GA 30303
September 24. 20 I0
Re: EPA's Cabot/Koppers Proposed Plan
Dear Mr. Miller:
Thank you for the chance to comment on EPA's July 20 I0 proposed plan for the Cabot
Carbon/Koppers Superfund site in Gainesville, Florida.
Ol/-Site Soil

In a June 20 I0 letter, the Florida Department of Health (DOH) concluded that transport
of contaminated dust from the Koppers site to the nearby Stephen Foster neighborhood is
a public health concern [DOH 20 lOa]. The responsible party proposes to root rake and
disk 26 acres of hardened lime rock on the site. Some of this area is within 100 feet of the
Stephen Foster neighborhood. Root raking and disking have the potential to create
contaminated dust that can drift into the nearby neighborhood. This potential continues
unti I the establ ishment of a vegetative cover.
In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should require the responsible party to water the
site to suppress dust formation prior to root raking and disking. While they root rake and
disk. EPA should require the responsible party to continue to water daily or as necessary
tor dust suppression. After completion of root raking and disking, EPA should require a
daily soil moisture check and water as necessary to prevent dust formation until a
vegetative cover is fully established. After a vegetative cover is fully established, EPA
should require a weekly check of soil moisture and water as necessary until
implementation of a permanent remedy.
EPA Response:
EPA shares this goal. Note that the responsible party has submitted a workplan
which includes operation of a water truck to wet soil, as well as air and dust
monitoring to take place during subsequent demolition of the former Koppers
facility site buildings. In addition, EPA has required the responsible party to
design and implement an ambient air quality monitoring network during the
remedial design phase for use during Site remediation.
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In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should also require the responsible party to
assess the health risk for future use of the Koppers hazardous waste site including
commercial and residential.

EPA Response:
It is unnecessary for EPA to require the responsible party to assess the health
risk for future use of the former Koppers Site without a Site-specific plan for
redevelopment available for it to do so. In fact, without benefit of a specific
EPA's preferred remedial
proposal it would be a nearly impossible task.
alternative requires Beazer East to remediate the Site to the FDEP default
commercial/industrial soil cleanup standards found in the State of Florida's risk
based corrective action program. The Site cleanup will be protective of all
commercial, industrial, and recreational uses for which the property owner and
the community may desire to undertake there. In addition, utilizing elements of
intelligent design, possible soil exposures may be eliminated or modified in a way
to allow restricted residential use on the Site. Because this remedy will result in
hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants remaining on-Site above
levels that will allow for unlimited use and unrestricted exposure, a statutory
review will be conducted within five years of construction of the remedy to ensure
that the on-Site remedy remains protective of human health and the environment,
inclusive of the applicable institutional controls (IGs). Five-Year Reviews will
continue throughout the life of the Site until hazardous substances, pollutants or
contaminants no longer remain on Site at levels that do not allow for unlimited
use and unrestricted exposure.
0ft:Site Soil
In a 2009 report, Florida DOH and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry (ATSDR) concluded that incidental ingestion (swallowing) for more than a year
of very small amounts of surface soil from the City of Gainesville easement adjacent to
the western Koppers boundary between NW 26th and NW 30th Avenues could possibly
harm childrell's health [ATSDR 2009]. In June 20 I0, the Florida DOH found the
temporary fellce alld wamillg signs were 110t effective ill prevellfillg trespass on this
easement. Florida DOH recommended the City of Gainesville or responsible party
replace the temporary tence and signs with a more effective barrier to trespass [DOH
20 lOb]. In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should require the City of Gainesville or
the responsible party to post warning signs and erect an effective barrier to trespass until
soil in this easement is remediated.

EPA Response:
Beazer East has completed permanent fencing in the Gity of Gainesville right-of
way along with posted signage which was the subject of FDOH's concern in the
June 2010 FDOH publication.
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In two reports, Florida DOH and ATSDR concluded that slIIface soil testing in the
Stephen Foster neighborhood adjacent to the Koppers site had IlOt extellded far ellollgh
ami recommended additiollal testing [ATSDR 2009, 20 lOa]. In the Cabot
Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should continue to require the responsible party to test
surface soil until they detine the extent of contamination.
EPA Response:
Response: EPA shares this goal. Sampling offsite soil in the areas nearby the
former Koppers facility is ongoing and will continue until the complete extent of
soil contamination is determined.

Florida DOH supports the plan to remove off-site surface soil exceeding Florida's soil
cleanup target levels and replace it with clean fill.
o.tl:Site Indoor DlIst

In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should require the responsible party to
investigate site related contam inants in the dust of nearby homes, schools, and
businesses. The 2009 AMEC Earth & Ellvirollmelltal, Illc. report is illadeqllate to
assess this issue since it only addresses onsite dust deposition under current conditions
and does not address past off-site dust deposition [AMEC 2009]. In the Cabot
Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should also require the responsible party to remediate nearby
buildings found to have dust with site-related contaminants at levels that pose an
unacceptable risk to health.
EPA Response:
EPA has convened a workgroup consisting of EPA, Centers for Disease Control
(CDC), FDOH, and FDEP members to determine what, if any, indoor air quality
sampling will be conducted nearby the former Koppers facility.
Once this
workgroup has determined definitively that indoor dust sampling will occur and
under what circumstances, EPA will either conduct or require the responsible
party to conduct indoor dust sampling. EPA is not aware of other instances at
former wood-treatment sites where indoor dust has posed an unacceptable
health risk to residents.
FDEP has confirmed that its risk-based corrective action soil cleanup target level
(SCTL) standards found at 62-780 do not apply to indoor dust. Therefore,
EPA will utilize its risk criteria in determining if an unacceptable risk to health is
present. It is important to note that dioxin TEO has multiple potential sources in
the context of household dust. Prior to requiring the responsible party to
remediate indoor living environments, it would be necessary to determine with
reasonable certainty that the contamination is associated with the former
Koppers Site.
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Off-Site Creek Sediments

In a 20 I0 draft report, Florida DOH and ATSDR concluded that although incidental
ingestion (swallowing) of very small amounts of contaminated sediments in the
Springstead and Hogtown Creeks is not likely to harm people's health, contaminant
concentrations are still above state standards and should be cleaned up [ATSDR 2010b].
In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should require the responsible parties to cleanup
contaminated sediments in Springstead and Hogtown Creeks.

EPA Response:
The selected remedy address citizen concerns with the creeks in two distinct
ways. First, to address previous contamination of the sediments in each creek,
sediments that have contaminant concentrations associated with either former
Cabot Carbon or Koppers that exceed the threshold effects concentrations (i.e.
contaminant concentrations in excess of levels that would adversely effect animal
life) are required to be excavated and replaced with clean fill material.
Assessment of creek sediments is ongoing. To address possible future impacts
on sediments, the former Koppers facility is required to construct and operate a
detention/retention pond(s) to capture storm water from the former Koppers Site
prior to allowing it to be discharged to the tributary to Springstead Creek. The
detentionlretention pond(s) will be designed, including placement, during the
remedial design of the on-site remedy.
Although future migration of contaminated soils due to storm water flow is highly
unlikely due to the implementation of Site surface covers and consolidation of
contaminated materials beneath a low-permeability coverlcap, storm water
capture will allow potentially contaminated sediment to settle so that it will not be
released to the creeks.
Relerences

[AMEC 2009] AMEC Earth & Environmental. Potential Fugitive Dust Impacts Predicted
from Air Dispersion Modeling. Koppers, Inc. Wood-Treating Facility. Gainesville,
Florida. Westtord, Massachusetts. August 17, 2009.
[ATSDR 2009] Agency tor Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. Health Consultation.
OffSite Surface Soil. Koppers Hazardous Waste Site, Gainesville, Alachua County,
Florida. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Atlanta, GA 30333. July 17,
2009.
[ATSDR 20 lOa] Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. Health
Consultation. Additional OtT-Site Surtace Soil, Koppers Hazardous Waste Site.
Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
Atlanta, GA 30333. June 17,20 IO.
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[ATSDR 2010b] Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. Health
Consultation. Public Comment Version. Springstead and Hogtown Creek Sediments,
Cabot Carbon-Koppers Hazardous Waste Site, Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida.
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Atlanta, GA 30333. June 23, 2010.
[DOH 20 IOa] Letter from E. Randall Merchant, Florida Department of Health to
Anthony Dennis, Alachua County Health Department. June 15,20 IO.
[DOH 20 IOb] Electronic mail from Randy Merchant, Florida Department of Health to
Anthony Dennis, Alachua County Health Department. July 1,20 10.
Thanks again for a chance to comment on EPA's proposed plan for the Cabot
Carbon/Koppers site.
Sincerely,
E. Randall Merchant
Environmental Administrator
850 245-4299
cc: Anthony Dennis - Alachua CHD
Kelsey Helton - Florida DEP
John Mousa - Alachua CEPD
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A.2.7 Koppers, Inc.
October 12. 20 I 0
Mr. Scott Miller
Remedial Project Manager
Superfund Division
Superfund Remedial Branch. Section C
U.S.EPA Region 4
61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta. GA 30303
Koppers Inc.
436 Seventh Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219-1800
Tel412 227 2434
Fax 412 227 2423
Paul LS@Kopper.com
www.koppers.com
SUBJECT: COMMENTS TO JULY 2010 PROPOSED PLAN
CABOT CARBON/KOPPERS SUPERFUND SITE

Dear Mr: Miller
Koppers Inc., a former owner/operator of the wood treating tacility located at NW 23rd
Street in Gainesville. Flo submits these comments to the Superfund Proposed Plan for the
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site. Koppers Inc. (tormerly Koppers Industries, Inc.)
owned and operated the wood treating facility at NW 23rd Street tor a limited period of
time.
Koppers Industries. Inc. purchased the site in late December 1988 from Koppers
Company. Inc .. now known as Beazer East, Inc. Upon closure of its manufacturing
operations in December 2009, Koppers Inc. sold the facility back to Beazer East. Inc. in
March 20 IO. Throughout the Proposed Plan there are numerous references to the
"Koppers" portion of the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, to "Koppers". and to the
"Koppers Site". Since several entities with the word "Koppers" in their name have owned
the site and the term "Koppers" is not defined, the generic use of the word in the
document can be confusing and. at times, inaccurate. For example, the last sentence in the
15 I paragraph on page 3 under Site History states .... "On March 3 I, 20 i 0, Bea::er East,
illc. purchased the property ./i·om Koppers in order to .Facilitate remediation. "The
"Koppers" referred to in this sentence is Koppers Inc. The document further states that
wood treating processes began at the site in 1916 and describes the various units used to
manage wastes or wastewaters at the site. Without further explanation or definition of the
term "Koppers", an obvious conclusion could be that Koppers Inc. operated the site and
the units that are now subject to remediation since 1916. As stated above. Koppers Inc.
only owned and/or operated the wood treating site from late 1988 until March 20 I O. This
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Superfund site was included on the National Priorities List (NPL) prior to Koppers Inc.'s
ownership and Koppers Inc. did not use units subject to remediation.
Therefore, Koppers Inc. requests that some clarification be included in the Proposed Plan
regarding the ownership and activity history at the site as noted below.
The end of the I st paragraph under Site History on page 3 is suggested to be revised to:
" ....... The Koppers portioll of the site was all aclive facility ulltil December 2009 whell
Koppers Illc. ceased its mallufacturillg operatiolls. Koppers Illc. (thell kllowlI as Koppers
Illdustries. IlIc.) purchased the site Fom Be(ccr East. IlIc.. (thell kllowlI as Koppers
CompallY. IlIc .. the/Drmer owner/operator of the site) ill December 1988. 011 March 31,
2010. Beaze,. East. Inc. purchased the property back Fom Koppers Illc. in order to
facilitate remediation.

The 5th paragraph under Site History on page 3 states ...
"Forme!" It'ood-treatmel/f .klcilifies are located with ill the southeastem portion of the
Koppers Site (Figure 2). This ineludes a recelltly-active process building and adjacent
drip tracks where chroma ted copper arsenate (CCA) was used to preserve wood. The
cell/ral and lIorthem portions of the Site were recelltly IIsedfor wood storage. stagillg.
and debarking':

Koppers Inc. believes these statements also lead to a misunderstanding of the site
ownership history and issues being addressed. First the reference to the recently active
process building and drip track implies this is the only activity that occurred in the
southeastern portion of the site. Treatment activities and practices have been conducted in
that area tor many years preceding Koppers Inc. ownership. Secondly, wood storage and
staging has been conducted at the site tor many years throughout its ownership, not just
recently. Koppers Inc. requests that these additional activities also be mentioned in the
Site History section of the document to more accurately reflect the historic operations.
EPA Response:
The ROD will include a change to the first paragraph under Site History as was
requested. The comment related to the fifth paragraph is noted but EPA will not
make this requested change as the current language does not in and of itself
even attempt to provide the universe of previous uses in the southeastern portion
of the Site.

Koppers Inc. appreciates your consideration of these comments and trust they will be
addressed as we believe they clarity the ownership and activity history at the site.
Sincerely,
Linda S. Paul
Environmental Manager
cc: Mitchell Brourman, Beazer East Inc.
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A.2.8 Protect Gainesville's Citizens

October 14, 20 I0
Scott Miller
Site Manager
Cabot I Koppers Superfund Site
Region 4. Environmental Protection Agency
Atlanta Federal Center
81 Forsyth Street
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
RE: Comments to EPA regarding vapor intrusion at the Koppers Site
In September 20 I0, the US EPA developed fact sheets to address questions that were raised
during the proposed plan meeting at the Stephen Foster Elementary School on August 15th
20 I0, One of the fact sheet states that vapor intrusion is not a concern because of the presence
of volatile compounds at low concentrations. Contrary to this statement, the OSlYER Draft
Guidance for Evaluating the Vapor Intf'llsion to Indoor Air Patlnvay./i"ofl/ Grol/luhl'ater and
Soils (Subslllface Vapor Intl'llsion Guidance (US EPA, 2002) suggests that low levels of

volatile compounds in groundwater may present a vapor intrusion hazard.
I am making this comment to encourage the US EPA to perform thorough studies on vapor
intrusion in order to determine if vapor intrusion represents a risk tor future uses.
The current data do not appear sufficient tor pertorming a thorough vapor intrusion study.
The second-tive year review for the Koppers site states that numerous monitoring wells present
at the site were not regularly monitored "over the years". This review recommends that:
"All ot'the Surficial Aquifer lI'ells installed in investigations bef1veen 1984 /0 1995 should be
cleaned out and redeveloped Re-surveying ofthe wells should bc pe/formed as necessmy.
Regular monitoring ofall the H'clls {{nd sample ana~vsisfor all site cac's should be pc/:/ormed"
(Second tive year review tor the Cabot I Koppers Superfund site. 2006).

By going over the documents in the administrative record. I tound out that the latest and most
relevant samples regarding the surticial aquifer COCs were pertormed on August 2007. In
December 2007. Geotrans submitted a document to the US EPA entitled "Surticial Aquifer
Well Redevelopment and Sampling Report. in Response to Five-Year Review Report, April
2006 - Recommendation #9 Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site in Gainesville, Florida"
showing the results of August 2007 sampling. These samples were pertormed more than three
year-ago and theretore I am asking US EPA if:
- the 2nd tive year review recommendation was tollowed?
- the statement regarding vapor intrusion made by the US EP A was based on relevant
and appropriate studies?
In the above cited report, the monitoring wells detected II contaminants that are sufficiently
toxic and volatile (based on the User's Guide for Evaluating Subsurface Vapor Intrusion into
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Buildings, prepared by the Environmental Quality Inc to the US EPA, 2004). Among these
contaminants, two are characterized as carcinogenic by inhalation: benzene and naphthalene.
By looking at the RCRA Draft: Supplemental Guidance for Evaluating the Vapor
Intrusion to Indoor Air Pathway, the groundwater screening level for naphthalene is 15 f.lg/L.
This target groundwater concentration corresponds to a target indoor air concentration where
the soil gas to indoor air attenuation factor is 0.0 I and the partitioning across the water table
obeys Henry's law. The screening level for naphthalene should be lower because naphthalene
has been recently characterized as a carcinogen by inhalation and this value hasn't been
updated yet.
Figure 3 of the 2007 Surficial Aquifer Well Redevelopment and Sampling Report shows the
presence of naphthalene in three main areas. The first one is next to the former South Lagoon,
the former Drip Track area and the former Process area. The second zone is located in the
vicinity of and downgradient of the former North Lagoon. Finally, the last impacted area is in
the northeastern section of the Site. The concentrations in these areas are well above the US
EPA screening level for vapor intrusion with concentrations reaching 8300 f.lg/L. Naphthalene
is only one contaminant among eleven others that may pose a risk to future indoor workers. By
examining these numbers it is impractical for the US EPA to state that vapor intrusion is not a
concern without conducting further studies. Based on the Administrative record, the US EPA
hasn't conducted any studies to support their statement.
The Johnson and Ettinger model is recommended by the US Environmental Protection Agency
to determine whether vapor intrusion may result in a potential unacceptable inhalation risk.
The US EP A should have used this model to tind out ifvapor intrusion is an issue.
By using the Johnson and Ettinger model and the maximum concentrations found throughout
the site tor contaminants that are sufficiently toxic and volatile, the values for the total cancer
risk and the hazard index are:

Contaminant

Cw

Risk

HQ

IJlg/L
Benzene
Ethylbenzene

250
140

1.00E-04

1.198204

Toluene

420

0.17561

m-p xylene

320

0.518601

0.024272

o xylene

150

0.192458

2Methylnaphthalene

1500

0.171483

Acenaphthene (Ace)

730

0.007893

Dibenzofuran

400

0.001865

Fluorene

360

0.002547

Naphthalene

8300

Pyrene

13

8.76E-04

24.03867
2.22E-05
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I 9.76E-04

I 26.33163

To calculate the cancer risk and the hazard quotient, ditTerent site-specific assumptions were
made:
- groundwater temperature is 22 degrees Celsius
- the capillary zone and the unsaturated zone soil type is assumed to be sand based on the
20 I 0 Feasibility Study
- the slab-on-grade scenario was selected (most common in Florida) and detault values
for parameters related to th is toundation were selected
- a water table depth of 9 feet (average value of seasonal variations at the Koppers Site)
commercial/industrial specitic exposure factors were used
Based on this table. naphthalene is the contaminant that represents the greatest concern. The
Hazard Index is 26 and therefore is greater than I. which suggests that noncancer adverse
human health etfects are likely.
The total cancer risk is 9.76 E-04. This value is between but at the higher end of the USEPA's
allowable risk range of I x I0-6 to I xI0-4. However. the cancer risk exceeds FDEP's risk
benchmark of one in a mi II ion.
This value exceeds the US EPA's allowable risk range of Ix10-6 to I x10-4 and FDEP's risk
benchmark of one in a million. I strongly encourage the US EPA to investigate this pathway
further and to obtain current surticial aquifer concentrations at the site. Without further study,
it appears that future commercial/industrial workers at the Koppers site may be at risk from
vapor intrusion.
Please feel free to contact me if you would like to review the spreadsheet supporting my
conclusions.
Sincerely.
Beata Urbaniak
Dr. Patricia V. Cline [Technical Advisor]
EPA Response:
The Commenter refers to a 2006 Five- Year review item that required Beazer East to
redevelop and sample Surficial Aquifer wells. The document entitled "Surficial Aquifer
Well Redevelopment and Sampling Report, in Response to Five- Year Review Report,
April 2006 - Recommendation #9 Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site in
Gainesville, Florida" showing the results of August 2007 sampling is the follow-up
report that was completed to address Recommendation #9 of the 2006 Five-Year
review.
EPA acknowledges there is a potential threat concerning vapor intrusion; however,
there are currently no structures above the groundwater plume except for some onsite
buildings that have been demolished. Post remediation, the areas of significant
contamination will have been stabilized, covered with an impermeable barrier (the
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cap) that will prevent vapor intrusion from the source areas and physicallylchemically
treated in such a way as to either bind contaminants to a stabilization/solidification
agent rendering them unable to be vaporized or chemically altered in such a way as
to create either an insoluble precipitate within a vertical barrier wall (which will prevent
lateral migration) to prevent lateral migration.
EPA acknowledges that there could be a potential concern with vapor intrusion.
However, absent a Site-specific redevelopment plan which will unlikely to be
forthcoming prior to Site remediation, it would be unlikely to be able to ascertain what
future impact may occur. As there are no Site buildings remaining for which vapor
may intrude, the Commenter's calculations are simply a theoretical risk based on
outdated' data. Once there is a specific Site redevelopment plan which may be
evaluated for vapor intrusion and other possible potential risks of redevelopment, EPA
and FDEP will either evaluate or have the responsible party evaluate these risks. The
responsible party is required to continue to monitor the Surficial Aquifer wells.

October 10. 20 I0
Mimi A. Drew
Secretary of the Florida Dep3ltment of Environmental Protection (FDEP)
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard M.S. 49
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
RE: Koppers
Requirements

Superfund

Site.

Failure

to

follow

Professional

Engineer/Geologist

The public health of citizens of Gainesville Florida is at risk from Koppers Superfund Site
contamination, including groundwater impacts that threaten our well tield. The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recently provided the Administrative Record. the
documents which form the basis for their proposed remedy. These documents do not comply
with Florida Statutes and Laws that require applicable pOltions of technical documents be
signed and sealed by a professional engineer (PE) registered pursuant to Chapter 471, F.S., or
a professional geologist (PG) registered pursuant to Chapter 492. F.S., celtifying that the
applicable portions of the technical document and associated work comply with standard
professional practices.
EPA has stated that federal regulations do not require the Feasibility Study (FS) or other
documents to be certitied by licensed professionals. We feel the state statutes are clear, and
provide no exemption for Superfund sites. For example, Chapter 492, F.S. outlining
requirements for PG signatures (applicable to Ilumerous Koppers groundwater reports) begins
with a clear statement of Purpose:
It is herebv declared to be the Pllblic policy of the state Ihal. ill order 10 safeguard the
life. healtlt. property. alld public well-beillg of its cithells. allY persoll practicillg or
offerillg to practice geology ill thi... state shal/meet the requiremellts ofthis chapter.
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FDEP staff appeared unsure of whether these statutes apply to the work performed at the
Koppers' Site. To get clarification, complaints have been tiled to have example documents
reviewed by the state licensing boardsl. In addition, we have contacted two states in EPA
Region 4 regarding PG signatures and received the following responses:
While EPA mayor lIIay no[ reqllire the signatllre. the Alabama PC s{(ltllte requires
documents to be signed that are within the public practice q( geology. Public
documents should be signed by 1II1 AL PC (( they contain geological
i I?/orm(l tit m/i n telpreta tion.
Dorothy Malaier, PG Board Chair
The State q(South Carolina requires that a geologist hold (l license to practice in [his
state whenever s/he engages in practice and [here is no general exception for ll'ork
0/1 SupCl.1illld sites. Lenora Add ison-M i les [m i lesl@scdllr.com]

We expect a similar clear and detinitive response for engineers and geologists practicing in
Florida.
[ I Florida Board of Professional Engineers, regarding the May 20 I0 Feasibility Study (FS), tiled
June 27, 20 IO.
Florida Board of Professional Geologists, regarding the Hawthorn Group Investigation, filed
September 22,20 I0 ]
We raise this issue for two reasons:
• The state laws that are designed for protection of human health must be followed.
Not following these licensing requirement means that no one is accepting
responsibility for the accuracy of the statements, calculations, conclusions, or impacts
to human health or the environment that will result from decisions based on these
documents
• Critical documents are incomplete and technically deficient. This should be
addressed before tinalizing a remedy that puts our citizens at risk. It is unacceptable
that EPA can consider the FS document "Final" if the critical problems have not been
addressed.
As the agency that reviews these documents, we look to FDEP to protect our citizens and:
I. Be clear on the requirements for professional certitications for Superfund Sites,
convey these to FDEP staff and EPA, and enforce these licensing requirements on all
sites.
2. Reject the FS and relevant documents associated with the Koppers site that are not
signed and sealed by the appropriate Professional Engineer or Professional Geologist
licensed to practice in the State of Florida.
3. Recognize this is not a formality. The Koppers FS fails to provide criteria and
critical performance metrics on which to base a remedy. We request you consult with
Florida Board of Professional Engineers (FBPE) on the FS; and demand that EPA
cannot consider the FS tinal until these issues have been addressed.
4. Give ofticial support to community requests for an addendum to the FS evaluating
alternatives consistent with professional practices so that the implications of the
remedy are transparent.
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We would be happy to supply our technical comments on the deticiencies of the relevant
documents (particularly the FS). The deticiencies of the proposed plan and the lack of
transparency / accuracy of the supporting documents have also been highlighted in comments to
the EPA prepared by the Local Intergovernmental Team (City olGainesvillc. the Alachua COl/nty
Envil'Onmenwl Protection Department. the Alachua County Dcpartmelll 0./ Health. and
Gainesville Regional Utilities), along with the City and County Commissions.
The publ ic comment period on the proposed remedy is nearing an end. and the Record of
Decision for the remedy at this site may be issued soon. We look to the support of FDEP. our
licensing boards, and our representatives to address the concerns of the community and resolve
this issue quickly. Please contact me (352 234-3732) if you would like further claritication on
these concems. We appreciate your assistance in resolving these issues.
Sincerely.
Dr. Pat Cline
Technical Advisor
6322 SW 37th Way
Gainesville. FI 32608
ta@protectgainesville.org

EPA Response:
The NCP regulations found at 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 300,
contain the EPA regulations for implementing CERCLA, as well as governance
on documents to be submitted to the agency. Per EPA FS guidance, the FS is a
conceptual document that supports the design of selected remedies. The NCP
requires certification of engineering design documents; therefore, design
documents for the Koppers Site generated during the remedial design phase of
the project, will be signed and sealed by a professional engineer registered in the
State of Florida. In an October 14, 2010, letter from Mary Jean Yon, FDEP
Director of the Division of Waste Management in response to Dr. Cline's, October
10, 2010, letter, FDEP clarified that Superfund law dictates what requirements
there are for the design and certification of a Feasibility Study. The remedial
design of the selected remedy will occur after the. Record of Decision (ROD) is
issued.
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October 15, 20 I 0
Scott Miller
Site Manager
Cabot / Koppers Superfund Site
Region 4, Environmental Protection Agency
Atlanta Federal Center
81 Forsyth Street
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960

RE: Protect Gainesville's Citizens (PGC) Comments

PGC has been active over the past few months providing intormation and opportunities
tor the community to become better intormed and provide comments on the proposed
remedy tor the Koppers Superfund Site. This letter is submitted to highlight key issues
that have been raised and of concern to the PGC and a large segment of the community.
Comment I. An effective Community Involvement Plan responsive to the needs of the
citizens in Gainesville is important. Some of the responses to the community concerns do
not seem adequate. We would like to work with L'Tonya Spencer to update the CIP and
to maintain commitments to the community regarding availability of information and
opportunities to participate in the process. Because the recent CIP update process
occurred simultaneously with the process of hiring a technical advisor and preparing tor
the public comment period, we do not feel the community was able to adequately
participate as needed. We ask that in the future adequate time be allocated for all stages
of the Superfund Clean up Process.
EPA Response:
The current CIP does address community concerns and comments, and reflects
a major revision from the previous version. Comments for future CIPs will be
reviewed every six months and revised, if necessary. The community will be
informed of the next revision of the CIP. Please note that comments have been,
and will be, received from a multitude of individuals and interested community
groups, which will take time to process, but will be included in future versions of
the CIP.

Comment 2. PGC requested the Administrative Record File and update to the repository
in April 2010, and Dr. Cline provided additional requests. No complete site index has
been received and many documents remain missing in the repository. This has hampered
detailed evaluation of the Plan and the primary supporting document, the Feasibility
Study (FS). A complete tile is essential to maintain the critical evaluations that have been
completed over the past 10 years and provide the basis tor the summary statements made
in the FS.
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EPA Response:
In a response to a request from Dr. Cline dated August 18, 2010, EPA stated that
it has decided not to include the requested documents in the AR. Each of the
documents cited are, and will remain, a part of the Site file, where they are
available to the public via FOIA. The AR, however, is the body of documents that
"forms the basis" for the selection of a particular response at a Site.
Consequently, only documents which were considered or relied upon in our
decision-making belong in the AR.

COlllment 3. An aggressive remedy to protect the groundwater is needed. We concur with
comments expressed by LIT and TA on ISBS and think its potential use at this site should
be reconsidered.
EPA Response:
EPA agrees that an aggressive remedy is warranted and believes that the
proposed remedy is a comprehensive and aggressive remedy. EPA is given a
regulatory imperative to utilize innovative technologies where appropriate. As
such. EPA believes that a pilot test of the ISBS is appropriate and in the best
interest of the site remedy. It should be noted that ISS/S is incorporated into the
ROD so that if the ISGS aspect of the remedy does not meet performance
criteria, the remedy may be altered or changed as appropriate.

Comment 4. For the past year, there have been presentations about potential
redevelopment of the Site, yet it appears that a remedy will be in place that may
discourage development, and could leave the city with an undevelopable piece of
property.
EPA Response:
EPA is required to look at reasonably anticipated future land uses in determining
what cleanup criteria to apply at a Superfund Site. EPA has determined that
unrestricted residential use is not a likely or practical future land use for the Site.
However, a remedy that in effect meets Florida residential default cleanup
standards has been selected. The remedy calls for clean soil to be placed over
almost the entire Site. EPA has made its reasonably anticipated land use
determination based on several factors including property owner Beazer East's
planned retention of Site ownership and its indicated future use of the Site as
commercial, recreational or mixed use with a residential component. Therefore,
the EPA has determined that the reasonably anticipated future land use of the
Koppers portion of the Site is likely to be commercial, recreational or mixed-use
with a residential component.

Comment 5. Although the Proposed plan identifies the SCTLs as the cleanup numbers for
soil, the AR appears to bias support for the risk assessment documents and inference of
the use of the target risk value rather than the Florida SCTLs. We just received a
document that alters assumptions. This is unacceptable.
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EPA Response:
EPA is not clear as to what document is being referred to; however, it is EPA's
intent to use SCTL values for commercial/Industrial for onsite soils. For offsite
soils it is EPA's intent to utilize SCTLs appropriate for the land use.
Comment 7. Residents have persistently raised questions about potential oftsite
groundwater contam ination west of the site into the residential neighborhood. These have
been generally dismissed, and site documents appear to inter that this area is not
impacted. Recent review of data 'in the southwest area of the site suggests there is
contamination in that area that reqpires additional investigation and potentially impacts
the remedy.
I

EPA Response:
,
Presumably this comment is referring to the historical detection of elevated
COCs in an offsite private UFA Jvell (Geiersbach well) in this area. Contamination
in the private well was possib/~ due to leakage into the upper Floridan aquifer
from contamination in the lower Hawthorn group that entered the underlying
aquifer at the well, due to qeteriorated well construction materials or an
incomplete seal between the lower Hawthorn and the upper Floridan. A similar
process has been surmised as the cause of the low-level groundwater
contamination that has been observed in FW-3. Water-level data and
contaminant distribution patterns across the Koppers property do not indicate
that contamination at FW-3 or the private well originated through advective
contaminant transport in the Floridan aquifer from upgradient identified
contaminant entry points.
I

Comment 8: The proposed plan recommends excavating contaminated soils and piling
them up in the southeast corner of the property. This is unacceptable. We understand
there are some soils which are too contaminated to be removed from the site. For those
areas that can be either removed or remediated a plan should be proposed for
consideration that would either move them to a lined land till or remediate them in place
to the SCTL's.

EPA Response:
The soil consolidation alternative is an efficient means of minimizing potential for
exposure at the Koppers site. The soil consolidation area will be designed to
contain the soil contamination: and prevent human contact and migration in
groundwater off-Site. The consqlidation area at the Koppers Site will be covered
with a low-permeability caplcover constructed of clean material that will be a
minimum of two feet thick. This 'coverlcap will be gently sloped to promote storm
water runoff and prevent pooling. The intent of the cap will be to prevent surface
exposure to contaminated soil: and limit rainfall from entering the subsurface
within the consolidation area. This type of caplcover is designed to perform into
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perpetuity with minimal maintenance requirements. The exact dimensions and
design of the cap will be determined in the design phase.

Sincerely,
Cheryl Krauth Chair, Protect Gainesvi lie's Citizens, Inc.

October 15. 20 I0
Scott Miller, Remedial Project Manager
Superfund Division, Superfund Remedial Branch
U.S. EPA Region 4
·61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta. GA 30303
Re: Comments on U.S. EPA's Proposed Plan tor the Koppers Superfund Site
Florida

III

Gainesville,

Dear Mr. Miller:
As you are aware, there is pervasive, strong objection within the community to EPA's Proposed
Plan tor the clean-up of the Koppers Superfund Site in Gainesville, Florida. Many of these
complaints are well-deserved, ranging from deficiencies on the part of EPA to properly involve
the community in its remedy selection process, to inadequate and inappropriate on-site and otT
site remediation.
As you are also aware, the City of Gainesville and Alachua County have submitted their
Comments and Recommendations on EPA's Proposed Plan, developed by the Local
Intergovernmental Team. the City and County governments, and members of the community.
Untold thousands of hours on the part of many dedicated, intelligent, and thoughtful individuals
went into preparing these response comments. I endorse them wholeheartedly, almost without
exception, and I implore EPA to take them to heart.
I am keenly aware of the difficult relationships between EPA, the Responsible Parties, and the
local community. Neither am I under any illusion as to the limitations associated with remedying
a very large, heavily contaminated, complex site. Limitations notwithstanding, there are many
elements in EPA's Proposed Plan that are seriously inadequate and unacceptable.
Community Involvement

Community input is supposed to playa crucial role throughout the decision-making process on
superfund sites. EPA is required to vigorously engage and integrate the community as soon as a
site is placed on the National Priorities List. EPA is required to place heavy emphasis on
community input in selecting the remedies and in providing a site that will accommodate the
community's desired future uses. EPA has been severely deficient in following both federal law
and its own policy directives in this regard. Superfund Community Involvement Handbook
(EPA):
"In CERCLA, Congress was clear about its intent tor the Agency to provide every
opportunity for residents of affected communities to become active participants in the
process and to have a say in the decisions that affect their community. Congress, in
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establishing the Superfund program. wanted the Agency to be guided by the people
whose lives are impacted by Superfund sites. The intent of the law is restated in the NCP
at 40 CFR 300.430(c)(2)(ii): -(A) Ensure the public appropriate opportunities for
involvement in a wide variety of site-related decisions. including site analysis and
characterization, alternatives analysis, and selection of remedy."
A substantial amount of the current dysfunction and antagonism between the community and
EPA could have been avoided if proper emphasis had been placed on developing an integrative
dialogue with the community throughout the remedy selection process. i.e .. an active Community
Involvement Plan (CIP).
It is through the CIP that the community is to be kept informed of the various aspects and
considerations associated with the entire remedial process. from "discovery" of the site to
deletion from the NPL. And it is through the CIP that EPA is made aware of the types of
remedies and future uses the community - desires on the site--so that EPA can provide the
corresponding remedies. wherever practicable.
Superfund Land Use Directive (EPA):
"Discussions with local land use planning authorities. appropriate ofticials. and the
public. as appropriate, should be conducted as early as possible in the scoping phase of
the Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RifFS). This will assist EPA in
understanding the reasonably anticipated future uses of the land on which the Superfund
site is located; Remedial action objectives developed during the RifFS should retlect the
reasonably anticipated future land use or uses."
The only known Community Involvement Plan for the Koppers Superfund Site in Gainesville
was established in 1989 (it was then called the Community Relations Plan). According to that
Plan. quarterly updates were to be issued to the community and the Plan was to be revised if there
were indications of signiticant changes in community interest at any time during the Remedial
Investigation, the Feasibility Study, the Draft FS report, or during development of the Proposed
Plan.
Beginning in 1993, CI Ps were required to be updated every 3 years. The CIP for the Koppers site
should have been updated 6 times since 1989. Astoundingly, it wasn't until August 20 I0 that
EPA drafted a new CIP--3 weeks a(tcr release the Proposed Plan.
I do not know what resources mayor may not have been available to EPA throughout the past 20
years to fultill its responsibility to incorporate community input into the remedy selection
process. But there is no doubt whatsoever that in this instance, EPA's deticiency in this regard is
largely responsible for the current level of anger and hostility towards EPA, and the inadequate
and inappropriate remedies in the Proposed Plan.

EPA Response:
The Community Involvement Plan has been in place and operational since 1989.
Community interviews were conducted for the Site during the week of August 1,
2010. Individual interviews, along with a focus group meeting, were held to
identify concerns of the community for the CIP. A draft copy of the CIP was
presented to the community for a 30-day comment period to allow additional
information, concerns, and/or suggestions to be collected. This was done in
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response to community outcry for intense participation. The 30-day comment
period was from August 16, 2010 until September 15, 2010. The CIP was placed
in the Information Repository in November 2010. In order to address community
outreach and involvement, the EPA has also included in the CIP an opportunity
for the document to be revised, upon review, every six months. The current
document does address community concerns and comments, and reflects a
major revision from the previous version.
Community concerns have been identified and addressed in Table 3.1 of the
revised CIP. Table 3.1 lists the concerns and EPA's responses to the concerns.
The identified concerns range from community outreach activities to technical
and redevelopment issues. Comments for future CIPs will be reviewed every six
months and revised, if necessary. The community will be informed of the next
revision of the CIP. Please note that comments have been, and will be, received
from a multitude of individuals and interested community groups, which will take
time to process, but will be included in future versions of the CIP.
The toll free numbers for EPA representatives have been consistently provided
on information that is distributed to the community. These include, but are not
limited to, Fact Sheets, Question and Answer Sheets, web sites for EPA and
Protect Gainesville's Citizens, the administrative record, the CIP, and business
cards. The current toll free numbers are 1-877-718-3752 or 1-800-432-3752.
The mailing list for the Koppers community is a living document and updating and
maintaining it is an ongoing activity. The initial mailing list was developed by
obtaining residential and/or business addresses within a half mile to one mile
radius of the Site. The use of sign-in sheets is another method used to identify
addresses of interested citizens for the mailing list. Some residents who attend
meetings request that their information not be shared with third parties.
Therefore, to respect their wishes and privacy, the residential addresses are
used for the mailing list only. Additionally, the EPA is developing a new list of e
mail addresses for the Koppers community to use as another method to provide
information as it becomes available to the public.
Public Meetings
As part of the EPA Administrator's emphasis on enhanced public participation
opportunities, EPA staff were involved with two public availability sessions in
concert with the FDEP and Florida Department of Health. EPA staff participated
in seven special Gainesville City and/or Alachua County Special Commission
meetings presenting information related to Koppers Site cleanups and
participated in listening sessions for members of the public on May 1, 2008,
March 9,2009, April 29, 2010, August 31, 2009, January 4, 2010, March 9, 2009,
August 17, 2009. Five fact sheets were produced and distributed to provide
information related to offsite soil sampling, onsite and offsite proposed plan
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responses to comments received during EPA's August 5, 2010, proposed plan
meeting. On June 15, 2010, EPA participated in a Site walk with citizens who
had concerns about possible buried drums. PRP Beazer East developed and
submitted an October 11, 2010, workplan to investigate possible buried drums
onsite. On September 22, 2010, EPA and Beazer East provided a Site tour to
answer questions related to upcoming demolition activities. EPA representatives
met with the former Gainesville Mayor and GRU staff on January 6, 2010, and
November 23, 2009, to discuss FS concerns.
Rightful Expectations
The land and our creeks have suffered unconscionable environmental abuse for almost 100 years.
The community justitiably teels that the Responsible Parties should be held accountable and that
EPA should require the RP's to clean up every last bit of contamination from the site. i.e.. return
the land to the condition it was in before they got their dirty hands on it. This is a well-deserved,
well-grounded expectation for environmental and social justice. Even after the horrendous
activities were "discovered" in 1983 and the site was placed on the NPL. the abuses continued for
an additional 26 years. We really are NOT interested in hearing excuses.

Realistically speaking, most of the reasonable elements of the community understand that the
magnitude and nature of the contamination on the site impose limitations that make total clean-up
a near impossibility. Nonetheless, EPA's Proposed Plan falls far short of what is appropriate.
necessary. and practicable. That is why the proposed remedies to simply cover up the
contamination feel like such an insult.
Because evaluation and cost analysis of so many potential remedial alternatives appear to be
missing from the FS. it is impossible for the community to accept the rationale behind EPA's
chosen remedies in the Proposed Plan.

EPA Response:
The FS and Proposed Plan were done in accordance with applicable guidance.
As stated in the EPA RIfFS Guidance document ( OSWER Directive 9355.3-01,
October 1988) "The objective of the RIfFS process is not the unobtainable goal of
removing all uncertainty, but rather to gather information sufficient to support an
informed risk management decision regarding which remedy appears to be most
appropriate for a given site. The appropriate level of analysis to meet this
objective can only be reached through constant strategic thinking and careful
planning concerning the essential data needed to reach a remedy selection
decision. As hypotheses are tested and either rejected or confirmed, adjustments
or choices as to the appropriate course for further investigations and analyses
are required. These choices, like the remedy selection itself, involve the
balancing of a wide variety of factors and the exercise of best professional
judgment."
Nine criteria are used to evaluate each remedy, in accordance with CERCLA
RIfFS Guidance (EPA, 1988). The nine CERCLA criteria used to evaluate
remedies in the FS process are:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

-

Overall protection of human health and the environment
Compliance with ARARs
Long-term effectiveness and permanence
Reduction in mobility/toxicity/volume through treatment
Short-term effectiveness
Implementability
Cost
State Acceptance
Community Acceptance

The first two criteria (the threshold criteria) evaluate how candidate remedies
satisfy regulatory and administrative aspects of remediation.
Criteria three through seven (the balancing criteria) evaluate the candidate
remedies' (1) effectiveness within the constraints presented by engineering and
administrative limitations, (2) efficiency at meeting clean-up goals, and (3)
economic impact based on cost to implement.
The last two criteria (the modifying criteria) are reserved for stakeholders,
affected public and regulatory/administrative agencies to give input to the remedy
evaluation process.
The CERCLA criteria encompass statutory requirements and technical, cost, and
institutional considerations, and are grouped into three categories (threshold,
primary, and modifying criteria) based on their function in the remedy evaluation
process. Furthermore, these primary CERCLA criteria are expanded into sub
criteria that clarify the intent of the primary criterion and that provide additional
discriminatory power to the remedy evaluation process.
Primary Source Areas

Being directly upstream in the Floridan Aquifer from the Murphree Wellfield. the groundwater
remedy must. without question, be protective of the regional drinking water supply. EPA's
proposed remedies are not sufticient to accomplish that.
The community's preferred remedy within the 4 primary source areas is excavation and off-site
disposal of contaminated soils down to the 2nd clay layer. However desirable, this is likely not a
practicable alternative due both to the expense of the excavation process itself and to the disposal
restrictions and transport requirements of the DNAPL material involved. Nonetheless. the
community deserves to see a detailed evaluation of this alternative. which should be included in
an amended FS.
Excavation and off-site disposal of soils from within the source areas down to the Ist clay would.
of course. be signi ticantly more practicable. An evaluation of this alternative should be provided
in an amended. FS, as should an evaluation for on-site treatment. The community needs to
understand the practicability, or lack thereot~ of all remedial options.
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If excavation and off-site disposal of the primary source area soils proves to be completely
impracticable, thorough soliditication and stabilization of these soils (i.e., ISSS) from surface to
the 2nd clay, with supplemental ISBS and hydraulic containment at deeper levels, appears to be
the optimal and justiliable fall-back solution. ISBS should not be relied upon as an effective
remedy in the surficial aquifer. as is being proposed by EPA.
ISSS from the surface to the 2nd clay in the primary source areas is a remedial alternative that
warrants evaluation and cost analysis. This should be provided in an amended FS.
In addition to the LIT recommendation to expand the proposed slurry wall eastward to address
olT-site migration of contaminants there, evidence suggests there is off-site migration of DNAPL
contamination to the west, as well. Further testing appears to be necessary to determine whether
the slurry wall perimeter wOldd need to be adjusted accordingly to prevent additional off-site
migration of contaminants. The slurry wall configuration (subsurface containment remedy) need
not dictate the surface soils remedy. discussed further below.

EPA Response:
Excavation of source area soils containing DNAPL was evaluated in comparison
with other options during the FS process. The preferred onsite remedy was
determined to be the optimal alternative based on the nine CERCLA criteria used
in developing and evaluating remedial options, including risk reduction and
protectiveness. Specific challenges to soil excavation and off-site disposal at the
Site are:
Excavation depths and large soil volume
The two source area excavation alternatives considered during the
remedy selection process (removal of soil within the Surficial Aquifer or
removal of soil to the Hawthorn Group middle clay unit) would present
significant challenges due to the excavation depths and the large amounts
of soil that would be removed. The Surficial Aquifer soil removal would
require digging to an approximate depth of 25 feet below ground and
removing approximately 280,000 cubic yards (420,000 tons) of soil. The
Hawthorn Group middle clay soil is deeper and removal would require
digging to an approximate depth of 65 feet below ground and removing
approximately 1,800, 000 cubic yards (2,700, 000 tons) of soil. Excavating
soil to these depths would require shoring to keep the excavation walls
from falling in on workers, and dewatering to remove groundwater that
would flow into the excavation area during excavation. Groundwater
collected from the excavation area would require treatment and disposal.
Construction of a staging/temporary storage area may be required.
Excavated soil would require management as listed hazardous waste. All
of these challenges, in turn, result in short-term health and safety risks to
remedial workers and the nearby community and significant additional
costs to the remedial effort.
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Off-Site disposal challenges
Finding one or more disposal facilities that will accept the large quantities
of contaminated soil would present a challenge. Land Disposal Restriction
(LOR) and Best Demonstrated Available Technology (BOAT) rules
establishing treatment standards for land disposal may require that
contaminated soils from the Site be sent to one of the few hazardous
waste incinerators that accept wood treatment listed waste. It may also be
necessary to treat soils on-site prior to off-Site disposal. Transporting the
contaminated soils to an off-Site facility would require either about 15,000
(Surficial Aquifer excavation) or 95,000 (Hawthorn Group middle clay
excavation) truck loads. More than 100 dump truck loads per day of
contaminated soil could be driven through the areas surrounding the Site
resulting in significant transport-related safety and environmental risks, as
well as a significant nuisance to the surrounding areas for over 2.5 years.
The same logistical difficulties are associated with rail transport.
On-site treatment challenges
If the material is treated on-site (by any method) and returned to the
excavation, the risk reduction and volume treated is very similar to the in
situ treatment options, but with substantially greater short-term risk,
engineering challenges, effort, time, and cost.
On-site construction of above ground landfill challenges
If the excavated soil is placed in an on-site constructed landfill instead of
being returned to the excavation or transported off-Site, the resulting
mound would be much larger than the mound considered for the gently
sloped consolidation area. This would have serious technical and
permitting challenges, would limit redevelopment opportunities, and would
.
not be a welcome sight for the community.
Risk reduction not significantly different with excavation
Actual long-term human health and environmental risk reduction resulting
from source area excavation would not be significantly different than in
situ treatment. Short-term risks would be significantly higher for soil
excavation. Soil removal will not significantly reduce groundwater
concentrations at potential receptors, including the Murphree Well Field. A
long-term groundwater remedy would still be required. There is also a risk
that residual DNAPL will move through the groundwater during excavation
activities.
Finally, it should be noted that ISGS is only one component of the remedial
strategy at the Cabot Koppers Site. Out of an abundance of caution, redundant
approaches (containment using slurry walls and caps to isolate the four primary
source areas, and soil stabilization/treatment to immobilize the contamination)
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are proposed. Specific performance requirements, with contingencies to insure
project success, will be engineered during the design phase of the project.
That said, EPA acknowledges that ISGS is a developing technology. As such,
EPA will require stringent performance testing and monitoring during its
application with an ISS/S contingency in place if performance standards are not
achieved. Implementing the remedy in a staged or staggered schedule will
provide EPA with more options for meeting cleanup goals. For example, EPA
proposes implementing ISGS within a physically contained zone (surrounded by
the slurry wall) as a response to subsurface contamination, and to evaluate its
effectiveness concurrently with the remedial design.
EPA will require the PRP to provide engineering design plans for both full-scale
implementation of ISGS and a contingent ISS/S remedy along with the other
remedial components including but not limited to the vertical barrier wall, the
engineered cap, and LHG injection points. If necessary, EPA will be able to
quickly respond to ISGS ineffectiveness by requiring the ISGS zone to be
revisited and addressed by ISS/S, or additional ISGS injections, without further
time-consuming Site-specific rule makings.
Non-Source Area Soils
EPA's proposed surface soils remedy is to surficially scrape the non-source area to a non
specitied depth (leaving an indetenninate amount of contamination behind), pile the scrapings on
top of the source areas, put a cap on top of the mound, and throw some clean dirt on top of the
scraped area. Adding insult to injury, those surticial soils would only have to meet commercial/
industrial SCTLs. Future development would require engineering and institutional controls over
almost the entire site--signiticantly impairing (and dictating) the types of future uses the site
cou Id accommodate.

This type of remedy might be appropriate if the site was in an isolated location, but it is not. The
site is integrated well within the developed area of the city and shares a 3/4 mile-long boundary
with a single family neighborhood. Attaining a site that is genuinely clean should be one of
EPA's primary objectives for this site. A remedy that does not actually clean the majority of the
contaminants from the site will not remove the stigma associated with the site and will adversely
impact the economic health and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods for generations to come. EPA
has completely neglected the psychological impact of the chosen remedy on the community. This,
in my opinion, is where the Proposed Plan is most deficient.
In 2008 the Gainesville City Commission passed a Resolution requesting EPA to require the
responsible parties to clean the Site to Florida residential SCTLs. And yet EPA's Proposed Plan
states:
"The selected cleanup goals are the Florida commercial/ industrial SCTLs for on-Site
soils/ sediments."
AMECs on-site surface soil tests indicate that it may in fact be practicable to attain a thorough
clean-up over the majority of the area outside the primary source areas. With additional testing, a
fine-grained work plan could be generated to determine the various depths to which contaminated
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soils would need to be excavated to reach relatively clean earth. A legitimate expectation would
be to thoroughly clean as great an area as possible by excavation of these soils. An evaluation and
cost analysis for excavating the non-source area portions of the site to the various depths
necessary to reach the different soil contact and leachability standards is missing from the FS.
This information is crucial. and should be included in an amended FS.
In association with the excavation of on-site surface soils (whether to indiscriminate depths as is
being proposed, or to the depths necessary to reach target criteria) are the alternatives for off-site
disposal or on-site treatment of these soils. These alternatives warrant evaluation and cost
analysis, and need to be provided in an amended FS.
The mounding of contaminants on-site is highly objectionable to the community--and for good
reason. It will adversely impact and stigmatize adjacent neighborhoods forever.
If evaluation proves that off-site disposal or on-site treatment of the non-source area soils is in
fact impracticable, the excavated soils should be contined to as small an area as possible. so as to
maximize the area on the Site where surface soils could potentially be cleaned. I think a
thoroughly clean area over as much of the site as possible (with a higher mound) would be
preferable to continued widespread contamination over the entire site under :2 feet of "clean" dirt
(with a lower mound).
As mentioned before. it is important to recognize that the slurry wall configuration (subsurface
remedy) does not necessarily dictate the surface soils remedy (outside the primary source areas
themselves). Surface soil tests indicate that the western/central area within the proposed slurry
wall could conceivably be cleaned similarly to the area outside the slurry wall. And if tests
determine that the slurry wall actually needed to be expanded to the west. that would not
necessarily dictate the surface soils remedy within the slurry wall there either.

EPA Response:
Because of the issues described above regarding excavation, containing soils
on-site is the optimal solution for the community's needs. The soil consolidation
area will be designed to contain the soil contamination and prevent human
contact and migration in groundwater off-Site.
The most contaminated soil (principal threat waste) will be treated within the
consolidation area. There will be a gentle slope on the containment area to
prevent surface water from accumulating.
Other storm water management
controls such as rerouting and detention basins will be used to reduce the
likelihood of surface water contact with potentially contaminated soil.
With regard to cleanup goals, EPA is required to look at reasonably anticipated
future land uses in determining what cleanup criteria to apply at a Superfund
Site. EPA has determined that unrestricted residential use is not a likely or
practical future land use for the Site. However, a remedy that in effect meets
Florida residential default cleanup standards has been selected. The remedy
calls for clean soil to be placed over almost the entire Site. EPA has made its
reasonably anticipated land use determination based on several factors including
property owner Beazer East's planned retention of Site ownership and its
indicated future use of the Site as commercial, recreational or mixed use with a
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residential component. Therefore, the EPA has determined that the reasonably
anticipated future land use of the Koppers portion of the Site is likely to be
commercial. recreational or mixed-use with a residential component.
Future Uses and Re-Use of the Site
EPA's proposed remedies are based upon erroneously presumed future land uses and do not
provide protection for the future uses the community has expressly made known to EPA as being
desirable. EPA has consistently ignored community input regarding this primary goal of the
Superfund program. EPA directive and guidance documents go to great lengths to emphasize the
importance of providing a site capable of accommodating the future land uses deemed desirable
by the commun ity.

Reuse Assessments: A Tool to Implement the Superfund Land Use Directive (EPA):
"As retlected in the Superfund Land Use Directive, the reuse assessment process should
include soliciting community input on future land use considerations for sites.
Community input can be particularly useful for sites where the future land use is
uncertain and should be directed toward understanding the types or categories of future
land use that the community believes would be appropriate for the site, and categories of
land use that the community believes inappropriate."
Superfund Reuse Directive (EPA):
"When this document states that EPA "identifies" or "determines" the reasonably
anticipated future land use of a site, it should be understood to mean that, based on the
input of site's stakeholders (local governments, community groups, individuals, states,
tribes, etc.) and other remedy selection factors described in the CERCLA statute, the
NCP and EPA guidance, the Agency makes a decision on what the future land uses are
Iikely to be, so that remedies can, wherever practicable, support those future uses."
Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund (EPA):
"Assume future residential land use if it seems possible based on the evaluation of the
available information. For example, if the site is currently industrial but is located near
residential areas in an urban area, future residential land use may be a reasonable
possibility."
The City of Gainesville and the local community have made it crystal clear to EPA that as much
of the site as possible should be sufticiently cleaned to be able to accommodate a/l types of
residential uses; and sufticiently cleaned to eliminate the need for engineering and institutional
controls over as much of the site as possible. And yet, the Feasibility Study upon which EPA is
grounding its remedy selection states: "On-Site residential exposure scenarios are not applicable
based on the expected commercial/industrial and/or recreational use of the property."
It was the responsibility of EPA to develop, {It millimum, a range of remedial alternatives that
would achieve the different land use potentials for the Site.
Superfund Land Use Directive (EPA):
"Remedial action objectives provide the foundation upon which remedial cleanup
alternatives are developed. In general, remedial action objectives should be developed in
order to develop alternatives that would achieve cleanup levels associated with the
reasonably anticipated future land use over as much of the site as possible. In cases where
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the reasonably anticipated future land use is highly uncertain, a range of the reasonably
likely future land uses should be considered in developing remedial action objectives.
These likely future land uses can be retlected by developing a range of remedial
nlternatives that will achieve ditferent land use potentials."
Instead, it nppears that EPA chose only to provide a set of predetermined alternatives that place
the interests of the Responsible Parties above the interests of the community.
The Site Re-Use Meeting with EPA's "consultant," E2, Inc., was a complete sham. The main
question posed to the community was "Where on the Site do you want the biggest pi Ie of
contam inantsT

EPA Response:
As noted above, EPA is required to look at reasonably anticipated future land
uses in determining what cleanup criteria to apply at a Superfund Site. EPA has
determined that unrestricted residential use is not a likely or practical future land
use for the Site. However, a remedy that in effect meets Florida residential
default cleanup standards has been selected. The remedy calls for clean soil to
be placed over almost the entire Site. EPA has made its reasonably anticipated
land use determination based on several factors including property owner Beazer
East's planned retention of Site ownership and its indicated future use of the Site
as commercial, recreational or mixed use with a residential component.
Therefore, the EPA has determined that the reasonably anticipated future land
use of the Koppers portion of the Site is likely to be commercial, recreational or
mixed-use with a residential component.
Off-Site Soils and Sediments
Off-site soil testing is ongoing and the area of contamination has yet to be delineated. Testing
must continue until such delineation is clarified; and off-site soils must be cleaned to Florida
det:'luit residential soil cleanup target levels. At a 2009 joint City and County Commission
meeting, as EPA's Regional Project Manager for the Site, you specitically stated, in response to a
specitic question, that off-site soils would. unequivocally, be cleaned to 7 PPT for dioxin. We
expect this declaration to be honored.

The proposed plan does not address in-home remediation; nor does it address temporary
relocation of residents during remediation of their properties. These are issues that should be
appropriately addressed.
The delineation of contaminants in creek sediments is not comprehensive. This is essential to
providing a thorough remedy necessary to protect the creek ecosystem from continued adverse
impact from these contaminants.
Contaminated off-site soils and creek sediments should not be brought onto the Site. adding to the
contamination there. Off-site disposal alternatives for these soils were not evaluated in the
Feasibility Study. They should be provided in an amended Feasibility Study.
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EPA Response:
With regard to off-Site soils, concentrations of site-related contaminants will be
compared to the Florida SCTLs. SCTLs are conservative and protective of
human health for intended uses of the land (i.e., there are different cleanup levels
for residential and commercial land uses). Once the comparison has been made,
a range of options are proposed for use on individual subparcels after obtaining
the consent of private property owners. The options include:
• Excavation and removal of soil containing concentrations of contaminants
that exceed specified cleanup goals associated with present use of the
land.
• Engineered controls that prevent contact with impacted soil that exceeds
cleanup goals based on present land use.
• Institutional controls that protect access and use of land/properties.

With regard to in-home remediation. EPA has formed a work group with the
Florida Department of Health, the Center for Disease Control, and FDEP to
assess the need for indoor air quality studies. It has been EPA's experience that
there have been no indoor air contamination issues at other wood treating sites.
The findings of this work group will influence any decisions regarding possible in
home remediation.
With regard to temporary relocation, the PRP has offered to temporarily relocate
residents during remedial action implementation.
With regard to creek sediments, the selected remedy addresses the creeks in
two distinct ways. First, to address previous contamination of the sediments in
each creek, sediments that have contaminant concentrations associated with
either former Cabot Carbon or Koppers that exceed the threshold effects
concentrations (i. e. contaminant concentrations in excess of levels that would
adversely effect animal life) are required to be excavated and replaced with clean
fill material. Placement of these sediments in the containment cell onsite is the
most efficient management option.
Assessment of creek sediments is ongoing. To address possible future impacts
on sediments, the former Koppers facility will be required to construct and
operate a detention/retention pond(s) to capture storm water from the former
Koppers Site prior to allowing it to be discharged to the tributary to Springstead
Creek. The detention/retention pond(s) will be designed, including placement,
during the remedial design of the on-site remedy.
Stormwater Management
Significant video evidence has been provided demonstrating the huge volume of untreated,
contaminated storm water runotf that tlows off the Koppers site into Springstead Creek. Beazer
has submitted an application for a new discharge permit. According to the diagram submitted
with that application, there are serious deticiencies with Beazer's stormwater management plan,
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with 1110st of the runoff actually bypassing the proposed collection areas entirely, including runoff
from the 4 primary source areas. Considering contaminant concentrations in runoff will likely be
even worse during the remediation process where soils will be severely disturbed, effective,
functional management is critical. These deticiencies must be addressed. Longer berms and larger
retention areas must be provided in association with issuance of any interim stormwater permit.

EPA Response:
As noted above, to address possible future impacts on sediments, the former
Koppers facility will be required to construct and operate a detention/retention
pond(s) to capture storm water from the former Koppers Site prior to allowing it to
be discharged to the tributary to Springstead Creek. The detention/retention
pond(s) will be designed, including placement, during the remedial design of the
on-site remedy.
Conclusions
EPA's disregard for the community has led to a Proposed Plan that makes a mockery out of what
Congress intended to be a community guided remedial endeavor. Although everyone is anxious to
begin the remedial process, the remedies must be suited to the location and actually clean the site.

The Record of Decision should be put on hold. EPA needs to provide an amended Feasibility
Study addressing the numerous deticiencies enumerated above: and provide the community with
a new Proposed Plan for its consideration. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Pearce
714 NW 36'hAvenue
Gainesville, FL 32609
robertpearce2000@gmail.com
Chair, Technical Advisory Committee for Protect Gainesville's Citizens
Former President, Stephen Foster Neighborhood Association

September 22, 20 I 0
Scott Miller
Site Manager
Cabot / Koppers Superfund Site
Region 4, Environmental Protection Agency
Atlanta Federal Center
81 Forsyth Street
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
RE: Risk Assessment Comment
The Administrative Record (AR) contains a letter you sent to Dr. Paul Anderson on June
18, 20 I0, with your comments on what portions of the May 26, 20 I 0 Human Health Risk
Assessment are approved or not approved. A copy of this letter is attached.
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It appears the use of the probabilistic model is being rejected. However, can you clarify
what exactly is referred to by wording like "some text", "some portions", and "several
subsections"'?

The proposed plan states remedial goals for soil will be the default Florida soil cleanup
target levels (SCTLs), although the exact application of these is not clearly stated. Since
the plan was developed after this letter, does this mean that the entire risk assessment is
no longer approved'? If so, why is this included in the AR? If you are going on record as
approving portions of this assessment. can you explicitly state what this includes?
Specifically:
• Calculation of site-wide average concentrations using Thiessen Polygons as
inferred in figures from Section 3?
• Use of relative absorption tactors (Appendix C and G)?
We disagree with approval of these sections. In addition, there are numerous technical
errors in this risk assessment (for example, not calculating the non-cancer hazard
associated with dioxins). Therefore, including the attached letter and the risk assessment
in the AR is misleading as to the reliability of this analysis, and the implications of this
approval are not transparent. As a side note, the May 26, 20 I0, risk assessment is not in
the AR, but rather the earlier May 10,20 I0, draft:.
Sincerely,
Dr. Patricia V. Cline
Principal
EPA Response:
EPA has no further comments on the referenced Human Health Risk
Assessment, the findings from which support the planned remedial actions.
EPA's position on cleanup goals is summarized below:
• On-Site soil/sediment COCs: Florida default SCTLs contained in Chapter
62-777, F.A. C. for commercial/industrial land use.
•

Off-Site soil/sediment COCs: Florida default SCTLs contained in Chapter
62-777, F.A. C.; however, the goals are based on the current land use
(residential or commercial/ industrial) of the impacted off-Site parcel.

•

Sediment in the creeks: Florida default leachability SCTL for
pentachlorophenol for protection of ecological organisms in surface water.

o

Groundwater: Florida MCLs unless no Florida MCL has been established.
In those cases, the GCTL will be used. The selected goals are the MCLs
for Drinking Water in Florida contained in Chapter 62-550, Florida
Administrative Code (F.A.G.) and GCTLs contained in Chapter 62-777,
F.A. G. The ROD will clearly state the specific standards and their point of
compliance.
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A.2.9 Stephen Foster Neighborhood Protection Group
October 15, 20 I 0
Re: Community Comments Proposed Plan (July 20 I 0)
Gwendolyn Keyes Fleming, Region 4 Administrator
US EPA Region 4
61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
Dear Ms. Fleming:
These comments are submitted on behalf of the Stephen Foster Neighborhood
Protection Group (SFNPG), a community organization located in Alachua County,
Gainesville, Florida. The SFNPG is a neighborhood community organization charged with
representing and protecting the health and well-being of the residents living in the Stephen
Foster neighborhood bordering the Cabot-Koppers Superfund and industrial site, and which
is dedicated to making the Stephen Foster neighborhood a safer and healthier place to live,
work, and play. The SFNPG works to improve environmental, housing, and other living
conditions within the Stephen Foster Neighborhood. It is with those purposes in mind,
SFNPG submitted comments on November 3, 2009 to the original August 2009 Feasibility
Study, submitted comments on August 6, 20 I 0 to the May 20 I 0 Revised Feasibility Study,
submitted comments on September 15,20 lOon the August 9, 20 I 0 Community Involvement
Plan, and are now submitting comments on the July 20 I 0 Proposed Plan (PP).
The PP fails to adequately address the contamination on the Cabot-Koppers site in a
multitude of ways. According to 40 CFR § 300.430U)(2), the EPA. as the lead agency, must
create a proposed plan, at a minimum, that "brietly describes the remedial alternatives
analyzed by the lead agency, proposes a preferred remedial action alternative, and
summarizes the information relied upon to select the preferred alternative." The proposed
plan is created to provide the public with an opportunity to comment on the preferred
remedial action alternative and to participate in the selection of the remedial action at the site.
These comments are meant to explain community concerns regarding the PP and
implore the EPA to reconsider their chosen remediation options as they are not protective of
human health and the environment and will lead to catastrophic impacts in the future.

The EPA is grossly premature in its selection of a remedial alternative as delineation of
contamination remains incomplete
As we have continued to reiterate in our comments on the feasibility studies, a
remedial plan cannot be chosen without a complete site characterization and delineation of all
contamination, on-site and off-site. The PP states:
"As part of the remedial design process which follows remedy selection, additional
characterization of Site aquifers will be conducted to address remaining uncertainties
related to DNAPL migration, and, more importantly refine its vel1ical and horizontal
boundaries for effective remedy implementation. Off-site soil characterization
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continues to the north, south, east and west of the Site to completely delineate Site
related impacts and to expedite cleanup of off-Site areas." (PP at pg. 14).
This clearly indicates that the contamination has not been fully delineated in all
media in all areas. The PP purpol1s to pick a remedial alternative that will be protective of
human health, implementable, and effective, among other things, without an appropriate
grasp of the entire scope of contamination. The purpose of the remedial investigation found
in 40 CFR ~ 300,430(d)( I) is to compile data that will allow for the adequate characterization
of a site for the ultimate plIIpose of crajiillg all effective remedial alternative. The EPA is
completely remiss to push forward on selection of a remedy without collection and analysis
of all requisite data.
Further. despite protests from the city, county, and local residents, the EPA has yet to
initiate a testing regime at local schools. Stephen Foster Elementary is .6 miles from the site.
The smallest and most vulnerable among us IllUSt not be ignored. The EPA must test the
schools to ensure that Stephen Foster's children are not risking additional exposure by
attending their schools.

EPA Response:
As stated in EPA's Guidance for Conducting Remedial Investigations and
Feasibility Studies Under CERCLA (EPAl540fG-89f004 OSWER Directive
9355.3-01 October 1988), the objective of the RIfFS process is not the
unobtainable goal of removing all uncertainty, but rather to gather information
sufficient to support an informed risk management decision regarding which
remedy appears to be most appropriate for a given site. The appropriate level of
analysis to meet this objective can only be reached through constant strategic
thinking and careful planning concerning the essential data needed to reach a
remedy selection decision. As hypotheses are tested and either rejected or
confirmed, adjustments or choices as to the appropriate course for further
investigations and analyses are required. These choices, like the remedy
selection itself, involve the balancing of a wide variety of factors and the exercise
of best professional judgment. EPA has met the threshold established in its
guidance manual with regard to site characterization.
With regard to the comment regarding testing near local schools, soil sampling
results indicate that contaminant concentrations in soil exceed State standards at
a distance of up to 400 feet from the Site. At this time there is no soil sampling
data available that would suggest that Site contamination has made its way six
tenths of a mile to the Stephen Foster Neighborhood Elementary School.
Evaluation of soil sampling data by the Florida Department of Health in a June
2010 Health Consultation for offsite soils indicate that the Florida DOH believes
that incidental ingestion of soils along Stephen Foster neighborhood roadsides
"is not expected to harm people's health. "
The EPA fails to adequately analyze the various remedial alternatives under the
applicable 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9) criteria
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The tirst requirement under 40 CFR § J00.4JO(t)(2)(i) is to "provide a brief summary
description of the remedial alternatives evaluated in the detailed analysis established under
(e)(9) of this section." (e)(9) contains nine evaluation criteria that a proposed plan is required
to analyze. I Although the PP mentions each of the nine criteria, it is severely lacking in any
sort of meaningful analysis. The purpose of the proposed plan is so that the public can be
adequately informed on all available remedial alternatives, including the EPA's preferred
remedial alternative, so that they can intelligently comment and participate in the remedial
alternative selection process. The EPA completely eviscerates this requirement by providing
virtually no analysis of the available alternatives. The reader is left to wonder whether the
EPA engaged in any evaluation at all or whether they already had their preferred alternative
in mind and set up the analysis to lend support to that alternative. A look back at the
Feasibility Study (May 2010) shows a lack of any sort of meaningful analysis of all the
criteria as well. Effectiveness and implementability are given some discussion, yet the
mandated '·threshold criteria" - overall protection of human health and the environment and
compliance with ARARs is markedly absent or surticially treated. See 40 CFR §
J00.430(t)( I )(i)(A).
The threshold criteria in evaluating the remedial alternatives are overall protection of
human health and the environment and compliance with ARARs. 40 CFR §
J00.430(f)( I )(i)(A). The PP's cursory glance at these tirst two criteria is insufticient to
"retlect the scope and complexity of site problems and alternatives being evaluated." 40 CFR
~JOO.4JO(a)( I )(ii)(C). There is little to no explanation as to the unique hazards to human
health that this site may pose to the community. The PP's conclusory language in regards to
these requirements does not retlect any detailed analysis by the EPA in regards to the
"unacceptable risks" to human health and the environment and how each alternative would
specitically address such risks. Such conclusory language includes "nine of the ten on-Site
alternatives are expected to meet the two threshold CERCLA criteria" (PP pg.28); "UF A-I
... would fail to meet the mandatory criteria" (PP pg. 30); and "[a]lternatives Om.-2, Om-3,
and OtR-4 are all protective and would effectively eliminate any potentially unacceptable
risks .. ." These statements do not provide any information on why the EPA deems one
alternative more protective of human health or in compliance with ARARs over any other
alternative.
The assessment of the alternatives' long-term effectiveness under 40 CFR §
300.430(e)(9)(iii)(C) is incomplete. There is no discussion as to the degree of certainty that
each alternative would provide in regards to the probability of success. There is no mention
of the "magnitude of residual risk remaining from untreated waste water or treatment
residuals remaining at the conclusion of the remedial activities." 40 CFR §
J00.430(e)(9)(iii)(C)( 1). Also, there is no discussion as to the "adequacy and reliability of
controls such as containment systems ... that are necessary to manage treatment residuals and
untreated waste." 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(C)(2). The PP provides a brief conclusion as to
which alternatives may be more effective in the long-term time frame, but provides no
information to support such claims. Conclusory statements, similar to those used to describe
protection of human health and the environment and compl iance with A RA Rs, are once agai n
used.2 While the statute states that a "brief summary" should be provided, it would do a
disservice to the purpose of the statute, keeping the community adequately informed, to
provide such a limited scope of information as is presented in the PP.
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It is dimcult to determine whether any or all of the statutorily prescribed factors have
been employed in determining, "the degree to which alternatives employ recycling or
treatment that reduces toxicity, mobility, or volume." 40 CFR § 300A30(e)(9)(iii)(D). The
factors are listed in the PP and there is also a list providing for which alternatives would be
used the most to the alternatives that would be used the least to address the "reduction of
toxicity, mobility or volume." 40 CFR § 300A30(e)(9)(iii)(D). No mention, however, is made
in how or if these factors were applied to reach such conclusions. Some of the factors are
indirectly discussed in the description. not the evaluation, of the remedial alternatives. Even
in that section of the PP, however, there are no speci tics or estimations as to the "amount of
hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants that will be destroyed, treated, or
recycled." 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(D)(2). There are also no specitics or estimations as to
the "degree of expected reduction, "degree to which treatment is irreversible:' and the
"degree to which treatment reduces inherent hazards posed by principal threats at the site."
40 CFR § 300A30(e)(9)(iii)(D)(3)-(6).
The PP fails to adequately discuss short-term effectiveness as required by 40 CFR §
300.430(e)(9)(iii)(E). The PP simply states which alternatives would provide the greatest
short-term effectiveness and which would provide the least short term effectiveness. It does
not address in which ways the methods would be effective in relation to the amount of time
necessary to complete the remedial objective. It appears as if every alternative is just as
effective as the next, but some with a longer or shorter amount of time to actually realize its
effectiveness. The statute lists four considerations when evaluating sholt-term effectiveness.3
Based on the PP. it appears as if only the "time until protection is achieved" factor was
considered. No other details are provided.
40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(F) mandates that the EPA consider implementability in
their analysis of the remedial alternatives. The PP merely states the factors to be considered
in evaluating implementability of the alternatives and lists the alternatives in order from most
implementable to least implementable in EPA's estimation. There is only one line justifying
these conclusions. Whatever analysis was conducted in order to reach these conclusions is
omitted in full from this section. Being conclusory in the "spirit" of brevity denies the
community any sort of valuable information to use in their evaluation of the preferred
remedial alternati ve.
Further, the statute states additional requirements when assessing the implentability
of off-site remedial action. "Administrative feasibility, including activities needed to
coordinate with other offices and agencies and the ability and time required to obtain any
necessary approvals and permits from other agencies (for off-site actions),' must be
considered in determining implementability. 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(III)(F)(2). Also,
"availability of services and materials, including the availability of adequate off-site
treatment, storage capacity, and disposal capacity and services; the avai labi lity of necessary
equipment and specialists, and provisions to ensure any necessary additional resources: the
availability of services and materials: and availability of prospective technologies," should
also be considered. §300.430(e)(9)(iii)(F)(3). If any of these requirements were considered,
they are not reflected in the PP.
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According to 40 CFR 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(G), cost must be considered. The projected
cost for each remedial alternative is presented in the PP. The PP also states that the
alternative with the highest cost is the most effective alternative and the remaining
alternatives differ in cost and effectiveness. The PP says that costs will vary based on the
amount of technology implemented. the degree of difficulty in implementation, and time to
meet RAOs. The range in cost variation is not provided and the estimated cost of each
alternative does not include any detail on how that amount was calculated. Cost estimates are
only valuable if they are explained in conjunction with time frames, degree of difficulty in
implementation, and the amount of technology used (all of these being stated as variables of
costs associated with the alternatives) in order to reach the projected expense.
40 CFR & 300.430( e)(9)( iii)( H) mandates that the EPA consider any State concerns.
If the State had any concerns or comments regarding the preferred alternative. they are not in
the PP. By "State" we assume the PP is referring to the Florida Department of Protection
(FDEP). The PP speaks of the State's acceptance of the preferred alternative and how it has
been "closely involved in the development and evaluation of these alternatives." This
suggests that the State did not have any concerns or comments and if this is not the case, the
language of the PP is misleading. The community has requested the comments from the
FDEP many times and has not been provided with those comments. Without any sense of
where the FDEP stands on this issue. it is impossible to evaluate any other possible
weaknesses of the PP. It should be noted that the City of Gainesville is not satisfied with the
PP and has provided its own comments on the document.
40 CFR ~ 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(I) requires a determination of "which components of the
alternatives interested persons in the community support, have reservations about, or
oppose." This portion of the PP is omitted as it cannot be completed until comments
concerning the PP are received. It should be noted by the EPA that the community has not
accepted the PP or any part of its proposed remedial actions. The cleanup plan is completely
inadequate to the community because it does not include excavation on-site, includes only
limited excavation off-site. and proposes to store the contamination onsite under a large "Mt.
Dixon"-type cover. Also, the PP proposes experimental methods in the 30 acre source area
and does not provide costs on excavation and removal or incineration. In addition, it leaves
treatment of the non-source 60 acres vague, and does not address searching for additional
sources such as trenches and drum burial areas. In addition to the above mentioned
weaknesses. the plan also fails to mention testing inside nearby residents' homes, any
relocation assistance, or compensation for affected residents.

EPA Response:
EPA disagrees with this characterization of the remedy development process.
Instead, EPA has provided all reasonable means of involving the interested
public in a multiyear, multi-party collaborative effort. This effort combined the
contributions of the following stakeholders who were involved in identifying,
evaluating and critiquing remedial options for this Site:
• City of Gainesville representatives
• Gainesville Regional Utilities (GRU) and consultants (Jones Edmunds)
• Alachua County Environmental Protection Department
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Beazer East and contractor (Geo Trans)
PRP support consultants (Adventus, SES, AMEC, Key Environmental,
GeoHazards)
University of Colorado
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
US EPA (site manager and technical support personnel)
EPA consultant (Black & Veatch)

A 15-member Joint FS Group convened for seven meetings and numerous
teleconferences over the course of approximately 2.5 years. The Joint FS Group
encouraged and welcomed any and all technical and community view points
pertinent to remedy development.
Seven iterations of a draft FS report were produced by the Joint FS,Group and
submitted to stakeholders for review and comment. The public reviewed and
commented on a version of the draft FS. EPA has been involved in eight public
meetings to discuss the Koppers Site remedy. All review comments were
considered and evaluated; responses to relevant comments were provided at
meetings (in person) or by correspondence (letter and/or email). Additional pilot
studies and field investigations. recommended by stakeholders and technical
experts via the review/comment process, were conducted during the Joint FS
Group tenure.
Numerous field investigations, pilot studies, and environmental monitoring
reports have been generated through the process:
• technology applicability and implementability tests
• proof-of-concept stUdies
• contaminant monitoring progress reports
• source material capturelrecovery trials
In sum, EPA has more than satisfied its' obligations with regard to remedy
selection and is confident that the selected remedy will achieve its intended goal
to protect human health and the environment.
The EPA does not adequately discuss the rationale that supports their preferred
alternative
According to 40 CFR § 300.430(f)(2)(ii), the EPA is required to "identify and
provide a discussion of the rationale that supports the preferred alternative." The PP
addresses and describes the alternati ve preferred by the EPA. However, there is no discussion
as to the reasoning behind the selection of the preferred alternative. No justitication is given
for what was included in the preferred alternative, for what was omitted from the preferred
alternative, or even why the preferred alternative was selected. This is a weakness that
permeates the entire PP as no proper evaluation was undertaken concerning any of the
remedial alternatives lIsing the statutorily mandated (e)(9) criteria. Such a discussion is
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required by statute and of utmost importance in conveying to the community the reasons for
preferring that specitic alternative.

EPA Response:
Based upon consideration of the requirements of CERCLA, the NCP, FDEP
applicable regulations, the detailed analysis of the alternatives and public and
state comments, EPA has selected a three-part remedy. Together, the selected
remedy components meet the threshold criteria of protection to human health
and the environment and compliance with ARARs. Further, the selected remedy
satisfies the RAOs. The selected remedy will satisfy the statutory requirements of
CERCLA Section 121 (b) by being protective of human health and the
environment; complying with ARARs; being cost-effective; utilizing permanent
solutions and alternative treatment technologies to the maximum extent
practicable; and meeting the preference for remedies that employ treatment that
permanently and significantly reduces the MITN of hazardous wastes as a
principal element. This action represents the final remedy selected for the Site,
and, as such, is compatible with the intended future use of the Site.
Once again, relocation is not considered as an option in the PP
The residential population on the west side of the Koppers site may potentially be a
pat1 of an exposure pathway. (May 2010 Feasibility Study at 1-40). As seen from the limited
indoor testing done for dioxins in tine particulates, this is no longer a potential exposure
pathway; all actllal pathway exists. Because of this, relocation must be included as an
alternative. The exclusion of the relocation alternative necessarily means the ultimate
decision-maker is not taking into consideration all appropriate and viable remedial
alternatives. Relocation is an approved alternative under federal guidelines and policies and
must be considered as a part of this clean up strategy due to the off-site impacts (see
generally 1999 Interim Policy on the Use of Permanent Relocations as Part of Superfund
Remedial Actions). Further, governing policy dictates that relocation should be considered
where unreasonable use restrictions may exist during or after clean up.. noting restrictions on
such activities as children playing in yards. The Florida Department of Health has already
recommended restrictions on children playing in easements adjacent to residential property in
the Stephen Foster neighborhood and further risk assessment is ongoing. (Health
Consultation.. July 17,2009, Florida DOH). Finally, failure to acknowledge the adequacy of
relocation precludes perhaps the best mode of protecting human health and the environment.
This option is the only option that would account for those "yet to be determined"
unacceptable risks. It would eliminate limitations caused by current use of off-site areas as
residential property and control future exposure associated with active clean up of the
Koppers site and its continued use as an industrial facility.

Relocation is brietly mentioned in the May 20 I0 Feasibility Study. The Feasibility
Study recognizes that in order to achieve the remedial goals . the following may be done to
disrupt the potential exposure pathway: (May 2010 Feasibility Study at 3-52).
3. "Current receptors could be removed from the area alld future receptors cOlild
be prevented ji'om becoming residents offthe/ area, This would achieve the goal of
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disruptillg the potelltial exposure pathway alld elimillatillg the potelltial risk/hazard
to public health alld/or the ellvirolllllelll." (emphasis added).

This is the OIl(V mention of relocation as an option in any of the feasibility studies or in the
PP. It cannot be viewed as an alternative considered by the EPA since it does not meet the
evaluation requirements of 40 CFR § 300.430. By failing to develop relocation as an option,
the EPA precludes further consideration of relocation as an alternative unless there is a
signiticant change in available information for off-site characterization. 40 CFR § 300.430(f).
Relocation must be considered as an alternative for cOll1munity acceptance. The
EPA's evaluation cannot be considered adequate without a discussion of relocation in light of
the rules and governing policy. Dioxins have been found inside homes. The rest of the off
site contamination is still to be determined. The absence of relocation as an option is illogical
and exelllpi ifies a lack of diligence on the part of the EPA.

EPA Response:
It is not mandatory for EPA to consider relocation as a remedial option in the
feasibility study. EPA is guided in its possible consideration of relocation as a
remedy by an EPA guidance document entitled, "Interim Policy on the Use of
Permanent Relocations as Part of Superfund Remedial Actions" published on
June 30, 1999. A summary of that guidance related to the decision to consider
permanent relocation in the feasibility study process is included below:
"EPA's preference is to address the risks posed by the contamination by
using well-designed methods of cleanup which allow people to remain
safely in their homes and businesses. Having proven EPA's ability to
successfully restore contaminated property at many Superfund sites,
generally, EPA's preference is to address the risks posed by the
contamination by using well-designed methods of cleanup which allow
people to remain safely in their homes and businesses. This is consistent
with the mandates of CERCLA identified above, and the implementing
requirements of the NCP which emphasize selecting remedies that protect
human health and the environment, maintain protection over time, and
minimize untreated waste. Because of CERCLA's preference for cleanup,
it will generally not be necessary to routinely consider permanent
relocation as a potential remedy component. "
There are four situations in which EPA may consider permanent relocations as
part of the feasibility study development process. The current situation nearby
the former Koppers Site meets none of the criteria listed. The four criteria are as
follows:
• Situations where EPA has determined that structures must be destroyed
because they physically block or otherwise interfere with a cleanup and
methods for lifting or moving the structures safely, or conducting cleanup
around the structures are not implementable from an engineering
perspective.
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Situations where EPA has determined that structures cannot be
decontaminated to levels that are protective of human health for their
intended use, thus the decontamination alternative may not be
implementable
Permanent relocation may be considered when EPA determines that
potential treatment or other response options would require the imposition
of unreasonable use restrictions to maintain protectiveness (e.g., typical
activities, such as children playing in their yards, would have to be
prohibited or severely limited).
Permanent relocation may be considered when an alternative under
evaluation includes a temporary relocation expected to last longer than
one year.

EPA and PRPs have routinely conducted cleanups in the State of Florida and
throughout the U. S. that are contemplated in the preferred remedial alternative.
The remedy is simple from an engineering perspective in that involves removing
up to two feet of top soil from an affected property and replacing it with clean fill,
reseeding the yard, and reinstalling any landscaping that had to be removed from
the yard to remove the soil. It is unlikely that structures nearby the former
Koppers Site are contaminated. After the soil cleanup, there are no use
restrictions required for the yard as there is now clean fill in the yard which would
pose no threat or require a use restriction there. It is expected that the yard
cleanups would take significantly less than one year based on the number of
parcels believed to be effected and the simple implementation approach needed
to complete the soil remediation.
Residents surrounding the Site are not located on a direct source area or a highly
contaminated groundwater plume. Based on concentrations of contaminants in
surface soil at surrounding residences and the practical remedial alternatives that
exist for preventing exposure to these soils, relocation is not warranted.
The plan to scrape soil from residents' yards to be stored on the site is absolutely
unacceptable to the community
As stated above, the residents of the Stephen Foster neighborhood remain adamantly
opposed to the plan to scrape contaminated soil from their yards and store it on the site. The
institutional controls to accompany such a remedy are also completely unacceptable. As an
alternative the EPA offers up a combination of engineering and institutional controls which
would effectively cap the property owner's land and then prohibit such owner from doing
much of anything with that land in the future. The residents demand that a proper cleanup be
initiated which would include relocation to remove citizens from their toxic community.

The removal of impacted soils from the neighborhood will result in a severe
disruption of the lives and privacy of the residents of the Stephen Foster neighborhood. The
May 2010 Feasibility Study dismissed this concern, calling the soil removal a "one-time
event." (p. 3-53). Yet, full data collection to characterize off-site contamination has not been
completed. Without that data, there is no way to predict whether this removal will be the
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aforesaid "one-time event" or a series of events to ensure the contamination is fully
eradicated. Further, the removal of soi I wi II destroy landscaping and damage or destroy all of
the massive oaks, pines, maples, cherry, and other native trees in the area. Only the pines
have a deep enough tap root to a void damage by excavation. The majority of other trees have
extremely superficial root systems which run a little more than a foot beneath the ultra sandy.
nutrient-poor topsoil. A simple drive through the surrounding community reveals the natural
beauty of the area, a beauty the residents highly value. Once the soil is scraped, institutional
controls will be needed, although likely ineffectual, after the excavation is completed.
Animals are Iikely to dig fal1her than two feet, trees planted by residents may have a root
system that extends farther than two feet, and such trees may bear fruit contaminated by the
unexcavated soil underneath. Even an industrious child Illay dig past that two foot mark. How
does the EPA propose to prevent these events? A Ithough these issues have been brought to
the attention of the EPA time and time again, including in our comments to both versions of
the feasibility study, they are still not being addressed in the PP.
The storing of contaminated soil onsite is cOlllpletely abhorrent to the residents of the
Stephen Foster neighborhood. They do not want a Mt. Dixon in their midst. Capping the soil
does not make it disappear. The contamination remains on the property and will threaten the
adjacent neighborhoods with recontamination in the future. In addition, it limits future
options for the site and the residents are hopeful that if the site is properly cleaned it can be
created into something the community can be proud of instead of a reminder of Gainesville's
dirty past.
The PP does not evaluate disposing of soils off-site. They should provide cost
estimates and a plan for disposing of soil off-site as one of the remedial alternatives. This
discrepancy ignores a valid and effective means for cleaning up the site, as well as the
neighboring community. Further. only part of the area on site is proposed to be capped. As
for the rest of the area, the EPA remains vague and makes references to either providing
more caps for the that area or excavating the soil. The EPA must be clear and straightforward
concerning everything they plan to do onsite. If they plan to excavate, they must say so
clearly and indicate which areas they intend to excavate. They must also state what they plan
to do with that contaminated soil once excavation is complete. If they plan to cap or utilize
other engineering controls. they similarly must say so clearly and indicate which areas on
which they intend to use the controls.
Additionally, the PP does not fully consider the impacts from on-site activities that
may impact the surrounding community during the implementation of the remedial
alternative such as dust, noise, and other exposure mechanisms..J The PP explains that Beazer
has "begun interim measures to reduce dust including planting of vegetation over former
operation areas." (PP pg. 14). The PP goes on to state that "Beazer East is implementing dust
control of continuous water application to suppress dust." The PP does not elaborate on
precisely what this continuous water application entails, how often the water is being applied.
whether this is a recognized and safe method of suppressing dust, when the water application
is needed. or the level of protection this provides to the adjacent community.
All of the above commentary proves that the EPA's PP is not protective of human
health and the environment. As this is a threshold criterion under 40 CFR §
JOOAJO(f)( I )(i)(A), this remedial .alternative should have been discarded early on by the
EPA.
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EPA Response:
Removal of soil and providing clean cover to mitigate exposure is an effective
and accepted method to reduce risk in areas with contaminated surface soils.
EPA understands there will be a disruption of the local community during
removal; however, unfortunately any remedy, including relocation, would also
involve inconvenience to the local community.
It should be noted that the Koppers Site has not yet entered into the design
phase. Dimensions of the remedy and post-remedial land use have not been
determined. The consolidation area at the Koppers Site will be covered with a
low-permeability cap/cover constructed of clean material that will be a minimum
of two feet thick. This cover/cap will be gently sloped to promote storm water
The cap will prevent surface exposure to
runoff and prevent pooling.
contaminated soil and will limit rainfall from entering the subsurface within the
consolidation area. This type of cap/cover is designed to perform into perpetuity
with minimal maintenance. The exact dimensions and design of the cover/cap
will be determined in the design phase; however, estimates as illustrated on
Figure 2 of the Onsite Preferred Remedy Fact Sheet are closer to 40 acres for
the Consolidation area and are not anticipated to alter the topography as
mentioned. The area covering most of the site illustrates regrade/cover areas
which are not part of the impoundment cell.

Storm water runoff control has not been adequately explained
To control storm water the EPA proposes the following:
"Storm water controls will consist of: (a) grading and contouring the Site to direct
runoff toward collection points; (b) installation of one or more detention/retention
ponds; and (c) possible replacement of the existing Site storm water ditch with
another ditch or with an engineering conveyance such as an underground concrete
pipe (culvert)." (PP pg.14).
This remedy does not fully explain how it will be adequate to control storm water runoff.
There is no elaboration on how the grading and contouring will direct runoff toward
collection points or how the detention/retention ponds will contain the water in such a way to
prevent contamination of the soil and groundwater beneath it. Without this information, there
is no way for the community to analyze the alternative under the criteria in (e)(9), especially
protection of human health and the environment and effectiveness in the short and long term.

EPA Response:
As previously mentioned, the Koppers Site has yet to reach the design phase.
The RIfFS through the ROD distills down potential remedies with no real design
components other than those lessons learned from other similar sites. Details as
site specific as storm water runoff are not typically evaluated to the extent
anticipated in the comment. Also, future migration of contaminated soils due to
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storm water flow is highly unlikely due to the implementation of Site surface
covers and consolidation of contaminated materials beneath a low-permeability
cover/cap. Storm water capture will allow potentially contaminated sediment to
settle so that it will not be released to the creeks.
The proposed remediation of the Hogtown and Springstead Creeks is not adequate
The PP states the following for remediation of the creeks: "Ongoing detention basin
to mitigate ongoing impacts. Excavation and removal of impacted sediment in excess of the
probable effects concentration (transport and consolidate on-site). Monitored natural recovery
of remaining impacted sediment until concentrations reach threshold effects concentration or
background levels." (PP pg. 33). What exactly the detention basis will be or how it will
mitigate ongoing impacts is unclear. In addition, this remedial action is vague on exactly
what standard the EPA is using to clean the creeks. In a letter from Dr. Stephen M. Roberts
and Dr. Leah D. Stuchal of the University of Florida to Liga Mora-Applegate of the FDEP,
the Drs. recommend Florida Residential CTLs for sediment in the creeks given the proximity
of the creeks to residential yards. Lcffcr ji-om Dr. Roberts alld Dr. Stllchal to Ms. /vlora
Applegate dated February 10, 2010 pg. I aI/ached to these commellts. In addition, the Drs.
also state that "[g]iven that PAHs and dioxin contamination in creeks are not consistently co
located, this remedial effort cannot be assumed to address the issue of dioxin contamination."
lei. at 3. The community agrees with the Drs. assertions and insists that the EPA clean up the
creeks to Florida Residential CTLs and address the issue of dioxin contamination.

EPA Response:
EPA disagrees. The commenter states "In addition, this remedial action is vague
on exactly what standard the EPA is using to clean the creeks" when in fact the
criteria being proposed to address creek contamination are clearly stated as
being the Probable Effects Concentrations (PEC) for sediment-bound
contaminants. PEC are sediment quality guidelines that were established as
concentrations of individual chemicals above which adverse effects in sediments
are expected to frequently occur. Concentrations below the PEC level are not
expected to frequently cause an adverse effect to the exposed sediment species.
These are the proposed cleanup levels for sediment-bound contaminants in the
creeks impacted by Cabot Carbon and Koppers contamination (USEPA, 2000,
Prediction of sediment toxicity using consensus-based freshwater sediment
quality guidelines: EPA 905/R-00/007, Great Lakes Program Office, Chicago,
Illinois).
An adequate explanation of various former trenches as well as possible drum burials or
dumping sites is not included nor is any suggested remedy for these possible
contamination areas
Aerial photos taken in 1965 and 1971 of the site reveal trenches in the woods north of
the site which are no longer in existence. What happened to these trenches? What were these
trenches used for? How does the EPA plan on investigating these trenches?

Anecdotal evidence points to locations of possible drum burial and other dumping
sites. These would constitute additional contamination areas outside of the documented
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source areas. The EPA gives no indication in their investigation of the site that they have
looked for the possible additional areas of concern. Scott Miller, EPA project manager stated
that there will be a "'work plan coming forth" to address buried drums. (August 5,2010 EPA
Meeting Official Transcript pg. 1 12 lines 7-9). This vague language is simply not acceptable
to the community. Simple ground penetrating radar in the areas of concern would be
sufticient to begin investigation of these sites. The community expects a commitment by the
EPA to search for and analyze these areas and incorporate them into their PP.
40 CFR ~ 300.430(d)( I) states that the purpose of the remedial investigation (which
supports all of the plans the EPA subsequently issues) "is to collect data necessary to
adequately characterize (he site for (he purposes of developing and evaluating effective
remedial alternatives." ~ 300.430(d)(2) goes to on require that the EPA "characterize the
nature of and threat posed by the hazardous substances and hazardous materials and gather
data necessary to assess the extent to which the release poses a threat to human health ... "
Without fully analyzing any possible dumping sites, drum burials. and former trenches, the
EPA cannot be certain they have gathered all of the requisite data to create a full
contamination characterization. Without this data. the EPA cannot assure the community
their chosen remedial alternative will be effective.

EPA Response:
A June 5, 2010, Site walk with members of the community was organized at the
former Koppers Site to gather information. Approximately 50 members of the
community showed up for this Site walk. The primary concern raised by the
participants was the possibility of drums having been buried on the Site as was
related to them by third parties not present who purportedly witnessed drums
being buried onsite. Members of the public also raised concerns about former
Koppers Sites, notably none that were wood-treaters but were chemical
production facilities, where buried drums had been found. In an abundance of
caution, EPA required Beazer East submitted a workplan for a further remedial
investigation beyond the three previously completed at the Site. On October 13,
2010, the work plan was submitted for the remedial design phase of the project
to determine if there are buried drums or other primary source areas on the Site.
In addition, soil, groundwater, and sediment sampling and analyses will continue
as the footprint for installation of all the remedial technologies is refined. After
additional sampling and analyses occur and the remedial action is implemented,
the proposed on-site actions will ensure exposure at the surface has been
mitigated.
The PP completely ignores contamination known to exist inside residences
Tests on tine particulates have been performed on the inside of several homes within
two miles from the site. The results were shocking to the residents and their attorneys. The
dioxin levels, thought to be some of the most dangerous contaminants on the planet, range
from 400PPT to IIOOPPT - tH'e,.1000 times higher than the levels deemed safe by the EPA
for outside soil contamination. TCDD. a dioxin found inside homes. is a known carcinogen.
In addition, exposure to this chemical can cause a host of other illnesses, including
reproductive issues, development problems, immune system suppression. heart disease,
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diabetes, hormonal changes, liver damage, pancreatic abnormalities, problems with the
circulatory and respiratory systems, etc. Children, who are particularly susceptible, are
coming into contact with these dangerous contaminants inside their own homes and the
schools they attend (twelve of which are located within two miles of the site).
According to 40 CFR § 300.430(d) the remedial investigation should perform field
investigations sufficient to assess the following: physical characteristics of the site;
characteristics or classitication of air, surface water, and groundwater; general characteristics
of the waste; extent to which the source can be adequately identitied and characterized;
actual and potential exposure pathways through environmental media; and actual alld
potentiul exposure routes, such us illhulution or illgestion. Obviously, finding tine
particulates inside residences shows an actual exposure route, more specitically actual
exposure. The testing performed thus far was limited in scope and further testing is
warranted. One of the major aims of the remedial investigation is to determine risks to
IllImall heulth. Human health is surely affected by dioxins inhaled and ingested inside the
homes of residents. It is illogical for the EPA to solely conduct soil and groundwater
sampling when contirmed contamination exists within residences. This poses an immediate
threat to the residents of the area. Mr. Scott Miller of the EPA has been asked directly
whether or not additional testing will be done on the homes. He has refused to answer. Those
residents with means, a/k/a "Koppers Refugees," have been tleeing the area, abandoning their
homes, in order to escape this harmful contamination. Those without means to do so are
consumed with constant worry and stress about how these deadly chemicals may be affecting
their health and the health of their families. These residents are not accessing the site or
purposefully exposing themselves to harmful contaminants. They are simply attempting to
live their lives in what is supposed to be a safe haven: their homes.

EPA Response:
The Commenter incorrectly states that there is known evidence of indoor
contamination inside residents' homes nearby the former Koppers Site. This
allegation is a mischaracterization of sampling data that was purportedly
The attorneys
obtained from residents near the former Koppers Site.
representing nearby residents in what was previously a class action suit, which
was subsequently not certified as a class, refused to release this data (lab
reports with important items related to dioxin TEO detections) to the Florida
Department of Health (FDOH) per its request so that FDOH, EPA, and others
The
could review the sampling and analysis approaches that were used.
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and FDOH evaluated the EPA sampling
approach utilized to generate this data and came to the conclusion that this
technique overestimated dioxin TEO concentrations by including compounds that
are not part of the dioxin congener list such as bromated compounds, etc. As
EPA, FDOH, and CDC were not party to or invited to participate in the sampling,
EPA, FDOH, and A TSDR have no firsthand knowledge of the claimed dioxin
TEO concentrations inside of residences.
In an abundance of caution, EPA has convened a workgroup consisting of EPA,
CDC, FDOH, and FDEP members to determine what, if any, indoor air quality
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sampling will be conducted nearby the former Koppers facility.
Once this
workgroup has determined definitively that indoor dust sampling will occur and
under what circumstances, EPA will either conduct or require the responsible
party to conduct indoor dust sampling. It is noteworthy that EPA is not aware of
other instances at former wood-treatment sites where indoor dust has posed an
unacceptable health risk to residents.
FDEP has confirmed that its risk-based corrective action soil cleanup target level
(SCTL) standards found at 62-780 do not apply to indoor dust. Therefore,
EPA will utilize its risk criteria in determining if an unacceptable risk to health is
present. It is important to note that dioxin TEO has multiple potential sources in
the context of household dust. Prior to requiring the responsible party to
remediate indoor living environments, it would be necessary to determine with
reasonable certainty that the contamination is associated with the former
Koppers Site.
A TSDR and the FDOH have been coordinating efforts to address the offsite
contamination concerns. In a letter from Dr. Thomas Friedman, the director of
the CDC, Dr. Friedman provided the following excerpted information to Ms.
Cynthia Moore Chestnut, Chair Alachua County Board of County
Commissioners:
"The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (A TSDR) has
been actively supporting the Florida Department of Health (FDoH) in
evaluating potential community exposures to contaminants at this site.
This partnership is part of A TSDR's long-standing cooperative agreement
program with the FDOH.
At this time, a "door-to-door" health study based on possible dioxin
exposures is not recommended. The potentially exposed population near
this site is relatively small. Adverse outcomes associated with dioxin
exposures have not been reported in populations exposed to dioxin at the
levels seen to date in the community surrounding Cabot-Kopper's
property. The health problems of the people living in this community are
likely to reflect common health problems seen in any similar group of
individuals who do not live adjacent to the Cabot-Koppers site. Given
these facts, it would not be possible to differentiate the health problems
within this group that are the result of their exposures to dioxin.
We fully agree with FDOH's plan to evaluate and make recommendations
to mitigate any current exposures to protect public health and to also take
a broad look at cancer statistics within this community. We will continue to
work with our FDOH partners in identifying and reducing Alachua
community exposures to environmental contaminants on and near the
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Cabot-Koppers site and are open to reassessing the need for additional
work should further information indicate that it is warranted. "
It is not clear that the EPA is going to follow mandated Florida CTLs

In the second to last Remedial Action Objective (RAO), the EPA states that they plan
to "restore quality of groundwater outside of source areas to beneficial use having COC
concentrations no greater than Federal MCLs or Florida GCTLs." (PP p. 12). The EPA is
required to clean up the site according to Florida GCTLs which are much more protective
than Federal MCLs.
In addition, the EPA states that they will clean up the site according to
cOlllmercial/industrial CTLs. Which wi II it be? In a recent EPA meeting, Scott Miller, project
manager tor the site, stated that the future land use at the site may possibly be a mixed use
with a residential component. (August 5, 2010 EPA Meeting Official Transcript pg. 10 lines
19-21). Later he states " ... there are many sites that have been cleaned up to
commercial/industrial standards, where there's been exposure barriers deployed at the site,
and there's now residential use ... People live there. Townhomes. That would also be
appropriate for this site." (Transcript pg. 38 line 25 - pg. 39 lines 1-6). We assume he deems
commercial CTLs appropriate tor the site since Florida land use codes typically group mixed
use and multi-family housing under its commercial sections. It is ludicrous to think it is
appropriate to have commercial CTLs (even more outrageous to consider industrial CTLs) on
land that will be supporting residences simply because the Florida zoning code considers
mixed use and multi-family housing commercial. CTL levels are based on frequency of
exposure. If an individual lives on a site in a townhome, he will be frequenting the site as
often as someone that lived on the site in a single family home. His cancer risk will increase
in the same fashion as a resident of a single family home. In addition, the Gainesville City
Commission passed a resolution in 2008 which stated the site should be cleaned up to Florida
Residential CTLs. This resolution was completely disregarded by the EPA.
The Table I in the PP states the clean up goals tor COCs. (PP pg. 13). Under the
groundwater table, benzene is listed twice, once using the Florida CTL (I ug/L) and again
using the Federal MCL (5 ug/L). It is not clear which one the EPA will be using on this site.
The EPA must lise the most protective clean up level, which is the Florida level of I ug/L.
This should be corrected in the PP so that the correct clean up level is clearly stated.
Further, the EPA appears to criticize the Florida CTLs for dioxins and furans stating
"[a]t present there is signiticant ongoing debate between and among researchers, different
regulatory agencies, and the regulated community regarding the toxicity of dioxins/furans
and whether meaningful human-health risks are posed by low concentrations of these
contaminants ... " (PP pg. 13). They go on to mention that Florida's default SCTL is "at the
low end of the range." While the tinal sentence indicates the EPA intends to use Florida's
CTLs, the entire diatribe is troublesome and leads the reader to believe that if the EPA can
tind a way around it, they will attempt to use a level higher than the mandated Florida level.
The EPA is cleaning up a site in Florida and is required to use Florida CTLs.
The community insists that residential CTLs be used if any sort of residential housing
is contemplated in the future for the site. These discrepancies should be tixed to make it clear
that the EPA will use the applicable Florida CTLs.
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EPA Response:
Cleanup goals for groundwater are the more stringent of the Florida groundwater
cleanup target levels (GCTLs) or the Florida maximum contaminant levels (MCL)
as measured at property boundaries or the limit of institutional controls. Federal
maximum contaminant levels (MCL) are applied outside of the waste
containment area in all aquifers. The compliance point in this case is outside of
the vertical barrier wall that is anticipated to be constructed. The selected goals
are the MCLs for Drinking Water in Florida contained in Chapter 62-550, Florida
Administrative Code (FAG.) and GCTLs contained in Chapter 62-777, FAG.
Cleanup goals for on-Site soil (0 to 2 feet bls)/sediment COCs are the Florida
default SCTLs for leachability based on groundwater criteria unless Site-specific
criteria are developed in the RD.
Cleanup goals for off-Site soil/sediment COCs are Florida default SCTLs
contained in Chapter 62-777, FAC.; however, the goals are based on the
current land use (residential or commercial/ industrial) of the impacted parcel.
Florida default leachability SCTLs for protection of ecological organisms in
surface water are used for sediment in Springstead and Hogtown Creeks. Note
that there are there are no anticipated exceedances of leachability standards
based on current contaminant concentrations and types of contaminants
encountered in offSite soils and sediments.
Conclusion
After twellty-sewll years in the making, the PP fails to follow the mandates of 40
CFR ~ 300.430 in numerous ways. The PP relies on incomplete data, the remedies selected
fail to take into account effects to the residents of the Stephen Foster neighborhood, the
remedies are not appropriately analyzed under the nine criteria, and a discussion of the most
beneficial option, relocation, is not included in the PP. The community has serious concerns
about many of the proposed remedial actions including storing contaminated soil on-site,
clean up of the local creeks, and storm water runoff. The community wants a work plan llOW
that addresses what the EPA will do to investigate possible drum burials, storage sites, and
locations of former trenches. The EPA must make it clear in the PP that they intend to use the
most stringent clean up target goals, which are Florida's CTLs. Most importantly, the EPA is
ignoring data contirming actual contamination inside of residences. All of the EPA reports to
date are silent on what the EPA intends to do to remedy this deadly contamination. All of
these issues should be addressed before a tinal remedial option is selected so that all potential
hazards and concerns of the Stephen Foster neighborhood can be given appropriate weight in
the selection process.
SFNPG would like to point out that many minority and people of lower socio
economic status reside in the area surrounding the site. In light of the EPA's mandate for
environmental justice, the community hopes the EPA would be more sensitive about their
approach to community invol vement. In a recent July 22, 20 I0 memorandum from the EPA,
the EPA states that m:hievillg elll'irollmellfa/ justice is all agellcy priority alld should be
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factored into evelY decision.5 The memorandum detines environmental justice as the "fair
treatment and meaningful involvement" of all people regardless of race, national origin, or
income in the formulation of rules and the implementation of cleanup processes. This cleanup
process has taken ill excess of twenty-seven years. In response to learning of this fact during
an investigation by CNN into the Gainesville Superfund site, Mathy Stanislaus, EPA's new
Superfund Program Director, admitted that "colllmllllity residellts should be allgl}' for how
IOllg this is going Oil alld how IOllg they have waited for their cieallllp, '.' That is unfair
treatment. As stated before, the comlllunity was not consulted while the EPA performed their
investigations and research. That shows a complete lack of involvement, much less
meaningful involvement. The EPA is not only failing to follow its own directive on
environmental justice, it is acting in a way that completely contravenes the spirit of the
mandate.

Once again, SFNPG would like to remind the EPA that neighboring residents had no
part in contributing to, endorsing, or encouraging the hazardous pollution that now lies within
their yards and inside their homes adjacent to the site. The EPA has failed time and again to
recognize the degree to which the residents have been impacted by this contamination.
SFNPG implores the EPA to take the concerns of the community seriously and factor them
into their remedial alternative selection. SFNPG expects the EPA to use its full authority
under the law to protect the health and environment of the citizens most impacted by this
ongoing tragedy.
Please feel free to contact me directly with any questions or concerns you may have.
Please direct all correspondence regarding these comments to the undersigned counsel.
Sincerely,
Sarah Schwemin
Attorney for the Stephen Foster Neighborhood
Protection Group
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A.2.t 0 Strategic Environmental Analysis Inc

September 24, 20 I 0
Scott Miller
Site Manager
Cabot / Koppers Superfund Site
Region 4, Environmental Protection Agency
Atlanta Federal Center
81 Forsyth Street
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
RE: Data Requests
The underlying assumption tor many of the Superfund Guidance documents is that a
Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study (RIIFS) report will be prepared that
integrates and interprets the data gathered during the investigations and studies so that
previous draft preliminary information would not be needed. The Koppers studies that are
being cited as supporting the proposed remedy are more complex, and are lacking in a
tinal comprehensive summary of the:
• Nature and extent of contam ination (soi I, groundwater and DN A PL).
• Fate and Transport (leachability and groundwater evaluation are not finalized)
• Chem icals of Concern / Cleanup Criteria
o No clear basis tor selection of the COCs in the proposed plan
o No maps of the distribution/concentrations of many of the COCs
• Whether/where selected criteria could be met based on existing data
These factors contribute to the lack of transparency in understanding the site conditions
and implications of the proposed remedy. We consider this a serious flaw in the FS and
fail to understand how EPA and FDEP and can support decisions based on the
intormation in that document, and not require the responsible party to provide the
information in a tormat that meets typical standards of practice.
EPA Response:
EPA does not concur with the Commenter's concern related to the adequacy of
the RIfFS. The PRP has prepared three remedial investigations and feasibility
studies over a several year time period. In addition, the PRP routinely monitors
groundwater in all aquifers at the Site. These documents are part of the Site file
and are available on request.

We are interested in expediting the overall process, and would preter to avoid lengthy
revisions to the FS. To that end, we request critical information summaries and data so
that the community's questions can be answered. This will also provide current and
future reviewers of the Site information with a synthesis of information better
documenting the basis for decisions. For the EPA meeting proposed for October 6, we
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request the following information/maps be provided and that EPA be prepared address
questions on these issues:
• A comprehensive overview of groundwater issues that integrates results of the
various reports. This is necessary to understand the implications of the proposed
source and soil remedy. The groundwater information is scattered in many
documents generated over the past 20 years. Rather than a lengthy analysis, we
request at a minimum the following information be provided:
o How the proposed plan groundwater chemicals of concern were
identitied (screening tables? Data compilation?)
o Maps showing of the nature and extent of groundwater contam ination
o Compilation of well locations and boring logs
o Geologic protiles
• The source area DNAPL delineation investigation (GeoTrans. 2004) was not included
in the AR. and the community has raised many questions on this issue that are not
detailed in the FS or proposed plan. Therefore. this is an additional topic to be expanded
upon in the informational meeting. This should include maps and waste characterization
information.
• Maps should be prepared that show where soil criteria (residential/commercial direct
contact and leachability) are exceeded in both surface and subsurface soil.
Many questions have been raised by the community that are not in the supporting
documents but could be quickly addressed with access to the data. Providing an
electronic version (Access or Excel) of the soil and groundwater data that are considered
relevant for interpretation of spatial and/or temporal trends would provide the
information necessary without multiple iterations of supplemental data analysis reports to
address these questions. We request that the database include the following:
• Analytical results used tor on-site and off-site soil characterization
• Sample coordinates, depths and sample dates
• Locations of current and abandoned wells
• Groundwater analytical results for the several years. This IS tlexible because of
differences in well installation/abandonment, etc.
These electronic data were requested previously (April 29, 2010 letter from PGC and the
proposed plan meeting, and the FOIA request from Cheryl Krauth dated August I, 20 I0).
A database would have been necessary to prepare maps and statistical analyses presented
in reports, so we feel it would be readily available. Again, these data will allow us to
more quickly tocus and priOritize, particularly where the eXisting data
summaries/evaluation has not been provided and we can quickly verity the tindings and
data interpretation.

EPA Response:
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In a response to a request from you dated August 18, 2010, EPA has decided
not to include the requested documents in the AR. Each of the documents he
cited are, and will remain, a part of the Site file, where they are available to the
public via FOIA.

This focused synthesis of information can help expedite the decision process without
prolonged challenges as to the adequacy of the underlying documents. Please contact me
if you have questions regard ing th is request.
Sincerely,
Dr. Patricia Y. CI ine
Principal
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September 22, 20 I0
Scott Miller
Site Manager
Cabot / Koppers Superfund Site
Region 4, Environmental Protection Agency
Atlanta Federal Center
81 Forsyth Street
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
RE: Risk Assessment Comment
The Administrative Record (AR) contains a letter you sent to Dr. Paul Anderson on June
18, 20 I 0, with your comments on what portions of the May 26, 20 I 0 Human Health Risk
Assessment are approved or not approved. A copy of this letter is attached.
It appears the use of the probabilistic model is being rejected. However. can you clarify
what exactly is reterred to by wording like "some text", "some portions", and "several
subsections"? The proposed plan states remedial goals for soi I will be the default Florida
soil cleanup target levels (SCTLs), although the exact application of these is not clearly
stated. Since the plan was developed after this letter, does this mean that the entire risk
assessment is no longer approved? If so, why is this included in the AR? I f you are going
on record as approving portions of this assessment, can you explicitly state what this
includes? Specitically:
• Calculation of site-wide average concentrations using Thiessen Polygons as
in ferred in figures from Section 3?
• Use of relative absorption factors (Appendix C and G)?
We disagree with approval of these sections. In addition, there are numerous technical
errors in this risk assessment (for example, not calculating the non-cancer hazard
associated with dioxins). Therefore, including the attached letter and the risk assessment
in the AR is misleading as to the reliability of this analysis, and the implications of this
approval are not transparent. As a side note, the May 26, 20 I0, risk assessment is not in
the AR, but rather the earlier May 10,20 I 0, draft.
EPA Response:
EPA has not approved the risk assessments provided by the PRP to date. It
intends to proceed with use of State Cleanup Target Levels as the basis for
remedial action. The use of generic risk goals (e.g., cancer risk goal of within the
10-4 to 10-6 incremental cancer incidence; the non-cancer risk goal of a hazard
quotient of less than 1J will be applied as necessary, as well.

Sincerely.
Dr. Patricia V. Cline
Principal
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A.2.11 University of Florida

October -14, 20 I 0
Ligia Mora-Applegate
Bureau of Waste Cleanup
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400
University of Florida
Center for Environment and Human Toxicology
PO Box I 10885
Gainesville, FL 32611-0885
352-392-2243 Tel
352-392-4707 Fax
Re: Koppers Proposed Plan
Dear Ms. Mora-Applegate:
At your request we have reviewed the U S. Environmental Protectioll Agency. SlIpel:iillld
Proposed Plan. Cabot Carbon/Koppers SlIpel:tiflul Site. Gainesville. Alachlla COllllty.
Florida. This document was prepared by the US EPA and is dated July 2010.

The plan summarizes remedial action objectives and cleanup levels for groundwater,
onsite soil, and off-site soil. It reviews remedial alternatives and proposes surface grading
and covering for most of the site with containment and treatment of impacted
groundwater. Our review focuses on the proposed cleanup levels. We have the following
comments on the document:
I. Off-site soil remediation goals were selected based on current land use. However,
future land use may not be identical to current use. Therefore, off-site cleanup levels
should be based on unrestricted land use regardless of the current use unless individual
property owners implement institutional controls preventing future residential use.
EPA Response:
EPA disagrees. Cleanup goals are Florida default SCTLs contained in Chapter
62-777, F.A. C.; however, the goals are based on the current land use (residential
or commercial/ industrial) of the impacted parcel.

2. It is unclear why two groundwater cleanup levels are listed for benzene in Table I. The
correct cleanup level should be I pg/L benzene based on the promulgated FDEP GCTLc
(Chapter 62-777, F.A.C.).
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EPA Response:
We agree that the cleanup level will be 1 ug/L for benzene. This will be reflected
in the ROD.

3. Remediation goals for the protection of ecological receptors are not included in the
document. The Alachua County Environmental Protection Department assessed chemical
concentrations in submerged and dry sediment along Springstead and Hogtown Creeks.
The study showed concentrations of dioxin and BaP-TEQs in excess of both human
health and ecological criteria. The ecological screening levels appl icable to this site are
2.5 ng/kg dioxin and 1.1 mg/kg BaP-TEQs tor the protection of piscivorous mammals.
The presence of these Chemicals of Potential Ecological Concern above screening levels
indicates that further assessment of ecological risk is needed. In Springstead and
Hogtown Creek sediment where both human health and ecological criteria apply, cleanup
should be based on the lower of goals developed for protection from human health and
ecological effects.
EPA Response:
The selected remedy address citizen concerns with the creeks in two distinct
ways. First, to address previous contamination of the sediments in each creek,
sediments that have contaminant concentrations associated with either former
Cabot Carbon or Koppers that exceed the threshold effects concentrations (i. e.
contaminant concentrations in excess of levels that would adversely effect animal
life) are required to be excavated and replaced with clean fill material.
Assessment of creek sediments is ongoing. To address possible future impacts
on sediments, the former Koppers facility is required to construct and operate a
detentionlretention pond(s) to capture storm water from the former Koppers Site
prior to allowing it to be discharged to the tributary to Springstead Creek. The
detentionlretention pond(s) will be designed, including placement, during the
remedial design of the on-site remedy.

4. The groundwater CTL for acenaphthene of 21 0 ~lg/L is incorrect. It should be 20 ~lg/L.
EPA Response:
We agree that the cleanup level will be 20 ug/L for acenaphthene. This will be
reflected in the ROD.
5. The groundwater CTL for bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate is missing. The correct value is 6
~lg/L.

EPA Response:
We agree that the cleanup level will be 6 ug/L for bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate.
This will be reflected in the ROD.
6. The groundwater CTL tor 3-/4-methylphenol of 7 ~lg/L is incorrect. When two
chemicals are combined into a single detection group the toxicity values can not be
apportioned. Because they are grouped together, it is unclear how much of the detected
concentration is due to each individual chemical. Therefore, a conservative approach
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should be taken and the chemicals should be screened at the lower of the two criteria. In
this case, the CTL is 3.5 )1g/L.
EPA Response:
We agree that the cleanup level will be 3.5 ug/L for 3-/4-methylphenol. This will
be reflected in the ROD.
7. As stated above. the industrial soil CTL for 3-/4-methylphenol should be the lower of
the two criteria. The applicable industrial SCTL is 3,400 mg/kg. Additionally. the
leachability SCTL for 4-methylphenol (0.03 mg/kg) is the lowest applicable criterion and
should be met throughout the vadose zone.
EPA Response:
We agree that the cleanup level will be 0.03 mg/kg for 3-/4-methylphenol. This
will be reflected in the ROD.
8. The proposed plan assumes that future land use wi II be restricted to
commercial/industrial purposes. yet in on-site soil clean-up goals, the residential SCTLs
are listed for antimony. arsenic, acenaphthene and benzene.
EPA Response:
Commercial/Industrial numbers should have been used.
the ROD.

This will be reflected in

9. Page 3 states that the drainage ditch on the Koppers site discharges into Hogtown
Creek. which tlows into Springstead Creek. The opposite is true. Koppers' drainage ditch
discharges into Springstead Creek, which tlows into Hogtown creek.
EPA Response:
This will be verified and corrected as appropriate in the ROD.
10. The document does not indicate which areas will be covered by the proposed remedy.
No maps for are included detailing the areas affected by the proposed plan. Therefore, it
is not clear if all areas of concern will be addressed. Specifically. we are concerned with
recently detected areas of high dioxin concentrations in the Northern Inactive Area.
These areas were not fully investigated and anecdotal evidence indicates that they may
represent a tonner waste pit. Any remedies should address this area and possible further
migration of contam ination off-site to the Northeast.
EPA Response: .
Follow up Proposed Plan fact sheets included maps showing areas covered by
the proposed remedy. It is acknowledged that offsite areas show little detail and
will be modified as more information becomes available.
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II. The correct chemicals of concern and remedial goal options tor this site are listed in
the tollowing tables: [See master copy tor these tables]

EPA Response:
Tables 6, 7, and 8 in the ROO will have a complete listing of the correct GOGs
and remedial goals.

Please let us know if you have any questions regarding this review.
Sincerely,
Leah D. StuchaL Ph.D.
Stephen M. Roberts, Ph.D.
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A.3
Summary of Public Comments Received at the Proposed Plan Public
Meeting and via Email and EPA Responses
Several common themes were apparent from the comments heard at the meetings and
expressed in writing by individual community members. Excerpts from some of the oral
and written comments are presented below. The comments are shown in no particular
order.
I. The FS did not include a table summarizing the cleanup goals as is required. The
Feasibility Study (FS) should include a side-by-side comparison of residential and
commercial/industrial cleanup standards.
EPA Response:
The May 10, 2010 Koppers Feasibility Study includes cleanup goals for the
Koppers Site in Table 2-4 and in Chapter 2.1.1 (Table 2.1.1), 2.1.2 (Table
2.1.2), and 2.1.3 (Table 2.1.3). The FS is designed to evaluate a subset of
likely response scenarios and potentially applicable technologies and
operable units that may address site problems (40 CFR 300.430(b)(3)). It is
a
side-by-side
comparison
of
residential
and
unclear
how
commercial/industrial cleanup standards and their impact on soil volume
treated assists the Agency in creating likely response scenarios at the Site.
Rather, it appears that the Commenter desires additional information
unrelated to the central task of the FS.
Therefore, there will be no
amendment to the FS to undertake such an effort.
2. How will EPA demonstrate that the chosen cleanup levels will be met?
EPA Response:
In the instance of determining that soil/sediment cleanup standards are met,
EPA will require post-remedy construction soil sampling to verify that the
soil/sediment cleanup standards are met. EPA currently requires continuous
monitoring of groundwater contaminant concentrations in the aquifers. EPA
will have the responsible party monitor the groundwater and surface water at
points of compliance in the monitoring network. Once the groundwater
sampling and analysis demonstrate that the cleanup goals have been met,
ongoing monitoring is required to ensure that cleanup goals continue to be
met. Every five years, there is a requirement for EPA to conduct a Five- Year
review to evaluate and ensure that the remedy remains protective.
3. It is not clear whether or not all of the soils in the Surficial Aquifer will meet Site
ARARs throughout the Site. Are there engineering calculations of soils not meeting
the ARARs?
Did not see soil volume and remedial cost calculations in the FS.
EPA Response:
All soils in the top two feet are required to meet the State of Florida risk-based
corrective action default commercial/industrial standards. In addition, all soils
are required to meet the default leachability criteria in soil standard. There
are engineering calculations of soils affected by ONAPL by area, aquifer and
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volume included in Table 1 of the May 2010, Koppers Site Feasibility Study.
Cost estimate calculations for remedial options considered in the Feasibility
Study are included in Appendix B.
Are the soil leachability criteria applied as separate cleanup standards if it results in
the lowest soil allowable contaminant concentration limit?
EPA Response:
Yes, the soil leachability criteria are applied as a separate set of standards
that must be met in addition to the direct contact soil standards.
What is the difterence in the treatment for soils in the blue versus the green area of
the FS charts?
EPA Response:
Both sets of soils (blue and green) are required by EPA's preferred alternative
to be remediated to meet the State of Florida risk-based corrective action
default commercial/industrial cleanup standards in the top two feet of soil.
For the soils in green, the technique used to complete this effort would be to
remove soils that exceed leachability standards and place in an onsite soil
containment area that has a low-permeability engineered cap along with
clean soil cover to prevent infiltration. These soils along with the already
existing soils in the onsite containment area will also be chemically or
physically treated prior to placement below the low-permeability engineered
cap. There are multiple approaches that address contamination in the green
area for soils that do not exceed leachability criteria related to the protection
of groundwater. One approach is for the responsible party to place two feet
of clean fill over the existing soil. There are other approaches as well so that
the soil cleanup standards are met.
The clays on the accompanying Proposed Plan document figures indicate that they are
continuous, we do not believe that these clays are continuous.
EPA Response:
Clay thicknesses vary based on where they are located vertically and in what
aquifer unit in which they appear. EPA's preferred remedial alternative
assumes that clay thicknesses do vary and that they are not continuous. The
figure depiction is simply meant as a convenient approach to put a cross
sectional diagram in place to explain remedial alternatives considered in the
proposed plan.
How much money does Beazer have to implement a cleanup at this Site?
EPA Response:
EPA is not privy to the amount of money that Beazer East has planned to
spend on the former Koppers Site remediation. EPA requires as part of the
consent decree with Beazer East that it provide financial assurance each year
demonstrating that it has the resources necessary to carry out its remedial
responsibilities at the former Koppers Site.
The proposed vertical barrier wall is keyed to the middle Hawthorn Clay layer, there
is concern that this layer will not sufficiently create a bottom to stop contamination
from being carried down. How does the proposed plan account for this? How will
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EPA monitor barrier wall effectiveness and what trigger would make the EPA require
additional actions?
EPA Response:
EPA takes into account the Site-specific geologic concerns related to
discontinuous clays in its preferred remedial alternative by requiring a barrier
wall to be keyed into the middle Hawthorn clay where we know that there is
reasonable clay thickness of two to ten feet. In addition, EPA is requiring the
responsible party to treat chemically (through in-situ geochemical
stabilization) and physically (through in-situ solidification/stabilization) as well
as requiring a low-permeability engineered cap over the entirety of the four
principal source areas to prevent infiltration of rain water into the vertical
barrier wall containment area. Should contamination appear at Floridan
monitoring well locations that exceeds the groundwater cleanup target levels
(GCTLs) or the maximum contaminant levels (MCL) , EPA may require the
responsible party to install and operate additional dedicated groundwater
recovery wells which would be used to extract and remediate groundwater.
9. How much of the Floridan aquifer is being monitored?
EPA Response:
There are currently 39 groundwater monitoring wells installed and operational
on all portions of the Site with a handful constructed between the Site and the
Gainesville Regional Utility Murphee Wellfield to ensure that contamination
There are
does not leave the Site in the Upper Floridan Aquifer.
approximately 89 monitoring points.
10. EPA originally had a list of33 chemicals of concern that were being monitored at the
Site and now we understand that there are only 5, is EPA still looking to see if the
other 28 chem icals are present?
EPA Response:
There are well in excess of 33 COCs being monitored for Site groundwater,
EPA is unaware of where the
surface water, sediments, and soils.
Commenter received information that EPA was currently monitoring only 5
contaminants on the Site.
II. What are the criteria used to determine what soils are removed from outside of the
soil consolidation area and placed inside the onsite soil consolidation area?
EPA Response:
EPA's position on cleanup goals is summarized below:
• On-Site soil/sediment COCs: Florida default SCTLs contained in
Chapter 62-777, F.A.C. for commercial/industrial land use.
•

Off-Site soil/sediment COCs: Florida default SCTLs contained in
Chapter 62-777, F.A.G.; however, the goals are based on the current
land use (residential or commercial/ industrial) of the impacted off-Site
parcel.
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•

Sediment in the creeks: Florida default leachability SCTL for
pentachlorophenol for protection of ecological organisms in surface
water.
12. Soil sampling in the offsite areas included from zero to six inches below ground
surface. what about the soil below that level?
EPA Response:
The answer goes to the means by which the contaminants migrated from the
source. For off-Site areas, our assumption is that contaminants were
transported by air and were deposited on the surface in relatively low
concentrations. The contaminants associated with wood treating sites are
very insoluble and for this reason typically bind to the upper few inches of soil
rather than being washed into lower zones. For this reason, our investigations
focus on the upper few inches of soil.
13. There has been no proper health or epidemiological study done at the Site since it
became a Superfund Site.
EPA Response:
The comment is not accurate. EPA has repeatedly relied upon the public
health expertise of the federal Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry (A TSDR) in Atlanta, Georgia along with its State partner the State of
Florida Department of Health (DOH) to assess health impacts at the Koppers
Site. In 1989, the Florida DOH, through a cooperative agreement with the
A TSDR, reviewed the environmental data, found the Koppers site a potential
health risk, recommended warning signs, and recommended additional
environmental testing (ATSDR 1989).
In 1993, the Florida DOH found most of its 1989 recommendations had been
followed but recommended a more complete public health assessment and
again recommended warning signs (A TSDR 1993). In 1995, the Florida DOH
reviewed new environmental data and recommended restricted site access,
additional environmental testing, and warning signs (A TSDR 1995).
The Florida DOH reviewed February 2009 soil test results from the Stephen
Foster neighborhood west of the Koppers site. In a July 2009 report on the
February 2009 soil testing, the Florida DOH found dioxin contamination in the
30-foot wide City of Gainesville easement between NW 26th and NW 30th
A venues just west of Koppers could possibly harm children's health. The
Florida DOH recommended parents keep children from playing in this
easement. The Florida DOH also recommended more soil testing in the
Stephen Foster neighborhood (A TSDR 2009).
In the summer of 2009, the responsible party erected a temporary fence
restricting access to the City easement to prevent children from playing in this
area. The responsible party has not, however, cleaned up the soil in this
easement.
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In June and December 2009, consultants for the responsible party tested
more surface soil samples along the roads in the Stephen Foster
neighborhood. In June 2010, the Florida DOH reported on the findings of the
soil sampling conducted in 2009 (A TSDR 2010). The Florida DOH concluded
that incidental ingestion (swallowing) of very small amounts of dioxin
contaminated surface soil tested along Stephen Foster roadsides in June and
December 2009 is not expected to harm people's health. However, they also
concluded that surface soil testing has been inadequate to determine the full
extent of contamination from the Koppers site (A TSDR 2010).
Further, in a letter from Dr. Thomas Friedman, the director of the CDC, Dr.
Friedman provided the following excerpted information to Ms. Cynthia Moore
Chestnut, Chair Alachua County Board of County Commissioners:
"The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) has
been actively supporting the Florida Department of Health (FDoH) in
evaluating potential community exposures to contaminants at this site.
This partnership is part of A TSDR's long-standing cooperative agreement
program with the FDOH.
At this time, a "door-to-door" health study based on possible dioxin
exposures is not recommended. The potentially exposed population near
this site is relatively small. Adverse outcomes associated with dioxin
exposures have not been reported in populations exposed to dioxin at the
levels seen to date in the community surrounding Cabot-Kopper's
property. The health problems of the people living in this community are
likely to reflect common health problems seen in any similar group of
individuals who do not live adjacent to the Cabot-Koppers site. Given
these facts, it would not be possible to differentiate the health problems
within this group that are the result of their exposures to dioxin.
We fully agree with FDOH's plan to evaluate and make recommendations
to mitigate any current exposures to protect public health and to also take
a broad look at cancer statistics within this community. We will continue to
work with our FDOH partners in identifying and reducing Alachua
community exposures to environmental contaminants on and near the
Cabot-Koppers site and are open to reassessing the need for additional
work should further information indicate that it is warranted. "
ATSDR 1989. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. Health
Assessment for Cabot Carbon/Koppers Site. U. S. Department of Health and
Human Services. Atlanta, GA. April 24, 1989.
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ATSDR 1993. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. Site
Review and Update for Cabot Carbon/Koppers Site. U. S. Department of
Health and Human Services. Atlanta, GA. September 24, 1993.
A TSDR 1995. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. Health
Consultation for Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site. U. S. Department of
Health and Human Services. Atlanta, GA. November 15, 1995.
ATSDR 2009. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. Health
Consultation Off-Site Surface Soil, Koppers Hazardous Waste Site.
Gainesville. Alachua County, Florida. U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services. Atlanta, GA. July 17. 2009.
ATSDR 2010. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. Health
Consultation Off-Site Surface Soil, Koppers Hazardous Waste Site.
Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida. U. S. Department of Health and Human
Services. Atlanta, GA. June 17, 2010.
14. There should be an update to the FS to look at how much soil would need to be
removed to get from the commercial/residential soil cleanup standards to residential
standards on the Site and provide a cost to do so. There is a belief that in areas of the
Site, simple removal of the top two feet of soil would allow the Site to attain
residential soil standards.
EPA Response:
There is no portion of the Site that would attain cleanup goals for all Site
chemicals of concern (COC) by removing the top two feet of soil from a
location. There is a small area on the northern and western side of the Site
that would attain cleanup goals for dioxin TEO by the simple removal of the
top two feet of soils.
IS. When may we expect a cleanup to be tinalized for the tonner Koppers Site?
EPA Response:
EPA is finalizing the record of decision (ROD) today. EPA expects that the
remedial design will take approximately one year to eighteen months. EPA
believes that it will take approximately two years after remedial design
completion to complete the entire on- and off-Site cleanup of groundwater,
surface water, sediments, and soils.
16. What are the plans to protect citizens during cleanup of the oftsite soil areas where
there is contamination present?
EPA Response:
Beazer East has indicated that it will offer residents the option of temporary
relocation while soil removal and clean fill replacement are taking place in the
residential neighborhoods. In addition, there will be ongoing ambient air
monitoring taking place during remediation to ensure that there are no
unacceptable soil/dust exposures taking place.
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17. Previously, there were signs by the creeks warning of excessive phenol levels, what
has happened to those signs and should they not be reposted?
EPA Response:
FDEP and Alachua County have reposted these warning signs.
18. Are you going to test the water or soil to the south of the former Koppers property?
EPA Response:
Yes, there has been one round of sampling of soil south of the Site that took
place in September 2010. We expect additional soil sampling to take place to
the south of the Site in the March 2011 timeframe.
19. Why do you emphasize the soil cleanup standards meeting required standards in the
top two feet in the proposed plan?
EPA Response:
The State of Florida default soil cleanup target levels (SCTLs) require that
standards be met in the top two feet of soil.
20. What do the stabilization compounds contain that were mentioned in the proposed
plan and are there dangers associated with these compounds?
EPA Response: In Situ Geochemical Stabilization (lSGS) entails the use of
modified permanganate solutions. Permanganate is an inorganic chemical
compound and is a strong oxidizing agent. As a strong oxidizing agent, care
must be exercised when handling it. Skin irritation is a possible consequence
of exposure. In Situ Solidification/Stabilization (lSS/S) entails the use of
Portland cement. Portland cement can be a skin irritant as well. Extreme care
will be taken when implementing these and all parts of the remedy. The public
will not be at risk.
21. There were previous problems at the existing Winn-Dixie store with the bllckling of
tloor tile which it was believed were caused by polyaromatic hydrocarbons. Winn
Dixie and the authorities simply made them tix the tiles and there was no further
tollow-up.
EPA Response:
Prior to the 1990 Record of Decision being finalized, there were concerns
raised by the public about floor tiles in the Winn-Dixie store having been
adversely effected by Cabot-related contaminants that made these floor tiles
no longer adhere to the floor.
Winn-Dixie and Florida Department of
Environmental Protection personnel began an investigation of the this
problem and concluded that the failure of the floor tiles to remain adhered to
the Winn-Dixie floor was unrelated to Cabot Site contamination. Since that
time, EPA is not aware of additional floor tile adhesion problems at the Winn
Dixie. The Cabot Corporation monitors its Site wells on at least a semiannual
basis. In addition, Cabot Corporation is installing Upper Hawthorn wells
nearby the Winn-Dixie to continue to sample groundwater that may have
contaminants that are associated with the Site. The fact that EPA has
received no further complaints would suggest that this problem no longer
exists. The Superfund law requires EPA to evaluate remedy effectiveness at
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Superfund sites on a once/five-year basis to ensure that remedial actions
remain effective.
Should Winn-Dixie has further issues related to the
adhesion of floor tiles at its store, EPA may require additional remedial
investigation and remedial actions if the situation warrants it.
22. Why does it matter if offsite soil/sediment contamination is attributable to Koppers or
Cabot?
EPA Response:
From the citizen's perspective, the Commenter correctly points out that it is
unimportant. From EPA's perspective, it is required by law to determine
which entity is responsible for specific contaminants present in the
environment and require that entity to clean up those contaminants for which
it is responsible.
23. What institutional controls will be required across the Site and what restrictions
would have to be overcome to develop outside of the four principal source areas?
EPA Response:
Institutional controls that would be required at the Site would include a
prohibition on use of the groundwater from the Site, redevelopment to take
place in conformance with a Site soil management plan, and a prohibition on
unrestricted use.
24. Who is liable if the institutional controls are violated after redevelopment occurs?
EPA Response:
Typically, the party violating the institutional control is liable for violations of
institutional controls.
25. In which court will the consent decree between Beazer East and EPA be signed?
How will the community be notitied?
EPA Response:
The Federal Court for the Northern District of Florida is where the consent
decree between Beazer East and EPA will be filed. The community will be
notified through a Federal Register notice announcing the consent decree
and through a legal notice in the Gainesville Sun.

26. It is mandatory for EPA to evaluate relocation as a remedial option in its feasibility
study, why was this not done?
EPA Response:
The commenter is mistaken. It is not mandatory for EPA to consider
relocation as a remedial option in the feasibility study. EPA is guided in its
possible consideration of relocation as a remedy by an EPA guidance
document entitled, "Interim Policy on the Use of Permanent Relocations as
Part of Superfund Remedial Actions" published on June 30, 1999. A
summary of that guidance related to the decision to consider permanent
relocation in the feasibility study process is included below:
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"EPA's preference is to address the risks posed by the contamination
by using well-designed methods of cleanup which allow people to
remain safely in their homes and businesses. Having proven EPA's
ability to successfully restore contaminated property at many
Superfund sites, generally, EPA's preference is to address the risks
posed by the contamination by using well-designed methods of
cleanup which allow people to remain safely in their homes and
businesses. This is consistent with the mandates of CERCLA identified
above, and the implementing requirements of the NCP which
emphasize selecting remedies that protect human health and the
environment, maintain protection over time, and minimize untreated
waste. Because of CERCLA's preference for cleanup, it will generally
not be necessary to routinely consider permanent relocation as a
potential remedy component.
JJ

There are four situations in which EPA may consider permanent relocations
as part of the feasibility study development process. The current situation
nearby the former Koppers Site meets none of the criteria listed. The four
criteria are as follows:
1. Situations where EPA has determined that structures must be destroyed
because they physically block or otherwise interfere with a cleanup and
methods for lifting or moving the structures safely, or conducting cleanup
around the structures are not implementable from an engineering
perspective.
2. Situations where EPA has determined that structures cannot be
decontaminated to levels that are protective of human health for their
intended use, thus the decontamination alternative may not be
implementable
3. Permanent relocation may be considered when EPA determines that
potential treatment or other response options would require the imposition
of unreasonable use restrictions to maintain protectiveness (e.g., typical
activities, such as children playing in their yards, would have to be
prohibited or severely limited).
4. Permanent relocation may be considered when an alternative under
evaluation includes a temporary relocation expected to last longer than
one year.
EPA and PRPs have routinely conducted cleanups in the state of Florida and
throughout the U. S. that are contemplated in the preferred remedial
alternative. The remedy is simple from an engineering perspective in that it
involves removing up to two feet of top soil from an affected property and
replacing it with clean fill, reseeding the yard, and reinstalling any landscaping
that had to be removed from the yard to remove the soil. It is unlikely that
structures nearby the former Koppers Site are contaminated. After the soil
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cleanup, there will be no use restrictions required for the yard as there will be
clean fill in the yard which would pose no threat or require a use restriction. It
is expected that the yard cleanups would take significantly less than one year
based on the number of parcels believed to be affected and the simple
implementation approach needed to complete the soil remediation.

27. The failure to effect a cleanup at the Site in over twenty-six years is a violation of
EPA directives on environmental justice as was specitied as a requirement in a July
22, 20 I 0 guidance memorandum on implementing environmental justice at the EPA.
EPA Response:
EPA has overseen the cleanup of the Cabot portion of the Site through
operation of a groundwater interceptor trench system which has pumped and
treated in excess of 500 million gallons of contaminated groundwater at the
Site since 1995. In addition, there has been excavation and disposal of
contaminated soils of approximately 10,000 tons there followed by Site
redevelopment with thriving businesses where the Cabot portion of the Site
once was. While progress at the Koppers portion of the Site has not gone as
quickly as EPA would have liked, there has been in excess of 280 million
gallons of groundwater captured and treated from the Surficial Aquifer system
since 1995. Contaminated sediments have been excavated and treated.
Chemical treatment, active and passive DNAPL recovery, soil excavation,
and upgrades to existing Surficial Aquifer containment system to pump and
treat contaminated Floridan Aquifer groundwater has also been
accomplished. The Agency is dedicated to ensuring that environmental
justice takes place in all EPA activities. The Agency has included an
enhanced public participation process at this Site to make sure that the public
is involved through the remedial decision process from the collaborative FS
process with Gainesville stakeholders to an enhanced site reuse effort from
E2 contractors. EPA believes that significant progress has been made in
enacting Site cleanups and that extra work completed to ensure robust
community participation has ensured that environmental justice is addressed.

28. I am writing to express my disapproval of EPA's proposed plan regarding the
Koppers Superfund Site in Gainesville, Florida. Please adopt the changes
recommended by the joint City's/County's LIT team and enforce a proper clean-up of
this horribly polluted site.
EPA Response:
EPA disagrees. After much deliberation and based upon consideration of the
requirements of CERCLA, the NCP, FDEP applicable regulations, the
detailed analysis of the alternatives and public and state comments, EPA has
selected a remedy that will satisfy the statutory requirements of CERCLA by
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being protective of human health and the environment; complying with
ARARs; being cost-effective; utilizing permanent solutions and alternative
treatment technologies to the maximum extent practicable; and meeting the
preference for remedies that employ treatment that permanently and
significantly reduces the M/TN of hazardous wastes as a principal element.
This action represents the final remedy selected for the Site, and, as such, is
compatible with the intended future use of the Site.
29. It is very important that the cleanup plan for the Koppers Superfund site protect
Gainesville's citizen's health and our drinking water source from contamination.
Gainesville's drinking water needs more protection than the creation of an unlined
toxic waste landtill in its aquifer protection zone.
EPA Response:
As noted in response to others expressing a similar sentiment, EPA fully
agrees. Out of an abundance of caution, redundant approaches (containment
using slurry walls and caps to isolate the four primary source areas, and soil
stabilization/treatment to immobilize contaminants) are proposed. These
measures will ensure that the region's drinking water source is protected.
30. The USEPA's efforts to solicit input from the City of Gainesville and the local
community on the tinal site remedy and especially surface soil remediation and future
land use issues has not been timely nor adequate and has not allowed sufficient time
to solicit appropriate community input on impacts of the EPA proposed soil remedy.
EPA Response:
EPA disagrees with this characterization of its Community Involvement
efforts. In particular, EPA points to the fact that EPA staff participated in
seven special Gainesville City and/or Alachua County Special Commission
meetings presenting information related to Koppers Site cleanups and
participated in listening sessions for members of the public on May 1, 2008,
March 9, 2009, August 17, 2009, August 31,2009, January 4, 2010, April 29,
2010, and October 6, 2010. Also, to reiterate a response provided previously,
EPA points out that the remedy selection process combined the contributions
of the following stakeholders who were involved in identifying, evaluating and
critiquing remedial options for this Site:
•
•
•
e

•

City of Gainesville representatives
Gainesville Regional Utilities (GRU) and consultants (Jones
Edmunds)
Alachua County Environmental Protection Department
Beazer East and contractor (Geo Trans)
PRP support consultants (Adventus, SES, AMEC, Key
Environmental, GeoHazards)
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University of Colorado
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
US EPA (site manager and technical support personnel)
EPA consultant (Black & Veatch)

A 15-member Joint FS Group convened for seven meetings and
numerous teleconferences over the course of approximately 2.5 years.
The Joint FS Group encouraged and welcomed any and all technical and
community view points pertinent to remedy development.
31. The USEPA's efforts to solicit input from the City of Gainesville and the local
community on the final site remedy and especially surface soil remediation and future
land use issues has not been timely nor adequate and has not allowed sufficient time
to solicit appropriate community input on impacts of the EPA proposed soil remedy.
EPA Response:
As noted previously, EPA is required to look at reasonably anticipated future
land uses in determining what cleanup criteria to apply at a Superfund Site.
EPA has determined that unrestricted residential use is not a likely or
practical future land use for the Site.
EPA has made its reasonably anticipated land use determination based on
several factors including property owner Beazer East's planned retention of
Site ownership and its indicated future use of the Site as commercial,
recreational or mixed use with a residential component. Therefore, the EPA
has determined that the reasonably anticipated future land use of the Koppers
portion of the Site is likely to be commercial, recreational or mixed-use with a
residential component.
32. Let Beazer go broke paying for this. They willingly bought this property and all its
assets and Iiabi Iities.
EPA Response:
It is not in the best interest of the community or the tax payers for a PRP to go
broke. In a PRP-Ied site such as this, the PRP is responsible for paying for
the remedy. Fortunately, Beazer is a relatively financially solvent company
and they will be funding the remediation instead of the tax payers.
33. Many citizens expressed a concern regarding the unknown effectiveness of innovative
technologies, and on the containment/isolation strategy proposed. Several comments
exhibit specitic opposition to the innovative ISBS (also known as in-situ geochemical
stabilization, ISGS) technology.
EPA Response:
Please see previous responses to others who expressed similar sentiments.
34. Regarding the creeks, you affirm, "To address possible future impacts on sediments,
the former Koppers facility is required to construct and operate a detention/retention
pond(s) to capture storm water from the former Koppers Site prior to allowing it to be
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discharged ... ," but you do not mention that the Proposed Plan only calls for the
retention pond to capture 15% of the storm water. Are we expecting all the
contaminants we wish to settle in the retention pond to be contained in the 15% of
storm water that is captured?
EPA Response:
To address possible future impacts on sediments, the former Koppers facility
will be required to construct and operate a detentionlretention pond(s) to
capture storm water from the former Koppers Site prior to allowing it to be
discharged to the tributary to Springstead Creek. The detentionlretention
pond(s) will be designed, including placement, during the remedial design of
the on-site remedy. A guiding principle of storm water design is that post
construction runoff cannot exceed current conditions. Thus, the detention
pond(s) will be designed accordingly.
35. We want to make sure that while the ROD may include a summary and may group
comments, that all comments and their attachments will become part of the tinal
administrative record. I believe this is consistent with what LaTonya stated recently,
but wanted to contirm.
EPA Response:
The commenter correctly notes that comments of a similar nature may be
paraphrased, abbreviated, or grouped in the main body of the
Responsiveness Summary of the ROD. However, all comments will be
included in an unabridged form in an appendix to the Responsiveness
Summary of the ROD.
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1.0 GROUNDWATER & SUBSURFACE REMEDY
INTRODUCTION

The nature and extent of contamination and the geology of the Koppers site will
make successful remediation of the site challenging. Creosote Dense Non
Aqueous Phase Liquid (DNAPL) has been recovered from wells in the Surficial
Aquifer (SA) and Upper Hawthorn Group (UHG) and, based on multiple lines of
evidence, has penetrated the Lower Hawthorn Group (LHG) and the Upper
Floridan Aquifer (UFA). Given the high polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)
concentrations in groundwater offsite to the east in the UHG it appears that
DNAPL has migrated laterally to the east of the Koppers property. Much of this
DNAPL likely continues to be mobile, and unless removed or immobilized, will
continue slowly migrating vertically and horizontally, ultimately causing increased
groundwater contamination in the UFA. Of particular concern is that further
contamination of the UFA will pose a material threat to the Murphree wellfield.
Dissolved-phase plumes of PAHs exist in the Surficial, UHG and LHG strata and
in the UFA, and likely extend off-site in all formations. Beazer has constructed a
relatively extensive UFA monitoring network at the site, although the extent of the
UFA plumes has not yet been fully delineated. Most of the UFA monitoring wells
indicate PAH concentrations below cleanup standards. However, there are
regions in the interior of the site (i.e., identified by FW-6, FW20B, FW-12B, FW
21 B and recently FW-27B, see Figure 1) where PAH concentrations are well
above cleanup standards. These plumes will likely continue to expand without
appropriate treatment. Of particular concern are the plume(s) in the interior of
the site where contamination extends to an as-yet undefined depth (as indicated
by wells FW-12B and FW-27B), and two locations (FW-22B and FW-16B) at the
periphery of the site. The fact that PAH contamination in the UFA has reached
these boundary wells is a clear indication that off-site migration of contaminants
is occurring in the UFA - and in the case of FW-16B - has been occurring for
some time. Hydraulic containment has been initiated as an interim action in the
area of FW-22B (pumping approximately 28 gpm). However, actions have not
yet been undertaken at the eastern site boundary (i.e. FW-16B), or in the interior
of the site, other than the low rate pumping test (i.e. 2 gpm or less) at FW-6 and
FW-21 B. The southern part of the site remains without any LHG or UFA
monitoring at all despite the large amounts of mobile DNAPL recovered from
PW-1.
Treatment or removal of contaminants to reduce downward migration of DNAPL
and mass loading of dissolved contamination are important in reducing the
amount of contamination reaching the UFA. However, it will not be possible to
treat all of the DNAPL, particularly within the LHG. Therefore, hydraulic
containment in the UFA is essential in order to protect the Floridan Aquifer and
community's water supply.
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Although Remedial Action Objectives are described generally in the USEPA
Proposed Plan (p. 12), we strongly believe that specific priority goals (related to
groundwater) can, and should, be stated in the remedial plan in the upcoming
ROD (Record of Decision) and should include the following:
A. Contain the contamination in the UFA on-site using hydraulic
containment
(1) Reduce interior contaminant plumes by groundwater extraction
within the UFA at rates sufficient to contain them (our preliminary
estimates based on simulations using the GeoTrans model of the
site indicate extraction rates of at least 100 gpm will be required to
do this); and
(2) Prevent off-site migration of contaminants at all locations including
FW-22B and FW-16B.
B. Remove or immobilize creosote to the fullest extent possible in
the UHG, LHG and Surficial Aquifer in order to:
(1) reduce vertical and horizontal migration of creosote DNAPL, and
(2) reduce dissolution and mass loading of contaminants into LHG and
UFA groundwaters.
C. Contain SA and
containment and
contaminants; and

UHG contam ination by using hydraulic
slurry walls to mi nimize mig ration of

D. Provide long-term monitoring (in the SA, UHG, LHG and UFA) to
allow assessment of the performance of the remedy, verify
compliance with cleanup criteria and assure no off-site migration
of contaminants in the Floridan Aquifer.

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Proposed Plan does include, generally, elements intended to address each
of the priority goals summarized above. We request that the upcoming ROD
explicitly include these elements in relation to the Koppers site. We have the
following comments and recommendations regarding the groundwater related
elements of the Proposed Plan:
1.

Hydraulic containment in the Floridan Aquifer must be more robust and
extensive than is currently underway. The ROD must include hydraulic
containment with the goal of capturing the plume in the interior of the
site. Additionally, the ROD should contain specific criteria or principles
(triggers) to determine when and where additional remedial actions will
be required in the Floridan Aquifer.
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The plan appropriately requires hydraulic containment in areas where
contaminants exceed federal MCLs and Florida GCTLs outside of source areas.
It also requires construction of additional extraction wells as necessary. The plan
includes on-going monitoring in areas where constituents do not exceed cleanup
goals. We support these provisions.
.
As we understand it, based on these provisions, hydraulic containment should be
initiated to address UFA contamination in the interior of the site (as indicated by
FW-12B and now FW-27B), as well as at the eastern site boundary (as indicated
by FW-16B). The goal of the interior pumping should be to capture and contain
the interior plume(s). EPA should not wait for the plume(s) to reach the property
boundary before these actions are taken. The low rate pumping described in the
Proposed Plan and currently implemented at FW-6 and FW-21 B is not adequate
to achieve this goal. Additional pumping at much higher rates in the interior of
the site will be required to achieve this goal.
In addition to these provisions, we request that the ROD require a contingency
plan that will be implemented. if there is a definable increasing trend in
constituents of concern (COCs) at a well indicating that contamination is
spreading, even if cleanup goals have not yet been exceeded.
The installation of extraction well FW-31 BE is an essential element in containing
the Floridan contamination because migration off site in this area has been (and
may still be) occurring. This extraction well is intended to address contamination
leaving the site in the northwest region of the site near well FW-22B. However,
additional monitoring wells are needed off-site to characterize the extent of off
site contamination at that location, and to ensure FW-31 BE is adequately
containing it.
Additional hydraulic containment will also be necessary to address Floridan
Aquifer contamination at other locations on the site. This conclusion is based on:

A. The results of the low rate pumping Interim Remedial Measure (IRM)
at FW-6 and FW-21 B (received August 3, 2010) indicate no significant
improvement from the low rate pumping since it began in October
2009, and no evidence has been generated to support Beazer's claim
that annular casing seepage is actually the cause of UFA
contamination at these locations;
B. Very high concentrations of naphthalene persist at several interior
wells. Of particular concern is FW-12B and FW-27B which show high
concentrations at an as-yet undefined depth in the UFA; and
C. Concentrations persist above GCTLs at boundary well FW-16B.
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The future analytical results from the most recently installed on-site Floridan
monitoring wells (FW-27B, FW-2BB and FW-30B) should provide further
information on the extent of contamination in the UFA.

2.

The Groundwater Contamination section of the Proposed Plan
misstates the degree of contamination in the Floridan Aquifer. The
ROD should accurately describe known site conditions.

The most important objective of the groundwater/subsurface remedy is to contain
However, the Groundwater
and clean up contamination in the UFA.
Contamination section of the Proposed Plan makes several incorrect statements,
and vastly understates the magnitude and extent of contamination in the UFA.
For example, it makes no mention of the off-site contamination identified by
monitoring locations FW-22B and FW-16B at the site boundary. The Conceptual
Site Model (Figure 3, p. 9) shows no contamination in the UFA or contaminant
migration pathways through the LHG.
The Proposed Plan (p. 11) refers to a single monitoring well near the former
north lagoon which exceeded GCTLs but in which naphthalene concentrations
"have decreased substantially since July 2004". This is incorrect; the statement
can only refer to FW-6 because only that well existed near the former north
lagoon in the UFA on the July 2004 date mentioned.
Naphthalene
concentrations in the well (FW-6) did decline between July 2004 and January
200B. However, since that time concentrations have fluctuated dramatically.
August 2009 data were the highest yet measured (i.e., 2600 ppb naphthalene).
More recent data, collected after initiation of the pumping at FW-6, have reported
naphthalene concentrations between 5BO and 1,100 ppb. At a minimum, the
Conceptual Site Model and Groundwater Contamination descriptions in the ROD
should acknowledge:
A. Likely off-site migration of COCs to the east in the SA;
B. Apparent off-site migration of DNAPL to the east in the UHG;
C. Naphthalene concentrations in the LHG, which exceed 1,000 ppb
across the width of the site, that result in continuing contamination
of the UFA;
D. PAH concentrations at FW-6 have fluctuated, but not shown a
decreasing trend in FW-6 since its installation in 2004;
E. PAH Concentrations in other interior wells (Le. FW-21 B & FW-12B)
in excess of GCTLs, with FW-12B showing increasing PAH levels
with depth;
F. PAH concentrations exceeding GCTLs at boundary wells FW-22B
and FW-16B; and
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G. COC's have been detected at levels below COCs at several other
boundary wells (FW-2, FW-3, FW-11 Band FW-24B).
EPA's statement in the Proposed Plan gives the impression that contamination in
the UFA at the former north lagoon is of minimal concern, and that minimal or no
action is needed to contain it. We request that EPA review this section of the
Proposed Plan closely and ensure that the description of the Groundwater
Contamination contained in the ROD better reflect actual known site conditions.
Also, we are submitting comments to Beazer's draft report on the Floridan IRM
that EPA should consider when evaluating contamination in the UFA.
3.

Financial assurance should be provided for the final remedy selected,
including on-going operation of Floridan Aquifer containment.

The site will likely require containment of the Floridan Aquifer plumes via pump
and treat for an extended period of time (i.e. decades). Beazer should be
required to provide a form of financial assurance (such as a bond) to ensure that
sufficient funds will be dedicated to completion of the final remedy, including the
continued operation of the Floridan Aquifer Containment system and monitoring
of the UFA.
4.

The ROD should stipulate expansion of the Floridan Aquifer monitoring
network to fully delineate the horizontal and vertical extent of off-site
and on-site plumes.

Beazer has installed a relatively extensive UFA monitoring well network at the
Koppers site. However, additional wells are needed at the following locations:
A. off-site adjacent to FW-22B (and FW-31 BE) to ensure that FW-31 BE
is indeed capturing the plume that had been leaving the site in the
northwest (at FW-22B);
B. off-site adjacent to FW-16B to delineate the off-site extent of this
plume and to verify that future hydraulic containment efforts are
successful in stopping this off-site migration;
C. interior of the site to fully delineate the horizontal and vertical extent of
the on-site plume or plumes being detected by FW-6, FW-12B, FW
21 Band FW-27B;
D. on the western property boundary at 26 th Ave (the need for this is
based on historical elevated COC levels in an offsite private UFA well
(Geiersbach well) in this area, and on detections of COCs in FW-3);
and
E. Beneath (or immediately adjacent to) the former process area and
south lagoon (both of these areas lack LHG wells so the depth of
contamination is not known; the process area is of particular concern
due to the mobile DNAPL being collected in the UHG, and the fact
that the existing UFA well (FW-18B) is roughly 200 ft north of the
process area).
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The interior plume(s) are of great concern because of their high concentration
and depth, which is as-yet undefined. Analytical results from FW-27B indicate
that creosote contamination extends to at least the deepest sample-port in that
well, 289 ft below ground surface. It is critical that Beazer install additional wells
to fully delineate the horizontal and vertical extent of this plume, and to assure
that it is not expanding and does not migrate off-site undetected.

5.

The City and County request excavation and off-site disposal of the SA
source areas. This remedy would provide the highest degree of
confidence from the community, and provide the highest level of
permanence for the site remediation.

6.

We do not support In Situ 8io Geo Chemical Stabilization (1585) in the
SA or UHG source areas. To the extent excavation cannot be applied in
the SA, In-Situ Solidification/Stabilization (155/5) should be used. We
do support the use of 155/5 for UHG source areas.

The need to remove or immobilize DNAPL to the fullest extent possible in the
UHG and LHG (in addition to the surficial aquifer) is a primary concern to the City
and County, and was emphasized in our responses to the August 2009 Draft
Feasibility Study. The goal of this treatment is to reduce vertical and horizontal
mass loading of DNAPL and dissolved phase constituents, with vertical mass
loading being the most critical component.
The proposed plan includes
treatment of source areas using ISS/S in the UHG, and ISBS (alternatively
referred to as In Situ Geo Chemical Stabilization (ISGS)) in the SA. As we
understand it Beazer has proposed an approach utilizing ISBS in the UHG in
combination with ISS/S or ISBS in the SA.
We believe that EPA's proposal to use ISS/S for the UHG is appropriate. ISS/S
is a comparatively well-proven technology, although the depths and the clay
layers present in the UHG at the site are likely to make implementation of any
technology challenging.
ISS/S provides the best technical approach for
effectively treating the UHG source areas.
For the SA source areas, our first preference would be to remove and dispose
off-site all of the DNAPL impacted sediments from the SA, with ISS/S in the
UHG. If EPA does not select excavation as the remedy for DNAPL impacted
sediments from the SA, it is the opinion of our technical team that the use of
ISS/S in the SA, concurrently with ISS/S in the UHG, would provide the most
appropriate remedy to achieve an acceptable level of groundwater protection.
We do not support the use of ISBS to treat SA or UHG source areas. In our
previous correspondence (GRU & ACEPD Proposed Performance Metrics for
ISGS, May 10, 2010) we expressed concern about the effectiveness of ISBS.
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- - - - - - - - - - --

Upon further review we feel that ISBS is not appropriate for application in the SA
or UHG source areas at the Koppers Gainesville site for the following reasons:
A. ISBS is not a proven technology (in contrast to ISS/S which is
well-proven). There is very little information in the peer-reviewed
literature to indicate that ISBS has been successfully applied at any
site, and certainly not on the scale proposed at the Koppers Site. The
application of ISBS technology reported for the Denver Koppers site
used soil boring data to make conclusive statements about the
treatability of a heterogeneous NAPL impacted zone. Results from
these data were mixed and no attempt was made to quantify changes
in mass loading. Comments from Dr. Neil Thomson on the Denver
ISBS Treatment report are attached in Attachment A.

The pilot test of ISBS at the Koppers Gainesville site was similarly
inconclusive in that the sweep of injected fluid in the SA was very
uneven, leading to untreated zones close to the injection wells. The
high injection pressures resulted in surface discharges ("day lighting")
of the permanganate solution, apparently through inadequately sealed
borings that are likely to also exist elsewhere on site with similar
consequences. Comments from Dr. Neil Thomson on the ISBS pilot
study at Koppers Gainesville are in Attachment B. Furthermore, using
a similar technology, Thomson et aI., (2008) reported a material
decrease in mass discharge and/or total plume mass during monitoring
performed 1 and 2 years post-treatment; however, 4 years after
treatment, mass discharge and total plume mass for all monitored
compounds rebounded to pre-treatment values (Thomson et aI., 2008,
Rebound of a coal tar creosote plume following partial source zone
treatment with permanganate. Journal of Contaminant Hydrology, v.
102, p. 154-171). This article is in Attachment C

B. Delivery of the ISBS reagent to contaminants under the
conditions at the Koppers Gainesville site will be very uncertain.
Delivery of the ISBS reagent to the surface of the creosote mass is
critical. Beazer's hypothesis is that the ISBS will follow the same high
conductivity features as the creosote DNAPL did. However, this
phenomenon is likely to be limited by factors including:
(1) DNAPL itself is likely blocking at least some of the pathways
through which the DNAPL migrated (lSBS solution will not displace
creosote DNAPL);
(2) ISBS will preferentially flow to highest conductivity pathways that
are not blocked by DNAPL, and will have limited contact with
creosote that has migrated into more moderate conductivity
pathways or pathways which are blocked or partially blocked by
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DNAPL.
Creosote DNAPL likely has migrated into moderate
conductivity as well as high conductivity features because it has
had 50 or more years under varying hydrologic conditions to do so.
The ISBS pilot test showed clearly that the dense ISBS solution
sank to the bottom of the SA causing poor sweep of the aquifer;
and
(3) Much of the DNAPL mass is likely interconnected, which provides
the mechanism by which DNAPL can continue to migrate. Even if
the ISBS reagent is successful in contacting the outside surface of
the DNAPL mass, this may not prevent DNAPL from continuing to
migrate within the interior of the interconnected DNAPL mass. As
you are aware, we disagree with Beazer's conclusion that DNAPL
within the UHG and LHG exists primarily as disconnected ganglia.

Adequate distribution of the ISBS reagent was not obtained in the field
pilot study at the Koppers Gainesville site.

C. At this time there is no reliable way to determine if treatment
goals are being achieved with ISBS. The treatment goals are to
reduce the vertical and horizontal mass loading of DNAPL and
dissolved phase constituents. Determination of the effectiveness of
ISBS treatment in meeting these goals will require comparison of pre
and post-treatment contaminant mass loading measurements. It will
also require measurement of the reduction in DNAPL vertical mobility.
Methods which have been discussed for doing this include:
(1) Use of Core Data. The ability of core data to assess performance of
ISBS is limited because cores represent a limited snapshot of
subsurface conditions, which are likely to vary substantially over
very short distances due to heterogeneities in the geology, DNAPL
architecture and ISBS solution distribution.
(2) Measurement of Dissolved-Phase Mass Loading Using Flux
Monitoring Devices. Technologies exist to measure horizontal
dissolved phase mass flux. However, to date no method has been
proposed to measure vertical mass flux, which is the most critical
parameter for this site, as protection of the UFA is the ultimate
objective of the treatment system. Horizontal mass flux is not an
adequate indicator of vertical mass flux since the transport
pathways are different.
(3) Use of UFA Extraction System Data to Measure Dissolved-Phase
Mass Loading. In order to use UFA extraction system data to
estimate mass load, it will be necessary to expand the UFA
extraction system so that it captures the entire UFA plume(s). This
will require installing pumping wells in the vicinity of the source
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areas and expanding the treatment plant capacity to process the
additional extracted groundwater, i.e., >100 gpm. (FW-31BE is
capturing a portion of one plume as it is leaving the site. It is not
capturing the entirety of the interior plume(s) such that a mass
loading of contamination into the UFA could be assessed). Before
the mass load reduction resulting from ISBS treatment could be
assessed, data from this capture system would have to be collected
and evaluated for a minimum of 1-2 years prior to ISBS treatment
and several years (likely 5-10 years or more) post-treatment. The
likely long lag time between treatment and UFA response makes
this method impractical for determining the success of ISBS
treatment in a timely manner. It would be unlikely that EPA could
assess the ISBS success in the first 5-year review cycle.
(4) Measurement of Reduction in DNAPL Vertical Mobility.
One
method which has been proposed to assess the impacts of ISBS on
DNAPL mobility is to observe changes in the volume of DNAPL
collected in UHG monitoring wells. Five out of 6 of the monitoring
wells installed in the UHG consistently yield DNAPL, but there are
only 1 or 2 such wells within the footprint of each SA source area.
Cessation of DNAPL collection in one of these wells immediately
after treatment by ISBS may indicate that lateral DNAPL mobility
was reduced in the vicinity of that well. However, this conclusion
could not be applied across the entire source area. More UHG
wells could be installed prior to ISBS treatment in an attempt to
provide a better assessment across the source area. However, an
apparent reduction in DNAPL recovery in a well that was recently
installed prior to ISBS treatment does not conclusively indicate that
the ISBS treatment was successful. An apparent reduction of
DNAPL recovery in a recently installed monitoring well could be
due to natural variation in DNAPL recovery rates (as observed in
existing UHG monitor wells), or alternatively it could be because
there was not enough DNAPL volume at that location to maintain a
consistent collection rate. Several years of monitoring would be
required to demonstrate consistent DNAPL recovery rates at the
new wells, in order to conclude with any certainty that reductions in
recovery after ISBS were, in fact, due to ISBS treatment.
Additionally, even if a reduction in lateral mobility could be
demonstrated, this may, or may not, reflect a reduction in vertical
mobility.
We do not believe that any of the above proposed metrics will be effective at
measuring ISBS performance at the site. There are inherent difficulties with each
suggested method, which are described in detail above.
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In contrast to ISBS, ISS/S is not plagued with such issues. ISS/S is a well
proven technology which has been used at multiple sites. Since it involves
mechanical mixing of soils, distribution of the solidification agents is much less of
an issue. To confirm treatment, soil cores of the solidified material can be
collected to confirm the spatial extent of treatment. Changes to hydraulic
conductivity, compression strength, and leachability in these cores can be easily
measured using standardized methods to establish the degree of success of the
treatment. Implementation of ISS/S in the SA and UHG will not require the
otherwise difficult measurements of mass loadings described above for ISBS in
order to assess the effectiveness of the selected remedy.
As we understand it EPA's basis for proposing ISBS in the SA in conjunction with
ISS/S in the UHG is that the ISS/S in the UHG will provide a "floor", so that even
if the ISBS in the SA is only partially successful, downward mass loading through
the UHG will be limited. To be effective, the ISS/S floor will have to be
implemented over an area extending well beyond the lateral boundaries of the
UHG source zones to ensure that DNAPL from the SA does not migrate
downward. In addition, the disturbance of the SA soils due to the augering
during ISS/S will change the characteristics of the SA soils. Therefore, a pilot
study would have to be carried out demonstrating the proposed ISS/S and ISBS
treatment combination. Given the need for a minimum of 4 years (perhaps
longer) to evaluate the performance of the ISBS portion of the pilot study, the
final remedy for the site would be further delayed. Any further delay in the
implementation of a remedy for this site is unacceptable to the City/County and
local community.
Since ISS/S in the UHG will require auguring through the SA source area to
reach the UHG, we believe it makes the most sense to apply ISS/S in the SA at
the same time that it is applied in the UHG (per Alternative OnR-5F). Although
EPA's cost estimate for the proposed plan ($65 million) indicates a cost savings
as compared to Alternative OnR-5F, in reality we feel there would be little if any
cost advantage of the proposed remedy compared to use of ISS/S in both the SA
& UHG (Alternative OnR-5F), particularly in light of the considerable risk that
ISBS will not be successful, the likelihood of unforeseen complications with this
remedy, and the delays that a combined ISS/S/lSBS pilot study would create.
Given the length of time the community has waited for a final remedy for the site,
it is important that the final remedy be as robust as possible, provide for the
greatest opportunity for achieving the remedial objectives, and be implemented
as quickly as possible.
Proposed ISBS Pilot Study
It is our understanding that EPA is considering a plan in which Beazer would
implement a full-scale ISBS pilot study in the former process area. The study
would be initiated immediately and would be conducted concurrently with
remedial design and implementation of the other remedy components (i.e. the
slurry wall and other components excluding DNAPL source zone treatment). The
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stated intention is that the study would not delay the overall remedy
implementation, since it would be started immediately, would be conducted
during remedial design, and be completed by the time DNAPL source area
treatment would be initiated.
Our concerns with this pilot study approach are that: (1) the results of the study
and success of the ISBS treatment will be uncertain and subject to much debate
(for the reasons described above), and (2) the pilot test will result in a significant
delay in remedy implementation. As described above, in research performed by
Thomson et al (2008) at the Borden site, which was under much more controlled
conditions with much more homogeneous and transmissive geology (in a sandy
aquifer) than the Koppers Gainesville site, it took 4 years for the system to re
establish equilibrium after treatment. Given lower transmissivity and the more
complex geology at Koppers Gainesville, it is likely to take even more time for the
groundwater system to re-equilibrate post-treatment at this site. For these
reasons we object to moving forward with the pilot study, and recommend
selection and implementation of ISS/S and/or excavation as the remedy for
treating SA and UHG source areas.
However, if EPA chooses to move forward with the ISBS pilot study, the study
would need to be rigorously designed, implemented, and evaluated and the
burden of proving the success of the technology should be on Beazer. The study
would need to include the following at a minimum to provide defensible results:
A. Development of metrics and criteria that can adequately
measure ISBS performance within the required timeframe
(i.e. the limitations of available performance metrics
described above would have to be overcome);
B. Characterization of DNAPL extent & architecture (the
present characterization is not adequate for remedial or
pilot study design or performance assessment);
C. Concurrent pilot testing of ISS/S to provide side-by-side
comparison of the technologies, and assist in providing
performance criteria for comparison with ISBS;
D. Pre-treatment monitoring (to establish baseline conditions);
and
E. Post-treatment monitoring, data analysis, and reporting.
Concurrent pilot testing of ISS/S at another source area would provide a side-by
side comparison of the two technologies, and would help to provide an indication
of the relative success of the ISBS. For example, assuming a methodology can
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be developed to measure downward mass loading, data from the ISS/S pilot
would provide a relative reference point for comparison.
7.

We support the Slurry Wall and cap components of the Proposed
Remedy. We also support EPA's designation of all DNAPL as a
principle threat waste. However, the ROD should also address UHG
source areas east of the property boundary that are outside the slurry
wall shown in the Feasibility Study.

Slurry walls are a well demonstrated technology for the purposes they are
designed for. We believe the slurry wall will minimize lateral movement of
contaminants within the SA and UHG. It will not (and is not intended to) affect
vertical movement of contaminants in any aquifer unit, or lateral movement of
contaminants in the LHG or UFA. Even with the most effective treatment of the
DNAPL in the SA and UHG, there will continue to be a dissolved phase plume (or
plumes) outside the source zones that will need to be contained. Therefore, the
slurry wall will be an important component of any remedy.
We support EPA's designation of all DNAPL as a principle threat waste, and that
"remedial actions proposed as a part of this Plan are intended to address DNAPL
(i.e. principle threat waste) impacts, regardless of its location or source
origination on the Koppers site."
There is evidence of DNAPL within the UHG to the east of the Koppers site
which is outside of the footprint of the slurry wall as depicted in the Feasibility
Study. Based on borings along the eastern boundary of the site and dissolved
phase contamination in UHG wells, it is evident that DNAPL has migrated off-site
within the UHG to the vicinity of the HG-26 well cluster on the Cabot Carbon Site.
It is not clear from the Proposed Plan if or how these off-site source areas will be
addressed. Treatment of DNAPL in these areas should be included in any final
remedy since it is a principle threat waste and is an ongoing source of
groundwater contamination. The fact that the area to the east of the Koppers site
is not owned by Beazer does not preclude them from employing appropriate
remedies in this area.
The CSX rail line on the eastern property boundary is unused to the south and
terminates at 23rd Avenue. It is our understanding that to the north the closest
user is Harwood Brick Distributors, Inc. (northeast of the Koppers site) at 3302
NE 2nd Street. It is important to consider the potential of this unused segment of
railroad bed to be incorporated into the Koppers site and used to expand the.
area of the slurry wall to the east. Although this is a small area, it would provide
additional area for containment of contamination in the surficial and UHG.
8.

We support use of Chemox or ISBS in the LHG. However, existing LHG
monitoring wells should either be retained or replaced.
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Treatment of creosote DNAPL to reduce mobility and migration of contaminants
into groundwater in the Hawthorn Group to the maximum extent possible is a
high priority. We support the concept of injecting Chemox or ISBS into the LHG
to immobilize DNAPL to the extent practicable. Although we have concerns
about the performance of ISBS, the ability to deliver the reagent to adequately
contact all the DNAPL, and the ability to measure the performance of ISBS
(described above), we recognize that it is not possible to deploy ISS/S,
excavation or other more robust remedies at the depth of the LHG with current
technology. The depth, limited permeability and heterogeneity of the geological
strata also make injection of Chemox, ISBS or other chemicals difficult.
Limitations of the abilitv to treat the LHG DNAPL make it all the more critical to
emplov effective monitoring and hydraulic containment in the UFA.
The existing LHG monitoring wells are important for monitoring the status of the
site and effectiveness of the site remedies. They will be particularly useful in
long term monitoring of any remedies employed in the LHG. It would be
preferable to retain the existing LHG wells, however, if they cannot be retained
when ISS/S is implemented, they should be replaced after ISS/S is implemented.
It is important to note that at the present time there are no LHG monitoring wells
in the Process Area or South Lagoon - and we believe wells in the LHG are
required at both of those source areas.
We do not object to injecting ISBS into a LHG well that must be removed before
ISS/S treatment and replaced anyway, although their small diameter is likely to
make them poorly suitable as injection wells. However, where possible, existing
LHG wells should be retained and used, in conjunction with additional new LHG
monitoring wells for long-term monitoring (ISBS or Chemox cannot be injected
into wells that will be retained). ISBS or Chemox injection should be performed
using new dedicated injection wells.
We propose that the ROD include a provIsion that Chemox or ISBS will be
employed in the LHG using dedicated injection wells with existing, and new
monitoring wells (as appropriate) being used to monitor the success of this
action. We recommend that implementation of LHG remedies be staged to occur
after implementation of the other site remedies to allow time for observing effects
of remediation in the UHG and to permit installation of additional monitoring wells
after the SA and UHG are stabilized. The exception to this would be that
Chemox or ISBS will be deployed to the existing DNAPL impacted LHG
monitoring wells that must be removed as part of the SA and UHG remedies.
9.

Additional characterization is needed to delineate DNAPL source areas
and dissolved phase plumes.

The Proposed Plan appropriately includes: "Expansion of surficial aquifer and HG
monitoring network for: (1) establishment of sentinel locations; (2) demonstration
of active natural attenuation processes; and (3) establishment of trigger locations
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for contingency actions." We request a fourth objective be added to "further
delineate DNAPL source areas to define the lateral limits of source zone
treatment in the Surficial Aquifer and Hawthorn Group". Source areas should be
defined on the basis of visual evidence of NAPL or staining in continuous soil
cores or naphthalene concentrations in groundwater in excess of 1,000 ug/L
(ppb). Note that the "source area" boundaries presented on plan view figures in
the FS and other documents are based on estimated footprints of the lagoons
and other areas that existed at the site at one time and the results of
investigations of Surficial Aquifer contamination conducted in 2004; they likely
underestimate the area over which DNAPL has spread in the SA and in the
underlying UHG or LHG. The areas contaminated by residual and mobile
DNAPL need to be fully characterized in all aquifers units as part of the remedial
design so that remedies will be implemented as effectively as possible.
Additional HG well(s) are needed at the northern boundary to evaluate potential
off-site migration in that area. Low levels of Koppers-related organics were
detected in a private irrigation well in proximity to the northern boundary of the
Koppers site.
The expansion of the surficial aquifer and Hawthorn Group monitoring network
should include additional LHG wells near the source areas. At the present time
there are no LHG monitoring wells in the Process Area or South Lagoon - we
request that the ROD require specifically that such wells be installed.
Finally, the ROD should require characterization to locate potential, but as-yet
unidentified, source areas. This includes investigations to determine if buried
drums exist at the site, and to determine if there is contamination from other
process or waste treatment areas that might have existed outside of the identified
source areas.
10. The soil consolidation (if implemented) and cap, and any future
development of the site should be configured so as not to significantly
obstruct the ability to further treat source zones in the future.
Due to the uncertainties associated with the DNAPL treatments, particularly in
the LHG, there may be a future need to further treat source areas and/or to add
additional monitoring wells. In addition, there may be advances in technology
which will allow more effective treatment.
Therefore, the cap and soil
consolidation, and any future development should be configured so as to not
significantly obstruct the ability to access and treat source areas.
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2.0 ON-SITE I OFF-SITE SURFACE SOILS REMEDY
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
11. The USEPA Proposed Plan remedy for the surface soils and the future
land use assumptions made by USEPA have not been sufficiently
coordinated with the City of Gainesville and local stakeholders.
Additional coordination with the City of Gainesville and local
stakeholders is needed regarding the future land use vision. The final
remedy for the Koppers site must meet the following minimum criteria:
A. It should be based on an explicit redevelopment vision;
B. It should be compatible with a redevelopment scenario that
includes a step down in land use types from east to west on the
site;
C. Clean-up of soils to the west and north of proposed containment
area to allow redevelopment with all residential land use
categories;
D. Industrial re-use should not be considered appropriate land use
for the site; and .
E. Remedy should be compatible with eventual reuse of City of
Gainesville Public Works property north of site.

The USEPA's efforts to solicit input from the City of Gainesville and the local
community on the final site remedy and especially surface soil remediation and
future land use issues has not been timely nor adequate and has not allowed
sufficient time to solicit appropriate community input on impacts of the EPA
proposed soil remedy. The reuse vision for the site discussed by USEPA's
Reuse contractor, E2, in presentations to the community has assumed a pre
selected remedy for soils that is not compatible with the City of Gainesville future
redevelopment vision for the site. Insufficient time has been allowed to provide
adequate and appropriate involvement from the City and local stakeholders in the
remedy selection process.
The Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) Chapter 40, Section 300.430 prescribes
clear requirements for EPA's obligations for community involvement prior to and
during the RifFS process and through ROD development. EPA has met few of
these obligations. For example, the required Community Involvement Plan was
ignored for over 20 years and was only recently updated. The 1989 Community
Involvement Plan (CIP) was required to be updated every 3 years (7 times during
the past 21 years) to solicit comment from the community throughout the multiple
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RI, FS and RAO development process. Instead, the first CIP draft since 1989
was produced after EPA released its Proposed Plan. Additionally, the required
local information repository at the Alachua County public library was not kept up
to date for many years. These inactions on EPA's part denied local Gainesville
residents the right to review key documents in the administrative record and
provide crucial input to EPA throughout the RI, FS and remedy selection process.
These inactions denied the community its rightful role in the selection of
appropriate remedies for the site and in determining the types of future uses the
site will accommodate following the remedial actions.
The City of Gainesville has previously provided input to EPA regarding its vision
for future redevelopment of the site. It is not clear and it has not been
communicated to the local community how the USEPA's proposed remediation
scenario for the site will impact or limit future redevelopment of the site and how
In particular, USEPA's
it may comply with the City's redevelopment vision.
proposal to meet FDEP commercial soil clean-up target levels (SCTls) and not
residential SCTls for surface soils in the areas outside of the containment area
as well as the construction of a large soil consolidation area will significantly
impact future land use and adversely impact the financial health and vitality of
surrounding properties and neighborhoods. Additional coordination with the City
of Gainesville and local stakeholders is needed regarding the future land use
vision. It is critically important to the local acceptance of any final remedy for the
Koppers site that it meet the following minimum criteria described above.
The City Commission on June 23, 2008 adopted Resolution No. 071173 that
authorized the City Manager to study the present and future land use of the Site
including, but not limited to, those areas within the site with the highest levels of
contamination, and to recommend any appropriate changes to the future land
use and zoning maps that may include residential or mixed residential and
commercial uses. The City Plan Board met on September 23, 2010, after
receiving public comments and developed a land use policy recommendation for
the Koppers site that recommends residential type development outside of the
slurry wall area. Su·ch a policy would also amend the City's Comprehensive Plan
by adding a policy that will guide the future development of the Site for reuse that
does not consider industrial use as an appropriate use for the Site. City staff
presented the Plan Board general recommendation to the City Commission on
September 27, 2010 and it was well received by the Community and the City
Commission. The Comprehensive Plan amendment will be formally presented to
the City Commission in the next few months and the amendments to the City's
Comprehensive Plan are anticipated to be adopted by the end of summer 2011.
The City of Gainesville is currently developing reuse plans for the 10 acre City
Public Works parcel north of the former Koppers Site. It is critical that the reuse
plan for the Koppers site be coordinated with and be compatible with the reuse
plans developed for the City's property.
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11. Landfilling of contaminated on-site and off-site soils and sediments in
a large on-site consolidation area is unacceptable to the community.
USEPA did not evaluate off-site disposal of excavated surface soils
and sediments despite statements in the FS that evaluation of offsite
soil disposal would be completed.
The massive soil consolidation area should be eliminated as part of
the final remedy and offsite disposal of excavated contaminated soils
should be evaluated in an amended FS and considered as part of the
final remedy.
USEPA should implement offsite disposal of excavated soils that
originate from the area outside of the containment area as well as soils
and sediments removed from adjacent residential and commercial
properties, rights of way and creeks.
The City and County and the local community strongly object to the creation of a
large, thirty-two acre soil consolidation area on top of the source area
containment cap which could contain from 190,000 to 240,000 cu yds of soils
contaminated with dioxins, arsenic, polynuclear aromatic compounds (PAHs) and
other toxic soil contaminants. According to the presentation given to the local
community on June 14, 2010 by E2, the land reuse consultant hired by USEPA,
the height of this soil consolidation area may be as high as 8 to 10 feet above
current land surface with a 3:1 slope on the sides. The community finds the
magnitude of this soil consolidation area filled with toxic soils to be highly
objectionable. The City and County request that this massive soil consolidation
area be eliminated as part of the final remedy and that offsite disposal of
excavated contaminated soils be evaluated in an amended FS and considered
as part of the final remedy. Should soil cover be required as part of the low
permeability cap over the source areas it should be constructed with the
minimum height necessary for proper cover and drainage and the soils used
should be uncontaminated clean soils.
The City and County believe that the creation of a significant soil consolidation
area will significantly limit the types and amount of redevelopment possible for
the property in the future.
It will create a permanent mound of contaminated
soils in the middle of the City of Gainesville that is incompatible with the adjacent
urban residential and commercial areas.
In the Feasibility Study report, Section 2.6 presents "the technologies that will be
carried forward in the evaluations based on the screening evaluations presented
in Sections 2.4 and 2.5." (See page 2-44 of the FS report). Specifically included
in Section 2.6.6 in the list of technologies to be evaluated in detail in the FS for
untreated soils is "offsite landfill disposal". (See page 2-46 of the Koppers site FS
report).
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In spite of making a commitment in Section 2.6.6 to evaluate offsite soil disposal
in detail, not a single remedial alternative in the FS report included an evaluation
of offsite soil disposal, even for minimally contaminated soils. In fact the
complete set of alternatives evaluated is consistent in that none of them
considered the removal of any contamination from the site.
It appears that USEPA made a pre-determined decision during the FS to not
evaluate any off-site disposal alternatives and to, in effect, turn the Koppers site
into a permanent waste disposal facility for all on-site and off-site contamination.
This decision was made without any effort to assess the benefits that removal of
contaminated soil would have on the redevelopment potential of the site or other
factors and with disregard to its statements in the FS report that offsite disposal
WOUld, in fact, be evaluated.
The City and County request that USEPA complete the evaluation of remedial
alternatives that include offsite soil disposal as stated in the FS. The City and
County request that USEPA implement offsite disposal of excavated soils that
originate from the area outside of the containment area as well as soils and
sediments removed from adjacent residential and commercial properties, rights
of way and creeks.
The City's Wellfield Protection Code (section 30-200 through 30-204) would
require a Wellfield Protection Special Use Permit for the landfilling of offsite
hazardous waste materials on the Koppers site. Section 30-70 treats processes
involving inorganic and organic chemicals as a specially regulated industry and is
only allowed by special use permit. City staff is not likely to recommend the
relocation of off-site soils and sediments because this area is within the wellfield
protection zone. The City's own practice is to remove onsite contaminated soils
and sediments, as performed on the Depot Park Site on South Main Street, and
to transport such soils and sediments to a proper treatment facility.

12. The USEPA Proposed Plan remedy for surface soils for the area
outside of the containment area is excessively vague about the
specific actions that will be taken to meet FDEP SCTLs in this area. It
is not clear if FDEP SCTLs will be met by covering contaminated soils
or by removal of contamination followed by appropriate clean fill
cover. There is also no detailed discussion of how FDEP Leaching
Criteria will be met.
USEPA should provide more detail in an amended FS and commitment
regarding specific actions to be taken to remediate soils in the western
and northern areas outside of the proposed containment area·.
Specific actions to be taken to remediate or address the elevated "hot
spots" needs to be specified in the plan or ROD.
The proposed remedy for on-site non-source area surface soils is extremely
vague regarding specific remedial actions to be implemented at specific areas of
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surface soil at the site. According to the proposed plan, some surface soil could
be excavated and consolidated under caps in the source zones (the
Consolidation Area), some surface soil could be graded, and some surface soil
could be graded and placed beneath a cap of unspecified composition outside of
the source zones. The Feasibility Study (FS) report includes an even longer list
of potential actions that might be implemented at any particular location for on
site surface soil, including:

A. Excavation only
B. Excavation with a 2 ft cover
C. Placement of a two-foot soil cover without excavation
D. Placement of a two-foot thick impermeable cover/cap

E. Covering with a road and or paved parking area
F. Covering with structures (e.g., buildings) that prevent soil exposure
G. Placement of a lined treatment pond over exposed soil
The Proposed Plan does not specify at what locations any of these potential
remedial actions will be applied. There are costs presented in the FS for
excavation of 24 acres of surface soils, however it is not clear the source of this
estimated amount of excavated soils and the locations from which it is to be
excavated. This vagueness makes it impossible to understand what the site will
look like after remediation, and most importantly, to understand the impacts of
the remedial action on the potential for future site redevelopment.
The City and County object to this vagueness and believe that USEPA should be
much more specific about remedial actions proposed for each area of surface
soil at the site. The City and County are concerned that the potential surface soil
remedies listed above will be applied in a hodgepodge manner that will seriously
reduce the ease of and could in fact hinder redevelopment of the site. The City
and County are also concerned that the remedial approach will be to simply
cover contaminated soil with clean fill in an attempt to minimize the need to
remove contaminated soils.
USEPA should especially provide more detail and commitment regarding specific
actions to be taken to remediate soils in the western and northern areas outside
of the proposed containment area. In particular, specific actions to be taken to
remediate or address the elevated "hot spots" where contamination at levels
significantly above FDEP SCTLs exists in the surface soils such as in the central
western boundary of the site and in the northern wooded area (See Figures 3, 4
and 5) should be described in detail (that is, whether this area will be excavated,
if so, to what depth, or whether two feet of clean soil will simply be dumped on it).
Greater specificity will enable all parties to understand the degree to which the
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selected remedial approach will facilitate or hinder future site development and
provide details on how much contamination will remain on site.
13. Covering of contaminated soils outside of the containment area leaves
permanent soil contamination and limits options for future
redevelopment. Removal of contaminated soils in areas outside of the
containment area should be prioritized before any soil covers are
applied.
Achieving FDEP Residential soil clean-up criteria for the entire area
outside of the containment area but especially the areas near the
western and northern boundary of the site should be targeted by the
plan as the preferred alternative. This is a strong preference of the
local community.
USEPA should amend the FS and provide separate cost calculations
for the alternatives of removal of all contaminated surface soils outside
of the containment area that are above FDEP residential or commercial
SCTLs and leaching criteria.
The Koppers site is located in the heart of the City of Gainesville amidst an area
of long established residential communities. The City of Gainesville has
promoted "infill development," as opposed to urban sprawl, for many years.
Maximizing the potential for redevelopment of the site is a crucial concern for the
City and community.
For these reasons, the selected remedy should:
A. Maximize removal and not covering of soils in areas outside the
containment area and,

B. Require removal of all contaminated surface soils outside of the
containment area that exceed FDEP Residential SCTLs or FDEP
Leachability SCTLs down to the water table.
USEPA should amend the FS and provide separate cost calculations for the
alternatives of removal of contaminated surface soils outside of the containment
area that are above FDEP residential and commercial SCTLs and Leaching
criteria. By doing so, a decision can be made as to the feasibility of cleaning up
these surface soils to meet commercial or the more stringent residential SCTLs
by excavation.
For example, review of the surface soil data from the site
appears to indicate that removal of up to 2 feet of soils in several areas of the
approximately 300 foot wide area near the western and northern boundary and in
several additional locations in the areas outside of the consolidation area may
allow reaching of FDEP residential SCTLs for dioxin and benzo-a-pyrene toxicity
equivalents (TEO) and potentially for arsenic impacts as well (See Figures 3, 4
and 5). Such a removal of surface soils along with a commitment to remove soils
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from "hot spots" in this boundary area and in the northern area will provide more
flexibility for future redevelopment of this property and minimize concerns about
contamination from adjacent residential areas. This approach is a strong
preference of the community. The City and County would like to see serious
commitment to approaches that maximize removal of contamination in the area
outside of the containment area.
14. Other unknown, potential source areas outside of the containment area
may exist and may be covered or not identified in the soil remedy.
These potential additional source areas need to identified and
remediated in the final remedy.

Inspection of historic aerial photographs for the site indicates the potential
presence of disposal trenches in the northern portion of the site. In addition,
former site workers and local residents have indicated that some portions of the
site may have been used for buried drum disposal or other waste disposal
activities. Considering that the site was used as a heavy industrial facility for
nearly 100 years, there is a significant possibility that areas of the site in addition
to those currently being considered for remediation to have been used for waste
disposal practices.
USEPA should implement a site-wide screening and
investigation to evaluate the presence of additional disposal or source areas at
the site and conduct appropriate removal or treatment any additional source
areas identified.
15. The off-site delineation of soil contamination is incomplete and must be
expedited, in particular in the adjacent residential neighborhood in
which residents continue to be exposed to Koppers contamination.
The City and County strongly support the proposed USEPA plan to
complete the delineation of dioxin and other offsite contaminants to the
State of Florida residential SCTls for residential properties and FDEP
commercial SCTls for commercial properties. The City and County are
against any effort to develop alternate clean-up standards for these
offsite properties that will provide a lesser degree of protection of our
citizens. State of Florida Residential SCTls should also be met on all
properties currently associated with residential uses.
Additional offsite soil sampling needs to be performed sufficiently
beyond the point where the FDEP SCTls are initially achieved to
confirm that soil concentrations remain at or below the FDEP SCTl
levels.
Additional offsite sampling should also be performed on and west of
NW 6th Street west of the Koppers site to assure that commercial and
residential areas on and west of NW 6th Street have not been impacted.
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Additional offsite soil sampling should be performed on nearby school
properties to confirm that these soils do not pose a risk to children's
health.
Irrigation wells on nearby contamination impacted properties that are
proposed for remediation in the offsite soil remedy should be identified
by USEPA, sampled and tested for Koppers chemicals of concern and
properly abandoned if determined to be contaminated or pose a threat
to water quality.
The investigation into the extent of contamination at this site has been ongoing
for several decades and is still incomplete. Based on recently obtained offsite
soils data, it appears that residents adjacent to the site have been exposed to
contamination from the Koppers site that has migrated onto their property. The
City and County are concerned about the length of time it has taken USEPA to
complete the offsite delineation of contaminated properties and reduce the
exposure potential to offsite residents. The City and County urgently request that
USEPA expedite the delineation and remediation of off-site contaminated areas.
The City and County are concerned that planned USEPA delineation of
contamination on residential and commercial property in the neighborhood west
of the Koppers site may cease when FDEP Residential SCTLs are reached on
residential properties or FDEP commercial SCTLs are reached on commercial
properties near the east side of NW 6th Street. Since commercial standards are
higher than residential standards and the potential that wind borne contaminants
may have historically impacted a wider area, the achievement of commercial
standards on the properties east of NW 6th Street may not provide assurance that
either commercial or residential SCTLs are achieved on commercial and
residential properties west of NW 6th Street. There are residential properties
immediately west of NW 6th Street that should be investigated to assure residents
that there are no impacts from Koppers contamination. The City and County are
requesting that delineating the extent of soil contamination must include soil
sampling on and west of NW 6th Street.
In addition, offsite sampling needs to be performed sufficiently beyond the point
where the FDEP SCTLs are initially achieved to confirm that soil concentrations
remain at or below the FDEP SCTL levels. In particular, the City and County and
the local citizens are requesting that USEPA collect and analyze additional soil
samples in the residential areas to the north of NW 33 rd Ave north of the Koppers
site. Although several soil samples along the southern right of way along NW
33 rd Avenue were found not to contain contamination above the FDEP residential
SCTL, considering the statistical variability and imprecision associated with
sampling and testing for very low levels of dioxins in soils, the long term nature
of historical discharges from the Koppers site, the shifting wind patterns, variable
tree cover and stormwater flows which may have created pathways for the
spread of contamination, it is important to confirm that areas north of the 33 rd Ave
and other such assumed limits of contamination are in fact free from impacts.
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This is especially important due to the increased citizen concern and
apprehension about impacts to their health and property values from being
perceived to be close to a contaminated zone.
Due to the presence of offsite soil contamination in nearby neighborhood rights
of-ways, concern has been raised by the community about the impact of Koppers
related contaminants on the soils at nearby public and private schools. USEPA
is requested to sample and test the surface soils of school properties within a 2
mile radius of the Koppers site to determine whether the soil concentration of
contaminants poses any risks to human health.
Irrigation wells are known to exist on offsite residential properties adjacent to the
Koppers site. These wells may have been impacted by Koppers contamination.
USEPA is requested to locate, sample and test these wells during any
remediation of offsite properties and to require the proper abandonment of those
wells that are contaminated or pose a threat to aquifer water quality.
16. The City and County and nearby residents are concerned about long
term safety of USEPA proposed remedial plan for offsite contaminated
soils which will allow property owners to select either excavation or
engineering controls or institutional controls as the remedy for offsite
properties.
USEPA should restrict the use of engineering or
institutional controls for offsite properties, especially those that will
remain in separate individual resident ownership where it will be
difficult to enforce institutional controls.
USEPA should require that
offsite residential properties are cleaned using removal and restoration
as a preferred remedy rather than engineering or institutional controls.

Allowing engineering or institutional controls to be an option for offsite properties
at the discretion of the property owner instead of requiring excavation of
contamination and restoration raises significant concerns if the current property
owner or future property owner does not abide by the engineering or institutional
restrictions. This could cause the contamination in the soils to be exposed and
cause a health risk to the new property owner and adjacent neighbors. This
would be of particular concern with residential properties, although it is also a
concern for commercial properties. The City and County want to avoid the
possibility of creating a "hodgepodge" scattered pattern of cleaned and not
cleaned properties in the neighborhood which will cause environmental concerns
for future human exposure to toxic contaminants to remain in the neighborhood
as well as impact property values. The City and County request that USEPA
restrict the use of engineering or institutional controls on offsite properties that
will remain in separate individual property ownership where engineering or
institutional controls cannot be practically enforced or monitored.
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3.0 OTHER OFFSITE IMPACTS
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
17. Neighboring residents to the Koppers site have expressed concern
about the potential for indoor contamination of their homes. The
Florida Department of Health has requested that USEPA require Beazer
East investigate and clean-up nearby structures that have dust with site
related contaminants that pose an unacceptable risk to human health.
The City and County request that USEPA conduct appropriate
investigations including sampling and take necessary remedial actions
to address this issue.
Residents living west of the Koppers site have communicated to local
government officials their concerns about potential indoor contamination of their
residences based on independent testing using a USEPA screening analytical
method for dioxin-like chemicals. The reliability of these test data have not been
evaluated by the City, County or the local Health Department. However,
because much of the migration of contamination from the Koppers site to offsite
residential property likely occurred via air-borne transport of small particulates
(i.e., contaminated dirt and dust) it is reasonable to expect that offsite properties
with soil contamination may also have experienced deposition of these same
particulates inside the homes.
The Florida Department of Health (FDOH) in a September 24, 2010 letter to Mr.
Scott Miller of USEPA stated that "EPA should require the responsible party to
investigate site related contaminants in the dust of nearby homes, schools, and
businesses." The FDOH letter stated that "the 2009 AMEC Earth and
Environmental, Inc. report is inadequate to assess this issue since it only
addresses on site dust deposition under current conditions and does not address
past off-site dust deposition. The report further states that the "EPA should
require the responsible party to remediate nearby buildings found to have dust
with site related contaminants at levels that pose an unacceptable health risk".
Because of the reasonable assumption that nearby homes and structures,
structures may be contaminated, the recommendation of FDOH and the
increasing anxiety of local residents concerning this issue, the City and County
request that USEPA expeditiously take whatever actions are necessary to
investigate and address this issue including sampling within nearby homes,
businesses and schools (with the property owners consent) in the area to
determine the degree to which the interiors of these structures may have been
impacted by contamination from the Koppers site and take appropriate remedial
actions.
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18. The City and County recommend that USEPA identify and facilitate the
mobilization of resources to address adverse health effects of
individuals via a door-to-door health study in the neighborhood
affected by the Koppers Superfund site contaminants, including but not
limited to dioxins. To the extent that adverse health impacts are found
to result from the Koppers offsite contamination, the USEPA is
requested to enforce financial responsibility requirements on Beazer
East.
Neighboring residents to the Koppers Superfund site have expressed to the local
City and County officials and the Alachua County Health DepartmenVFlorida
Department of Health their concern about what they believe to be adverse health
impacts to residents in the neighborhood west of the Koppers site that they
believe may be linked to Koppers site contaminants. The City and County
believe it is important to investigate these concerns and request that USEPA
identify and facilitate the mobilization of resources to address adverse health
effects of individuals via a door-to-door health survey in the neighborhood
affected by Koppers site contaminants, including but not limited to dioxins. To the
extent that adverse health impacts are found to result from the Koppers offsite
contamination, the USEPA is requested to enforce financial responsibility
requirements on Beazer East.
19. USEPA should provide for permanent relocation assistance for
residents near the Koppers site. Temporary relocation assistance
should also be provided for residents if desired by the residents during
offsite and on-site remediation activities.
The USEPA should also calculate the lost property value of homes
impacted by contamination from the Koppers site and address the
issue of providing compensation for property owners.
Relocation assistance for temporary and permanent relocation of residents
adjacent to Superfund sites has been provided or required by USEPA at other
Superfund site with similar contamination as the Koppers site and with similar
proximity to residential property and receptors. Such relocation assistance is
appropriate during remediation activities involving a large degree of soil
disturbance such as is contemplated in the proposed plan. Such actions have a
significant potential for creating further offsite impacts.
For these reasons, USEPA should provide for temporary relocation assistance to
residents adjacent to or near the site during soil remediation activities. This
relocation assistance is especially important for residents that are most
vulnerable to potential health impacts, such as the elderly, very young or
pregnant residents, or those with existing respiratory or related health problems.
USEPA should also offer the option for permanent relocation of residents living
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on properties that are within the delineated area impacted by contaminants from
the site as a m,eans to reduce their ongoing exposure.
Neighboring residents to the west of the Koppers site have reported to local
government that their property values have been significantly negatively
impacted by the recent discovery of contamination above FDEP SCTLs in the
rights of ways in their neighborhood. Planned residential property sampling in
the neighborhood may confirm that the contamination is widespread in the
neighborhood.
While USEPA's proposed plan calls for the clean-up of
contaminated offsite soils, there is a contamination stigma now attached to these
properties. The City and County request that USEPA address this situation by
calculating the lost property value of the homes impacted by the contamination in
the neighborhood and providing compensation to impacted property owners.
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4.0 STORMWATER REMEDY
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
20. The Proposed Plan is overly brief in stormwater strategy and controls
that are integral elements of the remedial action plan for the Site. The
Plan does not include strategy, design criteria, essential site data and
final cover landscaping descriptions.
Additionally, the stormwater
remedy should include the use of an underground pipe to replace the
open stormwater ditch on the site.
The City and County requests that USEPA acknowledge these critical
issues in the ROD and that USEPA commit to addressing them in the
Remedial Design document.

The Proposed Plan does not include strategy, design criteria, essential site data
and final cover landscaping descriptions. This information is essential to the City
of Gainesville and the public to assess the quality of the plan in addressing
pertinent stormwater issues and assessing the consistency of the associated
redevelopment benefits/barriers of the Plan with the City's 'Vision' for this piece of
Gainesville. Critical stormwater design and control issues that should be
acknowledged and addressed in the ROD and Remedial Design documents
include options for: 1) management of westerly neighborhood stormwater flows;
2) major ditch flows in conflict with the containment area; and 3) east side site
stormwater flows where the containment area is very close to the property line.
Conceptual level descriptions of these will aid in the review and understanding
more fully the consequences of the choices posed in the proposed plan.
Control issues should include development of: 1) design criteria for stormwater;
2) soils data for the remaining former work area of the Site, and; 3) landscaping
descriptions. The stormwater design criteria should include local industry
standards as well as City of Gainesville requirements for the Hogtown Creek
basin. These criteria should also include an analysis that determines the likely
soil particle size to provide transport to site pollutants during storm flows. This
analysis can then be used to determine the appropriate detention time for the
basin(s) needed to capture the majority of those particles. Soil data is needed on
the remainder of the former work area to determine thickness and extent of the
compacted soil. This data will lead to an action plan to return the parent soil
infiltration rate. Finally, outline work descriptions and specifications are needed
for landscaping. This information is essential to evaluating elements of the
stormwater design criteria and making judgments on how 'finished' the Site will
be for future use.
The City and County request that Remedial DeSign and Proposed Plan include a
commitment to implement a piped conveyance instead of an open stormwater
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ditch for the stormwater leaving NW 23 rd Avenue and crossing the site.
minimize potential transport of contaminated sediments from the site.
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This will

5.0 CREEK SEDIMENT REMEDY
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
21. Cleanup of the sediments in Hogtown and Springstead Creeks is
proposed only for those areas where contaminants exceed benthic
Probable Effects Concentrations (PECs).
However, FDEP has
determined that exposed creek sediments potentially pose human
health risks.
Contaminated sediments in both Hogtown and Springstead Creeks and
the on-site and offsite stormwater ditches that lead to Springstead
Creek must be excavated to the more stringent of the FDEP residential
SCTL or the PEC for each chemical of concern. Excavated sediments
should not be consolidated on-site.

In the Proposed Plan, USEPA has indicated that it plans to remediate creek
sediments only where contamination exceeds the benthic Probable Effects
Concentrations (PEC). This is inadequate.
FDEP has concluded that the exposed contaminated soils in the streambed and
in other exposed sediments in these creeks pose a potential human health risk.
Additionally, cleanup of the on-site and off-site stromwater ditches that lead to
Springstead Creek is not addressed in the Proposed Plan.
For these reasons, contaminated sediments in both Hogtown and Springstead
Creeks and the onsite and offsite ditches must be excavated to the more
stringent of the FDEP residential SCTL or the PEC for each chemical of concern.
Appropriate sediment confirmation sampling must be done after remediation to
confirm that the excavation of these sediments is adequate.
The USEPA proposed plan states that contaminated sediments above FDEP
criteria will be excavated from the creeks. Since the creek contamination may be
linked to historical discharges from the former Cabot site as well as from the
Koppers site, it is not clear which responsible party will be responsible for the
remediation. The City and County understand that the Cabot Corporation has
proposed a plan to remove tarry contamination from several locations in
Springstead and Hogtown Creek.
Review of this plan indicates that
contaminated sediments will be disposed of off-site at an approved landfill.
Therefore the USEPA proposal to move sediments on site is confusing and
contradictory. USEPA should require that excavated, contaminated creek and
ditch sediments be disposed of properly in an approve landfill and not stockpiled
on site.
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6.0 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
22. The USEPA should make available in the local repository a complete
Site file containing all project documents, correspondence and data
related to the remedial investigation, risk assessment, feasibility study
and remedial technology evaluation for the Koppers Superfund site.
Additionally, the City and County request that additional relevant
documents be added to the Administrative Record File.
The
documents requested to be added to the Administrative Record file are
contained in the attached electronic files (CD attached).
The City and County support and acknowledge that certain requests have
been made to USEPA from the local community, including the group Protect
Gainesville's Citizen's, Inc. (PGCI), seeking local access to the complete
Site File documents and requesting that additional relevant documents be
On June 1, 2010, the Mayor of
added to the Administrative Record.
Gainesville sent a letter to USEPA requesting that the information requested
by PCGI be provide as soon as possible. A complete Site File has not been
made readily available by USEPA to the community in the local repository.
USEPA has provided a CD containing the Administrative Record to the local
repository. However, there are many documents that we and/or local citizens
believe are relevant to the site which are not part of the AR and are not in the
local repository. Therefore, the City and County request the following:
1) The USEPA make available in the local repository a complete Site file
containing all project documents, correspondence and data related to the
remedial investigation, risk assessment, feasibility study and remedial
technology evaluation for the Koppers Superfund site, and
2) Additional relevant documents identified by our citizens and City and
County staff should be added to the Administrative Record File. The
documents requested to be added to the Administrative Record file are
provided as electronic files in the CD attached to this document and
should be considered part of this document.
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Comments on ISBS Treatment at Koppers, Denver
Neil R. Thomson
August 24, 2010

Phase 1 (2003)
Background
Treatment Target
- LNAPL in Zone A (alluvial deposits/cobbly sand)
- 8% saturation
- creosote/pentachlorophenol NAPLs (LNAPL in Zone A and DNAPL in Zone B)
- 2 foot thick saturated zone
- "Data indicate that most NAPL accumulations at the site are at or below residual saturation, and
are therefore immobile" (pg 3)
- "results of laboratory analysis support in-situ pilot tests that demonstrate significant LNAPL and
DNAPL recovery is technically impracticable at the site" (pg 3)
- pilot scale area 75 ft x 95 ft in off-site area
- 13 injection points (5 ft screen) installed to top of Zone B (bedrock)
- 1,850 gallons (7000 L) of 30 gil KMn04 per well in 2 episodes at low pressure
Relevant Treatment Objectives
- "reduce the free-phase NAPL thickness and recovery volumes in wells within the defined test
area" (pg 3)
- "evaluate the ability of the ISBS processes to stabilize creosote/penta NAPL residuals" (pg 4)
Performance Monitoring
- monitoring of 17 wells (field parameters only)
- water level and NAPL thickness
- soil borings (5 in treatment area and 2 (controls) in up-gradient on-site area) to top of Zone B
- samples from borings analysed for total PAHs/penta and leachable PAHs/penta
Results
Rl. "discernible" decrease in LNAPL thickness in wells in treatment area and no "discernible" LNAPL
thickness in wells outside treatment area (pg 15)
R2. following treatment NAPL recovery decreased by greater than 40% in 4 of 5 wells (pg 16)
R3. comparisons between the treated and background soil boring samples
- "indicate a 19% decrease in the total PAH residual mass" (pg 16)
- "indicate a 76% decrease in the total PAH leachable from the treated soils" (pg 17)
- indicate "a 53% reduction in the residual mass of total chlorinated phenols" (pg 17)
- indicate "no differences in the amounts of leachable chlorinated phenols between the treated
and un-treated soils" (pg 17)

Issues
1. If the NAPL was truly non-mobile then why was if being collected in wells? Seems like a site
characterization problem and a flaw in the (SM.
2. It is well known that hydraulic fluctuations can alter LNAPL distribution and the observed thicknesses
in wells. The injection of 91,000 L of 30 giL permanganate solution into the treatment zone would
have caused substantial changes in the hydraulic regime in this area clearly impacting the LNAPL
distribution. The non-treatment area did not receive an equivalent hydraulic perturbation and hence
this is not a fair comparison. Results R1 and R2, which are jointly connected, are not supported by
the site data collected. Moreover, NAPL flow into wells can be a highly transient and sporadic
process. Little pre-treatment NAPL thickness time series data were collected and no attempt at a
trend analysis (aside from visual) was reported.
3. Use of soil boring data to make conclusive statements about the treatability of a heterogeneous
NAPL impacted zone is plagued with numerous problems related to "representativeness". To have
any confidence in the results an appropriate statistical sample population is required.
The statements listed under R3 are based on 2 background (control) samples and 4 treatment
samples. Two samples are insufficient to calculate a sample variance. Data in Tables 4 to 7 indicate
other sample data were available but excluded from the calculations with no justification.
The control samples are not really controls since they were not subjected to the same hydraulic
conditions as the treatment samples - again an unfair comparison.
No statistical significance testing was preformed clearly ignoring the high degree of concentration
variability in both the control and treatment samples. Table A (below) provides an example analysis
for the total PAH soil residuals (data extracted from Table 4). The results indicate that the mean total
PAH residual mass for the control and treatment cores are not statistically different (assuming that
the standard assumptions hold for at-test).
In conclusion this sparse and highly variable data set does not appear to support the sta'tements
listed under R3 (note a comprehensive analysis of the all data would need to be undertake before a
definitive conclusion could be supported).
Table A. Example statistical analysis.
Statistic

n
mean

Control
. 13274

Treatment

5916
11478

10402
7207

3587
4
8564

10961
4
7771

2515

variance
20819310
15013964
STDEV
4563
3875
t stat
0.265
(5% LOS)
t crit
2.45
accept null hypothesis / no
difference between means

Phase 2 (2004)
Background
Treatment Target
- NAPLs on Dewy Lake Property (off site)
2
- area of 22,667 ft
- injection 350,000 L of 30 gjL KMn04 solution
- 44 injection points and 3 trenches (3 to 6 feet to top of bedrock)

Relevant Treatment Objectives
- Not provided

Performance Monitoring
- Not provided (some baseline soil samples were collected from 6 borings)

Results
- Not provided
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Comments on ISBS Pilot Scale Study Report
Neil R. Thomson
September 07,2010

I have reviewed the following documents associated with the ISBS Pilot Scale Test:
ISBS Pilot Test Final Report (dated January, 2009)
Appendix A - Phase I Field Report (dated March 31, 2008)
Appendix E - Drilling and Well Installation (dated April 2,2008)
GRU Comments to Phase I-ISBS-Field Pilot Study Report (undated)
GRU Comments on the ISBS Pilot Study Report (dated February 27, 2009)
Beazer Response to ACEPO Comments on ISBS Report (dated June 1, 1009)
Beazer Response to GRU Comments on ISBS Rep0l1 (dated June 1,2009)
Mueller et al., Battelle ppt Presentation (May, 2010)
I will not repeat many of the comments made by both the GRU Team and the ACEPO, but will
identify them at the appropriate location. Also, I will restrict this review to ISBS and not provide
comments on the groundwater variance sampling issue.
For appropriate background and context for this review, I prepared a summary of pem1anganate
oxidation of creosote NAPLs (Appendix A) that contains relevant discussion of permanganate
chemistry, oxidation induced weathering, enhanced mass removal, precipitate fonnation, and the
in situ bio-chemical stabilization (ISBS) concept. I have also provided a summary of the limited
information I have been able to gather on the Carus RemOx EC Stabilisation Reagent which was
used in this pilot test.

Background Summary
As stated on pg 9 of the ISBS Pilot Test Final Report, the specitic objectives of this pilot study
were to:
I. "Validate the ability of the ISBS reagent to stabilize NAPL residuals (detined herein as
phase separated but non-mobile hydrocarbons)";
2. "Contirm the effectiveness of the selected construction methods to properly introduce the
ISBS reagents into the subsurface";
3. "Identify the composition of the developed "crusts", degree of encapsulation, and reduction
in permeability produced by ISBS"; and
4. "Estimate the longevity of the stabilized matrix under in situ conditions."
The approach was to apply the stabilization reagent (SR) in the surticial aquifer (SA) at the
former N011h Lagoon Area. Groundwater tlow is to the northeast at -21 friday. The water table
was -12 ft bgs and the top of the HG upper clay is at - 20 ft bgs. Two different SR delivery
methods were used in two areas: temporary injection points (TIPs) and direct injection points

(DIPs). Only 2 TIP (TIP-3 and TIP-4) were installed (screened between 9 and 19 ft bgs) to the
bottom of the SA), and 16 DIP (using GeoProbe tools) were used.
TIP-3 received ~540 gallons and TIP-4 received ~40 gallons of 100 giL (10%; SG of 1.12) SR at
a pressure of200 psi. At each DIP location a bottom up approach was used (18-20,14-16,9-11
ft bgs) to delivery 525 gallons of 45 giL (4.5%; SG of 1.05 to l.l 0) SR at a pressure between 25
75 psi. Some shallow intervals were skipped due to day-lighting of the SR.

Performance Monitoring and Methods
Unfortunately, the only form of performance monitoring was soil cores. According to the ISBS
Pilot Test Final Report "mobile NAPL does not exist in the monitoring area".
Pre-injection cores (various names; 3 in each area), SR verification cores (VB-l to VB-7) and
post-injection cores (DVB-l to DVB-3, and TVB-l to TVB-3) were collected.
Pre-injection cores were collected with Rotosonic drilling (does not yield intact cores). Each 2 ft
long core was split into 3 sections. Each section was homogenized and sampled. A 200 g
sample was leached (at 150 mLiday to generate 2 Lover 14 days) and the leachate and leached
soil were sampled.
SR veritication cores were collected to estimate zone of intluence and SR distribution.
Post-injection cores were collected 60 days after injection using a GeoProbe macro-core direct
push sampler. Attempts were made to sample the same depth interval as the pre-injection cores.
Only one homogenized sample over the 2 ft core length was available for use (sampled and
leaching). The leachate generation procedure used for the pre-injection cores was not possible
due to slow tlow so an alternative method was used (soil sample added to jars for 1 week).

Comments
I.

2.

The test objectives seem reasonable; however, the methods used and data gathered do not
provide sufficient evidence to satisfy fill these objectives. For example the term stabilize has
many meanings and in the context of this study a clear detinition of the behaviour of the post
stabilized system should be stated and then carefully addressed.
In the details provided in these documents there is no mention of design loading targets and
pore volume sweep. These estimates are critical to this technology. What was the total
oxidant demand estimate? How was this calculated? What was the expected
consumption/interaction with the SA material (other reduced aquifer species)? What was the
target objective for field application? How successful was this? What data were collected to
demonstrate this? What lab-to-field scale-up relationships were used? The Battelle ppt
slides indicate that some spatial coverage was expected for both the DIP and TIP injection
areas, and details on application rate are provided. It is unclear how the specified oxidant
loading (pennanganate to soil mass) values were determined. It is surprising that the
application rate for the DIP area was 10% of the pore volume and the application rate for the
2

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

TIP area was 4% of the pore volume. Given these low pore volume numbers and expected
coverage areas I would have expected that the integrated system response would have been
used as a perfonnance metric rather that strategic soil cores. Slide 3 in the Battelle ppt
presentation clearly recognizes that nux (mass load) reduction was expected, but yet this test
was executed without collecting the information required to estimate this critical response.
The statement that the SR will "tend to migrate throughout the targeted treatment zone
reacting preferentially with residual NAPL" is simply not correct. The SR will react with all
reduced species present in a competitive manner.
High solution density will result in density induced now and SR migration to at least the top
of the Upper HG clay unit and deeper if possible. The data collected from the SR
verification borings are not included nor is a comprehensive summary provided of the
collected data- in my estimation there was not sufficient data collected in the critical areas
(deep) to make a defendable conclusion.
The statements that the ISBS technology has an "inherent ability to "seek" vertical migration
pathways and seal or entomb them in situ", and "preferential tlow paths - both vertical and
horizontal - should be treated and hydraulically sealed as a result of the ISBS precipitation
reactions and COl encrustation" are not founded. NAPL presence will reduce the relative
permeability and result in a bypassing of the SR around the zones most heavily impacted by
DNAPL. The migration of the SR is controlled by the injection pressure and the formation
permeability distribution (with the mobile and immobile NAPL in place). Once the injection
phase is over, SR migration is controlled by ambient groundwater flow and - in this study
large density effects too.
The solution density difference between TIP and DIP, and limited data on SRdistribution
does not allow for comparison between injection methods: therefore, Objective 2 was not
achieved. There is also limited data to support the stated radius of intluence. Moreover
these delivery approaches resulted in much of the SR sinking to the bottom of the SA.
While complete contact with all the NAPL is not a requirement of this teclmology a more
complete "sweep" will provide a higher probability of the important SRlNAPL contact that
is required (GRU Team Comment 4). In addition, the high injection pressures used for both
the TIP and DIP locations are excessive - these pressures appear to exceed the total effective
vertical stress and most likely resulted in liquefaction of the formation.
Appearance of the SR in the UH extraction well (UHG-EW-OI) suggests that there exists a
hydraulic connection between the SA and the Upper HG. Perhaps a well seal/construction
problem or window/discontinuity in the Upper HG Clay.
Use of soil cores to make conclusive statements about the treatability of an impacted zone is
problematic due to heterogeneities in both the NAPL distribution and lithology. Attempts at
"core paring", while a step in the right direction, is plagued with the same issues. All
conclusions based on the soil core data should be statistically based. This then calls for a
sufficient number of representative samples for statistical analysis testing - the number
collected in this study is limited and insufficient for a statistical based comparison. (ACEPD
Comment 2)
Difference in leachate generation methods does not allow for an unbiased comparison. Bias
is introduced and there is not enough information to sort out which direction (GR U Team
Comment 5, and ACEPD Comment 1). The connection between slow leachate now rate for
the post-injection soils and the precipitate presence was not established - some concerns
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related to differences in soil texture (ACEPD Comrnent 8). Again a problem comparing pre
and post injection cores.
10. A mass balance should have been performed on the soil coil samples (soil concentration =
leached concentration + remaining soil concentration). This would provide a check on the
closure and quality of these data. Not enough data is provided to make these calculations
independently. (ACEPD Comments 3 and 4)
11. The seven petrographic thin sections prepared from 5 individual core sections clearly
support the local scale interaction between the SR and NAPL - precipitate fonnation at the
NAPL interface and reduction in porosity (CRU Team Comment 6, and ACEPD Comment
7).

12. The mineralogy of the precipitates as stated are "aluminum silicate hydroxides" - where is
the aluminum from and what happened to the mass of injected manganese? Perhaps some
potential reactions could be provided to support this observation. Also more infonnation
related to the longevity of these fresh precipitates is warranted.
13. The translation of this local scale observation to a macro-scale phenomenon with an ensuing
reduction in mass loading from the SA is not evident from this study (CRU Team Comment
8). No attempt was made to capture data to estimate this impact.

Summary Comments related to the Pilot Scale Study Objectives:
Since there are issues related to using soil cores and subsequent experimental methods there is
insufficient evidence to show, at the scale of these injections, that the SR was able to stabilize
NAPL residuals (Objective 1).
The concentration (which impacts the reactivity and density) of the injected SR at the TIP and
DIP locations was different. As well some DIP locations received less SR volume. SR
distribution data is limited. Hence little can be concluded on the two delivery methods used
(Objective 2).
The petrographic thin sections provide conclusive evidence that precipitation occurred at the
NAPL interface and reduced porosity was present at this observation scale. The connection to a
permeability reduction is speculation, but at the scale of these observations can be justified
(Objective 3). There is no indication on the spatial extent of these reductions.
There is no data in this study to support an estimate of the longevity of the stabilized matrix
under in situ conditions (Objective 4). Speculation is provided based on the mineralogy of the
observed precipitates.
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Some Issues Related to the EPA Proposed Plan
The results from this pilot test do not demonstrate unequivocal success. Thus if ISBS (or ISGS)
will be used to treat the vadose-zone and SA, and perhaps the Lower HG then additional pilot
scale tests and treatability studies must be performed if this technology is to be employed at this
site.
To optImIze implementation, DNAPL impacts will need to be better characterized in all
potential application areas and specifically in the Lower HG. Is the assumption that all the
creosote NAPL is at or below residual saturation in the porous medium (immobile)?
2. Confirmation of SR delivery to target DNAPL zones will need to be developed. Note that
the porous medium must be suitable for tlushing SR (have sut1icient K). The intluence of
heterogeneities on delivery performance will need to be established.
...
A
high SR concentration is required to maximize the reaction - a balance needs to be made
-'.
with respect to density effects.
4. Delivery to the NAPL must occur for the required precipitate formation to occur at a
reaction interface close to the waterlNAPL interface.
5. The role of NOD (reaction with other reduced aquifer species) must be understood to
optimize delivery by avoiding unproductive SR consumption.
6. Performance metrics related to a quantifiable reduction in mass loading need to be
established and then demonstrated at the pilot scale. For the SA this relates to a vertical
mass loading into the Upper HG, and for the Lower HG this relates to both horizontal and
vertical mass loadings. These metrics will have to be established and demonstrated both
short (months) and long term (years).
7. Additional support for the expected longevity of the fresh precipitates is required.
8. Metals mobilization? It remains a concern.
9. Creosote is a complex mixture of 100's of compounds including polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) and alkylated PAHs; phenolic compounds including cresols: and
nitrogen-, sulfur-, and oxygen-heterocyclics including dibenzofurans, and hence in situ by
product generation and fate must be established. Will stable toxic by-products be generated?
10. Has permanganate reactivity with all COCs been established? Here is what r know (to be
completed):

1.

COC
Naphthalene
Acenaphthalene
2-methylnaphthalene
pentachlorophenol
arsel1lc
carbazole
dibenzofuran
L1 biphenyl
Phenol
2-phenol
2-methylphenol
2A-dimethylphenol
3/4-methylphenol
Acenaphthene
benzo( a)anthracene

Permanganate Reactivity
yes

Source
Forsey et al. (2010)

')

yes
'?

Forsey et al. (20 I0)

yes
not reactive
not reactive
'?
'?
'?
'?

Forsey et al. (2010)
Forsey et al. (20 I0)
Forsey et al. (20 I 0)

'J

yes
'?

Forsey et al. (2010)

5

benzo( a)pyrene
benzo(b)tluoranthene
benzo( k) tluoranthene
chrysene
bis(2-ethy Ihexy I) phthalate
tluoranthene
tluorine
n-nitrosodiphenylamine
phenanthrene
benzene

yes
?
yes
yes
?
yes
no

Forsey et al. (20 I0)
Forsey et al. (20 I0)
Forsey et al. (2010)
Forsey et al. (20 I 0)
Forsey et al. (20 I 0)
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APPENDIX A. Permanganate Oxidation of Creosote NAPLs
N.R. Thomson

'Forking Document

Relevant Permanganate Chemistry
Little research has been directed at the treatment of creosote contamination and specifically the
oxidation of arenes (i.e., compounds based on benzene rings such as benzene and toluene) by
permanganate. Rudakov and Lobachev (1994), and Rudakov et al. (1996) proposed two parallel
oxidation mechanisms for the permanganate oxidation of an alkylbenzene: (1) attack at the
carbon hydrogen bond in the alkyl substituent, and (2) attack at the benzene ring.
Compounds comprising an alkyl substituent were found to be attacked predominately at the C-H
bond in the alkyl group. For example the reaction of toluene with pennanganate can be written
as (Rudakov and Lobachev, 1994)
C u H SCH.1 + OMnO;

~

{C(jHsH 2 C .. · H···OMn(lV)O;}

~ C6HsH2COMn(V)O~(OH-) ~

(I)

C6HSH2COH + Mn(V)O;

where the tinal oxidation product is benzoic acid, and the manganese (V) is reduced to
manganese dioxide (Mn(lV)02). The reactivity of the alkylbenzenes studied was detemlined to
follow the energy required for homolysis of the C-H bond: that is the stronger the benzylic C-H
bond the more resistant the compound was to oxidation. For example, in terms of benzylic C-H
bond strength in the alkyl group

(2)
and therefore the relative reactivity order for these compounds is reversed. As bond strength
decreases from a compound with a primary hydrogen (toluene) to the compound with a tertiary
hydrogen (iso-propyl benzene), reactivity increases. Rudakov and Lobachev (1994) noted that
this trend is similar to that exhibited by hydrogen atom abstraction by radicals and concluded
that permanganate reacts in a similar fashion to an oxygen radical in the cleavage of the alkyl C
H bond despite the fact that pemlanganate itself has no radical character. If the reaction were a
free radical· reaction, the relative reactivity of the compounds could be inferred by examining the
stability of the radical intemlediate: however, the oxidation of these compounds by
permanganate is not a free radical reaction but the relative reactivity trends are similar. By
analogy, it is expected that intermediate compounds formed during permanganate oxidation
exhibit similar stabilities. Therefore, compounds yielding reaction intermediates with high
stability (low potential energy) will be less readily oxidized than those that yield intennediate
compounds with lower stability (high potential energy).
The second mechanism proposed by Rudakov and Lobachev (1994) involves an attack by the
permanganate anion on the aromatic ring and it proceeds via electrophilic aromatic substitution.
In their examination of the relative contributions of the two oxidation pathways (i.e., C-H bond
attack or electrophilic substitution), Rudakov and Lobachev (1994) suggested structural
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properties that would determine the dominant pathway. While attack at the C-H bond in the
alkyl group was determined to be preferential, the contribution of this attack decreased with
deactivation of the C-H bond and activation of the benzene ring with methyl groups.
Creosote contains a wide variety of alkylbenzenes, and alkyl substituted and non-substituted
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons that are susceptible to oxidation by the two mechanisms
stated.
Forsey et al. (20 I 0) determined the pemmnganate second-order rate coefticients for some
creosote constituents including:
biphenyl,
naphthalene,
anthracene,
phenanthrene,
tl uoranthene,
chrysene,
pyrene,
darbazole
dibenzofuran
I -methylnaphthalene
2-methylnaphthalene
fluorene
acenaphthene
benzene
methy Ibenzene
ethy Ibenzene
Isopropylbenzene ,
tert-butylbenzene
The compounds investigated exhibit a wide range of reactivities that follow the two different
suspected reaction mechanisms. Compounds such as pyrene that do not have benzylic
hydrogens, but are observed to be reactive to permanganate, are likely oxidized by electrophilic
aromatic substitution. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons that have a benzylic hydrogen (e.g., 1
methylnapthalene) are susceptible to oxidation via an abstraction of a benzylic hydrogen and/or
electrophilic aromatic substitution. For these compounds a strong correlation between the
second-order rate coefficient and C-H bond dissociation energies implies that abstraction of the
benzylic hydrogen is the dominant oxidation pathway. The susceptibility of a compound to
electrophilic aromatic substitution generally increases with the number of arene rings, thus the
reactivity increases in the series: naphthalene < phenanthrene < pyrene. The reactivity of PAHs
can be predicted by considering likely intermediate compounds in the oxidation process.
Aromatic compounds with intermediates that retain some degree of aromaticity are more
thermodynamically likely to undergo oxidation than those whose intermediates lose their
aromaticity.

Since not all of the creosote compounds are susceptible to per",allganate oxidization some
residual NAPL will remain following treatmellf.
8

Dissolution and NAPL Weathering
For oxidation to occur the compound must be in the aqueous phase; therefore mass transfer must
occur from the NAPL to the aqueous phase. A typical mass transfer expression for this process
is given by
IC III
~=k(CIII
w
\ snt _CIII)
dt

(3)

where CII'III is the aqueous phase concentration of compound 111, Cs,/' is the aqueous solubility of
compound 111, and k is the bulk mass transfer coefficient. Essentially Eq (3) shows that mass
transfer depends on a mass transfer coefticient and driving force (i.e., the ditTerence in
concentrations). The mass transfer coefficient depends on a number of factors including the
Reynold's number, NAPL saturation, interfacial area, and mean or median grain size. For
creosote NAPL, the aqueous phase solubility of each NAPL constituent may be estimated from
the solubility analog of Raoult's Law
em
sal

= xII/CO
~

(4)

sat ,Ill

where XIII is the mole fraction of component /JI in the NAPL mixture, and C),al.m is the solubility
of the pure compound. Eq (4) assumes an activity coefficient equal to unity and is usually valid
for mixtures of lower alkane and aromatic hydrocarbons. For PAHs that exist as solids in their
pure phase, the super-cooled liquid solubility is used for C'S<1I.m and can be calculated according
to

(5)

where CO/idsal.1Il is the solid phase solubility, 0n is the melting temperature, and T is the system
temperature. Laboratory studies conducted by Lee et al. (1992) indicated that Raoult's Law
provided a reasonable approximation between predicted and measured solubilities of PAHs.
If pennanganate is able to be delivered in close proximity to the NAPL where the dissolved
phase concentration of all the NAPL constituents is controlled by Eq (3), then a competitive
oxidation process occurs with the most reactive (largest reaction rate coefficient) dissolved
constituents being degraded tirst. This will result in an increase in the mass transfer of these
constituents from the NAPL and an associated reduction in their mole fraction. Eventually, the
aqueous phase concentration of the most reactive constituents will decrease according to Eq (4),
and the aqueous phase concentration of the less soluble or less reactive constituents will increase.
This preferential change the NAPL composition is known as oxidation induced weathering and
may result in changes in the NAPL physical properties (increase in density and viscosity).

E"hallced NAPL mass removal (relative to an equivalent treatment with water) results from (1)
direct oxidation of the most reactive compounds, and (2) an increased solubility of the remaining
NAPL constituents. In an ideal system the degree of enhanced NAPL mass removal depends on
constituent reactivity, solubility and mole faction.
9

Precipitate Formation
The half-cell reaction for the reduction of Mn04- between pH 3.5 and 12 is

(6)
According Eq (6) and manganese speciation, permanganate will be reduced to manganese
dioxide under pH and Eh conditions commonly present during ISCO (i.e., low pH and high Eh).
Manganese dioxide is a dark brown, water-insoluble solid. It is highly polar and has a high
tendency to coagulate by aggregation and form hydrated colloids with high water contents
(Morgan and Stumm 1963; Perez-Benito and Arias, 1991). The degree to which the colloids will
aggregate depends on the experimental conditions, and it is possible that the colloids can be
stabilized for long periods. For example, the presence of phosphate ions can slow down the
coagulation of Mn02 because the colloidal particles obtain a negative electrostatic charge after
phosphate ions are adsorbed onto their surface (Perez-Benito and Arias, 1991). Alternatively,
the presence of polyvalent cations (e.g., Mg 2+, Ca2+) can increase the rate of formation and
aggregation of the colloids (Morgan and Stumm, 1963). Mn02 production is visually confirmed
by a dark brown to black area within the subsurface (Schroth et al., 2001; Conrad et al., 2002;
MacKinnon and Thomson, 2002). Upon initial production, the Mn02 solids are colloidal in size
Mn02 solids produced during
though they can agglomerate into larger size particles.
permanganate ISCO have been observed lIsing scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
demonstrating their colloidal nature.
The fact that Mn02 aggregates into colloids is important with respect to its ability to form a
barrier between the aqueous phase and the NAPL, and its ability to plug the pore spaces in the
vicinity of the NAPL. The formation and subsequent accumulation near the NAPL is the
required precipitate formation and plugging to facilitate ISGS. Although the volume occupied
by the Mn02 alone may be small, there is some evidence that bound water can account for 90%
of the weight of a colloid (Siegrist et aL 2002). This dramatically increases the volume
occupied by the Mn02 colloids. This precipitate accumulation results in a reduction in
permeability and a decrease in mass transfer (waterINAPL).
In many cases, the manganese dioxide present on the surface of the colloids is further reduced
according to:

(7)

The manganese oxide will then remain at the colloid surface, or under very acidic conditions,
may be reduced even further to Mn2+, which would dissolve into solution according to

(8)
The degree to which Mn02 is further reduced depends on the experimental conditions (Perez
Benito and Arias, 1991), and is increasingly likely as the acidity of the system increases.
10

--------------------------

---------------------

Stabilizing NAPL with Permanganate
The underlying mechanisms required for NAPL stabilization with permanganate (lSBS or ISGS)
are:

enhanced mass removal
oxidation induced lveathering
precipitate/ormation and plugging
These three mechanisms in concert will give rise to a macro-scale reduction in mass loading
from the treated system. However, for this to be etfective, delivery of the pennanganate solution
to most of the hydraulically accessible NAPL is required. The resulting impact or system
response depends on the NAPL architecture - not all systems will respond the same.
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Carus RemOx EC Stabilization Reagent (incomplete)
In/ormation has been difficult to track dmvn ...
ISBS solutions contain "NaMn04, and additives: concretizing agents (Ca+2, Mg+2, silicate oxides),
and Fe to develop more structurally sound crusts), and buffers (perhaps carbonates to maintain
an elevated pH). Canis manufactures the ISBS reagents but ADVENTUS owns the technology.
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ABSTRACT

The long-term management of dissolved plumes originating from a coal tar creosote source is a
technical challenge. For some sites stabilization of the source may be the best practical solution
to decrease the contaminant mass loading to the plume and associated off-site migration. At the
bench-scale, the deposition of manganese oxides, a permanganate reaction byproduct, has
been shown to cause pore plugging and the formation of a manganese oxide layer adjacent to
the non-aClueous phase liquid creosote which reduces post-treatment mass transfer and hence
mass loading from the source. The objective of this study was to investigate the potential of
partial permanganate treatment to reduce the ability of a coal tar creosote source zone to
generate a mUlti-component plume at the pilot-scale over both the short-term (weeks to
months) and the long-term (years) at a site where there is> 10 years of comprehensive synoptic
plume baseline data available. A series of preliminary bench-scale experiments were conducted
to support this pilot-scale investigation.
The results from the bench-scale experiments indicated that if sufficient mass removal of the
reactive compounds is achieved then the effective solubility, aqueous concentration and rate of
mass removal of the more abundant non-reactive coal tar creosote compounds such as biphenyl
and dibenzofuran can be increased. Manganese oxide formation and deposition caused an
order-of-magnitude decrease in hydraulic conductivity.
Approximately 125 kg of permanganate were delivered into the pilot-scale source zone over
35 days, and based on mass balance estimates < 10% of the initial reactive coal tar creosote mass
in the source zone was oxidized. Mass discharge estimated at a down-gradient fence line
indicated> 35% reduction for all monitored compounds except for biphenyl, dibenzofuran and
nuoranthene 150 days after treatment, which is consistent with the bench-scale experimental
results. Pre- and post-treatment soil core data indicated a highly variable and random spatial
distribution of mass within the source zone and provided no insight into the mass removed of
any of the monitored species.
The down-gradient plume was monitored approximately 1,2 and 4 years following treatment.
The data collected at 1 and 2 years post-treatment showed a decrease in mass discharge (10 to
60~~) and/or total plume mass (0 to 55%); however, by 4 years post-treatment there was a
rebound in both mass discharge and total plume mass for all monitored compounds to pre
treatment values or higher. The variability of the data collected was too large to resolve subtle
changes in plume morphology. particularly near the source zone, that would provide insight
into the impact of the formation and deposition of manganese oxides that occurred during
treatment on mass transfer and/or now by-passing.
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Overall. the results from this pilot-scale investigation indicate that there was a signific,lnt but
short-term (months) reduction of mass emanating from the source zone as a result of
permanganate treatment but there was no long-term (years) impact on the ability of this coal
tar creosote source zone to generate a mUlti-component plume.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Coal tar creosote that is produced from the fractional
distillation of crude coal tars is a brownish-black/yellowish
dark green non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPL) with a density
between 1.01 and 1.20 g/cm 3 (Wu et al.. 2000). Creosote is a
complex mixture and may contain more than several hundred
different chemical compounds; however. the chemical com
position is influenced by the origin of the coal and by the
nature ofthe distilling process and thus creosote components
are rarely consistent in their type and concentration. Mueller
et al. (1989) reported that the approximate mass fractions are
85% aromatic hydrocarbons. including polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) and alkylated PAHs; 10% phenolic
compounds including cresols; and 5% nitrogen-. sulfur-. and
oxygen-heterocyclics including dibenzofurans. Groundwater
and soil impacted by creosote-contaminated sites may
potentially contain a number of these chemical compounds
depending on the NAPL composition and the aqueous
solubility. vapour pressure. and subsurface attenuation
processes (e.g.. dispersion. reactions. sorption) of the indivi
dual compounds (Priddle and MacQuarrie. 1994; King and
Barker. 1999). Characteristic of NAPL contaminated sites
where low solubility compounds are present. dissolution of
the organic solutes is slow and hence the presence of coal tar
creosote poses a long-term source of groundwater contam
ination. Due to the potential toxicity. carcinogenicity and
mutagenicity of many of these compounds at low concentra
tions (IARC, 1998). these sites pose a threat to groundwater
resources and other biosphere receptors.
Over the last 15 years, in situ chemical oxidation (ISCO)
using permanganate has received considerable attention as a
technique with the potential to destroy various chlorinated
ethenes in the subsurface (Schnarr et aI., 1998; Siegrist et aI.,
2001. Mackinnon and Thomson. 2002; ITRC, 2005; USEPA,
2006; Thomson et aI., 2007). While field scale and laboratory
studies have focused on the application of permanganate for
the oxidation of chlorinated ethenes and certain PAH
compounds (Gates-Anderson et aI., 2001; Brown et al..
2003), little effort has been directed at treatment of coal tar
creosote contamination and specifically the oxidation of
arenes by pennanganate.
Rudakov and Lobachev (1994), and Rudakov et al. (1996)
proposed two parallel oxidation mechanisms for the per
manganate oxidation of an alkylbenzene: (1) attack at the
carbon hydrogen bond in the alkyl substituent and (2) an
attack on the aromatic ring that proceeds via electrophilic
aromatic substitution. In their examination of the relative
contributions of the two oxidation pathways, Rudakov and
Lobachev (1994) suggested structural properties that would
determine the dominant pathway. Coal tar creosote contains a
wide variety of alkylbenzenes, and alkyl substituted and non

substituted polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons that are sus
ceptible to oxidation by these two mechanisms. Forsey (2004)
determined the permanganate second-order rate coefficients
for some coal tar creosote constituents includingpyrene.
fluoranthene. phenanthrene, chyrsene. naphthalene, carbazole,
fluorene, and biphenyl (Table 1). The compounds investigated
exhibit a wide range of reactivities that follow the two different
suspected reaction mechanisms. The second-order rate coeffi
cients in Table I are similar in magnitude to those reported in
the literature for chloroethenes, except for naphthalene which
has a second-order rate coefficient similar to toluene (Walde
mer and Tratnyek, 2006).
While the oxidation of some creosote compounds is likely
to occur during ISCO treatment of a coal tar creosote source,
not all of the compounds of concern will be susceptible to
permanganate oxidization and hence a source will remain
following treatment which will require long-term site
management. For sites where contaminant mass removal is
not the primary remedial goal, technologies that isolate or
stabilize the NAPL source may be the best practical solution.
since they can reduce the contaminant mass loading to the
plume and associated off-site migration. An important
product of the reduction of permanganate is manganese
oxide, which forms at the point of reaction and is a water
insoluble solid that is highly polar and tends to coagulate by
aggregation to form hydrated colloids with high water
contents (Perez-Benito and Arias, 1991). The degree to
which the colloids will aggregate depends on the presence
of other ions as well as the system Eh and pH (Morgan and
Stumm. 1963). LaboratOlY research has demonstrated that the
precipitation of manganese oxides and the formation of CO 2 ,
another reaction product, decreased the hydraulic conductiv
ity between 50 and 90% (Schroth et aI., 2001) in sand-packed
columns, caused flow divergence around regions of higher
NAPL saturations in a two-dimensional physical model (Li and
Schwartz, 2004), and resulted in pore plugging and the
formation of a distinct manganese oxide layer in the vicinity
of the NAPL that reduced the post-treatment mass transfer
(Mackinnon and Thomson, 2002; Conrad et ai., 2002;
Urynowicz and Siegrist. 2005). The longevity of the trapped
CO 2 is temporary, but the manganese oxide deposition is
believed to be stable as long as the geochemical conditions
are conducive (e.g., pH>3; Appelo and Postma. 1999). As a
result, it is hypothesized that treatment of a coal tar creosote
source zone by permanganate will initially result in some
degree of mass destruction until manganese oxide deposition
has reached a level to impact hydraulic conductivity and mass
transfer. When this point is reached either the manganese
oxides will adversely affect the performance of the treatment
system and/or the rate of mass destruction will decrease.
The objective of this study was to investigate the potential
of partial permanganate treatment to reduce the ability of a
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Table 1

Second-order reaction rJte coefficients Jnd suspected oxidation mechanism of selected coal tar creosote compounds
Compound

Formula

N,lphthaiene
1-lllethylnapllth.llene

ClU H8

2-methylnaphthalene

C"H ID

Structure

Oxidation mechanism

Rate coefficient a [M- I s- 'I

OC

EAS b
ABH'

1.1 x 10- 2 ±2 x 10- 3
l.4x 1O-~±2x 10- 3

ccr

ABH

1.8x 1O- 2 ±3x 10- 3

Q(
O:P
O:D

ABH
ABH

NR d
2.1 x 10- 1±3 x 10- 2
4.3 x 10- 1±3 x 10- 2

ABH

4.4x 10- 1±8 x 10-.2

EAS
EAS
EAS

>6.8"
4.2 x 10- 1±3 x 10- 2
9.0x 10- 1 ±3 x 10- 1

cO

Biphenyl
Acenaphthene

C"H ID
C,2 HIO
C12H ID

Fluorene

CIJH IO

Carbazole

C':lHg N

Dibenzofuran

C,2 H8 O

Anthracene
Phenanthrene

C,4 HID
C,4 HIO

Fluoranthene f

C,,;H ID

Pyrene"

C,oH IO

qp

EAS

1.7 x 1O o ±Gx 10- 1

Ch,ysene I,

C'8H,~

ccSD

EAS

1.2x 1O- 2 ±1 x 10- 2

0-0

Cd:>
CCX)
0:0

cx8

NR

Notes:
., Second-order reaction rJte coefficient and 95% confidence intelval from Forsey (2004).
b Oxidation by permanganate is suspected to be initiated by electrophilic aromatic substitution.
, Oxidation by pennJngJn,lte is suspected to be initiated by abstraction of a benzylic hydrogen.
" No reaction observed over the 2 day reaction period.
e Reaction rate was too fJst to llleJsure; estilllate based on initial rate.
I Rate coefficient bJsed on initiJI datJ; reJction does not go to completion.
" R,lle coefficient based on pseudo first-order portion following initial decrease.
h Rate coefficient tentatively assigned due to solubility issues.

coal tar creosote source zone to generate a multi-component
plume at the pilot-scale over both the short-term (weeks to
months) and the long-term (years). It was not our intent to
deliver ample permanganate mass to the source zone to
satisfy the stoichiometric requirements of all the reactive coal
tar creosote compounds and the permanganate natural
oxidant demand (NOD), but rather to provide enough
permanganate mass so that sufficient manganese oxide
deposition occurred to impact hydraulic conductivity and
mass transfer. Hence, we have termed this approach partial
permanganate treatment in contrast to a situation where the
remedial goal would be to completely "clean-up" the source
zone. The site used to explore this partial source zone
treatment is located at the Canadian Forces Base (CFB) Borden
near Alliston, Ontario, Canada and has -10 years of synoptic
plume data that was used to develop a comprehensive
baseline of the plume morphology and trends. To support
the pilot-scale experimentation, a series of preliminary
bench-scale experiments were conducted to evaluate the
potential for permanganate to oxidize a coal tar creosote
residual NAPL source and to provide specific information
on mass removal, changes in post-treatment effluent con
centrations, hydraulic conductivity and manganese oxide
deposition.
2. Preliminary bench-scale investigations

A series of column experiments was conducted to assess
the reactivity of specific coal tar creosote compounds to
permanganate, and to provide representative information on
potential or expected reductions in mass discharge and
hydraulic conductivity due to byproduct formation and
deposition within a coal tar creosote residual source. Each

experimental series consisted of a control and a treatment
column, Stop-flow column experiments with a creosote
saturation of 8% were intermittently flushed with either
Milli-Q water (control) or a permanganate solution (8 g
KMn04/L) (treatment) for 172 days. This intermittent or
pulsed flushing allows for a prolonged residence time to
maximize the oxidation reaction and hence mass removed.
The mass distribution of selected compounds and manganese
oxide deposition following permanganate treatment were
determined at 1 cm intervals. Flow-through column experi
ments with a creosote saturation of 3% were used to
investigate hydraulic conductivity impacts, and the relation
ship between mass removal and associated changes in mass
discharge. This series of experiments was flushed with Milli-Q
water (control) and permanganate solution (15 g KMn04/L) at
a flow rate of - 3.3 mL/h (velocity of - 2.0 cm/h) for -7 days to
mimic the physical and NAPL conditions of the pilot-scale site
at CFB Borden. All column experiments were performed with
the same sand and the raw coal tar creosote used to construct
the CFB Borden source (King and Barker, 1999).
2.1. Methods

The stop-flow columns (diameter 5 cm, length 12 cm)
were constructed of thick walled glass tubing fitted with
stainless steel end plates. As required, a 50 mL syringe was
used to inject either Milli-Q water or permanganate solution
into the column from the bottom, and the effluent was
allowed to exit freely from the top of the column into a 60 mL
sample vial. Periodically a 13 mL aliquot from the sample vial
was analyzed for selected compounds (Table 2) following the
addition of 1 mL of a saturated bisulfite solution to quench
any residual permanganate.
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The continuous-flow columns were constructed of nom
inal 2.54-cm Schedule 40 PVC pipe (length 12.5 cm) modified
to accommodate inlet and outlet tubing, and contained glass
beads (0.59 to 0.84 mm diameter) to act as flow distributors at
either end. The columns were operated under up-flow
conditions where the inlet was maintained at a constant
flow rate and the outlet was maintained at a constant
hydraulic head. A piezometer was attached to the column
influent tubing to monitor hydraulic head.
The chemical composition of the creosote (Carbochem Ltd.
Mississauga ON) used in this experimentation is listed in
Table 2. The selected compounds represent 56.5% of the total
creosote mass assuming the molecular weight of the
unknown fraction was 200 g/mol based on a qualitative
comparison of the gas chromatograph (CC) retention times
for identified and unidentified compounds. The mass spec
trum of a sample of this creosote indicated that the unknown
mass fraction was predominately made up of heavy molecular
weight PAHs with a smaller percentage of unknown phenol
and heterocyclic compounds. The density of the creosote was
measured to be 1.10 g/mL at 21°C.
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To generate a homogeneous mixture of creosote and sand,
30 mL of Milli-Q water and 300 mL of sand were well-mixed
and then the required volume of creosote was added to the
wet sand and stirred thoroughly. Each column was packed
with material from the middle of the mixture and gently
packed in - 1 cm lifts. To estimate the initial mass of
individual creosote compounds added to each column, a
20 g sample of the mixture was taken as each column was
being packed and analyzed for the bulk soil concentration of
selected creosote compounds. After packing, each column
was flushed with CO2 for 1 h and then slowly flushed with
Milli-Q water from the bottom to minimize trapped air.
The bulk soil concentration of selected creosote compounds
was determined by soxhlet extraction using a modified version
of the EPA Method 3540C (extracting with a 200 mL mixture of
CH 2 CI 2 and acetone (1: 1) for 24 h). The analytical determination
of the concentration of all creosote compounds reported in this
paper was performed on a CC (HP5890A) equipped with a
splitless injection POlt, a 0.25 mm x 30 III glass OB5 capillary
column with a film thickness of 0.25 ~un and a flame ionization
detector (FlO). The oven temperature was held at 40°C for

Table 2
Co,ll tJr creosote chemicJI composition. variJbility of bulk soil concentration quantification. and the results rrom the stop-flow and continuous-flow column
experiments
Compound

Phenol
In-xylene
o-cresol
p and In-cresol
2.6-dimethylphenol
2.4 and 2.5
dimethyl phenol
2.3-dimethylphenol
3.5-dimethylphenol
Naphthalene
Indole+2
Methylnaphrhalene'
I-methyl naphthalene
Acenaphthylene
Biphenyl
Acenapthene
Fluorene
Carbazole
Oibenzoruran
Phenanthrene
Anthracene
Fluoranthene
Pyrene
Benzo(a)anthracene
Chrysene
Benzo(b)fluoranthene
Benzo(k)fluordnthene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Benzo(g,h,i )perylene
Indeno( 1,2.3,c.b) pyrene+
Oibenzo(a,hJ
Anthracene d
Total:

MW
[g/moll

Aqueous
solubility"
[mg/LI

94.1
106.2
108.1
108.1
122.2
122.2

82.000
196
25.920
24.000
6150

122.2
122.2
128.2
142.2

14,000
12.000
31.7
24.4

142.2
152.2
154.2
154.2
166.2
167.2
168.2
178.2
178.2
202.3
202.3
228.2
228.2
252.3
252.3
252.3
276.3
278.4

28.5
7.5
3.9

2
10

1.3
0.07
0.2G
0.14
0.3
0.002

0.003
0.084

Mass
rrJction

MOL
[pg/LI

[%1

Standard
deviation I>
[g/kgl

Stop-flow experiments
Initial

Control

[g/kgl

-Fi-na-I--p-e-rc-en-t

Percent
change

<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL

-100
-100
-100
-100
-100
-100

<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL

-100
-100
-100
-100
-100
-100

<MOL
"MOL
1000
2GO

-100
-100
-58
-46

0.29
0.035

0.25
0.026

-14
-26

600
35
65
370
280
640
2400
2.1
2000
5GO'
170
220
170
19
4
<MOL
4

-2
-17
-77
-73
-75
-71
- 11
- 17
-99
-9
-31
-32
-4
21
-49
-93
<MOL
-82

0.017
0.0086
0.013
0.047
0.D28
0.043
0.032
0.025
0.0097
0.0029
0.0015
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL

0.012
0.0021
0.025
0.021
0.0098
0.0013
0.046
0.012
0.0039
0.0041
0.00029
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL
<MOL

-29
-76
92
-55
-65
-97
44
-52
-50
41
-S I

8830

- 37

0.55

0.41

-25

32

0.04
0.12
0.02
0.05

8.7
8.7
4.3
4.3

13
2.4
7.2
21
4.1
7.9

0.08
0.01
8.1
3.9

4.3
4.3
4.3
4.7

10
4.1
2400
480

<MOL
<MOL
2400
420

-100
-100
0
0

1.8
0.2
1.5
G.O
4.7
0.87
4.0
10.4

2.7
2.7
4.8
2.3
2.7
4.7
2.7
6.5
3.6
5.2
4.3
3.3
G.3
20
20
24
<32
<62

GlO
42
280
1350
1100
94
720
2900
220
2200
810
250
230
140
37
54

0
0
-14
0
0
-12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0

22

610
40
240
1350
1100
83
720
2900
220
2200
830
250
230
140
39
56
12
21

14.100

13,900

5.2
4.0
1.2

1.1
0.G4
0.3
0.44
0.14
0.48

56.0

± 110
±3.7
±22
±17
±4.6
±4.1
± 1.7
± 1.4
± 1.4
±0.28
±1.1

11

Percent
change

Final
[g/kg]

5.8

1.1

Treatment
discharge
Img/dayJ

change

om

±6.2
±0.81
±7.5
±94
±19
±3.8
±20

Control
discharge
[mg/dayl

[g/kgl
0.07

±18
±13

Continuous-flow experiments
Treatment

0
0

-1

27

Notes:
a From Mueller et ,11. (1989), MacKay et .11. (1992). and Forsey (2004).
h Bulk soil concentration standJrd deviation as estimated rrom the extraction and analysis or 4 samples.
, Since indole and 2-methylnaphrhalene elure ,n the same rime they are combined. The MW and solubility shown are ror 2-methylmphthalene.
d Since indeno( 1.2.3.c,b) pyrene and dibenzo(a.h)anthracene elure at the same time they are combined. The MW shown is ror dibenzo(a,h)anthracene.
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0.5 min and then ramped to 300 ec at 15°C/min where it was
held for 10 min. The FlO was maintained at 325 ec and the
helium carrier gas flow rate was 25 mL/min. Quantification was
by external and internal standards. The method detection limit
(MOL) for the monitored creosote compounds are provided in
Table 2. To assess the degree of variability inherent in the
soxhlet extraction procedure and subsequent analysis proce
dure, creosote, sand and water were mixed similar to the
method used prior to packing the columns and four sub
samples were removed and the bulk soil concentrations were
estimated. The results of this assessment (Table 2) indicate that
for some compounds there is considerable variability; for
example the standard deviation of the dibenzofuran bulk soil
concentration was estimated to be ±20 g/kg.
For the stop-flow columns the permanganate solution or
Milli-Q water was added. on average, every 2 days at room
temperature (21 ±2 eC) at rate of ~ 13 mL/min using the syringe.
The permanganate solution was added to the treatment column
first and the injection episode was terminated when the
permanganate concentration in the effluent was approximately
the same as the injection concentration. An equivalent volume
of Milli-Q water was injected into the control column. After
172 days the stop-flow column experiment was terminated and
each column was sectioned into 1-cm thick increments and the
bulk soil concentration of the monitored creosote compounds
and manganese oxides was determined from ~ 30 g sub
samples. Manganese oxides were removed with an acidified
solution of hydroxylamine hydrochloride (Chao, 1972). To each
sample 70 mL of hydroxylamine hydrochloride (0.025 M in
om M HN0 3 ) and 10 mL of 6 M HN0 3 was added and mixed for
5 min. The concentration of manganese removed by the
extraction was determined by atomic adsorption (Varian
Model 1475 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer) with a
MOL of 0.02 mg/L
For the continuous-flow column experiments the treat
ment column was flushed with Milli-Q water for ~ 1 day
before the influent was switched to the 15 g KMn04/L
permanganate solution. After ~ 7 days offlushing, the influent
on the treatment column was switched back to water and the
treatment column was flushed for another day. The control
column was flushed exclusively with Milli-Q water for
~ 7 days. Aqueous samples were collected from the effluent
of the control and treatment columns during the pre and
post-treatment water flushes.
Following the termination of the continuous-flow column
experiment, the bulk soil concentration of the monitored creo
sote compounds and total manganese was determined for the
material in both the control and treatment columns. From each
column, three ~ 5 g samples were analyzed for bulk soil man
ganese concentration using inductively coupled plasma emis
sion spectroscopy (Spectro Analytical, Fitchburg, MA). Soil
samples were dried (85 eC), reweighed, and then digested
using 2 mL of 50% HN0 3 and 10 mL of 50% HCI for 1 hat 100°C
(Method 3030F, APHA, 1998)..In this method, all the manganese
species present are converted to Mn+2 and the MOL was
0.07 mg/L Mn. The bulk soil concentration of selected creosote
compounds for the remainder of the soil in the treatme~t and
control columns were determined as described above for the
stop-flow columns.
Permanganate solutions were made by dissolving solid
I<Mn04 (BOH, Toronto, CAl into Milli-Q water. Permanganate

concentration was quantified on filtered samples (0.45-~un
glass fibre, Pall Corporation) by spectrophotometry at 525 nm
with a MOL of 1.3 mg/L. The spectrophotometer was
calibrated prior to each sampling event using a standard
stock solution (APHA, 1998).

2.2. Results Gnd discussion
2.2.1. Stop-flow column experiments
A total of 96 injection episodes were performed over the
172 day duration of the stop-flow column experiments
resulting in ~ 29 g of I<Mn04 injected into the treatment
column. At the end of the first injection the characteristic
dark purple colour rapidly faded as it was reduced to
manganese oxides by easily oxidizable creosote compounds.
As additional permanganate was added in subsequent
injections the dark purple colour persisted and, through the
glass column walls, preferential flow pathways were clearly
distinguished by the dark purple permanganate solution, and
diffusion into pore spaces that were initially bypassed were
visible. After the injection of 16 pore volumes (PVs) the
bottom screen in the treatment column became plugged,
presumably due to manganese oxide deposition, and an 18
gauge needle was used to make small holes .in the screen so
additional pennanganate solution could be added. Magne
sium oxides deposition on the screen did not become a
problem again until41 PVs had been injected into the column
and the experiment was terminated. The effluent sample
from the treatment column frequently contained visibly
flocculent brown particles, presumably mobile manganese
oxides. No gas phase (e.g., CO 2 ) was observed in the
treatment column during the stop-flow column experiment.
Effluent concentrations from both the control and treat
ment columns showed a rapid decrease in the aqueous
concentrations for the more soluble compounds such as
phenol, a-cresol and m-xylene (not shown). The less soluble
compounds such as biphenyl, carbazole, dibenzofuran and
anthracene were continually dissolved from NAPL as shown
in Fig. 1. Interpretation of these effluent data is complicated by
the stop-flow nature of this column experiment. After each
injection episode the aqueous concentration of an individual
compound would be significantly decreased in both the
control and treatment columns and then gradually increase to
reach its effective aqueous solubility; however, in the
treatment column the rate of mass transfer is affected by
the presence of permanganate. Specifically, in the treatment
column the aqueous concentration of oxidizable compounds
will remain depressed for a longer period of time resulting in
increased dissolution of each oxidizable compound and hence
the more readily oxidizable compounds will be removed to a
greater extent than the less reactive or non-reactive com
pounds. Since the permanganate concentration was observed
to decrease to approximately zero between injection epi
sodes, the effective aqueous solubility in the treatment
column was most likely reached before the next injection
episode. If a sufficient mass of reactive compounds were
removed, then the NAPL mole fraction would decrease along
with the effective aqueous solubility consistent with the
solubility analog of Raoult's Law (King and Barker, 1999).
Studies examining mass transfer rates have shown that
equilibrium concentrations can be reached quickly (minutes
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residence time between injection episodes, there seems to be
little difference between the carbazole and anthracene effluent
concentrations despite the order-of-magnitude difference in
their second-order reaction rate coefficient.
Table 2 lists the initial and final bulk soil concentration of
each monitored compound in the control and treatment
columns. The overall bulk soil concentration of the monitored
creosote compounds in the treatment column was reduced by
37% compared to only 1% for the control column, clearly
indicative that oxidation of selected compounds occurred in
the treatment column. For compounds that are readily
oxidized by permanganate (e.g., carbazole, fluorene, anthra
cene) the percent mass removed was much higher in the
treatment column compared to the control column. Surpris
ingly, compounds that are resistant to permanganate, such as
dibenzofuran and biphenyl, were also removed to a greater
extent in the treatment column relative to the control column,
presumably due to an increase in their NAPL mole fraction
values. For example the data indicated that 77% of the
biphenyl mass was removed from the treatment column
compared to 14% from the control column despite the fact
that biphenyl is resistant to permanganate oxidation.
For the soil samples evaluated in this investigation, it
was assumed that the predominant manganese species was
Mn02 and hence the manganese results are reported in
terms of MnOz per mass of dry soil. The average bulk soil
manganese concentration precipitated in the treatment
column after 172 days was 20.8 g MnOz/kg, and varied from
14.5 g Mn02/kg at the top of the column to 26.0 g Mn02/kg
at the bottom of the column. This variation is consistent
with the orange/brown precipitate observed near the top of
the column that gradually became blacker further down the
column and at the very bottom a hard manganese oxide
deposition was present. The average bulk soil manganese
concentration of the sand used in these bench-scale
experiments was -0.4 g MnOz/kg.

2.2.2. Continuous-flow column experiments
to hours) for chlorinated organics (Anderson et al.. 1992), but
for slow-stirring batch experiments with diesel fuel and
column experiments with creosote it took 40 to 60 h for all
of the components to reach aqueous phase equilibrium
(Priddle and MacQuarrie, 1994; Schluep et aI., 2001). Since
the residence time between injection episodes was -48 h we
believe that this was sufficient to allow the more abundant and
soluble creosote components to reach equilibrium concentra
tions in both the control and treatment columns. For the non
reactive compounds (e.g., biphenyl, dibenzofuran) the effluent
concentrations in both the control and treatment column
remained relatively constant while more than 42 PVs of
solution was flushed through each column. Considering the
initial high mass fraction of these compounds 'in the NAPL this
suggests that the effective solubility of at least these two
compounds remained relatively unchanged. The differences in
effluent concentration between the control and treatment
columns were presumed to be due to slight variations in
column packing and NAPL heterogeneity. For the reactive
compounds such as carbazole and anthracene, the effluent
concentration from the treatment column was substantially
lower relative to the control column indicating that enhanced
mass removal of these compounds occurred. Given the

Approximately 8.5 g of KMn04 was injected into the
treatment column over the 7 day treatment period or about
1/3 of the permanganate mass injected into the stop-flow
treatment column. The mass discharge of the monitored
creosote compounds, as estimated from the product of the
measured aqueous concentration and flow rate, for the post
treatment water flush are listed in Table 2. With the exception of
biphenyl. fluoranthene and dibenzofuran, the listed mass
discharge estimates were lower for the treatment column by
14 to 97% relative to the control column. Based on the kinetic
data in Table 1, it was expected that biphenyl and dibenzofuran,
being resistant to permanganate oxidation, would increase in
mole fraction in the NAPL and hence mass discharge. This
increase results in a higher mass removal which is consistent
with obselvations from the stop-flow experiments. Fluor
anthene, while susceptible to oxidation by permanganate,
displayed similar trends to biphenyl and dibenzofuran. The
reason for the increase in the fluoranthene mass discharge is
unclear but in kinetic studies it was observed that f1uoranthene
was not completely oxidized by permanganate and the reaction
stopped within the first 3 min following the addition of
permanganate (Forsey, 2004). Thus the rate coefficient given
in Table 1 is for the initial reaction and not for the complete
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oxidation of fluoranthene. This apparent increase in fluor
anthene mass discharge may be due to either incomplete
oxidation of fluoranthene or production of an oxidation
byproduct with a gas chromatograph retention time similar to
that of fluoranthene. Considering that the initial NAPL satura
tion in the continuous-flow experiments was considerably
lower than in the stop-flow experiments (3% compared to 8%) it
was not surprising that the percent mass removal of the
monitored creosote compounds in the control column (not
shown) was much higher (15 to 40%) than those obselved in the
stop-flow column experiments. However. the mass removal
trends between the treatment and control column for the
continuous-flow experiment are consistent with the observa
tions from the stop-flow column experiment.
Following the introduction of permanganate to the treat
ment column. there was a marked increase in the hydraulic
gradient across the column. resulting in a decrease in
hydraulic conductivity from 1.3 x 10-; to 1.6x lO- ol cm/s over
1 day. The hydraulic gradient continued to increase and. at the
completion of the permanganate flush. the hydraulic con
ductivity was estimated to be 9.3 x 10- 5 cm/s. The hydraulic
gradient across the control column was relatively constant
compared to the treatment column. The evolution of the
increased hydraulic gradient and corresponding decrease in
hydraulic conductivity is a result of the formation and
subsequent deposition of manganese solids within the
treatment column presumably obstructing flow pathways. At
the termination of the continuous-flow experiment the
average bulk manganese concentration in the treatment
column was 5.5 g Mn02/kg which was significantly (a=5%)
larger than the average bulk manganese concentration in the
control column of 0.4 g Mn02/kg. confirming that manganese
oxides had been deposited within the treatment column. The
bulk manganese concentrations reported for the stop-flow
experiment were considerably larger than for the continuous
flow experiment due to a higher permanganate dosing. While
hydraulic conductivity reduction due to the production of CO 2
gas has been observed by others (e.g.. Schroth et ,11.. 2001 ). no
CO 2 production was observed over the course of this
continuous-flow experiment.

2.3. Conclusions
The results from these preliminary column experiments
indicate that sufficient mass removal of reactive com
pounds can be achieved during permanganate treatment
so that an increase in the NAPL mole fraction of non
reactive compounds is realized. This increase in mole
fraction results in an increased effective solubility and
aqueous concentration for the more abundant non-reac
tive compounds. Consequently. the rate of mass removal of
these compounds also increased. For the continuous-flow
column experiments the 25% decrease in the mass dis
charge was associated with a 33% decrease in compound
mass: however, there was no relationship between the
percent mass of reactive compounds removed and the
corresponding percent reduction in discharge for indivi
dual compounds. Both column experiments demonstrated
the physical impact of manganese oxide formation and
deposition: continual clogging of the inlet screen in the
stop-flow experiment giving rise to injection problems.

and an order-oF-magnitude decrease in the hydraulic
conductivity of the continuous-flow column. The manga
nese concentration in the treatment column is within the
range (2 to 24 g Mn02/kg) reported in the literature
(Mackinnon and Thomson. 2002: Siegrist et al.. 2002: Li
and Schwartz. 2004) and suggests that mass transfer
impacts may have occurred.
3. Pilot-scale field investigation

3.1. Site description and history
The pilot-scale field investigation component of this study
was conducted on a creosote source zone installed on August
28. 1991 in the -10 III thick unconfined aquifer at the CFB
Borden (Fig. 2). The detailed monitoring network depicted in
Fig. 2(a) was originally installed by Mackay et ,11. (1986)
as palt of a previous plume study. The timeline used to
monitor events associated with this source zone are denoted
by the number of days since source zone installation which is
Day O.
The creosote used to construct this source zone comprised
-70 kg of raw creosote (Carbochem Ltd. Mississauga ON)
augmented with 0.45 kg carbazole. 0.50 kg p-cresol. 1 kg
phenol and 3 kg m-xylene. This modified creosote was mixed
with - 5800 kg of sand with a hydraulic conductivity of 3.6 x
10- 4 m/s to reach a NAPL saturation of 7% (v/v). The hydraulic
conductivity of this sand is approximately a factor offour higher
than the native Borden aquifer material (8.5 x 10- 5 m/s) and was
used to ensure that groundwater flow though the source zone
would not be inhibited by the NAPL presence. The creosote and
sand mixture was then installed in two adjacent zones (denoted
as the east and west source areas. For additional details on the
source zone emplacement see Malcolmson (1992). and King
and Ba rker (1999).
Prior to permanganate treatment. a detailed plume
monitoring program was undertaken on Day 278. 626.
1357 and 3619 (King and Barker 1999; King et al.. 1999). This
monitoring program involved sampling of 63 to 179 multi
level wells and required the analysis of 717 to 2415 samples
for each sampling episode. Mass entering the plume from
the source was estimated at an up-gradient boundary
coincident with the row of multilevel samplers located
-2.7 m from the source (denoted here as the 3-m fence line
shown on Fig. 2). King and Barker (1999) developed a model
based on the solubility analog of Raoult's Law to simulate
the dissolution of compounds from the source zone using a
constant groundwater flux of 0.03 m/day and a cross
sectional flow area of 6 m2 • Results from this model were
within a factor of 2 of observed dissolved concentrations in
the source. Using this model. it was estimated that there
was - 350 mol of creosote compounds remaining in the
source zone at the start of permanganate treatment (Day
3675) and that - 150 mol are associated with the known
reactive compounds listed in Table 1.

3.2. Source zone treatment
3.2.1. Methods
Based on the findings from the column experiments. and
to meet the objective of this pilot-scale field investigation. a
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Fig. 2. Creosote source zone and plume monitoring network: (a) plan view of
source zone ,lnd plume monitoring network (each plume monitoring
location represents a multilevel sampler): (b) plan view of the source zone
with pennanganate injection/extraction wells. piezometers. core locations.
and O.3-m sampling fence line shown.

semi-passive pulse injection system was employed to deliver
permanganate to the source zone using the 4 up-gradient
injection wells shown on Fig. 2(b). A delivery system of this
type is possible in this investigation due to the hydraulic
conductivity of the source zone which, by design, is equal to
or greater than the native aquifer material. Injection wells
were constructed from 5 cm diameter PVC stock well material
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and installed by a direct push technique to a nominal depth of
3.5 m below ground surface (bgs) and screened (lO-slot) over
the 2.2 m depth of the source zone. A pulse injection system
can sustain permanganate concentrations in the source zone
to maximize the oxidation reaction rates and diffusion related
concentration gradients (e.g.. Schnarr et al.. 1998: Lowe et aI.,
2002: Thomson et aI., 2007). Each injection episode was
designed to deliver a total of 3200 Lof permanganate solution
(800 L/well) up-gradient of the source zone. To generate a
uniform permanganate treatment to each source area.
injection into one well up-gradient of each source area was
followed by injection into the other well, thus creating
overlapping injection zones. With the aid of results from
groundwater flow simulations using MODFLOW-2000
(Harbaugh et aI., 2000) an injection rate of 5 L/min was
selected for delivery of the design volume in - 10 h, resulting
in minimal disturbance to the ambient flow field. Based on an
estimated average linear groundwater velocity of 10 cm/day.
the tail of each permanganate pulse was expected to migrate
sufficiently down-gradient of the injection wells in - 7 days to
necessitate another injection episode to maintain the pre
sence of permanganate within the source zone. To limit
density effects and maximize permanganate concentration, a
design concentration of 15 g KMn04/L was selected which has
a specific gravity of 1.01 at 20°C (Carus Corporation, 2007) .
Prior to each injection episode, the required permanganate
solution was mixed on site by adding a sufficient mass of solid
KMn04 (CAl ROX® Technical Grade Potassium Permanganate,
CJrus Chemical) to uncontaminated groundwater to achieve
the target concentration. The permanganate solution was
filtered «5 ~tm) and then injected using a centrifugal pump
with a throttled outlet to control the flow rate.
The permanganate NOD represents the consumption of
pennanganate by the naturally occurring reduced species
(organic carbon, and reduced minerals containing Fe(II), Mn
(II, Ill) and S(-I, -II)) associated with the aquifer material
(Siegrist et aI., 2001: Mumford et aI., 2005: Honning et aI.,
2007), and for native Borden aquifer material has been
estimated to range from 0.4 to 3.5 g-KMn04/kg (Thomson
et al. 2007). This permanganate NOD is consistent with the
low TOC and mineralogy of the Borden aquifer material
(calcite, quartz, plagioclase, and feldspar minerals with
surface coatings of iron ,md manganese oxyhydroxides)
(Ball et aI., 1990). The NOD of the sand material used to
construct the source area is not known but it is expected to be
less than the Borden aquifer material NOD. Permanganate
consumption by groundwater was expected to be minimal.
One week after each permanganate injection episode,
permanganate breakthrough was monitored at a sampling
fence line located - 0.3 m down-gradient from the source
(identified here as the 0.3-m fence line). The O.3-m fence line
comprised 7 multilevel bundles with 13, 3 mm inside
diameter stainless steel points per bundle. Samples were
collected into 40 mL sample vials using a single-tube vacuum
system (King and Barker, 1999). Quantification of permanga
nate concentration was completed at the University of
Waterloo following the procedure described in Section 2.1.
To monitor hydraulic conditions during permanganate
treatment, 9 multilevel piezometers were installed using a
direct push technique around the source zone (Fig. 2(b )). Each
piezometer was constructed from 1.25 cm diameter high
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density polyethylene tubing notched, screened with Nitex®,
and arranged in bundles of 4 tubes extending to nominal
depths of 1, 2, 3 and 4 m bgs,
Sixty days prior to initiating permanganate treatment and
150 days after the termination of treatment, a performance
assessment comprised of ambient mass discharge (King et aI.,
1999; Einarson and MacKay, 2001; ITRC, 2004) and forced
mass discharge measurements was performed. Under ambi
ent gradient conditions a round of samples (~80) from the
O.3-m fence line were collected and analyzed for representa
tive coal tar creosote compounds. Samples were collected into
40 mL sample vials using a single-tube vacuum system (King
and Barker, 1999). At least 40 mL of groundwater was pumped
through the system prior to sample collection. Samples were
preserved with 0.4 mL of 10% sodium azide solution, placed in
coolers and transported to the University of Waterloo for
analysis. These data were used to establish an estimate of the
mass loading from the source zone to the plume under
ambient gradient conditions. This mass loading or dissolution
rate (i.e., the rate at which the mass of a specific coal tar
creosote compound crosses the plane defined by the O.3-m
fence line) was calculated by integrating the spatial distribu
tion of the aqueous mass flux over the O.3-m fence line (King
et aI., 1999; Einarson and MacKay, 2001; ITRC, 2004; Kubert
and Finkel. 2006).
In contrast to the ambient mass discharge estimate which
is subject to variable hydraulic conditions and spatial
integration errors, the forced mass discharge estimate allows
for a large degree of control between assessment measure
ments since a similar pumping and hence flow field can be
established through the source zone. The forced mass
discharge measurement is similar to the integral pumping
test used to quantify mass fluxes (Bockelmann et aI., 2001;
Beland-Pelletier et aI., submitted for publication). Four
extraction wells located ~ 0.5 m down-gradient of the source
zone were installed, identical to the permanganate injection
wells described above, to facilitate the forced mass discharge
estimate. During the forced mass discharge assessment,
uncontaminated site groundwater water was injected into
the 4 injection wells, while groundwater was pumped from
the 4 extraction wells. Extracted groundwater was blended
prior to a groundwater sample collection port and then
passed through a carbon filter (Calgon Corporation, model
F300) and released to the ground surface >50 m down
gradient. Periodic groundwater samples were collected in
40 mL vials with no head space, preserved with 0.4 mL of 10%
sodium azide solution, placed in coolers and transported to
the University of Waterloo for analysis. The forced mass
discharge estimate to the extraction wells from the source
zone was calculated as the product of the total extraction flow
rate times the concentration of coal tar creosote compound
(Ptak and Teutsch, 2000; Bockelmann et aI., 2001; ITRC,
2004).
Two intact soil cores were extracted from the source zone
110 days prior to permanganate treatment using a piston core
barrel technique similar to that described in Starr and
Ingleton (1992). The core tube consisted of5-cm ID aluminum
pipe and brass core catcher, and was driven to depth with a
jackhammer. Each core tube was capped and placed in a
cooler for transport to the University of Waterloo where they
were stored in a walk-in refrigerator prior to opening. In order

to develop an understanding of the bulk soil concentration
vertical distribution for a number of compounds, the entire
length of one core was sub-sampled in 1 or 2 cm lengths (see
Fig. 2(b) for location). Sample extraction and analysis were as
described in Section 2.1.
Approximately 180 days following permanganate treat
ment 3 intact soil cores were collected from in and up
gradient of the source zone. One core was taken immediately
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down-gradient of an injection well but outside the source
zone, and the other 2 cores were taken from the up-gradient
and down-gradient edges of the east source area (see Fig. 2
(b) for locations). Each of the post-treatment soil cores were
sub-sampled (1 mL) using a pre-cleaned micro-sampling
tool on a 1 cm grid and mixed to produce 3 composite
samples for each core. A sub-sample from each composite
was analyzed for the bulk soil creosote compound concen
trations identical to the pre-treatment analysis. A second
sub-sample was analyzed for total manganese by ASTM
method D 3974-81.

3.2.2. Results and discussion
3.2.2.1. Permanganate delivery system. A total of 6 pulsing
episodes were preformed with an average pennanganate
concentration of -13 g KMn04/L for a total of -125 kg of
KMn04' The injections were completed up-gradient of the
source zone from Day 3675 to Day 3710. The volume of
permanganate solution injected during each pulsing
episode varied from 1700 to 2300 L; well short of the
design injection volume of 3200 L. The design injection
rate of 1 L/min was not able to be sustained during any of
the pulsing episodes. Even though the permanganate
solution was filtered prior to injection, the injection rate
had to be reduced on each successive injection episode in
response to a presumed decrease in the surrounding
hydraulic conductivity since there was no evidence of
screen clogging and no solid precipitate was observed in
any of the injection wells. The difficulty in delivering the
permanganate was attributed to the formation and
deposition of manganese oxides and a subsequent reduc
tion in hydraulic conductivity in the source zone which
affected the ability of the injection wells to function as
expected. Given the proximity of the injection wells to the
source zone, this observation is similar to the continuous
flow column experiments where a continual reduction in

hydraulic conductivity was observed during permanga
nate treatment. The apparent reduction in hydraulic
conductivity manifested itself in the localized mounding
of the groundwater table.
Permanganate concentration contours at the 0.3-m fence
line 7 days after the 1st, 3rd and 5th pulsed injection episodes,
and 35 days after the 6th pulsed injection episode are
presented in Fig. 3. The spatial distribution of permanganate
at the O.3-m fence line 7 days after the 1st delivelY episode
indicates that much of the injected permanganate mass had
been consumed between the injection wells and the fence
line due to oxidation of selected creosote compounds and
satisfaction of the NOD. The permanganate spatial distribu
tion at the O.3-m fence line 7 days after the 3rd and 5th pulsed
injection episodes are consistent with the other distributions
(not shown) and illustrates the heterogeneity of the perman
ganate distribution down-gradient of the source zone. It
appears that the delivered pennanganate was able to migrate
through much of the source zone; however, there were areas
where lower down-gradient pennanganate concentrations
were observed (e.g., the right edge of the east source area, and
the upper portion of the west source area). The maximum
permanganate concentration observed in the 0.3-m fence line
was typically located coincident to the bottom of the west
source area and, for some sampling rounds, was close to the
average injected concentration of -13 g KMn04/L indicative
of little permanganate consumption. These data suggest that
the pulsed injection system was able to deliver permanganate
to the source zone as designed. Permanganate was detected at
the O.3-m fence line at a concentration of - 6 g KMn04/L
35 days following the final injection episode (Fig. 3(d))
presumably due to the slow depletion of permanganate
mass trapped in lower hydraulic conductivity regions in the
source zone. Monitoring conducted - 5 months following the
final injection episode indicated that no detectable perman
ganate was present in any of the samples collected from the
O.3-m fence line.

Table 3
Pre- and post-treatment ambient and forced gradient discharge estimates for selected coal tar creosote compounds
Compound

NalJhthalene
I-methylnaphthalene
Acenaphthylene
BilJhenyl
Acenaphthene
Fluorene
CariJazole
Dibenzofuran
Phenanthrene
Anthracene
Fluorallthene
Pyrene
Benz(a )anthracene
Chlysene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Total

Ambient gradient discharge

Forced gradient discharge

Pre-treatment

Post-treatment

1!Jg/W

[mg/dayl

[pg/LI"

[mg/dayl

12.000
850
60
300
1500
430
270
860
300
150
60
46
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL

750
200
15
84
430
110
61
250
31

12.600
780
80
380
1500
340
200
1100
280
170

13

77

9

27
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL

310
120
6
71
200
51
18
210
60
14
11
3

-59
-40
-58
-15
-53
-54
-70
-16
-37
-55
-11
-63

1075

-47

96

2048

Notes:
J
Peak concentration in the O.3-m fence line.
h Average concentration in blended effluent.

Percent
change

Pre-treatment

Post-treatment

[pg/Llb

[mgjdayl

[pg/Llb

910
250
19
110
600
190
130
260
160
41
19
14
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL

2900
810
60
360
1900
630
400
1200
520
130
61
45

470
150
8
83
280
85
35
250
110
24
18
7
<MDL
<MDL
<MDL

9016

[mg/dayl
2200
710
35
400
1200
400
170
1200
520
110
86
35

7066

Percent
change

-24
-12
-42
11
-37
-37
-58

o
o
-15
41
-22

-22
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3.2.2.2. Ambient mass discharge. Pre- and post-treatment
ambient mass discharge estimates were determined by
spatial integration of the O.3-m fence line data. The spatial
area associated with each individual concentration measure
ment was determined by the Theissen polygon method
(Thiessen, 1911). Since the monitoring network used was of
insufficient spatial extent to capture the entire plume, no
attempt was undel1aken to extrapolate beyond the spatial
extents of the monitoring fence line. A uniform Darcy flux of
5.4 and 4.4 cm/day were estimated for the pre- and post
treatment spatial distribution, respectively, based on
observed hydraulic gradients estimated from the surrounding
piezometers on the day of sampling, and an assumed constant
hydraulic conductivity of 8.5 x 10- 5 Ill/S (Mackay et aI., 1986).
Both laboratory and field evidence strongly suggests that
pennanganate application to the source zone results in a
decrease in hydraulic conductivity, but no in situ measure
ments of hydraulic conductivity were obtained. However,
given that the hydraulic conductivity of the source zone
following permanganate application was expected to be
lower, the assumption of an unchanged hydraulic conductiv
ity value will result in a conservative estimate of the mass
discharge. Table 3 presents the results of the ambient
discharge calculations based on data obtained pre- and
post-treatmen t.
The results of the ambient discharge calculations indicate
that the Illass discharge for all the compounds examined
decreased between pre- and post-treatment. The total load
decreased from 2048 to 1075 mg/day. All compounds
indicated a > 35% reduction in mass discharge except for
biphenyl, dibenzofuran and fluoranthene which is consistent
with the findings from the continuous-flow column experi
ments. There was a general trend toward higher reductions in
compound concentrations at the O.3-m fence line in areas
associated with observed higher permanganate concentra
tion during treatment. Fig. 4 presents the pre- and post
treatment carbazole concentration spatial distribution at the
O.3-m fence line. The general trends are consistent with the
ambient mass discharge calculations and clearly show that
the extent of detectable concentrations of carbazole was
substantially decreased following permanganate treatment.
In particular, the pre-treatment distribution for the east
source area indicates two distinct zones of relatively high
carbazole concentration, while the post-treatment distribu
tion indicates that both zones remain but with decreased
peak concentrations.
3.2.2.3. Forced gradient discharge. About 100 days prior to
permanganate treatment a quasi-steady state flow field was
established across the source zone by injecting uncontami
nated site groundwater into the 4 injection wells at a
cumulative rate of -4 L/min while simultaneously extracting
groundwater from the 4 extraction wells at a cumulative rate
of 2.2 L/min. The combined effluent from the 4 wells was
blended and sampled daily for - 9 days. It was not possible to
re-create the identical hydraulic conditions - 215 days follow
ing permanganate treatment due to the well efficiency issues
discussed above and thus only the 4 extraction wells were
used but were operated at a slightly higher cumulative flow
rate of - 3.3 L/min. During the pre-treatment assessment the
hydraulic gradient across the source zone between corre
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Fig. 4. (a) Pre-treatment and (b) post-treatment carbazole concentration
contours (Ilg/L) at the O.3-m fence line. The east and west source area is on
the left and right respectively.

sponding pairs of injection/extraction wells was relatively
uniform at -0.35 Ill/m, while during the post-treatment
assessment the hydraulic gradient across the source zone
varied from - 0.25 m/m for the outermost pairs of injection/
extraction wells to -0.10 m/m for the innermost pairs of
injection/extraction wells. In spite of this difference in
hydraulic gradient, the spatial extent of the capture zone for
each assessment is comparable, suggesting that extracted
groundwater was drawn from similar areas. The hydraulic
head contours for the post-treatment assessment indicate a
deflection between the two source areas, suggestive of a
lower conductivity in the source zone relative to the native
aquifer material.
The time series concentration data for the various monitored
coal tar creosote species in the blended effluent during both the
pre- and post-treatment assessment showed some initial
variability (a coefficient of variation of <0.1 for the pre
treatment assessment and <0.3 for the post-treatment assess
ment) over the initial 2 to 5 days of extraction and then
stabilized. The higher variability obselved for the post-treat
ment assessment was assumed to be a result of the reduced
control over the flow field compared to the pre-treatment
assessment. The average concentration of the last 2 days of the
time series data were used to estimate the mass discharge for
each species under forced gradient conditions (Table 3). The
results indicate that the mass discharge for all compounds,
except biphenyl, dibenzofuran, phenanathrene and fluor
anthene, decreased following pennanganate treatment. There
was essentially no change in the mass discharge of dibenzofuran
and phenanathrene, and the increase in post-treatment mass
discharge for biphenyl and fluoranthene is consistent with the
finding from the preliminary bench-scale experiments.
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The bulk soil concentration data for the
pre-treatment soil core for 4 compounds are presented in Fig. 5.
These data are typical of the other monitored compounds and
illustrate that the bulk soil concentration is quite variable
throughout the depth of the source zone. Based on a
geostatistical analysis, these spatial distributions where deter
mined to be highly variable and randomly distributed. This
randomly distributed bulk soil concentration distribution
highlights the inherent difficulty with the extrapolation of a
point bulk soil concentration measurement to a larger volume
even for this carefully emplaced source zone. As a result of this
highly variable and random spatial distribution of mass within
the source zone, no statistically significant change (a= 5%) in
mass for any of the monitored species was evident between the
pre-treatment soil core and either of the post-treatment soil
cores extracted from the source zone. Furthermore, there is no
statistical difference in the mean bulk soil concentrations for
the core taken from the up-gradient edge of the source zone and
the core taken from the down-gradient edge of the source zone.
The analysis of pre- and post-treatment core material also
included an evaluation of total manganese. While the precise
composition of the manganese solid that forms during
pennanganate oxidation of various creosote species is
unknown, it is expected to be of the form MnOx' The average
bulk soil manganese concentration in the post-treatment
source zone cores (- 6.0 g Mn02/kg) was statistically higher
than the average bulk soil manganese concentration in the
pre-treatment soil core (- 0.8 g Mn02/kg). There is no
statistically significant difference in the mean bulk soil
manganese concentrations between the post-treatment soil
core taken from the up-gradient edge and down-gradient
edge of the source zone. The elevated manganese concentra
tion in the post-treatment source cores was similar to the
manganese concentration in the continuous-flow treatment
column. Given that the hydraulic conductivity reduction
observed in the treatment column was attributed to the
formation of manganese oxide deposition it is possible that a
similar hydraulic conductivity reduction occurred within the
source zone.

Monitoring data indi
cated that permanganate was consistently detected at the O.3-m
fence line. These data were used to estimate the total mass of
permanganate that crossed this fence line using the same
approach as employed to determine the ambient mass
discharge, and assuming a linear temporalvariation in discharge
between monitoring episodes. The results from these calcula
tions indicate tha t - 90 kg or - 570 mol of permanganate
migrated across the 0.3-m fence line. Since -790 mol of
permanganate were delivered up-gradient of the source zone
during the 35 day treatment period, - 200 mol of permanganate
were assumed to be consumed through oxidation of coal tar
creosote compounds within source zone, if the NOD of the
source zone material is assumed to be insignificant. If the
average stoichiometric mole ratio between permanganate and
selected coal tar creosote compounds is 18 to 1. assuming
complete mineralization of the selected coal tar creosote
compounds, then -11 mol of the 150 mol or -7% of reactive
coal tar creosote compounds that were estimated to be present
in the source zone at the start of treatment were oxidized by
permanganate.

3.2.2.4. Soil cores.
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Long-term post-treatment monitoring focused only on the
down-gradient plume which was comprehensively sampled
on Day 4315 and Day 5140, or approximately 2 and 4 years
following treatment. On Day 4065 only the 3-m fence line was
sampled. Fig. 6 shows dissolved concentration contours
created using the maximum observed concentration of each
compound at each multilevel sampler for two pre-treatment
(Day 1357 and Day 3619) and the two post-treatment (Day
4315 and Day 5140) sampling episodes. For comparison
purposes 4 plume metrics were used: mass discharge crossing
the 3-m sampling fence line (see Fig. 2(a) for location), total
plume mass, the down-gradient plume mass profile, and the
plume spatial extent. The mass discharge (mg/day) of each
compound (Table 4 and Fig. 7) crossing the 3-m fence line was
estimated as described for the O.3-m fence line in Section
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3.2.2: however, a constant and uniform groundwater flux
(0.03 m/day) was used. The initial sampling fence line used on
Day 278, Day 626 and Day 1357 consisted of 8 multi levels
with 14 vertical sampling points and was expanded to 15
multi levels with 14 vertical sampling points for the remaining
sampling episodes. The 3-m fence line instead of the O.3-m
fence line was used in this long-term plume monitoring to be
consistent with the previous historical data collected (King
and Barker, 1999). In general the mass discharge crossing the
0.3-m fence line is - 2.5 times larger than the mass discharge
crossing the 3-m fence line due to the significant level of
biotransformation that occurs between these two fence lines
(King et aI., 1999). The uncertainty in the reported mass
discharge estimates was determined by considering analytical
error associated with the quantification of the concentration
of each compound, variation of groundwater velocity, and
data density (Beland-Pelletier et aI., submitted for publica
tion). The error bars in Fig. 7 represent ± 1 standard deviation
as estimated from a coefficient of variation of 0.28 for Day
278, Day 626 and Day 1357, and 0.12 for the remaining
sampling days. For each sampling episode the total plume
mass for each compound (Table 4 and Fig. 8) was estimated as
the sum of the mass in the dissolved and sorbed phases using
R Md where Md is the dissolved mass estimated using a three
dimensional integration of the multilevel sampler concentra
tions (King et aI., 1999), and R=(1 +Pb [(ct / ti) is the compound
specific retardation factor. Retardation values (Table 4) were
calculated using a porosity (fJ) of 0.33, a bulk density (Ph) of
1810 kg/m 3 (Mackay et aI., 1986), and distribution coefficients
([(d) from laboratOlY data (King et aI., 1999) or estimated from
literature correlations (Karickhoff et aI., 1979) and octonal
water partition data. The uncertainty in the total plume mass
estimate was determined by considering the mass balance
errors reported from previous natural gradient conservative
tracer experiments conducted within the same densely
monitored area ofthe Borden aquifer (Freyberg, 1986; Mackay
et al. 1986; Hubbard, 1992) and the uncertainty associated
with the estimate of sorbed mass. Thus, the uncertainty
estimates vary between compounds: however, in Fig. 8 a
coefficient of variation of 0.36 was used for all compounds to
capture the highest uncertainty. To provide an indication of
the down-gradient dissolved plume mass profile the three
dimensional integration of the sampling network was used to
assign plume mass into -1 m intervals or slices (Fig. 9) for Day
3619, Day 4315 and Day 5140. Note that the mass in a pseudo
steady state plume typically decreases with increasing
distance from the source due to biotransformation processes
(King et aI., 1999).
3.3.1. Discussion
Naphthalene and m-xylene were undergoing significant
attenuation at the time of treatment and it was not possible to
separate the effects of the source zone treatment from that of
the ongoing plume shrinkage. Following treatment all of the
remaining monitored compounds, except for anthracene,
followed a similar trend that was characterized by an initial
decrease in mass discharge on Day 4065 and/or total plume
Fig. 6. Dissolved plume concentration contours of (a) biphenyl, (b) carbazole,
(c) dibenzofuran, and (d) anthracene. Permanganate treatment occurred
between Day 3675 to Day 3710 (dashed line).
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Table 4
Estimated mass discharge UD) at the 3-m fence line. and total plume mass (M T ) at the given sampling day
Compound

Rt'tar£iatioll value·1

TIl-xylene

2.2

Naphthalene

2.2 (

b

l-merhylnJphth,llene

2.3 c

Biphenyl

7.5 iJ

Acenaphthelle
Fluorene
Carbazole
DilJ~l1zofuran

6.61>
11.2 b

5.6 '
4.7 c

Phenanthr('nt'

10.9 (

Anthracene

20.1 b

S,lmple day
278

626

1357

3619

4065

4315

5140

3000

1000

280

4.0

3.3

0

0

Mr(g)

580

230

92

4.4

0.86

0

JI) (mg/day)

2800

2200

1100

340

230

160

Mr(g)

410

750

1300

220

Jf) (mg/day)

93

130

99

82

Jo (Illg/day)

Mr(g)

11

22

tl2

75

Jf) (mg/day)

25

63

17

34

Mr(g)

3.5

13

14

37

Jf) (mg/day)

130

220

190

170

Mr(g)

18

31

64

170

J[) (Illg/day)

19

58

43

MT(g)

2.4

7.1

40

220
49
24
75
21

.!f)(mglday)

24

43

16

4.5

11

18

22
,18

9.7

Mr(g)
JI) (mg/day)

66

79

78

95

78

Mr(g)

14

28

24

88

Jil (mg/day)

0.70

3

21

31

Mr(g)

0.31

1.1

R.O

35

JIi (mg/day)

2.0

9

10

11

MT(g)

0.5

2.4

3.5

14

110

110

SO

68

45

57

39

38

29

50

140

140

130

180

33

39

31

59

14

25

21

41

110

120

73

180

28

28

41

40

Rl

9.2

8

7.0

14

8.8

The dashed vertical line represents the pennanganate treatment interval (Day 3675 to 3710).
Notes:
"Associated estimates of R according to R= 1 +(,l"/f1)K,,.
"value of Kd from literature values of log Kow using log K",= 1.00 log K"w-0.21 and /(n=[o,K,,(.
rv"lue of Kn determined from laboratory batch testing by King et ill. (1999).

mass on Day 4315, and then a rebound in both mass discharge
and total plume mass to pre-treatment values or higher by Day
5140 (see Table 4). Mass discharge on Day 4065 was 10 to 60%
lower relative to Day 3619 values, and total plume mass on Day
4315 was 0 to 55% lower relative to Day 3619 values. This overall
trend was observed for both reactive and non-reactive
compounds.
Pre-treatment plume trends of reactive compounds (e.g.,
carbazole) indicate an increasing plume size (Fig. 6 (b)) and total
plume mass (Fig. 8 (b)). The pre-treatment mass discharge of
carbazole peaked on Day 626 and then remained relatively
constant. Following treatment the maximum concentrations
within the carbazole plume, total plume mass and mass
discharge decreased on Day 4315; however, the plume spatial
extent remained the same. By Day 5140 the dissolved plume
concentrations. total plume mass and mass discharge values
had returned to pre-treatment values. The approximate
location of compounds that emanated from the source zone
during the 35 day treatment period was calculated considering
only advective transport, estimated from retarded velocity
values using a groundwater velocity of 9 cm/day and retarda
tion factors (Table 4) assuming that there was no change to the
organic content of the aquifer solids due to exposure to
permanganate. On Day 4315 carbazole would have traveled
-10 m post-treatment (Fig. 9(b)) and while the mass within this
region of the carbazole plume is at its greatest. just up-gradient
« 10 m) there is a distinct decrease in mass. By Day 5140 the
portion of the carbazole plume that emanated from the source
zone during treatment was estimated to be at - 23 m, which is

near the leading edge of the carbazole plume where
concentrations significantly decrease and become < MOL by
- 28 m. All reactive compounds showed some degree of
decrease in mass discharge on Day 4065 since the location of
the treated region of each plume was within ±2 m of the 3-m
monitoring fence line.
Prior to treatment, compounds that were non-reactive to
permanganate (e.g., biphenyl and dibenzofuran) showed
increasing plume size and total plume mass. Biphenyl mass
discharge at the 3-m fence line peaked on Day 626 then
remained relatively constant while the dibenzofuran mass
discharge continued to increase. Following treatment on Day
4315 there appears to be a general concentration depression
within the core of the biphenyl and dibenzofuran plumes
(Fig. 6(a) and (c))) which is captured by the total plume mass
estimate (Fig. 8(a) and (c)); however, this decrease in total
plume mass is within the data uncertainty and therefore is
not statistically significant. Mass discharge estimated on Day
4065 shows a decline for both biphenyl and dibenzofuran, but
by Day 5140 the mass discharge and the total plume mass had
rebounded to pre-treatment estimates. By Day 4315 biphenyl
and dibenzofuran that emanated from the source zone during
treatment would have migrated -7.5 m and -11 m down
gradient. The biphenyl location is coincident with a depres
sion in the dissolved mass· profile (Fig. 9(a)), while the
dibenzofuran location corresponds to a mass peak within the
plume with the depression in dissolved plume mass located
< 11 m suggesting that the assumed dibenzofuran retardation
factor was too low. By Day 5140 dibenzofuran that emanated
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Anthracene was the only compound that showed a
continued decrease in plume spatial extent, total plume
mass and mass discharge following treatment. The trend in
the anthracene plume prior to treatment was an increasing
plume size (Fig. 5(d)), total plume mass (Fig. 8(d)), and mass
discharge (Fig. 7(d)). Anthracene is strongly sorbed (Table 4)
and thus the region of the anthracene plume that emanated
from the source zone during treatment was just beginning to
enter the monitoring network (~3.0 m from the source) by
Day 4315, and was -5.5 m down-gradient of the source by
Day 5140 which is within the network. Unlike the other
monitored compounds, this slowly migrating treated region
of the anthracene plume was captured in all post-treatment
sampling episodes giving rise to decreased plume metrics.lt is
hypothesized that. in future sampling episodes, the treated
region of the anthracene plume will have migrated suffi
ciently down-gradient that the anthracene total plume mass
and mass discharge will have rebounded to post-treatment

levels.
Based on the findings from the laboratory experiments it
was expected that if the NAPL was significantly impacted by
permanganate treatment that the biphenyl and dibenzofuran
plume Illass would increase, due to enhanced dissolution of
reactive compounds. which would increase their mole
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from the source zone during treatment would have migrated
~ 28 m which is beyond the extent of the detected
dibenzofuran plume. The temporary decrease in mass
discharge and plume mass for the non-reactive compounds
was not expected; however, it is clearly associated with the
source zone treatment.
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represent ± 1 standard deviation as estimated from a coefficient of variation
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(1.1 mg/L) was about twice the background and source zone
concentration (0.5 mg/L) and slightly higher than the
manganese concentrations in the plume. This suggests that
there is slightly elevated manganese concentrations emanat
ing from the source zone presumably associated with the
presence of manganese oxides deposited in the source during
permanganate treatment.
It was surprising that both reactive and non-reactive
compounds showed similar post-treatment plume metric
trends. On Day 5140 it appears that the decrease in mass
between 5 to 10 m down-gradient of the source persists after
rebound of the plume metrics has occurred. We believe that the
entire plume has been encapsulated by the monitoring network
and so essentially all chemical mass discharge was likely
considered, although the sample density (4 to 8 points/m 2 )
suggests a relative mass estimate uncertainty of < 10% (Beland
Pelletier et aI., submitted for publication). This long-term
change in the plume mass profiles near the source zone may
be related to a decrease in the hydraulic conductivity and mass
transfer rate within the source zone due to manganese oxide
deposition. These alterations to the source zone may have
caused a shift in the plume behavior just down-gradient of the
source zone that manifests as a marked depression in the
dissolved mass profiles but does not affect the mass discharge
estimate at the 3-m fence line.

(d)
4. Summary
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Fig. 9. Dissolved plume mass profile ror (.1) biphenyl. (b) carb.1zole.
(c) dibenzoruran. and (d) anthracene ror pre-treatment Day 3619. and post
treatment Day 4315 and Day 5140. The vertic.1lline represents the estimated
advective distance each compound migrated based on retarded velocity
values for Day 4315 (solid line) and Day 5140 (dashed line).

fractions. Both biphenyl and dibenzofuran show an increase
in plume mass on Day 5140 compared to Day 4315. While the
increase in the biphenyl total plume mass is perhaps
consistent with the pre-treatment trends, the increase in
dibenzofuran total plume mass of more than 100% is
suggestive of some NAPL impact.
The - 90 kg of residual permanganate that was not utilized
in the source zone may have migrated through the monitor
ing network prior to the first post-oxidation sampling event
(Day 4315). This migrating permanganate plume, if not
depleted by NOD, would cause a reduction in sorbed mass
and therefore affect the plume shape or mass of reactive
compounds. There is no evidence of extensive oxidation of
sorbed compounds such as anthracene or fluorene in the
plume. Selected groundwater samples collected up-gradient
of the source zone (background), from within the source zone,
from the 3-m fence line and from within the plume on Day
5140 were analyzed for dissolved manganese. These data
indicate that manganese concentrations at the 3-m fence line

Remediation techniques that are limited by NAPL/ground
water mass transfer (e.g., pump-and-treat) are often deemed
unpractical for the long-term management of the multi
component plume generated from coal tar creosote-contami
nated sites. One possible solution is to stabilize the source
zone by creating a rind of manganese oxide precipitates in
close proximity to the NAPL by flushing the source zone with
a concentrated pennanganate solution. Previous laboratory
observations have indicated that the formation and deposi
tion of manganese oxides can give rise to flow by-passing and
decrease NAPL/groundwater mass transfer following treat
ment. The focus of this study was to investigate the impact of
partial permanganate treatment of a coal tar creosote source
zone to reduce its ability to generate a mUlti-component
plume at the pilot-scale.
The results from the series of preliminary column experi
ments, using the same raw coal tar creosote and sand material
as the pilot-scale investigation, indicated that a mass removal
of 33% resulted in a 25% decrease in mass discharge or loading
of the monitored compounds relative to the control column.
Sufficient mass reduction of the reactive compounds was
achieved to cause the effective solubility, aqueous concentra
tion and therefore rate of mass removal of the more abundant
non-reactive coal tar creosote compounds such as biphenyl
and dibenzofuran to increase. Manganese oxide formation and
deposition was visually observed and resulted in an order-of
magnitude decrease in hydraulic conductivity.
Approximately 125 kg of permanganate was delivered into
the pilot-scale source zone over 35 days using a pulsed well
delivery system. As the injection episodes progressed, the
injection rate had to be reduced in response to a presumed
decrease in the source zone hydraulic conductivity. Monitoring
data indicated that permanganate was able to migrate through
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the source zone with -70% of the injected 125 kg of
permanganate estimated to cross the O.3-m sampling fence
line. Based on a permanganate mass balance estimate, and
using an average stoichiometric mole ratio between perman
ganate and selected coal tar creosote compounds, < 10% of the
initial reactive coal tar creosote mass in the source zone was
oxidized. In spite of this, mass discharge estimated at the 0.3-m
fence line indicated a > 35% reduction for all monitored
compounds 150 days after treatment, except for biphenyl,
dibenzofuran and fluoranthene, which is consistent with the
bench-scale experimental results. This decrease was supported
by forced gradient discharge measurements which, although
not showing the same magnitude of decrease, displayed similar
trends for each compound. Pre- and post-treatment soil core
data indicated a highly variable and random spatial distribution
of mass within the source zone and hence provided no insight
into the mass removed of any of the monitored species. Finally,
bulk soil manganese concentration data obtained from sub
sampling source zone cores indicated elevated levels consistent
with the preliminary bench-scale experiments. Although no
direct source zone hydraulic conductivity measurements were
performed, a localized mounding of the water table around the
source zone suggested a reduction in hydraulic conductivity
had occurred following treatment.
The down-gradient plume was monitored approximately
1, 2 and 4 years following treatment to assess the long-term
impact of this partial permanganate treatment. The data
collected at 1 and 2 years post-treatment showed a decrease
in mass discharge and/or total plume Illass; however, by
4 years post-treatment there was a rebound in both mass
discharge and total plume mass for all monitored compounds
to pre-treatment values or higher. This overall trend was
observed for both reactive and non-reactive compounds. The
observed decrease in mass discharge and total plume mass at
1 to 2 years post-treatment was attributed to the presence of
the portion of the plume for each compound that emanated
from the source zone during treatment in the monitoring
network. Rebound occurred once this treated portion of the
plume passed through the monitoring network.
The long-term data indicate that the observed decrease in
mass discharge at the 0.3-m fence line 150 days following
treatment was temporary, and, once the system had recovered
from treatment, rebound to pre-treatment behavior occurred.
For highly sorbing compounds, like anthracene, the time
required for this plume monitoring system to show rebound
was >4 years following treatment. The timeframe associated
with this rebound is especially important for the development
of post-remediation monitoring strategies. Due to the rather
large variability ofthe plume metrics used in this investigation,
we are unable to resolve subtle changes in plume morphology,
particularly near the source zone, that would provide insight
into the impact of the formation and deposition of manganese
oxides that occurred during treatment on mass transfer and/or
flow by-passing. Neveltheless, for this pilot-scale study -10% of
the coal tar creosote Illass in the source zone was oxidized and
increases in bulk manganese soil concentrations were observed
but no significant long-term effect on the dissolved plumes
emanating from the source resulted. We acknowledge that
perhaps additional permanganate treatment may have pro
duced different results and support this method as a potentially
viable approach to stabilize NAPL source zones.
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A Non·profit Environmental Law Firm

October 15, 2010
Re: Community Comments Proposed Plan (July 2010)
Gwendolyn Keyes Fleming, Region 4 Administrator
US EPA Region 4
61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
Dear Ms. Fleming:
These comments are submitted on behalf of the Stephen Foster Neighborhood Protection
Group (SFNPG), a community organization located in Alachua County, Gainesville, Florida.
The SFNPG is a neighborhood community organization charged with representing and protecting
the health and well-being of the residents living in the Stephen Foster neighborhood bordering
the Cabot-Koppers Superfund and industrial site, and which is dedicated to making the Stephen
Foster neighborhood a safer and healthier place to live, work, and play. The SFNPG works to
improve environmental, housing, and other living conditions within the Stephen Foster
Neighborhood. It is with those purposes in mind, SFNPG submitted comments on November 3,
2009 to the original August 2009 Feasibility Study, submitted comments on August 6, 20 I 0 to
the May 2010 Revised Feasibility Study, submitted comments on September 15, 2010 on the
August 9, 2010 Community Involvement Plan, and are now submitting comments on the July
2010 Proposed Plan (PP).
The PP fails to adequately address the contamination on the Cabot-Koppers site in a
multitude of ways. According to 40 CFR § 300.430(t)(2), the EPA, as the lead agency, must
create a proposed plan, at a minimum, that "briefly describes the remedial alternatives analyzed
by the lead agency, proposes a preferred remedial action alternative, and summarizes the
information relied upon to select the preferred alternative." The proposed plan is created to
provide the public with an opportunity to comment on the preferred remedial action alternative
and to participate in the selection of the remedial action at the site.
These comments are meant to explain community concerns regarding the PP and implore
the EPA to reconsider their chosen remediation options as they are not protective of human
health and the environment and will lead to catastrophic impacts in the future.
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www.wildlaw.org

The EPA is grossly premature in its selection of a remedial alternative as delineation of
contamination remains incomplete
As we have continued to reiterate in our comments on the feasibility studies, a remedial plan
cannot be chosen without a complete site characterization and delineation of all contamination,
on-site and off-site. The PP states:
"As part of the remedial design process which follows remedy selection,
additional characterization of Site aquifers will be conducted to address remaining
uncertainties related to DNAPL migration, and, more importantly retine its
vertical and horizontal boundaries for effective remedy implementation. Off-site
soil characterization continues to the north, south, east and west of the Site to
completely delineate Site-related impacts and to expedite cleanup of off-Site
areas." (PP at pg. 14).
This clearly indicates that the contamination has not been fully delineated in all media in all
areas. The PP purports to pick a remedial alternative that will be protective of human health,
implementable, and effective, among other things, without an appropriate grasp of the entire
scope of contamination. The purpose of the remedial investigation found in 40 CFR §
300.430(d)( 1) is to compile data that will allow for the adequate characterization of a site for the
ultimate purpose ofcra(tillg (Ill effective remedial alternative. The EPA is completely remiss to
push forward on selection of a remedy without collection and analysis of all requisite data.
Further, despite protests from the city, county, and local residents, the EPA has yet to
initiate a testing regime at local schools. Stephen Foster Elementary is .6 miles from the site.
The smallest and most vulnerable among us must not be ignored. The EPA must test the schools
to ensure that Stephen Foster's children are not risking additional exposure by attending their
schools.

The EPA fails to adequately analyze the various remedial alternatives under the applicable
40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9) criteria
The first requirement under 40 CFR § 300.430(f)(2)(i) is to "provide a brief summary
description of the remedial alternatives evaluated in the detailed analysis established under (e)(9)
of this section." (e)(9) contains nine evaluation criteria that a proposed plan is required to
analyze. I Although the PP mentions each of the nine criteria, it is severely lacking in any sort of
meaningful analysis. The purpose of the proposed plan is so that the public can be adequately
informed on all available remedial alternatives, including the EPA's preferred remedial
alternative, so that they can intelligently comment and participate in the remedial alternative
selection process. The EPA completely eviscerates this requirement by providing virtually no
analysis of the available alternatives. The reader is left to wonder whether the EPA engaged in
any evaluation at all or whether they already had their preferred alternative in mind and set up
the analysis to lend support to that alternative. A look back at the Feasibility Study (May 2010)
I These criteria include overall protection of human health and the environment; compliance with ARARs; long-teml
effectiveness and pemlanence; reduction of toxicity, mobility, or volume through treatment; short-teml
effectiveness; implementability; cost; state acceptance; and community acceptance.

shows a lack of any sort of meaningful analysis of all the criteria as well. Etfectiveness and
implementability are given some discussion, yet the mandated "threshold criteria" - overall
protection of human health and the environment and compliance with ARARs is markedly absent
or sudicially treated. See 40 CFR § 300.430(t)(1 )(i)(A).
The threshold criteria in evaluating the remedial alternatives are overall protection of
human health and the environment and compliance with ARARs. 40 CFR § 300.430(t)( I )(i)(A).
The PP's cursory glance at these tirst two criteria is insufficient to "reflect the scope and
complexity of site problems and alternatives being evaluated." 40 CFR §300.430(a)( I )(ii)(C).
There is little to no explanation as to the unique hazards to human health that this site may pose
to the community. The pP's conclusory language in regards to these requirements does not
retlect any detailed analysis by the EPA in regards to the "unacceptable risks" to human health
and the environment and how each alternative would specitically address such risks. Such
conclusory language includes "nine of the ten on-Site alternatives are expected to meet the two
threshold CERCLA criteria" (PP pg.28); "UFA-I ... would fail to meet the mandatory criteria"
(PP pg. 30); and "[a]lternatives OfR-2, OfR-3, and OtR-4 are all protective and would effectively
eliminate any potentially unacceptable risks ... " These statements do not provide any
infonnation on why the EPA deems one alternative more protective of human health or in
compliance with ARARs over any other alternative.
The assessment of the alternatives' long-tenn effectiveness under 40 CFR §
300.430(e)(9)(iii)(C) is incomplete. There is no discussion as to the degree of certainty that each
alternative would provide in regards to the probability of success. There is no mention of the
"magnitude of residual risk remaining from untreated waste water or treatment residuals
remaining at the conclusion of the remedial activities." 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(C)( I). Also,
there is no discussion as to the "adequacy and reliability of controls such as containment
systems ... that are necessary to manage treatment residuals and untreated waste." 40 CFR §
300.430(e)(9)(iii)(C)(2). The PP provides a brief conclusion as to which alternatives may be
more effective in the long-tenn time frame, but provides no infonnation to support such claims.
Conclusory statements, similar to those used to describe protection of human health and the
environment and compliance with ARARs, are once again used. 2 While the statute states that a
"brief summary" should be provided, it would do a disservice to the purpose of the statute,
keeping the community adequately infonned, to provide such a limited scope of infonnation as is
presented in the PP.
It is difticult to detennine whether any or all of the statutorily prescribed factors have
been employed in determining, "the degree to which alternatives employ recycling or treatment
that reduces toxicity, mobility, or volume." 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(D). The factors are
listed in the PP and there is also a list providing tor which alternatives would be used the most to
the alternatives that would be used the least to address the "reduction of toxicity, mobility or
volume." 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(D). No mention, however, is made in how or if these
factors were applied to reach such conclusions. Some of the factors are indirectly discussed in
the description, not the evaluation, of the remedial alternatives. Even in that section of the PP,
These statements include such things as "[ajlternative OnR-2 is protective with limitations, and the No Action
alternative is not effective" {Pp pg.28); 'The more effective of the two UF alternatives ... is the UFA-2" (PP pg.30);
and "OfR-1 is not effective at addressing contaminated soil." {PP pg. 31).

2

however, there are no specitics or estimations as to the "amount of hazardous substances,
pollutants, or contaminants that will be destroyed, treated, or recycled." 40 CFR §
300.430(e)(9)(iii)(D)(2). There are also no specitics or estimations as to the "degree of expected
reduction, "degree to which treatment is irreversible," and the "degree to which treatment
reduces inherent hazards posed by principal threats at the site." 40 CFR ~
300.430(e)(9)(iii)( 0)(3 )-( 6).
The PP fails to adequately discuss short-term effectiveness as required by 40 CFR §
300.430(e)(9)(iii)(E). The PP simply states which alternatives would provide the greatest short
term effectiveness and which would provide the least short ternl effectiveness. It does not
address in which ways the methods would be effective in relation to the amount of time
necessary to complete the remedial objective. lt appears as if every alternative is just as effective
as the next, but some with a longer or shorter amount of time to actually realize its effectiveness.
The statute lists four considerations when evaluating short-tenn effectiveness. 3 Based on the PP,
it appears as if only the "time until protection is achieved" factor was considered. No other
details are provided.
40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(F) mandates that the EPA consider implementability in their
analysis of the remedial alternatives. The PP merely states the factors to be considered in
evaluating implementability of the alternatives and lists the alternatives in order from most
implementable to least implementable in EPA's estimation. There is only one line justifying
these conclusions. Whatever analysis was conducted in order to reach these conclusions is
omitted in full from this section. Being conclusory in the "spirit" of brevity denies the
community any S0l1 of valuable infonnation to use in their evaluation of the preferred remedial
alternative.
Further, the statute states additional requirements when assessing the implentability of
off-site remedial action. "Administrative feasibility, including activities needed to coordinate
with other offices and agencies and the ability and time required to obtain any necessary
approvals and permits from other agencies (for otf-site actions)" must be considered in
detennining implementability. 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(1II)(F)(2). Also, "availability of services
and materials, including the availability of adequate off-site treatment, storage capacity, and
disposal capacity and services; the availability of necessary equipment and specialists, and
provisions to ensure any necessary additional resources; the availability of services and
materials; and availability of prospective technologies," should also be considered.
§300.430(e)(9)(iii)(F)(3). Ifany of these requirements were considered, they are not retlected in
the PP.
According to 40 CFR 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(G), cost must be considered. The projected cost
for each remedial alternative is presented in the PP. The PP also states that the alternative with
the highest cost is the most effective alternative and the remaining alternatives differ in cost and

3 These factors include (I) short-term risks that might be posed to the community during implementation of an
alternative; (2) potential impacts on workers during remedial action and the effectiveness and reliability of
protective measures; (3) potential environmental impacts of the remedial action and the effectiveness and reliability
of mitigative measures during implementation; and (4) time until protection is achieved.
40 CFR
300 .430(e)(9)( iii)( E)

*
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effecti veness. The PP says that costs will vary based on the amount of technology implemented,
the degree of ditTiculty in implementation, and time to meet RAOs. The range in cost variation
is not provided and the estimated cost of each alternative does not include any detail on how that
amount was calculated. Cost estimates are only valuable if they are explained in conjunction
with time irames, degree of difticulty in implementation, and the amount of technology used (all
of these being stated as variables of costs associated with the alternatives) in order to reach the
projected expense.
40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(H) mandates that the EPA consider any State concerns. If
the State had any concerns or comments regarding the preferred alternati ve, they are not in the
PP. By "State" we assume the PP is referring to the Florida Department of Protection (FDEP).
The PP speaks of the State's acceptance of the preferred alternative and how it has been "closely
involved in the development and evaluation of these alternatives." This suggests that the State
did not have any concerns or comments and if this is not the case, the language of the PP is
misleading. The community has requested the comments irom the FDEP many times and has not
been provided with those comments. Without any sense of where the FDEP stands on this issue,
it is impossible to evaluate any other possible weaknesses of the PP. It should be noted that the
City of Gainesville is not satisiied with the PP and has provided its own comments on the
document.
40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(l) requires a determination of "which components of the
alternatives interested persons in the community support, have reservations about, or oppose."
This portion of the PP is omitted as it cannot be completed until comments concerning the PP are
received. It should be noted by the EPA that the community has not accepted the PP or any part
of its proposed remedial actions. The cleanup plan is completely inadequate to the community
because it does not include excavation on-site, includes only limited excavation off-site, and
proposes to store the contamination onsite under a large "Mt. Dixon"-type cover. Also, the PP
proposes experimental methods in the 30 acre source area and does not provide costs on
excavation and removal or incineration. In addition, it leaves treatment of the non-source 60
acres vague, and does not address searching for additional sources such as trenches and drum
burial areas. In addition to the above mentioned weaknesses, the plan also fails to mention
testing inside nearby residents' homes, any relocation assistance, or compensation for affected
residents.

The EPA does not adequately discuss the rationale that supports their preferred alternative
According to 40 CFR § 300.430(i)(2)(ii), the EPA is required to "identify and provide a
discussion of the rationale that supports the preferred alternative." The PP addresses and
describes the alternative preferred by the EPA. However, there is no discussion as to the
reasoning behind the selection of the preferred alternative. No justification is given for what was
included in the preferred alternative, for what was omitted from the preferred alternative, or even
why the preferred alternative was selected. This is a weakness that permeates the entire PP as no
proper evaluation was undertaken concerning any of the remedial alternatives using the
statutorily mandated (e)(9) criteria. Such a discussion is required by statute and of utmost
importance in conveying to the community the reasons for preferring that specitic alternative.

Once again, relocation is not considered as an option in the PP
The residential population on the west side of the Koppers site may potentially be a part
of an exposure pathway. (May 20 I 0 Feasibility Study at 1-40). As seen from the limited indoor
testing done for dioxins in tine particulates, this is no longer a potential exposure pathway; an
actual pathway exists. Because of this, relocation must be included as an alternative. The
exclusion of the relocation alternative necessarily means the ultimate decision-maker is not
taking into consideration all appropriate and viable remedial alternatives. Relocation is an
approved alternative under federal guidelines and policies and must be considered as a part of
this clean up strategy due to the off-site impacts (see genera/~v 1999 Interim Policy on the Use of
Pennanent Relocations as Part of Superfund Remedial Actions). Further, governing policy
dictates that relocation should be considered where unreasonable use restrictions may exist
during or after clean up, noting restrictions on such activities as children playing in yards. The
Florida Department of Health has already recommended restrictions on children playing in
easements adjacent to residential property in the Stephen Foster neighborhood and further risk
assessment is ongoing. (Health Consultation, July 17, 2009, Florida DOH). Finally, failure to
acknowledge the adequacy of relocation precludes perhaps the best mode of protecting human
health and the environment. This option is the only option that would account for those "yet to
be detennined" unacceptable risks. It would eliminate limitations caused by current use of off
site areas as residential property and control future exposure associated with active clean up of
the Koppers site and its continued use as an industrial facility.
Relocation is brietly mentioned in the May 2010 Feasibility Study. The Feasibility
Study recognizes that in order to achieve the remedial goals, the following may be done to
disrupt the potential exposure pathway: (May 2010 Feasibility Study at 3-52).

3. "Current receptors could be removed from the area and (utllre receptors could
be prevellfed from becoming residents offthel area. This would achieve the goal o(
disrupting the potential exposure pathwav and eliminating the potential risk/hazard
to public health and/or the environment," (emphasis added).
This is the only mention of relocation as an option in any of the feasibility studies or in the PP. It
cannot be viewed as an alternative considered by the EPA since it does not meet the evaluation
requirements of 40 CFR § 300.430. By failing to develop relocation as an option, the EPA
precludes further consideration of relocation as an alternative unless there is a signiticant change
in available infonnation for off-site characterization. 40 CFR § 300.430(t).
Relocation must be considered as an alternative for community acceptance. The EPA's
evaluation cannot be considered adequate without a discussion of relocation in light of the rules
and governing policy. Dioxins have been found inside homes. The rest of the off-site
contamination is still to be detennined. The absence of relocation as an option is illogical and
exemplities a lack of diligence on the part of the EPA.

The plan to scrape soil from residents' yards to be stored on the site is absolutely
unacceptable to the community
As stated above, the residents of the Stephen Foster neighborhood remain adamantly
opposed to the plan to scrape contaminated soil from their yards and store it on the site. The
institutional controls to accompany such a remedy are also completely unacceptable. As an
alternative the EPA otTers up a combination of engineering and institutional controls which
would effectively cap the property owner's land and then prohibit such owner from doing much
of anything with that land in the future. The residents demand that a proper cleanup be initiated
which would include relocation to remove citizens from their toxic community.
The removal of impacted soils from the neighborhood will result in a severe disruption of
the lives and privacy of the residents of the Stephen Foster neighborhood. The May 20 I 0
Feasibility Study dismissed this concern, calling the soil removal a "one-time event." (p. 3-53).
'{et, full data collection to characterize off-site contamination has not been completed. Without
that data, there is no way to predict whether this removal will be the aforesaid "one-time event"
or a series of events to ensure the contamination is fully eradicated. Further, the removal of soil
will destroy landscaping and damage or destroy all of the massive oaks, pines, maples, cherry,
and other native trees in the area. Only the pines have a deep enough tap root to avoid damage
by excavation. The majority of other trees have extremely superficial root systems which nm a
little more than a foot beneath the ultra sandy, nutrient-poor topsoil. A simple drive through the
surrounding community reveals the natural beauty of the area, a beauty the residents highly
value. Once the soil is scraped, institutional controls will be needed, although likely ineffectual,
after the excavation is completed. Animals are likely to dig farther than two feet, trees planted
by residents may have a root system that extends farther than two feet, and such trees may bear
fruit contaminated by the unexcavated soil underneath. Even an industrious child may dig past
that two foot mark. How does the EPA propose to prevent these events? Although these jssues
have been brought to the attention of the EPA time and time again, including in our comments to
both versions of the feasibility study, they are still not being addressed in the PP.
The storing of contaminated soil onsite is completely abhorrent to the residents of the
Stephen Foster neighborhood. They do not want a Mt. Dixon in their midst. Capping the soil
does not make it disappear. The contamination remains on the property and will threaten the
adjacent neighborhoods with recontamination in the future. In addition, it limits future options
tor the site and the residents are hopeful that if the site is properly cleaned it can be created into
something the community can be proud of instead of a reminder of Gainesville's di11y past.
The PP does not evaluate disposing of soils off-site. They should provide cost estimates
and a plan for disposing of soil otl-site as one of the remedial alternatives. This discrepancy
ignores a valid and effective means for cleaning up the site, as well as the neighboring
community. Further, only part of the area on site is proposed to be capped. As for the rest of the
area, the EPA remains vague and makes references to either providing more caps for the that area
or excavating the soil. The EPA must be clear and straightforward concerning everything they
plan to do onsite. If they plan to excavate, they must say so clearly and indicate which areas they
intend to excavate. They must also state what they plan to do with that contaminated soil once

excavation is complete. If they plan to cap or utilize other engineering controls, they similarly
must say so clearly and indicate which areas on which they intend to use the controls.
Additionally, the PP does not fully consider the impacts from on-site activities that may
impact the surrounding community during the implementation of the remedial alternative such as
4
dust, noise, and other exposure mechanisms. The PP explains that Beazer has "begun interim
measures to reduce dust including planting of vegetation over former operation areas." (PP pg.
14). The PP goes on to state that "Beazer East is implementing dust control of continuous water
application to suppress dust." The PP does not elaborate on precisely what this continuous water
application entails, how often the water is being applied, whether this is a recognized and safe
method of suppressing dust, when the water application is needed, or the level of protection this
provides to the adjacent community.
All of the above commentary proves that the EPA's PP is not protective of human health
and the environment. As this is a threshold criterion under 40 CFR § 300.430(t)( I )(i)(A), this
remedial alternative should have been discarded early on by the EPA.

Storm water runoff control has not been adequately explained
To control stonn water the EPA proposes the following:
"Storm water controls will consist of: (a) grading and contouring the Site to direct
runotf toward collection points; (b) installation of one or more detention/retention
ponds; and (c) possible replacement of the existing Site stornl water ditch with
another ditch or with an engineering conveyance such as an underground concrete
pipe (cuI vert)." (PP pg.14).
This remedy does not fully explain how it will be adequate to control stonn water runoff. There
is no elaboration on how the grading and contouring will direct runoff toward collection points
or how the detention/retention ponds will contain the water in such a way to prevent
contamination of the soil and groundwater beneath it. Without this infornlation, there is no way
tor the community to analyze the alternative under the criteria in (e)(9), especially protection of
human health and the environment and etfectiveness in the short and long tenn.

The proposed remediation of the Hogtown and Springstead Creeks is not adequate
The PP states the following for remediation of the creeks: "Ongoing detention basin to
mitigate ongoing impacts. Excavation and removal of impacted sediment in excess of the
probable effects concentration (transport and consolidate on-site). Monitored natural recovery of
remaining impacted sediment until concentrations reach threshold effects concentration or
background levels." (PP pg. 33). What exactly the detention basis will be or how it will mitigate
ongoing impacts is unclear. In addition, this remedial action is vague on exactly what standard

See William Barnard & Brad Uhlmann. MACTEC, Preliminary review comments all AMEC report ell titled
"Potelltial F/lgitire Dust Impacts Predicatedji"Otll Air Displ!1'siol1 A:fodeling Koppers. /171.'. Wood-Treating Facility
Gainesl'ille. Florida" at 3 (Oct. 7. 2009) (explaining that build-up of toxic materials could continue to occur at the
air/plant boundary and in soils when removal via the precipitation run-off occurs).
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the EPA is using to clean the creeks. In a letter from Dr. Stephen M. Roberts and Dr. Leah D.
Stuchal of the University of Florida to Liga Mora-Applegate of the FDEP, the Drs. recommend
Florida Residential CTLs for sediment in the creeks given the proximity of the creeks to
residential yards. Letter .linin D,: Roberts and D,: S/ucha/ /0 Ms. Mora-Applegate dated
February 10. 2010 pg. 1 attached to these comments. In addition, the Drs. also state that
"[g]iven that PAHs and dioxin contamination in creeks are not consistently co-located, this
remedial effort cannot be assumed to address the issue of dioxin contamination." ld. at 3. The
community a,brrees with the Drs. assertions and insists that the EPA clean up the creeks to Florida
Residential CTLs and address the issue of dioxin contamination.

An adequate explanation of various former trenches as well as possible drum burials or
dumping sites is not included nor is any suggested remedy for these possible contamination
areas
Aerial photos taken in 1965 and 1971 of the site reveal trenches in the woods north of the
site which are no longer in existence. What happened to these trenches? What were these
trenches used for? How does the EPA plan on investigating these trenches?
[
Anecdotal evidence points to locations of possible drum burial and other dumping sites.
These would constitute additional contamination areas outside of the documented source areas.
The EPA gives no indication in their investigation of the site that they have looked for the
possible additional areas of concern. Scott Miller, EPA project manager stated that there will be
a "work plan coming forth" to address buried drums. (August 5, 2010 EPA Meeting Official
Transcript pg. 112 lines 7-9). This vague language is simply not acceptable to the community.
Simple ground penetrating radar in the areas of concern would be sufficient to begin
investigation of these sites. The community expects a commitment by the EPA to search for and
analyze these areas and incorporate them into their PP.
40 CFR ~ 300.430(d)(1) states that the purpose of the remedial investigation (which
supports all of the plans the EPA subsequently issues) "is to collect data necessary to adequately
characterize the site for the purposes of developing and evaluating etTective remedial
alternatives." ~ 300.430(d)(2) goes to on require that the EPA "characterize the nature of and
threat posed by the hazardous substances and hazardous materials and gather data necessary to
assess the extent to which the release poses a threat to human health ... " Without fully analyzing
any possible dumping sites, drum burials, and fonner trenches, the EPA cannot be certain they
have gathered all of the requisite data to create a full contamination characterization. Without
this data, the EPA cannot assure the community their chosen remedial alternative will be
effective.

The PP completely ignores contamination known to exist inside residences
Tests on tine particulates have been perfonned on the inside of several homes within two
miles from the site. The results were shocking to the residents and their attorneys. The dioxin
levels, thought to be some of the most dangerous contaminants on the planet, range from 400PPT
to 1l00PPT - over 1000 times higher than the levels deemed safe by the EPA for outside soil
contamination. TCDD, a dioxin found inside homes, is a known carcinogen. In addition,

exposure to this chemical can cause a host of other illnesses, including reproductive issues,
development problems, immune system suppression, heart disease, diabetes, hormonal changes,
liver damage, pancreatic abnormalities, problems with the circulatory and respiratory systems,
etc. Children, who are particularly susceptible, are coming into contact with these dangerous
contaminants inside their own homes and the schools they attend (twelve of which are located
within two miles of the site).
According to 40 CFR § 300.430(d) the remedial investigation should pertoml field
investigations sufticient to assess the tollowing:
physical characteristics of the site;
characteristics or classitication of air, surface water, and groundwater; general characteristics of
the waste; extent to which the source can be adequately identitied and characterized; actual a1ld
potemial exposure pathways through ellvirollmental media; and actual alld potential exposure
routes, such as illhalatioll or ingestion. Obviously, tinding tine particulates inside residences
shows an actual exposure route, more specitically actual exposure. The testing perfomled thus
far was limited in scope and further testing is warranted. One of the major aims of the remedial
investigation is to determine risks to humall health. Human health is surely aftected by dioxins
inhaled and ingested inside the homes of residents. It is illogical for the EPA to solely conduct
soil and groundwater sampling when contirmed contamination exists within residences. This
poses an immediate threat to the residents of the area. Mr. Scott Miller of the EPA has been
asked directly whether or not additional testing will be done on the homes. He has refused to
answer. Those residents with means, a/k/a "Koppers Refugees," have been fleeing the area,
abandoning their homes, in order to escape this harmful contamination. Those without means to
do so are consumed with constant worry and stress about how these deadly chemicals may be
aftecting their health and the health of their families. These residents are not accessing the site
or purposefully exposing themselves to harmful contaminants. They are simply attempting to
live their lives in what is supposed to be a safe haven: their homes.
It is not clear that the EPA is going to follow mandated Florida CTLs

In the second to last Remedial Action Objective (RAO), the EPA states that they plan to
"restore quality of groundwater outside of source areas to beneficial use having COC
concentrations no greater than Federal MCLs !!.!. Florida GCTLs." (PP p. 12). The EPA is
required to clean up the site according to Florida GCTLs which are much more protective than
Federal MCLs.
In addition, the EPA states that they will clean up the site according to
commercial/industrial CTLs. Which will it be? In a recent EPA meeting, Scott Miller, project
manager tor the site, stated that the future land use at the site may possibly be a mixed use with a
residential component. (August 5, 20 I 0 EPA Meeting Official Transcript pg. 10 lines 19-21).
Later he states " ... there are many sites that have been cleaned up to commercial/industrial
standards, where there's been exposure barriers deployed at the site, and there's now residential
use ... People live there. Townhomes. That would also be appropriate tor this site." (Transcript
pg. 38 line 25 - pg. 39 lines 1-6). We assume he deems commercial CTLs appropriate for the
site since Florida land use codes typically group mixed use and multi-family housing under its
commercial sections. It is ludicrous to think it is appropriate to have commercial CTLs (even
more outrageous to consider industrial CTLs) on land that will be supporting residences simply
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because the Florida zoning code considers mixed use and multi-family housing commercial.
CTL levels are based on frequency of exposure. If an individual lives on a site in a townhome,
he will be frequenting the site as often as someone that lived on the site in a single family home.
His cancer risk will increase in the same fashion as a resident of a single family home. In
addition, the Gainesville City Commission passed a resolution in 2008 which stated the site
should be cleaned up to Florida Residential CTLs. This resolution was completely disregarded
by the EPA.
The Table I in the PP states the clean up goals for COCs. (PP pg. 13). Under the
f,Jfoundwater table, benzene is listed twice, once using the Florida CTL (I ug/L) and again using
the Federal MCL (5 ug/L). It is not clear which one the EPA will be using on this site. The EPA
must use the most protective clean up level, which is the Florida level of I ug/L. This should be
corrected in the PP so that the correct clean up level is clearly stated.
Further, the EPA appears to criticize the Florida CTLs for dioxins and furans stating "[a]t
present there is significant ongoing debate between and among researchers, ditferent regulatory
agencies, and the regulated community regarding the toxicity of dioxins/furans and whether
meaningful human-health risks are posed by low concentrations of these contaminants ... " (PP
pg. 13). They go on to mention that Florida's default SCTL is "at the low end of the range."
While the tinal sentence indicates the EPA intends to use Florida's CTLs, the entire diatribe is
troublesome and leads the reader to believe that if the EPA can tind a way around it, they will
attempt to use a level higher than the mandated Florida level. The EPA is cleaning up a site in
Florida and is required to use Florida CTLs.
The community insists that residential CTLs be used if any sort of residential housing is
contemplated in the future for the site. These discrepancies should be tixed to make it clear that
the EPA will use the applicable Florida CTLs.

Conclusion
After twenty-seven rears in the making, the PP fails to follow the mandates of 40 CFR §
300.430 in numerous ways. The PP relies on incomplete data, the remedies selected fail to take
into account etfects to the residents of the Stephen Foster neighborhood, the remedies are not
appropriately analyzed under the nine criteria, and a discussion of the most beneticial option,
relocation, is not included in the PP. The community has serious concerns about many of the
proposed remedial actions including storing contaminated soil on-site, clean up of the local
creeks, and stonn water runoff. The community wants a work plan !!!!!f that addresses what the
EPA will do to investigate possible drum burials, storage sites, and locations of fonner trenches.
The EPA must make it clear in the PP that they intend to use the most stringent clean up target
goals, which are Florida's CTLs. Most importantly, the EPA is ignoring data contirming actual
contamination inside of residences. All of the EPA reports to date are silent on what the EPA
intends to do to remedy this deadly contamination. All of these issues should be addressed
before a tinal remedial option is selected so that all potential hazards and concerns of the
Stephen Foster neighborhood can be given appropriate weight in the selection process.

SFNPG would like to point out that many minority and people of lower socio-economic
status reside in the area surrounding the site. In light of the EPA's mandate for envirollllental
justice, the community hopes the EPA would be more sensitive about their approach to
community involvement. In a recent July 22, 2010 memorandum from the EPA, the EPA states
that achievillg ellvirollmental justice is all agellcy priority alld should be factored illto everv
decisioll.5 The memorandum defines environmental justice as the ·'fair treatment and meaningful
involvement" of all people regardless of race, national origin, or income in the fonnulation of
rules and the implementation of cleanup processes. This cleanup process has taken ill excess or
twentv-sevell rears. In response to learning of this fact during an investigation by CNN into the
Gainesville Superfund site, Mathy Stanislaus, EPA's new Superfund Program Director, admitted
that "COIllI111lllitv residents should be angn' (or how 10llg this is going 011 alld how IOllg they
hllve wlIited for their clellllllp." That is unfair treatment. As stated before, the community was
not consulted while the EPA perfornled their investigations and research. That shows a complete
lack of involvement, much less meaningful involvement. The EPA is not only failing to follow
its own directive on environmental justice, it is acting in a way that completely contravenes the
spirit of the mandate.
Once again, SFNPG would like to remind the EPA that neighboring residents had no part
in contributing to, endorsing, or encouraging the hazardous pollution that now lies within their
yards and inside their homes adjacent to the site. The EPA has failed time and again to recognize
the de6Tfee to which the residents have been impacted by this contamination. SFNPG implores
the EPA to take the concerns of the community seriously and factor them into their remedial
alternative selection. SFNPG expects the EPA to use its full authority under the law to protect
the health and environment of the citizens most impacted by this ongoing tragedy.
Please feel free to contact me directly with any questions or concerns you may have.
Please direct all correspondence regarding these comments to the undersigned counsel.

Sincerely,

Sarah Schwemin
Attorney for the Stephen Foster Neighborhood
Protection Group
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Considering Environmental Justice During the Development of an Action, July 22,

BANCCA.ORG. LLC
Joseph S. Prager, President

Web: www.bancca.org
email: Inbox@bancca.org

October 12, 2010
Mr. Scott Miller, Project Manager
US EPA REGION 4
61 Forsyth Street, S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
Email: miller.scott@epamai1.epa.gov
RE: Open Letter to EPA Region 4 on the Cabot-Koppers Superfund Remedial Plan (dated July 15,
2010) & EPA Koppers Fact Sheets (dated September 10, 2010)

Dear Mr. Miller:
I am writing to you on behalf of BANCCA.ORG, and many of the citizens of Gainesville, Florida and
Alachua County, regarding concerns about the recently released EPA Remedial Plan for the Koppers
Superfund site. We intend to publish this same letter online in an open letter format for our worldwide
audience, in order to raise awareness of the issues at the Koppers Superfund site in Gainesville.
While we appreciate your efforts with regard to this complex and challenging site, it is our strong belief
that the problems that this former wood treatment site presents to our community are not being
adequately addressed by the EPA's proposed Remedial Plan, particularly with regard to the protection
of human health.
We believe there are serious deficiencies in both the plan itself and the approach taken by the EPA.
Also, we are concerned about a number of other problems we have uncovered through our own
research during the last few months.
This letter will attempt to detail and explain where the EPA's actions, (or lack thereof), and its
proposed Remedial Plan (RP) and Feasibility Study (FS), have failed to meet state and federal
requirements, CERCLA requirements, the EPA's own Guidance Documents, as well as the needs of our
community with regard to the cleanup of this site, the protection of the health of our local residents, the
protection of our environment, and our local water supply.
We hope that this letter will explain our concerns in a clear and concise manner, in order to assist the
EPA in tailoring a revised and improved plan that better suits our community's needs, meets our
ARARs, and is more protective of human health and the environment.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS
ISSUES with the EPA's REMEDIAL PLAN for the KOPPERS SUPERFUND SITE
[Note: You can click on any link below to navigate to a particular section of the document.]

1. The EPA Issued a Remedial Plan Before the Remedial Investigation was Complete
2. The Remedial Plan for Onsite Contamination Recommends Unproven Remedies (ISBS) and
Failed Scenarios
3. EPA is Not being Transparent and is doing a Poor Job of Public Communication
4. Risks to Human Health from Dioxins, Arsenic and other COCs are Being Downplayed
5. The EPA's Plan Does Not Require Epidemiological Studies or Biological Testing of Residents,
Homes or Schools
6. The EPA's Plan Fails to Address Air Quality Monitoring
7. EPA Has No Plan to Relocate Residents Out of Harm's Way
8. The EPA's Plan Fails to Compensate Residents for Losses in Property Values or Pay for
Medical Testing
9. The EPA was Negligent for Allowing the Koppers to Remain Open as a Treated Wood
Facility for 26 years After the Site was Placed on the National Priorities List (NPL).
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1. The EPA Issued a Remedial Plan BEFORE the Remedial Investigation was Complete

EPA and CERCLA guidelines dictate that the Remedial Investigation (RI) is the first step in the remediation process
for a Superfund site, but with regard to the Koppers site, these rules appear to have been turned upside down.
Instead, the RI remains incomplete even today, especially with regard to the testing of offsite soils and offsite
groundwater contamination.
2.
3.

At this time, the extent and boundaries of offsite soil and groundwater contamination remain unclear, which creates a
wide array of problems for residents, local government officials, city road crews, utility staff, realtors, and most
importantly, for the children, who are the most vulnerable population where toxic dioxin exposure is concerned.
The RI was so poorly done that some onsite source areas were not even identified, tested or included in the Remedial
Plan. In fact, it was our website: BANCCA.ORG, that revealed to the general public on May 31, 2010 in a Special
Report entitled, "Wllllt Lies Belleath - Are There Barrels Buried at the Koppers Superflllltl Site? Plus Wlltlt Historical
Aerials May ReveaL" (This report is available online at our website here:
http://www.bancca.oq;/CCAEditorials/KoppersSuperfundSiteSpeciaIReport.htm ),
that there were possible overlooked source areas visible in historical aerials from the 60's and 70's, and reports of
probable buried drums of toxic waste onsite, which we had learned by interviewing local residents who had lived
next to the site for decades. Our review of the historical aerials also revealed 3 possible disturbed areas that had not
been investigated by the EPA or Beazer before.
One area in particular consists of what appear to be six (6) long deep parallel trenches, which we now refer to as "The
Trenches Area". Fortunately, the EPA has finally recognized this area of the site on its latest plan graphic, where it is
referred to euphemistically as a "Historically Disturbed Area". Yet to date, there has been no explanation of these
"trenches" by either Beazer or the EPA, nor testing of this area for contaminants, nor has the EPA committed to doing
any cleanup of these potential source area(s) found in the aerials.
Reviewing historical aerials as part of an RI for a Superfund site is nothing new or novel. In fact, the importance of
reviewing historical aerial photos for potential source areas during the RI phase is clearly explained in technical
reference manuals, such as the textbook, "Practical Handbook of Environmental Site Characterization and Ground
Water Monitoring, Second Edition", edited by David M. Nielsen, pgs. 100-135 (Portions of this book are available
online here: http://tinyurl.com/?dp6soz).
This textbook discusses the importance of site reconnaissance, local interviews, reviewing historical records and
aerials, owner records and documents, topographical maps, local and state environmental regulatory agency files,
and how this vital information directly relates to the proper characterization of the contaminated environmental site.
showed 3 disturbed areas,
In addition, the other disturbed areas in the so-called "Northern Inactive Area" have not been addressed at all in the
current EPA Remedial Plan, even though the highest levels of dioxins on the site were found in one of these areas,
(where dioxilllcvds nrc 24,377 tillles higher than Florida rcsidClltial SCTLs). We personally reported during the June 16,
2010 Koppers site walk-thru, that based on our own reconnaissance, there is a treated wood disposal area at this spot,
where piles of decades-old creosote utility poles lie covered up with vines. Yet, the EPA's proposed plan makes no
mention of the remediation of this source area, or its very large pile of debris.
Recently, we learned that the EPA has also known about offsite groundwater contamination west of the Koppers site
for at least 4 or more years, as evidenced by the contamination of the Geiersbach well, located adjacent to the
western easement at 410 NW 26 1h Avenue in the residential neighborhood. But, the EPA has failed to inform the
general public about this offsite groundwater contamination. This 228-foot-deep private water well which tapped
into the Floridan aquifer, was purchased by Beazer East from Mr. Geiersbach in 2004, and subsequently plugged,
because it was found to be contalllillated by bellzelle, lIaplltlralelle and other lIlethyl-phel/ols.
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However, until we brought this issue to the forefront last month, this information had been buried in an
EPAjUSACE Five Year Review Report about the Cabot site, and was never mentioned in any recent EPA documents
about offsite contamination from Koppers. It WIlS 175 if tilis colltlllllinlltion Il17d never hllppel/ed ... Yet, it is clear that there
is now offsite groundwater contamination in the residential neighborhood on the western side of the Koppers
property that has not been considered in the EPA's RI or proposed plan.
We believe that these facts provide significant proof that Region 4 EPA staff failed to fulfill their obligations to do a
proper Remedial Investigation as required by CERCLA for this site.
TIle intent of an RI is to collect the minimum data necessary to complete a Feasibility Study. The Feasibility Study is
intended to distill the number of possible alternatives into a mClnageable subset of alternatives that can be effectively
evaluated. It is acknowledged that there are data gaps that will need to be closed; however, it should be noted that it"
is common to continue to gather data as needed throughout the Remedial Design and in some cases the Remedial
Action.
Note: Have Adrian look at the RI and see if he can address some of the historical aeriill concerns.
4. The EPA's Remedial Plan for Onsite Contamination Recommends Unproven Remedies (REMOX

- ISBS) and Failed Scenarios
a. REMOX is an unproven product that should not be used at this site
The Remedial Plan calls for the use of ISBS for treating DNAPL in the 4 major source areas onsite, and the product
that the PRP wishes to use is REMOX EC, supplied by Adventus Americus, and manufactured by Carus Corporation.
The plan is to pump thousands of gallons of REMOX into the Koppers site. However, REMOX is a mostly unproven
product, which has been promoted heavily by Adventus and Beazer, in spite of numerous questions that remain after
the pilot test onsite in 2008. Data from the pilot test indicates that the REMOX was not successful, and one email from
Kelsey Helton of FDEP, dated Feb. 25, 2008 expresses concerns about purple colored groundwater detected in a
Hawthorne Group well at the Koppers site after the initial pilot test. In that email to Mitch Brourman (see PDF file:
"ATTACHMENT A"), Kelsey spells out how this problem violates state and Federal law:

"Migration of injectants with constituents exceeding groundwater standards across aquifers is not
authorized by the site specific UIC variance issued for this pilot nor is it allowed by state or
federal UIC rules. As such, FDEP requests that Beazer provide a more detailed account of what was
observed during the initial ISBS injection activities, any supporting groundwater analysis and a
proposed monitoring scope to be initiated in the March 2008 sampling event- if not sooner- to
ascertain the extent and magnitude of migration of the permanganate constituents into the
Hawthorn."

We noticed similar concerns about "perplexing" purplish-colored groundwater in an email from EPA's William
O'Steen to you, Mr. Miller, on the ARI CD, which we mentioned at the August 51h public meeting, which describes
how a purple colored groundwater suddenly appeared in Hawthorne Group monitoring well (HG-29D) at the
adjacent Cabot site, after the REMOX pilot test, which seems to indicate that using REMOX at this site is problematic,
if not technological infeasible, and could pose a threat of contamination to offsite groundwater.
We also uncovered two documents that refer to either "cavernous features" or "karsts" possibly being present deep
beneath the Koppers site, which would preclude the use of ISBS at this site, since using REMOX could not only have
the potential to cause the groundwater contamination to worsen, but could cause it to accelerate and move offsite
more rapidly than expected.
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Moreover, REMOX EC has been promoted heavily by Beazer, Adventus and their affiliated remediation contractors,
while very little peer-reviewed data exists to support its actual efficacy. FDEP and EPD staff have expressed doubts
about this product. In addition, our citizens are opposed to having this site become a "beta test site" for an unproven
ISBS product, which appears better suited to generating a profit for the firm that supplies the product that it does in
immobilizing DNAPL.
If REMOX fails at this site (and some say this already appears to have happened during the 2008 pilot test), our water
supply could be impacted in the future, as BTEX contaminants, manganese and other heavy metals move offsite.

Finally, we learned last week that Neale Misquitta, Manager and Principal at both Key Environmental, Inc and Field
and Technical Services, LLC (FTS), who authored several reports related to the pilot test of REMOX at this site, was
indicted by the US Department of Justice on fraud charges. (See this for yourself here:
http://www.justice.gov/usao/paw/pr/2010september/20l009230l.html).
This certainly casts great doubt about the credibility of any reports that Neale or his firm(s) may have authored in
support of REMOX and ISBS, and any other reports that he provided in related to the Koppers Superfund site.
b. A Larger Mount Dioxin Doomed to Fail?

The remedy selected by the EPA for the onsite contamination involves consolidating thousands of tons of soil and
laced with DNAPL and contaminated with dioxins, arsenic, PAHs, BAPs and other COCs into a huge consoli-dation
area that will measure "approximately 32 acres", according to the May 2010 Final FS.
This approach is the same approach used at other Superfund sites, including the Escambia Treatment Company
(ETC) site in Pensacola, FL, where a similar consolidation area was created and nicknamed "Mount Dioxin".
However, the "Mount Dioxin" slated for the Koppers Gainesville site has an area that is 3 times larger than the
Pensacola "Mount Dioxin", making it one of the largest onsite hazardous waste consolidation areas at any Superfund
site in the nation!
Worse,few people are aware of tlte problellls tltat were ellcoulltered ill relllediatillg tlte ETC wood treahllellt site in
Pensacola, where residents were exposed to hazardous toxins over a 3 year period while the excavation was taking
place, which lead to the relocation of some 420 households, or how the containment and capping of Mount Dioxin
was actually a complete failure!
The new book, "Sacrifice ZOlles" by Steve Lerner, details how the cap on Mount Dioxin lasted only 8 or 9 years before
it was considered failed by the US Army Corps of Engineers. Children were even trespassing on the site and using
the cover of the hazardous waste pile as a giant slide for their amusement, he noted, and the entire waste pile had to
be uncovered and reburied (at great taxpayer expense) by creating a lined hazardous waste landfill onsite.
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[Aerial View of Maunt Diaxin, Pensacala, FL - Imagine a mound at the Kappers site 3 times larger than this one.1

Lerner's book describes the issues with Mount Dioxin like this:
"The EPA's preferred remedy [for dealing with the failure of Mount Dioxin] is to rebury the wastes on site along with
contaminated soils from the surrounding communities in an expanded pit. ... The depth at which engineers plan to
rebury the waste is particularly problematic on this site because it is only five feet above the high groundwater
elevation, [Wilma] Subra explains. In other words. this large volume of untreated. highly toxic wastes will be
separated from the high groundwater mark in the shallow sand and gravel aquifer by only a leak)' piece of plastic
and five feet of soil. ..
... Reburying the wastes without treating them is not only ill advised from a public health standpoint- it is also
against Florida law, [Wilma] Subra contends. "The state of Florida has a prohibition on landfills for such waste," she
notes. Nevertheless, a deal has been made to go ahead with the re-internment of Mount Dioxin."

According to the Institute for Southern Studies website: JlO Il lIlly S, 2009, the last shovel of soil fro III the ETC
stockpile [MOllllt Dioxill] was excavated alld pemzallelltly illterred alollg with approxilllately 500,000 ClIbic yards of
cOlltalllillated soil ill all IS-acre all-site colltailllllellt cell."
These accounts detail how the EPA is planning to implement a remedial strategy that has already failed at another
Superfund site here in Florida, only on a scale that is 3 times larger! But unlike the ETC site, the large area
needed for containment at the Koppers site means that there will not be enough area left over to rebury the hazardous
waste if this first containment effort fails in the future. This is especially true if the site is redeveloped as commercial
property.
This is why it is so vital that as much toxic soil and debris as possible be removed, (or treated and removed), from this
site. We cannot afford another failed Superfund site cleanup, as has happened in the past. Our water supply will be
in jeopardy in the future by any failure of this cap-and-cover strategy.

5. EPA is Not being Transparent and is doing a Poor Job of Public Communication

The EPA's "Community Involvement Program (CIP), which is a required under Section 117 ofCERCLA law, has
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bordered on being farcical. Considering that this site has been on the NPL for 26 years, it is only in the past few
months that we have had any meetings with the public on this site, and by our cOlmt, there have only been 4 meetings
with the general public in the last year. Yet, note what the EPA Document "Guidancefor Conductillg Rellledial
ill7.!Cstigations alld Feasibility Studies Under CERCLA" states about timing of community relations activities on page 1-9:
"Community relations is a useful and important aspect of the RifFS process. Community relations activities serve to keep
communities informed of the activities at the site and help the Agency anticipate and respond to community concems. A
community relations plan is developed for a site as the work plan for the RIIFS is prepared. The community relations
plan is based on interviews with interested people in the community and will provide the guidelines for future community
relations activities at the site. At a minimum, the plan mllst provide for a site mailing list, a conveniently located place
for access to all public infonnation about the site. an opportunity for a public meeting when the RIfFS report and
proposed plan are issued, and a summary of public comments on the RIIFS report and proposed plan and the Agency's
response to those comments.
The specific community relations requirements for each phase of the RIIFS are integrated throughout this guidance
document since they are parallel to and support the technical activities. Each chapter of this guidance has a section
discussing community relations requirements appropriate to that specific phase of the RIfFS. Additional program
requirements are described in the draft of Community Relations in Superfund: A Handbook (U .S. EPA, Interim, June
\988)."

For reasons we do not understand, the normal guidelines for CIPs were not followed with regard to the Koppers site,
to the detriment of our local community. The EPA meeting which occurred last week, was a shining example of poor
public communication. Like most citizens, we received no notification whatsoever from the EPA about this meeting.
There seemed to be a total breakdown of communication about this important public meeting. The lack of
notification was blamed on an absence of email addresses and on the EPA database; but this excuse fails short given
the amount of email communication received by EPA from the community in the past few weeks.
The lack of transparency on the EPA's part is not limited just to the CIP either, as EPA staff have typically displayed
an "il'ory tower /IIelltality" that creates barriers to interpersonal communication and fosters distrust throughout the
community. We can cite numerous examples of this, including: 1.) how you yourself suggested in a letter to the City
of Gainesville that the EPA did not want to allow a copy of their draft Feasibility Study to be available at our local
public library - a violation of the Florida Sunshine Law and Florida Public Records Act statutes, to 2.) a more recent
exchange where you told Dr. Pat Cline, the designated Technical Advisor for Protect Gainesville's Citizens (PGC),
and PGC staff, that they would have to use the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) law to obtain copies of important
technical reference documents about the Koppers' site for their research. This lack of transparency has been a huge
disservice to our community.

4. Risks to Human Health from Dioxins, Arsenic and other COCs are Being Downplayed
We spent a great deal of time reviewing both the Draft (Working Copy) and Final versions of the Feasibility Study
(FS) and the Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) documents.
We are aware of several concerns regarding the HHRA itself, which was prepared by AMEC on behalf of Beazer East.
One important example is a letter written today (Oct. 12, 2010) by Dr. Stephen M. Roberts, former EPA FIFRA SAP
Chair, to Bob Palmer, Chair of the Alachua County Environmental Protection Advisory Committee about the results
from the HHRA. (See answer to question #3 in excerpt from Dr. Robert's letter below.)
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3.

Did AMEC calculate the risks reasonably? Do you agree with AMEC's assessment of risks
on-site?
We have
developed
the FDEP
FDEP that
far.

raised numerous technical issues with the human health risk assessments
by AMEC. These have been outlined in detail in technical reviews provided to
for each risk assessment. The bottom line is that we have recommended to
they should not accept any of the human health risk assessments submitted thus

We studied in detail the Feasibility Study, and even ran a line-by-line comparative analysis of the Draft (Working
Copy) version of the Feasibility Study vs. the Final version of the FS. We noticed that whoever edited this final FS
modified almost every reference to the toxicological and health risk aspects in the FS document. We found numerous
changes made that downplay the health risks from exposure to toxins. The effect is that the final version of the FS is
weaker, less protective of human health, omits new data, and utilizes vague, euphemistic and misleading terms to
replace more specific and concrete phrases from the prior draft FS.
It's as if the new FS sought to remedi17te the toxic contamilll7tion found at this site via prose, rather than science. The
results are embarrassing, and seem designed to benefit the PRP, not human health or the environment. How the EPA
could allow this to happen unchecked is astonishing, especially given that the PRP is supposed to "conduct the FS
II /lder the review and ovasight of the EPA" and" corrcct any deficiencies discovaed during the conduct of the

Agrecmel1t".
We can state this with great accuracy - we utilized a software program called Araxis Merge to evaluate the hvo FS
versions side-by-side and line-by-line to see the exact changes that had been made between the versions. As a result,
we noticed that many specific key phrases were altered in the final FS version to dilute the content in this version of
the report. We found phrase substitutions such as: "impacted media" to replace "contaminated media", "chemicals
in the environment" to replace "chemical contamination", "constituents at the site" in lieu of "site contamination",
and so on.
In the table below is one example of the kind of "remediation by prose'" that took place when EPA's FS for the
Koppers Superfund site was "sanitized" by a Beazer's environmental subcontractor. This excerpt serves as a clear
example of why our residents have filed a formal complaint with the Florida Board of Professional Engineers
demanding review of these documents, which were not signed and sealed by a professional engineer, as required by
Florida law (which is an ARAR you were previously not aware of.)
This particular example, where the text was adulterated in the Final version of the Feasibility Study by some
unknown author, has a potentially severe and negative impact on the offsite soils remedy for every single resident
whose yard is contaminated in the adjacent neighborhood. Notice how the wording about "1 x 10-6 cancer risks" and
ARARS were removed from the final FS - this kind of tampering appears to violate the intent of the Adminstrative
Order, under which PRPs like Beazer are allowed to write their own FS!

Draft FS Wording

Final FS Wording

Line 345: Off-Site remedy OfR-4 allows for a
flexible approach that may include institutional
and/or engineering controls on properties that (1)
are suitable for such controls and (2) have owners
that are amenable to such controls.

Line 345: Off-Site remedy OfR-4 allows for a flexible
approach that may include institutional and/or
engineering controls on properties that (1) are suitable
for such controls and (2) have owners that are
amenable to such controls.

Where institutional/engineering controls are
not possible or beneficial, surface-soil
removal would be applied. The recommended

Where institutional/engineering controls
are not possible or beneficial, surface-soil
removal may be applied subject to owner
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remedy for areas of off-Site soil determined
to pose unacceptable risks is OfR-4.

approval.

The area that will require remediation will be
determined through the ongoing delineation
and risk assessment process. In defining
this area of remediation, Applicable or
Relevant and Appropriate Requirements
(ARARs) will be considered; this includes the
Florida statutory provision that excess
lifetime cancer risks be no greater than one
in one million (lO-6).

If areas exceeding Florida's allowable risk limit or

«

TEXT ADDED IN FINAL VERSION:»

default SCTLs are identified by soil sampling,
Beazer East, Inc., will contact each affected
private property owner to discuss possible
approaches to address the soil impacts on the
private property. The private property owner may
decline to allow Beazer to remediate soils.
Neither the lead environmental agency (in this
instance the EPA) nor Beazer is able to require a
private property owner to allow access or require
remediation to take place if the property owner
decides not to do so.

Still, having Beazer-funded subcontractors drastically modify and reword the EPA Feasibility Study to their liking
does not remove the requirements upon the EPA to meet ARARs - which in Florida include SCTLs of 7 ppt for
dioxins in residential soils and 30 ppt for industrial.
Even so, statements made by EPA staff at last week's EPA public meeting seem to indicate that Beazer East might try
to use risk assessment methodologies to reduce or even eliminate the offsite remediation they would be required to
do, even though soil samples show that dioxins are as high as 69 ppt in the adjacent neighborhood west of the site.
This would clearly violate CERCLA guidelines as well as Florida statutes and Administrative Code, and would
quickly lead to a Federal lawsuit. The EPA should use every means necessary to prevent this from happening,
because allowing lesser cleanup targets than the Florida SCTLs for offsite soils sets a precedent with wide-ranging
deleterious impacts on future site cleanups throughout our state.
In fact, regarding such precedents, the book "Sacrifice Zones" in chapter 2 about the Escambia Treatment Company
site in Pensacola, in a section entitled "How Much Dioxin is Too Much", author Steve Lerner makes it clear that the
EPA is required to meet the 7 ppt standard, and that EPA's standards were actually much lower than they are now
back in the early 1990s! This passage reads:
"How Much Dioxin Is Too Much?
There is also the question of what constitutes an adequate cleanup for soils contaminated with dioxin. When
Williams and CATE first began demanding a relocation and cleanup in 1991. the U.S. EPA standards for dioxin in soil
were 2 ppt in residential areas. 20 ppt in commercial areas. and 200 ppt in industrial zones. In 1998, however, the
EPA issued a policy directive lowering the protection standard to 1 ppb [1000 ppt). This was meant to be an interim
standard that would be reset once the EPA's dioxin health risk assessment was concluded. Almost ten years later
that report has yet to be issued.
To further complicate the question of how much dioxin should be permitted in the soil in residential areas, there is
another set of federal Superfund rules which require that federal agents clean up the soils to state standards, which
in Florida is 7 ppt in residential areas and 30 ppt in commercial/industrial areas. State and federal lawyers argued
over which standard should apply for years finally concluding that the state standard should prevail. As a result, the
area on which a commercial/industrial park will be built will be cleaned up to 30 ppt of dioxin."

Source: "Pensacola, Florida: Living Next Door to Mount Dioxin And a Chemical Fertilizer Superfund
Site", by Steve Lerner, [rom the website [or The Collaborative on Health and the Environment:
h np: II www.healthandenvironment.org/articles/homepage 12628

5. The EPA's Plan Does Not Require Epidemiological Studies or Biological Testing of
Residents, Homes or Schools
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TIle EPA's plan fails to address the issue of epidemiological studies and biological testing for residents who live
in the neighborhood next to Koppers and have long been exposed to toxins in the dust that blows offsite, as well
as the contaminated stormwater that leaves the site and tlows into Springstead Creek.
These residents, who are referred to as "receptors" throughout the FS and other Koppers reports, have been
exposed to these toxic, carcinogenic, mutagenic and teratogenic compounds for decades, and report many
accounts of multiple cancers within the same household, cancer "clusters" within the neighborhood,
mysterious pet cancers and premature deaths, and other health issues, such as MS, Parkinsons, skin and
thyroid problems. As EPA scientists well know, many of these health problems can be caused by exposure to
toxic compounds, such as dioxins, arsenic, pentachlorophenol, benzo(a)pyrenes, hexavalent chromium and
mercury, all of which are found on the Koppers site, and many of which can be found in the offsite soils and
storm water.
This is why we recommend that the EPA push the CDC and the FDOH to begin epidemiological studies of the
neighborhood and biological testing of the residents and their homes.
Yet, in spite of numerous requests by many citizens and our city and county commissioners to test for dioxins in
the soil and indoor dust at nearby schools and daycare centers, the EPA has yet to require Beazer to do this, or to
do it themselves. Such testing has been done at other Superfund sites, which has even led to the closure of some
public schools, due to high dioxin levels.
The EPA, the ATSDR and the FDOH are well aware that exposure to dioxins pose a special risk to small children
due to their increased metabolism and sensitivity to environmental contaminants, and that children are at a
greater risk of cancer and non-cancer health hazards from dioxin exposures. TIleir failure to protect our
children's health is nothing short of reprehensible negligence.
There is a day care center located directly across the street from the Koppers main entrance, where to date no
soil testing has ever been done. TIle Stephen Foster Elementary School is located 0.6 miles northwest of the site,
and the Sidney Lanier Elementary School is south of the site at about the same distance. Therefore, we
recommend that these schools be tested immediately for dioxins, and if the levels are found to be elevated,
additional testing should be done at other nearby schools. TIlere are at least a dozen schools and day care centers
within a one mile radius of this toxic site.
Worst of aIL the ATSDR has delegated its legal duties to perform accurate health assessments to the Florida
Department of Health, as it has similarly done in 38 other states, yet when we contacted Jennifer Freed of the
ATSDR, whose signature appears on the June 2010 Koppers Health Assessment, she was unable to provide any
backup data or calculations for us regarding this particular health assessment, which we believe indicates that the
ATSDR is" rubber-stamping" health assessment reports produced by state health departments, without
reviewing the data in the reports.
When we finally did receive the actual data and calculations from FDOH for this report, and had other risk
assessors review it, they were not in agreement with the conclusions of FDOH, and believed that the report did
not take into consideration non-cancer risks for children.
In other words, other risk experts believe that the report by FDOH minimized the real risk posed by the dioxin
levels in the soil in the residential neighborhood next to the Koppers site. Such actions by ATSDR and FDOH do
not meet the intent or requirements of CERCLA to provide accurate health risk assessments for residents near
Superfund sites. These requirements are legal ones, which are spelled out clearly in the aforementioned EPA
Guidance document in Section 1.3.4 on page 1-4:

1.3.2 Health Assessments
Under CERCLA §1 04(i) (Health-Related Authorities),the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
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Registry (ATSDR) must conduct a health assessment for every site proposed for inclusion on the NPL. The
purpose of these health assessments is to assist in determining whether current or potential risk to
human health exists at a site and whether additional information on human exposure and associated health
risks is needed. The health assessment is required to be completed "to the maximum extent practicable" before
completion of the RifFS.

The EPA even publishes a detailed guidance document entitled u"CERCLA Baseline Risk Assessment Human
Health Evaluation EH-231-012/0692 (June 1992)", that spells out the EPA's and the RPM's responsibilities to
ensure that the Health Assessments are conducted properly (see it here:
http:// homer.orn I.gov I nuclea rsafety I env Iguidancel cercla I cer-risk.pdf )
Thus, it is our opinion, that the practice of the ATSDR delegating its responsibilities to perform Superfund site
health assessments to lesser-qualified and severely-underfunded state health departments is a practice that on its
face appears completely illegal under CERCLA Section 104 and 40 CFR 300.430, and should be discontinued.
Most importantly, nothing in these statutes eleviate the responsibility of the EPA, and in particular, the EPA
RPM, to ensure that the health assessments are accurate and done properly. Thus, it appears that EPA Senior
Management needs to get involved in reviewing this vital issue with ATSDR Senior Management to determine
whether this practice of delegation health assessments should be allowed to continue.

6. The EPA's Plan Fails to Address Air Quality Monitoring.
Air quality monitoring is not addressed in the RP, the FS or the HHRA, but should have been an important part
of all 3 documents. In fact, the air quality monitoring should have taken place BEFORE the site was closed, and
before either the FS or HHRA were written, so that the data could have been incorporated into these reports.
A letter dated July 2, 2009 from Randy Merchant of the Florida DEP to Scott Miller of EPA recommended air
monitoring and added the following:

"One 1IIIIIIall exposure pathway that has IlOt been fully assessed is illiialation ofcolltalllillated dustfrolll the site. Nearby
residents, especially thosc wcst of tilC site, rcport willd-blowll dust. Findings ofdecrcnsillg COllcclltmtions ofarscnic,
/JcI/Zo(o)pyrcl1c, alld dio:ril/5 in residcntial sill/ace soil as YOll 1Il0ve away frail I the site sllpport this assertioll."
More to the point - neither AMEC Beazer, EPA, FDEP, or even ACEPD have done any air quality monitoring to
date, and there is no plan to do air quality monitoring in the future that we are aware of. Yet, we know from
what took place at the ETC site in Pensacoloa that the nearby residents will likely be exposed to contaminants
when the onsite and offsite soils are remediated by excavation or grading.
Author Steve Lerner detailed exactly how bad the air quality became near the ETC site in Pensacola during their
two year remediation, in his book "Sacrifice Zones":
"Back in 1992. while the excavation was in process, residents in Rosewood Terrace, Oak Park, and Goulding, the
communities adjacent to the plant, and in Clarinda Triangle, the community across the highway, began to
experience a sharp increase in acute respiratory distress, nosebleeds, headaches, nausea, skin rashes, and a host
of other ailments. The air had become so filled with dust from the constant bulldozing that residents decided they
had to do something. Contractors doing the excavating were supposed to keep the dust down by spraying it with
water during the excavation, but as one commentator on engineering ethics pointed out, the expense of spraying
the water was bound to cut into the contractor's profits ...... But for the residents who lived next door to the source
of the problem, the cleanup itself was exacerbating already deplorable environmental conditions. The remedial
excavation was creating clouds of contaminated dust in a heavily populated, urban area ...
...Joel Hirschhorn, a former government employee who worked on superfund issues for years ... went through
voluminous EPA documents and uncovered data, which demonstrated "that the original removal action had left
very high levels of site contamination all over the site including in open pits and the areas not covered by the pile
of excavated materials." The remedial work neither removed the threat to shallow groundwater, "given originally
by the EPA as the main basis for the action;" nor did it protect residents, he writes. This information provided
Williams with a basis to contend that the removal action "had itself caused preventable health threats," he notes."
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But no one listened to them, and the digging continued, spreading contaminated dust throughout the
neighborhood. The poor air quality caused a number of problems. One woman said her daughters would not play
outside because "the air would make them itch and burn, and give them headaches." Another woman who works
in her garden says she gets so dizzy doing it that she falls against walls. Residents of all ages were affected. "It's
not old people [who are dying of cancer). It is some of the young people in their 40s and 30s, because there is a
young man who died right there, he was in his 30s," a resident told a CNN reporter...
Some residents even tried to stop the excavation by standing in the way of the bulldozers .....

Based on this information, we think it is crucial that air quality monitoring devices be installed in several
locations west and north of the Koppers site during the remediation. These devices should be monitored
frequently by local EPD or EPA staff during remediation, to ensure that the kind of health hazard nightmares that
took place in Pensacola don't happen here. This is the real "lesson learned" from the ETC cleanup.

7. EPA Has No Plan to Relocate Residents Out of Harm's Way
The RP fails to consider the need to relocate the residents either temporarily or permanently, and states in the
September 2010 fact sheet that, "Based on concentrations of contaminants in surface soil at surrounding
residences and the practical remedial alternatives that exist for preventing exposure to these soils, relocation is
not warranted." Yet, recent tests of indoor household dust in the local neighborhood using EPA method 4435, as
detailed in the Federal class action suit against Beazer and Koppers (see Appendix of this PDF document:
http:// www.bancca.org!Docs!Koppers% ?OSuperfund%20Federal% ?OLawsuit% ?OFiling.pdf), foulld iI/door
dioxill levels rallgillg from 34 ppt to 1150 ppt!
How can the EPA ignore this data, when dioxin exposure poses such a clear threat to human health and these
results clearly exceed even the EPA's own standards for dioxin level in soils! It is clear to us that Koppers created
this widespread contamination now found in these homes and yards, and it is equally clear that Beazer and
Koppers should be held responsible by the EPA to clean up this contamination. To do less, is to set a damaging
precedent for all future cleanups at other sites throughout the nation.
In our opinion, the precedent for relocation of exposed residents has already been set with the Escambia
Treatment Company site in Pensacola, where over 400 households were relocated in the mid 1990s, under nearly
identical circumstances. Thus, we believe that several of the households in the area west and north of the
Koppers site should qualify for relocation, and that the EPA is dragging its feet and not enforcing its own
relocation policies at this site, all the while knowing that the remediation process will last "2.5 years", a length of
time sufficient to qualify impacted residents for permanent relocation under the EPA's own "Illterim Policy Oil
tile Use of Permallellt Relocatiolls as Part of Superfulld Remedial Actiolls."
In fact, our own review of this EPA guidance document leads us to the conclusion that 3 of the 4 criteria needed
to initiate permanent relocation apply in the case of the residents living adjacent to the Koppers site.
We refer specifically to these 3 specific criteria:
•

Permanent relocation may be considered in situations where EPA has determined that structures cannot be
decontaminated to levels that are protective of human health for their intended use, thus the decontamination
alternative may not be implementable.

•

Permanent relocation may be considered when EPA determines that potential treatment or other response
options would require the imposition of unreasonable use restrictions to maintain protectiveness (e.g .. typical
activities. such as children playing in their yards. would have to be prohibited or severely limited). Such options
may not be effective in the long-term, nor is it likely that those options would be acceptable to the community.

•

Permanent relocation may be considered when an alternative under evaluation includes a temporary relocation
expected to last longer than one year. A lengthy temporary relocation may not be acceptable to the community.
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Further, when viewed in light of the balancing of tradeoffs between alternatives, the temporary relocation
remedy may not be practicable, nor meet the statutory requirement to be cost-effective,

8. The EPA's Plan Fails to Compensate Residents for Losses in PropertyValues or Pay for
Medical Testing
In addition, the EPA has failed to require that Koppers/ Beazer East compensate the residents for the losses in the
value of their properties and belongings. Their home values have plummeted dramatically in recent months,
especially after the recent announcement of contaminated offsite soils by the Florida DOH and the ATSDR.
Neither is there any plan to provide for medical testing, or compensation for pain and suffering for the affected
residents. Thus, many residents have had no choice but to sign on to a Federal $500 million class action suit to get
relief for their losses.
The residents have strongly voiced that they want biological testing, including blood tests, to test for the presence
of dioxins or other contaminants they have been exposed to over the years. They also want the dust in their
homes and nearby schools tested for these same contaminantsTheir request for biological testing is not without
precedent either, as the same testing was done in Pensacola and showed elevated levels of dioxins in the local
resident's blood, as the book "Sacrifice Zones" explains:
"Blood sampling of former ETC workers and residents who lived near the plant were found to have "elevated levels of
dioxin in their blood in excess of the general population" 25 years after the plant closed, [Wilma] Subra observes,"

Still, the EPA, ATSDR and FDOH have turned a deaf ear to the requests of local residents to have these vital tests
performed. Some suggest this is part of a larger cover-up; that state and Federal government officials don't want
these tests performed because the results might prove too shocking. Others suggest it indicates a failure of the
federal and state government bureaucracies to protect the health of those who live in "sacrifice zones".
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9. The EPA was Negligent in Allowing the Koppers Site to Remain Open as a Treated Wood
Facility for 26 years After the Site was Placed on the National Priorities List (NPL).

The Koppers Superfund site was placed on the NPL in 1984, yet over 20 years passed before any
definitive action was taken by the EPA with regard to this site, in spite of reports showing that the
groundwater contamination was spreading and leaving the site, and untreated storm water leaving the
site violated Florida standards for both arsenic and chromium levels, by 8 and 18 times respectively.
The decades-long inaction by the EPA led to additional exposures of the nearby residents to
contaminated dust and other toxic airborne contaminants, including toxic fumes released when
treated wood or other waste was burned onsite by Koppers employees (something which the EPA has
failed to acknowledge to date, although we have learned of numerous reports from local residents of
such activities occurring.) Additional1y, had the EPA acted more quickly, it could have prevented much
of the toxic storm water pollution that entered Springstead and Hogtown Creeks, which feed directly
into our local aquifer.
The EPA has failed in several of its enforcements duties as well, by not issuing any fines or penalties to
Koppers or other contractors for environmental violations related to this Superfund site.
Had the EPA acted more quickly to close this toxic site, rather than allowing Koppers to continue to
operate for an additional 25 years, this would have resulted in significant reductions of the exposure
of local residents to the contaminants from the site- thereby reducing their incidences of cancer,
neurological disorders, birth defects, reproductive disorders and premature pet deaths, all of which
have been reported at a alarmingly high frequency in the surrounding neighborhood.
Ironically, it was a Letter to the Editor written by this author and published by the Gainesville Sun,
which exposed long-term contract between Gainesville Regional Utilities and Koppers for treated wood
utility poles, and the subsequent nullification of this contract by the Gainesville City Commissioners,
that triggered the final shutdown of the Koppers plant - not any enforcement action by the EPA.
But it is clear that the EPA bears a large share of the responsibility for the additional environmental
harm caused to the local residents by this additional, yet preventable, exposure to dioxins and other
toxins.
For this reason alone, the EPA is obliged to provide the best remedy possible to deal with the offsite
contamination in the neighborhood adjacent to the Koppers site, including relocation of affected
residents whose property is now contaminated by dioxins, additional soil and indoor testing, testing of
the nearby schools, epidemiological screening and biological testing of the residents.
This is the very least that the EPA can do to compensate for the problems your negligence and inaction
have caused over the last 3 decades. .
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we reject the EPA's poorly crafted Remedial Plan, the companion Fact Sheets, and the May 2010
Final Feasibility Study. These reports don't just simply fall short - they are completely insufficient.
The community of Gainesville, voted "No. 1 Place to Live in the US", deserves a better Remedial Plan for the
Koppers Superfund site- one that protects human health, our environment, and our precious water supply.
We demand a plan that requires that Koppers and Beazer East pay to remediate the toxic legacy they have left
behind, and compensate our residents who were unwitting victims of their toxic trespasses.
We deserve a remedial plan that does exactly that, and nothing less.

Sincerely,
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Joseph S. Prager, President
BANCCA.ORG, LLC

Email: inbox@bancca.org
cc: Usa P. Jackson, EPA Director
Stanley Meiburg, Director, EPA Region 4
Franklin Hill, EPA Region 4 Superfund Division Director
LaTonya Spencer, EPA Community Involvement Coordinator
Craig Lowe, Mayor, City of Gainesville
Fred Murry, Assistant City Manager, City of Gainesville
Sen. Bill Nelson (U.S. Senate)
Rep. Corrine Brown (Florida House of Rep., District 3)
Rep. Charles Chestnut IV (Florida House of Rep., District 23)
Rep. Cliff Stearns (U.S. House of Rep.)
Dr. John Mousa, Alachua Co. Environmental Protection Dept.
Rick Hutton, Gainesville Regional Utilities
Dr. Pat Cline, Technical Advisor, Protect Gainesville's Citizens
Bob Palmer, Chair, Alachua Co. Environmental Protection Advisory Committee
Robert Pearce, Technical Advisory Comm. Chair, Protect Gainesville's Citizens
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Florida Department of Health
Scott Miller
Remedial Project Manager
Superfund Division
Superfund Remedial Branch, Section C
u.S. EPA Region 4
61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta, GA 30303
September 24,2010

Re: EPA's Cabot/Koppers Proposed Plan
Dear Mr. Miller:
Thank you for the chance to comment on EPA's July 2010 proposed plan for the Cabot
Carbon/Koppers Superfund site in Gainesville, Florida.

On-Site Soil
In a June 2010 letter, the Florida Department of Health (DOH) concluded that transport
of contaminated dust from the Koppers site to the nearby Stephen Foster neighborhood is
a public health concern [DOH 201 Oa]. The responsible party proposes to root rake and
disk 26 acres of hardened lime rock on the site. Some of this area is within 100 feet of the
Stephen Foster neighborhood. Root raking and disking have the potential to create
contaminated dust that can drift into the nearby neighborhood. This potential continues
until the establishment of a vegetative cover.
In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should require the responsible party to water the
site to suppress dust fonnation prior to root raking and disking. While they root rake and
disk, EPA should require the responsible party to continue to water daily or as necessary
for dust suppression. After completion of root raking and disking, EPA should require a
daily soil moisture check and water as necessary to prevent dust fonnation until a
vegetative cover is fully established. After a vegetative cover is fully established, EPA
should require a weekly check of soil moisture and water as necessary until
implementation of a pern1anent remedy.
In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should also require the responsible party to
assess the health risk for future use of the Koppers hazardous waste site including
commercial and residential.

Off:Site Soil
In a 2009 report, Florida DOH and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry (A TSDR) concluded that incidental ingestion (swallowing) for more than a year

of very small amounts of surface soil from the City of Gainesville easement adjacent to
the western Koppers boundary between NW 26th and NW 30th A venues could possibly
harm children's health [ATSDR 2009]. In June 2010, the Florida DOH found the
temporary fence and warning signs were not effective in preventing trespass on this
easement. Florida DOH recommended the City of Gainesville or responsible party
replace the temporary fence and signs with a more etTective barrier to trespass [DOH
2010b]. In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should require the City of Gainesville or
the responsible party to post warning signs and erect an effective barrier to trespass until
soil in this easement is remediated.
In two reports, Florida DOH and ATSDR concluded that surface soil testing in the
Stephen
Foster neighborhood adjacent to the Koppers site had not extended far enough and
recommended additional testing [ATSDR 2009,201 Oa]. In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers
plan,
EP A should continue to require the responsible party to test surface soil until they detine
the
extent of contamination.
Florida DOH supports the plan to remove otT-site surface soil exceeding Florida's soil
cleanup target levels and replace it with clean till.

0fr-Site Indoor DlIst
In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should require the responsible party to
investigate site related contaminants in the dust of nearby homes, schools, and
businesses. The 2009 AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. report is inadequate to assess
this issue since it only addresses onsite dust deposition under current conditions and does
not address past otT-site dust deposition [AMEC 2009]. In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers
plan, EPA should also require the responsible party to remediate nearby buildings found
to have dust with site-related contaminants at levels that pose an unacceptable risk to
health.

O./r-Site Creek Sediments
In a 2010 draft report, Florida DOH and ATSDR concluded that although incidental
ingestion
(swallowing) of very small amounts of contaminated sediments in the Springstead and
Hogtown Creeks is not likely to harn1 people's health, contaminant concentrations are still
above state standards and should be cleaned up [A TSDR 20 I Ob]. In the Cabot
Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should require the responsible parties to cleanup
contaminated sediments in Springstead and Hogtown Creeks.
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Scott Miller
Remedial Project Manager
Superfund Division
Superfund Remedial Branch, Section C
U.S. EPA Region 4
61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta, GA 30303
Re: EPA's Cabot/Koppers Proposed Plan
Dear Mr. Miller:
Thank you for the chance to comment on EPA's July 2010 proposed plan for the Cabot
Carbon/Koppers Superfund site in Gainesville, Florida.
On-Site Soil
In a June 2010 letter, the Florida Department of Health (DOH) concluded that transport of
contaminated dust from the Koppers site to the nearby Stephen Foster neighborhood is a public
health concern [DOH 2010a]. The responsible party proposes to root rake and disk 26 acres of
hardened lime rock on the site. Some of this area is within 100 feet of the Stephen Foster
neighborhood. Root raking and disking have the potential to create contaminated dust that can
drift into the nearby neighborhood. This potential continues until the establishment of a
vegetative cover.
In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should require the responsible party to water the site to
suppress dust formation prior to root raking and disking. While they root rake and disk, EPA
should require the responsible party to continue to water daily or as necessary for dust
suppression. After completion of root raking and disking, EPA should require a daily soil
moisture check and water as necessary to prevent dust formation until a vegetative cover is
fully established. After a vegetative cover is fully established, EPA should require a weekly
check of soil moisture and water as necessary until implementation of a permanent remedy.
In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should also require the responsible party to assess the
health risk for future use of the Koppers hazardous waste site including commercial and
residential.
Off-Site Soil
In a 2009 report, Florida DOH and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
(ATSDR) concluded that incidental ingestion (swallowing) for more than a year of very small
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amounts of surface soil from the City of Gainesville easement adjacent to the western Koppers
th
th
boundary between NW 26 and NW 30 Avenues could possibly harm children's health
[ATSDR 2009]. In June 2010, the Florida DOH found the temporary fence and warning signs
were not effective in preventing trespass on this easement. Florida DOH recommended the
City of Gainesville or responsible party replace the temporary fence and signs with a more
effective barrier to trespass [DOH 201 Ob]. In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should
require the City of Gainesville or the responsible party to post warning signs and erect an
effective barrier to trespass until soil in this easement is remediated.
In two reports, Florida DOH and ATSDR concluded that surface soil testing in the Stephen
Foster neighborhood adjacent to the Koppers site had not extended far enough and
recommended additional testing [ATSDR 2009, 2010aJ. In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan,
EPA should continue to require the responsible party to test surface soil until they define the
extent of contamination.
Florida DOH supports the plan to remove off-site surface soil exceeding Florida's soil cleanup
target levels and replace it with clean fill.
Off-Site Indoor Dust
In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should require the responsible party to investigate site
related contaminants in the dust of nearby homes, schools, and businesses. The 2009 AMEC
Earth & EnVironmental, Inc. report is inadequate to assess this issue since it only addresses on
site dust deposition under current conditions and does not address past off-site dust deposition
[AMEC 20091. In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA should also require the responsible
party to remediate nearby buildings found to have dust with site-related contaminants at levels
that pose an unacceptable risk to health.
Off-Site Creek Sediments
In a 2010 draft report, Florida DOH and ATSDR concluded that although incidental ingestion
(swallowing) of very small amounts of contaminated sediments in the Springstead and Hogtown
Creeks is not likely to harm people's health, contaminant concentrations are still above state
standards and should be cleaned up [ATSDR 2010b]. In the Cabot Carbon/Koppers plan, EPA
should require the responsible parties to cleanup contaminated sediments in Springstead and
Hogtown Creeks.
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Thanks again for a chance to comment on EPA's proposed plan for the Cabot Carbon/Koppers
site.
Sincerely,

E. Randall Merchant
Environmental Administrator
850 245-4299
cc: Anthony Dennis - Alachua CHD
Kelsey Helton - Florida DEP
John Mousa - Alachua CEPD
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Koppers Incorporated
October 12, 20 10
Mr. Scott Miller
Remedial Project Manager
Superfund Division
Superfund Remedial Branch, Section C
U.S.EPA Region 4
61 Forsyth Street, SW

Atlanta, GA 30303
Koppers Inc.
436 Seventh Avenue
Pittsburgh, P A 15219-1800
Tel 412 227 2434
Fax 412 227 2423
Paul LS@Kopper.com
www.koppers.com

SUBJECT: COMMENTS TO JULY 2010 PROPOSED PLAN
CABOT CARBON/KOPPERS SUPERFUND SITE
Dear Mr: Miller
Koppers Inc., a former owner/operator of the wood treating facility located at NW 23rd
Street in Gainesville, FL, submits these comments to the Superfund Proposed Plan for the
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site. Koppers Inc. (formerly Koppers Industries, Inc.)
owned and operated the wood treating facility at NW 23rd Street for a limited period of
time. Koppers Industries, Inc. purchased the site in late December 1988 from Koppers
Company, Inc., now known as Beazer East, Inc. Upon closure of its manufacturing
operations in December 2009, Koppers Inc. sold the facility back to Beazer East. Inc. in
March 2010.
Throughout the Proposed Plan there are numerous references to the "Koppers" portion of
the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, to "Koppers", and to the "Koppers Site".
Since several entities with the word "Koppers" in their name have owned the site and the
term "Koppers" is not detined, the generic use of the word in the document can be
confusing and, at times, inaccurate. For example, the last sentence in the 151 paragraph
on page 3 under Site History states .... "On March 31, 20 I O. Beazer East. Inc. pllrchased
the property/i'om Koppers in order tofacilitate remediation. "The "Koppers" referred to
in this sentence is Koppers Inc. The document further states that wood treating processes
began at the site in 1916 and describes the various units used to manage wastes or
wastewaters at the site.
Without further explanation or definition of the term "Koppers", an obvious conclusion
could be that Koppers Inc. operated the site and the units that are now subject to
remediation since 1916. As stated above, Koppers Inc. only owned and/or operated the
wood treating site from late 1988 until March 20 I O. This Superfund site was included on
the National Priorities List (NPL) prior to Koppers Inc.'s ownership and Koppers Inc. did
not use units subject to remediation. Therefore, Koppers Inc. requests that some
claritication be included in the Proposed Plan regarding the ownership and activity
history at the site as noted below.
The end of the I st paragraph under Site History on page 3 is suggested to be revised to:
" ....... The Koppers portion of the site was an active facility until December 2009 wlzell
Koppers Inc. ceased its mal/l{(acturillg operations. Koppers Inc. (then known as Koppers

Illdustries, IlIc.) purchased the site.fl·om Beazer East, Inc., (then "-7IOM'1I as Koppers
Compan}', IIIC., the/ormer owner/operator of the site) in December 1988. On March 31,
2010, Beazer East, Inc. purchased the property back/i'om Koppers illc. in order to
facilitate remediation.
The 5th paragraph under Site History on page 3 states ...
"Former .t'Ood-treatmcntfacilities are located lvi/hill the southeastern portion of the
Koppers Site (Figllre 2). This incllldes a reccllt(v-active process buildillg and adjacent
drip tracks H'here chroma ted copper arsenate (CCA) was used to preserve ~t'Ood. The
central and northern portions of the Site wcre recently used/or .mod storage, staging,
and debarkillg':
Koppers Inc. believes these statements also lead to a misunderstanding of the site
ownership history and issues being addressed. First, the reference to the recently active
process building and drip track implies this is the only activity that occurred in the
southeastern portion of the site. Treatment activities and practices have been conducted in
that area for many years preceding Koppers Inc. ownership. Secondly, wood storage and
staging has been conducted at the site for many years throughout its ownership, not just
recently. Koppers Inc. requests that these additional activities also be mentioned in the
Site History section of the document to more accurately retlect the historic operations.
Koppers Inc. appreciates your consideration of these comments and trust they will be
addressed as we believe they clarify the ownership and activity history at the site.
Sincerely,
Linda S. Paul
Environmental Manager
cc: Mitchell Brounnan, Beazer East, Inc.

Protect Gainesville's Citizens
October 14,20 10
Scott Miller
Site Manager
Cabot I Koppers Superfund Site
Region 4, Environmental Protection Agency
Atlanta Federal Center
81 Forsyth Street
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
RE: Comments to EPA regarding vapor intrusion at the Koppers Site·
In September 20 I 0, the US EPA developed fact sheets to address questions that were raised
during the proposed plan meeting at the Stephen Foster Elementary School on August 15th
20 I O. One of the fact sheet states that vapor intrusion is not a concern because of the presence
of volatile compounds at low concentrations. Contrary to this statement, the OS~VER Drqft
Guidance for Evaluating the Vapor IntJ'/lsion to Indoor Air Pathway Jl'om Groundwater and
Soils (Sllbslll/ace Vapor Intrusion Guidallce (US EPA, 2002) suggests that low levels of
volatile compounds in groundwater may present a vapor intrusion hazard.
I am making this comment to encourage the US EPA to perforn1 thorough studies on vapor
intrusion in order to detennine if vapor intrusion represents a risk for future uses.
The current data do not appear sufficient for perfonning a thorough vapor intrusion study.
The second-five year review for the Koppers site states that numerous monitoring wells present
at the site were not regularly monitored "over the years". This review recommends that:
".111 ofthe SIII/icial Aqll(fer wells installed in investigations befll'ecn 1984 to 1995 should be
cleaned out and redeveloped Re-sllrveying ofthe .vells should be pel/armed as lIecesswy.
Regular monitoring a/all the wells and sample w/a~vsis.for all site cac's should be pelformed"
(Second five year review for the Cabot I Koppers Superfund site, 2006).
By going over the documents in the administrative record, I found out that the latest and most
relevant samples regarding the surficial aquifer COCs were perfonned on August 2007. In
December 2007, Geotrans submitted a document to the US EPA entitled "Surficial Aquifer
Well Redevelopment and Sampling Report, in Response to Five-Year Review Report, April
2006 - Recommendation #9 Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site in Gainesville, Florida"
showing the results of August 2007 sampling. These samples were perfonned more than three
year~ago and therefore I am asking US EPA if:
- the 2nd five year review recommendation was followed?
- the statement regarding vapor intrusion made by the US EP A was based on relevant
and appropriate studies?
In the above cited report, the monitoring wells detected 11 contaminants that are sufficiently
toxic and volatile (based on the User's Guide for Evaluating Subsurface Vapor Intrusion into
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Buildings, prepared by the Environmental Quality Inc to the US EPA, 2004). Among these
contaminants, two are characterized as carcinogenic by inhalation: benzene and naphthalene.
By looking at the RCRA Draft Supplemental Guidance for Evaluating the Vapor
Intrusion to Indoor Air Pathway, the groundwater screening level for naphthalene is 15 flg/L.
This target groundwater concentration corresponds to a target indoor air concentration where
the soil gas to indoor air attenuation factor is 0.0 I and the partitioning across the water table
obeys Henry's law. The screening level for naphthalene should be lower because naphthalene
has been recently characterized as a carcinogen by inhalation and this value hasn't been
updated yet.
Figure 3 of the 2007 Surficial Aquifer Well Redevelopment and Sampling Report shows the
presence of naphthalene in three main areas. The first one is next to the former South Lagoon,
the former Drip Track area and the fanner Process area. The second zone is located in the
vicinity of and downgradient of the fanner North Lagoon. Finally, the last impacted area is in
the northeastern section of the Site. The concentrations in these areas are well above the US
EPA screening level for vapor intrusion with concentrations reaching 8300 flg/L. Naphthalene
is only one contaminant among eleven others that may pose a risk to future indoor workers. By
examining these numbers it is impractical for the US EPA to state that vapor intrusion is not a
concern without conducting further studies. Based on the Administrative record, the US EPA
hasn't conducted any studies to support their statement.
The Johnson and Ettinger model is recommended by the US Environmental Protection Agency
to determine whether vapor intrusion may result in a potential unacceptable inhalation risk.
The US EP A should have used this model to find out ifvapor intrusion is an issue.
By using the Johnson and Ettinger model and the maximum concentrations found throughout
the site for contaminants that are sufficiently toxic and volatile, the values for the total cancer
risk and the hazard index are:
Contaminant

Cw

Risk

HQ

1.00E-04

1.198204

IJlg/L
Benzene

250

Ethylbenzene

140

0.024272

Toluene

420

0.17561

m-p xylene

320

0.518601

o xylene
2Methylnaphthalene

150
1500

0.171483

Acenaphthene (Ace)

730

0.007893

Dibenzofuran

400

0.001865

Fluorene

360

0.002547

Naphthalene

8300

Pyrene

13

Total

0.192458

8.76E-04

24.03867

9.76E-04

26.33163

2.22E-05

To calculate the cancer risk and the hazard quotient, different site-specific assumptions were
made:
- groundwater temperature is 22 degrees Celsius
- the capillary zone and the unsaturated zone soil type is assumed to be sand based on the
2010 Feasibility Study
- the slab-on-grade scenario was selected (most common in Florida) and default values
for parameters related to this foundation were selected
- a water table depth 01'9 feet (average value of seasonal variations at the Koppers Site)
commercial/industrial specific exposure factors were used
Based on this table, naphthalene is the contaminant that represents the greatest concern. The
Hazard Index is 26 and therefore is greater than 1, which suggests that noncancer adverse
human health effects are likely.
The total cancer risk is 9.76 E-04. This value is between but at the higher end of the USEPA's
allowable risk range of 1x 10-6 to 1xI0-4. However, the cancer risk exceeds FDEP's risk
benchmark of one in a million.
This value exceeds the US EPA's allowable tisk range oflxlO-6 to I x10-4 and FDEP's risk
benchmark of one in a million. I strongly encourage the US EPA to investigate this pathway
further and to obtain current surticial aquifer concentrations at the site. Without further study,
it appears that future commercial/industrial workers at the Koppers site may be at risk from
vapor intrusion.
Please feel free to contact me if you would like to review the spreadsheet supporting my
conclusions.
Sincerely,
Beata Urbaniak
Dr. Patricia V. Cline [Technical Advisor]

October 10, 20 10
Mimi A. Drew
Secretary of the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP)
3900 ConU110nwealth Boulevard M.S. 49
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
RE: Koppers Superfund Site. Failure to follow Professional Engineer/Geologist
Requirements
The public health of citizens of Gainesville Florida is at risk from Koppers Superfund Site
contamination, including groundwater impacts that threaten our well tield. The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recently provided the Administrative Record, the
documents which fonn the basis for their proposed remedy. These documents do not comply
with Florida Statutes and Laws that require applicable p0l1ions of technical documents be
signed and sealed by a professional engineer (PE) registered pursuant to Chapter 471, F.S., or
a professional geologist (PG) registered pursuant to Chapter 492, F.S., cel1ifying that the
applicable portions of the technical document and associated work comply with standard
professional practices.
EPA has stated that federal regulations do not require the Feasibility Study (FS) or other
documents to be cel1ified by licensed professionals. We feel the state statutes are clear, and
provide no exemption for Superfund sites. For example, Chapter 492, F.S. outlining
requirements tor PG signatures (applicable to numerous Koppers groundwater reports) begins
with a clear statement of Purpose:
It is hereby declared to be the public policy o/fhe state that, in order to safeguard the
life, health, property, alld public well-beillg ofits citizells, allY persoll practicing or
offerillg to practice geology in this state shall meet the requiremellts of this chapter.
FD EP statT appeared unsure of whether these statutes apply to the work perfonned at the
Koppers' Site. To get clarification, complaints have been filed to have example documents
reviewed by the state licensing boards!. In addition, we have contacted two states in EPA
Region 4 regarding PG signatures and received the following responses:
While EPA mayor may not require the signature, the Alabama PC statute requires
documents to be signed that are H'ithin the public practice ofgeology. PlIblic
documents should be signed by an AL PC [{they contain geological
iJ!!orma tion/interpreta tion.
Dorothy Malaier, PG Board Chair
The State o.lSouth Carolina requires that a geologist hold a license to practice in this
state whenever s/he engages in practice and there is 110 general exception for ,Fork
all SlIpel:/111ld sites. Lenora Addison-Miles [milesl@scdllr.com]

We expect a similar clear and definitive response for engineers and geologists practicing in
Florida.

[ I Florida Board of Professional Engineers, regarding the May 2010 Feasibility Study (FS), filed
June 27,2010.

Florida Board of Professional Geologists, regarding the Hawthorn Group Investigation, filed
September 22, 2010 ]
We raise this issue for two reasons:
• The state laws that are designed for protection of human health must be followed.
Not following these licensing requirement means that no one is accepting
responsibility for the accuracy of the statements, calculations, conclusions, or impacts
to human health or the environment that will result from decisions based on these
documents
• Critical documents are incomplete and technically deticient. This should be
addressed before finalizing a remedy that puts our citizens at risk. It is unacceptable
that EPA can consider the FS document "Final" if the critical problems have not been
addressed.
As the agency that reviews these documents, we look to FDEP to protect our citizens and:
I. Be clear on the requirements for professional certitications for Superfund Sites,
convey these to FDEP stafTand EPA, and enforce these licensing requirements on all
sites.
2. Reject the FS and relevant documents associated with the Koppers site that are not
signed and sealed by the appropriate Professional Engineer or Professional Geologist
licensed to practice in the State of Florida.
3. Recognize this is not a formality. The Koppers FS fails to provide criteria and
ctitical perfonnance metrics on which to base a remedy. We request you consult with
Florida Board of Professional Engineers (FBPE) on the FS; and demand that EPA
cannot consider the FS final until these issues have been addressed.
4. Give official support to community requests for an addendum to the FS evaluating
alternatives consistent with professional practices so that the implications of the
remedy are transparent.
We would be happy to supply our technical comments on the deficiencies of the relevant
documents (particularly the FS). The deficiencies of the proposed plan and the lack of
transparency / accuracy of the supporting documents have also been highl ighted in comments to
the EPA prepared by the Local Intergovernmental Team (City o/Gainesville, [he Alachua County
Environmental Protection Department, the Alachua COllnty Department q(Health, and
Gainesville Regional Utilities), along with the City and County Commissions.
The public comment period on the proposed remedy is nearing an end, and the Record of
Decision for the remedy at this site may be issued soon. We look to the support of FDEP, our
licensing boards, and our representatives to address the concerns of the community and resolve
this issue quickly. Please contact me (352 234-3732) if you would like further clarification on
these concerns. We appreciate your assistance in resolving these issues.
Sincerely,
Dr. Pat Cline
Technical Advisor
6322 SW 37th Way
Gainesville, Fl 32608
ta@protectgainesville.org

October 15,2010
Scott Miller
Site Manager
Cabot / Koppers Superfund Site
Region 4, Environmental Protection Agency
Atlanta Federal Center
81 Forsyth Street
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960

RE: Protect Gainesville's Citizens (PGC) Comments
PGC has been active over the past tew months providing information and opportunities
for the community to become better in±onned and provide comments on the proposed
remedy tor the Koppers Superfund Site. This letter is submitted to highlight key issues
that have been raised and of concern to the PGC and a large segment of the community.
Comment I. An effective Community Involvement Plan responsive to the needs of the
citizens in Gainesville is important. Some of the responses to the community concerns do
not seem adequate. We would like to work with L'Tonya Spencer to update the CIP and
to maintain commitments to the community regarding availability of infonnation and
opportunities to participate in the process. Because the recent CIP update process
occurred simultaneously with the process of hiring a technical advisor and preparing tor
the public comment period, we do not feel the community was able to adequately
participate as needed. We ask that in the future adequate time be allocated for all stages
of the Superfund Clean up Process.
Comment 2. PGC requested the Administrative Record File and update to the repository
in April 2010, and Dr. Cline provided additional requests. No complete site index has
been received and many documents remain missing in the repository. This has hampered
detailed evaluation of the Plan and the primary supporting document. the Feasibility
Study (FS). A complete tile is essential to maintain the critical evaluations that have been
completed over the past 10 years and provide the basis for the summary statements made
in the FS.
Comment 3. An aggressive remedy to protect the groundwater is needed. We concur with
comments expressed by LIT and TA on ISBS and think its potential use at this site should
be reconsidered.
Comment 4. For the past year, there have been presentations about potential
redevelopment of the Site, yet it appears that a remedy will be in place that may
discourage development. and could leave the city with an undevelopable piece of
property.
Comment 5. Although the Proposed plan identities the SCTLs as the cleanup numbers for
soil, the AR appears to bias support for the risk assessment documents and inference of

the use of the target risk value rather than the Florida SCTLs. We just received a
document that alters assumptions. This is unacceptable.
Comment 7. Residents have persistently raised questions about potential offsite
groundwater contamination west of the site into the residential neighborhood. These have
been generally dismissed, and site documents appear to infer that this area is not
impacted. Recent review of data in the southwest area of the site suggests there is
contamination in that area that requires additional investigation and potentially impacts
the remedy.
Comment 8: The proposed plan recommends excavating contaminated soils and piling
them up in the southeast comer of the property. This is unacceptable. We understand
there are some soils which are too contaminated to be removed from the site. For those
areas that can be either removed or remediated a plan should be proposed for
consideration that would either move them to a lined land till or remediate them in place
to the SCTL 's.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Krauth Chair, Protect Gainesville's Citizens, Inc.

October IS, 20 I 0
Scott Miller, Remedial Project Manager
Superfund Division, Superfund Remedial Branch
U.S. EPA Region 4
61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta, GA 30303
Re: Comments on U.S. EPA's Proposed Plan for the Koppers Superfund Site in Gainesville,
Florida
Dear Mr. Miller:
As you are aware, there is pervasive, strong objection within the community to EPA's Proposed
Plan for the clean-up of the Koppers Superfund Site in Gainesville, Florida. Many of these
complaints are well-deserved, ranging from deticiencies 011 the part of EPA to properly involve
the community in its remedy selection process, to inadequate and inappropriate on-site and off
site remediation.
As you are also aware, the City of Gainesville and Alachua County have submitted their
Comments and Recommendations on EPA's Proposed Plan, developed by the Local
Intergovernmental Team, the City and County governments, and members of the community.
Untold thousands of hours on the part of many dedicated, intelligent, and thoughtful individuals
went into preparing these response comments. [ endorse them wholeheartedly, almost without
exception, and I implore EPA to take them to heart.
I am keenly aware of the difficult relationships between EPA, the Responsible Parties, and the
local community. Neither am I under any illusion as to the limitations associated with remedying
a very large, heavily contaminated, complex site. Limitations notwithstanding, there are many
elements in EPA's Proposed Plan that are seriously inadequate and unacceptable.

Community Involvement
Community input is supposed to playa crucial role throughout the decision-making process on
superfund sites. EPA is required to vigorously engage and integrate the community as soon as a
site is placed on the National Priorities List. EPA is required to place heavy emphasis on
community input in selecting the remedies and in providing a site that will accommodate the
community's desired future uses. EPA has been severely deticient in following both federal law
and its own policy directives in this regard.
Superfund Community Involvement Handbook (EPA):
"[n CERCLA, Congress was clear about its intent for the Agency to provide every
opportunity for residents of affected communities to become active participants in the
process and to have a say in the decisions that affect their community. Congress, in
establishing the Superfund program, wanted the Agency to be guided by the people
whose lives are impacted by Superfund sites. The intent of the law is restated in the NCP
at 40 CFR 300.430(c)(2)(ii): -(A) Ensure the public appropriate opportunities for
involvement in a wide variety of site-related decisions, including site analysis and
characterization, alternatives analysis, and selection of remedy. "

A substantial amount of the current dysfunction and antagonism between the community and
EPA could have been avoided if proper emphasis had been placed on developing an integrative
dialogue with the community throughout the remedy selection process, i.e., an active Conununity
Involvement Plan (CIP).
It is through the CIP that the community is to be kept informed of the various aspects and
considerations associated with the entire remedial process, from "discovery" of the site to
deletion from the NPL. And it is through the CIP that EPA is made aware of the types of
remedies and future uses the conununity desires on the site--so that EPA can provide the
corresponding remedies, wherever practicable.
Superfund Land Use Directive (EPA):

"Discussions with local land use planning authorities, appropriate ofticials, and the
public, as appropriate, should be conducted as early as possible in the scoping phase of
the Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RIfFS). This will assist EPA in
understanding the reasonably anticipated future uses of the land on which the Superfund
site is located; Remedial action objectives developed during the RIIFS should renect the
reasonably anticipated future land use or uses."
The only known Community Involvement Plan for the Koppers Superfund Site in Gainesville
was established in 1989 (it was then called the Community Relations Plan). According to that
Plan, quarterly updates were to be issued to the community and the Plan was to be revised if there
were indications of signiticant changes in community interest at any time during the Remedial
Investigation, the Feasibility Study, the Draft FS report, or during development of the Proposed
Plan.
Beginning in 1993, CIPs were required to be updated every 3 years. The CIP for the Koppers site
should have been updated 6 times since 1989. Astoundingly, it wasn't until August 20 I 0 that
EPA drafted a new CIP--3 weeks after release the Proposed Plan.
I do not know what resources mayor may not have been available to EPA throughout the past 20
years to fulfill its responsibility to incorporate community input into the remedy selection
process. But there is no doubt whatsoever that in this instance, EPA's deticiency in this regard is
largely responsible for the current level of anger and hostility towards EPA, and the inadequate
and inappropriate remedies in the Proposed Plan.

Rightful Expectations
The land and our creeks have suffered unconscionable environmental abuse for almost 100 years.
The community justifiably feels that the Responsible Parties should be held accountable and that
EPA should require the RP's to clean up every last bit of contamination from the site, i.e., return
the land to the condition it was in before they got their dirty hands on it. This is a well-deserved,
well-grounded expectation for environmental and social justice. Even after the horrendous
activities were "discovered" in 1983 and the site was placed on the NPL. the abuses continued for
an additional 26 years. We really are NOT interested in hearing excuses.
Realistically speaking, most of the reasonable elements of the conununity understand that the
magnitude and nature of the contamination on the site impose limitations that make total clean-up
a near impossibility. Nonetheless, EPA's Proposed Plan falls.!cl/· short of what is appropriate,
necessary, and practicable. That is why the proposed remedies to simply cover up the
contamination feel like such an insult.

Because evaluation and cost analysis of so many potential remedial alternatives appear to be
missing from the FS, it is impossible for the community to accept the rationale behind EPA's
chosen remedies in the Proposed Plan.

Primary Source Areas
Being directly upstream in the Floridan Aquifer from the Murphree Wellfield, the groundwater
remedy must, without question, be protective of the regional drinking water supply. EPA's
proposed remedies are not sufficient to accomplish that.
The community's preferred remedy within the 4 primary source areas is excavation and off-site
disposal of contaminated soils down to the 2nd clay layer. However desirable, this is likely not a
practicable alternative due both to the expense of the excavation process itself and to the disposal
restrictions and transport requirements of the DNAPL material involved. Nonetheless, the
community deserves to see a detailed evaluation of this alternative, which should be included in
an amended FS.
Excavation and off-site disposal of soils from within the source areas down to the 1st clay would,
of course, be signiticantly more practicable. An evaluation of this alternative should be provided
in an amended FS, as should an evaluation for on-site treatment. The community needs to
understand the practicability, or lack thereof: of all remedial options.
If excavation and off-site disposal of the primary source area soils proves to be completely
impracticable, thorough solidification and stabilization of these soils (i.e., ISSS) from surface to
the 2nd clay, with supplemental ISBS and hydraulic containment at deeper levels, appears to be
the optimal andjustitiable fall-back solution. ISBS should not be relied upon as an effective
remedy in the surticial aquifer, as is being proposed by EPA.
ISSS from the surface to the 2nd clay in the primary source areas is a remedial alternative that
warrants evaluation and cost analysis. This should be provided in an amended FS.
In addition to the LIT recommendation to expand the proposed slurry wall eastward to address
otT-site migration of cOl1taminants there, evidence suggests there is off-site migration of DNAPL
contamination to the west, as well. Further testing appears to be necessary to detennine whether
the slurry wall perimeter would need to be adjusted accordingly to prevent additional off-site
migration of contaminants.
The slurry wall configuration (subsurface containment remedy) need not dictate the surface soils
remedy, discussed further below.

Non-Source Area Soils
EPA's proposed surface soils remedy is to surficially scrape the non-source area to a non
specitied depth (leaving an indetenninate amount of contamination behind), pile the scrapings on
top of the source areas, put a cap on top of the mound, and throw some clean dirt on top of the
scraped area. Adding insult to injury, those surticial soils would only have to meet commercial/
industrial SCTLs. Future development would require engineering and institutional controls over
almost the entire site--significantly impairing (and dictating) the types of future uses the site
could accommodate.
This type of remedy might be appropriate if the site was in an isolated location, but it is not. The
site is integrated well within the developed area of the city and shares a 3/4 mile-long boundary
with a single family neighborhood. Attaining a site that is genuinely clean should be one of
EPA's primary objectives for this site. A remedy that does not actually clean the majority of the
contaminants from the site will not remove the stigma associated with the site and will adversely

impact the economic health and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods for generations to come. EPA
has completely neglected the psychological impact of the chosen remedy on the community. This,
in my opinion, is where the Proposed Plan is most deficient.
In 2008 the Gainesville City Commission passed a Resolution requesting EPA to require the
responsible parties to clean the Site to Florida residential SCTLs. And yet EPA's Proposed Plan
states:
"The selected cleanup goals are the Florida commercial! industrial SCTLs for on-Site
soils/ sediments."
AMEC's on-site surface soil tests indicate that it may in fact be practicable to attain a thorough
clean-up over the majority of the area outside the primary source areas. With additional testing, a
tine-grained work plan could be generated to determine the various depths to which contaminated
soils would need to be excavated to reach relatively clean earth. A legitimate expectation would
be to thoroughly clean as great an area as possible by excavation of these soils. An evaluation and
cost analysis for excavating the non-source area portions of the site to the various depths
necessary to reach the different soil contact and leachability standards is missing from the FS.
This information is crucial, and should be included in an amended FS.
[n association with the excavation of on-site surface soils (whether to indiscriminate depths as is
being proposed, or to the depths necessary to reach target criteria) are the alternatives for off-site
disposal or on-site treatment of these soils. These alternatives warrant evaluation and cost
analysis, and need to be provided in an amended FS.
The 1110unding of contaminants on-site is highly objectionable to the c0111munity--and for good
reason. It will adversely impact and stigmatize adjacent neighborhoods forever.
I f evaluation proves that off-site disposal or on-site treatment of the non-source area soils is in
fact impracticable, the excavated soils should be confined to as small an area as possible, so as to
maximize the area on the Site where surface soils could potentially be cleaned. I think a
thoroughly clean area over as much of the site as possible (with a higher mound) would be
preferable to continued widespread contamination over the entire site under 2 feet of "clean" dirt
(with a lower mound).
As mentioned before, it is important to recognize that the slurry wall configuration (subsurface
remedy) does not necessarily dictate the surface soils remedy (outside the primary source areas
themselves). Surface soil tests indicate that the western/central area within the proposed slurry
wall could conceivably be cleaned similarly to the area outside the slurry wall. And if tests
detennine that the slurry wall actually needed to be expanded to the west, that would not
necessarily dictate the surface soils remedy within the slurry wall there either.

Future Uses and Re-Use of the Site
EPA's proposed remedies are based upon erroneously presumed future land uses and do not
provide protection for the future uses the community has expressly made known to EPA as being
desirable. EPA has consistently ignored community input regarding this primary goal of the
Superfund program. EPA directive and guidance documents go to great lengths to emphasize the
importance of providing a site capable of accommodating the future land uses deemed desirable
by the community.
Reuse Assessments: A Tool to Implement the Superfund Land Use Directive (EPA):
"As retlected in the Superfund Land Use Directive, the reuse assessment process should
include soliciting community input on future land use considerations for sites.

Community input can be particularly useful for sites where the future land use is
uncertain and should be directed toward understanding the types or categories of future
land use that the conununity believes would be appropriate for the site, and categories of
land use that the community believes inappropriate."
Superfund Reuse Directive (EPA):
"When this document states that EPA "identifies" or "detennines" the reasonably
anticipated future land use of a site, it should be understood to mean that, based on the
input of site's stakeholders (local govenunents, community groups, individuals, states,
tribes, etc.) and other remedy selection factors described in the CERCLA statute, the
NCP and EPA guidance, the Agency makes a decision on what the future land uses are
likely to be, so that remedies can, wherever practicable, support those future uses."
Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund (EPA):
"Assume future residential land use if it seems possible based on the evaluation of the
available intonnation. For example, if the site is currently industrial but is located near
residential areas in an urban area, future residential land use may be a reasonable
possibility. "
The City of Gainesville and the local community have made it crystal clear to EPA that as much
of the site as possible should be sufficiently cleaned to be able to accommodate all types of
residential uses; and sufficiently cleaned to eliminate the need for engineering and institutional
controls over as much of the site as possible. And yet, the Feasibility Study upon which EPA is
grounding its remedy selection states: "On-Site residential exposure scenarios are not applicable
based on the expected commercial/industrial and/or recreational use of the property."
It was the responsibil ity of EPA to develop, at minimum, a range of remedial alternatives that
would achieve the different land use potentials for the Site.
Superfund Land Use Directive (EPA):
"Remedial action objectives provide the foundation upon which remedial cleanup
alternatives are developed. In general, remedial action objectives should be developed in
order to develop alternatives that would achieve cleanup levels associated with the
reasonably anticipated future land use over as much of the site as possible. In cases where
the reasonably anticipated future land use is highly uncertain, a range of the reasonably
likely future land uses should be considered in developing remedial action objectives.
These likely future land uses can be retlected by developing a range of remedial
alternatives that will achieve different land use potentials."
Instead, it appears that EPA chose only to provide a set of predetennined alternatives that place
the interests of the Responsible Parties above the interests of the community.
The Site Re-Use Meeting with EPA's "consultant," E2, Inc., was a complete sham. The main
question posed to the conununity was "Where on the Site do you want the biggest pile of
contaminants?"

Off-Site Soils and Sediments
Off-site soil testing is ongoing and the area of contamination has yet to be delineated. Testing
must continue until such delineation is clarified; and otT-site soils must be cleaned to Florida
default residential soil cleanup target levels. At a 2009 joint City and County Commission
meeting, as EPA's Regional Project Manager for the Site, you specifically stated, in response to a

specific question, that off-site soils would, unequivocally, be cleaned to 7 PPT for dioxin. We
expect this declaration to be honored.
The proposed plan does not address in-home remediation; nor does it address temporary
relocation of residents during remediation of their properties. These are issues that should be
appropriately addressed.
The delineation of contaminants in creek sediments is not comprehensive. This is essential to
providing a thorough remedy necessary to protect the creek ecosystem from continued adverse
impact from these contaminants.
Contaminated off-site soils and creek sediments should not be brought onto the Site, adding to the
contamination there. Off-site disposal altematives for these soils were not evaluated in the
Feasibility Study. They should be provided in an amended Feasibility Study.

Stormwater Management
Significant video evidence has been provided demonstrating the huge volume of untreated,
contaminated stonnwater runoff that tlows off the Koppers site into Springstead Creek. Beazer
has submitted an application for a new discharge pennit. According to the diagram submitted
with that application, there are serious deficiencies with Beazer's stomnvater management plan,
with most of the runoff actually bypassing the proposed collection areas entirely, including runoff
from the 4 primary source areas. Considering contaminant concentrations in runoff will likely be
even worse during the remediation process where soils will be severely disturbed, effective,
functional management is critical. These deficiencies must be addressed. Longer benns and larger
retention areas must be provided in association with issuance of any interim stonnwater pem1it.

Conclusions
EPA's disregard for the community has led to a Proposed Plan that makes a mockery out of what
Congress intended to be a community guided remedial endeavor. Although everyone is anxious to
begin the remedial process, the remedies must be suited to the location and actually clean the site.
The Record of Decision should be put on hold. EPA needs to provide an amended Feasibility
Study addressing the numerous deticiencies enumerated above; and provide the commw1ity with
a new Proposed Plan for its consideration. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Pearce
714 NW 36th Avenue

Gainesville, FL 32609
robertpearce2000@gmail.com
Chair, Technical Advisory Committee for Protect Gainesville's Citizens
Fom1er President, Stephen Foster Neighborhood Association

Stephen Foster Neighborhood Protection Group
October 15,2010
Re: Community Comments Proposed Plan (July 2010)
Gwendolyn Keyes Fleming, Region 4 Administrator
US EPA Region 4
61 Forsyth Street, S W
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
Dear Ms. Fleming:
These comments are submitted on behalf of the Stephen Foster Neighborhood
Protection Group (SFNPG), a community organization located in Alachua County,
Gainesville, Florida. The SFNPG is a neighborhood community organization charged with
representing and protecting the health and well-being of the residents living in the Stephen
Foster neighborhood bordering the Cabot-Koppers Superfund and industrial site, and which
is dedicated to making the Stephen Foster neighborhood a safer and healthier place to live,
work, and play. The SFNPG works to improve environmental, housing, and other living
conditions within the Stephen Foster Neighborhood. It is with those purposes in mind,
SFNPG submitted comments on November 3,2009 to the OIiginal August 2009 Feasibility
Study, submitted comments on August 6, 20 I 0 to the May 20 I 0 Revised Feasibility Study,
submitted comments on September 15, 20 lOon the August 9, 20 I 0 Community Involvement
Plan, and are now submitting comments on the July 20 I 0 Proposed Plan (PP).
The PP fails to adequately address the contamination on the Cabot-Koppers site in a
multitude of ways. According to 40 CFR § 300.430(t)(2), the EPA, as the lead agency, must
create a proposed plan, at a minimum, that "briefly describes the remedial alternatives
analyzed by the lead agency, proposes a preferred remedial action alternative, and
summarizes the infonnation relied upon to select the preferred alternative." The proposed
plan is created to provide the public with an opportunity to conmlent on the preferred
remedial action alternative and to participate in the selection of the remedial action at the site.
These comments are meant to explain community concerns regarding the PP and
implore the EPA to reconsider their chosen remediation options as they are not protective of
human health and the environment and will lead to catastrophic impacts in the future.

The EPA is grossly premature in its selection of a remedial alternative as delineation of
contamination remains incomplete
As we have continued to reiterate in our cOlmnents on the feasibility studies, a
remedial plan cannot be chosen without a complete site characterization and delineation of all
contamination, on-site and off-site. The PP states:
"As part of the remedial design process which follows remedy selection, additional
characterization of Site aquifers will be conducted to address remaining unceltainties
related to DNAPL migration, and, more importantly refine its veltical and horizontal
boundaries tor effective remedy implementation. Off-site soil characterization
continues to the north, south, east and west of the Site to completely delineate Site
related impacts and to expedite cleanup of off-Site areas." (PP at pg. 14).

This clearly indicates that the contamination has not been fully delineated in all
media in all areas. The PP purp0l1s to pick a remedial alternative that will be protective of
human health, implementable, and effective, among other things, without an appropriate
grasp of the entire scope of contamination. The purpose of the remedial investigation found
in 40 CFR § 300.430(d)( 1) is to compile data that will allow for the adequate characterization
of a site for the ultimate purpose ofcraftillg all effective remedial alternative. The EPA is
completely remiss to push fOlward on selection of a remedy without collection and analysis
of all requisite data.
Further, despite protests from the city, county, and local residents, the EPA has yet to
initiate a testing regime at local schools. Stephen Foster Elementary is .6 miles from the site.
The smallest and most vulnerable among us must not be ignored. The EPA must test the
schools to ensure that Stephen Foster's children are not risking additional exposure by
attending their schools.

The EPA fails to adequately analyze the various remedial alternatives under the
applicable 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9) criteria
The first requirement under 40 CFR § 300.430(t)(2)(i) is to "provide a brief summary
description of the remedial alternatives evaluated in the detailed analysis established under
(e)(9) of this section." (e)(9) contains nine evaluation criteria that a proposed plan is required
to analyze.l Although the PP mentions each of the nine criteria, it is severely lacking in any
sOl1 of meaningful analysis. The purpose of the proposed plan is so that the public can be
adequately infonned on all available remedial alternati ves, including the EPA's preferred
remedial alternative, so that they can intelligently comment and participate in the remedial
alternative selection process. The EPA completely eviscerates this requirement by providing
vil1ually no analysis of the available alternatives. The reader is left to wonder whether the
EPA engaged in any evaluation at all or whether they already had their preferred alternative
in mind and set up the analysis to lend SUppOlt to that alternative. A look back at the
Feasibility Study (May 20 I 0) shows a lack of any sort of meaningful analysis of all the
cliteria as well. Effectiveness and implementability are given some discussion, yet the
mandated "threshold criteria" - overall protection of human health and the environment and
compliance with ARARs is markedly absent or surticially treated. See 40 CFR §
300.430(f)( 1)( i)(A).
The threshold critelia in evaluating the remedial alternatives are overall protection of
human health and the environment and compliance with ARARs. 40 CFR §
300.430(t)( I )(i)(A). The PP's cursory glance at these first two criteria is insufticient to
"ret1ect the scope and complexity of site problems and alternatives being evaluated." 40 CFR
§300.430(a)( ])(ii)(C). There is little to no explanation as to the unique hazards to human
health that this site may pose to the community. The PP's conclusory language in regards to
these requirements does not renect any detailed analysis by the EPA in regards to the
"unacceptable risks" to human health and the environment and how each alternative would
specitically address such risks. Such conclusory language includes "nine of the ten on-Site
alternatives are expected to meet the two threshold CERCLA criteria" (PP pg.28); "UFA-I
... would fail to meet the mandatory criteria" (PP pg. 30); and "[a]lternatives OfR-2, OfR-3,
and OfR-4 are all protective and would effectively eliminate any potentially unacceptable
risks ... " These statements do not provide any infonnation on why the EPA deems one

altell1ative more protective of human health or in compliance with ARARs over any other
aItell1ati ve.
The assessment of the altell1atives' long-tell11 etIectiveness under 40 CFR §
300.430( e)(9)(iii)(C) is incomplete. There is no discussion as to the degree of celtainty that
each altell1ative would provide in regards to the probability of success. There is no mention
of the "magnitude of residual risk remaining from untreated waste water or treatment
residuals remaining at the conclusion of the remedial activities." 40 CFR §
300.430(e)(9)(iii)(C)( I). Also, there is no discussion as to the "adequacy and reliability of
controls such as containment systems ... that are necessary to manage treatment residuals and
untreated waste:' 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(C)(2). The PP provides a brief conclusion as to
which altell1atives may be more effective in the long-tenn time frame, but provides no
infonnation to support such claims. Conclusory statements, similar to those used to describe
protection of human health and the environment and compliance with ARARs, are once again
used.2 While the statute states that a "brief summary" should be provided, it would do a
disservice to the purpose of the statute, keeping the conununity adequately infonned, to
provide such a limited scope of infonnation as is presented in the PP.
It is difticult to detennine whether any or all of the statutorily prescribed factors have
been employed in detennining, "the degree to which altell1atives employ recycling or
treatment that reduces toxicity, mobility, or volume." 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(O). The
factors are listed in the PP and there is also a list providing for which aItell1atives would be
used the most to the altell1atives that would be used the least to address the "reduction of
toxicity, mobility or volume." 40 CFR 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(O). No mention, however, is made
in how or if these factors were applied to reach such conclusions. Some of the factors are
indirectly discussed in the description, not the evaluation, of the remedial altell1atives. Even
in that section of the PP, however, there are no specifics or estimations as to the "amount of
hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants that will be destroyed, treated, or
recycled." 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(D)(2). There are also no specitics or estimations as to
the "degree of expected reduction, "degree to which treatment is ilTeversible," and the
"degree to which treatment reduces inherent hazards posed by principal threats at the site."
40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(O)(3)-(6).

*

The PP fails to adequately discuss short-tenn effectiveness as required by 40 CFR §
300.430(e)(9)(iii)(E). The PP simply states which altell1atives would provide the greatest
short-tenn etIectiveness and which would provide the least short telm effectiveness. It does
not address in which ways the methods would be effective in relation to the amount of time
necessary to complete the remedial objective. It appears as if every altell1ative is just as
effective as the next, but some with a longer or shorter amount of time to actually realize its
etfectiveness. The statute lists four considerations when evaluating sh0l1-tenn effectiveness.3
Based on the PP, it appears as if only the "time until protection is achieved" factor was
considered. No other details are provided.

*

40 CFR 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(F) mandates that the EPA consider implementability in
their analysis of the remedial altell1atives. The PP merely states the factors to be considered
in evaluating implementability of the altell1atives and lists the altell1atives in order from most
implementable to least implementable in EPA's estimation. There is only one line justifying
these conclusions. Whatever analysis was conducted in order to reach these conclusions is
omitted in full from this section. Being conciusOlY in the "spirit" of brevity denies the

community any sort of valuable infonnation to use in their evaluation of the preferred
remedial aitelllative.
FUlther, the statute states additional requirements when assessing the implentability
of off-site remedial action. "Administrative feasibility, including activities needed to
coordinate with other offices and agencies and the ability and time required to obtain any
necessary approvals and pennits from other agencies (for otf-site actions)" must be
considered in detennining implementability. 40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(III)(F)(2). Also,
"availability of services and materials, including the availability of adequate off-site
treatment, storage capacity, and disposal capacity and services; the availability of necessary
equipment and specialists, and provisions to ensure any necessary additional resources; the
, availability of services and materials; and availability of prospective technologies:' should
also be considered. S300.430(e)(9)(iii)(F)(3). If any of these requirements were considered,
they are not ret1ected in the PP.
According to 40 CFR 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(G), cost must be considered. The projected
cost for each remedial altelllative is presented in the PP. The PP also states that the
aItelllative with the highest cost is the most effective aItelllative and the remaining
aItelllatives differ in cost and effectiveness. The PP says that costs will vary based on the
amount of technology implemented, the degree of difficulty in implementation, and time to
meet RAOs. The range in cost variation is not provided and the estimated cost of each
aitelllative does not include any detail on how that amount was calculated. Cost estimates are
only valuable if they are explained in conjunction with time frames, degree of difficulty in
implementation, and the amount of technology used (all of these being stated as variables of
costs associated with the aitelllatives) in order to reach the projected expense.
40 eFR § 300.430( e)(9)(iii)(H) mandates that the EPA consider any State concelllS.
If the State had any concelllS or conunents regarding the preferred aItelllative, they are not in
the PP. By "State" we assume the PP is referring to the Florida Department of Protection
(FDEP). The PP speaks of the State's acceptance of the prefelTed aitelllative and how it has
been "closely involved in the development and evaluation of these altelllatives." This
suggests that the State did not have any concelllS or comments and if this is not the case, the
language of the PP is misleading. The community has requested the conunents from the
FDEP many times and has not been provided with those comments. Without any sense of
where the FDEP stands on this issue, it is impossible to evaluate any other possible
weaknesses of the PP. It should be noted that the City of Gainesville is not satistied with the
PP and has provided its own comments on the document.
40 CFR § 300.430(e)(9)(iii)(l) requires a detennination of "which components of the
altelllatives interested persons in the community support, have reservations about, or
oppose." This portion of the PP is omitted as it cannot be completed until comments
concellling the PP are received. It should be noted by the EPA that the community has not
accepted the PP or any part of its proposed remedial actions. The cleanup plan is completely
inadequate to the community because it does not include excavation on-site, includes only
limited excavation off-site, and proposes to store the contamination onsite under a large "Mt.
Dixon"-type cover. Also, the PP proposes experimental methods in the 30 acre source area
and does not provide costs on excavation and removal or incineration. In addition, it leaves
treatment of the non-source 60 acres vague, and does not address searching for additional
sources such as trenches and drum burial areas. In addition to the above mentioned

weaknesses, the plan also fails to mention testing inside nearby residents' homes, any
relocation assistance, or compensation for affected residents.

The EPA does not adequately discuss the rationale that supports their preferred
alternative
According to 40 CFR 300.430(t)(2)(ii), the EPA is required to "identify and
provide a discussion of the rationale that SUppOitS the preferred alternative." The PP
addresses and describes the alternative preferred by the EPA. However, there is no discussion
as to the reasoning behind the selection of the preferred alternative. No justitication is given
for what was included in the prefelTed alternative, for what was omitted from the preferred
alternative, or even why the preferred alternative was selected. This is a weakness that
penneates the entire PP as no proper evaluation was undeltaken concerning any of the
remedial alternatives using the statutorily mandated (e)(9) criteria. Such a discussion is
required by statute and of utmost importance in conveying to the community the reasons for
prefelTing that specific alternative.
Once again, relocation is not considered as an option in the PP
The residential population on the west side of the Koppers site may potentially be a
part of an exposure pathway. (May 20 I 0 Feasibility Study at 1-40). As seen from the limited
indoor testing done for dioxins in fine particulates, this is no longer a potential exposure
pathway; an actual patlHvay exists. Because of this, relocation must be included as an
alternative. The exclusion of the relocation alternative necessarily means the ultimate
decision-maker is not taking into consideration all appropriate and viable remedial
alternatives. Relocation is an approved alternative under federal guidelines and policies and
must be considered as a pmt of this clean up strategy due to the off-site impacts (see
genera/~v 1999 Interim Policy on the Use of Permanent Relocations as Palt of Superfund
Remedial Actions). FUlther, governing policy dictates that relocation should be considered
where unreasonable use restrictions may exist during or after clean up, noting restrictions on
such activities as children playing in yards. The Florida Department of Health has already
recommended restrictions on children playing in easements adjacent to residential property in
the Stephen Foster neighborhood and further risk assessment is ongoing. (Health
Consultation, July 17,2009, Florida DOH). Finally, failure to acknowledge the adequacy of
relocation precludes perhaps the best mode of protecting human health and the environment.
This option is the only option that would account for those "yet to be determined"
unacceptable risks. It would eliminate limitations caused by current use of off-site areas as
residential property and control future exposure associated with active clean up of the
Koppers site and its continued use as an industrial facility.

*

Relocation is brietly mentioned in the May 2010 Feasibility Study. The Feasibility
Study recognizes that in order to achieve the remedial goals, the following may be done to
disrupt the potential exposure pathway: (May 20 I 0 Feasibility Study at 3-52).

3. "Current receptors could be removedfrom the area and future receptors could
be prevented from becoming residents offtheJ area. This would achiel'e the goal of
disrupting the potential exposure pathway and eliminating the potential risk/hazard
to public health amI/or the environment. "( emphasis added).
This is the 011 (v mention of relocation as an option in any of the feasibility studies or in the
PP. It cannot be viewed as an alternative considered by the EPA since it does not meet the
evaluation requirements of 40 CFR § 300.430. By failing to develop relocation as an option,

the EPA precludes further consideration of relocation as an alternative unless there is a
signiticant change in available infonnation for otT-site characterization. 40 CFR § 300.430(t).
Relocation must be considered as an alternative for community acceptance. The
EPA's evaluation cannot be considered adequate without a discussion of relocation in light of
the rules and governing policy. Dioxins have been found inside homes. The rest of the off
site contamination is still to be detennined. The absence of relocation as an option is illogical
and exemplities a lack of diligence on the part of the EPA.

The plan to scrape soil from residents' yards to be stored on the site is absolutely
unacceptable to the community
As stated above, the residents of the Stephen Foster neighborhood remain adamantly
opposed to the plan to scrape contaminated soil from their yards and store it on the site. The
institutional controls to accompany such a remedy are also completely unacceptable. As an
alternative the EPA offers up a combination of engineering and institutional controls which
would etTectively cap the property owner's land and then prohibit such owner from doing
much of anything with that land in the future. The residents demand that a proper cleanup be
initiated which would include relocation to remove citizens from their toxic conununity.
The removal of impacted soils from the neighborhood will result in a severe
disruption of the lives and privacy of the residents of the Stephen Foster neighborhood. The
May 20 \0 Feasibility Study dismissed this concern, calling the soil removal a "one-time
event." (p. 3-53). Yet. full data collection to characterize off-site contamination has not been
completed. Without that data. there is no way to predict whether this removal will be the
aforesaid "one-time event" or a series of events to ensure the contamination is fully
eradicated. Further, the removal of soil will destroy landscaping and damage or destroy all of
the massive oaks, pines, maples. cherry, and other native trees in the area. Only the pines
have a deep enough tap root to avoid damage by excavation. The majority of other trees have
extremely superficial root systems which run a little more than a foot beneath the ultra sandy,
nutrient-poor topsoil. A simple drive through the sUITounding community reveals the natural
beauty of the area, a beauty the residents highly value. Once the soil is scraped, institutional
controls will be needed, although likely ineffectual, after the excavation is completed.
Animals are likely to dig farther than two feet, trees planted by residents may have a root
system that extends farther than two feet, and such trees may bear fruit contaminated by the
unexcavated soil underneath. Even an industrious child may dig past that two foot mark. How
does the EPA propose to prevent these events? Although these issues have been brought to
the attention of the EPA time and time again, including in our comments to both versions of
the feasibility study, they are still not being addressed in the PP.
The storing of contaminated soil onsite is completely abhon·ent to the residents of the
Stephen Foster neighborhood. They do not want a Mt. Dixon in their midst. Capping the soil
does not make it disappear. The contamination remains on the property and will threaten the
adjacent neighborhoods with recontamination in the future. In addition, it limits future
options for the site and the residents are hopeful that if the site is properly cleaned it can be
created into something the cOI1'lmunity can be proud of instead ofa reminder of Gainesville's
dirty past.
The PP does not evaluate disposing of soils off-site. They should provide cost
estimates and a plan for disposing of soil otf-site as one of the remedial alternatives. This
discrepancy ignores a valid and etfective means for cleaning up the site, as well as the
neighboring community. Further, only part of the area on site is proposed to be capped. As

for the rest of the area, the EPA remains vague and makes references to either providing
more caps for the that area or excavating the soil. The EPA must be clear and straighttorward
concerning everything they plan to do onsite. If they plan to excavate, they must say so
clearly and indicate which areas they intend to excavate. They must also state what they plan
to do with that contaminated soil once excavation is complete. If they plan to cap or utilize
other engineering controls, they similarly must say so clearly and indicate which areas on"
which they intend to use the controls.
Additionally, the PP does not fully consider the impacts from on-site activities that
may impact the surrounding community during the implementation of the remedial
alternative such as dust, noise, and other exposure mechanismsA The PP explains that Beazer
has "begun interim measures to reduce dust including planting of vegetation over former
operation areas." (PP pg. 14). The PP goes on to state that "Beazer East is implementing dust
control of continuous water application to suppress dust." The PP does not elaborate on
precisely what this continuous water application entails, how often the water is being applied,
whether this is a recognized and safe method of suppressing dust, when the water application
is needed, or the level of protection this provides to the adjacent community.
All of the above commentary proves that the EPA's PP is not protective of human
health and the environment. As this is a threshold criterion under 40 CFR §
300.430(t)( I )(i)(A), this remedial alternative should have been discarded early on by the
EPA.
Storm water runoff control has not been adequately explained
To control stom1 water the EPA proposes the tollowing:
"Storm water controls will consist of: (a) grading and contouring the Site to direct
runoff toward collection points; (b) installation of one or more detention/retention
ponds; and (c) possible replacement of the existing Site stOim water ditch with
another ditch or with an engineering conveyance such as an underground concrete
pipe (culvelt)." (PP pg.14).
This remedy does not fully explain how it will be adequate to control stOim water runoff.
There is no elaboration on how the grading and contouring will direct runoff toward
collection points or how the detention/retention ponds will contain the water in such a way to
prevent contamination of the soil and groundwater beneath it. Without this intonnation, there
is no way for the community to analyze the alternative under the criteria in (e)(9), especially
protection of human health and the environment and effectiveness in the short and long term.

The proposed remediation of the Hogtown and Springstead Creeks is not adequate
The PP states the following for remediation of the creeks: "Ongoing detention basin
to mitigate ongoing impacts. Excavation and removal of impacted sediment in excess of the
probable effects concentration (transport and consolidate on-site). Monitored natural recovery
of remaining impacted sediment until concentrations reach threshold effects concentration or
background levels." (PP pg. 33). What exactly the detention basis will be or how it will
mitigate ongoing impacts is unclear. In addition, this remedial action is vague on exactly
what standard the EPA is using to clean the creeks. In a letter from Dr. Stephen M. Roberts
and Dr. Leah D. Stuchal of the University of Florida to Liga Mora-Applegate of the FDEP,
the Drs. recommend Florida Residential CTLs for sediment in the creeks given the proximity
of the creeks to residential yards. Letterfi'ol1l Dr. Roberts and Dr. Stllchal to Ms. Mora

Applegate dated February 10.1010 pg. 1 attached /0 these cOlllments. In addition, the Drs.
also state that "[gJiven that PAHs and dioxin contamination in creeks are not consistently co
located, this remedial et1'ort cannot be assumed to address the issue of dioxin contamination."
Id. at 3. The community agrees with the Drs. assertions and insists that the EPA clean up the
creeks to Florida Residential CTLs and address the issue of dioxin contamination.

An adequate explanation of various former trenches as well as possible drum burials or
dumping sites is not included nor is any suggested remedy for these possible
contamination areas
Aerial photos taken in 1965 and 1971 of the site reveal trenches in the woods nOl1h of
the site which are no longer in existence. What happened to these trenches? What were these
trenches used for? How does the EPA plan on investigating these trenches'?
Anecdotal evidence points to locations of possible drum burial and other dumping
sites. These would constitute additional contamination areas outside of the documented
source areas. The EPA gives no indication in their investigation of the site that they have
looked for the possible additional areas of concern. Scott Miller, EPA project manager stated
that there will be a "work plan coming forth" to address buried drums. (August 5,2010 EPA
Meeting Official Transcript pg. 112 lines 7-9). This vague language is simply not acceptable
to the community. Simple ground penetrating radar in the areas of concern would be
sufficient to begin investigation of these sites. The community expects a commitment by the
EPA to search for and analyze these areas and incorporate them into their PP.

*

40 CFR 300.430(d)(l) states that the purpose of the remedial investigation (which
supports all of the plans the EPA subsequently issues) "is to collect data necessary to
adequately characterize the site for the purposes of developing and evaluating effective
remedial altematives:' § 300.430(d)(2) goes to on require that the EPA "characterize the
nature of and threat posed by the hazardous substances and hazardous materials and gather
data necessary to assess the extent to which the release poses a threat to human health ... "
Without fully analyzing any possible dumping sites, drum burials, and fonner trenches, the
EP A Calmot be certain they have gathered all of the requisite data to create a full
contamination characterization. Without this data, the EPA cannot assure the community
their chosen remedial alternative will be effective.

The PP completely ignores contamination known to exist inside residences
Tests on tine particulates have been perfonned on the inside of several homes within
two miles from the site. The results were shocking to the residents and their attorneys. The
dioxin levels, thought to be some of the most dangerous contaminants on the planet, range
from 400PPT to II OOPPT - over 1000 times higher than the levels deemed safe by the EPA
for outside soil contamination. TCDD, a dioxin found inside homes, is a known carcinogen.
In addition, exposure to this chemical can cause a host of other illnesses, including
reproductive issues, development problems, immune system suppression, heart disease,
diabetes, hormonal changes, liver damage, pancreatic abnonnalities, problems with the
circulatory and respiratory systems, etc. Children, who are particularly susceptible, are
coming into contact with these dangerous contaminants inside their own homes and the
schools they attend (twelve of which are located within two miles of the site).
According to 40 CFR § 300.430(d) the remedial investigation should perform field
investigations sut1icient to assess the following: physical characteristics of the site:

characteristics or classification of air, surface water, and groundwater; general characteristics
of the waste: extent to which the source can be adequately identified and charactelized;
actual and potential exposure pathways through ellvironmentalmedia; and actual (Illd
potelltial exposure routes, such as inhalatioll or illgestion. Obviously, finding tine
particulates inside residences shows an actual exposure route, more specifically actual
exposure. The testing perfollned thus far was limited in scope and further testing is
warranted. One of the major aims of the remedial investigation is to detem1ine risks to
human health. Human health is surely affected by dioxins inhaled and ingested inside the
homes of residents. It is illogical for the EPA to solely conduct soil and groundwater
sampling when continned contamination exists within residences. This poses an immediate
threat to the residents of the area. Mr. Scott Miller of the EPA has been asked directly
whether or not additional testing will be done on the homes. He has refused to answer. Those
residents with means, a/kJa "Koppers Refugees, '" have been fleeing the area, abandoning their
homes, in order to escape this hannful contamination. Those without means to do so are
consumed with constant wony and stress about how these deadly chemicals may be atfecting
their health and the health of their families. These residents are not accessing the site or
purposefully exposing themselves to ham1ful contaminants. They are simply attempting to
live their lives in what is supposed to be a safe haven: their homes.
It is not clear that the EPA is going to follow mandated Florida CTLs
In the second to last Remedial Action Objective (RAO), the EPA states that they plan
to "restore quality of groundwater outside of source areas to beneficial use having COC
concentrations no greater than Federal MCLs or Florida GCTLs." (PP p. 12). The EPA is
required to clean up the site according to Florida GCTLs which are much more protective
than Federal MCLs.
In addition, the EPA states that they will clean up the site according to
commercial/industrial CTLs. Which will it be? In a recent EPA meeting, Scott Miller, project
manager for the site, stated that the future land use at the site may possibly be a mixed use
with a residential component. (August 5, 20 I 0 EPA Meeting Official Transcript pg. 10 lines
19-21). Later he states" ... there are many sites that have been cleaned up to
commercial/industrial standards, where there's been exposure barriers deployed at the site,
and there's now residential use ... People live there. Townhomes. That would also be
appropriate for this site.'" (Transcript pg. 38 line 25 - pg. 39 lines 1-6). We assume he deems
commercial CTLs appropriate for the site since Florida land use codes typically group mixed
use and multi-family housing under its commercial sections. It is ludicrous to think it is
appropriate to have commercial CTLs (even more outrageous to consider industrial CTLs) on
land that will be supporting residences simply because the Florida zoning code considers
mixed use and multi-family housing commercial. CTL levels are based on frequency of
exposure. If an individual lives on a site in a townhome, he will be frequenting the site as
often as someone that lived on the site in a single family home. His cancer risk will increase
in the same fashion as a resident of a single family home. In addition, the Gainesville City
Commission passed a resolution in 2008 which stated the site should be cleaned up to Florida
Residential CTLs. This resolution was completely disregarded by the EPA.

The Table 1 in the PP states the clean up goals for COCs. (PP pg. 13). Under the
groundwater table, benzene is listed twice, once using the Florida CTL (I ug/L) and again
using the Federal MCL (5 ug/L). It is not clear which one the EPA will be using on this site.
The EPA must use the most protective clean up level, which is the Florida level of I ug/L.
This should be corrected in the PP so that the correct clean up level is clearly stated.

FUlther, the EPA appears to criticize the Florida CTLs for dioxins and furans stating
'"[a]t present there is significant ongoing debate between and among researchers, ditferent
regulatory agencies, and the regulated community regarding the toxicity of dioxins/furans
and whether meaningful human-health risks are posed by low concentrations of these
contaminants ... " (PP pg. 13). They go on to mention that Florida's default SCTL is "at the
low end of the range." While the tinal sentence indicates the EPA intends to use Florida's
CTLs, the entire diatribe is troublesome and leads the reader to believe that if the EPA can
find a way around it, they will attempt to use a level higher than the mandated Florida level.
The EPA is cleaning up a site in Florida and is required to use Florida CTLs.
The community insists that residential CTLs be used if any sort of residential housing
is contemplated in the future for the site. These discrepancies should be tixed to make it clear
that the EPA will use'the applicable Florida CTLs.
Conclusion
After twenty-seven years in the making, the PP fails to follow the mandates of 40
CFR ~ 300.430 in numerous ways. The PP relies on incomplete data, the remedies selected
fail to take into account effects to the residents of the Stephen Foster neighborhood, the
remedies are not appropriately analyzed under the nine criteria, and a discussion of the most
beneticial option, relocation, is not included in the PP. The conununity has serious concerns
about many of the proposed remedial actions including storing contaminated soil on-site,
clean up of the local creeks, and storm water runoff. The community wants a work plan now
that addresses what the EPA will do to investigate possible drum burials, storage sites, and
locations of fonner trenches. The EPA must make it clear in the PP that they intend to use the
most stringent clean up target goals, which are Florida's CTLs. Most importantly, the EPA is
ignoring data contirming actual contamination inside of residences. All of the EPA reports to
date are silent on what the EPA intends to do to remedy this deadly contamination. All of
these issues should be addressed before a final remedial option is selected so that all potential
hazards and concerns of the Stephen Foster neighborhood can be given appropriate weight in
the selection process.
SFNPG would like to point out that many minority and people of lower socio
economic status reside in the area sUlTounding the site. In light of the EPA's mandate for
environmental justice, the conununity hopes the EPA would be more sensitive about their
approach to community involvement. In a recent July 22, 20 10 memorandum from the EPA,
the EPA states that achieving envirollmellfal justice is an agellcy priority and should be
factored into every decision.5 The memorandum defines environmental justice as the "fair
treatment and meaningful involvement" of all people regardless of race, national origin, or
income in the fonnulation of rules and the implementation of cleanup processes. This cleanup
process has taken ill excess oftwenty-seven years. In response to learning of this fact during
an investigation by CNN into the Gainesville Superfund site, Mathy Stanislaus, EPA's new
Superfund Program Director, admitted that "community residents should be angry for how
long this is going on and how long they have waited for their cleanup. ,. That is unfair
treatment. As stated before, the community was not consulted while the EPA perfonned their
investigations and research. That shows a complete lack of involvement much less
meaningful involvement. The EPA is not only failing to follow its own directive on
environmental justice, it is acting in a way that completely contravenes the spirit of the
mandate.

Once again, SFNPG would like to remind the EPA that neighboring residents had no
part in contributing to, endorsing, or encouraging the hazardous pollution that now lies within
their yards and inside their homes adjacent to the site. The EPA has failed time and again to
recognize the degree to which the residents have been impacted by this contamination.
SFNPG implores the EPA to take the concerns of the community seriously and factor them
into their remedial alternative selection. SFNPG expects the EPA to use its full authority
under the law to protect the health and environment of the citizens most impacted by this
ongoing tragedy.
Please feel free to contact me directly with any questions or concerns you may have.
Please direct all correspondence regarding these comments to the undersigned counsel.
Sincerely,
Sarah Schwemin
Attorney for the Stephen Foster Neighborhood
Protection Group

Strategic Environmental Analysis, Inc
September 24, 20 I 0
Scott Miller
Site Manager
Cabot / Koppers Superfund Site
Region 4, Environmental Protection Agency
Atlanta Federal Center
81 Forsyth Street
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
RE: Data Requests
The underlying assumption for many of the Superfund Guidance documents is that a
Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study (RIIFS) report will be prepared that
integrates and interprets the data gathered during the investigations and studies so that
previous draft preliminary infonnation would not be needed. The Koppers studies that are
being cited as supporting the proposed remedy are more complex, and are lacking in a
tinal comprehensive summary of the:
• Nature and extent of contamination (soil, groundwater and DNAPL).
• Fate and Transport (leachability and groundwater evaluation are not tinalized)
• Chemicals of Concern / Cleanup Criteria
o No clear basis for selection of the COCs in the proposed plan
o No maps of the distribution/concentrations of many of the COCs
• Whether/where selected criteria could be met based on existing data
These factors contribute to the lack of transparency in understanding the site conditions
and implications of the proposed remedy. We consider this a serious tlaw in the FS and
fail to understand how EPA and FDEP and can support decisions based on the
infonnation in that document, and not require the responsible party to provide the
infonnation in a fonnat that meets typical standards of practice.
We are interested in expediting the overall process, and would prefer to avoid lengthy
revisions to the FS. To that end, we request critical intonnation summaries and data so
that the community's questions can be answered. This will also provide current and
future reviewers of the Site infonnation with a synthesis of infonnation better
documenting the basis for decisions.
For the EPA meeting proposed for October 6, we request the following infonnation/maps
be provided and that EPA be prepared address questions on these issues:
• A comprehensive overview of groundwater issues that integrates results of the
various reports. This is necessary to understand the implications of the proposed
source and soil remedy. The groundwater infonnation is scattered in many
documents generated over the past 20 years. Rather than a lengthy analysis, we
request at a minimum the following intonnation be provided:
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o How the proposed plan groundwater chemicals of concern were
identitied (screening tables? Data compilation?)
o Maps showing of the nature and extent of groundwater contamination
o Compilation of well locations and boring logs
o Geologic profiles
• The source area DNAPL delineation investigation (GeoTrans, 2004) was not included
in the AR, and the community has raised many questions on this issue that are not
detailed in the FS or proposed plan. Therefore, this is an additional topic to be expanded
upon in the infonnational meeting. This should include maps and waste characterization
infoffilation.
• Maps should be prepared that show where soil criteria (residential/commercial direct
contact and leachability) are exceeded in both surface and subsurface soil.
Many questions have been raised by the community that are not in the supporting
documents but could be quickly addressed with access to the data. Providing an
electronic version (Access or Excel) of the soil and groundwater data that are considered
relevant tor interpretation of spatial and/or temporal trends would provide the
infonnation necessary without multiple iterations of supplemental data analysis reports to
address these questions. We request that the database include the following:
• Analytical results used for on-site and otf-site soil characterization
• Sample coordinates, depths and sample dates
• Locations of current and abandoned wells
• Groundwater analytical results for the several years. This is tlexible because of
differences in well installation/abandonment, etc.
These electronic data were requested previously (April 29, 2010 letter from PGC and the
proposed plan meeting, and the FOIA request from Cheryl Krauth dated August 1,2010).
A database would have been necessary to prepare maps and statistical analyses presented
in reports, so we feel it would be readily available. Again, these data will allow us to
more quickly focus and prioritize, particularly where the existing data
summaries/evaluation has not been provided and we can quickly verify the findings and
data interpretation.
This focused synthesis of infonnation can help expedite the decision process without
prolonged challenges as to the adequacy of the underlying documents. Please contact me
if you have questions regarding this request.
Sincerely,
Dr. Patricia V. Cline
Principal

September 22, 2010
Scott Miller
Site Manager
Cabot / Koppers Superfund Site
Region 4, Environmental Protection Agency
Atlanta Federal Center
81 Forsyth Street
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
RE: Risk Assessment Comment
The Administrative Record (AR) contains a letter you sent to Dr. Paul Anderson on June
18,2010, with your comments on what portions of the May 26,2010 Human Health Risk
Assessment are approved or not approved. A copy of this letter is attached.
It appears the use of the probabilistic model is being rejected. However, can you clarify
what exactly is referred to by wording like "some text", "some portions", and "several
subsections "?
The proposed plan states remedial goals for soil will be the default Florida soil cleanup
target levels (SCTLs), although the exact application of these is not clearly stated. Since
the plan was developed after this letter, does this mean that the entire risk assessment is
no longer approved? If so, why is this included in the AR? If you are going on record as
approving portions of this assessment, can you explicitly state what this includes?
Speci fically:
• Calculation of site-wide average concentrations using Thiessen Polygons as
inferred in figures from Section 3?
• Use of relative absorption factors (Appendix C and G)?
We disagree with approval of these sections. In addition, there are numerous technical
errors in this risk assessment (for example, not calculating the non-cancer hazard
associated with dioxins). Therefore, including the attached letter and the risk assessment
in the AR is misleading as to the reliability of this analysis, and the implications of this
approval are not transparent. As a side note, the May 26, 20 I 0, risk assessment is not in
the AR, but rather the earlier May 10, 2010, draft.
Sincerely,
Dr. Patricia v. Cline
Principal

University of Florida
October 14,2010
Ligia Mora-Applegate
Bureau of Waste Cleanup
Florida Department of Environmental
Protection
2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400

University of FLorida
Center for Environment and Human
Toxicology
PO Box 110885
Gainesville, FL 32611-0885
352-392-2243 Tel
352-392-4707 Fax

Re: Koppers Proposed Plan
Dear Ms. Mora-Applegate:
At your request we have reviewed the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency,
SlIpel:/illld Proposed Plan, Cabot Carbon/Koppers SlIpeljil11d Site. Gainesville. Alac/llta
Co IIIl ty. Florida. This document was prepared by the US EPA and is dated July 2010.
The plan summarizes remedial action objectives and cleanup levels for groundwater,
onsite soil, and otT-site soil. It reviews remedial alternatives and proposes surface grading
and covering for most of the site with containment and treatment of impacted
groundwater. Our review focuses on the proposed cleanup levels. We have the following
comments on the document:
I. Off-site soil remediation goals were selected based on current land use. However,
future land use may not be identical to current use. Therefore, off-site cleanup levels
should be based on unrestricted land use regardless of the current use unless individual
property owners implement institutional controls preventing future residential use.
2. It is unclear why two groundwater cleanup levels are listed for benzene in Table I. The
correct cleanup level should be I IAg/L benzene based on the promulgated FDEP GCTLc
(Chapter 62-777, F.A.C.).
3. Remediation goals for the protection of ecological receptors are not included in the
document. The Alachua County Environmental Protection Department assessed chemical
concentrations in submerged and dry sediment along Springstead and Hogtown Creeks.
The study showed concentrations of dioxin and BaP-TEQs in excess of both human
health and ecological criteria. The ecological screening levels applicable to this site are
2.5 ng/kg dioxin and 1.1 mg/kg BaP-TEQs for the protection of piscivorous mammals.
The presence of these Chemicals of Potential Ecological Concern above screening levels
indicates that further assessment of ecological risk is needed. In Springstead and
Hogtown Creek sediment where both human health and ecological criteria apply, cleanup
should be based on the lower of goals developed tor protection from human health and
ecological etfects.
4. The groundwater CTL for acenaphthene of 210 ""gIL is incorrect. It should be 20
""gIL.
5. The groundwater CTL for bis{2-ethylhexyl)phthalate is missing. The correct value is 6
''''gIL.

6. The groundwater CTL for 3-/4-methylphenol of7 ug/L is inconect. When two
chemicals are combined into a single detection group the toxicity values can not be
apportioned. Because they are grouped together, it is unclear how much of the detected
concentration is due to each individual chemical. Therefore, a conservative approach
should be taken and the chemicals should be screened at the lower of the two criteria. In
this case, the CTL is 3.5 '"'gIL.
7. As stated above, the industrial soil CTL for 3-/4-methylphenol should be the lower of
the two criteria. The applicable industrial SCTL is 3,400 mg/kg. Additionally, the
leachability SCTL for 4-methylphenol (0.03 I1Ig/kg) is the lowest applicable criterion and
should be met throughout the vadose zone.
S. The proposed plan assumes that future land use will be restricted to
commercial/industrial purposes, yet in on-site soil clean-up goals, the residential SCTLs
are listed for antimony, arsenic, acenaphthene and benzene.
9. Page 3 states that the drainage ditch on the Koppers site discharges into Hogtown
Creek, which flows into Springstead Creek. The opposite is true. Koppers' drainage ditch
discharges into Springstead Creek, which tlows into Hogtown creek.
10. The document does not indicate which areas will be covered by the proposed remedy.
No maps tor are included detailing the areas affected by the proposed plan. Theretore, it
is not clear if all areas of concern will be addressed. Specifically, we are concerned with
recently detected areas of high dioxin concentrations in the Northern Inactive Area.
These areas were not fully investigated and anecdotal evidence indicates that they may
represent a tornler waste pit. Any remedies should address this area and possible further
migration of contamination otT-site to the Northeast.
11. The conect chemicals of concern and remedial goal options tor this site are listed in
the tollowing tables: [See master copy tor these tables]
Please let us know if you have any questions regarding this review.
Sincerely,
Leah D. Stuchal, Ph.D.
Stephen M. Roberts, Ph.D.

Florida Department of Environmental Protection

Bob Martinez Center
1600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400
October 14, 20 I 0
Mr. Scott Miller
Remedial Project Manager
United States Environmental Protection
Agency
Region IV, Superfund North Florida
Section
61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

RE: DEP review of the July 2010 Superfund Proposed Plan for the Cabot
Carbon/Koppers Superfund site, Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida
Dear Scott:
This correspondence provides DEP comments on the tinal July 2010 proposed plan for
the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund site. This serves to supplement DEP's June 9, 20 10
comments on the revised May 20 I 0 Koppers site Feasibility Study (FS) and EPA's likely
proposed amended remedy for the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund site, Gainesville.
We appreciate EPA's responsiveness and efforts to address DEP's previous comments.
We take this opportunity to reiterate previous DEP recommendations which we believe
are critical to the etlectiveness of the remedy and will ensure compliance with State
ARARs. We also provide recommendations that we hope will clarify what we understand
are the remedial components and remedial goals of the proposed site remedy.
We are pleased to see that the revised FS has I) incorporated additional remedial
alternatives with combined technologies recommended by DEP and local stakeholders for
improved source mitigation alternatives; 2) provided further discussion and claritication
regarding stonmvater management prior to and as a component of the Superfund remedy;
3) more appropriately recognized the potential and likelihood of continued vetiical
DNAPL migration in its revised conceptual model; 4) acknowledged the need for further
delineation of the offsite Hawthorn Group groundwater contamination; and 5) continues
to acknowledge the application of Chapters 62-780 and 62-777 in the development of site
remedial cleanup criteria, the establishment of temporary and permanent points of
compliance for groundwater remedies in the surticial aquifer, Hawthorn Group and
Floridan aquifer, and the use of a risk management option (RMO) III approach including
engineering controls and detined institutional control boundaries at the Koppers site. We
are also pleased that the FS emphasized ongoing dust suppression following closure of
the Koppers facility and indicated that design of an air monitoring network at the fence
line would be implemented during the Superfund remedial design phase. The revised FS
also includes alternatives for remediation of otfsite soil contamination.
As noted previously, all documents containing geologic or engineering information must
be signed and sealed by a registered PE or PG licens.ed in the State of Florida, pursuant to
Rule 61-780.400, F.A.C. and Chapters 471 and 492, Florida Statues.
Based on the revised tinal FS and tinal proposed plan, we understand that EPA is
proposing a combination containment and source treatment remedy to address onsite
contaminated soils, DNAPL and groundwater, including surficial, Hawthorn and Floridan·
aquifer groundwaters. Containment would be accomplished by a slurry wall to the middle
clay that surrounds all 4 source areas and includes other leachable materials. Source areas
are to be treated insitu. Groundwater extraction and treatment would continue in the
surticial aquifer; focused hydraulic containment through groundwater recovery and
treatment would also be conducted in the Floridan and expanded as necessary in response
to monitoring results and "triggers" established to address plume migration and promote
plume stability; insitu groundwater treatment would be implemented in the Hawthorn.

--------------------------------------------------------------------_.

Monitored natural attenuation (MNA) is included as a remedial component for all
groundwater. Groundwater remediation in all aquifers and the Hawthorn would be
considered complete when groundwater contaminant plumes are stable and/ or shrinking,
and when contaminants do not exceed federal MCLs beyond the edge of the source
control boundary and do not exceed State groundwater cleanup target levels (GCTLs)
beyond the points of compliance at or within the institutional control (IC) boundary
(equivalent in this case to Koppers property boundary). Monitoring will be ongoing to
document the progress and effectiveness of the site remedy, trigger initiation or
expansion of active remedies in the Hawthorn and/ or Floridan, support evaluation of
MNA in the lesser contaminated portions of the plumes, and continn that groundwater
contaminant plumes are stable or shrinking. Overall, this approach is consistent with
Chapter 62-780, Risk Management Option III which allows for alternative cleanup goals
with appropriate institutional! engineering controls, such that soils and groundwater
beyond the institutional control boundary meet cleanup criteria for unrestricted use.
Where offsite land use is commercial, soil may be remediated to commercial SCTLs with
appropriate institutional controls. Offsite sediments (off the Koppers facility property)
exceeding applicable criteria are proposed to be remediated by a combination of
excavation and contaminant monitored natural recovery. DEP offers the following
proposed plan comments.

Description of site contamination
Although delineation of the extent of contamination is stil1 ongoing (particularly for the
offsite soils as well as for groundwater contamination with the establishment of
temporary points of compliance (TPOC) for the surticial and Hawthorn Group
groundwater plumes and Floridan Aquifer contamination east of the property boundary)
it is important to provide a clear description of what is currently known about the
magnitude and extent of contamination both on and otlthe Koppers facility property. In
particular, we tound that the proposed plan was not clear in the tollowing areas and
request improved speciticity in the Amended Record of Decision (AROD):
• il,4agnilllde and extellt o.fFloridall AqllUcr groundwater contaminatioll._ Grollndl,t'ater
contamination above GCTLs has been observed in Floridan wells other than just FW-6,
primarily in the northern and eastern portions of the site. It should be noted that
increasing groundwater contaminant levels in FW- 22B (a POC well) resulted in the
installation of FW-31 BE and ongoing pump and treat to prevent further plume migration
and pull any offsite contamination back within the IC/property boundary. Tn addition, it
appears that otlsite plume migration has occurred east of Koppers based on FW-168.
Groundwater recovery is ongoing at FW-6 and FW-21 B to evaluate possible vertical
migration due to well construction at FW-6 and to evaluate the etfectiveness of
groundwater recovery using an existing well, FW-21 B, to address migration and GCTL
exceedances observed in FW-16B. Pumping of FW-6 and 21 B was initiated in October
2009. Based on more recent discussions, DEP anticipates that decisions regarding the
effectiveness of FW-21 B and the need tor downgradient TPOC wells east of Koppers
along with a detennination of the integrity of FW-6 will be forthcoming within the next
few months. If cross contamination is occurring at FW-6, the monitoring wel1 should be
abandoned and replaced with an appropriately constructed multiport well.

• AIagnitude and extent ofHm,vthorn Group ground.vater contamination. In
particular, it should be clearly acknowledged in the AROO that groundwater
contamination has been observed in the Upper and Lower Hawthorn east and northeast of
the Koppers facility above GCTLs at a distance of up to 800 feet east of the Koppers
property boundary, not just immediately east of the property. The AROO should also
speak more directly to groundwater contaminants east of Koppers that may be
attributable to tanner Cabot facility operations and indicate that these contaminants will
be delineated and also addressed by a combination of in situ treatment and MNA, if that is
the intent. It should also be acknowledged that the magnitude of contamination in the
Lower Hawthorn is not known in the Process and South Lagoon source areas on the
Koppers site because no Lower Hawthorn monitoring wells have been installed in those
source areas.
• OEP does not agree with the proposed plan interpretation that observed arsenic in
Floridan Aquifer monitoring wells is solely due to oxygenated water iritroduced during
well drillings. We do agree that vertical migration of arsenic from the surticial or
Hawthorn into the Floridan is not supported by site data and not likely occurring. As
previously noted, however, the persistent presence of arsenic above GCTL in Floridan
wells located primarily outside of the organic contaminant plume area indicates to us that
naturally occurring arsenic in the Floridan aquifer is going into solution in response to a
redox front downgradient of the Floridan plume. As such, monitoring of arsenic levels in
these wells should continue as part of the comprehensive groundwater monitoring
program tar site cleanup. We request that this alternative interpretation be noted in the
AROO.

RAOs and Cleanup goals
• We recommend that the AROO reflect that a critical remedial action objective is to
create a stable and shrinking plume such that cleanup target levels for

groundwater are ultirnately met at Points of Compliance at the source control or
institutional control boundmy consistent with federal and state regulations and
requirements. respectively. (not simply to prevent further plume migration, particularly
where the groundwater contaminant plume has migrated off the Koppers facility
property)
• We are pleased to see that the proposed plan reflects use of Chapter 62-777 default
SCTLs both on the Koppers facility where commercial default SCTLs are proposed and
ot1'site where either residential or commercial default SCTLs may be applied based on
corresponding land use and the willingness of the property owner to implement an
institutional control (restrictive covenant) .
• We also support the proposed plan's use of default SCTL leachability criteria to address
leachable vadose zone soils located outside of the proposed containment area. As
previous stated by OEP, site specitic leachability criteria may be developed during design
if desired and consistent with Chapter 62-780.
• OEP recommends that the AROO identify both the numeric direct contact and default
leachability SCTL criteria and state that the more stringent of the two criteria apply to
vadose zone soils. It will be easier to ascertain the basis for the cleanup goals and will
allow more obvious adjustments to those goals if site specitic leachability criteria are
developed.

----------------------------------~-

• EPA recently issued caveat approval for the May 26, 2010 Human Health Risk
Assessment (HHRA) for onsite soils and sediments noting that the probabilistic
components of the risk assessment and specific tables or tigures were not approved.
It appears that the proposed plan may allow the use of a risk assessment on offsite
properties based on more property-specific land uses. As discussed in 28, 2010
correspondence, it is unlikely that an appropriately constructed probabilistic risk
assessment to evaluate the o.lf'site soil contaminant levels would result in offsite soil
cleanup goals signiticantly different from Chapter 62-777 default SCTls for unrestricted,
residential use. DEP does not support the use of assumptions or variables inconsistent
with State or federal regulations or guidelines outside of accepted industry practices. Use
of such assumptions/variables in a probabilistic risk assessment for the development of
cleanup goals and/ or the re-assessment of risk under a future proposed land use/
redevelopment plan would also not be supported by DEP, as discussed in DEP's previous
HHRA review comments .
• Our review of the proposed plan indicates that Table 1 has incorporated the list of
groundwater and onsite/ otTsite soil contaminants previously identitied by DEP as
contaminants of concern (COCs). As noted in previous comments, groundwater
COCs should include all constituents where GCTl exceedances have been observed,
even if those compounds have not shown a violation at the Koppers property boundary.
Acknowledging the ditTerence between the federal MCl and State GCTl for benzene,
the Amended ROD should be clear how each of these will be applied. We understand that
EPA will apply the federal MCls immediately outside the source containment area
whereas the State GCTls will apply at points of compliance at the institutional control
boundary consistent with Chapter 62-780, risk management option III. We will be happy
to review the tinallist of COCs in the AROD prior to EPA signature to continn that the
COCs are comprehensive and corresponding numeric criteria are consistent with Chapter
62-777.
• Table I cleanup goals for otTsite soils and sediments is confusing, however, particularly
for sediments and appears to have omitted contaminants that were observed in creek
sediments as reported in the ACEPD Sediment Quality Study Report on Springstead and
Hogtown Creeks (August 2009). Sediment COCs and corresponding cleanup criteria
should include both Chapter 62-777 default SCTls for direct contact and Sediment
Quality Assessment Guidelines (SQAGs) for cPAHs (BaP-TEQ), P AHs and dioxin, tor
protection of both public health and the environment. leaching of sediment
contamination to surface water may also be an issue based on the comparison of P AH
concentrations in sediments to Chapter 62- 777default SCTl leachability criteria for the
protection of surface water. Default leaching criteria should also be retlected in the table.
Site specitic sediment leachability criteria may also be developed during design. As
commented previously, we recommend use of the EPA Region 4 Hazmat Ecological
Screening Value of 2.5 ng/kg for dioxin .
• EP A has proposed a sediment removal based on the Probable Effect Concentration
(PEC) criteria followed by monitored natural recovery to address remaining impacted
sediments above threshold effects concentrations (TEC) criteria. Dioxin exceeding the
recommended EPA screening value above should be addressed by the removal action.
Superfund Five Year Reviews should include evaluation of the progress and effectiveness

of monitored natural recovery in reducing P AH concentrations to the TEC and SCTL
remedial goals.
• Please see enclosed comments from University of Florida including summary tables of
Chapter 62-777 numeric cleanup goals for site related contaminants for groundwater,
soils and sediments.
• Containment and treatment ofONAPL (including residual ONAPL) and other leachable
source areas is a critical component of this site remedy and the goal to mitigate continued
contamination of the underlying Floridan Aquifer as well as address offsite contaminant
migration in the Hawthorn and future compliance with property boundary POCs in all
aquifers. Based on previous discussions amongst EPA, OEP and stakeholders regarding
criteria that could be used to delineate the lateral extent of the these ONAPL source areas,
we understand that delineation will be based on a combination of visual ONAPL
contirmation, olfactory evidence and groundwater concentration data obtained from
borings into the surticial and upper Hawthorn formations. EPA guidance indicates that
groundwater contaminant concentrations approaching 10% solubility (of naphthalene for
example) could also be used to infer the likely presence of nearby DNAPL or principal
threat waste requiring remediation. We recommend that the AROO identify the criteria
by which ONAPL and ONAPL sources will be identitied for treatment and/ or
containment, so that this does not continue to be a point of debate during design and
construction.

EPA's Preferred remedy
• The proposed plan refers to a "low penneability cover" over the containment area. OEP
supports the proposed slurry (barrier) wall around all 4 source areas extending to the
Hawthorn middle clay (approx 65' bls), with an impermeable cover (vertical hydraulic
conductivity of 1OE-06 cm! sec) over the entire slurry wall enclosure including ONAPL
source areas and other consolidated leachable materials, along with treatment of the
ONAPL source areas. This impermeable cover will require less rigorous water level
control due to less percolation and further discourage vertical migration of
contaminants in response to hydraulic head differences.
• OEP is pleased to see that EPA has proposed the use of Insitll

Solidification/Stabilization
(ISSS) treatment to address Upper Hawthorn ONAPL source areas, along with the slurry
wall (to the middle clay) to contain the more highly contaminated onsite groundwater and
source material. ISSS has a proven track record at similar sites with this magnitude and
type of contamination; and would not be hampered by the potential issues of chemical
deliverability, consistent distribution, long term performance and reliability (rebound)
that have been experienced by the insitu biogeochemical stabilization technology being
considered for the site. (see discussion below). ISSS has been shown to etTectively reduce
penneability of the contaminated zone, immobilize contaminants and mitigate
leachability of the source material. While acknowledging the higher cost associated with
this technology, we believe the contidence that it atTords makes it appropriate for this·
large and hydro-geologically challenging site. We recommend that the AROO include
ISSS performance criteria including penneability (10-7), unconfined compressive strength
(50 psi), and short tern1 and long term leachability (SPLP and moditied ANS 16.1) and

require performance testing during design to ensure the ISSS fonnulation will meet these
criteria.
• EPA's preferred remedy also includes Insitll Biogeochemical Stabilization (ISBS) to
address DNAPL source areas in the surfIcial aquifer, with a contingent ISSS remedy if
ISBS perfOimance criteria cannot be met during design phase pilot testing. DEP remains
concerned about the use of the ISBS technology at this site and recommends that ISSS be
utilized in the surticial aquifer to address DNAPL source areas, not ISBS. It is essential
that the selected remedy include effective treatment technology(s) to address the 4
DNAPL source areas in the surfIcial and Upper Hawthorn, to mitigate ongoing sources of
groundwater contamination and to minimize vertical mass flux and migration of DNAPL
through the surticial and Hawthorn that is contributing to the observed Floridan Aquifer
contamination. DEP concerns regarding results of the previous Koppers pilot and use of
ISBS were discussed in the June 2010 FS comments. More recent discussions with EPA,
ACEPD, GRU and their DNAPL team along with consultation with EP A- Ada,
Oklahoma have illustrated the diftlculty in designing a pilot study including
corresponding short term and long term performance criteria that would provide
representative and detinitive results to support conclusions regarding its use and long
tenn effectiveness at this particular site. Even with improved delivery and distribution
within the source zone, the observed rebound of groundwater contaminant concentrations
at the Borden site after 4 years underscores the issue of long tenn effectiveness and the
likely need for re-treatment. Confirmation of effective mitigation of vertical flux/
contaminant migration into the Hawthorn could not likely be demonstrated in the short
ternl. In fact, recent discussions have indicated that to obtain reliable and conclusive data
regarding long term performance, the Koppers ISBS pilot study should be conducted over
a period of at least 4 years. Implementation of a reliable site remedy should be
accomplished as timely as possible. Use of ISSS in both the surtIcial and Upper
Hawthorn would allow a more timely and reliable remedy to be implemented. As
previously communicated by DEP, however, if EP A elects to continue with the ISBS
pilot/ remedy as proposed, additional more rigorous pilot testing and evaluation based on
specitIc performance criteria should be required to demonstrate that this technology could
successfully be applied with reliable short and long term results. These short and long
ternl performance criteria for the design pilot along with associated testing should be
specifIed in the AROD.

We recommend that they generally reflect the following: ISBS Performance goals
1) Consistent and controlled delivery and distribution of ISBS throughout the designated
treatment area in the surficial aquifer source zone with corresponding reduction in
permeability and encapsulation of DNAPL.
2) Pronounced reduction in groundwater contaminant concentrations/DNAPL and
reduction in mass tlux both laterally and vertically.
3) Demonstrated longevity and stability of stabilized matrix, with no rebound.
4) Compliance with UIC requirements in Chapter 62-524 and applicable variance.
Basis for ISBS perfonnance evaluation
1) Monitoring network of appropriately located wells in the surtIcial and Hawthorn to
evaluate compliance with UIC and efTective control of distribution of ISBS injectate.

2) Soil cores collected pre and post injection within treatment area to demonstrate
thorough and consistent sweep and reduced penneability /leachability (based on pre and
post injection lab analysis including modi tied ANSI 16.1).
3) Pre and post treatment slug tests and monitoring of water levelslhydraulic gradients in
monitoring wells/piezometers and downgradient recovery wells to document attainment
of anticipated changes in hydraulic conductivity /penneability in treatment areas and
downgradient.
4) Use of PFMs (flux meters) and low pump-induced flow within treatment area to
confinn reduction in mass tlux, as recommended by EPA-Ada, OK.
5) Appropriately located monitoring wells in surticial, UHG and LHG, and Floridan. Pre
and post-injection well sampling to continn reductions in DNAPL recovery and
consistent reductions in groundwater concentrations with no rebound. Further details of
the ISBS pilot test and specitic short tenn and long tenn goals should be tleshed out prior
to implementation of the pilot during remedial design. We agree that if EPA elects to
move ahead with the pilot, a larger test area in one or more source areas should be
utilized to better represent the perfonnance of ISBS. We are reluctant to support a large
or full scale pilot in the process area. There is only limited assessment and understanding
of contaminant distribution in that area, it is close to the property boundary, and there are
inadequate deeper monitoring wells in the Hawthorn to support perfornlance evaluation.
We recommend that pilot studies be conducted in the North Lagoon and lor South
Lagoon. Also, please note that as EPA has proposed delivery of ISBS through the large
diameter augers during full scale implementation of
ISSS, the ISBS pilot should simulate similar delivery conditions.
• Hawthorn groundwater cOl/taminatiol/. We understand that the proposed remedy
will include 1) continued bailing of onsite Upper Hawthorn wells within the containment
area that do not require P&A (due to their proximity to the insitu ISSS DNAPL source
remedy), 2) insitu chemox (lSCO) or ISBS treatment using existing onsite Lower
Hawthorn wells in all 4 source areas and along the eastern property boundary, and 3)
contingent insitu treatment of contaminated groundwater in existing Hawthorn wells if
monitoring indicates that concentrations are above GCTLs and increasing or begin to be
detected above GCTLs in previously clean sentinel wells.
We believe that the #3 COl/til/gent insitu treatment above refers to the area immediately
east of the Koppers property site and outside the slurry wall I containment area. Offsite
Hawthorn wells located east and northeast of the Koppers property and outside of the
proposed slurry wall have shown concentrations signiticantly above GCTLs and at levels
that infer DNAPL (principal threat wastes) in the area, particularly in the Upper
Hawthorn. MNA is the primary proposed otTsite groundwater remedy for remediation of
groundwater outside of the IC boundary to GCTLs. It is unlikely that MNA will be
successful without treatment in the more highly contaminated otTsite areas. DEP
recommends that the AROD require insitu treatment in the Upper or Lower Hawthorn
otTsite where concentrations indicate principal threat wastes or are above Chapter 62
777 Natural Attenuation Default Criteria (NADCs) rather than waiting for increases in
current concentrations to trigger treatment as proposed. Chapter 62-780allows the
evaluation and development of triggers with higher concentrations than NADCs if an
MNA evaluation indicates that those higher action levels are also etTective in supporting
MNA. We understand that active remedial technologies are limited for this low

pernleability formation and that use of ISCO or ISBS is the most feasible approach to
address the less accessible DNAPL or elevated groundwater concentrations. DEP
recommends the use of ISCO to reduce groundwater contaminant concentrations in these
areas. It may be appropriate to consider other oxidants besides permanganate if clogging
of the aquiter and injection well is a concern. Please note that urc requires dedicated
wells for insitu injection and (separate wells) for performance monitoring and
compliance. We are concerned that Lower Hawthorn impacts in the area of the North
Lagoon may be more extensive than are now known and that the above approach may not
be adequate to mitigate vertical migration into the Floridan in this area. We have no
suggestions at this time but urge EPA to require adequate assessment and evaluation of
DNAPL contamination in this area during design.
• We remain concerned that there are inadequately assessed areas northwest of the North
Lagoon source area and in the northern area of the site which may require expansion of
the slurry wall area, more extensive DNAPL source treatment or more extensive vadose
zone source removal not contemplated in the current FS. Assessment and delineation of
these potential source areas must be conducted during remedial design to ensure the
comprehensiveness, eftectiveness and protectiveness of the containment/ source
treatment remedy in these areas.
• Floridan Plume cOllfainment- As discussed in the revised FS, Floridan aquiter
groundwater recovery has been initiated FW -6 and FW -218 as an interim measure to
address groundwater exceedances near and upgradient of POC well FW-168 and to
mitigate any leakage along the well bore(s). FW-31 8 was also recently installed as a
recovery well to capture groundwater contamination exceeding GCTLs observed in point
of compliance (POC) well FW-22B. Monitoring and triggers for initiation of groundwater
recovery to address observed or pending POC exceedances in the Floridan have been
outlined in the FS. We understand they will be retlected in the Amended ROD and
remedial design. DEP anticipates that once the AROD is signed, these formal triggers
will go into effect, including evaluation of the effectiveness ofFW
218 in pulling back contaminated groundwater in order for POC FW -168 to meet
groundwater cleanup target levels.
Off site soil remedy
Delineation of contaminated soils is ongoing west of Koppers. Soil sampling has also
been initiated south and east of Koppers to determine if site related contamination exists
in those areas. Regardless of the current land use offsite, lateral and vertical delineation
should be to unrestricted use SCTLs. We strongly request that EPA and 8eazer proceed
as expeditiously as possible in delineation and remediation of oftsite soils.
Sediment remedy
We understand that Cabot will be conducting a removal to address visually tarry
sediments as an interim action. The proposal does not include all areas where dioxin
contamination has been observed above recommended criteria. Confirmatory sampling
will be necessary subsequent to this removal to determine what additional action is
necessary to address remaining sediments exceeding tinal cleanup goals.
Additional Design Activities

DEP recommends that the AROD clearly identify additional assessment or treatability
testing that will be required during remedial design to support design and implementation
of a protective and effective remedy. We support the proposed monitoring well locations
recommended by the City and County in their recent Proposed Plan review comments.
We recommend that remedial design activities include the following:
1") Delineation of offsite Hawthorn groundwater contamination and installation of
temporary point of compliance wells at the leading edge of the pi ume where GCTLs are
met.
2) Installation of offsite TPOC wells to delineate and monitor effectiveness of surficial
aquifer groundwater remedy.
3) Installation of onsite Lower Hawthorn well(s) at or immediately downgradient of the
South Lagoon and Process area source areas.
4) If selected, pilot testing to detennine the ability of ISBS to meet perfonnance criteria
and its long tern1 effectiveness in mitigating surticial aquifer DNAPL sources and vertical
contaminant migration.
5) Treatability testing for development of the ISSS fonnulation for insitu treatment of
DNAPL source areas.
6) Compatibility testing and fonnulation of the slurry wall composition for compatibility
with onsite contaminated groundwater.
7) Development and implementation of a dust monitoring program to ensure that dust
leaving the Koppers property does not contain contaminants at concentrations that would
pose a health risk.
8) Evaluation of effectiveness of Floridan IRM groundwater recovery at FW 21-B and
the need for a dedicated recovery well to ensure GCTL compliance at FW 16B.
9) Installation of additional Floridan monitoring wells to monitor onsite plume behavior,
compliance at the IC boundary and/ or provide offsite delineation. This includes a) an
onsite upper Floridan "transect" well b) an otTsite well downgradient ofFW-16B; c)
Floridan well east of the process area.
10) Additional assessment and source delineation in the areas northwest of the North
Lagoon source area and in the northern area of the site which may require expansion of
the slurry wall area, more extensive DNAPL source treatment or more extensive vadose
zone source removal not contemplated in the current FS. This is evidenced by the
increasing groundwater contaminant concentrations with depth in North Lagoon area;
Floridan aquifer groundwater contamination in FW-22B near the NW property boundary;
signiticant soil contaminant levels more recently identitied in the Northern
Inactive Area along with aerial photo intonnation suggesting drums, dumping or waste
disposal in that area; and detections of site related phenolics and PCP daughter products
in Hawthorn monitoring wells located oft'site to the northeast.
11) Delineation of DNAPL source areas and identitication of bounds for insitu treatment
and sl urry wall.
We appreciate the 0ppoliunity to comment on the proposed plan. We are available to
discuss these comments or other areas of proposed remedy prior to tinalization of the
Amended ROD at your convenience.
Sincerely,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------,

Kelsey A. Helton
Bureau of Waste Cleanup
Hazardous Waste Cleanup Section

Beazer
BEAZER EAST, INC. C/O THREE RIVERS MANAGEMENT, INC.
ONE OXFORD CENTRE, SUITE 3000, PITTSBURGH, PA 15219-6401

October 15,2010

Mr. Scott Miller
Remedial Project Manager
Superfund Division
Superfund Remedial Branch
Section C
U.S. EPA Region 4
61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta, GA 30303
Re:

Transmittal of Comments
July 15, 2010 USEPA Proposed Plan
Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site, Gainesville Florida

Dear Mr. Miller:
Beazer East Inc. ("Beazer") appreciates the opportunity to provide its comments on the
above referenced document. Beazer requests that its comments be carefully reviewed and
considered, anel that the comments be placed in the administrative record for the Site.
As you are aware, Beazer has extensive experience in the environmental remediation of
former wood treatment sites. For this site, Beazer has retained an extremely well
qualified group of technical consultants and experts to work on the various aspects of this
site. For reference, I have attached the resumes of the consultants and experts who have
been involved in the most recent feasibility studies, risk assessments, and remedy
selection discussions. Collectively, this group has hundreds of years of environmental
experience, much of which has been related specitically to the remediation of wood
treatment sites.
Also, Beazer has developed, in cooperation with and approval by USEPA and FDEP, an
extensive amount of site specific data and infonnation upon which the current selection
of a remedial action at the site can be based. As an illustrative example of the site specific
data developed, I have attached a recent site figure which shows the current array of
groundwater monitoring points available at the site. Since 2003, Beazer has invested
over $20 million dollars developing this data and information. The development of this
site specific data and infonnation allows for an informed and educated decision to be
made at the site relative to the prospective remedy.
Furthermore, Beazer believes that this information enables it to tmderstand and appreciate
the complex nature ofthis site. The remedy components selected for the site must fit
together synergistically to ensure that true risk reduction is actually effectuated and that
fhture risks are mitigated. As provided in the attached comments, Beazer has some
significant reservations about individual aspects of the Proposed Plan, and where
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appropriate has recommended suitable alternatives. 11mt being said, Beazer remains
committed to the implementation of a protective remedy, one which relies upon
containment, isolation, treatment and long term monitoring, and is appropriate for the
conditions existing at the site.
Finally, Beazer understands the local stakeholders' fmstration with the time this process
has taken, and their desire to have the site remediation simply be finished. Beazer also
wants to get to the end of the project as expeditiously as is reasonably possible. However,
there is no simple solution to the puzzle presented by conditions at the site. The data
collected from the site documents its complex nature and the need for a sophisticated,
long term approach. Beazer, through its efforts, has demonstrated that it is fully
committed to resolving environmental matters at this site and that it remains fully
committed to a remedial approach that will support its and the community'S efforts to
restore the site to a position where it may once again, become a positive attribute of the
surrounding community.
Again, thank you for your fiIlI consideration to our comments, mId if I can be of further
assistance or answer additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

~~~
Robert Markwell
President, Beazer East, Inc.
Cc:

Lisa Jackson, USEPA Administrator
Gwendolyn Keyes Fleming, USEP A Region IV Administrator
Stanley Meiburg, USEP A Region IV Deputy Administrator
Kelsey Helton, FDEP
Senator Bill Nelson
Congressman Cliff Stearns
Congresswomen Corrine Brown
Congressman Alan Grayson
Gainesville City Commission
Craig Lowe, Mayor City of Gainesville
Alachua County Board of Commissioners
Cynthia Moore Chestnut, Chair Alachua County Commissioners
Randal Reid, Alachua County Manager
Russ Blackburn Gainesville City Manger
Fred MUlray Gainesville Assistant City Manger
Marion Radson Gainesville City Attorney
Dave Wagner Alachua County Attorney
Chris Bird Alachua County Environmental Protection Director
Bob HUl1zinger, General Manger GRU
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Beazer East, Inc. (Beazer) hereby submits its conm1ents to the Superfund Proposed Plan (Proposed Plan)
for the forn1er Koppers portion (Site) of the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site (Superfund Site)1
issued on July 15,2010 by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The deadline for
comments to the Proposed Plan was extended to October IS, 20 I O.
As set forth below, Beazer has both legal and technical concerns with the Proposed Plan. On the teclmical
side, Beazer's primary concerns with the Proposed Plan are in the following areas:
•

The implementation of source treatment components (lSS/S and ISBS)

•

The proposed remedies for off-Site creek sediments and soils

•

EPA's selection of cleanup goals and related criteria

Beazer's legal concerns are primarily with the various off-Site components of the Proposed Plan, and, to a
lesser degree, with EPA's communications to the public that may have had the unintended effect of
creating the impression that the foreseeable future use of the Site may include an "unrestricted
residential" component. In sum, the EPA's selection of remedial alternatives for off-Site sediments is
arbitrary and capricious because EPA has not developed the inforn1ation it is required to evaluate under
the Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RIIFS) process set out in the National Oil and Hazardous
Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP), 40 CFR Part 300, nor has EPA appropriately evaluated
such inforn1ation. EPA should also reconsider its selection of Florida's default residential Soils Cleanup
Target Levels (SCTLs) as off-Site cleanup standards in consideration of Beazer's recently-submitted
"Derivation Of Off-Site Site-Specific Residential SCTLs" document. Finally, while Beazer continues to
cooperate with EPA and the local governments regarding potential future uses of the Site, Beazer has not
agreed to conduct a cleanup to "unrestricted residential" standards, and EPA should clarify its recent
communications by more explicitly stating that the foreseeable future use of the Site future does not
include an unrestricted residential component. Beazer's legal conunents are included below in the
sections discussing the teclmical components of the Proposed Plan to which the legal comments pertain.
The details of Beazer's concerns with the Proposed Plan, along with alternative proposals where
appropriate, are presented in the following sections.

1. Implementation of Source Treatment: ISS/S and ISBS
The prescribed treatment of source areas in the Proposed Plan is flawed. The Proposed Plan calls for in
situ solidification/stabilization (ISS/S) in the Upper Hawthorn (approximately 25 feet to 65 feet below
ground surface (bgs» and in-situ biogeochemical stabilization (ISBS) in the Surficial Aquifer
(approximately 0 to 25 feet bgs). This contiguration for source treatment is impractical and has important
and unnecessary implementation risks. Also, tllis configuration is not contemplated in any of the FS
Alternatives, was not properly evaluated as an alternative source-treatment remedy, and should not have
been listed as the preferred source-treatment design.

1 "Site" as used herein refers to the Koppers portion of the Superfund Site. "Superfund Site" is used to refer to the
entire Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site.
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As detailed below, the Proposed Plan's application of ISBS above ISS/S is impractical and it appears that
EPA did not fully understand the implications or likely cost of such an application. Implementation risks
associated with ISS/S in the Upper Hawthorn, and the availability of a more practical treatment
teclU1ology, should lead EPA to reconsider the source treatment approach. Beazer proposes an alternative
source treatment approach that is consistent with the overall remedial strategy and includes effectiveness
demonstration for ISBS with an ISS/S implementation component as a contingency.
In considering the appropriate source treatment approach, it is important to recof,rnize that in this instance
(I) source treatment is applied primarily for the purpose of reducing potential dense non-aqueous phase
liquid (ONAPL) mobility and (2) source treatment is applied within a robust containment system. The
robust groundwater containment system described in the Proposed Plan effectuates protection of human
health and the environment by eliminating migration pathways from the sources. The engineered
containment system includes (1) a subsurface vertical barrier wall around the primary source areas to a
depth of approximately 65 ft, (2) a low-penneability surface cover to limit water infiltration into the
containment area, and (3) additional hydraulic containment specitied for the UF A and for the Surticial
Aquifer outside the contaimnent area that provides an added measure of protection. In addition, the
existing clay layers of the Hawthorn Group are signiticant hydraulic barriers, as evidenced by the 125
foot hydraulic head difference between the Upper Hawthorn and Upper Floridan Aquifer (UFA).

a. Application of ISS/S in the Upper Hawthorn Has Serious Implementation Risks
In order to implement ISS/S in the Upper Hawthorn in primary source areas, a large-diameter auger
(LOA) would be used to make thousands of 6- to lO-ft diameter mixing holes approximately 65 ft deep.
Each LOA borehole would be required to pass through the upper clay layer of the Hawthorn Group. This
application has the potential to drag down any mobile ONAPL that is presently trapped in the Surticial
Aquifer or within and on top of the upper clay layer of the Hawthorn Group. In addition, each LOA
borehole could also cause vertical pathways or conduits for the downward migration of any mobile
ONAPL, especially along the outer perimeter of the borehole.
While the upper clay of the Hawthorn Group is not a perfect impenneable barrier, it does provide some
natural protection against ONAPL mobility in two important ways. First, this layer provides hydraulic
resistance, as evidenced by the approximately 1- to 2-foot groundwater head difference measured between
the Surficial Aquifer and the Upper Hawthorn in the primary source areas. Second, ONAPL collects on
top of low-penneability materials and can become trapped within the pore spaces of tine-grained
materials such as clays. The protective qualities of the upper clay would be signiticantly compromised,
and likely eliminated, by application of LOA mixing into the Upper Hawthorn.

b. ISBS Has Technical Advantages over ISS/S
On-Site pilot testing has demonstrated that ISBS is an effective technology for treatment of Site-related
constituents. ISBS treatment results in (1) inunobilization of ONAPL, (2) prevention of dissolution into
groundwater, and (3) some removal of contaminant mass via chemical oxidation. This itU10vative
technology has been successfully deployed at other sites and has resulted in demonstrable reduction in the
mobility of ONAPL and ONAPL constituents. In the FS, all alternatives that involve the application of
ISBS as a treatment technology include a redundant barrier-wall containment system and hydraulic
containment in the UFA. ISBS provides source-area treatment, but is not critical to the elimination of
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groundwater-migration pathways. Rather, ISBS is a good tit
remedial strategy and compliments the other selected teclmologies.

III

an overall contaimnentitreatment

Other advantages of ISBS, as compared to ISS/S include:
•

ISBS is more easily implemented and achieves greater volumetric coverage with fewer and
smaller borings (2- to 4-inch diameter).

•

With ISBS, there is a much lower risk of moving significant quantities of ONAPL downward
during implementation.
ISBS can be reapplied if necessary, or ISS/S can be applied later if ISBS is not effective.
The ISBS reagent will follow preferential pathways, in effect "chasing" ONAPL to provide
targeted treatment where the ONAPL resides.
Unlike ISS/S, ISBS results in some removal of constituent mass through chemical oxidation.

•
•
•
•
•

ISBS generates relatively little waste soil that must be treated and/or disposed of.
ISBS can be applied in a targeted fashion (areas and depths where impacts are observed) resulting
in less wasted effort in horizons that are not impacted (e.g. impacted horizons within the Upper
Hawthom).

•

ISBS is more easily applied through fonner building foundations and subsurface obstructions
(e.g. in Fonner Process Area) than is ISS/S, and will achieve better coverage in such areas.

•

ISBS is much more cost effective than ISS/S (cost per cubic yard treated).

•

ISBS is much less resource intensive than ISS/S in tenns of energy use, carbon footprint, and
water use (consistent with EPA's Superfund Green Remediation Strategy).

Both ISBS and ISS/S are active (aggressive) technologies rather than passive teclmologies. Challenges
with effectiveness demonstration (e.g., measurement of mass tlux) are not substantially different between
ISS/S and ISBS.
Sutlicient testing has been perfonned with ISBS to show that it will likely be effective at the Site. Beazer
proposes to further demonstrate ISBS effectiveness at the Site through a full-scale demonstration.

c.

The EPA's Selected Source-Treatment Remedy in the Proposed Plan Is Not Practical

When creating the 65-feet deep LOA boreholes specified in the Proposed Plan, and effectuating the
colunm mixing (homogenization with a reagent), it is not feasible to mix only the lower portion of the
columns. It is also not practical or advantageous to use two different stabilizing reagents (which also act
as auger lubricants) for every colunm. Beazer has discussed this with two experienced LDA contractors
and is convinced that such a deployment is infeasible or at least highly impractical. Based on the
discussions at a technical meeting in Tallahassee on September 23,2010, EPA's consulting contractor
agrees.
Simply stated, it is not practical to apply ISBS (which is designed for ir*ction, not LDA mixing) above
ISS/S.
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d. The EPA Has Severely Underestimated the Costs ofIts Proposed ISS/S-Based Remedy
The driving cost in ISS/S source treatment is the LOA rnixing cost which is roughly proportional to the
volume of soil mixed. The volume of soil that would be mixed by LOA into the Upper Hawthorn (per the
Proposed Plan) can be calculated as the total area of the primary source areas (approximately 5 acres)
times the mixing depth (approximately 65 ft): the result is over half a million cubic yards.
Though details are not provided, it is obvious that the Proposed Plan dramatically underestimates the
volume of soil that would be mixed and, therefore, dramatically underestimates the overall net-pre sent
value (NPV) cost of the full remedy. Apparently, the cost estimate in the Proposed Plan did not consider
the soil in the Surticial Aquifer (from 0 to 25 ft) as soil to be mixed but, rather, used only the thickness of
the Upper Hawthorn (or a part of that thickness) in deriving the volume to be mixed. However, as
described above, and as acknowledged by EPA's own consulting contractor, it is impossible to mix a
deep interval of soil using LOA without also mixing the soil above it.
The July 15,2010, Proposed Plan estimates that the on-Site remedy will cost $43.7 million (NPV). Less
than one month later, at a public meeting on AU!:-'1lst 5, 20 I 0, EPA inexplicably presented a revised NPV
cost estimate for the on-Site remedy that was nearly 50% greater: $65 million tor the same remedy. In
neither case were details of these cost estimates provided. The FS presents an NPV cost estimate of $75
million for Alternative OnR-5F, which - although not the same - is most similar to the Proposed Plan on
Site remedy. One of the appendices to the FS details this cost estimate. Based on subsequent
conversations with potential contractors, Beazer contends that the Proposed Plan's on-Site remedy is
likely to cost at least $75 million (NPV).
It is also important to note that over 78% of the construction costs tor the Proposed Plan on-Site remedy
are tor application of the ISS/S with LOA soil mixing (based on the estimate worksheet in the FS). In
Beazer's view it is not sensible to spend over three-quarters of the direct capital cost on an imperfect
source-treatment component that is deployed within a robust contaimnent system. It is the containment
system (barrier wall, low-pern1eability cover, natural Hawthorn Group clay layers, and hydraulic
containment) that reduces potential risks to human and ecological receptors. While source treatment is
important for any CERCLA cleanup, putting the vast majority of the remediation dollars toward ISS/S at
this Site does not make sense, particularly when there would be no measurable reduction in risk as a result
of the signiticant increased expenditure on ISS/S application relative to the simpler ISBS technology
which also achieves ONAPL stabilization.

e.

Beazer Proposes an Effective ISBS Approach with ISS/S as a Contingency

For the reasons identitied above, the selected remedy in the ROD should specify ISBS source treatment
after additional effectiveness demonstration. Beazer proposes to conduct a full-scale demonstration of
ISBS in one of the source areas early in the remedial design period. If ISBS proves to be ineffective,
ISS/S would be implemented at all source areas.
Logistically, it would make sense to apply ISBS in the Surficial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn (like FS
Alternative OnR-5E) at the Fonner Process Area as a full-scale demonstration of the technology. This
could be done during the remedial design time period while other components of the remedy are
designed. Because the Fonner Process Area has many underground obstructions (fonner foundations,
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pipes, etc.), ISS/S - with its large diameter boreholes - would be very difficult to apply in this area. Also,
DNAPL has been collected (in small amounts) from both the Surficial Aquifer and Upper Hawthorn in
the Fonner Process Area, meaning that DNAPL mobility reduction could be observed and documented in
a full-scale demonstration. Impacts are not observed in the UF A near the Forn1er Process Area. ISBS
treatment in the Fonner Process Area will likely result in decreased tlow of DNAPL to DNAPL
collection wells and the forn1ation of stable-mineral crusts on DNAPL globules. The results of an ISBS
demonstration in the Fonner Process Area could be monitored over a period of many months to detennine
likelihood of long-tenn effectiveness and suitability of use in the other source areas.
For the Forn1er North Lagoon and Fonner Drip Track, the source treatment should also be ISBS in the
Surticial Aquifer and in the Upper Hawthorn (like FS Alternative OnR-SE). ISBS should be applied in the
Surficial Aquifer only at the Fonner South Lagoon (like FS Alternative OnR-SC) because this area has
less observed DNAPL impacts than the other three source areas and there are no nearby impacts in the
UFA.
In sum, ISBS should be the primary source-treatment component and ISS/S should be a contingent action
to be applied if ISBS proves to be ineffective.

2. EPA's Selection of Off-Site Remedies Was Not Consistent with the NCP
The selected remedies for otf-Site sediments in Springstead Creek and Hogtown Creek (the "Creeks')
should not have been part of the Proposed Plan and should not be part of the forthcoming ROD
amendment. The proposed remedies for the Creeks in the Proposed Plan are not based on any evaluation
of alternatives, as required by CERCLA and the NCP. Moreover, most of the impacts in the Creeks are
not solely or even primarily attributable to Beazer or to activities at or on the Koppers portion of the
Superfund Site. In addition, the cleanup criteria that are identified in the Proposed Plan are inappropriate.
Further discussion regarding each of these shortcomings is provided below.

a. Selection of the Off-Site Sediment Remedy Was Not Vetted Through the NCP's RIIFS
Process and Was Arbitrary and Capricious
In its proposed selection of off-Site sediment remedies for the Creeks, EPA failed to comply with the
requirements of the NCP that require EPA to tirst identify and evaluate alternatives before proposing one
of those alternatives as the preferred remedy. Indeed, with respect to EPA's proposed off-Site sediment
remedies in the Creeks, EPA neglected identify or evaluate the selected remedies prior to issuance of the
Proposed Plan.
For the first time in the Proposed Plan, EPA proposed remedies for off-site sediment remediation that
were never evaluated in the FS {"Excavation and removal of impacted sediment in excess of the probable
effects concentrations"} as well as remedies for which costs were never considered {"Accurate cost
estimation of the removal component ofOtR-2 and OtR-4 depends on ... significant unknowns."}. These
t1aws are not overcome by the issuance of "claritication and additional infonnation about off-Site soil
activities" in the Follow-up Off-Site Soil Remedy Fact Sheet. That document still neglects to provide
cost estimates for the proposed off-Site sediment remedy and still fails to provide detailed analyses of off
Site sediment alternatives, both of which are necessary for remedy selection, as required by the NCP.
Neither the Feasibility Study nor the Proposed Plan can fonn a legitimate basis for a ROD amendment for
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the proposed off-Site sediment remedy. Until these deficiencies are remedied through the RUFS process,
the forthcoming ROD Amendment should not include any off-Site sediment remedy.
CERCLA requires EPA to select remedial actions in accordance with the NCP and to provide for a cost
effective remedy. See 42 U.S.c. §§ 9604(a)(1), 9604(a)(4), 9621(a), and 9622(a). CERCLA ~ 113(j)(2)
provides that courts shall uphold [EPA's] decision unless the objecting party can demonstrate, on the
administrative record, that the decision was arbitrary and capricious." 42 U.S.c. §9613(j)(2).
Where EPA action is not consistent with the NCP, courts have held that such action is arbitrary and
capricious. United States v. Burlington Northern Railroad Co., 200 F.3d 679, 694 (10th Cir. 1999)
(holding that EPA acted arbitrarily and capriciously when it fundamentally altered a remedy with respect
to scope and cost without following the NCP's required procedures for proposed amendments regarding
cost, and noting that the "failure resulted in excluding the public and Potentially Responsible Parties ...
from the decision-making process, in violation of the [NCP]."); Washington State Department of
Transportation v. Washington Natural Gas Co., 59 F.3d 793, 802 (9th Cir. 1995) (noting that the NCP
guides federal and state response activities and that such parties must follow the '"detailed process set
forth in the NCP" to recover their costs.)
Here, the Proposed Plan improperly selected a remedy for off·site remediation of sediments that was
entirely missing from the Feasibility Study: excavation and removal of impacted sediment in excess of
the probable effects concentrations. This remedy selection is inconsistent with the NCP because EPA did
not '"evaluate alternatives to the extent necessary to select a remedy," which is the very purpose of the
RUFS process. 40 C.F.R. §300.430(a)(2). According to the NCP, such an evaluation includes project
scoping, data collection, risk assessment, treatability studies, and analysis of alternatives. lei. EPA's
selection of sediment excavation and replacement in Hogtown and Springstead Creeks failed to consider,
implement or incorporate any of these NCP requirements. And EPA's selection process was equally
deticient in its failure to adhere to the NCP's required levels of public involvement in the decision
making process. 40 C.F.R. §300.430(c).
EPA's own guidance undemlines the approach followed here. In 2005, EPA issued guidance documents
that explained the investigation issues unique to sediment environments and the importance of developing
clearly defined remediation goals based on site-specitic data. Contaminated Sediment Remediation
Guidance .lcu· Hazardo/ls IYaste Sites (2005) (Sediment Remediation Guidance). In particular, an
excavation alternative "should include an evaluation of all phases of the project, including removal,
staging, dewatering, water treatment, sediment transport, and sediment treatment, reuse, or disposal."
Sediment Remediation Guidance (p. iv). None of these project phases were detailed, analyzed or
evaluated by EPA in cOimection with the Proposed Plan.
Chapter 7 of EPA's Sediment Remediation Guidance discusses the risk management decision-making
process and the NCP's remedy selection framework. The Guidance states that "it may be appropriate to
postpone a tinal decision if there is signiticant doubt about the proposed action's ability to reduce site
risks substantially in light of the potential magnitude ofcosts associated with addressing certain sediment
sites." Sediment Guidance 7-1 (emphasis added). Here, neither EPA the public, nor Beazer properly can
evaluate sediment remediation alternatives because no alternative has been presented for review and no
costs have been estimated. A review of the administrative record indicates that EPA has not recognized
the potential need for specialized equipment, the increased truck traffic for transport of dredged material,
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the impact of dredging and replacement to workers and the community, or the disruption to local residents
and businesses that would occur during excavation and replacement of sediments in the off-site Creeks.
EPA's Proposed Plan is deficient because the off-site remedy selections do not renect that the NCP's nine
criteria fonned the basis for the remedy selection decisions. In the complete absence of any evaluation of
sediment remediation in the FS or Proposed Plan, EPA's off-site remedy selection is not consistent with
the NCP, is arbitrary and capricious, and cannot fonn the basis for a Record of Decision.

b. Impacts in the Creeks Are Not Attributable Solely to Beazer or the Koppers Portion of
the Superfund Site
As evidenced by the work in the Creeks being perfonned by Cabot Corporation (Cabot) pursuant to, inter
alia, Cabot's EPA-approved "TAR REMOVAL WORK PLAN" dated October 19, 2009, and "POLLUTION
PREVENTION PLAN FOR TAR REMOVAL, SPRINGSTEAD & HOGTOWN CREEKS, GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA"
dated July 20 I 0, neither Beazer nor operations at the fonner Koppers portion of the Superfund Site are
primarily responsible for the Creek conditions that may require remediation under the approach presented
in the Proposed Plan. According to these two Cabot Plans, the Springstead and Hogtown Creek conditions
are believed to have been created by historical discharges from the fonner Cabot Carbon property,
including a massive release resulting from a historic breach of Cabot's fonner pine tar products lagoon.
In contrast to the above-referenced Cabot Plans, the Proposed Plan reconunends off-Site sediment
remedies in the Creeks but states that the Proposed Plan is only proffering these off-Site remedial options
for impacts allegedly caused by the Koppers portion of the Superfund Site. There is no reasonable or
rational basis for EPA to simultaneously approve Cabot Plans that acknowledge the Cabot portion of the
Superfund Site is the source of Creek contamination, and then issue a Proposed Plan that suggests 
without any supporting documentation - that an oU.... Site sediment remedy in the Creeks is cormected or
related to the Koppers portion of the Superfund Site.
Because most or all of any remediation-driving impacts identified in Springstead Creek and Hogtown
Creek sediment resulted from releases at and from the fonner Cabot Carbon property, it seems
inappropriate and arbitrary for EPA to direct Beazer to implement a remedy for off-Site sediments in the
Creeks. And, it is even more confusing for EPA to use a ROD Amendment that purportedly pertains
solely to the Koppers portion of the Superfund Site to implement this directive. Moreover, there is no
indication in the Proposed Plan or any supporting documentation that EPA will use the forthcoming ROD
Amendment to impose obligations upon Cabot requiring it - as a party primarily responsible for Creek
contamination - to comply with, participate in, or even cooperate with Beazer, with respect to
implementing the proposed oft.. . Site Creek remedy.
While Beazer is not at this time refusing to participate on a limited basis in the investigation and potential
remediation of the Creeks, it is arbitrary and capricious, as well as without any reasonable or rational
basis, for EPA to use a ROD Amendment purportedly limited to the Koppers portion of the Superfund
Site to mandate a remedy associated with releases and contamination that even EPA has acknowledged
are sourced from the Cabot Carbon portion of the Superfund Site.
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c.

The Cleanup Criteria for the Creeks Are Inappropriate
i.

Available Data

As noted above, the Creeks have not been part of the RlIFS process. The nature and extent of
contamination in the Creeks has not yet been fully investigated. In January and February 2009, Alachua
County Environmental Protection Department (ACEPO) collected samples from the Creeks at locations
where there was evidence of tar and/or visually impacted areas, which were selected after regular probing
found relatively isolated visibly affected areas. This method of sample selection led to a highly biased
data set in that constituent concentration data are only available from visibly impacted areas and not from
all areas of the Creeks. It is likely that if sediments without visible impacts had been sampled,
substantially lower constituent concentrations than reported by ACEPO would have been tound in the
majority of Creek sediments. Thus, representative concentrations of all Creek sediments would be much
lower than reported by the ACEPO and concentrations have not been established for the length of the
Creeks, nor has there been an established pattern of tar or other constituents. In sum, EPA has not
reviewed an unbiased and objective data set tor the Creeks, such as would have been developed had the
Creeks been part of a CERCLA and NCP compliant RlIFS process.

ii.

Sources of Contamination

The samples that have been collected demonstrate higher total PAH concentrations upstream of the
Koppers Site, indicating sources other than the Koppers property are contributing the PAH concentrations
measured in Creek sediments. Fingerprinting of the tar-like material identified by ACEPO is needed to
determine the historic sources of this material and the potentially responsible parties (PRPs) associated
with these sources. Once the PRPs have been established, both human health and ecological risk
assessments may need to be completed to detennine whether the environmental conditions warrant
remediation, and to what extent.

iii.

Exposure Assumptions

The comparison of sediment concentrations to FOEP residential SCTLs, as suggested by Table I, to
deternline areas to be remediated is not appropriate and represents an incorrect and unrealistic application
of those SCTLs. The surface soil CTLs make numerous highly conservative assumptions about potential
exposures to constituents in soils. Many, if not all, of those assumptions do not apply to sediments. For
example, the frequency of exposure to soil in residential yards is not the same as the frequency of
exposure to the sediment in the creeks surrounded by dense growth, which makes access difficult. More
appropriate exposure assumptions are warranted to first determine if potential risk above regulatory levels
of concern exists to people possibly recreating in the creeks. If potential risk above regulatory criteria
does exist, these same appropriate exposure assumptions could be used to develop reasonable cleanup
levels to detennine the extent of remediation.
Moreover, the Proposed Plan should not include any SCTLs for off-Site sediments as no evaluation of
potential human health risks associated with off-Site sediment has been conducted. Until a risk
assessment is completed that evaluates potential risk associated with hypothetical exposures to Site
related constituents in sediments, no basis exists to detemline whether such hypothetical exposures may
result in potential risks that exceed Florida's administrative target risk limits. Indeed, if a human health
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risk assessment were to be conducted, given the generally low concentrations of Site-related constituents
reported by ACEPD in their notably biased sampling, it is very likely that any potential risks that may be
associated with such constituents in sediments will not exceed Florida's target risk limits and, therefore,
that no remediation of creek sediments will be required for protection of human health.
Although no fomlal human health risk assessment has been done, the Department of Health at the
University of Florida indicated that risks are not expected given the remoteness of the creeks.
Remediation may be needed to remove visible tar, but not because of the residual concentrations of wood
treating related constituents.

iv.

Ecological Risk

The Proposed Plan (Page 11, column 2, paragraph 4 and Page 12, column 1, first paragraph) indicates that
EPA will defer to conservative default ecological endpoints because the screening level risk assessment
previously submitted by Beazer has not yet obtained acceptance by EPA and FDEP. Not having
completed a review of the screening level risk assessment represents an inadequate basis to use
"conservative default endpoints" as a basis to establish cleanup goals. EPA similarly needs to review the
screening assessment and provide teclmical justification why the conclusions of the screening risk
assessment are not valid. That screening risk assessment concludes that concentrations of wood treating
derived PAHs in Springstead and Hogtown Creek sediments do not pose an unacceptable risk and that no
remediation is necessary.
As described in Beazer's screening assessment, whole sediment toxicity tests conducted at eight wood
treating sites demonstrate that the concentration of total PAH in sediments needs to exceed at least 250
mg/kg before substantial (i.e., statistically signiticant) mortality of either Hyalella or Chironol1llls, two
commonly used sensitive laboratory test species, is observed. The maximum total PAH concentration
detected in sediment samples collected by ACEPD was 146 mg/kg, which was collected from a location
upstream of the fonner Koppers facility. The highest total P AH concentration reported by ACEPO
downstream of the fonner Koppers facility was 82 mg/kg. At no other wood treating site where such
concentrations have been tested has Beazer found significant toxicity. Therefore, significant ecological
risk to the benthic community attributable to releases from the fomler Koppers property is not expected in
either Springstead or Hogtown Creeks.
If after its review of the screening level risk assessment, EPA were to disagree with the conclusion of an
absence of an ecological risk, the Proposed Plan's indication that remediation of creek sediments is
needed based upon "conservative default endpoints" is inconsistent with typical EPA practice,
particularly in light of the infonnation available at this Site. In most cases after a screening ecological
evaluation is completed, those results lead either to the conclusion that potential ecological risk is not
present and that further study and evaluation is not warranted or that a potential risk may exist and that
more study and evaluation is needed to detemline whether any potential risks are acceptable or not.
Almost never does the agency reach the conclusion that remediation is necessary based only on the results
of a screening evaluation. Exceedance of screening benclunarks, the only "ecological evaluation"
presented in the Proposed Plan, does not COlUl0te that a risk exceeding regulatory action levels is present
in Springstead and Ho~rtown Creek sediments. Thus, if atter completing its review of the ecological
screening evaluation provided by Beazer, EPA still believes that wood treating-related constituents in
Springstead and Hogtown Creeks may pose an unacceptable ecological risk, the next step in the
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ecological risk assessment process would be to conduct a more retined evaluation of potential ecological
risk. Such an evaluation may, but does not have to, entail the collection and toxicity testing of sediment
from the creeks in which locations potentially affected by the Site will be compared to upstream reference
locations. Given that the highest total P AH concentration was found upstream of the fonner Koppers
facility, if the highest upstream locations also demonstrate the highest toxicity to test species, results of
such site-specific toxicity testing would demonstrate the absence of a significant impact from the f0n11er
Koppers facility and, thus, remediation would not be warranted. Regardless, until more refined, ecological
evaluations are completed, no detennination about the need to remediate creek sediments can be made.
Consequently, any reference to remediation of Springstead and Hogtown Creek sediment needs to be
removed from the Proposed Plan.
Additionally, cleanup goals discussed in the screening assessment have, in fact, undergone extensive
review by EPA Region III. Region III accepted those data as the basis for a 100 ppm total PAH sediment
cleanup goal that is protective of aquatic receptors. Therefore, the Proposed Plan is in error when it
implies that the evaluation presented in the screening evaluation has not obtained acceptance by EPA.
Those assumptions and clean up goals have been accepted by another EPA Region.
In sUlllmary, since submitting updated sediment toxicity infonnation to Region IV, Beazer has received
no infonnation indicating why those tindings are not applicable to P AHs that may have originated from
the fonner Koppers property. All sediment samples downstream of the confluence with the drainage ditch
from the Koppers facility which were collected by ACEPO during the past two years showed total PAH
concentrations less than 100 ppm. Notably, those samples represent a biased data set. as the samples were
collected from the most impacted areas ACEPO identified in the Creeks following extensive probing and
observation -programs. Therefore, no reason currently exists to believe wood treating-related PAH
concentrations in the creeks exceed the 100 ppm cleanup goal already deemed acceptable by EPA in
another Region. In sum, there was no need to include cleanup of Springstead or Hogstown Creek
Sediments in the Proposed Plan downstream of the Koppers portion of the Superfund Site. And, if a
cleanup of sediments is ever required in the Creeks, any such cleanup is not related to wood-treating
constituents and therefore should not be included in the forthcoming ROD Amendment.

3. The EPA's Selected Cleanup Goals and Related Criteria Are Unclear
and/or Inappropriate
a. Groundwater Cleanup Goals Apply at the Limit of Institutional Control
The Proposed Plan is unclear on the location where groundwater cleanup goals would be applied and
enforced. Per Florida regulations, the appropriate location for application of the groundwater goals should
be at the lim.it of institutional control (e.g., the Beazer property boundary) or the edge of the present
plume if the plume is within the property boundary. Remedial Action Objective (RAO) bullet #3 in the
Proposed Plan (p. 12) states that cleanup goals apply "outside source areas." This RAO was not included
in the FS and conflicts with Florida's policy regarding points of compl iance.

b. The Basis for Listing Constituents of Concern Is Unclear
It is unclear how the list of constituents of concern (COCs) presented in Table 1 of the Proposed Plan was
detennined. Several of the groundwater COCs listed ( I, I-biphenyl, 2-phenol, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate,
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and n-nitrosodiphenylamine) are not commonly analyzed for and are not part of the present list of
analytes
for
groundwater monitoring.
Also,
while
benzo(a)anthracene,
benzo(a)pyrene,
benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo(k)tluoranthene, and chrysene are soil COCs, they are not generally
considered to be a groundwater threat because of their low water solubility and are not part of the current
Site groundwater monitoring plan.

c.

The Tables Listing Default GCTLs and SCTLs Are Inaccurate

Several of the GCTLs listed in Table 1 are incorrect. Of particular note, the GCTL for acenaphthene is
20 )lg/L, not 210 )lg/L. Also GCTLs should be corrected and listed separately for 3-methylphenol
(35 )lg/L) and 4-methylphenol (3.5 )lg/L).
The default Commercial/Industrial (CI[) SCTL for antimony is 370 mglkg. The C/I SCTL for arsenic is
12 mg/kg. The C/I SCTL for acenaphthene is 20,000 mglkg. The C/I SCTL for benzene is 1.7 mg/kg. The
C/I SCTL for 3-methylphenol is 33,000 and the C/I SCTL for 4-methylphenol is 3,400 mg/kg.
Additionally, fluorene is misspelled in the table.

d. Development of Leachability-Based Cleanup Criteria
The Proposed Plan should have included language stating that any vadose-zone soil with the potential to
create groundwater impacts above cleanup targets should be managed by either:
•

Removal of the soil and placement within the capped consolidation area, or

•

Placement of a low-penneability cap over the soi I.

However, if such actions are required for any area where any constituent concentration exceeds a Florida
defalilt leachability-based cleanup target, then nearly the entire Site would require vadose-zone soil
removal or capping. This action would not be necessary or reasonable because we know from
groundwater concentration data that groundwater impacts are limited in areal extent. For example, the
measured concentrations of pentachlorophenol in vadose-zone soil exceed the default leachability target
of 0.03 mg/kg at locations throughout the entire Site; but pentachlorophenol is not detected in
groundwater samples north and west of the area that will be within the vertical barrier wall.
As stated in the FS (and implied by language in Table 1 of the Proposed Plan), the detinition of what soil
concentrations pose a potential leachability concern, therefore requiring removal or capping, should be
finalized during the remedial design phase. The pertinent cleanup target for the Proposed Plan is the
groundwater-concentration cleanup target.
Beazer does not take issue with the application of "Florida leachability criteria" as presented in the
Proposed Plan. However, Beazer requests that EPA clarify that the application of Florida leachability
criteria does not mean that detalilt leachability-based SCTLs apply.

e.

The EPA Has Inappropriately Rejected the On-Site Risk Assessment in Favor of Strict
Application of Florida's Default Direct-Contact SCTLs as Cleanup Levels

The on-Site human health risk assessment was developed with the goal of being used as an adaptive
management tool to detennine whether proposed on-Site remedial alternatives meet Florida's statutory
risk limit of I x I 0- 6 (one in' one million) for cancer etTects and a Hazard Index of 1.0 for non-cancer
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effects. The May 26, 20 I 0 Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) takes into account changes in land
use and incorporates conunents received on an earlier version. EPA has not provided Beazer additional
tedmical comments beyond those already addressed by the current HHRA. To the best of Beazer's
knowledge, both the probabilistic and detenninistic evaluations of potential risk presented in the HHRA
are consistent with EPA risk assessment guidance and, thus, represent evaluations of potential risk that,
contrary to the assertion in the Proposed Plan (Page 11, colunm 2, paragraph 3), do provide an adequate
basis to define the required cleanup goals. In fact, the probabilistic evaluation presented in the HHRA
should be preferred for establishing cleanup goals because the probabilistic evaluation provides a more
realistic estimate of potential risk. Use of more realistic, but still conservative and health protective clean
up goals derived from the probabilistic evaluation, will assure that limited resources are spent wisely and
that the community is not exposed to undue risk by unnecessary remediation.
Beazer continues to believe that the most comprehensive and practical evaluation of the protectiveness of
various on-Site remedial alternatives is through the direct use of the probabilistic on-Site risk assessment.
Nevertheless, Beazer also recognizes that USEPA otten uses the detern1inistic, site-specitic risk
assessment to "back-calculate" clean-up goals (referred to as SCTLs in Florida) based upon the site
specitic assumptions presented in such a risk assessment. On-Site Site-specific SCTLs have been
developed for all receptors that exceeded FDEP risk limit of one in one million estimated lifetime cancer
risk in the HHRA. Two sets of on-Site soil SCTLs were developed: one based on the detern1inistic risk
assessment presented in the on-Site risk assessment; and, the other set based on the probabilistic risk
assessment presented in the on-Site risk assessment.
Detenninistic SCTLs were developed for the trespasser, outdoor worker, indoor worker, utility worker,
construction worker, and the recreational user potentially exposed to constituents in on-Site soils using
the same exposure assumptions presented in the May 26, 2010 HHRA. A detenninistic SCTL was also
developed for the trespasser potentially contacting ditch sediments. Detenninistic SCTLs, calculated
using standard, simple equations, are shown in Table I.
Probabilistic SCTLs were developed for the outdoor worker and indoor worker using the same
methodology presented for the development of off-Site SCTLs (submitted October 14, 20 I 0), but with the
exposure assumptions used in the May 26,2010 HHRA for the outdoor and indoor worker. The
probabilistic SCTLs are based on Florida's statutory allowable cancer risk limit of one in one million
(1 x 10- 6 ). Only the hypothetical future outdoor worker SCTLs are presented in Table 2 because these were
more stringent than those for hypothetical future indoor worker. Two sets of Site-specific SCTLs were
developed for hypothetical future on-Site workers. One set of SCTLs is protecti ve of hypothetical future
on-Site workers who have typical (median) potential exposures to COPCs in soil. The other set of SCTLs
is protective of hypothetical future on-Site workers who have high-end (95% upper percentile) potential
exposures to COPCs in soil..
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ON-SITE SITE-SPECIFIC SOIL AND SEDIMENT CLEANUP TARGET
LEVELS - DETERMINISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT
\

FORMER KOPPERS, INC. WOOD-TREATING FACILITY
GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA

SCTLs (mg/kg)

Receptor/ Area

Arsenic

BaPTE

Pentachlorophenol

TCDDTEQ

Hypothetical Current and Future OnSite Trespasser

170

25

880

0.0013

Hypothetical Current and Future On
Site Trespasser in Drainage Ditch

200

25

880

0.0013

Future
Hypothetical
Outdoor Worker

5.3

0.75

27

0.000038

Hypothetical Future On-Site Indoor
Worker

8.1

\.5

53

0.000075

Hypothetical Future On-Site Utility
Worker

100

II

410

0.00059

Hypothetical
Future
Construction Worker

On-Site
230

31

1100

0.0018

Hypothetical
Future
Recreational User

On-Site
44

5.4

200

On-Site

13

0.00028
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF MEE ON-SITE SITE-SPECIFIC SOIL/SEDIMENT
CLEANUP TARGET LEVELS
FORMER KOPPERS, INC. WOOD-TREATING FACILITY
GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA

MEE SCTLs (mg/kg)
Hypothetical Future On-Site Outdoor Worker

Typical (Median)

Upper
(95%ile)

Arsenic

120

23

BaP-TE

18

2.0

TCDD-TEQ

0.00069

0.00015

COPC

Bound

Note that even though the probabilistic SCTLs are referred to as being protective of median and upper
percentile potential exposures, respectively, at Florida's statutory target cancer risk of one in one million,
they are actually more protective than required by Florida statute. Both the residential SCTLs and the on
Site worker SCTLs are derived using an upper bound estimate of the cancer slope factor for dioxin as well
as other conservative exposure assumptions more fully described in the off-Site SCTL document (October
14, 20 I 0). Use of a single upper bound slope factor as well as the other conservative exposure
assumptions, to develop Site-speciiic probabilistic SCTLs, instead of a distribution of cancer slope
factors, means that potential risks are overestimated and the resulting SCTLs are lower (more protective)
than necessary to meet Florida's statutory target risk limit.

f.

Use of Overly Conservative Clean Up Goals Such As SCTLs May Create Greater Risk
Than They Are Intended to Prevent

As discussed above, Florida's default SCTLs are inappropriate to use as cleanup goals at this site. They
do not account for Site-specific factors that mitigate potential risks presented in the HHRA and the
derivation of off-Site Site-specific residential SCTLs. Additionally, the detenninistic risk assessment
process used to derive the default SCTLs is exceptionally conservative. The end result is unrealistic
estimates of potential risk that greatly overstate any actual risk that may be present. By using such default
SCTLs as clean up goals without taking into consideration the rarnitications of their conservative nature,
far more extensive remediation may be undertaken than is necessary to protect public health to the level
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required by Florida statue. While implementing more extensive remediation than required by law seems
like it should provide additional benefit to public health, doing so may actually cause more risk than it
eliminates because the process of remediation creates risk. As the risks being remediated get smaller and
smaller (because more and more conservative cleanup goals are being used), the extent of remediation
increases and the risks associated with that more extensive remediation can begin to outweigh the risks
that are being reduced. Basing remediation on realistic but protective cleanup goals derived from using
probabilistic risk assessments that use reasonable combinations of assumptions leads to protective
remedies that minimize the potential for risks associated with remediation to be greater than the risks that
the remedy is being implemented to mitigate.

g. The EPA Has Selected an Off-Site Cleanup Goal Without Any Consideration Of Site
Specific Off-Site SCTLs
An off-Site Site-specific SCTL for TCDD-TEQ has been developed using probabilistic risk assessment
methods for properties that are assumed to have potential exposures associated with residential use. As
with the on-Site SCTLs, the residential SCTLs are based on Florida's statutory allowable cancer risk limit
of one in one million (I x I 0- 6 ). Two Site-specific residential SCTLs were developed. One SCTL is
protective of hypothetical residents who have typical (median) potential exposures to TCDD-TEQ in soil.
That SCTL is 95 ng/kg. The other SCTL is protective of hypothetical residents who have high-end (90%
upper percentile) potential exposures to TCDD-TEQ in soil. Beazer submitted the derivation off-Site
SCTLs to EPA on October 14, 2010.
The Proposed Plan, issued on July 15, 20 I 0, conclusively states that the off-Site residential soil cleanup
level for dioxins will be Florida's default residential SCTL of 7 parts per trillion (ppt) as 2,3,7,8
tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin toxic equivalents (TCDD-TEQ). FIOlida law permits the calculation of site
specific SCTLs, and Beazer has calculated and proposed site-specific SCTLs in the off-Site SCTL report.
EPA was fully aware of the schedule for off-Site soil sampling, and the results of that sampling were
integral to detennining whether Site-specific off-Site SCTLs would need to be derived. Beazer requests
that the EPA reconsider its decision of the selected off-Site cleanup level following its review of the off
Site SCTL report. In addition, contemporaneously with these Comments, Beazer has submitted a fornml
request for waiver of application of the Florida SCTLs as ARARs.
The SCTL for dioxins and furans is not consistent with current and proposed Federal guidance that
governs cleanup of soils containing dioxins and furans nationwide. The EPA's current Federal guidance
lists 1,000 ppt as the Preliminary Remediation Goal (PRG) for dioxins and furans. This PRG was issued
in 1998 in Approach for Addressing Dioxin in Soil at CERCLA and RCRA Sites, OSWER Directive
9200.4-26 (EPA 1998). The PRG was issued as "a starting point for setting cleanup levels" at sites with
soils affected by dioxins and furans. On January 7, 2010, in accordance with its Dioxin Science Plan,
EPA issued Draji Recommended Interim Preliminary Remediation Goals for Dioxin in Soil at CERCLA
and RCRA Sites (EPA 2009). The Draft Interim PRG document proposed a new interim PRG of 72 ppt
TCDD-TEQ for residential soils. This proposed PRG, which has been through review at the Office of
Management and Budget and is expected to be issued as tinal Federal guidance this year, is ten times
higher than the SCTL proposed by EPA for use at the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site. EPA is,
thus, being inconsistent in its management of dioxin and furan soil sites.
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In addition to the SCTL being inconsistent with pending Federal guidance, the cancer slope factor used in
FDEP's calculation of the generic statewide SCTL for dioxins and furans is based on an outdated and
scientifically discredited TCDD cancer slope factor (CSF) derived from toxicity study in rats (Kociba et
aI., 1978). The cancer slope factor was cit.ed from a 1997 Enviromnental Protection Agency (EPA)
document entitled Health E(j'ects Assessment Sumll/my Tables. This 1997 document presented a cancer
slope factor published earlier in 1985 by EPA in a document entitled Health A.ssessment Document J(JI'
Polychlorinated Dibenzo-p-Dioxins (Office of Health and Envirom11ental Assessment, Environmental
Criteria and Assessment Oftice. Cincinnati. Ohio. EPA 600/8-84-014F.) The 1985 cancer slope factor
used by FDEP is outdated and scientitically discredited as noted in detail in Arcadis' April 2010
document entitled Comments on: D/'(~tl Recommended Interim Preliminwy Remediation Goalsfur Dioxin
in Soil at CERCLA and RCR4. Sites (OSWER 9200.3-56), December 30, 2009 (submitted on behalf of
Beazer and others; previously provided).
The cancer slope factor was already outdated in 2005 when FDEP derived its SCTL for dioxins and
furans, but it is even more outdated in 20 I 0 when EPA proposed the use of the generic statewide SCTL as
a residential cleanup level for the Cabot Carbon/Koppers Superfund Site. Specitically, FDEP's 2005
document lists the following sources of toxicity values in order of preference: (1 ) EPA's Integrated Risk
Information System (IRIS); (2) EPA's Provisional Peer-Reviewed Toxicity Values (PPRTVs); and (3)
EPA's Health EtTects Assessment Summary Tables (HEAST). Finding no values in sources I or 2, FDEP
relied on the cancer slope factor listed in EPA's 1997 HEAST document to derive the generic statewide
SCTL.
This protocol for selection of toxicity values is not consistent with EPA's 2003 document entitled Human
Health Toxicity Values ill SlIpe/.'fimd Risk Assessments (Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response,
Washington, DC. OSWER Directive 9285.7-53. December 5, 2003.) The EPA's current Superfund
protocol for choosing toxicity values lists IRIS and PPTRV sources as Tier I and Tier 2 sources,
respectively, but it lists Tier 3 sources as "additional EPA and non-EPA sources of toxicity infonnation.
Priority should be given to those sources of infonnation that are the most current, the basis for which is
transparent and publicly available, and which have been peer reviewed." While HEAST is one Tier 3
source, other "EPA and non-EPA" sources are also Tier 3 sources of toxicity values.
The CSF used by FDEP is not a scientitically sound cancer-based toxicity benchmark for TCDD for
numerous reasons:
1.

It was selected without following EPA's (2003) OSWER Directive for selecting toxicity values
and did not consider its scientitic basis or other CSFs published in the peer-reviewed scientitic

literature.
2.

It is based on an outdated classitication of rat liver lesions from the Kociba et al. (1978) cancer
bioassay.

3.

It does not take into account changes in EPA's methods for cross-species scaling.

4.

Its derivation using a linear dose-response model is inconsistent with TCDD's mode of action.

The Otf-Site HHRA and the comments on EPA's proposed interim PRG for dioxins and furans both
provide detailed scientitic reasons why the CSF used by FDEP is not a scientitically sound. By selecting
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the default CSF from 1985, derived from incorrect tumor response data usmg a non-threshold linear
model and an outdated species scaling methodology the FDEP and EPA have ignored the current state of
the science regarding the carcinogenic dose-response of TCDD. These very same views were provided to
the EPA by the National Academy of Sciences in 2006 and have been expounded for over two decades by
the scientitic community, yet FDEP and EPA continue to ignore the scientitic evidence.

h. The Proposed Plan Does Not Include Provision for Use of Background Concentrations in
Lieu of SCTLs.
Beyond the changes discussed above regarding the derivation of Site-specitic clean up goals, the
Proposed Plan should also be modified to allow for the use of background concentrations as cleanup
goals. Florida's rules specitically allow for use of background concentrations. Depending upon the results
of the continued off-Site sampling, it is possible that off-Site soils in the vicinity of the Site may be
identitied that are below background levels but exceed Site-specitic (or generic default) SCTLs. Such
soils would not need remediation. The discussion of clean up levels in the Proposed Plan should be
modified to acknowledge that potential.

4. EPA Must Clarify That The Foreseeable Future Use of the Site Does Not
Include an "'Unrestricted" Residential Component
During the RIIFS process, the EPA appropriately evaluated the Site as commercial/industrial property,
including projections of potential future use for recreational purposes. The May 2010 FS states that:
On-Site residential exposure scenarios are not applicable based on the expected
commercial/industrial and/or recreational use of the property. Evaluation of potential
risks associated with nonresidential use scenarios is consistent with federal guidance
(EPA. 1995), in which EPA proposes to address potential risks consistent with current
and plausible future land-use patterns.
FS at p. 1-37 (emphasis added). However, the Proposed Plan noted that, because the wood treating
operations at the Site had tenninated, both Beazer and EPA were evaluating alternative future uses of the
property:

Site Risk Assessment
Risk assessments were conducted to detennine the current and future etTects of
contaminants on human health and the envirormlent. ... A human-health risk assessment
(HHRA) for on-Site soils and sediment was submitted in 2009 and updated in May 2010
to take into account a change in land use and to incorporate comments received on the
earlier version. The estimates of potential risk presented in the August 2009 HHRA
assume that the use of the Site is for wood treatment in the foreseeable future because
wood-treatment operations have ceased, this assumption is no longer valid. The HHRA
was updated to take into account a change in land use not previously contemplated under
the 2009 submittal.
Proposed Plan at p. 11, (emphasis added).
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Recently, EPA has issued clarifying "Fact Sheets" distributed at the public meeting conducted on October
6.2010, in which EPA stated:
EPA has made its reasonably anticipated land use detennination based on several factors
including property owner Beazer East's planned retention of Site ownership and its
indicated future use of the Site as commercial, recreational or mixed use with a
residential component.
September 20 I 0 Proposed Remedy Fact Sheet at p. 9 (emphasis added). The language of the Proposed
Plan in conjunction with the "residential component" language in the Fact Sheets has, apparently, caused
confusion in the community with respect to the nature of the foreseeable future use of the Site, despite the
fact that EPA also stated in the Fact Sheet that "EPA has detennined that unrestricted residential use is
not a likely or practical future land use for the Site." /d., underlined emphasis added. Beazer is also
aware that members of the local community have communicated to EPA their strong desire for the site to
be remediated to unrestricted residential standards.
Beazer is voluntarily and in good faith cooperating with the EPA and the Local Inter-Governrnental Team
("LIT'), among others, with respect to plmming for potential redevelopment of the Site, and will continue
such cooperation. However, it should be stated clearly and definitively in the ROD Amendment that
Beazer has not committed to bearing any tinancial or other consequences of including "unrestricted
residential" components in such re-use. Beazer has agreed to conduct an industriallconm1ercial site
specitic cleanup that, with appropriate institutional and/or engineering controls, may result in a restricted
residential use sometime in the future, such as condominiums or apartments on the upper t100rs of an
otherwise cOl1U11ercial facility. Remediation of all or portions of the Site to "unrestricted residential"
cleanup standards would obviously have a signiticant impact on the work required, as well as the
corresponding costs, none of which have been evaluated through the RIlFS process and none of which
Beazer believes is appropriate.
In addition, the local govemments cannot unilaterally require Beazer to actually use the Site for
residential purposes. or to prepare the Site for future residential use. The Site has been exclusively and
lawfully used for industrial purposes since 1916. According to the City's Comprehensive Plan, the
Comprehensive Plan category for the Property is "£NO" (Industrial). This category is the most intensive
land use category in Gainesville's Comprehensive Plan. The Industrial land use category is assigned to
areas appropriate for manufacturing, fabricating, distribution, extraction, wholesaling, warehousing,
recycling and other ancillary uses. The Industrial category pem1its uses such as the wood treating facility
previously operated on the Site. In addition, the City's Zoning Map lists the zoning district for the
Property as "1-2" (General Industrial). The pennitted uses, by right, in the 1-2 category include "lumber
and wood product:' which allows uses such as the wood treating facility that previously operated on the
Site. At present, there have been no effective legal measures taken by the City or any other individual or
entity to change, alter or amend these zoning classifications.
Under these circumstances, attempts by any party to use the ROD Amendment process to reclassify the
legal zoning for the Site property in the attempt to force Beazer into a tuture residential use could
conceivably amount to a "taking" without just compensation in violation of the Fifth Amendment of the
Constitution of the United States. Moreover, even if such reclassification was pennitted to move forward,

18

Beazer Comments on EPA Proposed Plan

October 15,2010

Beazer cannot be forced to use the property for any newly pennitted purposes. As the owner of real
property, Beazer has a fundamental and legally-protected right to make whatever use of the property it
deems appropriate within the confines of lawful zoning and land use restrictions, including no use at all.
In the event that Beazer does not reach agreement with the local government and others on a mutually
acceptable future use plan, Beazer can lawfully elect to simply leave the Site idle with appropriate
controls to prevent Site access (fencing, guards, etc.). Accordingly, the idle scenario is also a foreseeable
future use of the Site.
For all the reasons set forth above, the forthcoming ROD Amendment should specitically state that
Beazer is conducting a commercial/industrial cleanup on the Site, and that "unrestricted residential"
cleanup standards are inappropriate for the Site.

5. Off-Site Remedy for a Property will be Selected by Property Owner from a
Short List of Potential Alternatives
The Proposed Plan incorrectly describes the remedy selection process for off-Site properties. EPA will
contact property owners needing to be included in remedial activities for their properties and describe the
remedial alternatives available for that property. Property owners will, in consultation with EPA, select a
remedial solution from those originally offered by EPA and Beazer. That short list of alternatives will
comprise a subset of all possible alternatives that could be used to remediate residential surface soils.
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US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY - REGION 4
PROPOSED CLEANUP PLAN AND PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
CABOT CARBON/KOPPERS SUPERFUND SITE
GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA

This Public Information Meeting came to be heard on
DATE:
TIME:
LOCATION:

August 5, 2010
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
3800 Northwest 6th Street
Gainesville, Florida

As stenographically reported by:
Cynthia F. Leverett, Court Reporter

CERT~FIED

COpy

,
I

"

PRESENT ON BEHALF OF USEPA:
L'Tonya Spencer, Community Involvement Coordinator
Scott Miller, Remedial Project Manager
David Keefer, Superfund Remedial Section Chief
Bill Osteen
Kevin P. Koporec

\

)
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1

MS. SPENCER:

My name is L'Tonya Spencer.

\

2

I'm the public affairs specialist/community

3

coordinator for the Koppers site.

4

the United States Environmental Protection

5

Agency.

6

The meeting tonight is to talk the proposed

7

plan for the Koppers site.

8

about how we're proposing a remedy.

9

A few housekeeping rules.

Basically, to talk

I understand that

10

you have some people that agree to disagree with

11

us tonight, but we want to be as respectful as

12

possible.

13

And we want to let you know that we do have

14

law enforcement here.

15

to be removed, please go silently.

16

And,

if someone is asked
Okay?

Second of all, protocol for this, as well, if

17

you did not sign in, please make sure you sign

18

in, so that,

19

we can add you to the mailing list for future

20

mailings.

21

(

And I'm with

if you're not on our mailing list,

The third thing is, there are people who are

22

audio and visually recording this meeting.

23

if there's anyone that has an objection to that,

'·24
'
25

which we don't.

So,

As USEPA, we're civil service .

.

So, we just want to make you aware that the
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1

meeting is being taped.

i

2

also,

for the comments, the questions,
So, when we

3

we do have a court reporter here.

4

get to the question-and-answer portion of the

5

meeting,

6

ask the question clearly, so that we can make

7

sure we get it on record, we would greatly

8

appreciate it.

9

if you would please state your name and

Last but not least,

this is a part of our

This is not the only opportunity

10

comment period.

11

that you have to give a comment or to ask a

12

question.

13

this meeting.

14

proposed plan document.

15

myself, L'Tonya Spencer, or to Scott Miller.

16

email address and mailing address is in the

17

information.

18

So,

The comment period is continuing after
So, our information is in the
You can send it to
Our

if you don't have an opportunity tonight,

19

please know that there are opportunities

20

available to you.

21

(

And,

I'm going to ask that, while Scott is doing

22

his presentation,

23

the presentation, Anna Cornelius in the back will

) 24
25

if you have a question during

have cards that you can write your question on.
We'd like to be sure that he gets through his
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.. 1
~

2

whole presentation before we open up question and
answer.
So, if you have questions during his

3
4

presentation, Anna can give you an index card to

5

write your question on, so that we can come back

6

to that.
Scott is going to do introductions of

7

representatives that are here.

9

give his presentation, and then we're going to

10

open it up for question and answer.
MR. MILLER:

11

i
\.

He's going to

8

Good evening, and welcome to the

12

proposed plan meeting for the Koppers portion of

13

the Cabot Carbon/Koppers superfund site.

'\
I

Latonya's asked me to identify some local

14
15

elected representatives.

16

Lowe is here.

17

Commissioner Hodgekins.

And I notice that Mayor

I see Commissioner Donavan,
Anyone else present?

I know the entire commission is here.

18
19

sorry.

20

coming out this evening.

I'm

Those folks in the back, thank you for

We've got a presentation here that's brief

21
22

that allows us to -- it's about 30 minutes, or

23

maybe less, allows us to take a good bit of time

( .' 24
25

to hear your comments and views on the proposed
plan.
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The Koppers portion of the Cabot/Koppers

1
!

2

superfund site is approximately 86 acres in size

3

and encompasses several operable units.
Operable unit one was the Cabot Carbon

4
5

property, where remediation was done in 1995 with

6

respect to excavations.

7

groundwater treatment system actively operating.

8

And there also was a time when the surficial

9

aquifer system for the Koppers site was installed

10

and has processed 260 million gallons of ground

11

water since that time.
Koppers,

12

",.-

Inc., and its predecessors treated

13

utility poles at this site from 1969 -- excuse

14

me, from 1960 to 2009.

15

property was purchased by the responsible party,

16

that's Beazer East, and they contacted us for the

17

purpose of remediation and for working together

18

with folks on getting the site readings necessary

19

out there once the remediation has taken place.

In March 2010,

Here's the site now.

20

(

And now there's a

the

On the left-hand side

21

of the screen you see where the former Koppers

22

operation was located, approximately 86 acres in

23

size.

On the right-hand side is the Cabot Carbon

.

; 24
25

portion, which has since been re-developed.
Wood treating processes began in 1960, with
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I

I

1

the use of creosote to treat utility poles.

2

began using pentachlorophenol during the time

3

period of 1969 until 1990.

4

arsenate was used from 1990 through 2009.

They

...

Copper chromate

The former north and south lagoons were used

5
6

to process waste water.

7

was active from 1956 to the 1970's.

8

former south lagoon was active from 1943 through

9

1976.

10

The former north lagoon
And the

There's been a number of remedial

11

investigations at the site, beginning in 1983 and

12

moving forward.

13

investigation was completed 1989, along with a

14

base line risk assessment and final feasibility

15

study to support the 1990 record of decision.

A supplemental remedial

J

I

\

16

Recent ground water investigations from 2003

17

to 2010 indicated that dense non-aqueous phase

18

liquids were present in the Hawthorn group, and

19

that site contaminants are present in groundwater

20

in the upper Floridan aquifer.

21

EPA participated in the collaborative

22

feasibility study process with local

23

stakeholders; the Florida Department of

( I, 24
25

Environmental Protection; and the responsible
party, Beazer East,

from 2007 to 2010.
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1

feasibility study was issued in May of 2010.
There's been significant on-site and off-site

2
3

soil and groundwater sampling to characterize the

4

nature and extent of contamination at the site.

5

We've done over 350 soil borings, and 1000 soil

6

samples have been collected and analyzed since

7

1984.
Off-site surface soil sampling is ongoing,

8
9
10

and will continue through the remedial design
process to support the remedial footprint.
Groundwater monitoring has been routinely

11
12

done since 1984.

13

wells installed and sampled on site.
The risk assessment that's been done for the

14
15

site,

16

there are unacceptable risks to on-site workers,

17

future recreational uses, or current or future

18

trespassers.

19

remediation.

20

,

'~

the human health risk assessment,

So,

indicates

the site will require

The ecological risk assessment showed that

21

there's unacceptable risks of organisms in the

22

sediments.

23

\

And there's been over 3100

Contaminants of concern.

We define

24

contaminants of concern to be those things, those

25

contaminants that exceed safe drinking water,

I
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1

clorida groundwater cleanup target levels,

2

preliminary remediation goals, which are soils

3

allowing concentration level for contaminants to

4

Florida groundwater clean up target levels.

,

The contaminants of concern in the soil are

5
6

arsenic, dioxins,

7

hydrocarbons, pentachlorophenol are above the

8

soil cleanup target levels of Florida DEP in the

9

source area and off-site soils.
Groundwater contamination of concern in the

10
11

surficial aquifer are primarily naptholene.

12

Organics are of concern in the Hawthorne group

13

and the upper Floridan aquifer.
Some of the contaminants of concern include

14

PAH's and dioxin TEQ.

16

dioxins -- or a family of contaminants, growing

17

that up and expressing that as a number in terms

18

of most toxic dioxin, which is 2378 TCDD dioxin.

19

So,

20

opposed to listing 189 separate contaminants of

21

the dioxin family.

23
(

Dioxin TEQ is a look at

15

22

\

polycyclic aromatic

'. 24
25

it's an equivalence factor that's used as

The conceptual site model shows how
conditions and site-related constituents move in
the environment.
Primarily, at this site, we have wood
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1

treating chemicals that have gotten into the

2

environment from the former process area,

3

former south lagoon, the former north lagoon, and

4

the former drip track.

;'

5

were the former -- that's the former north

7

lagoon, the former south lagoori, the former

8

process area, and the former drip track.

9

What you've got with respect to groundwater

10

aquifer to surficial aquifer is a little over 25

11

feet.

12

approximately 150 feet,

13

aquifer.

The Hawthorne aquifer is down to
and below is the Floridan

Site contaminants have come down from

15

approximately around the source areas, down into

16

the surficial aquifer, down into the Hawthorne.

17

And we've got these dissolved phase contaminants

18

in the Hawthorne, as well as the Floridan.

19

Groundwater flows from the southwest to the

20

northeast predominantly.

21

\

From the slide, you can see that these areas

6

14

(

the

The nature and extent of contamination.

22

surface soils on site -- the surficial MeL,

23

maximum contaminant level, and groundwater

:/ 24
25

The

cleanup target levels are exceeding for certain
organisms.
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1

There's been PAH hot spots identified in the

"

2

five miles of the creek.

3

drainage, there's been exceedances of certain

4

metals that are associated with wood treating.
EPA has been involved in several community

5
6

involvement and outreach things, including three

7

fact sheets.

8
9

since 2008.

We've worked with the collaborative

FS group; the Florida Department of Environmental

11

Protection; the Alachua County EPA; the

12

Gainesville Regional Utilities and their

13

consultants; and the responsible party, Beaver

14

East.
The feasibility study is a document that

16

evaluates alternatives to address remediation of

17

impacted media, and it's based on reasonably

18

anticipated future land use at the site.

19

What we believe is the expected future land

20

use at the site is a commercial, recreational, or

21

mixed use with a residential use component.

22

/

We've been involved in nine public meetings

10

15

(

And in surface water

The FS evaluated ten on-site remedial

23

alternatives, four off-site remedial soil

24

alternatives, and three alternatives for the

25

upper Floridan aquifer.
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1

Remedial action objectives drives what we're

2

trying to accomplish out at the site with respect

3

to addressing risks that may be present.

4

are the mitigated risks to human health and the

5

environment proposed by site-related contaminants

6

in surface soils, groundwater in the surficial

7

aquifer, the upper Hawthorn group, and the upper

8

Floridan aquifer,

9

and surface water to prevent further migration of

subsurface soils, sediments,

10

impacted groundwater,

11

the source area for beneficial use, and reduce

12

the mobility, volume and toxicity to the extent

13

it's practical.

14

restore groundwater outside

Key remedial technologies that were examined

15

as part of the feasibility study for soil

16

sediment were excavation, capping, barrier wall,

17

monitoring actual recovery.

18

With respect to groundwater, we identified

19

in-situ solidification and stabilization,

20

biogeochem~8al

21

containment, pump and treatment.

22
23

(

Those

, 24
25

in-situ

stabilization, hydraulic

In-situ solidification and stabilization is a
use of a solidification agent to mix with soil to
freeze,

in effect, contaminants from getting into

groundwater.
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1

In-situ biogeochemical stabilization is the

,I

2

use of inserting a manganate solution with

3

catalysts to react and to - when it comes into

4

contact with organics - actually,

5

it changes them into an insoluable precipitate.

6

to take groundwater that's contaminated, and

8

treat it.
Chemical oxidation is the use of chemicals,

10

such as manganate,

11

chemical that's there, and make it something that

12

is not toxic.

13

to change the nature of the

DNAPL recovery is the recovery of dense

14

non-aqueous phase liquids from the environment

15

through manual or through pumping techniques.

16

Monitored natural attenuation is the use

17

of - or the environment's natural processes that

18

remove or reduce site-wide contaminants.

19

As part of the FS, we did evaluate 10

20

different options,

21

address soils on site, off-site, groundwater,

22

sediment, and surface water.

23
\

Hydraulic containment is the use of pumping,

7

9

!

the organics,

'; 24
25

10 comprehensive remedies. to

For on-site remedial alternatives, we looked
at several options, ten options in total, of
which nine meet the
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, 1

removal, and that is the concept of removing soil

l

,I

2

and treating it on-site and returning it to its

3

place.

4

aquifer, as well as to the middle clay, which is

5

the middle Hawthorne clay.

6

is distinct and separate.

7

In addition,

That's something that

these alternatives include the

8

use of surface covers and capping on site to

9

prevent contact with soils that are in excess of

10

the soil cleanup target levels.

11

In-situ treatment, solidification and

12

stabilization to the middle clay was evaluated.

13

In-situ treatment,

14

stabilization, and biogeochemical stabilization

15

was also evaluated.

16

solidification and

Containment and treatment with a barrier wall

17

were also included in several of these on-site

18

options above.

19

,-

That was evaluated in the surficial

And, as you go down the line, what you get is

20

something that is more and more treatment-based,

21

in that, in every aquifer, there is a treatment

22

technology that's evaluated for application.

23

That's in the surficial, upper Hawthorne,

·24

\, ...'

25

lower

Hawthorne, and upper Floridan aquifer, as well as
off-site.
.
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1

We split out the upper Floridan remedial

/

2

alternatives.

3

important resource.

4

drinking water for this area of Gainesville.

5

It is the resource for

We evaluated the no-action alternative, as

6

required by the statute.

7

hydraulic containment, and coupled that with

8

monitored natural attenuation, which is the use

9

of natural processes to reduce site

10
11
,
I

The upper Floridan is a very

We also evaluated

contamination.
For off-site remedial alternatives, we

12

evaluated no action, removal of impacted soil,

13

institutional and engineering controls, being

14

that use of engineering controls such as a cap,

15

driveway, et cetera, in a voluntary process

16

between a property owner and a responsible party

17

that's available under the State of Florida

18

regulations.

19

And then we also evaluated a hybrid concept,

20

including removal,

21

engineering controlled hybrids in combination.

22
23

(, ":L.') 4

institutional controls, and

When EPA looks at evaluating remedial
alternatives, we have nine different criteria
under the national contingency plan regulations

~

25

that we look at.
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1

\

We have two that we call threshold criteria.

/

2

And if these alternatives are not -- if they

3

don't meet these two,

4

consider them for evaluation.

5

then we don't further

And those two threshold criteria are,

it has

6

to protect human health and the environment,

7

number one.

8

applicable laws and regulations.

9

And, number two, it has to meet all

Balancing criteria are what we look to when

10

we're looking at evaluating one set of remedial

11

alternatives against another.

12

effectiveness,

Long-term

implementability, the reduction of

)

. 13

toxicity, mobility or volume,

short-term

14

effectiveness, and cost are part of the

15

evaluation.

16

With respect to modifying criteria, which is

17

the other two, we look to the support of the

18

state agencies and community acceptance to

19

possibly vary what may be a preferred alternative

20

as we move forward.

21

We looked at long-term effectiveness.

22

that's the ability of the real option that's

23

chosen to, over the long haul,

, 24
25

And

to continue to

meet the requirements with respect to not having
to come back and revisit a site.
'.
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We look at implementability, and that's

1
2

simply how quickly and how thoroughly something

3

can be done.
We look at the reduction of mobility,

4

toxicity and volume.

6

evaluated those for the on-site alternatives,

7

short-term effectiveness.

8

role.

9

And cost also plays a

EPA's preferred remedial alternative is
on-site remedial option SC, with elements of SF.

11

And what that means is a vertical barrier wall

12

encompassing all four source areas, drilled to

13

the Hawthorn clay layer, on-site soil that

14

exceeds the commercial and industrial SCTL's.

16
17

(Inaudible comments made by audience
members. )
MR. MILLER:

Okay.

It's the vertical barrier

18

wall encompassing all four source areas to the

19

Hawthorn clay layer; on-site soil that exceeds

20

the commercial and industrial SCTL's.

21

It will be addressed by both soil

22

consolidation cap inside the vertical barrier

23

wall and a soil cover outside of the vertical

24

barrier wall.

25

that covers approximately 83 of 86 acres.

~

".

~

the

10

15

~

You can see how we

5

I

It would be an on-site surface cap
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1

In-situ biogeochemical stabilization treatment in

2

the surficial aquifer zone at the four source

3

areas,

4

four source areas,

5

the ground water cleanup target levels of

6

Floridan are met.

7

surficial groundwater extraction at the
and an eastern boundary until

It also requires solidification,

8

stabilization in the upper Hawthorn at the four

9

source areas.

Targeted chemical oxidation

10

injections to existing wells in the lower

11

Hawthorn group,

12

chemical oxidation wells installed and dedicated

13

at the eastern boundary, as well as an on-site

14

surface water retention base.

15

remove the source area footprint,

For the upper Floridan, we chose the

16

hydraulic containment and monitored natural

17

attenuation to address areas of the upper

18

Floridan that are on the site that have

19

constituents in excess of cleanup target levels.

20

We chose off-site remedial option 4, which is

21

to remediate the most stringent standard

22

consistent with current land uses.

23

there's currently a residence there,

r

I, ) 24
25

So,

if

it would be

remediated to residential Florida SCTL's,
cleanup target levels.
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1

venture there,

2

levels.

3

..

remediate to the probable effect concentration

5

level.

6

sediments in Hogtown and Springstead Creeks, with

7

modern natural recovery to where there's no

8

threshold effects until we reach the threshold

9

effect concentration or background.

That will be hot spot removals of

10

In addition, we'll also have institutional

11

controls on the sites that will dictate what to

12

be done with respect to groundwater and site use

13

over time.

This is a pictorial of that.

The surficial aquifer here, we're proposing

15

to institute biogeochemical re-stabilization

16

injected here to 25 feet.

17

with surface cover areas throughout the site.

18

Site consolidation,

A slurry wall that runs from the site surface

19

to the middle Hawthorn clay layer, treatment

20

inside the four source areas, stabilization and

21

solidification in these areas.

22
23
'.,24

'-.

Off-site in the creek sediments, we'll

4

14

(

then it will remediated to those

In the lower Hawthorn, chemical oxidation
injections in the lower Hawthorn.
And in the Floridan, extraction of

'

25

groundwater with contaminate levels greater than
.:.J
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1

the Florida groundwater cleanup target levels.

)

2
3

just went over.

4

And with that,

5

It's coming over the surface.
I'll open up for questions.

MS. SPENCER:

We're going to start the

6

question-and-answer period.

7

do your presentation.

8

visual opportunity for you to show it, but you

9

can feel free to come to the mike and discuss

10
11

And, Robert,

you can

I'm sorry I don't have the

your corrunents.
Just so you'll know, after Robert finishes

12

his corrunents and presentation, we have a list of

13

people that I'm going to call.

14

I'd ask that you keep your comments short so

15

that we can open it up to other people in the

16

audience that would like to make a corrunent or ask

17

a question.

18

So, as soon as Robert finishes,

I'll call

19

down the list, and then we'll open it up for

20

people in the audience to listen to your comments

21

and to ask questions.

22
23
<

There's an over-fly view of the same thing I

't 24
25

ROBERT PEARCE:

My name is Robert Pearce.

I'm speaking only for myself.

I've been working

with Protect Gainesville Citizens.
interrupt,

As I had to

I apologize, some of you have a four-
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1

sheet set of diagrams that were part of the Power

2

Point presentation that I had asked to be able to

3

pr~sent,

4

minute we printed some copies, we printed a

5

hundred copies.

6

we'd printed, maybe,

7

but I was told no.

9

neighborhood.

10

my back yard.

·13

But I wish

like 200.

I live in the Stephen Foster

overview.

12

Thank you, Diedre.

I'm going to try to give a little bit of an

8

11

So, at the last

And Springstead Creek runs through

The remedy in the proposed plan is not the
type of remedy the community wants, which is a
cleanup,

rather than a cover-up.

I'm sorry that

14

wasn't illustrated a little bit better.

This

15

diagram does illustrate it a little bit better.

16

I'll get into that.

17

It will adversely impact the long-term

18

economic health and vitality of surrounding

19

neighborhoods.

20

regional drinking water supply, and it will not

21

accommodate the future uses desired by the

22

community.

23

( ': 24
25

It will continue to threaten the

If the site was far removed from civilization
and the well field,

using covers and caps might be

an appropriate remedy.
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1

integrated well within the developed area of the

2

city.

3

boundary with a residential neighborhood, and it

4

is directly upgrade from the Murphy wellfield.

5

It shares a three-quarter mile long

The contaminated soils throughout the site

6

should,

7

disposed and/or excavated and cleaned, on or off

8

site, and be replaced.

9

should not be used as a hazardous waste

10
11

therefore, be excavated and appropriately

But the site,

itself,

landfill.
The Beazer-Koppers alliance is responsible

12

for contaminating the land and the Springstead

13

and Hogtown Creek ecosystems for almost 100 years

14

with impunity.

15

environmental disrespect and abuse, which

16

continued almost for 30 years, even after being

17

placed on the national priorities list as a

18

superfund site.

19

stigmatizing the surrounding neighborhoods for

20

decades.

21

They are guilty of unconscionable

And they are responsible for

It's time the responsible parties are held

22

accountable.

23

cleanup, not just a cover-up, which is what this

(, \ 24
25

And EPA should require a proper

plan is.
The groundwater is most threatened by the
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1

heavily contaminated soils deep within the four

2

primary source areas.

3

therefore, significantly reduce toxicity and

4

volume of the contaminants.

;

5

Much of the contamination is believed to lie

6

within the surficial aquifer above the Hawthorn

7

group clay layer.

8

should be excavated at least down to the upper

9

clay in conjunction with a slurry wall and

At minimum, the source areas

10

demonstrated proven in-situ remediation at lower

11

levels.

12

If discovery warrants,

the source areas

13

should be excavated to the middle clay.

14

Excavation to the upper clay could be

15

accomplished within a moderate time frame,

16

will eliminate a great majority of the threat to

17

the wellfield.

18

(

The remedy should,

and it

The surface soils both inside and outside the

19

source areas are also severely contaminated, and

20

also to unknown depths and quantities.

21

Contaminants have been dripping and leaking onto

22

these soils unrestrained and with no

23

containment.

'. 24

25

Soil testing has shown dioxin levels up to
13,000 times higher than Florida residential soil
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1

standards even well away from the four primary

2

source areas.

3

soil remedy is to surficially scape an un

4

specified amount of soil to a non-specific depth

5

outside the primary source areas,

6

green area.

7

the way, not EPA.

Dump those scrapings into a

10

contaminated source areas -- that's this area -

11

capping the pile, and covering the scraped area

12

with some top soil.
EPA's soil cleanup at the surface would be to

14

commercial/industrial target levels, and the

15

contaminated soil below the covering would remain

16

unremediated.

17

remedy for a 90-acre piece of land setting in the

18

middle of the city.

This is not an appropriate cleanup

A proper surface soil remedy would be to

19

i

I lost my place here.

30-acre corral sitting on top of the even more

, 13

,-,

that's the

We produced these diagrams, too, by

All right.

8
9

And, yet, EPA's proposed surface

20

Florida default residential soil cleanup target

21

levels over as much of the site as possible,

22

rather than the proposed commercial/industrial

23

target levels, which are four to twelve times

24

higher, and which would restrict residential

25

uses.

And soil should be cleaned thoroughly and
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1

as deeply as necessary to remove contaminants,

2

not just a surficial scrape and a cover-up.
A proper remedy will result in a clean site,

3
4

will eliminate the long-standing stigma

5

associated with the site, and will correspond

6

with the types of future uses desired by the city

7

and community, which the proposed remedy does

8

not.

9

The community's input is supposed to playa

10

crucial role in the decision-making process on

11

superfund sites.

12

engage and integrate the community throughout the

EPA is required to vigorously

.'

f

\.. " 13
14

emphasis on community input in the selection of

15

the cleanup remedy.

16

(

remedial process, and is required to place heavy

EPA has been severely deficient in following

17

both federal law and its policy directives in

18

this regard.

19

EPA is required to establish a community

20

involvement plan as soon as possible after a site

21

is placed on the national priorities list.

22

EPA is required to update and revise that plan

23

every three years, which never happened.

') 24
25

And

The community involvement plan process
identifies the community's desired remedies and
,I
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1

desired future uses for the site.

I

"

/

2

3

the environment.

4

the community, are intended to drive the remedy

5

selection, but that did not happen.

6

made its remedy selection in a virtual vacuum.
rvIS. SPENCER:

8

ROBERT PEARCE:

Instead, EPA

One minute, Robert.
Koppers was placed on the

national priorities list in 1984.

According to

10

the administrative record, EPA drafted one

11

community involvement plan in 1989.

12

community involvement plan is intended to be an

13

integrated and active program throughout the

14

process from the actual placement on the NPL to

15

its deletion.

16

.

Together, with guidance from

7

9

\

EPA is charged to protect human health and

The

According to the administrative record, EPA

17

has not updated or revised the community

18

involvement plan since 1989, 21 years ago.

19

it wasn't until last month that EPA initiated a

20

new community involvement plan,

21

prior to the announcement of the selected

22

remedy.

And

just one week

23

EPA's policy directives emphasize the

\; 24

community's desired future uses and remedy

..

25

selection.

Re-use is inexplicably tied to the
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cleanup remedy, which must be protective of

')

future uses.

I

/
L

3
4

passed a resolution stating the site should be

5

cleaned to Florida residential soil cleanup

6

target levels.

7

states, quote,

8

the commercial/industrial soil cleanup target

9

levels for on-site soil sediments.

10

And,

yet, EPA's proposed plan

the selected cleanup goals are for

In early 2010,

the Gainesville City

11

Commission initiated a land use change petition

12

with strong emphasis on desired future

13

residential uses on the site.

14

feasibility study states, quote, on-site

15

residential exposure scenarios are not applicable

16

based on the expanded commercial/industrial

17

and/or recreational use of the property.

yet, EPA's

MS. SPENCER:

19

(Inaudible comments made by audience

21

Robert,

And,

18

20

(

In 2008 the Gainesville City Commission

your time's up.

members. )
Okay.

MS. SPENCER:

I just want you to know

22

that we're on a time constraint.

23

by your suggestion.

",24
25

All right.

He can finish

Finish, Robert.

ROBERT PEARCE:

And so that there is no
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1

misunderstanding, when EPA mentions future

2

recreational uses, recreational uses are

3

associated with commercial/industrial cleanup

4

target levels because risk of exposure to

5

contaminants is theoretically less than

6

residential uses.

7
8

an inappropriate remedy.

9

of what Congress intended to be an integrated

10
11
12
·13
14

community-guided remedial endeavor.
Although everyone is anxious to begin the
remedial process, the remedial actions that are
taken need to prove an actual cleanup.
The record of decision should put on hold and
EPA should provide a proposed plan that actually

16

corresponds with the type of cleanup the

17

community wants and with the types of uses the

18

community wants.

19

Thank you for your time.

20

MS. SPENCER:

22

23
".

And it makes a sham out

15

21

(

All of this has lead to a proposed plan with

-.. 24
/

25

The next person to give comment

will be Claire Marcussen.
UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

I'd like to

point out that Mr. Pearce spoke for more than ten
minutes.
MS. SPENCER:

It's noted.
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1

request of more than one person.

~

2

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

I request

3

everyone get more than ten minutes.

4

second that?

5
6
7

Anyone

I'll get started, so

CLAIRE Marcussen:
everybody has a chance.

My name's Claire Marcussen.

I've lived in

I'm an environmental

8

Gainesville since 1988.

9

consultant, and I have 20 years of superfund

10

experience.

And I'm assisting the technical team

11

and the citizens group to understand some of the

12

issues at the site.

I
\

13
14

target cleanup levels supplied to the site.

15

preferred remedy is supposed to be supported by

16

evaluations completed previously in the FS.

17

/

(

Specifically, I have concerns regarding the

Although it is deemed final,

The

the FS does not

18

provide summary tables of cleanup goals in soil

19

sediment and groundwater.

20

according to EPA guidance.

This is required,

21

The soils, the FS only states that, upon

22

completion of the remedy, post cleanup risks will

23

be estimated to see if they meet the Florida

) 24
25

target risk level of 10 to -6.
For groundwater,
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However,

this table,

1

table of cleanup levels.

2

2-4, is not included in our administrative file.

)

3

4

very unclear how the various remedies could even

5

be screened and evaluated properly.

6

cleanup levels were not identified as a basis for

7

estimating the amount of cleanup at the site.

8
9

I

So, the

It appears that the proposed plan attempted
to address these deficiencies by including a

10

table of cleanup levels.

11

sediment,

12

possible cleanup levels for each chemical,

13

include the Florida default industrial/commercial

14

cleanup levels, default leachability levels, or

15

the possible application of site specific

16

leaching data.

17

column of numbers, without specifying which of

18

the three cleanup levels these numbers

19

correspond.

20

\

As a result of these inconsistencies, it's

For on-site soils and

this table indicates that there's three

However,

to

the table has only one

Upon a more detailed review of this table,

21

several errors were noted.

None of these levels

22

for on-site soil represent leachability levels.

23

Some of the levels are residential levels for

';, 24

some of the chemicals, but the remaining

25

chemicals having only industrial levels.
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1

As a result,

it's very unclear of the

2

applicability of these values to each remedy,

3

since they have never been discussed with respect

4

to the documentation of the remedies to date.

5

Let me give you an example of our confusion.

6

As Robert was pointing out, in the green area on

7

this figure,

8

area soils will be removed, if any, as a figure

9

has not been included in the FS to illustrate how

it's unclear how much of the green

10

deep or wide the soil contamination is relative

11

to the cleanup goals.

12

The only figure presented in the FS is Figure

/

13

1-9, which is right here.

14

average soil concentrations for three compounds

15

in only shallow surface soil, and does not

16

address subsurface soil.

17

'.

it appears that a vast

18

majority of the surface soils exceed cleanup

19

goals for commercial and industrial use across

20

the entire site.

21

(

Based on this figure,

This figure shows

Since Florida's residential cleanup goals are

22

far more stringent, the current planned cleanup

23

will not be protective of future residential use

)\ 24

25

of the property,
property.

thus, you need to restrict the

This limits the use of the property.
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1

i

2

the main chemicals that was used at the site as a

3

carcinogenic via breathing, inhalation, back in

4

September of 2008.

5

the risk assessment or in the selection of

6

cleanup goals.

7

protective cleanup levels in soil and groundwater

8

for this chemical.

9

~

This was not considered in

This oversight results in less

In addition, this issue may have implications

10

for areas where currently you may focus only on

11

the leaching, when,

12

problem.

13

f

Finally, EPA has classified nationally one of

in fact, maybe vapors are a

Due to the lack of clarity in the FS with

14

respect to the different types of cleanup levels,

15

the basis for each remedy and the preferred

16

remedy are unsupported.

17

To be fully transparent, an evaluation of

18

soil sediment remedies using all three cleanup

19

levels, as well as residential levels, should be

20

conducted to demonstrated that they are

21

protective of human health and the environment

22

under the different land use scenarios.

23

this is also required to ensure the maximum

,24
!

25

Note,

beneficial use of the site.
So, in conclusion, the public requires
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1

answers to the following questions with respect

2

to the proposed plan.

3

so you have it.

)

How does EPA intend to correct the errors

4
5

noted and clearly communicate in the public

6

documents what cleanup levels were used for each

7

medium; how these cleanup criteria were used to

8

estimate the amount of contamination that needs

9

to be cleaned up; how and where each remedy will

10

achieve the various cleanup levels, as this has

11

not been presented in the FS or the proposed

12

plan.

13

that, once you do clean up, that the cleanup has

14

actually achieved those cleanup levels?

And,

finally, how will you demonstrate

15

Thank you.

16

MS. SPENCER:

At this time we're going to ask

17

the mayor of Gainesville, Craig Lowe,

18

speak.

19

('

And I will hand you this,

CRAIG LOWE:

Thank you.

to come and

I'd like to thank

20

everyone for being here.

21

out that, actually, tonight is a regularly

22

scheduled city commission meeting on a schedule

23

that we set up over two years ago.

; 24
25

I would like to point

We did

actually take a long recess in order to be here
tonight.
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1
2

hall in not too long, because we do have items

3

that we cannot put off on our agenda.

4

meeting scheduled, and did request a rescheduling

6

of this particular meeting, but that was not

7

granted.

9

The City of Gainesville is in the process of
reviewing the proposed remediation plan, and

10

staff does have serious concerns, and we will be

11

filing the detailed objections, and we are

12

listening to the community's concerns.

13

,

We did actually notify EPA of our regular

5

8

(

Unfortunately, we do have to return to city

We have filed for all 60-day extension for

14

the publ ic comment period.

\-Je have received a

15

30-day extension.

16

30-day extension of the public comment period.

And we will be seeking another

17

I will be asking for a continuation of

18

tonight's meeting, because, as you see, we have a

19

large number of citizens here who would like to

20

voice their concerns.

21

allotted time will not be able to accommodate all

22

of those comments.

23

continuation would be at a time when elected

'124

/

25

And I'm sure that the

And we would hope that the

officials can hear the concerns of their
citizens.
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1

Again,

I would like to thank everyone for

2

being here.

3

in letting the Environmental Protection Agency

4

know about our concerns with the plan and work

5

constructively to resolving these issues.

And, hopefully, we can work together

6

Again,

7

MS. SPENCER:

8

thank you so much for being here.
The next person will be David

Pace.
DAVID PACE:

9

My name is David Pace.

I've

10

been a resident of the Steven Foster neighborhood

11

for over 15 years.

12

meetings for over a decade.

13

clear to the public or to myself how the proposed

14

remedy will actually reduce the mobility,

15

toxicity or volume of the contamination at the

16

site.

I've been attending these
It is not at all

Those are EPA's words in your mission.
More specifically, the two technologies that

17
18

are indicated for the source areas,

19

heavily contaminated areas with the DNAPL, which

20

is this goo of creosote and all this other toxic

21

junk, the two technologies,

22

note,

23

the most

ISBS and ISS -- and

the "8S" is appropriate in both contexts.
I want to know how the EPA can demonstrate to

,
I

\

, 24

25

the community that these are proven
technologies.

How they will provide safe,
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lasting, and permanent remedies?

2

actually reduce the amount and the mobility of

3

the toxicity of the contaminants on the site?

4

I've done a brief review of the literature.

5

And, from what I can tell, these are new

6

technologies without any proven track record.

7

Actually, during the joint city/county commission

8

meeting in April, an expert witness testified

9

that there's no scientific evidence that these

10

are proven to reduce the downward mobility of the

11

DNAPL compounds, and shook his head when he

12

looked at one of the proposed remedies on the

13

feasibility study.

14

So, it's my contention that we really need to

15

re-examine these two technologies and demonstrate

16

scientifically that they will protect the

17

citizens from the downward migration of DNAPL

18

compounds into the Hawthorn layers, which are

19

like a big sponge.

20

layer.

21

right above the Floridan aquifer.

22
23
(

How will they

They're not exactly a clay

They're like a sponge, which is setting

So that is my contention, and I would like a
response.

24

MS. SPENCER:

25

DAVID PACE:

You want a response today?
Yes.
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1

MR. MILLER:

Well, with respect to -- you

;

2
3

went through a lot, Mr. Pace.
With respect to in-situ solidification, it's

4

been a demonstrated technology.

5

for over 20 years on sites that have not only

6

been cleaned by other parties other than EPA, but

7

also by EPA.

8
9

It's been in use

It's in use.

In-situ biogeochemical stabilization is a
relatively new technology that's been piloted at
It's been

10

this site, as well as other sites.

11

used at one site, a Denver Koppers plant,

12

Koppers plant in Denver, Colorado, where it has

13

been shown to reduce, scientifically to reduce

14

those contaminate concentrations.

15

former

But, Mr. Pace, that brings up a good point.

16

We don't simply install or have installed these

17

technologies.

18

demonstrated prior to their installation.

19

We require that they be

That proposed plan document is a large piece
And if you go and look in that, you

20

of work.

21

will see in the plan, itself,

22

there's a required performance test prior to both

23

of those being implemented at the site.

\. 24
25

In addition,

for both of those,

there will be continual

groundwater monitoring nearby these
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1

technologies.

2

indeed,

3

In the past, it most certainly has through

4

in-situ solidification, and that has been

5

demonstrated over time.

6

And we will see over time if,

it does reduce the contamination there.

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

Has it been

7

demonstrated where the aquifer is setting right

8

below a contaminated clay layer and contaminants

9

are seeping down?

10
11
12

MR. MILLER:

That's my question.
It has been demonstrated in that

exact situation in the southeast.
UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

13

particular site?

14

MR. MILLER:

Brunswick Wood is one.

15

you what.

16

That's a reasonable question.

17
18
19

What

I tell

We can provide you specific sites.

MS. SPENCER:

The next person to speak is

Diedre Bryan.
DIEDRE BRYAN:

I have a question.

It's about

20

that land use thing.

21

citizens and the city commission have repeatedly

22

expressed their preference for residential land

23

use soil cleanup levels.

( .. 24

It's my understanding that

And you've got,

in your

proposal, commercial/industrial .

'-

25

So, why did you choose that one, when you're
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\ 1

supposed to get all this community input,

and you

/

2

seem to ignore it?
So,

3

4

commercial/industrial use.
MR. MILLER:

5

Okay.

For starters,

Ms. Bryan,

let's address

there are terminologies used

6

that.

7

that are different in the environmental field

8

versus the zoning field,

9

Okay.

or the land use field.

Residential use means unrestricted use

10

in the environmental world.

11

unrestricted use,

12

waste site around that has unrestricted use.

13

that's what that terminology means In the

14

environmental world.

15

So,

So, when you say

this is virtually no hazardous
And

Okay?

if you're speaking to the standard, what

16

we look at in the standard, when we make this

17

determination,

18

land use based on what's happened there, and some

19

other criteria with guidance that I'll be more

20

than happy to provide you when we look at making

21

those types of decisions.

22
23
(

if you could explain how you chose that

'24

\.

25

is we look at anticipated future

But what we're not saying with respect to
that is that that site cannot be used in some
form or fashion for residential use in the
future.

And,

in fact,
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1

have been cleaned up to commercial/industrial

2

standards, where there's been exposure barriers

3

deployed at the site, and there's now residential

4

use.

5

would be also appropriate for this site.

6

Okay?

People live there.

DIEDRE BRYAN:

Townhomes.

That

But why did you use

7

industrial, when we know that's not what anyone

8

wants?

9

MR. MILLER:

What we do is look at a set of

10

criteria based on, among other things, what the

11

folks who own the land say they're going to look

12

to use it for in the future.

13

other criteria.

14

We also look at

But one of the things that has not been

15

thought of and is not being planned for in the

16

future by the current site owner is unrestricted

17

residential use, three-bedroom, two-bath houses

18

with no restrictions whatsoever.

19

reality of it is, is there's not a big demand for

20

unrestricted residential use on a former

21

industrial site.

0?
.:..~

DIEDRE BRYAN:

23

MR. MILLER:

And I think the

And-

(Inaudible. )
I think what she asked was could

,

\ } 24
/

25

you do residential with limited restrictions.
DIEDRE BRYAN:

Minimal.
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1

Minimal.

J

,..,
L

3
4

MS. SPENCER:
before I go on?

Do you have another question
Okay.

I'm going to call one more person off of this

5

list, and then I'm going to open it up to

6

everyone else, and then I'm going to come back to

7

the list so that it can be fair and equitable for

8

everyone to respond.

9
10

The next person is Jerry Steinberg.
JERRY STEINBERG:

My name is Jerry

I'm an environmental engineer with

11

Steinberg.

12

Water and Air Research, a local environmental

13

consulting firm.

14

there's about four environmental people from

15

Water and Air Research here tonight.

\
\

,

16

I'm a licensed professional engineer in

17

Florida, and have worked at superfund and regular

18

sites over much of my 30 years as an

19

environmental engineer consultant.

20

(

And, as a matter of fact,

I'm a member of the technical team that is

21

assisting the citizens group.

22

involved with the group only since last week.

23

So, recognizing, folks from the EPA, that I

'124
"

25

And I've been

really haven't had a lot of time, I am going to
throw a few comments and questions at you.
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1

The time is limited.

I want to give other

j

2

people time to speak.

3

answers to these questions will be coming forth

4

during the comment period.

5

The next comments that I'm going to make

6

address the soils above the Hawthorn.

7

in the surficial aquifer.

8

whether or not all soils at the site will be

9

required to meet ARAR's.

10

Basically,

It is not clear

I'm going to use a lot of acronyms to get

11

through this.

12

people.

13

the questions.

14

And I apologize if I lose a few

But the folks up front should understand

Does the plan require that all soils not

15

contained within the blue area here,

16

words,

17

ARAR's?

18

left without any active remedial action?

19

in other

in the green area, are going to meet
Or might there be soils above ARAR's

There seems to be more information provided

20

by soil cleanup in the blue area than in the

21

green area.

22
23
["\

But I'm trusting that the

! 24

25

While I've only been working on this matter
for a few days,

I looked briefly in the

feasibility study for a clear

d~piction

or

picture of soil contamination in the green area
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1
'")

L

4

depths.
So, having reviewed the proposed plan and

6

briefly looking at the feasibility studies,

7

can't tell how the soils in the green area will

8

be cleaned up.

I

Is there a description or depiction of soils

10

above ARAR's in three dimensions for the green

11

area in the feasibility study?

12

Are there engineering calculations of volume

13

of soil not meeting ARAR's?

14

strategy for these soils?

15

/

I would've expected sketches of

contaminant concentration, isopleths at several

9

'.

For example,

3

5

(

and I did not find much information.

What is the remedial

Again, addressing soils at the site.

I

16

cannot tell how much attention was given to

17

on-site treatment of soils above ARAR's.

18

saw mention of this remedial approach in the

19

feasibility study, where it was identified as a

20

viable option,

21

calculations of soil volumes and costs that could

22

be treated on site, that soils could be treated

23

on site and replaced there.

; 24
25

While I

I did not find any engineering

Were such

calculations and costs derived?

Were they

derived respectfully for the green areas and
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I

\

1

,.,

testing results showing soils above ARAR's?

3

if so, can you provide these calculations and

4

costs?
The preceding question specifically addressed
on-site treatment of soils.

7

sufficient time to fully review the evaluation of

8

other technologies that may have been excluded.

9

In other words,

We have not had

I've sort of tried to look at

10

what might not have been considered in the

11

feasibility study, but time has been a

12

limitation.

13

It is important that those technologies that

14

may more aggressively treat the waste or actually

15

reduce the volume or mass of contamination be

16

fully considered with respect to all feasibility

17

criteria.
Technologies that achieve the most reliable

19

and permanent solution, especially with respect

20

to future land use objectives, must be thoroughly

21

evaluated prior to the plan acceptance.

22
23
I

And,

6

18

\

Were they based on

.:..

5

:24

J

again for the blue areas?

The criteria in the plan for what will guide
cleanup of soil is not easy for me to
understand.

At one place I believe I read that

"

25

soil ARAR's will be no less stringent than State
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1

of Florida soil cleanup target levels.
So,

2

Are

the leachability SCTL's applied as a cleanup

4

criteria to all soil contamination at the site if

5

it is the lowest ARAR?

6

There is a recognition that certain types of

7

contamination, if taken off site, must be managed

8

at a hazardous waste facility.

9

clear whether all the contaminated soil taken off

The plan is not

site must be managed as hazardous waste.
What does the feasibility study specify as

11
12

the requirement for soils in the blue area versus

13

the contaminated soils in the green area?

14

did or would different requirements affect the

15

engineering cost estimates?

How

Now, quickly switching over to deeper

16

\.

Is that correct?

3

10

I

the question is:

17

groundwater soils.

18

groundwater contamination above the Floridan

19

aquifer, it appears that the preferred remedy

20

includes the use of stabilization and ISBS.

21

like to more comment, and hopefully we'll get a

22

little bit more comment, on the effectiveness and

23

performance of the ISBS.

: 24

.'

25

Deeper soils in the

I'd

We've just had some of

that.
But, more importantly, what I did not hear in
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1 1

the response to the lady's comment earlier was

j

2

how do you plan to monitor to determine its

3

effectiveness, and what data will be gathered to

4

enable the final remedial action implementation?

5

The plan states that the Florida Department

6

of Environmental Protection supports the

7

preferred alternative.

8

FDEP representatives here.

9

addressing you for just a minute.

10

I

believe we have some
So,

I'll be

The citizens group would like to learn more

11

about the FDEP technical review, and specifically

12

the FDEP environmental engineer's and

13

hydrogeologist's comments on the feasibility

14

study.

15

engineer's and geologist's reviews and comments

16

be found?

17

Where can the details of the FDEP

And my last comment is, the proposed plan

18

document seems vague, or at best uncertain, with

19

respect to how soils and groundwater will be

20

cleaned up to meet all the ARAR's.

21

A record of decision must be a more detailed

22

decision document and much less a list of things

23

that might be done.

\ 24
25

And that record of decision

really must be based on evaluations completed in
prior studies like the feasibility study.
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It's really not possible for the affected
parties and the stakeholders to effectively
comment on the acceptability of the remedies
without this additional detail.
Thank you.
MS. SPENCER:

Before we move forward, Scott,

I don't know whether or not you want to address
at least one or two of those questions.

I'm not

sure you can address all of them tonight.
(Inaudible comments from the audience
members. )
MS. SPENCER:
to do is,

Okay.

Well, what we're going

I have a list for the Protect

Gainesville's Citizens Group.

And I promise that

I'm going to allow each of you an opportunity to
speak.

But I do realize that there are people

here who are not a part of Protect Gainesville's
Citizens that may want the opportunity to speak.
So, I'm going to call a couple that have given me
cards, and then I'm going to get back to the
list.

And then I'm going to go back to those

people that are not on this list.

Is that fair

enough?
Stephen Boyes.
STEPHEN BOYES:

I'm Stephen Boyes,
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1

Geosolutions.

'")
L.

in the Gainesville area for a long time.

I'm a hydrogeologist.

I've worked

j

A few questions I have, or concerns I have,

3
4

is cut straight to the model.

5

indicated to be cbntinuous on the models.

6

They've consistently indicated that, yet they're

7

not.

8
9

meetings, and they still continue to be
represented in the documents,

11

being continuous across the site.

12

lenses that are discontinuous,

13

connected.

in the designs, as
These are

they're not

GRU in its excavation on South Main Street

15

has gone through the top of that first clay, and

16

it's not there in some of the places on site.

17

It's discontinuous.

18

not connected.

19

clay bed.

20

"

I've raised this concern at numerous

10

14

(

The clays are

These are lenses that are

That applies also to the second

In Florida we have licensure requirements for

21

engineers and geologists.

22

required, when they present something like this,

23

to put their seal on it.

:' 24
25

Geologists are

And, in order to submit

plans to the State of Florida, an assessment
requires sealing by professionals, as well as
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1

design plans for environmental cleanups that

2

require professional engineers.

3

professional seals on any documents developed for

4

work on this site.
That pretty well covers it, other than the

5
6

one question I have.

7

from Beazer to clean up this site?
MS. SPENCER:

9

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

12

MS. SPENCER:

Jeanette Hinsdale.

Scott, do you have an answer at

MR. MILLER:

You asked me how much money that

14

Beazer East has for the cleanup?

15

that.

16

cleanup.

17

We don't address that.

JEANETTE HINSDALE:

18

a Jeanette Hinsdale.

19

county.

20

tonight.

21

Do we get an

this time for the last question?

13

\.,

Okay.

answer?

11

/

How much money is available

8

10

(

I've seen no

I don't know

We just specify

Good evening.

My name is

I'm a lover of Alachua

And I thank everyone for being here

There's no heavier burden than the great

22

potential.

23

enough to deal with the potential that we have to

24

offer.

25

And I don't think this plan is heavy

This plan is addressing the Koppers,
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1

Cabot site.

2

Involvement Program, the Citizen Involvement

3

Program,

4

to the creek.

5

shopping center parking lot, the auto dealership,

6

as well as the impact on the creeks that goes

7

beyond this site.

8

There's actually documentation of this CIP.

9

I'm wondering what are your plans to address

I

that state citizens' concerns relating

10

those concerns?

11

concerns?

12

\

And there's 1989 CIP, Community

,i

They're also talking about the

And we're 20 years later.
And

What happened to those previous

We understand

well, Steve said this, but I
We understand it's the

13

want to say it again.

14

state statute that remedial investigations and

15

feasibility studies need to be signed by a

16

Florida registered professional so that someone

17

takes responsibility for the contents of these

18

documents.

And I want to know a why has this not

19

been done?

Who's responsible for the technical

20

accuracy and the quality of these documents?

21

Who's to be held responsible for these

22

documents?

23

the plan is a professional who signed off on the

': 24
I

Like the geologist who came up with

design.

I

25

From what I've heard from Steve, it's an
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1

1

illegitimate proposal, presentation, it's bogus,

2

because of the continuous clay,

3

it's discontinuous.

/

There's no seals.

I'm suspicious of the bath tub,

4

5

wall.

6

doesn't have a bottom.

7

Hawthorn clay formation.

8
9

it's not there,

the slurry

It's not really a bath tub, because it
The bottom is the clay,

I'm really suspicious of this not having a
bottom.

I'm afraid it won't prevent the

10

contaminants from seeping further,

11

ideal is that you're going to have this bath tub

12

with the Hawthorn clay formation for the bottom

13

and a cap on top.

14

water's going to come down, and it's not going to

15

through the cap, so it's not going to go through

16

the contaminated soil area and it's not going to

17

reach out to the groundwater.

18

because the

And the idea is that the rain

But, in reality, what really happens is the

19

rainwater falls on the cap and it also runs off

20

and falls where the rest of the rainwater's

21

falling,

22

know the groundwater levels rise and fall.

23

sometimes during hurricane season,

on the ground.

And us here in Florida
And

they're right

there, you know, beneath the surface or above the
surface.

And, so,

it's like steeping tea.
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the water rises up, it's steeping the

.'

2

contaminated soil, and then the level goes down,

3

falls down,

4

it.

5

7

question.

8

bottom,

How are you going to monitor the

the water quality,

You know,

also,

the water level?

if you do put that in place

10

and it works, what type of an event would cause

11

you to come back and have to do more?

12

have a plan in place for that?

13

Also,

Do you

I'm not a professional, but I was

14

wondering about the Floridan aquifer.

15

you say that you're monitoring the superficial

16

aquifer and the upper aquifer.

17

wondering how much of the Floridan aquifer you're

18

really monitoring.

20
21
22
23
,'~

it's just, like, what

professional came up with that plan was my

19

(

So, you know,

6

9

J

and the contaminated water goes with

24
25

Thank you very much.

So,

Because

I'm just

That's my comments for

the evening.
UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

Where can we

find answers to these questions?
MS. SPENCER:

The answers to these questions

will be in a summary that will be made public.
DAVID KEEFER:

Good evening,
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1

Keefer.

I work with Scott Miller.

I'm also in

2

the superfund program.

3

listen to the community.

4

great community interest in this site and the

5

cleanup plan.

6

has asked for was an additional opportunity to

7

make sure everybody's voice can be heard.

8

that's something that we're considering.

\

9

Obviously, there's

So, one of the things your mayor

And

When this meeting is over, we're going to sit

10

down and look at something to put together to

11

ensure that everybody has a chance to speak.

12

Several people have asked for information

13

that we can provide in short order, and can do

14

that through our website.

15

(

And I'm here tonight to

Overall, the public comments are addressed

16

through a document called responsiveness summary,

17

which is part of the record of decision.

18

you know, we need to work on -- yes, ma'am.

19

UNI DENTI FlED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

20

DAVID KEEFER:

And,

(Inaudible. )

That's what I was trying to

21

address earlier, is we clearly need to have a

22

longer dialogue with this community about this

23

cleanup plan.

. 24
25

We may also have lots of

legitimate questions that we need to do a good
job answering and clarifying.
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1

And I don't have an answer for you to tonight

2

as to when we can get together again and talk.

3

That's -- we're going to have to figure out when

4

we can get that scheduled and coordinated with

5

the mayor and city commission's office.

6

will get back to everybody on the mailing list,

7

make sure your name's on the mailing list, and

8

let you know how we're going to continue this

9

conversation

10

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

11

MS. SPENCER:

But we

(Inaudible. )

Her question is whether or not

12

there's going to be a place that the public will

13

be able to read the questions and the answers to

14

the questions.

15
16

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

Or challenge

your answers.

17

MS. SPENCER:

Or challenge the answers ..

18

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

19

MS. SPENCER:

Again,

(Inaudible. )

I think David mentioned

20

we're going to have to get back together, not

21

just with EPA, but also the city to determine how

22

we can further this conversation.

23

think there's an answer to that, but it should be

) 24
25

So,

I don't

forthcoming is what I'm hearing.
Okay.

I'm going to go back to the list.
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1

Kayla Sosnow.
KAYLA SOSNOW:

2
3

L'Tonya, that you call two or three people at a

4

time,

5

with people getting up out of their chairs and

6

corning down here.

7

I have two comments.

One is that the EPA

originally had a list of 33 chemicals of concern

9

at this site.

11

And I've heard that you're now

only concerned about remediating five chemicals.
So, my question is:

Does that mean that

12

you're not looking for the other 28 chemicals?

13

So, if they're present,

14

left there?

,

15

they're just going to be

And my second question is:

You state that

16

some soils would be removed during re-grading and

17

placed in the consolidation area.

18

process determining which soils, what areas

19

they're in, and how deep you'll be going,

20

most of the site outside the source area would

21

have few restrictions for redevelopment, and was

22

that evaluated in the feasibility study?

23
(

so we don't have to waste all this time

8

10

"

I want to make a suggestion,

~. 24

25

MS. SPENCER:

Okay.

to be Sharon Sheets.

Is there a

so that

The next person is going

And after Sharon, we'll

have Sharon Woodruff.
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SHARON SHEETS:

1

\

I

,..,

For a long time

we've lived right next to Koppers, three doors

3

away.

4

exactly.

And I'm glad that we're all here

5

tonight.

And I

6

concerned we are and that maybe we need a little

7

bit more time and EPA needs a little bit more

8

work on this plan.

Been to a lots of these meetings since '83

hope that EPA can see how

Being a resident -- and I have signed to have
I've had fugitive dust sampling

10

my soil studied.

11

done.

12

a toxic yard.

13

I don't trust to eat out of my yard, have my hens

14

in the yard.

15

Breathing the dust,

16

So,

17

on.

18

'.

folks.

L

9

/

Hi,

I

J

I've got CCCA's in the yard.

So,

I've got

Supposedly, not hugely toxic, but

I keep my windows closed.
just fugitive dust is toxic.

I signed on to have deeper soil testing going

And I didn't see anything in this document

19

that we have that addresses what's going on with

20

off-site soil testing.

21

what's the extent of the off-site soil testing?

22

When can we expect it to be completed?

23

this fit in with what offer that we've already

·1 24

How many of us are -- or

been given to treat the site?

How does

What about

!

25

off-site and how all of us are being affected?
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1

How long do you expect for it to take?

2

we, as residents,

3

immediately, get the results of whatever's going

4

on, so that we can effectively take care of

5

ourselves?

6

without very much cooperation.

7

for years.

8
9

And will

immediately, or pretty

Because we've been trying to do this
I've been asking

Second -- and I flyered the neighborhood up
and down the Koppers line for years and years and

10

years for all the meetings that we've ever had.

11

There are people that live right on the line who

12

swear to me that there are lagoons and barrels

13

that are still planted and have not been

14

identified on the perimeter of the property.

15

I really do believe that we have the technology

16

that some of this could be looked into.

I don't

17

know that anybody has actually done any,

I want

18

to say -- and I know it can be done,

19

possible.

20

having been done, particularly along the

21

perimeter of Koppers, where many of the people

22

who have been affected health-wise with various

23

forms of cancers, and what have you,

24

they have witnessed lagoons being plowed under

25

and barrels being buried.

I

.,
(

I mean,

And

it's

If there's any more in-depth study
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1

about that and whether or not there has been any

2

effort to identify those.

3

could very easily be found.

4

mostly for us property owners.

)

-.

5

And then, really, what kind of remediation
can we expect, given that

7

is just to bury the worse of it, leave the green

8

area pretty much as is.

9

right on the periphery, we're SOL, you know,

seems like the plan

And those of us that are

10

can't sell our houses, can't rent our houses, and

11

where do we go, what do we do?

12

good health.

14

And we're not in

Thanks.

MS. SPENCER:

Sharon Woodruff.

SHARON WOODRUFF:

I'm Sharon Woodruff.

I

15

have lived four to nine blocks from the property

16

line of Koppers for most of the last 40 years.

17

So far,

18

and two of our blessed dogs.

19

to be the end.

20

something that no one else has addressed.

21

potential land use.

22
23
,

So, my question is

6

, 13

{

It seems that they

) 24

.I

25

only one of my family has died of cancer,
I hope that's going

But tonight I want to address
The

The premises of the feasibility study are so
flawed,

so imaginary, so erroneous, so negligent,

so inadequate, and totally false in so many way.
It does not take a scientist to look at it and
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say:

Whoa,

let's start over here.

Who is going

to say that?
Since the imaginary tenants for future land
use were composed by persons totally unfamiliar
with the neighborhood and its processes, major
changes have made even the stupid original
postulates even more unrealistic.
First, the railroad is now a recreational
trail south of the site.

And the only natural

use of the railroad space to the east of Koppers
is to extend the recreational trail now that the
captive use by Koppers is now a moot point.
Second, the feasibility study states that
recreational access is present in the
neighborhood at Stephen Foster School and at
Sidney Lanier School . . Go look again.

That's

been purely imaginary for years.
In truth, chain link fences and "keep out or
be arrested" signs greet all who attempt to enter
the school grounds.
Third, the Walmart store on Northwest 13th
Street will close forever in two years.

The

potential for commercial use in the Northwest
23rd Avenue strip is purely imaginary by someone
who does not live in Gainesville, and probably
Electronically signed by Cynthia Leverett (401-200-348-3086)
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,

1
2

totally wrong in the beginning.

4

test the top one to six inches of soil?

5

about below that?

7
8
9
10

,

Somebody's mentioned that already.
What about capillary action?

We have such

intense dry spells, and then such heavy wet
spells.

12

been adequately dealt with.

13

creeks already, Springstead and Hogtown.

14

has not been properly addressed.

15

creeks back and healthy.

That has still not
You've killed two

In the 1970's I learned a computer term which
basically describes this whole process.

18

tell there's some other programers here.

19

Garbage in equals garbage out.

20

feasibility study is.

21

over and done right.

',24
25

That

We want our

17

23

What

What about the combinations of poisons?

What about the runoff?

22

,

Studies that

11

16

/--

There are so many more things that are just

3

6

\

has spent very little time here.

:

MS. SPENCER:
time check.

I can
GIGO.

That is what this

And it needs to be started

Okay.

I'm going to do a quick

It is now 7:30.

I'm going to call

two people from the list, and I'll check the time
at that point.

Because, before the meeting ends,
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1

I want to introduce the technical advisor for the

2

Protect Gainesville's Citizens, Dr. Pat Kline.

3

And I also want to introduce to you the person

4

who applied for the grant and received the grant

5

for Protect Gainesville's Citizens, Cheryl Crowe.

6

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

7

MS. SPENCER:

(Inaudible. )

The meeting can be extended,

8

but it will not go on public record, because we

9

will not at that time have a person to record it.

10

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

11

MS. SPENCER:

(Inaudible. )

By law, we have to our own

12

person, court reporter.

And before you get

13

started, we are going to talk - okay.

14

Wait.

(

\

15

Before we get started, we are going to

16

discuss possibly having another meeting or other

17

ways to get your comments.

18

period is not over.

19

this to just be the last time that you have an

20

opportunity to give a comment.

21

reminded this is not the only way and it's not

22

the last way.

23
(
\.

Hold on.

',24
25

So,

the comment

So, please, don't expect

Please be

I'm going to call Kim Popejoy and Gina
Hawkins.
KIM POPEJOY:

I'm Kim Popejoy, and I'm chair
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J

1

1

of the Superfund Art Project.

I

Scott,

2
3

stuck right in this little corner.

4

large green area here in which the surface soil

5

concentrations, particularly of dioxin,

6

above the target levels.

that you could deal with this is by leaving the

9

contaminants on-site, and then covering it with

10

two feet of soil.

11

potential future uses?

12

you don't really have to refine and further

, 13

15

What would that do to
And does that mean that

characterize the other possible sources in this
area?
So,

those are a couple of questions.

16

other things are more broad and general

17

questions.

18

And the

And I ask all of you to take a look around

19

yourself and look at each other, and realize that

20

you being here tonight do have an impact on this

21

process.

22

So,

23
\

are way

8

14

i

You have this

As I read the proposed plan, one of the ways

7

"

I also own a piece of property that's

\, 24
25

decision?

Scott, how can we change the record of
How can we affect the proposed plan?

And, as far as this proposed plan is concerned,
how can we change your mind?
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2

Director of the Cleanwater Action Project back in

3

1983 that began work on this site.

4

know me as your neighbor in the Stephen Foster

5

neighborhood since 1986.
And I want to say,

6

in 28 years of experience

working on solid and hazardous waste management

8

issues,

9

allow the construction of a permanent storage

I've never seen the State of Florida ever

10

facility for PAH's, copper, chromium, arsenate,

11

let alone an uncontained mound covered with a

12

tarp.

13

store waste in this manner.

14

reprehensible that you're proposing this as a

15

permanent storage site of these materials under a

16

tarp.

No municipality would ever be permitted to
Therefore,

Finally, my last question.

I find it

The regulations

18

require that the extent of contamination be

19

defined typically during the remedial

20

investigation.

21

ROD,

22

.~

Others of you

7

17

(

Some of you may remember me as

GINA HAWKINS:

'\,/ 1

20 years after the initial

is this not complete?
I've been involved for a quarter of a

I'm going to be living there another

23

century.

24

quarter century.

25

Why,

So,

I can wait you out.

When will you consider your identification of
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1

the extent of the contamination complete?

L

"

want to know a date, and at least include a year,

3

if you will.

4
5
6

Dwayne Mundy and then Joe Prager.
DWAYNE MUNDY:

Thank you.

And my question is

8

other communities in Florida that have an unlined

9

toxic waste landfill in the aquifer protection

Are there any

zone of their primary source of drinking water?

11

Thank you.

12

JOE PRAGER:

You.

I'm Joe Prager.

I publish

13

a website called Ban CCA dot org about CCA

14

treated wood.

15

this issue before and about the superfund site.

16

I'm going to try to be brief.

18
19

\ -.

We're going to have

kind of along the line of Gina's.

17

--

Okay.

7

10

i

MS. SPENCER:

And I

Many of you have seen me speak on

The plan should be rejected, marked "return
to sender," and mailed back to Scott.
I am glad to see Mr. Keefer's here,

and also

20

Mr. Osteen's here.

21

Mr. Osteen's letters, and I'm going to mention

22

them tonight.

23

talking about him without his being present.

) 24

I'm very concerned about the fast track

,

25

So,

I've read some of

I'm glad he's here,

so I'm not

process that this has undergone, where Beazer is
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, 1

treated with kid gloves.

I asked the question

2

the other day if they were being given de minimus

3

status.

4

I can't really tell the dif'ference.

5

legal term for when you get out of paying for

6

things or pay the least possible cost.

7

Apparently, that's not quite

tru~.

But

That's a

So, I think removal of the contaminated

8

source area,

9

option.

the blue there, would be a better

If we can dig down to 40 feet at Depot

10

Avenue, we can dig down to 40 feet here and get

11

rid of the bulk of the contaminants.

12

I'm concerned that we've picked one of the

i
\

13

bottom three cheapest options.

14

paying for this?

15

stock options?

16

some of that action ourselves.

17

Beazer.

Again, who is

Are you guys getting

Because we may want to get in

The Cabot site is an example of what can go

18

wrong when you use the method that's used on this

19

site plan.

20

Mr. Osteen.

21

And I'm going to mention your letter,

There's a letter on the administrative record

22

that talks about how Well HG29 on the Cabot site,

23

about right there, has perplexingly purple

......

( '; 24
25

water.

We may be drinking that someday.

And

Mr. Osteen was smart enough to realize that
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1

that's not just chemicals, you know, that water's

2

actually purple for some reason.

3

study it more.
And when you read letter after letter,

4
5

whether it's something from Kelsey Helton that

6

was written in November about testing the schools

7

that are south of this site, or whether they're

8

letters from our own county officials, city

9

officials,

10

So, my question is:

(

\.

~

they all say we need to

Why are we coming to a

12

plan when the remedial investigation is

13

incomplete?

14

Why haven't the yards been tested?

15

I'm also concerned that we got something

16

called the administrative record index,

17

CD.

18

are 220 PDF files on that.

This site has been on

19

the NPO list for 26 years.

I think there should

20

be more than 220 PDF files.

Where are the rest

21

of the documents?

it's on a

Now, you guys know how big CD's are.

There

Contaminants are already leaving the site,

22



toxicologists,

study this more.

11

_.

So, we need to

There's a naphthalene plume that heads

23

folks.

24

north already now.

25

Okay?

So, it's about right here.

It's underground, and there are
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1

residential lots there,

2

here, and other people.

like Mr. McGee's,

if he's

f

And, so, Mr. McGee here has naphthalene

3

Now, if I had naphthalene

4

underneath his yard.

5

under my yard,

6

up because of vapor infiltration.

I'd want somebody to come clean it

7

Homes in Florida are built on a slab.

And

8

naphthalene rises up through sand and soil and

9

limestone,

rises right through concrete slabs,

10

and you breathe minute amounts of it.

That is

11

why the floor tiles in the back of the Kmart

12

peeled off on the Cabot site.

I

\

So, we also have possible surficial aquifer

13
14

contamination on the western side that Roy was

15

going to talk about,

16

including residential wells that were bought by

17

Beazer and Top Kill.

18

right?

20

in the residential area are contaminated, I think

21

that's a concern, because the horse is out of the

22

barn.
We know that the soil on the streets in that

23
\

We know what means now;

So, if the wells that are close to the site

19

I

if he got the opportunity,

:24
25

western area are contaminated.
that?

How do we know

We know that because the city is concerned
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1

about it, and they generate this map with these

2

little yellow stars.

3

record I just mentioned.

4

little stars?

5

parts per trillion,

6

the dioxin levels are going to give you cancer

7

eventually.

8

got mentioned to Mr. Miller, because they're

9

concerned about their workers' health.

So, if

10

they're going to re-pave these streets,

they're

11

worried about the dioxin levels that are

12

underneath the street.

I

You see all the those

That's where dioxin is above seven
the Florida SDTL.

That means

And it's a concern for the city that

I'm worried the dioxin levels that are in

13

('.

It's on the administrative

14

those people's front yards.

15

toxic on the workers,

16

residents.

Okay.

If it's too

it's too toxic for our

17

And with regard to that toxic dust, we are

18

now in the Stephen Foster Elementary School, we

19

are point .6 miles, as the crow

20

site.

21

area as part of the 500-million-dollar lawsuit.

22

We know that the dioxin dust levels are really,

23

really high.

\ 24
25

flie~,

from the

We've tested some of the homes in this

compared to 7.

Some are 1100 parts per trillion
You guys know how much that is.

So, what are the dust levels in this school,
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1

or the one that's directly south of the site, or

2

any of them within three quarters of a mile?

3

why aren't we checking that?

4

would be the responsibility of the EPA.

,

I would think that

On-site sources are not being addressed

5

6

either,

7

been informed.

8

we've had 26 years.

folks.

And it's not like they haven't
And like somebody brought up,

Here's the aerial

Here's an aerial photo.

9

.

And

10

photo of the Koppers site, circa 1965.

11

the northern most area.

12

top of the rectangle area.

13

Here's the same area in 1971.

14

trenches.

15

They're a couple hundred feet long.

16

They don't exist,

17

don't know what they were used for.

18

asking those questions.

This is

So, it's the area at the
See all the woods?

(

'~

folks.

See them?

Forget about it.

We

I've been

20

there are people saying that they saw that, and

21

those issues have not been addressed in this work

22

plan.

23
/

You see the six parallel trenches?

I've been asking about buried drums, because

19

~

Notice the

So, why is the EPA tone deaf?

24

hear me, but I guess they can't.

25

It's just a fact.

You guys can
I'm sorry.

'.
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1

With regard to the possible buried drums,

2

there's a multi-level well, number FW-12B, and

3

it's on some diagrams you have.

4

level well has four sensors.

5

sensor here, one here, one here, one here.

6

well is real close to where the eye witness said

7

the drums are buried, and it detects contaminants

8

at the first,

9

highly unusual.

Now, a multi

So, there's a
That

third, and fourth levels, which is
Okay.

So, why aren't we doing

10

ground penetrating radar,

11

suggested?

like Ms. Sheets

It's real inexpensive to do that.

12

Two more points, and I'm going to wrap.

13

There's been no proper health study done.

14

People have had 10 cancer victims in a single

15

household.

16

Why did the ATSDR rubber stamp the FDOH's report

17

and say there's no problem?

18

that.

19

Pets are dying.

Birds are dying.

I don't understand

But I do understand the Pottery Barn rule.

20

You go in the Pottery Barn, you break a vase, you

21

pay for it.

22

Pottery Barn rule.

23

pay for it.

(-- \ 24
25

So, I think Beazer should follow the
They broke it.

They should

Thank you very much.
MS. SPENCER:

Okay.
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"/ 1

to ask the technical advisor for Protect

2

Gainesville's Citizens to corne forward.

3

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

4

MS. SPENCER:

Okay.

(Inaudible. )

I'm going to repeat her

5

question, because in absolutely 10 minutes I am

6

going to close the meeting.

7

She wants to know,

for the record, why there

8

has been no indoor sampling.
UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

9

MS. SPENCER:

10

Okay.

(Inaudible. )

But we have two other

11

people that have the right to speak, as well.

12

And I have used your whole list.

13

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

14

MS. SPENCER:

15
16
17
18

you.

(Inaudible. )

I'm not going to argue with

Excuse me, please.

Don't argue with me.

Dr. Kline, would you please corne forward for
your comments, please?
PAT KLINE:

This is a hard group to follow.

19

And I'm Pat Kline.

And I have been -- recently

20

the Protect Gainesville's Citizen selected team

21

to help clarify some of the technical issues and

22

help communicate your issues to EPA to the extent

23

I can, or clarify things to you.

",..J_.

') 24

{
\,

25

And,

you know,

this is a really impassioned

community and engaged community.
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1

everybody to recognize,

2

who are brave enough to come up and say these

3

things reflect only a few of the people that have

4

these kinds of feelings.

5

number of people that want to talk.

6

'I

that the people

Obviously,

there's a

Some of you know me because I've been

7

involved in this because of the city.

And I've

8

been reviewing some documents, and you probably

9

already know what I'm going to say, because I'm

10

typically consistent, at least, whether or not

11

that's good.

1

f"

from EPA,

r)

~

And I appreciate the City of Gainesville also

13

allowing a continued collaboration with our

14

group.

15

takes a lot of depth and breadth of technical

16

expertise.

Because, to address some of these issues,

And I need to work with you on that.

17

Now, one thing,

I'm personally

18

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

19

PAT KLINE:

20

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

21

PAT KLINE:

(Inaudible. )

Pardon?
(Inaudible. )

Oh, well, we'll see.

For mysel f,

22

personally, and most people I talk to, we want

23

something to move forward.

24

cleaned quickly.

25

five years doing a bunch of studies.

'"

We want the site

We don't want to go another
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1

extent we could do things that makes sense, that

2

are acceptable and adequate and transparent, we

3

want to go there.

4
5

now are to make sure that we fill these gaps the

6

extent we can --

7

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

8

MS. SPENCER:

9

all be respectful.

I have asked that you

And I'm trying to give

people, who have requested the opportunity to

11

speak, to speak to the extent possible.
Again, this meeting will end at 8:00.

13

know some of y'all are angry about that.

14

there are other opportunities to send in

15

comments.

16

So, if you're going to continue to be

17

disrespectful, we can end the meeting now.

18

Thank you.

19

PAT KLINE:

And I
But

I'm going to shorten my comments,

20

because many people were very effective at making

21

these, but I want to draw your attention to a

22

couple things.

23
\

Okay.

(Inaudible. )

10

12

(

So, some of the purpose of my comments right

\I 24
25

One, the green area.

The green area, because

of the fact we have Dr. Elmer Acorn.

And if you

want to know exactly how to do an FS and look at
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I

1

areas and volumes, please talk to him also.

'I

"-

We'll bring him in.

3

take some vague, well, we'll re-grade, we'll do

4

some covering, we'll do something else.

\

You've never done a document with

5

6

leachability comparisons or with leachability

7

criteria.

8

saying where the exceedences are.

10

that site you could actually remove dirt and have

11

no cover and have it protective from the

12

standpoint of soils.

13

know that.

15

that,

16

assessment, but I asked to look at looking at the

17

volume of soil you'd have to remove to get to

18

commercial/industrial and residential.

19

reason for that is, we have had a lot of language

20

barriers here, but sometimes those may be the

21

exact same volumes.

')'1
L..:...

right to know what it would cost.

23

"

And I think we deserve to

And I personally sat at a meeting and asked

14

(,

You've never done a map with data

We have no idea if and where any place on

9

,

But the idea is you can't

',24
/
25

in the subsequent FS,

Now,

you look at risk

And the

And at least we have the

I have previously looked at the

consolidation thing.
many people,

But after talking to so

I realize that we would also like a
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cost estimate for off-site disposal of these
contaminated soils.
Now,

I want to be clear that there's a

distinction here between what you guys can
evaluate quickly.

I know other people here that

can evaluate the cost to 22 acres off site.
can do those.

We

But you guys have the data.

You never presented the subsurface data in
the FS, and you never estimated the volumes and
did the comparison.

And I think that's a

deficiency in the document.

And when you go to

the ROD, you need to be able to say that in the
ROD.

So, some place you have to present it.
So, give us an addendum that shows us these

numbers.

It's not rocket science.

take you that long.
couple weeks.

It will not

You can probably do it in a

Then we would at least understand

what we're arguing about.
The other thing, as a technical advisor,

I

would say, in addition to the vagueness -- and I
do -- oh,

two things.

One is, Scott, thank you

for very much for giving us SDTL's, particularly
off-site.

But, you know,

I think this whole

green thing is kind of a camouflage, making us
feel it's all going to be clean.
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at all the case.
That entire 90 acres of that site could be
covered with contamination every place across
that whole site, and that's pretty unacceptable.
As the technical advisory team, we come in,
and I'm going through the record and I'm trying
to figure out things that I have not worked on
very much before, like groundwater.

And what I'm

finding is,
Here's a report with some Floridan wells, and
here's a report with some Hawthorn wells.
a big disconnected mess of things.

It is

I have not

seen any comprehensive groundwater data summary
that lets us know what is where in groundwater.
I would really appreciate, since the data's
there,

I know you have it,

I know you know the

wells,

I know you've got the coordinates for

these things and the data and databases,
you need a data summary report.

I think

In fact,

I think

that should have been in the FS also.
But I think having all these segmented
reports that I've seen makes it very difficult
for anybody -- I don't know if it's intentional
or what,

for anybody to really have a good

understanding of what's going on.
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I

And when you say something like you can do

1

.I

2

leachability, we'll either use the numbers or we

3

will maybe make up our own.

4

on a plan we have no idea what that means?
Do the evaluation now.

5

(
\

6

is.

7

we know what we're fighting.

How do we sign off

Let us know what it

And if we want to fight that fight,

at least

8

I will be more formal with my request.

9

I'm telling you that some of the data isn't
It's not in the FS.

But

I think you can do

10

there.

11

it in the next few weeks, allow us a chance to

12

review,

13

input and support your ROD when you get there so

14

we can go through that process.

15

then we can give you more meaningful

And I want to think the rest of the team

16

members for getting out, and the community.

17

Great job.

18

CHERYL:

Thanks.
Hi,

I'm Cheryl.

I'm from Protect

I know you've heard this

19

Gainesville's Citizens.

20

request a couple times tonight, but we're all

21

here to meet and come to the table with you guys

22

and discuss this thing.

23

maybe take five minutes to 8:00 and talk among

24

yourselves.

25

home, we have a videotape, even if it doesn't get

I'd like to ask you to

Even if the court reporter goes
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\

1

on the official record,

roll up your sleeves, sit

2

here, and listen to this community.

3

everyone in this room that want an opportunity to

4

speak an opportunity to speak.

5

you care, that you want to hear, and it really

6

makes a difference to you what we have to say.

I

7

Just show us that

In addition to that, we'd like to ask for a

8

second 30-day extension, giving us from September

9

to October for public comment.

Of course,

I put

10

out there the caveat, if you decide when you go

11

home that you need to re-write this proposed

12

plan, you can just postpone the public comment

13

period and let us know when the new proposed plan

14

is ready.

15

If we're going to continue forward, we'd also

16

like to reiterate, we want a second public

17

meeting held further towards the end of the

18

public comment period so that we have more time

19

to have this discussion.

20

(

Give

We would like the transcript and

21

responsiveness summary for us to review at least

22

30 days prior to the end of the public comment

23

period.

" 24
i

25

We've asked a lot of questions tonight.
There's no way that we can actually respond
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1

effectively to this proposed plan without the

2

answers to those questions.

3

to those questions along with the record of

4

decision is not acceptable.

5

questions now,

6

the information that you give us.
I

7

so that we can actually work with

think you've heard this already.

We're in

the process of reviewing the administrative

9

record.

At this time it does appear that some of

10

the documents that are referenced in this,

11

documents that are there are missing.

12

technical advisors are working at preparing a

13

list of those documents.

14

documents before we can prepare our complete

15

response to this proposed plan.

17

And I
here we go.

the

Our

So, again we need those

think that's probably about it.

Oh,

The last one I wanted to ask for.

There's a lot of technical data that's

18

\

We need the

8

16

('

Giving us the answer

19

referred in these documents.

It's very

20

scattered.

21

like a complete set of the data and the data

22

summaries that this document that the proposed

23

plan and the feasibility study are based on.

24

Everyone that did some piece of this has their

25

data.

We'd asked for this before.

We would

We'd like it in some kind of database
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1

format.

Whatever format you want to give to us

2

is fine, but we'd like the data so that we can

3

review it.

/

SANDRA WATTS KENNEDY:

4
5

homes that have been tested already that show

6

(inaudible) .

7

are -- I don't want to talk about all the

8

miscarriages,

9

you start going door-to-door in our neighborhood

Hello.

There

the birth defects that go on.

and getting these anecdotes,

11

Almost anybody here will testify to that.

When

it's horrifying.

I can't believe you're even human, when you

13

won't even look at us when we've asked for this

14

before very politely.

15

confirm.

16

there's something wrong with the data,

17

know.

18

-

We have children.

10

12

(,

Test the inside of our

Please, I'm begging, come

Or, better yet,

if it turns out that
let us

People live inside their houses.
This is a human factor,

and it is your

19

mandate.

20

after all, to protect human health and safeguard

21

the natural environment upon which life depends

22

to ensure that all Americans are protected from

23

significant risks to human health and

,) 24
25

It is the EPA's mission statement,

environment, where they live, where they learn,
and where they work.
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I'm Sandra Watts Ken nedy.

1

I represent

J

2

Stephen Foster Neighborhood Association,

3

Incorporated.

4

MS. SPENCER:

Okay.

What we are doing, we're

5

checking with the school to see if it's okay,

6

that they have someone that will lock the school

7

until we're done.

8

9:00.

9
10
11

And we will proceed until

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

I have a key,

and I will stay until the meeting is over.
MS. SPENCER:

So, we will proceed until 9:00,

12

for those people who would like to stay.

13

have a list of names here for people who want to

14

give comments,

15

Gainesville's Citizens.

16

the list that

17

leaving, can you leave quietly so that we can

18

continue with the meeting, please.

19
20
21

(

Thank you.

as well as a list from Protect
I'm going to start with

for those people that are

I have an Armondo that had a comment.

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

Mr. Miller,

I'm going to address this question to you.

23

Although,

25

Is

Armondo back here?

22

": 2 4

I still

I don't see you.

My question is going

to be -- it's unfortunate that we don't have
Beazer's representative here.
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1
2

Hopefully,

I'm loud enough.

Two things, we don't have the Beazer's

3

representative and we don't have the

4

administrator or the Obama appointee from

5

Jacksonville here.

6

But my question would be:

Is there any way

7

that we can get some clarification, once we have

8

clarification, about how much Beazer will

9

actually contribute to the infrastructure?

10

Because if this has gone on for approximately 30

11

years, there's going to be a possibility that we

12

need to build new infrastructure for water to

)

" 13
14

/'

'j
."

And being in the economic downturn that we

15

all know we're in, and where our city and county

16

governments are, how much is Beazer going to give

17

the City of Gainesville, GRU, or what have you,

18

to help build water infrastructure to treat?

19

to mention how much the federal government and

20

the superfund will also contribute.

21

question.

22

(

actually treat a lot of these chemicals.

Second question is:

Not

That's one

There was a CNN report,

23

I don't remember when approximately it was,

I

24

remember seeing it on television, that talked

25

about dioxin and how long it takes to break down,

I
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"I 1
\

is probably -- I don't want my child looking like

3

a regular child, and then looking like the

4

Ukrainian president or the president that blew up

5

with dioxin poisoning.

6

frightening.

It is scary.

It is

It's not just a City of Gainesville issue,

8

is public enemy number one, it is an Alachua

9

county issue.

10

aquifer,

11

to pollution.

12
13
14

And,

I'm sorry, dilution is not the solution

I don't want any claps, please.

I'm being

real serious.
I would like a real answer from that,

if you

could.

16

easy-to-follow questions.

17

answer -- I believe, Scott Miller, if you could

18

answer that,

I think those are pretty significant,
And if you could

I'd appreciate it.

MR. MILLER:

Thank you.

In brief, with respect to

20

infrastructure concerns,

21

to note that there's been no detection of site

22

contaminants at the Murphy well field or at the

23

sentinel wells that have been installed between

,.\ 24

25

it

if it gets to the Floridan

15

19

(

That

2

7

I
I,

not just in the soil, but also in the air.

I think it's important

the site and the Murphy wellfield.

And that's

why we're implementing a remedy to make sure that
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never happens.
So, with respect to that, that's the answer
to your question.
And,

I'm sorry,

I can't talk to you about the

Ukrainian president, other than he got a dose
that's 50 thousand times the level
MS. SPENCER:

Is Lee Norris still here?

I'm going to call from the card.

Next

It will be

Cindy Harrington.
LEE NOR8.IS:

My name's Lee Norris.

to Stephen Foster in 1971.

I moved

My question's very

simple.
If it's 26 years before we get it cleaned up,
it won't matter to about half of this crowd.
We'll be gone.

Can you give us some time line?

We're at 26 years, and we're at the proposed
cleanup.
know,

When can we expect a cleanup?

if it's 26 years,

people in here,
gone.

You

look at the white haired

it won't matter to us.

We'll be

Please give us some kind of answer of what

can we expect in a time frame.
MS. SPENCER:

Cindy.

CINDY HAR8.INGTON:

I'm Cindy Harrington.

I'm

a resident of the Stephen Foster neighborhood.
And until the feasibility study holds those
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1

responsible for polluting our city truly

2

accountable and requires them to fully clean it

3

up,

Anyone with a middle school education can see

4
5

the injustice of allowing a polluting party a

6

proverbial pass by capping a portion of the site,

7

and then throwing a couple of feet of topsoil on.

8

some other affected areas.
We have the culprit.

9

(

..

We know who the culprit

10

is.

11

the culprit is; correct?

12

culprit is.

13

are legally responsible, and they are financially

14

capable of cleaning up the site and cleaning up

15

the residential area around the site.

16

This is not an abandoned site.

We know who

They know who the

They are morally responsible,

they

And it is the duty of the EPA to hold them to

17

task, not to find the path of least resistance,

18

not to find the cheapest way out.

19

duty to find the right path and the right

20

remedy.

21

but, rather,

22

me to question number one.

23

(

I will never agree with its findings.

'·24
25

It is their

The EPA should not be their advocates,
their worse nightmare.

Which leads

It concerns us that agencies who are supposed
to protect the community are not doing what is
required by law.

For example, why was it the
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1

citizens who had to bring up the signage issue or

2

the lack thereof around the Koppers

3

neighborhood?

)

And, more recently, I don't know if this was

4
5

required by law, but I did receive a feasibility

6

study in the mail.

7

citizens closer to Koppers than me never received

8

this in the mail.

9

So, how can we trust what you say you're

10

going to do you're going to do, when we can't

11

even get mailings straight?

12

me.

13

1

It really concerns

And what are the plans to protect residents

14

in the neighborhood during remediation

15

activities, either on or off site?

16

going to be trucking contaminants through our

17

neighborhoods?

18

and not be further polluted?

19

,

But I understand that many

Are they

How are we going to be protected

And once this cleanup is complete, what will

20

be the responsibility Beazer East to provide

21

remediation if any of the institutional controls

22

are violated and contamination is exposed?

23
"": 24
25

Now, am I hearing this right?

Are you going

to tell me that I'm not allowed to plant a garden
in my yard or I'm not allowed to excavate in my
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1

backyard to build a pool or to put in a decking,

2

where I might have footings beyond two feet in

3

depth?

4

sudden this pollution comes up, am I now going to

5

be held liable while Beazer walks away?

6

going to tell me that I'm going to be liable if

7

these dioxins come up in my yard and expose my

8

neighbors to pollution?

)

9

!,

And if I do put in a pool, and all of a

And,

Are you

last, but not least, people are

10

abandoning properties left and right in our

11

community.

12

way, a local realtor.

13

little sign that says:

14

It is worthless.

15

a neighborhood that's polluted?

16

is going to make us whole?

17

us whole?

Our values -- and I'm also, by the

Thank you.

19

MS. SPENCER:

21

My house is worthless.

Who is going to buy a house in
And who,

I ask,

Who is going to make

It better be Beazer.

18

20

Our values are -- I have a

Okay.

We have Sally Shatner.

And after Sally, we have Tia Mall.
SALLY SHATNER:

Hi.

I'm Sally Shatner.

22

lived in the Stephen Foster neighborhood and

23

right off the creek for 18 years.

I was actually

( '.J 24

diagnosed 'tJi th an autoimmune thyroid disease.

25

cat was diagnosed two years after me with the
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1

same disease.

.J

I received a certified letter from Florida

2
3

EPA stating that my property is contaminated.

4

Now,

5

won't ever be able to sell my house, even though

6

I'm within about 12 years of paying it off.

7

great.

8

and health problems.

in 1980 I have an article from The Alligator,

11

stating that there were signs all through the

12

creek, saying there was excessive phenol
concentrations, do not go in the creek.

Those

14

signs have all been removed.

15

up since my husband moved in the neighborhood in

16

'89.

17

started going through the creek.

18

these signs and why haven't we known that there

19

are phenols in the creek?

20

out that they are in the creek?

They have not been

They were not there in '92, when I first
So, where were

Now we're just finding

The dioxins that they found on our property

21
22

were 33 percent higher than what the state levels

23

are.

/'

(

So,

Now I'm stuck with contaminated property

10

.i 13

I

The other thing is, too, on the creek, back

9

",

it's a certified letter, so it's on file.

" 24
25

Thank you.
MS. SPENCER:

Karen Eppel.
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1

we'll have Christy Smith.

./

KAREN EPPEL:

2

I'm part of Protect

3

Gainesville's Citizens, and I'm also a resident

4

within about a mile of the site.
Actually,

5

I have three questions.

Some of us

6

do not want the high concentration of toxic

7

materials heaped into a pile that leaves us with

8

toxins here forever.

9

adequate solution.

We don't feel this is an

What other technologies are available that

10
11

would be more aggressive in removing the

12

contamination from the site?

13

of there and take it someplace else?

Can you get it out

14

Also, have you done testing far enough into

15

the surrounding neighborhoods to determine where

16

contamination returns to ground levels?

17

figured out the boundaries of the contamination?

18

And,

19

that been done?

20

(

Hi.

if not, why?

MR. t-lILLER:

Have you

If you haven't, why not?

Has

There's ongoing testing planning

21

to take place in mid-September to begin -- to get

22

towards the end of answering your question,

23

outline the footprints as we go.

\ 24
25

KAREN EPPEL:

to

And I have another question in

somewhat the same vein.
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"

1

levels in other directions besides towards the

2

wellfields?

3

way?

4

doesn't flow in one direction.

5

comes down,

i

6

Will you be going in a circular

Because, believe me, water here just
When the rain

it goes everywhere.

MR. MILLER:

Yes, ma'am.

We have extensive

7

wells on site.

8

86 monitoring points in the Floridan aquifer

9

around the site, in the northern and western and

10

eastern side, and wells on site below the former

11

source areas.

12
13

There's over 300 wells.

There's

So, we are collecting a lot of data as we
move forward.

14

KAREN EPPEL:

15

MR. MILLER:

16

KAREN EPPEL:

All directions?
Yes, ma'am.
Okay.

One more.

The remedy

17

supposedly supports commercial land uses.

18

Wouldn't digging down below the tops of the

19

covers into the contamination conflict with the

20

institutional controls?

21

If the remedy supposedly supports commercial

22

land uses, wouldn't digging down below the

23

specified levels into the contamination to build

24

foundations conflict with the institutional

25

controls?

lOr" -.

~

If so, how would this area be
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\

I

1

developed?
MR. MILLER:

2
3

institutional controls.

4

control, when people come and develop a site,

5

they work with the environmental agencies to look

6

at how -- what effects will take place there, and

7

then soils are managed in accordance with that

8

site soil management plan that will be part of an

9

institutional control.
So,

10

But the institutional

it can be re-developed,

it's just

11

re-developed in a way that's consistent with

12

protecting human health and the environment.
KAREN EPPEL:

13

Okay.

What about my first

14

question, that we would really rather that the

15

materials were removed from the site.

16

don't want a toxic waste dump in our city.
MR. MILLER:

17
18

evaluation.

19

that.
KAREN EPPEL:

21

t-1S.

23
. 24
25

We really

Removal has been part of the

We'll continue to take a look at

20

22

(

It could conflict with the

SPENCER:

Thank you.
David Gold.

Is David Gold

here?
Did I call Christy Smith?
David Gold,
Okay.

is he here?

Darryl Beach.
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DARRYL BEACH:

1

2

How far away is the testing in

September going to be from the site?
MR. MILLER:

3

Right now the testing is - the

4

testing has been done on a progressive basis as

5

we go away from the site.

6

to do is to find out where the soils are in

7

compliance with the state residential standards

8

on that side of the site, the western side of the

9

site.

Or,

And what we're looking

if it's a commercial piece of

10

property, if it's in compliance with the

11

commercial standards that the State of Florida

12

has.

13

We're doing that on a phased basis.
We're doing that to the city right-of-ways.

14

And then, once we do that, we come back and

15

request access to people's yards, because we

16

can't simply just walk in their yard and take a

17

soil sample.

18

Once they give us their written permission,

19

then we go into their yard at 0 to 6 and 6 to 24,

20

and sample it.

21

areas, all sides.

22

we hope to do in September.

23

controlled by how quickly we get access

~24

25

It's going to be done on all
And that's also part of what
But that is somewhat

agreements back, because we do have to get
written permission from folks to do that to their

~--~~~~--~------~--~--~~~~----~~~--~~~--~--~--~--~--------~~)
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2

MS. SPENCER:

3

Ruth and Kate Ellison.

4

My name is Kate Ellison.

I'm

a resident of Gainesville.

6

have sort of been asked before, but I want to

7

just state for the record the amount of concern

8

in the neighborhood for so many of these

9

questions that we don't have answers for yet.

And these questions

Why do you assume that the creosote was

11

limited to this blue area?

12

are source areas not identified that remain

13

outside the area.

14

require that these be remediated, if identified,

15

and not simply covered up?

16

We believe that there

Will the proposed remedy

We've given you maps that show the source

17

areas outside of this blue area.

18

plan for these?

19

Do you have a

Why do you emphasize the two feet in places

20

in your proposed plan?

21

more of the soil would leave no contamination in

22

some areas above the levels protected for

23

commercial or residential criteria?

/

{

KATE ELLISON:

The next two names are Barbara

5

10

\

property.

) 24
25

What if taking a little

And are you going to test the soil or the
water to the south side of the Koppers site?

L---------~----~~----------~--~--~~--~~------~~~----~~~~--~--~--~J
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1

Thank you.

2

MS. SPENCER:

3

Mia Garna.

4

Pinault.

Off of the list we have

And, after Mia, we have Renee

MIA GARNA:

5

Okay.

My name Mia Garna.

1'm an

6

Alachua County resident and business owner.

7

just wanted to say it was sort of unclassy to

8

open this community meeting by alerting us to

9

police presence.

I

That was really unwelcoming and

10

sort of set the tone a little bit off and not in

11

our favor.
Basically, a lot of my questions have been

12
\

13

answered.

14

discoveries,

15

your plan passes, what do the stabilization

16

compounds contain?

17

And what are the safety of these compounds that

18

are intended to remove these chemicals?

19

they just leave more chemicals?

20

a hazard during groundscaping?

21

dust impact?

22

have.

23

(

,

i24

r

25

But with the recent dispersant
if this, which it should not, but if

What are they composed of?

Will

Will they cause
Will there be a

These are the questions that I

MS. SPENCER:
RENEE PINAULT:

Renee.
Some of the proposed plans

that were sent to my home included some off-site
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1

soil remediation, but the plan that you've chosen

2

doesn't address this.

I

Can you please address why this decision was

3
4

made?

5

the neighborhoods that lie on the perimeter of

6

the site?

7

the cleanup?

8
9
10

(

What's going to be done with the soil in

And what are the health risks during

My home is located right here.

If the soil

here is contaminated, what leaves me to believe
that my soil here is fine?

11

Thank you.

12

MS. SPENCER:

Okay.

We're going to have Ken

-":

\

'13

Kay and Kia.

14

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

15

MR. MILLER:

Okay.

(Inaudible. )

With respect to the

16

question with off-site soil cleanup,

17

of the proposed plan.

18

options in there.

19

happen is,

20

residential yards and taken away from residential

21

yards in the zero to two foot range.

22
23

that is part

And there are three

But, presumptively, what would

soils would be removed from

And the way that would work is, before that
would happen, we'd have to, naturally, get the

.'

(

'24
25

people's permission.

We'd sit down and talk to

them about their specific yard.
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(

'

certain areas or trees that they don't want us to

2

get near.

3

soil, basically, away from the property, and then

4

replace it with clean fill.

5

And, so, we'll take that, take that

That's the essence of that, unless there's a

6

voluntary agreement reached between property

7

owners and Beazer East to something different.

8
9

KEN KOPCZYNSKI:

Good evening.

record, my name is Ken Kopczynski.
Florida.

For the
I'm a

10

resident of Tallahassee,

I first became

11

involved in this site in 1984, was not happy with

12

the way things were going there in regard to the

13

research that is being done.

"
.'

14
15

fact that there was a lagoon under North Main

16

Street.

17

,

There's some issues with that.

I spent six years of my life prior to moving

18

to Tallahassee to try to get in the record the

19

history and the extent of the contamination of

20

this site.

21

that position 26 years later, including this

22

document that was handed out tonight.

23

("

We did finally get the EPA to acknowledge the

And I'm sorry to say, we're still in

I will use an example.

Page three:

The site

24

was originally two sites, Cabot Carbon in the

25

southeast portion of the site, and Koppers on the
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I.

1
2

western portion of the site.
Ladies and gentlemen,

this site was

3

originally three parcels.

4

Koppers,

5

And, in fact,

6

of Alachua County and look at the property

7

records for the two parcels just north,

8

find that it says,

9

The Cabot,

the

and the area north of the Cabot site.

Okay.

if you go to the property records

you will

specifically, superfund site.

So, anyway,

the question becomes what

10

is the superfund site?

And I'm tired of hearing

11

on-site and off-site.

12

it's part of the superfund.

13

here shows the property lines of Cabot and

14

Koppers.

If it's polluted off-site,
I mean,

the map in

[
\

15
16

in contention in terms of who's responsible for

17

it, is highly polluted.

18

ain't on the superfund site.

19

pieces of property to the north.

20

(

We know that northeast lagoon, which is now

Guess what,

folks?

It

It's on these two

Process wastewater contain - this is still
Process waste water containing

21

on page three:

22

residual pine tar was discharged to three unlined

23

lagoons as early as 1937.

~I 24

25

Folks,

if you look at the aerial photographs

in 1937, there is one lagoon, and it's under
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"

I.

.I

1

North Main Street.

Those three unlined lagoons

2

were not built until between 1949 and 1956.

3

look at the aerials.

I

4

The Koppers site

The Koppers operated as a wood treating facility

6

from 1916.

7

Gainesville Sun that this site was built in

8

1911.

I've got a sand born map of the site from

9

1913.

Yet, here's a document today saying that

Folks,

I've got an article from the

it was in operation in 1916.

11

.-

again, on page three:

5

10

,

You

Still on page three:

Wood treating processes

12

at the Koppers site began with the creosote

13

impregnation process in 1916.

14

already decided that's not true.

15

be true.

16

they actually started this creosote

17

impregnation.

18

like.

19

Well, we've
Well,

it could

It could be true that in 1916 is when

I wonder what the children looked

The treatment processes -- and I apologize to

20

you all, and I apologize to you all.

21

that you guys are targets and everything.

22

take this personally.

23

! 24
25

And I know
Don't

The treatment processes were modified over
the years to include two additional processes:
One, using CCA, beginning in 1960's; and the
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1

another using pentachlorophenol, beginning in

2

1969.

/

Folks,

3

I've got an article from the

4

Gainesville Sun that they started using what are

5

called Wilson salts in 1936.

6

treating the lumber with -- it's not quite CCA,

7

it's another chemical composition.

8

you what it is.

1936,

they were

I can tell

The other problem I have is on page 11, it

9

The proposed remedy is intended to be the

10

says:

11

final cleanup for the Cabot Carbon/Koppers site.

12

Folks, if you don't have the history,

you

13

don't know what the extent of the pollution is,

14

how can you have a final site?

I
\

15

"

Back in 1980-something or another, 1984,

16

floor.

17

Winn Dixie was experiencing floor tiles

18

buckling.

19

in, bore six holes in the floor.

20

they discovered?

21

corning, plasticizing the floor tiles, and eroding

22

the vapor barrier, eating the damn concrete.

23
(

One of my pet peeves has been the Winn Dixie

, 24
25

Okay.

And they had a consultant corne

Polyaromatic hydrocarbons

So, what did Winn Dixie do?
authorities do?

And guess what

And what did our

Well, you know, we're having

other problems in Winn Dixie stores.
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1

we don't really trust the results.

2

go back out and test?

Now, did they

/

Now, this map right here is a blueprint,

3
4

which I don't know exists anymore.

5

enough to make a copy of it, probably, before it

6

disappeared, of the Cabot site.

7

What I've done is I've superimposed on top of
this map the location of the roads,

9

of the building.

folks?

Winn

Now, do you think that pine tar pit had

12

anything to do with those floor tiles buckling?

13

No.

14

They had problems elsewhere.
I would like to give this to you all to put

15

it in the damned record that you have it.

16

tell me, have you all looked around and tested

17

these retorts?

19

Have you all looked at these tanks here?

20

you looked for them?

21

pond?

22
23
" 24
25

And,

Did you see all the tanks that they have?

18

\

And guess what,

the location

Dixie is setting on top of a pine tar pit.

11

i

I was lucky

8

10

\

Hell no.

Now,

Have

What about this irrigation

I know y'all went out and tried to find

this deep water well.

Well,

folks,

they had a

deep water well at Cabot, and they had a deep
water well at Koppers, which is a direct conduit
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Find those.

1

to the Floridan aquifer.

I asked

2

y'all in 1984 to find these goddamned wells.

I

3

So, anyway,

4

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

5

KIA IDEKER:
Ideker.

7

get asked.

8

quickly.

9

summary.

I'm going to read them really
We'd like these in the response

The feasibility does not address an
alternative for off-site sediment at all.

12

fact,

13

risk is low or attributed to Cabot.

14

a little Cabot education.

In

it states that, generally, they believe
We just had

Why does it matter whether it is attributed

16

to Koppers or Cabot?

17

operational units that need investigation?

18

,/ 

For the record, my name is Kia

11

15

l

(Inaudible. )

I have a lot of questions that didn't

6

10

,/
\,

thanks a lot.

Do we have multiple

Please clarify - and I'd like an answer to

19

this now.

20

controls will be required across the site

21

following the implication of this remedial design

22

and plan?

23

the source areas?

; 24

-'

25

Please clarify what institutional

Specifically, what would be done to
And what restrictions would be

needed to develop outside the source areas in the
future?
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If development occurs on the green area,

'j 1
2

which is deceiving, because that's not going to

3

be green in this plan, who holds the liability if

4

those institutional controls are broken?
If Beazer sells the land or allows

5

6

development, and somebody comes in and digs

7

beyond that 22 feet of top clean fill,

8

that liability?

9

the Winn Dixie or somebody that goes there going

who holds

Is the small business owner or

10

to have to pay for those source areas that you

11

didn't find,

12

that's what's going on at Carbon.

that they find?

Because we know

'.

Everyone keeps telling us that's an example

13

of a good cleanup.

15

an example of a good cleanup.

16

you to stay tomorrow until the temperature hits

17

86 to 96 degrees, and drive over by that site and

18

smell the creosote coming out of the earth.

\

I'd like to invite

We have vapor intrusion in this town and in

19

(

We do not believe that to be

14

20

those buildings and off that site.

21

it.

22

pays for the liability?

23

liability?

-- : 24
25

We know where it's coming from.

You can smell
So, who

Who holds that

You can't put a foundation in without

penetrating through the soil.
We'd like that removed.
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\

,.

\

1

confirmatory testing done once the top two feet

2

is removed.

3

on site, which I think is a good idea, because we

4

can just use the clean dirt that's already there.

5

It's just less money to haul it away.

6

Whether you remove it and clean it

We want confirmatory testing underneath

7

there.

8

over that place.

9

We believe there are source areas all
Thank you.

As currently summarized, it is possible that

10

the contaminants across the entire site will

11

remain and be entombed.

12

the top will be brought in.

13

that will limit future land use and lead to a big

14

fence with a guard and no development?

A layer of clean soil on
Is it possible that

I

\,

15

That's it.

16

MS. SPENCER:

17

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

Jan Ambrose Carter.
We need to

18

state for the record that our mayor and city

19

commissioners have had to leave and will not be

20

here to hear all of the rest of the citizen

21

comments.

22
23
"

Thanks.

\ 24
25

MS. SPENCER:

It's supposed to be recorded

that the city commissioners have left the
building.

Is there anybody else?

The camera is gone,
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1

recording at this time.

2

still here,

3

taking comments for EPA.

JAN AMBROSE CARTER:

And that will be just

4

fine for this comment,

5

down at the end a question that I have.

6

...

The court reporter is

,

if somebody could write

My name is Jan Ambrose Carter.

And I spent

7

the early part of this year working with Protect

8

Gainesville's Citizens to write the proposal for

9

the EPA's technical assistance grant.

And I'm

10

grateful that our community has been awarded that

11

50 thousand dollars to hire our technical

12

advisor.

13

Since the funds were only received a few

14

weeks ago,

15

sufficient time to use the money as it needs to

16

be used,

17

technical details of the current proposed plan.

18

I'm concerned that we haven't had

to educate the community about the

Foreseeing that this might happen,

I

19

contacted our county DEP last February and

20

explained the situation.

21

blessing, on March 3rd of this year,

22

formal request to Scott Miller and his

23

supervisor,

" 24
25

And, with their
I wrote a

requesting an extension of the period

of public comment that we're in now to allow time
for grant funds to be issued and utilized before
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1

a record of decision was issued for the site.

2

That request was denied.

3

more requests have been made.

4

you considering those.

I

\

5

In the meantime,

But I understand that
And I appreciate

I started educating myself

6

on the process that occurs before a cleanup plan

7

becomes final.

8

who have been dealing with superfund sites,

9

including the one in Brunswick, Georgia.

10

I spoke with other communities

The proposed plan that we're discussing

11

tonight will, with or without changes made to

12

accommodate our concerns, eventually become a

13

record of decision, or ROD.

I

\

14
15

my understanding is that ROD will not actually be

16

legal and binding until a consent decree is

17

issued by a court of law.

18

\

We expect that EPA will respond to our

19

community comments on the proposed plan and on

20

the record of decision before filing for a

21

consent decree.

22

responses to our comments will be made part of

23

the site's administrative record before the

\ 24

(

And, while that sounds like the final word,

And we expect that the EPA's

consent decree is filed with the court.

We

..

25

expect the EPA will notify our community when the
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1
2

court will the consent decree be filed?

4

would like the address,

5

city and state.
CAROLINE HINSON:

In which
And I

if you have it, or the

Good evening.

My name's

7

Caroline Hinson.

8

Northern District of Florida, which I believe is

9

here in Gainesville.

It's the Federal Court for the

I don't have the address
It will be

10

with me, but I can get that to you.

11

filed there after several months of negotiation.

12

Of course,

13

months after the ROD,

14

responding to ROD are incorporated into the

15

record.

16

that comes out quite a number of
so that all the comments

JAN AMBROSE CARTER:

1vJy second question.

17

will the community be notified?

18

the EPA notify our community when the consent

19

decree is filed?

20
21
·22
23
I

So, my questions tonight are these.

3

6

...
!

consent decree is filed.

CAROLINE HINSON:

I'm sorry.

How
Will

The consent decision also

has a public comment period.

So,

that Hill

we'll have more public comments between the
filing of the consent,decree and between when the

"

;: 24
25

court enters it.
Quite often the court also has a hearing, so
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1

that it's open, and people can come and comment

2

at that time.

3

JAN

,~BROSE

CARTER:

And then my last

4

question is,

for the people here tonight, by show

5

of hands, who are willing to go to court where

6

the consent decree is filed and represent our

7

concerns of the community that are not addressed

8

in the record of decision?

9

CAROLINE HINSON:

Thank you.

I'm sorry.

Just one more

When we say you'll be notified,

it will

10

comment.

11

be published in a local newspaper.

12

be -- it will also be published in the federal

13

register.

14

It will be in your local newspaper.

So,

it won't

(

So,

it won't be hidden away somewhere.

15

MS. SPENCER:

16

I'll let Cheryl know.

17

And,

if Caroline lets me know,

One thing that I need to clarify.

18

have a list of groups.

19

I contact, because she has the technical

20

assistance grant.

21

occasions,

22

groups,

23

address,

. 24

25

I don't

Cheryl is the person that

And I have asked on several

if there are other, quote, unquote,

if you will give me your name and your
you can be notified as well.

JOHN KING:

Thank you.

I'm John King.

I'm

president of Water and Air Research,
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1

environmental engineering consulting firm here in

2

town.

3

Dr. Kline and the neighborhood association

4

through the grant.

/

5

One,

that you provided the neighborhood association to

7

buy the technical advisors, particularly the

8

quality of Dr. Kline.
However,

the grant did come through in late

10

June, or whatever.

11

process.

12

have just come on board in trying to analyze 228

13

PDF's in the last 10 days.

14

has only had the opportunity in the last two or

15

three days to engage on some of these issues.

They went through a selection

And, as you heard tonight,

the teams

And some of my team

Again, we respect and appreciate that you've

16
17

already said that you will provide a fairly

18

extended review period here.

19

that.

20

need to kind of step back and make sure that what

21

we're doing is right.

22
23
,
(

I'd like to thank EPA for the funding

6

9

t'

We're part of the team supporting

'24
,
25

I think we need

The train's moving fast right now.

It's been 30 years.

We

It's good to be here

now, but we need to make sure the decisions are
right.
I really only have one question I want to
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1

pose to you and put in the record.

Region 4 EPA,

2

as recently as 2009, dealt with a site in south

3

Florida, DeSoto County.

4

started in 1911.

5

1952.

6

have here.

7

and go through it, you'll find tremendous

8

similarity.

(

9

It was a creosote plant

It was closed, supposedly, in

It has many of the same problems that we
Actually, if you read the EPA record

You've heard a lot tonight about vapor
The vapors do not know that that's

10

intrusion.

11

where Beazer's property line ends.

12

And, so, to that point, in your documents,

(
13

your responsive summary, which is effectively the

14

same document we will get from this meeting, and

15

all of the questions that are turned in to this

16

group will be published in this summary, in the

17

summary that you did for that site, you reference

18

that there are -- and I'm going to just quote a

19

very small piece here -- that the surrounding

20

properties or certain properties in that area

21

were required by a responsible party,

22

residents have been relocated, and all of the

23

potential for exposure eliminated.

24

your words.

25

Now,

the

Those are

I would hold out to you in question,
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1

will you please respond to this community what

2

your plan is to force the responsible party to

3

procure the properties that will have the level

4

of contamination or the vapor intrusions of these

5

contaminants that we're talking about, and/or

6

deal with the relocation issues?

7

Okay.

I have two cards here.

8

If the people are not here,

9

statements, so it can go on record.

10

Ann Lowry.

11

ANN LOWRY:

I want to read their

My name is Ann Lowry.

And I've

12

lived in the Stephen Foster neighborhood for 16

13

years.

14

and participated within the community and

15

contributed to the community.

16

years after I moved,

17

I was a director of nursing in a hospital

Holtleve r , five

I got MS.

Well, my neurologist, when she found out I

18

lived in the Koppers neighborhood and saw what

19

the pollutants were, she said:

20

know, oh, my God, you know, no wonder, no

21

wonder.

22
23
,,

MS. SPENCER:

Thank you.

\I 24
25

Oh, well, you

I am not the only one that has MS that lives
in the Stephen Foster neighborhood.

Other people

have gone and civilly sued Beazer and won a
judgment against them for their pollution causing
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1
2

32-hundred-dollar-a-month drug, one of 23

4

medications I take every day.

5

used to treat malignant melanoma.

6

strong treatment.

7

malignant melanoma and had to have surgery two

8

times.

/

It's a pretty

Well, five years ago,

I got

How many times have we asked to have the
insides of our homes checked?

11

have we gone door-to-door and noticed that

12

there's been at least one person on two blocks in

13

every household that has cancer or has died of

14

cancer?

How many times

Now, we need to do epidemiological studies.

16

Maybe the next time,

17

decide what you're going to do to fix this,

18

hope you're all not standing, like I am, with my

19

dog and my braces, waiting to go home to my

20

wheelchair.

21

i

Interferon is also

10

15

\

Ten years ago I was started on interferon, a

3

9

II

the MS.

in five years, when y'all
I

I hope that the EPA will clean this up, will

22

take all the carcinogens out, move it away.

23

Don't cap it over, waiting for it to vaporize

-··24
25

back into your homes, because I don't want you to
look like me.
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MS. SPENCER:

Okay.

Phyllis Tanner and Mike

/

2

Turturro.

...,

MIKE TURTURRO:

.)

I'm a

4

citizen in Gainesville.

5

you for acknowledging that we need more of a

6

dialogue here.

7

meeting run late.

8

much later.

So,

Somebody already thanked

I thank you for letting the
I'll try not to make it run

It seems part of that, while I hope you can

9

10

find some modification to the so-called normal

11

processes, since the processes have already been

12

modified, and the way the community involvement

13

plan,

14

because there was this plan, and it's old, and

15

now there's this new thing,

16

25 years,

17

hurry and only have a certain number of days.

18

for lack of a better, word has been botched

then we're -- after

it's a little ironic, now we're in a

It seems like things have changed in the past
So, maybe it's a time to take it

19

year or so.

20

not slow it way down, but, basically,

21

the right speed for this thing.

22
23
(

I'm Mike Turturro .

:; 24
25

find just

And I got to say, I don't think I've heard
anything tonight that I've disagreed with.

Seems

like everybody had really good questions, and it
goes on and on.
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I have two specific questions, one of them
about the on-site.

Several people have mentioned

the possibility of hidden drums and various
Have you guys considered any

contamination.

plans to do any search for buried treasure, so to
speak, penetrating radar, something like that?
MR. MILLER:

Yes, we have.

And there's going

to be a work plan coming forth that we'll share
to address concerns with buried drums on-site
MIKE TURTURRO:

Thank you.

The other thing

is this issue about institutional controls is a
I think I get the picture for

little confusing.
the on-site.

But, if it's dealing with

somebody's residential property, are you going to
be putting institutional controls on residential
property?
MR. MILLER:

That is included as a voluntary

option between two private parties,
who owns the house,

the person

for instance, and Beazer

East.
If,

for some reason, instead of having soil

removed from the yard, you prefer or reach an
agreement,

for instance, to sell the home or to

come up with another approach that works,
as, you know,

such

installing a driveway and keeping
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it up, or anything like that that keeps the

2

situation in such a way that people don't come

3

into contact with these soils that are in excess

4

of these levels that are the state levels,

5

allows you to work together to make that happen.

it

6

It's strictly voluntary between two parties.

7

MIKE TURTURRO:

I'm not a property owner.

8

just seems like it keeps coming up.

9

obvious,

It

It seems

if something like that happens,

there

10

would have to be some kind of an addendum to the

11

deed or something that would carry through.

12

in that case, wouldn't there have to be some sort

13

of compensation to the property owners?

14

MR. MILLER:

15

MIKE TURTLJRRO:

lmd,

Yes
The third thing I have to say

16

isn't really a question so much, but you might

17

want to tackle it.

18

When I looked at this plan, and in particular

19

the off-site part of it, it's a bunch of:

20

don't really know yet,

21

these options.

22

FS was a consideration of a whole bunch of

23

options, and then, even for on-site was a

" ,
(, i 24
25

We

so we're going to consider

And the plan itself - like the

combination of options, which is sort of another
option - and I'm not trying to be too pedantic
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1

here, but it seems like, you know, what's the

2

plan?

I

"-

3

And for the off-site, it seems like this plan

4

is to make a plan.

5

actually comment on a plan to make a plan.

6

Thanks.

MR. MILLER:

7

And I don't know how we can

The answer to your question is

8

this.

What we do in the next phase here, once we

9

get a record of decision, we have the data

10

available to come up with a plan of how to

11

address the contamination.

.

12

As part of that plan, and what you see

\

13

ongoing, is we're collecting data so we know what

14

the footprint of the remediation will be

15

off-site.

1

16

r

We do not know the specific entirety of the

17

footprint of what the remediation will be

18

off-site.

19

from making a decision with how we go with that.

20

So, that's why we're pushing forward with

21

off-site soil sampling, regardless of how we go

22

forward with the proposed plan, because we think

23

it needs to be an expedited approach.

24
25

We do not believe that will prevent us

MR. KEEFER:

Just to clarify, too,

the

footprint of the off-site or off-property cleanup
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1

will be to the most stringent Florida DEP cleanup

2

target levels that is applicable to whatever land

3

use.

4

it's commercial, it's commercial.

5

So,

it's residential.

If

they're going to continue sampling until

6

they find the edge of the impact.

7

the those properties will be remediated, or, as

8

Scott tried to explain before, if the landowner

9

and Beazer reach some other arrangement,

And then all

10

Beazer wanting to buy them out, there's

11

provisions for that, as well.

12

such as

The point is that we want to be in a position

13

to move forward with the off-property cleanup as

14

quickly as possible.

15

binary decision.

16

yard, it needs to be removed.

17

by excavation.

18

It's pretty simple.

It's a

If contamination is in your
Okay.

That's done

So, we don't want to wait for a long design

19

period or any other delays that might occur,

20

because we know how that's going to work.

21

that's the point of that of the approach, is to

22

get your properties cleaned up first.

23
J

If it's residential,

24
25

UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:

So,

What about the

contamination in the house?
MR. KOPOREC:

I've heard you bring it up
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1

tonight.

2

discuss it, and I'll get back to you.

I don't have an answer to that.

We'll

/

3
4

MS. SPENCER:
George Papatti.

5

{

I'm going to call three names.
Susan Fairforest, and Roy Hale.

GEORGE PAPATTI:

My name is George Papatti.

6

And I live in the duck pond neighborhood, right

7

next to one of the county commissioners, Cynthia

8

Chestnut.

9

Most people are not aware that, years ago,

10

when Koppers was using creosote, that the odors

11

occasionally wafted into our neighborhood.

12

after several times experiencing this,

13

the plant up at midnight and intentionally tried

14

to catch the employees off guard.

15

Why did you turn off your scrubbers?

16

gentleman who answered, apparently, was one of

17

the workers.

18

well,

19

said that he was told to turn the scrubbers off.

20

I called

And I said:
And the

Well, apparently wasn't paid very

judging from the way he was speaking.

So,

And

for the record,

He

I'd like to remind people

21

that industries that are heavy polluters

22

generally play hardball and are very much in

23

denial of things that in public they make

24

statements:

25

care about the community that we operate in.

Well, we're responsible citizens, we
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1
2

There are companies that are progressive, and

3

then there are companies that know full well that

4

it's going to be a huge, costly, uphill battle to

5

operate responsibly, and they play dirty.

6

Koppers was like that.

7

And

Regarding one of the residents who just

8

talked about multiple sclerosis.

9

adverse health impact data,

In looking at

I unmasked a lot the

10

of materials.

11

identified the high incidents of neurological

12

disorders associated with EPA superfund sites.

13

(

That is apparently not true.

And one of the papers that I found

It's easy to find this now.

Back when I got

14

this information,

I had to spend until the wee

15

hours of the morning at the university library,

16

when I could stay there, and gather this

17

information.

18

for everyone to get.

19

neurological issues.

Now, with the Internet, it's open
So, be aware about MS and

20

My question -- one of my questions about

21

capping the toxic source area on the property

22

with soil and concrete seems -- I find it

23

impossible to imagine that the EPA would want to

24

do this,

25

that there are fissures in the Hawthorn groove.

knowing now, with recent information
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1

There's no tub.

It's just a barrier wall has

2

been mentioned.

I'd like to voice that concern.

3

I also want to remind them, before they

4

proceed any further,

5

equal amount of time to the concept of relocation

6

of residents.

7

violation of the law regarding feasibility

8

studies.

9

that they need to devote an

Because, if they don't,

it's a

And my last comment regards a memorandum

10

submitted or circulated July 22nd of 2010 by the

11

EPA.

12

achieving environmental justice is an agency

13

priority and should be factored into every

14

decision.

It was an EPA form,

and it stated that

(

t

15
16

as the fair treatment and meaningful involvement

17

of all people, regardless of race, national

18

origin, or income, in the formulation of rules

19

and implementation of cleanup processes.

20

(

,

The memorandum defines environmental justice

This cleanup process, of course, has taken

21

well over 20 years.

22

this fact,

23

asked by (inaudible) commented, and I quote:

24

Community residents should be angry for how long

25

this is going on and how long they have waited

In response to learning of

the director of EPA's superfund, when
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1

for their cleanup, end of quote.

2
add.

4

involvement, and our Region 4 EPA administrators

5

are not only failing to follow their own

6

directives on environmental justice, they're not

7

acting in a way that -- they're acting in a way

8

that contradicts the spirit of that mandate.

That shows a complete lack of meaningful

Final question.

I ask the Region 4 EPA

10

administrators to request from Mr. Stancil an

11

in-service workshop to remind them about their

12

obligations.

13

SUSAN FAIRFOREST:

Hello.

My name is Susan

14

Fairforest.

15

Stephen Foster Neighborhood Protection Group.

16

...

I might

3

9

(

That failure is unfair treatment,

And I'm a board member with the

The Stephen Foster Neighborhood Protection

17

Group would like to remind the EPA that

18

neighboring residents, you refer to us as

19

recipients,

20

poison, that neighboring residents had no part in

21

contributing to, endorsing or encouraging the

22

hazardous pollution that now lies within our

23

yards and inside our homes adjacent to the site.

\ 24

The feasibility study and all tasks leading

25

I guess we're the recipients of the

to its creation failed to recognize the degree to
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1

which residents have been impacted by this

2

contamination.

., .'

Mr. Miller,

"

.)

4

talk to you.

I wish you'd look at me when I

Thank you.

Stephen Foster Neighborhood Protection Group

5
6

implores the EPA to take the concerns of the

7

community seriously and factor them into their

8

remedial alternative selection.

9

The Stephen Foster Neighborhood Protection

10

Group expects the EPA to use its full authority

11

under the law to protect the environment and the

12

health of the citizens most impacted by this

13

ongoing tragedy.

I

\

The responsible party should be required to

14

I

i

15

step up to the plate and return some of the

16

profits made at the expense of a wounded

17

community, and pay for the cost to clean up our

18

contaminated homes, the insides, as well as the

19

outsides.

20

pondering of soil cleanup methods that are

21

inherently deficient, such as an approach that

22

will not address the immediate issue of

23

protecting our health and welfare.

'.. 24
25

This must be a priority over the

We want our way overdue environmental justice
now.

Enough is enough.
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1

deserve better from our environmental protection

")

agency.

I

I
'-

No dioxins or permanent hazardous waste site

3
4

for Gainesville.

Relocate affected residents.

5

And this part is my personal comments.

6

Digging up my gardens and trees, destablizing my

7

house on the creek bank and letting it slide into

8

the creek by removing two feet of soil,

9

leaving the inside of my home with toxic levels

10

and

is not a satisfactory remedy.

11

I want to be compensated for the value of my

12

property so that my family can be relocated.

And

13

I don't think leaving it up to Beazer to cut a

14

deal with me over relocation is going to work in

15

my benefit.

16

make sure it gets done.

~

17
18

Relocate affected residents.

Dig it up,

You

clean it up, and haul it away.

Thank you.
MS. SPENCER:

19

Our court reporter is out of

20

tape.

21

additional comments, if there are more additional

22

comments, please note that you can email Scott or

23

you can email me.

'; 24
25

We also have no audio/visual.

So,

the

You can mail them into the

environmental protection agency.

Their address

and information is in the proposed plan.
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And, please,

remember that the end of the

2

comment period is not over.

3

opportunity to comment.

4
5
6

So,

you still have a

Thank you guys for being respectful tonight.
Thank you for coming.
(Whereupon the meeting concluded.)

7

8
9

10
11
12
/
\

13
14

15
16
17

18

19
20
21
22

23
( .. ",24
'.

25
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